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The Manufacturer s Security

A sense of absolute security in the reliability of his lines

comes to the manufacturer who places on the market shoes

soled with

OAKTrent Valley

or Royal

SOLE LEATHER
These two Breithaupt Tannages are incomparable for

Quality Value and Wear
Ready to supply you for making up your Fall Orders.

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

Kitchener

Penetancr

SALES OFFICES
Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls
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"D&P"
FIBRE
Counters
Carefully &
Uniformly
Made

THE increase in the use of the Fibre Counter by makers of

fine shoes isjhnal proof of the fact that there is no better

material for the purpose as price does not interest the

makers of good shoes. "Service tells the story."

And in the upward swing of the Fibre Counter business "D & P"
Counters are to the front not only because of the quality of the

fibre but because of they are always uniform, always good and

always guaranteed.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse

:

St. Hyacinthe 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL
REPRESENTATIVES

:

For Ontario :—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City:—Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention- "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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BABYWALK

Patented H
/9I9

Worn by Happy Children

—and sold by merchants who are becoming more
enthusiastic every month about "Babv Walk
Pillow Welts.

Globe Pillow Welts and Comfort Turns with Pil-

low Insoles for Women and Misses are leading
lines at popular prices.

If you have not seen the Fall line, a card will

bring a salesman.

No. XX 202.

—

A specialty of the Women's Fat Ankle type. A Dongola extension edge turn with |

Pillow Insole and Rubber Heel. Made in Blucher, Bal. or Button. Widths—E. EE. and EEE.

A leader wherever shown. Prices and samples on application.

GLOBE SHOE, LIMITED
TERREBONNE - - QUE.

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "tshoe and Leather Journal" whin writing an advertiser
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Have You Seen This New

Shade In DAVIS CALF?
Seldom have we brought out a new shade that has so quickly

jumped into popularity as has our

NUFORTEAN BROWN
in high grade Russia Calf. It is a LIGHTER brown than has

recently held popular sway and as such accords with the trend

of footwear Fashions. If you want a tone that is EXACTLY
RIGHT you want one with the LIGHTNESS and RICHNESS
of Nufortean Brown.

A popular shade — a superior quality — an exceptional value.

This is one shade you should be SURE to feature in your

samples for the coming season.

DAVIS LEATHER COMPANY
LIMITED

NEWMARKET, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Shoemakers for over a Century lo the Particular Men and Women of Canada.

Manufacturers for Canada of Dr. A. Heed Cushion Sole Shoes.

No. 3fi0

These Are Sell

THE latest reports from style centers carry strong sug-

gestions in favor of One Strap and Two Strap Womens
Welts for both early and late Fall.

Silk hosiery will be largely worn and no style so well lends

its-self to the adornment of the well dressed woman as the

many pleasing combinations found in our numbers 360 to

366 inclusive to retail at prices ranging from $8.00 to $12.00.

Bell strap creations in Kid, Calf, Suede and their many
attractive combinations are maintaining the reputation of

Bell Fashionable Shoes.

J. & T. Bell, Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Toronto Sample Rooms: Room 206 Stair Bldg., No. 123 Bay Street

C. E. Fice, Representative

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Shoemakers for over a Century io the Particular Men and Women of Canada.

Manufacturers for Canada of Dr. A. Beed Cushion Sole Shoes. \!

0 single creation has done more for the Mens shoe

trade than the Ball Strap and Imitation Ball Strap.

Properly made on the correct last, it becomes a won-

derfully attractive shoe that fits well and comfortably.

The increasing number of spats that will be worn by the

Men of Canada will carry this Ball Strap right into the

Winter.

Bell shoes tor men are the lines you can offer to the best

trade in your city. Styles are always correct but never so

extreme as to be dangerous.

J. &$T. Bell, Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THIS Ball Strap Mans Welt has been another indication of the value

of our style suggestions. It is an exceptionally good fitter, is beauti-

fully made and will sell all during the Fall season.

"Dalaco", "Patricia" and "Metropolitan" Shoes for Men and Women will

meet the fashion and price needs of any store.

A salesman will call if you say so.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an adver'tiscr



A typical Hector Shoe — a
Women's comfort shoe with

rubber heel and cushion
insole made to sell at retail
at the proper price.

Women's Line Added to

JOBBERS will be vitally interested in the several

popular priced numbers we have added to lines

of womens shoes.

Remember, too, the Hector line for Children and
Misses.

SOLD BY THE SHOE JOBBER

Hector Shoe Co.
331 Demontigny Street East

MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Wmning Line-up

These are a few of the styles from the extensive

line of

SPEED KING
OUTING SHOES
that are bringing a great volume of summer trade

to the shoe merchants throughout Canada.

The light, cool, comfortable Speed King Shoes are

the ideal hot weather footwear—worn everywhere,

for business, on vacation and for every outdoor

sport.
.

|i £}Wl

Your summer sales will not be at their highest un-

less you feature Speed Kings, and are ready with a

full line of styles and sizes to meet all demands.

Send your rush orders to any of our wholesalers.

ALWEAE PLAYMATE

ATHLETE

GEM

VACATION

INDEPENDENT WHOLESA LEES
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Halifax, N.S.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S.

Brown, Rochette, Limited - - Quebec, Que.

James Robinson Co., Limited - Montreal, Que.

J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto, Ont.

White Shoe Co.. Limited - - - Toronto, Ont.

C. Weaver -

The London Shoe Co., Limited
T. Long & Brother, Limited
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited
Bowers Limited -

The J. Leckie Co., Limited

Trenton, Ont.
London, Ont.

Collingwood, Ont.
Regina, Sask.

Edmonton, AJta.
• Vancouver, B.C.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Sorting in August

IT
is altogether too easy to let things slide during the

warm weather; but we have always made special

preparations for August business. We have found this

to be advisable because so many merchants enter the

month with sadly depleted sizes—either causing them

to lose sales or to telegraph sizing up orders.

To insure sufficient sizes to carry-on in August, we

advise the merchants to take careful record of their

sizes in summer lines and to sort now, before it be-

comes too late.

3am?si iBnbmaan (SImttjiang

184 Mtmi Stort JHontreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE merchants well know that it takes from four

to ten weeks to produce shoes in the ordinary

course of events.

But if the factories become loaded with a rush of Fall

business placed in August, many merchants will be

without new stock until after Thanksgiving Day.

Face the facts. Remember that last Spring thousands

of Dealers did not receive deliveries until May—some

not until June.

Place part of your business without further delay and

insure delivery. To insure later sorting, place with an

organization prepared to carry the stock of your lines.

MmtB Sobtnsnn (Eotttpany

184 Mtmi £tn*t jHnntrral

Mention "S/k>c and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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h. o. Mcdowell,

\b\ y IMPORTERS UL^r)!] JOBBERSV MANUFACTURERS Vfcs-s^f SALES AGENTS

H. N. LINCOLN

SALES AGENTS 0?
Factory and Branch:

37 Foundry St. S.

KITCHENER, ONT.

REPRESENTING

American Lacing Hook Co.,

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machnes

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, III.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.
Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach.

The Ceroxylon Co.
Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean, Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods.
Cotton Threads

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,
Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe Gum
Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.
Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die Blocks

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds.
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Goodyear
Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

J. Spaulding & Sons Co.,
N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Counters
Fibre Innersoling'

Textile Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.
Leather and Imit. Leather
Facing, Welting, efc.

Safety Utility Economy Co.
Boston, Mass.

Electric Heating Equipment

SHOE MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTOR'S SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA
MAIN OFFICE

154 NOTRE DAME ST., WEST

MONTREAL

In addition to the lines shown in the list of

Houses we represent and for which we are

Exclusive Agents, we carry large stocks of

Specialties.

-iff-

We are ready to Serve You Right on any of

the following lines. Ask for Samples and

Prices or send us a trial order.

Belting

Oak Tanned - Tannafe

Belt Hooks and Pliers

Bows - all sizes

Breasting Knives

Crayons - Marking for

Leather and Rubber

Cheese Cloth

Cover for Linings

Covering Paper

Branch:
566 St. Valier

QUEBEC

Dry Paste Stickfast

Kegs and Bbls.

Silkolene Silk Wipers

Sponges

Dressing, Gumming

Tag Holders

Tarred Felt

Thread Cotton for Puritans

Tubes for all Perforators

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO.
Montreal Kitchener Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Increasing the Sale

of Men's Welts

DURING the first half of this year, the new
designs we have delivered have exerted a wonder-
fully stimulating effect on the Mens trade of our

customers, but that has been only a for.j-runner of

what is to come.

We have proven that men will buy patterns that are

away from ordinary, commonplore designs and shown
in a wide range of colors.

Acting on this knowledge, we have added to our Fall

samples, numbers that will capture the men of the

entire country. You ought to see them.

TETRAULT MENS WELTS ARE SOLD BY
GOOD JOBBERS EVERYWHERE.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg., Co.

LIMITED

MONTREAL, P. Q.

Mention "<S7i.oc and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Will We Lower Our
standard or Quality :

NO!
-

Maltese Cross Rubbers and Outing

Brand Canvas Top Shoes have for

25 years enjoyed the reputation of

high quality which has made them
favorites with the general public

who discriminate. -

MALTESE CROSSmi %r mm %r \0 ^m7 ^0

Kubbers and laovas rootwear

The Kind That Makes Friends For The Store

Manufactured by

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

Head Offices and Factory, TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" >eheii writing an advertiser
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Styles That Make Your Store

The Shoe Fashion Centre

Many a Canadian merchant is raising the prestige of his

store not only as the centre of Footwear Vogue but also the
place for Footwear Value by featuring our exclusive pro-

ductions in fine shoes for women. The distinctive points

that classify shoes of superior quality give prominence to

every pair in our choice range.

A sure way of stimulating Fall Trade is to show a selection

of our highly popular models. If you have delayed in com-
pleting your lines for the coming season get in touch with
us now.

OWENS-ELMES MANUFACTURING CO.
12-14 Sheppard Street, Toronto, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an adveftiset
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The Backbone of Your Staple Shoe Trade
If you are selling Sisman Shoes you have a complete staple line in which
there is not a single weak point either in workmanship or in style—a line

that holds its trade firm by giving full value and extra worthy wear
service.

The "BEST EVERYDAY" has the stability necessary to meet the most
strenuous daily wear. For more dressy wear the "AURORA" has all the
desired style.

YOUR JOBBER WILL KEEP YOU SUPPLIED WITH SISMAN SHOES.

THE T. SISMAN SHOE CO., LIMTIED
AURORA, ONTARIO

WORLD
WIDE

That's a broad expression, but not an inch too

broad for Collis Leather reputation. Wherever the

BEST COLORED CALF
is known in the shoe world, Collis Leather is known.
Their popular browns No. 17 and No. 2 make up
in the most stylish fashion, cut economically and

work easily and quickly.

If you specify COLLIS you'll specify the best.

COLLIS LEATHER COMPANY, Limited
Aurora, Out., Canada

' -

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Rubbers Made

Up to a Standard

"^^ITH the experience of the "A.H.M." organization in

making better Rubbers, it is natural to look for excep-

tional merit in our product.

Judge the line yourself and place strictly on merit with the

"A.H.M." men.

Manufactured and sold by

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY. LIMITED

HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Proper Preparation of
Welting Leather

We would remind you that BARBOUR GROOVED ENDLESS WELTING is

Tanned and Curried in our own factory exclusively for welting purposes.

Welting is our only product, and we devote the most pains taking care and

attention to the perfection of these tannery operations that yield the tough,

mellow, substance of high-j^rade welting.

Canadian Shoe Manufacturers show an increasing interest in this super-fine

product, and our rock bottom prices combined with our acceptance of Cana-

dian funds makes BARBOUR GROOVED ENDLESS WELTING. A most at-

tractive purchase on this market.

May we sample you?

• t INVITATION

Brockton Rand Company
BROCKTON, MASS.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when, writing an advertiser
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We present

the artistic shoe of the year

"Stye Haru?"

a two-tone sport ASTORIA Oxford in smok-

ed-Elk and mahogany.

This, the latest model of Scott-Chamberlain

tailor-made shoes, because of its distinctive

style, its beauty in material and finish, will

be in high favor.

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited

Makers of "ASTORIA"
The Only tailor-made Shoe in Canada

London - Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"Lawrence Leathers

are Reliable Leathers"

SCOTCH
GRAIN
PATENT

affords you the opportunity of showing that

"something different" which makes extra sales.

While particularly adaptable to women's brogue

oxfords, SCOTCH GRAIN Patent offers decided

possibilities for developing additional men's

business.

This novelty is a strictly full grain patent

• side leather tanned and finished by the

same process as our famous Black Dia-

mond in a new SCOTCH GRAIN effect.

Have your manufacturer make you some sample

pairs and try them in your window.

A. C. Lawrence Leather Co.

161 South St., BOSTON
New York Philadelphia Chicago St. Louis

Cincinnati Milwaukee Rochester

Mention 'VS/ioc and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Newer Ideas

In Design

The two models we show here are

regular lines being shipped on
order for Summer and early Fall

trade. While complying with the

demand of the season in every

way they are not extreme in

design al all. They are safe

Shoes to buy to retail around

$9.00.

In keeping with the quality of "Canadian

Footwear", which we want to emphasize

is top grade in every way, we have in-

troduced many new patterns on the new-

est lasts.

We offer Jobbers and Merchants, then,

finely made shoes of top grade materials

on fashionable lasts in the newest patterns

—all at a price much under the market of

to-day.

A card will bring a representative with

samples.

Canadian Footwear Co., Limited

Montreal, Que.

Mention "/is'/toe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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IN STOCK
Ready For
Shipment

Two Models of the Fat
Ankle Type chat meet a

Big Demand.

All supplied

With Cushion
Insole and
Rubber Heel.

EXTRA
GOOD
VALUES
Order Now

Stout Ankle. Price, $5.00.

Standard Ankle. Price, $5.00.

Lady Bell Shoe Co., Limited
Kitchener, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-

tent of 35%.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-

perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer
this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York.

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3/^c. " "

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of
Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs. <

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A typical sample of
the "Little Darling"
line of Childen's and
Infants Shoes.

To the Jobber— Little Darling"

An Infants' and Children's Line

TP HIS shoe is the result of close application

* along specialized lines.

First, the shoe is all that it should be. Second-

ly, the deliveries are good. Thirdly, the price

is correct.

Jobbers will be interested in the complete

line.

Samples and Prices on Request

LOUIS GERMAIN
25 1 Christoph Colomb Montreal

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" ivlitn writing an advertiser
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EUREKA

No $339—Royal Purple Boarded Calf
Brogue Oxford. Last 55. 11 /S Keel.

A high quality McKay.

// is to your advantage

to see our Fall Samples

If you will drop us a line when you are coming to Mont-

real, or on arrival telephone to No. 726, Three Rivers,

our sales-manager, who is located in Montreal, will show

you the full line there.

It is good, honest, leather

footwear that you require —
and we can supply it at the
right price.

Our line includes a complete
range of Brogues, Straps and
Saddle Straps for Women,
growing Girls, Misses and
Girls.

Particular Jobbers Everywhere Sell Eureka High

Grade McKays.

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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These

Staples Lead

All Over

Canada

ot&ples

alue!
tm vzzzzzzzzzzzzzzm m

No. 313— /I Women's Gun Metal Calf
Oxford. Single sole McKay. Whole
quarter. Perforated tip. A popu-
lar shoe also in style with its

medium fine toe.

O TAPLE lines, not already placed for Fall

^ should be ordered at once.

There is every indication that there will be

serious congestion in all factories in August

and September.

The long sighted merchant will see this condi-

tion and place, at least for his staple lines,

without further delay.

Yamaska Staples are standard all over Canada.

The Yamaska is one of the very few lines of

staples sold direct to the Retail Merchant.

IIIIIJiW^IIlllliiHii^ 5

LAComp&gnie JA&M Cote
ST.HYACINTHE, QUE.

nn
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Jobbers Will Have Them For Fall

—The new patterns and new lasts that are right in line with

the demand of the day — They will have them in low shoes

as well as high shoes, because many have already placed a

great part of their business with us.

These shoes came in Black, Brown and Tan and can be sold

at retail for a good profit at moderate prices.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co., Registered
MONTREAL, QUE.

Making Women's
Welts, McKays and

Turns of a Standard

quality for the whole-

sale trade.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhcn writing an advertiser
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UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553, St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

AACote s-SonIimited

No. 38 — Men's 12" Mahogany
Elkolo, Prospector Blucher Boot.
Can be retailed at $7.35. Solid
Sole Leather Counter.

RY this, or any others of our large range of
staples. They are made at such attractive prices
that they can become your leaders.

A postal card or a letter will bring a representative.

A. A. COTE & SON, LIMITED
ST. HYACINTHE, QUE.

i
1m
&o

nomMm

SB
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As an array of strong seasonable sellers our range

of White Canvas Shoes is one that offers unusual

possibilities for every dealer.

It is most complete in all the favorite styles,

including the most saleable models in Oxfords,

—

the highly popular One Strap and Two Straps

and Ties.

They are thoroughly well made goods, offered

at moderate prices, and are

Ready For Immediate Shipment

The C. E. McKEEN SHOE CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writiny an advertiser
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GUARANTEED QUALITY
THE PANTHER TRADE-MARK on a pair of soles is your guarantee for quality. We
guarantee this sole to the shoe manufacturer, who in turn guarantees to his shoe dealer

a guaranteed sole.

PANTHER GUARANTEED SOLES are not an experiment; they are made in Canada

and have been used with success by the leading shoe factories in Canada for years.

TO MR. SHOE DEALER

Shoes with PANTHER GUARANTEED SOLES are guaranteed to you for perfect

satisfaction to your customer.

Ask your Manufacturer. He will tell you about the

PANTHER GUARANTEE

PANTHER SURE STEP RUBBER HEELS are being used by the finest shoe factories

in Canada. Why? Because of the quality and the service they render.

PANTHER goods have a guarantee behind them. You can buy PANTHER PRO-
DUCTS from any findings jobber.

TO MR. SHOE MANUFACTURER

You want PANTHER GUARANTEED SOLES AND HEELS. Communicate with the

factory tor prices.

Panther Rubber Company
LIMITED

Offices and Factory:

Sherbrooke, Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing <u> advertiser
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Fublish&d Twice cl Month,

ournal

$1.50 a Year Single Copies 15c. Outside Canada. $2.00

Office of Publication

545-549 KfNG STREET WEST, TORONTO

Acton Publishing Company, Limited
JAMES ACTON, President

Montreal Office: Boston Office:

510 Coristine Building 161 Summer Street

TO ADVERTISERS
The paid circulation of theSHOE AND LEATHER
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The only Sure Remedy

Business for two or three years was an orgy in which profit was practically the only sine

qua non, the question of costs scarcely being considered. Manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer

cheerfully passed on to the next buyer the enhanced cost as it reached him, with his percentage

of profit duly added.

The public had buyophobia and paid whatever was asked for goods without batting an

eyelash, and the question of the dealer in many cases became not what was the article worth

but how much could be got for it.

All kinds of remedies have been suggested for what some people have called the "buyers

strike" and these vary from appeals to the good nature and patriotism of buyers to advertising-

propaganda that plausibly argues that prices are bound to advance. But so far all the cajolery

and arguments have been in vain and there seems nothing ahead of us but a steady effort to get

down to the bed rock of sane business ethics. While people still seem to have money to spend

for personal gratification along certain lines they are persistently obstinate in regard to staple

requirements.

With the business man the only alternative when he cannot increase his percentage of profits

is to increase production or turnover and to put the knife into expenses. That many are solving

the problem in this way is evidenced by the fact that in spite of lower prices some manufacturers

have been able not only to maintain or exceed the volume of last year s business but show a

commendable margin of profit.

From the standpoint of future business stability and general prosperity this is the. only sane

remedy. There will be no return to normal business conditions and national prosperity until

everybody makes up his mind to clean the slate as far as the past is concerned and get down to

the level of steady persistent effort to do business on a pre war basis.

Success or failure in the next few years will depend upon the close, unremitting attention

that is given to costs and expenses combined with a direct, insistent effort to make the plant or

store turn out a larger volume upon a lower percentage of profit.
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National Shoe
Retailers, Convention

Representative Gathering at King
Edward Hotel.—Stirring Practical

Addresses and Discussions on Live

Shoe Topics.—Some Noted Speak-

ers at Sessions and Banquet. —
Edward A. Stephens, of Ottawa,

Elected President for Current

Year.

THE various Committees in charge of arrangements

for the Third Annual Convention of the National

Shoe Retailers' Association of Canada, are to be con-

gratulated upon the fact that there was not a single hitch

in the whole affair from beginning to end. Everything

was carried out according to schedule, the only unforseen

circumstance being the extreme heat, which w ithout doubl

kept many dealers from being present. The West was

poorly represented this year in comparison with former

conventions, but this has been attributed to the critical

position of business on account of the unsettled prospects

as to crops in some parts. A good many Westerners it

is said, had looked forward to the affair being held in

\\ innipeg, and undoubtedly would have come that dis-

tance, hut the Winnipeg trade did not seem to be willing

to take the responsibility of looking after the Convention

Tins year. The attendance in spite of the heat and other

drawbacks was in the neighborhood of a hundred and

fifty retailers. The travellers brought the number up to

about three hundred.

The travellers put "zip" into the gathering from

start to finish and kept things moving from the opening

session to the singing of "Auld Lang Syne" at the con-

clusion of the Banquet. They were on the job individually

and collectively, and each man did his part, but in the

forefront Hardie, McKeen and Heffering did yeoman
service and seemed to be everywhere *it once.

The Programme Committee is descrying of special

praise, from the fact that not one of the many papers

failed in a galaxy of universal merit from a practical and

oratorical .standpoint. The only absentee was Mr. Teetzel

of Ottawa, who was detained by illness, and his paper

was read by Mr. E. A. Stephens, the Chairman of the

Programme Committee. The lively discussion which fol-

lowed each address was the best evidence of their appre-

ciation of the manner in which the subjects were handled.

Very little change was made in the Officiary. As

was naturally expected, the presidency went from Quebec

to Ontario this year, Mr. E. A. Stephens, Ottawa, the

Vice-President for the "Banner Province" being elevated

to the chair, on the retirement of Mr. Geo. C. Gales,

Montreal, now immediate past president. Mr. Fred R.

Foley of Bowmanville was elected to take Mr. Stephens'

position as vice-president for Ontario, and Mr. Rowland
Mill, Jr., of London, fills in the gap left in the . Ontario

Executive by Mr. Foley's elevation to the vice-presidency.

The rest of the officers and executive remain as last year,

the list being attached.

The Resolutions Committee brought in seven resolu-

tions for the consideration of the Association at the last

session. These were discussed very thoroughly, and are

quoted in full elsewhere.

The luncheons were a pleasant and profitable fea-

ture, the addresses by Judge Mott and Mr. S. Roy Weaver
manager of the Shoe Manufacturers Association being
lull of information and inspiration. The discussion of

public issues at these business gatherings is an innovation

that is well worth encouragement and Hon. Dr. Cody's

able address on "Education" at the banquet following, as

Judge Mott's talk on "The Boy as an Asset" opened
channels of thought, perhaps differetn from what might
he expected at a business Convention, but none the less

beneficial and helpful.

The address of Wm. Pidgeon Jr. of Rochester, was

one of those appeals that brought a lump to the throat

and a determination amongst those who heard it to put

heart and human touch into their dealings with those

with whom they do business. The impression made by
the fervid eloquence of the Rochester man will last when
many of the other good things heard at the Convention
will have been forgotten. Mr. Pidgeon, whom some refer-

:ed to as the "Dove of Peace", certainly might be called

the "Evangelist of Business Love.'"

The reports of the Officers and Executive for the

year were all eminently satisfactory, and the Association

now has before it another year of anticipation, of good
accomplished and duty done. Most of those present ex-

pressed the wisli that a time might be chosen for future

Conventions, that would dodge the torrid temperature of

•Inly, as well as the many Style Show attractions across

the line, that the first two weeks of thiss month always
provides for Shoe men.
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WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION

The Third Annual Convention of the National Shoe

Retailers Association of Canada and the National Shoe

Travellers' Association of Canada opened at 10 A.M.,

July 13th, 1921, at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto,

with Mr. George G. Gales, President of the National

Shoe Retailers' Association of Canada, in the chair.

The convention opened with the singing of "God
Save the King."

THE CHAIRMAN: I have much pleasure in open-

ing the Third Annual Convention of the National Shoe
Retailers' Association and the National Shoe Travellers'

Association of Canada. We are honored this morning by
having with us His Worship the Mayor of Toronto.

Mayor Church has promised to look after you boys while

here, and now he is going to give you the freedom of the

city.

MAYOR CHURCH: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen
of the convention. I can assure you it is a great pleasure

to me this morning on behalf of the Mayor and Corpora-

tion of the City of Toronto to extend to this splendid

industrial convention here a most cordial and hearty wel-

come to Toronto. Toronto is an industrial city primarily.

It has had a large rapid growth, and it has doubled in

population almost every ten years for the past three or

four decades. It is a great industrial manufacturing city,

built up under the protective tariff as we have it in this

country. Were it not for the factories in this city the

manufactured goods would be manufactured across the

border by workmen of the cities and towns of Ohio, Mi-
chigan, New York, and other states. The money which is

spent for the payment of wages in the factories in To-
ronto is disseminated, rj most every class of the commun-
ity gets a piece of it; the butcher, the baker, the retailer,

the grocer, the doctor, the lawyer, and everybody else.

This great shoe industry I remember when it was in

iis infancy. I remember all the firms you had were Cooper

and Smith, J. D. King, and Darner. Toronto was more
or less the home of the shoe industry of Canada. Before

Confederation and after they used to have to import their

shoes. Many of the men you have in the shoe industry

today did not study the trade, they are more in an execu-

tive line, but the industry has gone forward from strength

to strength in this country and T hope it will still go
forward, because it is one of the industries that should

be looked after and protected so far as the manufacturing
part of the industry goes.

The manufacturing part of the industry could not

eiist, and could not have made the strides it has in this

country but for the loyal body of men who have been in

the retail business, starting in the sixty's and seventy's

with those who were members of the calling of shoema-
kers, and in those days it was quite different to what it

i« today. Now the calling has been changed. You have a

fine lot of stores in the larger cities and towns of this

country, and as patriotic citizens they have done a great

deal to build up the community in which they live. They
were patriotic leaders in the war. This particular indus-

try gave a good deal of money and many of its members
io the war; and the members are loyal and good citizens.

You go to an average town in this country, aud you find

the average retailer of this particular calling has done
much to build up his community.

I do not know that I can say anything further this

morning. I know you have a very fine business program-
me. You are quite justified in having these meetings be-

cause I know you can do a great deal towards improving
the conditions of your trade in this country.

The members of your organization have done a good

deal for Toronto, and I can speak of what they did in

times of peace and during the war ; and during the war
many of them used their stores and gave freely, and many
of them enlisted. I know you are going to have a good
time. I want to give you the keys of the city, and T will
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give you the keys of every institution except the keys of

the jail. I don't think any one of you wants to go to that

institution at the present time. The President I under-

-land comes from Montreal, and Montreal is a very po-

pular place at the present time; it was not always so po-

pular. I understand your Chairman has the keys of the

cellars of Toronto, and if he has them I hope he will give

you some of the combinations.

THE CHAIRMAN: I want to thank Mayor Church

for giving up his valuable time, and on hehalf of the As-

sociation I want to thank you very kindly for coming to

us this morning.

THE CHAIRMAN: We will hear now from one of

our Vice-Presidents, Mr. C. R. LaSalle, Montreal.

MR. LASALLE: In the name of the Province of

Quebec I wish to assure you how thankful we are for

vour kind hospitality. It is a striking fact that the two

live cities of Canada and the two rival ones, I should say,

have been electing as their first Magistrates, men who

seem to be invincible. It is certainly to the credit of

those men that they can both lie maintained at the head

of the two largest and most progressive cities of the Do-

minion. It seems, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Mayor, that

the barrier which politicians have from time to time

erected between Ontario and Quebec will soon disappear

forever, and in my opinion such laudable work will be

performed by business men of both provinces. The bulk

of Confederation is to be found in Ontario and Quebec;

the bonne entente should exist between the two provinces,

and in bringing to you the sincere message of good will

and cooperation of the National Shoe Retailers of Quebec,

1 know that T am voicing the sentiment of all sane mind-

ed men of my province. I thank you again, your Wor-

ship, for the kind words with which you have welcomed

us.

THE CHAIRMAN: We will now hear from our

good friend Mr. E. A. Stephens, of Ottawa.

MR E. A. STEPHENS: Chairman and gentlemen.

On behalf of the shoe men of Ontario I wish to thank

he Mayor for his hearty welcome rn the City of Toronto.

Ontario as you know, is the banner province of the Do-

minion of Canada, and we have some very fine cities in"

Ontario. There are some of them noted for special rea-

lms. We have the city that I come from. Ottawa, which

i^ noted for its society, and its culture, and everything

that is of course good and noble, and its poiltics, and
such like. We have some of the other cities as we go west

that are noted for other reasons. We get to the extrem*

west and we get a few cities that are noted for the boot-

legger, whiskey runners, blind pigs, and all the rest of it.

Ottawa is also, now, close to an oasis which we know by

the name of Hull. The Mayor has mentioned Montreal,

hut I think Hull can. run Montreal a close second any
time.

Our shoe industry in Ontario we have reason to be
proud of. It is becoming stronger all the time. Our retail

shoe business is I think a credit to any province or sec-

lion of the civilized world. We have certainly in most of

our cities very fine shoe stores, and a class of very fine

citizens that are running them. T remember the day when
i was a little fellow that we were more or less afraid to

let people know that we were in the shoe business, but
today I am proud of that fact. It is a splendid industry.

It is not a matter of selling shoes today; it is a scientific

business, and to learn it properly we have to make a

great study, and the matter of fitting shoes properly is

one thai has to, be learned thoroughly to make a success

of your business.

Yesterday I had the pleasure of seeing a little of
the City of Toronto, and I must say it is a beautiful city.

1 never realized it so much before, and I must thank
Mayor Church for the kindly welcome to this city. I think
we could come back here year after year to hold our con-
vention and not get tired of it. Toronto is one of the most
beautiful cities on the continent. I must thank His Wor-
ship on behalf of the shoe men of Ontario for his kindly
welcome to us.

THE CHAIRMAN: AVe have unfortunately had to
accept excuses from our Vice-Presidents from the other
provinces, Mr. H. W. Rising, on account of sickness, and
Mr. Devlin and Mr. Goodwin who regret very much their
inability to be here, as well as ourselves.

The next item in our programme is the minutes of
the 1920 convention. The 1920 convention was quite a
lengthy affair, and the minutes will take up quite a con-
siderable amount of time, and therefore I think it would
be in order if some one would move that thev be taken
a? read.

Moved by J. N. Brownlee of Ottawa, seconded by
Mr. Lavine of Ottawa : That the minutes of the 1920 con-
vention be accepted as read. (Carried).

OFFICERS REPORTS
THE CHAIRMAN: Our next order of business is

the report of our Secretary. As you are all aware a great
a moil nt of work depends on the way the Secretary turns
out bis work, and we have 1 a very fortunate this year
in having a man like Mr. Eoward C. Blachford at the
end of the pen to do our work. If you will give your at-
tention to Mr. Blachford we will have bis report.

The Secretary Mr. II. ( !. Blachford, then presented
his report as follows

:

REPORT OF SECRETARY
I am pleased to have the following report to make

of the year 1920-21 closing this month. We have on our
books at present 3(52 members in good standing, which T
believe is a fairly good showing, considering that the
association is just two years old this summer.

We also have numerous members who have already
paid in their fees for the year 1921-22 which shows their
sympathy with the work of this organization, and many
letters received with these remittances have been most en-
thusiastic and encouraging.

I think I might here take the liberty of mentionninsr
and perhaps suggesting that a way or some means be con-
sidered for the future collecting of annual dues, or per-
haps better still, of the collecting and soliciting of new
members, as I believe there are a great many merchants
throughout the country who would join an organization of

this sort but have not been approached in the proper way.
and have not had the advantages as a member of- the As-
sociation explained to thorn in the proper manner. This T

believe should be taken up at this session in a very serious

way.

The members have been circularized with letters at

times when there has been definite information to g ; ve

out. and not only the members but many thousands of

letters have gone out throughout the eountrv stating what
is being done from time to time and what we pronto to

do in the hopes that more retailers would see the advantage
of joining such an organization. These letters I believe

have been verv much effective as noted hv the results, but

not to the extent which was hoped for.

T might mention that the officers and executive have

had numerous deputations with reference to the taxation
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problems which we are glad tu say, especially in the case

of the luxury tax is now a dead issue, and I believe that it

is through the energies of this organization combined with

various other organizations that these taxes have been

altered or disposed of.

There hnve been four Executive Committee meetings

during the year, and whole days of thought and discussion

on each occasion.

I think that no person can help but agree with the

statement that there is certainly less American advertising

in Canadian newspapers than formerly; thus keeping from

the public a desire to cross the line to purchase goods

which they might otherwise purchase at home. This is

due to the cooperation of the press in stating that they

are not anxious to advertise where the result would be

detrimental to Canadian interests, and in many cases re-

fusing large ads.

Now, gentlemen, I will not go further info detail of

this past year's doings, but conclude my report with sin-

cere thanks te my co-workers and helpers; that is our

immediate past President Mr. W. T. Fegan, and our Trea-

surer Ma-. J. W. Juipp, both of whom have at all times

been most willing to come to my rescue, and believe me
I needed them quite often in conferences.

T do not think it would be at all out of order to

mention here that I have found it very difficult to get

in close touch with our President by mail, and would

suggest that our Nominating Committee select our next

President and Secretary residents of the same city, if

r.oss'ble.

On the motion of Mr. Foley of Bowmanville, second-

ed by Mr. Levinson of Hamilton, the report of the Se-

cretary was adopted.

The Treasurer, Mr. J. W. Jupn presented his report,

which showed a balance on hand of $489.58.

On +l)o motion of the Treasurer, seconded by Mr. St-

Leger of Toronto, the Treasurer's report was adopted.

The Chairman then announced the appointment of

the following committees:

RESOLUTIONS
F. Kickley, Hamilton; 0. R. LaSalle of Montreal;

Hugh Murray.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Warrent T. Fegan, Toronto; Charles L. Owens, To-

ronto; Mr. R. F. LeSueur, Sarnia ; Mr. Fred Jack-

son, Clinton.

FINANCE COMMITTEE
F. N. Foley, Bowmanville; Ed.. Stephens, Ottawa;

Mr. J. N. Brownlee, Ottawa.

—The Convention then adjourned until 2 p.m.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

The Convention resumed at 2.-30 P.M.

THE CHAIRMAN : The first address on the pro-

gramme this afternoon is by our good friend Mr. C. G.

Marlatt. Mr. Marlatt is a man that has been connected

with the upper leather industry for a great number of

years, and he needs no introduction. I will ask Mr. Mar-
latt to favor us now.

MR. MARLATT: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I

hope you are quite as cool as you look. I am a great deal

hotter than I look, and I may tell you that T had a great

time getting here today. These are days we find that lea-

ther is very much, better than rubber. Rubber tires on

motor cars will give out in hot weather. Tf you have any

respect for yourselves as retailers do not sell shoes with

rubber soles. The shoes will give out in the summer time
and you will lose customers, not that I have anything
against the rubber trade.

THE UPPER LEATHER SITUATION

Speaking on the Upper Leather Situation, I thought
it would interest you to have me give some information
regarding the tanning industry in Canada.

According to- the latest Government report, that of
the year 1918, in Canada there were 139 tanneries, of
which 77 were located in the Province of Quebec, 46 in
Ontario, 6 in Nova Scotia, 3 in Manitoba, 2 in each of the
Provinces of New Brunswick, Alberta and British Colum-
bia, and 1 in Prince Edward Island.

The total value of the products of the various tanne-
ries during that year was about $33,000,000.00 and the
investment to produce this amount was over $28,000,-
000.00. The value of the products from Upper .Leather
hides and Calf Skins was about $13,000,000,00 of which
about $2,000,000.00 was exported.

Values in 1918 were high, and the same business to-

day would not require as much capital as in 1918, though
the investment in plant and machinery, which is a very
large item, would be the same.

I am not giving you these figures for statistical pur-
poses, but to give you some idea of the amount of money
used in the manufacture of Upper Leather for the Can-
adian trade, and the approximate value of leather of Can-
adian manufacture used.

The Upper Leather made by Canadian tanneries in
recent years has been of a higher standard than formerly,
and has greatly reduced imports of Upper Leather from
other countries. Of course, a factor in this reduction is

the high rate of exchange made by those who have been
fortunate enough to secure an abundant supply of gold,
and the higher the rate of exchange, the greater the
probability of Canadian tanners and shoe manufacturers
doing a larger business than herefore. Canada should be
first in our thoughts ; as Canadians the growth of Canada
means greater business, additional prosperity, a larger
number of factories and an increased number of employees,
which in turn means a greater consumption of farm pro-
ducts, and the home market is, and always will be, the
best and most certain.

I recently wrote to a number of Upper Heather
tanners to ascertain how they feld regarding production.
The answers were more optimistic than I anticipated : a

good many tanneries, while not working to full capacity,

are producing a large quantity of leather and many believe

that by the first of September there will be a great activitv

in the shoe trade and improved demand, and a possibility

of higher prices for hides. Stocks of hides and leather

have been fully liquidated; manufacturing costs are yet

very much higher than the pre-war basis.

A matter that might be taken into account by every

tanner, and which affects shoe manufacturers and the
retail trade, is the European conditions, especially in Great
Britain. They are apparently settling the strike troubles

"in England, and recent correspondence gives an expecta-

tion for a larger foreign business than tanners have had
for a long time.

All connected with the leather trade for the past eight

or ten months, . whether tanners, shoe manufacturers,

wholesalers or retailers, have had an unprofitable period.

The slump in inventory values was enormous. The amount
written off the inventory of last January would equal the

normal profits of several years. One feature regarding

leather is that it was one of the first commodities to be
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affected by the decline in values, and therefore should be

the first to return to normal conditions. Business m better

than a short time ago, and this may denote the beginning

of a general trade improvement. Prices of some classes

df hides and skins have increased materially, and as soon

as the advance became marked, it was noticed that there

was a shortage of finished leather, and higer values were

obtained.

Hue peculiar feature of the trade has been the de-

mand for novelties in leather, and the salable shoes were of

new patterns. The question that is apparent is, what will

happen if a great quantity of shoes are required on a basis

of rapidly changing styles, with retailers holding off until

the last minute before placing their orders? Possibly

leather could not be produced in time, for unless the tanner

is given a chance he cannot furnish the supply at a reason-

able price to the shoe manufacturer as wanted, who again

requires time to produce the shoes before they reach the

retailers. The feeling of the public is against any advance

in the price of shoes, but who can foresee what may
happen? After all, trade is all a question of supplying

the demand. If the demand is good and the supply short,

prices are certain to advance. 1 do not suggest for one

moment that there is any shortage of hides, but, strange

to say, two years ago there was a great shortage, and

since that time the kill of cattle has been much less than

normal.

Have we reached the turning point, when the demand
for shoes is sufficiently great to consume the present out-

put of hides? If so, and trade grows a little better, what

will be the inevitable result?" Tanners do not want any

boom in values. A steady trade at a reasonable profit is

much more desirable. 1 have no idea that there will be

any boom, but I fully believe that the tide has turned.

You retailers of shoes know better than I do whether

your shelves are full of «hoes or partially empty. Inform

ation that 1 have had from those I have asked is that many
are buying just the sizes they need no complete their

assortment, and not anticipating future requirements to

any extend. This does not give the shoe- manufacturer much
of a chance; neither does it give the tanner a steady marked

for, his leather. It is a condition that nobody can alter, but

if you take into consideration the long period of inactivity,

it seems a- wise course for the retailer to make sure of

having a supply on hand to supply customers promptly.

One thing of importance is from every quarter you

hear that the quality of leather and shoes produced in

Canada is good. Also, the quantity of shoes manufactured
in Canada in the past few years has increased. A few-

years ago, a good many Canadians wanted foreign-made
slioes, but these have decreased in number owing to the

fact that shoes of a better class, quality and style have been

made in Canada.

If adverse exchange remains, and if our farm pro-

ducts do hot go to a neighboring nation, it may mean an

exchangeg of exchange ot 2o' '< to .">(>',' against us from

that country. While the people to the South of us are

our friends — for a portion of the war were our comrades
— each and everyone of us hates to think that a dollar of

Canadian money is nor as good as any other dollar on

God's earth. It is a pretty sore touch when we are told

that the American dollar is of more value than the Can-

adian, a condition which all of us dislike, but as manu-
facturers, we can hope that the unfriendly exchange means
greater production in Canada and a greater desire on the

par; of the Canadian .people to use Canadian made goods.

The Great War has had the result of upsetting all

former ideas regarding business conditions, but the out-

look for an abundant harvest and the fact that trade has
ken able to resist such a long peeriod of depression,

should mean that we can confidently look forward to a

return of at least a pre-war volume of trade, and main-
tenance of values.

I thank you for having asked me to speak on the
Upper Leather Situation, and I trust that the coming
year will be a profitable one for all.

THE CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the National Shoe
Retailers and Travellers' Associations, 1 wish to thank

y hi very kindly for your very interesting ami I hope pro-

fitable address.

Our next item on the programme is an address by
Mr. W. ,1. Heaven. .Mr. Heaven is a man who is thorough-
ly acquainted with the, sole leather situation, and I am
sure that he will give us some very interesting informa-
tion.

SOLE LEATHER SITUATION

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen : when, some time ago,

I was asked by your Programme Committee to say some-
thing at the third annual convention of the National Shoe
Retailers Association of Canada, about the Sole Leather
situation, it was with a good deal of hesitancy that I

accepted the honour which had been offered to me. I felt

that there were so many others in the Sole Leather in-

dustry' better posted than myself, and who were probably
in a position to give more accurate and valuable informa-
tion thaw I could do. Your Committee however, did not
seem willing to accept any refusal, and I therefore decided
that, if they were willing to take a chance, 1 would be
equally willing, having hi the back of my head, the idea

that, after having once been in the limelight the chances
were they would never give me another opportunity.

On thinking the matter over. 1 decided to try and get

a fairly complete and accurate report from each of the

Sole Leather Tanners in Canada, comparing conditions as

they existed in 191 I. conditions as they existed in 1919.

and conditions as they exist at the present time. I felt

that, if I could get statistics from each of the Tanners,

giving me information for which I asked. 1 would lie able

to prepare a short paper winch might not only be interest-

ing to you. but which might contain information which
would be valuable to the Trade, and my whole idea was to

say something whii h might be helpful to the whole of the

Shoe and Leather Trade, as 1 consider at the present time,

mis industry needs all the information and co-operation

possible. I am sorry to say that I have not received from
Mie Canadian Sole Leather Tanners as a whole, the in-

formation for which I asked, and I am therefore, not able

in give von a complete report such as 1 had hoped to do.

From several of the Tanners T have had some genera 1

information, and from some of them some specific figures.

I" t i
-

i the ab-ence of the^e from all the tanneries, one

cannot give an accurate report, but one must to a large

extent, generalize. For instance. 1 was anxious to ge f

fi-r'ires from all the So] e Leather Tanners which would

enable me to give you the approximate amount of Sole

Leather on hand now. as compared with 1914 and 1919;

the approximate amount of Sole Leather in process, the

approximate qualities and grades that were in full supply,

and those that were scarce at the present time, the ap-

proximate member of hides being worked in, the ap-

proximate number of employees with the comparative cost

of wages, of Tanning materials, and overhead ; but as

stated above, in the absence of complete information T

cannot give you these figures.

From the figures that I have received, and the in-
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formation obtained, I think I am safe in saying in the first

place, that there is a great deal less Sole Leather in the

country now than normally, or even than a few months
ago. We know that some tanners have quite a little

Leather, but the whole oi the Leather stooks are practic-

ally in the hands of the Tanners, none are being carried

by the Factories, or the Jobbers and (hitters, who are all

buying and cutting Leather in a hand-to-mouth way.

There is also very considerable reduction in the amount
of Sole Leather in process in the Tanneries, and this

amount is likely to be considerably less in the near future.

The reason for this is three-fold; in the first place, there

was a scarcity of Tannery labour which compelled Tanners
whether they wished or not, to run at far less than capacity

during the past two or three years; secondly the absence

of demand in Canada (we all know how quiet the mapority

of Shoe Factories have been during the twelve months or

so April 1920 to April 1921) and the third very im-

portant reason is the impossibility of exporting Leather

at the present time, partly because there is little or no

demand either in P]urope or the United States, although

some inquiries are now being made by Great Britain, and

Great Britain and the United States are the two main
outlets for our surplus Leather; and partly because of the

financial conditions of those countries which do need

Leather, but cannot make satisfactory arrangeginents for

payments You may not be aware that the Sole Leather'

Tanning industry of Canada has developed to a point

where, under normal conditions, about twice the amount
of Leather is produced that is consumed in Canada, so

that one half of the output of Sole Leather is ordinarily

exported,, which demonstrates two or three facts; firstly,

that the Canadian Sole Leather Tanners can make
Leather good enough to be in demand in foreign coun-

tries
;
secondly that they can make it at a price that it

can compete successfully with Leather in these markets;

and thirdly, that the home trade, owing to this larger out-

put, can buy at more favorable prices than would other-

wise be the case, because the overhead would be almost

the same to produce hall the quantity as it is to produce a
capacity output.

With regard to the stocks of Leather most easily

obtainable, at the present tiitne, there is a supply of middle
weight Leather, such Leather as has in the past been
considered the most desirable weights for the average

manufacturer but it is rather curious that quite a demand
exists to-day for extreme weights — either extreme lights

or extreme heavies, and these are in, short supply, and
source. It would be well, therefore, for the Trade to bear

in mind this fact, and to try and encourage the sale of

shoes with medium weight soles as far as possible.

With regard to prices : this is a point in which every-

one is very largely interested, and which is perhaps equally

hard to predict. In fact, we know that individual mem-
bers of some of the firms tanning Sole Leather hold

almost directly opposite views on this point. We know
also that some people who consider that the present low

prices of Sole Leather are likely to remain, were im-

pressed with the fact a year or so ago that the then

current high prices of Leather were also there to stay. One
thing of interest in connection with the Sole Leather In-

dustry, i sthe fact that hides have taken one of the largest

drops in the basic commodities. There is only one other

of these commodities "which is now lower than before the

War — that being rubber, in which also the Shoe Trade

is interested; but we mud not forget that there are three

main factors entering into the cost of Sole Leather ; the

first is Hides, the second is Tanning Material, and the

third is Wages, which will also include overhead at present

excessive, on account of reduced production. Taking these

three main factors into consideration, the present cost of

Tanning Sole Leather is double what it was before the

War, and the comparative value of Sole Leather is one

third greater than in 1914. Imported Tanning Matedials

are affected by the adverse exchange, high cost of pro-

duction and high freight rates.

Freight rates on raw materials to the Tanneries and

>jn shipments of finished products are, as we all know,
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over 100% greater than in 1914, and travellers' expenses,

both railroad and hotel, and salaries, all say double what

they used to be. Under all these circumstances therefore,

even if hides should stay below pre war prices, how is it

possible for leather and shoes to be produced at pre war

cost? It is impossible; .and is not to be looked for.

Leather prices are, and have been much below actual value,

but with a supply of an y commodity in excess of the de-

mand, this is not to be wondered at. Canada, as I have

stated, is a comparatively large producer and exporter of

leather and Sole Leather Tanning is an Industry which

has to be operated by buying months and months ahead of

the possibility of selling. It is therefore, impossible to

forsee such a condition as came upon us in the spring of

1920, and no matter how the Tanners retrenched at, and

after that time, it was impossible to prevent a certain

accumulation of Leather for stocks then on hand. Leather

in process, and hides and materials bought, and not yet

arrived. Who is to say that, with the present reduced

production, the reverse of this state will not take place,

and with a reasonabl" demand which is even already

beginning to show itself, we shall not find that there will

exist a distinct shortage before Tanning plants can be

brought agin to a point where there will be sufficient out-

put to meet such reasonable demand. It would certainly

look as though the bottom had been reached in prices and

that higher prices" may be expected, and in fact, are

already beginning to show themselves. 1 have not touched

on outside conditions, which also have their effect on our

Industry; such for instance as trade conditions in the

United States, w*here recent statistics show that the

amount of finished Sole Leather on hand April 30th was

only about 11 or 12 times that consumed. On April 30th

sales were very small. Stock in process amounts to only

about (W2 or 7 times that consumed in April and less than

five times that produced in April. In the meantime

business has increased in volume, and sales to-day probably

fully equal the output of finished leather. Production of

shoes in the United States to-day is probably 50% below

normal, and if production became normal or better, it

wouldn't take long to eat into the surplus stocks now on

hand. On the basis of today's production of Leather,

there is in the United States to-day probably a six months'

supply of hides. If pr< duction of Leather increased, the

supply of hides would be sufficient for a less time, and

the production of hides is less to-day than during the

War; the United States Packers take' off 20%' less this

year than to the same date last year, Frigorifics take off

is also much less: in Ma\ it was only 2/3rds that of 1920,

and there is a possibility of Europe taking more hides.

The world's surplus of hides and leather exists 'in the

shape of a block of finished leather held in the United.
States, and any general return to more normal conditions

and demand, would soon eat into the surplus which has
been compared as being more nearly like a molehill than
a mountain.

We were recently offered South American hides, and
the price was higher than the average price of the same
or better hides for some 30 years before the War —
leather made from these hides would have to bring at least

2c. per pound more than we are getting for the same class

of leather to-day.

The reduction of the Bank of England rate, which it is

rumoured is likely to be still further reduced in the very
near future, the settlement vf the Coal Stroke in England,
and the possibility of the settlement of the Irish situation,

and the possibility of trading again with Russia and the
effect of Germany again being one of the great manufact-

uring and trading countries of the world — all these have
their effect upon conditions with us. But what of Can-
ada? Where on the fact; of the Globe is there a country

as favourably situated as she is? Few of us grasp the

wealth of her natural resources, her fisheries, forestry,

agriculture and minerals, including tremendous coal and
oil deposits. We have (generally) sane and wise legisla-

tion and we have a judiciary and courts whose findings

can always de depended upon to hand out justice to our
citizenship; and we have a people as virile, as hardy, as

energetic, as upright and progressive as any nation in the

world, and not the least among them are those who com-
pose the National Shoe Petailers Association of Canada
— may they all share largely in the success and prosperity

of this country, which is bound to materialize and in-

crease during the coming years.

Mr. Chairman and i entlemen. I thank you.

MR. 1)010: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, 1 want to

say just one word; as Mr. Heaven was speaking here, the

thought came to me, I wonder if those who are listening

f.o this address are going to take it as facts and start from

'hat point, or are we looking upon the words that come
from the tanners skeptically? Are we just saying "This

is a tanner speaking, and lie is trying to uphold prices",

or are we going to say, "We have this information from

a man who knows better than we do." There are a lot

(,\ men both in the shoe manufacturing industry and in

l\he retailing of shoes, who are living in a fool's paradise,

because they do not weigh with sufficient confidence the

information which we gather like today. I am sure you

must have been very much impressed with Mr. Heaven's

address. It come to me in this way: T said to myself.

''There are going to be addresses by a great many speak-

ers in this convention, but here we have a message "direct

from Heaven", and if we don't believe that what we are go-

ing to believe? (Laughter) All T can say R gentlemen,

withhold your applause, if you will, but go out and act on

the advice that you have received here today. You will stabi-

lize the market, as each one of you will have sufficient

courage and sufficient confidence to go out and com-
plete your stocks and buy for your requirements, and
show that you have that in you which will grasp the si-

tuation, and that you have that confidence in men that

you will accept their statement, such as we have heard

here this afternoon. T think that one of the things that

has kept our trade on the qui-vive is just that waiting for

that definite information, and we have got it here today,

and T am sure we must believe and then start from there.

As a man said one time to me, "Be sure you are ri<iht

and then go ahead". Let us come to the conclusion this

afternoon that the information we have received is right:

i
4 comes from a man who is looked upon as a man of

honor, and he would not make the^e statements to us

here if he did not absolutely believe them. T am certainly

very pleased that T came into this room this afternoon to

hear both the address of Mr. Marlatt and the address of

Mr. Heaven, and T think your greatest tribute to their

addresses would be to go out and show your confidence

by buying as freely as your capital will permit, and your
demand requires.

On behalf of the Shoe Retailers' Association and the

National Shoe Travellers' Association. I extend to you,

Mr. Heaven, our sincere thanks.

. THE CHAIRMAN: Our next address is from Mr.
Roland Hill. Jr., of London. Mr. Hill is going to tell us

"How to Promote Efficiency in the Sales Force." It is a
very important subject, and I am sure we will listen to it

with great interest.
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HOW TO PROMOTE EFFICIENCY IN THE
SALES FORCE

Lieut-Col. C. F. Martin once said "Efficiency means
being physically, men tally, and morally fit for the job,
knowing thoroughly all the details of it, and being master
in getting results.''

Accepting this as a correct definition, the problem
of promoting efficiency in the sales force presents a variety
of aspects to the employer. How do we, as shoe merchants,
measure up to our responsibilities and opportunities in this

matter ?

For example, the physical side of our salespeople's de-
velopment should he of some concern if for no other reason
that it affects their efficiency. Since retail shoe selling is

indoor work the hours should be as reasonable as possible.

At least two weeks vacation should be granted each sales-

man, and if it lies within your opportunity encourage out-
door recreation.

In regard to the mental and moral welfare of our
clerks, each shoe merchant should realize that his language,
his attitude on business ethics, and even his private life

have an influence for good or evil. If you are on the look
out to have maximum mental efficiency among your em-
ployees, when you find an opportunity help the-m to it. If

a noteworthy business lecturer such as Sheldon or Stockdale
is giving lectures, get them tickets for the series. Put them
in touch with helpful reading matter. Let them' know that

you are interested in their efforts toward efficient sales-

manship.

When the new salesman applies for a position on our
staff, he is first of all asked ; "What experience have you
had ?" We size him up by his appearance and' his previous
experience.

Sometimes it is advisable and necessary to take help

that has had no previous shoe selling experience. How do
we teach the new man? In most retail .shoe stores he is put
on the floor, shown in a general way the arrangement of

the stock, and then is told to go to it. "Go to if he does,

in what ever way seems best to him, and the customer is

used to practice on. The wonder of it is that our business

does not suffer even more than it does by this method of

"breaking in salesmen."

The inexperienced clerk meets one problem after an-

other and learns in a general way what he can pick up.

Finally he becomes what we call an experienced salesman.

What is he really? He is simply an employee who while

trying to do his best, has learned the shoe business and
salesmanship in a haphazard, unsystematic way. The em-
ployer is too busy to be a competent teacher, and the

other clerks have probably reached their present state in

a way similar to the new clerk. The result is, that instead

of a real efficiency we have a sales force, "that does the

best it can under the circumstances."

"The foolish salesman,'' to paraphrase Bishop Fowler,

"never learns even by experience, the average salesman

learns by his own experience', but the efficient salesman

learns by the experience of others." We might add that

the wise retailer -seeks to give his salesmen the benefit of

other men's experience so that his sales force will join the

efficient class.

I would like at this point to p-ive a personal testimony

to the value of the course of Retail Shoe Salesman's Insti-

tute of Boston, in giving the experiences of the best shoe

merchandising and leather men in America, in such a form

that our salespeople can benefit thereby.

For the sake of some why not he acquainted with
the work of the Institute? I will say that at present we
have six enthusiastic students of the Retail Shoe Sales-
man's Institute on our staff. The basis of the course is

a series of volumes on the following subjects. "Retail
Shoe (Salesmanship.''' "Correct Shoe Kitting." "Materials
in Shoes." "Shoe-making." "Footwear Merchandising."
"Stoekkeeping." Window and Store Display.'' and finally
"Introduction to Shoe Store Management.""

'The course is planned to continue for one year, or
to be exact for forty eight weeks from enrolment. The vo-
lumes contain about two hundred pages of real live interest-
ing reading which means about five pages reading a day.
Problems are furnished by the Institute on the completion
of each volume, and the solutions are sent to the school.
Each student's work is given a grade mark.

.

In connection with the course, among the boys of our
store, we have what is called a "Round table study class"-

which is really a get-together meeting where we discuss
by question and answer, what we have learned to date
in the course as well as bring in helpful suggestions in re-

lation to our business. These Round Table Class Meetings
have developped into regular fellowship gatherings where
all restraint and petty jealousies are swept away, and where
we get the help of the boys in handling the daily store

problems. Material necessary for these meetings is fur-

nished by the Institute.

As for the results we can only say we are more than
pleased. These get-together meetings are worth more than
one realizes, while the feeling of mutual fellowship and co-

operation among the whole staff creates an atmosphere
where more efficient service and better and more intelli-

gent work is the result.

We are told that "Co-operation is a duty we owe our-
selves and our company. It increases efficiency, it promotes
good feeling, it develops energy, it improves quality, it

increases output, it decreases cost, it is an educator, it

eliminates petty jealousies, it creates enthusiasm, it gets

results."

But before we can get to co-operation we must get

to know our employe. Find out his weaknesses, his strOng-

points, his likes and his dislikes. Maybe the man who is

looking after the infants shoes would make a o-ood window
trimmer or a good man for the men's stock. Arrange your
staff so that as far as possible each is looking after the part

of your business that most appeals to him. Expect good

results in stoekkeeping and in selling and then dont over-

look the simply act of showing your man that you are

pleased with his work.

Take your men into confidence, even we sav as far

as letting them know the cost of each line. Explain whv
one line should be sold in preference to another and then

on lines to be. cleared it is often well to use a little encou-

ragement in the way of P. M.'s.

Let your salesmen help you with tl'o buying1

. You'll

get a surprise when vou learn how well vour children's

man can buy the infants shoes, and your clerk on the

women's side the women's shoes, and each of the other

men in his line. For after all. these are the men who are

selling the goods and they meet the customers. That being"

the case, let them take some responsibility in the selectin'g

of the stock and thev'll feel the same responsibility and in-

creased enthusiasm in selling the goods.

We have found too. that by letting the salesman know
how much business we are doing, how much we did a voir

ago, and how much we must do to show an increase oveT
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last year is an incentive to greater effort. It shows genuine
interest when your salesmen ask "Are we ahead of last

year ?" while they put forth their best effort to increase

the total sales.

Because it pays to have salesmen of the Tight kind

stay with the firm, pay them well enough to make it worth

their while. Let them feel that as the business grows, their

position is more important and pay them what thev are

worth. We have found that a worthwhile 'bonus at stock-

taking time in addition to the usual good wage is a fine

thing for increasing loyalty and good feeling to the firm.

Then too every Saturday that we do over a certain amount
of business, each salesman receives a dollar bonus. This

has never failed to push business on and over the objective

whenever there has been a possibility of doing so.

To sum up the various way ot promoting efficiency

in the salesforce:

(1) Makes your employees hours short enough to

permit outdoor recreation.

(2) Be an example morally. Help them in finding

mental stimulus to efficiency.

(3) Put your men in touch with a thorough systema-

tic way of learning the shoe business. The Retail

'Shoe Salesman's Institute will teach them for you.

(4) Have get-together meetings of your employees at

regular intervales.

(5) Get acquainted with your men.

(6) Take your men into confidence on selling matters.

(7)
' Let your salesmen help you buy.

(8) Pay your men well.

In giving these points on "How to promote efficiency

in the salesforce", I >a.m able to speak both as an employee

and employer. I have not suggested anything that we our-

selves have not tested out. Consequently I am able to speak

with the enthusiasm of success. Since our salesforce re-

presents us to the public, and 1 since no business ran succeed

it behoves the employer to do all in his power to promote

efficiency in his salesforce.

THE CHAIRMAN : This subject* is open for dis-

cussion, and I feel sure that Mr. Hill will try to answer

any questions that you put before him.

MR. W. T. PECAN : Might T be permitted to ask

Mr. Hill if after establishing his men in different dep-

artments he has found it necessary to make a further

change from one department to another?

MR. HILL: Yes.

MR. PEGAN: Have you found "anything arising out

cf that that would cause anything but harmony?
MR. HILL: No, I think the men will work better

along the line they prefer; for instance, we have a man
handling our women's shoes who would be very little use

on the men's stock.

MB. PECAN: But after having established your

men in the different departments, such as men's, wo-

men's, children's or boys' shoes, have you found it neces-

sary to make a change after going along say three to six

months?
MR. HILL: No; we always find it better to let them

utay with the line.

MR. PECAN : Supposing you find a man you have

placed in charge of a certain department is not quite as

efficient as he might be, and you have another clerk in

another department that you thought might fill his place

to better advantage.

MR. HILL: "We have had very little experience of

tl>at kind. I cannot say how that would work out. It might
be necessary in some instances.

MR. J. W. JUPP : As regards salary, do you confine
vour payment to salaries alone, or how do you handle
that?

MR. HILL : We confine our payments to salaries

alone except 10% on all findings, and as I say we pay
lliem a salary, and we use p.m.'s pretty freely. At stock-

taking time we give them a bonus.

MR. PEGAN: Have you found the system of paying
10% upon findings lead to unduly pressing findings upon
customers ?

MR. HILL: No.
MR. FEGAN: The payment of the 10%, has that a

tendency to force a sale upon a customer of arch sup-
ports, for example?

MR. HILL: Very oecasionnallv.. We have felt that

on arch supports there is the possibility of pressing an
arch support on a customer that does not need an arch
support, and in that way it is a little risky; hut that is

very seldom. We find it pays us to pay them 10%, be-

cause it keeps them alive to the possibility of selling

findings, and we certainly sell more shoe laces, shoe po-
lishes, and some arch supports.

THE CHAIRMAN": Do you think that your ultim-
ate result would be better by paying a salary and a small
commission on the total sales than a percentage on one
particular article like findings?

MR, HILL: I don't think so, not in a store like

ours; for instance, the man that looks after our window
has to do a considerable amount of selling, and the large

amount of the selling falls to say three or four of the
clerks, and in that way 1 think it would be very hard to

work out among a staff like our where they do other work
than strictly shoe selling. I think that would create in

our store a pettv jealously which we try to keep down.
THE CHAIRMAN!- Do you not think the same

thing applies to paying a percentage on findings? Your
window trimmer is not earning a commission when lie is

trimming his windows. Do you not think it would be a

better idea to put a man on a stated amount, for in-

stance, make an allowance for your window trimmer, or

a man that does any special work, that will make him
about equal to another clerk, in equal standing to him,
and both draw the same amount, and it would give him
a certain amount of credit?

MB. HTLL : Tt might work out that way; we have
had no trouble so far: but we have found the way we
have been working it prove very efficient as far as the
working together goes, and I think that is a very im-
portant matter, to have your clerks work one with the
other, and have no petty jealousies, or anything that is

not strictly cooperation.

MB. LAMOTHE: Take it all for granted that you
are both an employee and an employer, your own shop. *

and have quite a few men on the floor, and you know that

sometimes a salesman is not handling a customer prop-
erly, and you are passing through the floor, you might
know the man is not approaching the customer properly,
and you can notice from a distance that he may lose that
sale, and you feel it he used a certain kind of talk lie

would sell it: what course would you take in saving that
sale of that particular salesman is about to lose it ?

MB. HTLL : I would turn him over to another man.
if possible turn him over to the man who looks after that
particular line of shoes.

MB. LAMOTHE: Supposing you cannot take the
customer away from him, and you know he has lack of

speech and no enthusiasm, and not that grasping feeling
he is going to make a sale—you know if a man dislikes
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bis customer his customer dislikes him, and if he does

not get up fast enough to turn a customer it is a lost

sale; what method do you teach your salesmen of turning

a customer.

MR. HILL: We teach a salesman the responsibility

of turning a customer, if he cannot sell him, over to some

person who can sell him. If every one else is busy the

person who looks after that stock particularly.

MR. LAMOTHE: There are some clerks who, if

they bad a million dollars worth of stock would sell shoes,

but they cannot sell with a few shoes. It does not require

u hundred pairs of shoes to sell a customer.

MR. HTLL: You have to use your own judgment;
you have to leave a lot to your salesmen.

THE CHAIRMAN: And your floor manager has a

lot to do with the way the thing is handled. The floor

manager, should take hold of it and switch; you should

always hold something over for some one who takes the

switch.

MR. LAMOTHE : I have been in a store with quite

a few clerks and they have a fear of the floorwalker, and
they try to show one more shoe till the thing is finally

done.

THE CHAIRMAN: We want to thank you very

kindly for your very interesting paper. We would like to

have a longer discussion on it, but time will not permit.

I thank you.

I 'will now call on Mr. Smith of Peterborough. Mr.

Smith is a successful man, and 1 am sure he will give us

some very interesting items on "Successful Merchandis-

ing on a Falling Market", which ought to interest every-

body here present.

SUCCESSFUL MERCHANDISING ON A
FALLING MARKET

Mr. Chairman and Brother Shoe Men

—

When asked by the Chairman of the Program Com-
mittee to take for a subject for a few minutes discussion,

the topic of "Successful merchandising on a falling

market"', I could not help but reflect and wonder if 1

could deal with the subject from a personal standpoint.

What would be the answer if each of us asked our-

selves the question—"Have we been successful in hand-
ling our business since the downwand trend of prices

started in shoes ?" The one word "successful" changes

the question entirely and 1 wish for a few minutes to deal

with this topic in a broad sense. No doubt the location

of the business, the size of the city, town or village, your

competitors, and class of trade done would have its own
peculiarities but how could we define Successful Mer-

chandising to cover us all as Retail Shoe Merchants. I am
inclined to define it in this way

—

The buying and selling

of shoes io show a legitimate balance on the profit side

of profit and loss account at stock taking time, which

should be at least once a year.

First. The BUYING—And to do successful buying,

whether on a steady, rising or falling market, it is neces-

sary to watch the market. How can we do this?

First—Read your Trade Journals. I might say study

your Trade Journals because in them you get not only

price conditions but the views of every side of your trade

from the man who handles the raw material to the finish-

ed product. Study the trend of Dame Fashion as well as

the views of the man who makes the staple product, and

1 am sure that you will all agree that the information

from this source is much more authentic than the propa-

ganda as seen in the daily papers written by men paid to

do so from a mere money side of the question.

Next, watch your stock — And to watch your stock

j
roperly, you should use some form of stock accounting

system that will enable you to watch your sizes, and this

one thing is a big leak in most Retail Shoe stores for in

a good many cases we get in the habit Of saying when buy-

ing a line "Oh, give me regular sizes"—and never taking

into consideration what we have in stock of a very si-

milar shoe. As a personal experience, let me give this

one example. Some 15 years ago when I was on the road,

I hail been calling on a merchant for some time but only

selling him an odd line, but on this particular occasion,
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I called and asked him if he could come over to the sam-

ple room that evening, and received the reply "Yes, about

~<.30 o'clock." He came and brought his head saleslady;

picked out some 20 or more lines and started to give me
tie sizes. Just recall a similar circumstance yourselves

and see if you haven't often given this same answer, the

words "Kegular sizes" was the answer. In a number of

cases his saleslady would say, when for instance a Wos.

line was in question, "Mr. Blank, we have lots of 2y2 , 3,

and 3i/> of similar lines in stock". But she got the

reply. "We will have to clear them out"—and he bought

regular sizes 2y2 to 7, in most cases 18 pair lots. Why
nad he so many of these small sizes? Because he did not

watch his stock. Better lose the sale of one pair than have

5 pair to sell at cost and on a falling market at a loss

leaving no balance of profit at stock taking time, or if a

profit shows, it would be unsaleable sizes on the shelves

which would be a false profit, and might easily prove a

loss. A few years later, Mr. Blank's health failed and his

stock was sold for .45c on the $1.00; Not Successful

A FEW DONTS IN BUYING

:

Dont buy from too many wholesale firms. Dont buy

too many lines because in buying from too many firms, you

are liable to duplicate lines and 18 pairs from two houses

makes 36 pairs while if you bought say 30 pair from one*

house your sizes would run better and you would be less

liable to LOSE SALES FROM BEING OUT OF THE
SIZE. Very often a customer will ask for a certain size

and if it does not fit and you have to explain that this

t- the same shoe or very similar shoe bought from ano-

ther firm—well the old story, "It just don't seem the

same or I like the other better if you had the size I re-

quire" which ends in a LOST SALE. The customer may
go to another store and buy a shoe just like the last one

you were showing but because it is bought from another

store, it must be different. It is very hard for even the

most experienced buyers to carry the description of a

shoe "EXACTLY" in their minds from one sample room

to another. How then can we expect a retail customer to

go from one store to another and buy a shoe exactly or

be sure they are exactly the same? Many times we hear,

"Oh I can buy exactly that shoe from so and so and at

such and such price" when we know they cannot for you

may have the exclusive agency for that particular brand

of shoe. (I have in mind lines bought direct from the

manufacturer). But it would' be no use to argue with

customers who talks like that, for it would only result in

a LOST SALE (A good salesman can explain to custom-

er but should never argue.)

Therefore, confine your buying to as few houses as

possible and confine your lines as much as possible having

due regard for required assortment.

Don't buy large quantities to get special prices. If in

order to do so you have to carry goods over six months,

money is worth 61/2% at the bank. Your profit is soon

swallowed up.

Don't buy regular sizes but size up lines according

to your stock and trade. Slow moving sizes eats up the

profit of the selling sizes.

Don't place orders too far ahead; the traveller and
manufacturer may not altogether be in favor of this but
remember you are a good fellow as long as you pay your
bills promptly. This one thing gives most Retail Mer-
chants over-stock. Buy according to your turn-over so you
can offer your, customers new shoes taken from clean car-

ions for remember the first impression lasts the longest.

A shop worn shoe taken from a yellow faded carton gives

a bad impression at least to the customer; just as shoes

that have been in stock room for six months are inclined

to be looked on a.s old stock by your sales force even if it

js a staple line. As I have said before, it costs 6^% per

annum according to bank interest to carry goods, and on

a falling market these points would be doubly true be-

cause the over-stock would not only be costing him money,

to carry but depreciate in value at the same time making
a double loss and Unsuccessful Merchandising. So much
for watching the market and our stocks, which reflects in

our buying.

s EM :OXD : SELL]XG OUR MERCHANDISE AFTER
BUYING IT PROPERLY

:

Will it sell itself? I say "No". Only a portion of it.

To sell your Merchandise "Advertise". . Tell the buying

public what you have to offer them through your local

newspapers using good cuts which represent articles ad-

vertised. Do not show a boot cut when you are describing

a low shoe. Describe the article you have in plain English

telling the whole truth and stating sizes, widths, "and

price; and I think in many cases it is well after giving

a full and clear description of article to use a phrase or

similar phrase. Reasonably priced at $8.00, $9.00 or

$10.00, whatever the price is. The people interested or

reading the add, in many cases, follow your suggestions

and think as you do especially if they have confidence in

the store. Back up your advertising by showing the goods

in your show windows and display cases and I believe

good price tickets on shoes helps to sell them. Do not

crowd your ad. Three or four lines well described using

plenty of white space around ad so it will stand out, will

attract more attention and sell more goods than a dozen

lines crowded into a small ad poorly set up. I mentioned
before to give sizes and widths in lines advertised as well

as prices. I believe this should 'be done so pres-pective cus-

tomers will know that you have his or her requirements.

THTRD but not least. When customer calls at store,

do not have to say "I am sorry Sir or Madam, but we are

out of that, size"—without giving a reasonable excuse for

being so, such as "We have had a big sale of that line

or that size". Do not let customer leave your store having

the impression that you didn't have what you advertised

a 1, the time of advertising. Hold their confidence if at all

possible and thev will return later.

FOURTH — HAVE STORE SERVICE — What
makes store service? Bright, clean, and attractive store:

proper accounting system to avoid mistakes; bright and
intelligent clerks that are not mere selling machines but

know their business. Your clerks represent you when you
are not there ; be sure your representatives have the proper

training and reflect good service. Customers treated prop-

erly are sure to return.

And last—Sell not only shoes but sell -service. Shoes

aiay sell themselves at cost but service is the margin of*

profit which makes "SUCCESSFUL MERCHANDIS-
ING". If the proper service is given, in 99 cases out of

100, the customer will return when needing something in

your line and the return sales make the turn-over and the

turnover even at a small profit swells the bank account.

The bank account and balance on the profit and loss ac-

count makes SUCCESSFUL MERCHANDISING and
1 feel sure, if we could only put these suggestions in oper-

ation in our businesses, that we would have success even

in buying on a declining market.

IN CONCLUSION—I call the sum total of SUC-
CESSFUL MERCHANDISING

—

Study the market conditions.

Buy intelligently and

SELL not only shoes, but sell service.
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THE CHAIRMAN : We are to have a short discus-

sion after this talk, and I am going to ask you to be brief,

as the time is getting on.

MR. ST-LEGER: I would like to ask Mr. Smith
how he took stock in his merchandising in taking stock

the last time he took stock, for instance, in February, on
a falling market.

MR. SMITH: Personally I took stock as near as I

could at the market at that particular time, possibly a

little lower in some cases, but I took this method; I sent

to practically all the houses I dealt with and got their

cpiotations for January—the last week of January is my
stocktaking time—and I used that as the basis of stock-

taking first of February.

MR. CHISHOLM : Did I understand you to say you

keep a stock record system?

MR. SMITH: Yes. The system I use is the Brown
system. I wrote to the Brown Shoe Co. in the States some
years ago, and I got it from them.

MR. CHISHOLM : How do you find the time spent

in keeping that system compares with the time of obtain-

ing the information—for instance, if it takes you an hour
a day to keep your records up to date for the information

that you require one a week,—many systems I have seen

ii takes six hours a week to keep the record of information

that you could obtain from your stock in an hour or half

an our probably at the outside.

MR. SMITH: I don't think you could get as exact

a record of your stock by taking it in an hour a week.

You might take one line, but you would not have any
record of your other lines. As far as the stock taking

system is concerned, it is very essential. Supposing you
had a fire or anything occurred where you Avanted to

know some basis of your stock, it would be pretty much
hit or miss if you had nothing but your inventory of a

year ago or nine months after your accounting period

;

whereas if you had a stock accounting system properly

kept the majority of insurance companies or adjusters

would take that for a basis, which would I think get over

a great deal of trouble you would be liable to get into.

As far as the time it takes to keep your accounting sys-

tem, I think that takes very little time.

Personnally we use the cash carrier system, and the

young lady in the office has ten or fifteen minutes a day,

and there are lots of times they are not busy handling

money, they have lots of spare time, in fact she is only

too glad to have some system to work on, which really

occupies time which would be wasted otherwise.

MR. CHISHOLM : I was taking for granted they all

kept a proper system of books whereby they kept a pur-

chase journal and sales record that they could tell in a

few minutes practically an amount in dollars to satisfy

an insurance adjuster; I was thinking, do you keep a

slock record system for say a week, and John Smith &
Company's traveller comes down and you are going to

order your fall stuff, and you look over your records and

find what lines you buy of John Smith that you have in

«tock, and you have kept that for we will say a week, six

hours, whereas you could go over your stock, or have xme

of your clerks go over your stock in an hour at the out-

ride and obtain an exact record of your stock, while the

other would not be unless you were very very accurate

—

J refer to in the case of exchanges or returns.

MR. SMITH: I think possibly there may be weak-

nesses in all stock systems, but at the same time T think

ihe good points are far greater in number than the poor

points or the points that are against the keeping of a

'lock system. You have something definite to work with;

vou can sit down, probably all of us have considerable

apare time, and you can sit down and go over your stock
cards and find out the condition of your stock without
hothering anybody else. You would get information that
you could not get possibly any other way, information
which you might use in your business that you do not get
in any other way. This is my own feeling.

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr. Smith, we want to thank
you very much kindly for this very interesting talk. I
am sorry we cannot allow much time for discussion.

Our next item on the programme is "Handling
Customers Successfully." That is where the profit lies,
boys. Mr. J. Howard Carkner, Ottawa, will speak to us.

HANDLING CUSTOMERS SUCCESSFULLY
This I believe is the most important function for a

salesman or merchant to perform, particularly, in the shoe-
business.

In order to be brief and to the point I will endeavour
to call your attention to the right and wrong way of handl-
ing customers.

I will deal with the wrong way first, when I say
wrong way I mean it, yet it is the way too many salesman
and merchants attempt to do business. First of all I would
remind you of the manner in which a great many clerks
greet a customer, some with a very indifferent look, others
with a ready-made smile. To begin with, this is a poor
start, as it creates a bad impression. The next thing they
do is to ask "What size do you wear"? (Wrong). If the
customer asks for a certain style the clerk starts to look
around for that particular line, not knowing if they have
it in stock, or else he produces an altogether different
shoe without an explanation. After some little looking and
asking, the customer is finally show a shoe which he or she
may take a fancy to. We find the feeble clerk askino- in

the usual indifferent manner if they would care to try it

on. Next performance sees the clerk (not salesman) and
customer trying to secure a proper fit, most of the worry
and work resting on the customer, for unless the God or
Cod ess of Good Fortune be with the customer he or she is

very liable to get a pair of shoes that will produce the
finest Corn Crop or a most uncomfortable and unprofita-
ble experience. Finallv we may find the customer telling

the olerk he or she will take that pair. If so,, the price is

paid and shoes are handed to customer, with the monev
in the Cash Register Ave find our friend clerk quite satis-

fied with himself as he had made the sale and there his

interest ends. This, I am sorry to say is the way a great-

many customers are waited upon in shoe stores today.

Now let us look at the right way to handle our cus-

tomers. First the salesman appears neat and tidy, steps

smartly forward and greets him or her with that genuine

smile that comes right from the heart. If it is someone
ho happens to know he will by all means call them bv

their names, by such actions he Avill make a good impres-

sion right on the start, which will help greatly in making
a. quick sale. Having ascertained that they are after shoes,

be invites thorn to be seated, smartly remoA'es the old shoe

and proceeds to measure the foot carefully. While vou ar"

removing the old shop and measuring- the foot, find out

if possible the style of shoo desired and Avhat it is to bo

worn for. walking, dress or afternoon wear, or Avhatever

the occasion it may be for. Having secured the necessarv

information as regards to style, size and width, it is then

necessarv that you should as a good salesman, have a

thorough knoAA'led<ro of your stock, so you may be able to

decide in vorir own mind what shoe to sbo'c. choose one

or two styles, hand one shoe to the customer to examine
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and proceed to fit the other, here is where a shrewd1 and
toughful salesman has an opportunity to gain the custo-

mer's confidence for life by his attention to the fitting,

always remembering that efficient fitting of shoes is a

Health Service to Mankind and that such service will make
the salesman who practices it a most successful handler of

customers. Having secured a perfect fitting shoe of the

desired style at a price that is also satisfactory to the

customer, you should now try to complete the sale as

quickly as (possible, always being careful of net trying to

rush customer, for right here is where all previous good

work may be undone., particularly, if the customer notices

that you are over anxious to make the sale.

I might mention here a plan I have always found to

be satisfactory in closing a sale, that is to remove or begin

to remove the new shoes from customer's foot as soon a?

I have secured the proper fit, replace old shoe with the

same care as I would when fitting new shoes, but this

time I generally have secured the customer's consent to

take the particular pair, I at once ask to send shoes, take

the address, make out cash slip, send to the office as quick-

ly as possible for change, if there be any, and finally T

never fail to tell the customer to be sure and return goods

should any fault be found with the material, workmanship
or fitting.

To adjust any complaints that are fair or even if you

do not consider them altogether fair, aldjust them without

a show of unwillingness as quickly as possible to the entire

satisfaction of the customer, by such action you are bound

to hold the customer's confidence, and if you do only that,

it is sure "proof that you are handling your customer success-

fully and your business will grow and is hound to be success-

ful.

In these few remarks T have spoken only of a customer

that is about the average. There are a great many different

kinds of people to deal with when selling, hut I am sure

that the large majority will appreciate the kind of good

service I have Outlined, for surely this is a day when most

people are demanding the right service even if it is only

a pair of laces they come in to buy.

MR. LAVINE: I would like to ask Mr. Carkner

what he does if a customer insists on taking a short shoe.

MR. CARKNER : That is the easiest thing in the

world to explain. "We tell them they cannot have it. If

they insist on having it we tell them they can have it at

their risk; it is their funeral.

MR. CHAIRMAN: I might further add to that, in

my shop we mark the shoe inside. If the customer comes

back with a shoe that is marked inside we absolutely will

not make any adjustment. In talking about adjustments,

we have recently had a little fire, and I had one adjust-

ment the other day that was put up to me that perhaps
Mr. Carkner could tell me how to adjust. A lady came
in on, the Saturday previous to the fire and bought a

pair of shoes. On Monday morning after the fire she

telephoned in, and she said that she had bought a pair of

shoes on Saturday and they came home smelling of smoke
and were all full of water, and she wanted some adjust-

ment. We said we were very sorry, but we wanted her
to bring the shoes in to us. We came to find out the lady
had bought the shaes' Saturday morning and had them
delivered to her Saturday night, and the fire occurred on
Sunday night.

MR. R. E. LESUEHR: After a customer has taken
a shoe and paid for it, and returned that shoe probably
on the next day, do you refund the money?

MR. CARKNER: Absolutely. In speaking of shoes
sold at special sale and so far as refunding money. I

have said to the boys many times "This is the easiest

store to get money back". I have known them buy from
us, and because they saw a pair of shoes they liked better

somewhere else they have come back and asked for a re-

lund. We do not have any argument with them as a rule,

unless I am in bad humor, and I happen to get hold of

them myself, but I generally try to have some one else

attend to the matter.

MR. ST-LEGER: Do you refund on white goods?
MR. CARKNER: Absolutely; and we replace white

goods that are not satisfactory even if worn two to three
weeks. We charge one dollar, two dollars, three dollars,

that depends on the price of the shoe and the length of
time they have worn it, but we do not hesitate to refund it.

MR. LEMON: Do you take the losses?

MR. CARKNER: Do you mean on worn shoes?

MB. LEMON: Yes.

MR CARKNER: Very often. We do everything we
can to please the customer.

MR. KNOX : Supposing you sell a pair of sho*es too

short to a customer and you insist at the time it is too

short, but she wants to take it. and then eventually she

brings it back after two weeks complaining about it hurt-
ing her toes, what way have you got of knowing that you
told her that it was too short?

MR. CARKNER: It is not very hard for us in one
way; we live in a small town, and as a rule we pick out
the salesman that sold that, we have only four, and 1

must say the boys I have in the store with me are very
conscientious on the fitting; and I have told them re-

peatedly "Don't sell shoes that do not fit; 1 would rather
you would lose the sale than sell a shoe that does not fit."

In that case we go to the salesman, and as a rule the

salesman lias a recollection whether he told them.
MR. KNOX: Do you think it advisable to mark a

shoe ?

Mr. CARKNKR: Yes. . .

MR. STEPHENS: Do you ever fake a size? (Laugh-
ter).

MR. CARKNER: He is across the road from me.
Rut speaking of sizes we are finding the majority of our
customers are gradually ceasing to ask about sizes, and
whenever they do ask about sizes, I find you can do it

right by saying, "I am sorry, if you must know the size

I will tell you, but our policy is not to take sizes; lasts

and patterns are changing, and we cannot depend on
sizes", and sometimes I have pulled out two shoes that

were marked the same size, but did not fit the same.

THE CHAIRMAN: We thank you for your address.

The commercial travellers have to have their innings.

They have gone to a lot of expense and spent a lot of

time and trouble in getting up entertainments for us to-

night. The busses are to leave here a fi.30 o'clock sharp,

and between now and 6:30 they tell me that their pencils

have all been sharpened
;
they have got a special lot of

new order books, and they are waiting to entertain you
uj) m their rooms.

The Convention adjourned.

NOTES OF THE TRADE

Mr. Jas. Cooper has sold out his Shoe Business in

Hamilton.

The Lennox Shoe Company of "Winnipeg, which has

been incorporated with a capital of $200,000.00 expects

to commence manufacturing a line of men's and bov's

shoes about September 1st.
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THURSDAY MORNING SESSION

The Convention resumed at 10.30 A.M., Thursday
July 14, 1921.

THE CHAIRMAN: It has been suggested that we
proceed first with the question box. Mr. Chisholm is going

to take charge of the question box.

MR. M. CHISHOLM of Toronto: Shall we limit

the time of discussion on these different questions?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, not more than two minu-
tes.

MR. CHISHOLM: The first question we have is

'.'What percent of a salesman's sales should his salary

be?"

No doubt some of you present are paying your sales-

men on commission on the total of their sales; we would
like to hear from some of you.

MR. BLACHFORD : I would like to say that we
practically use that system in our store, and we do not

pay the same percentage throughout the store. We do not

feel the salesman that sells a pair of men's shoes at $12

has as hard a job usually as the sjalesrcilan who sells a

pair of women's shoes at $14; and we pay a little less

percentage in the men's department than we do in the

women's; and in the children's we pay a good deal higher,

although our sales are lower and our profits are less, and
they sell less when we consider that we pay more per-

centage for selling the shoes. We vary from 5 to 8 per

cent of the total sales according to the department.

MR. CHISHOLM: The next question is "What
diould the retailer do to the jobber or manufacturer that

has retail stores as well ? There is no doubt that possi-

bly some wholesalers are opening up retail stores beside

oi'her legitimate retailers. Do you think it is right for a

jobber to turn around, if he is not satisfied with the

amount of business he is getting in the town to open up
possibly right next door to where you are?

MR. LASALLE: No, it not right; I stand to my
answer to kick him.

MR. BERT SPROULE: What jobber or manufact-

urer is making a practice of doing that?

MR. CHISHOLM : I cannot tell you that.

MR. BURNELL: This is not altogether a new ques-

tion. It seems to me that it is one of those questions that

most of us have had brought to our attention in one form
or another. In Britain, United States, Canada, we have

had examples of that kind before us for a good many
years, when a jobber or a manufacturer enters into the

retail shoe business or any other business, as it may be,

lie is investing his capital in a new venture, and he has

to provide for the same expenses +o conduct that division

of his business that we all have to provide, and exper-

ience has shown, when it has been handed down for a

considerable length of time that the retailer as a rule has

nothing whatever to fear from that sort of competition.

We have had examples of that kind, and they have been

before us for a good many years, and we are still doing

business, and retailers are getting more efficient in build-

ing up big businesses right along. In answering the ques-

tion direct, I would say everybody should use bis own
judgment.

MR. CHISHOLM: The next question is: "I want to

know if the shoe merchant should not "size"' all orders

given as manufacturers have different sizes on case lots

which are called regular."

MR. JUPP: I think Mr. Smith's paper of yesterday

covered that question vapy nicely, and any of us who were

here and gathered his remarks to the extent I feel I got
them myself, I am sure his idea there would answer that

question very well.

MR. CHISHOLM : Question : What should the salar-

ies be of their gross sales? That has been already ans-

wered.

Another question is: "Why it is that retailers have
to pay all expense charges on shipments from outside

manufacturers when the manufacturers ship free inside

the city?

I think myself that question is easily answered. When
a manufacturer ships inside the city it is a matter of

cartage. When the manufacturer ships from outside points

be has cartage from the factory to the station, from to

the station to the town, and from the town to the retail-

er's store.

MR. LAVINE : On express shipments he has not
any cartage; on freight he has the charges.

THE CHAIRMAN: The express company add the

cartage charges on your bill.

MR. CHISHOLM: Question: "How are obsolete

goods created by rubber companies unsaleable goods, to

get out of their guarantee on decline in prices, as done
on tennis goods. We all know that tennis shoes were ped-
dled around at 25% discount about the 1st June.

MR. ST. LEGrER, Toronto: The rubber companies
this year, as I understand it, and as they did with me,
guaranteed their prices on tennis goods to some mer-
chants to June, and others to July, and others to August.
1 for one got a guarantee on my price to August 1st. We
were allowed five for early placing; there was a drop; we
were allowed ten. Here about a month ago all of the rub-

ber companies started peddling what they call obsoletes

at 25 off straight. I am the one that asked this question.

I took it up with the rubber company I am doing business

with, and they said they were putting in a better grade
of soles, a better grade of cotton and toe caps on every-

thing. I said "All right, I will take the goods without
toe caps to get the 25." They filled part of my order

without toe caps, and when they could not fill the rest

they said they had no more obsoletes. I said all right, I

guess I will have to get regular goods. When I got the
regular goods they had no toe caps. Therefore I claim
that obsoletes cover anything that they want to get out
of their prices on. I cancelled every dollar's worth of rub-
ber I had on order, and cancelled everything on tennis

goods, and am buying nothing but obsoletes at 25 off, the

same stuff from the same people.

MR. CHISHOLM : I know of one case that goes one
month better than that, September 1st guarantee.

Question : "I want to know why a salesman should
not have to take the proper course in foot fitting."

They should, it is very important. At our address

yesterday morning, Judge Mott remaarked that an army
of consumptives could march farther and do more work
in proper fitting shoes than an army of giants in ill fit-

ting shoes.

Question: "I want to know what is the proper and
best way to figure a salesman's salary ; what percentage
is too much to pay? What is the best known stockkeeping
method ?"

The first part of the question has already been ans-

wered. As to the second part, Mr. Smith of Peterborough
I think has a pretty good stock record system ; but he is

not present just now.

Question : "I want to know when freight rates will

be reduced?"
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THE CHAIRMAN : I am afraid he will have to go

to the government for that or to Mayor Church.

MR. CHISHOLM: Question: "I want to know is it

sound accounting to take stock and value your goods at

replacement prices? Also is it correct to figure your pro-

fits. and pay income tax on that basis?"

I think what the member is trying to get at is, if he

buys a shoe to-day at $9 a, pair, at the end of the year

the replacement price is $6, he takes it into stock at $6

and then he sells it we will say at $8 or .$9 has he made

or lost? Any discussion on that?

ME. BURNELL of Toronto : That question is mine,

and I think it is quite a serious question, a question that

we all have had to grapple with. If we keep our accounts

properly they should show to us whether we have made a

profit or a loss for the period. Now I have heard that a

good many men at the last stocktaking period took their

inventory at replacement prices. Then again, of course it

naturally follows if you do that, are you going to sell your

goods on that basis, and are you going to figure your

profit—if you have paid $9 for a shoe and taken it in at

replacement price of $6 retailing it again at $8, you have

actually lost a dollar; but if you are keeping your ac-

counts on the basis of $6 you have gained $3, and at the

end of the year are you going to show a profit on that

basis and pay your income tax on that? Is it according to

present law? Are you compelled to do that? Can you fool

yourself to that' extent, that you have made $3000 this

vear, when in reality your books show, according to what
you paid for that, and according to what you got for

thai, that you have a deficit. I would like to have a real

authoritative pronouncement "upon that. Is it sound ac-

counting to conduct vour business that way?
MR. ST. LEGER : In answer to Mr. Burnell of To-

ronto, we took stock on the 1st February at replacement

values and we showed on our last year's report a loss, an
actual loss. We had no business tax to pay, we had no

income tax to pay. We made profit when the shoes- were
going up; we raised our prices, we made our extra profit,

but we lost our profit when we took stock; now we are

starting in and making profit agaiu. Next year, thank
Cod, the business profits war tax is wiped out, but we
will have to pay income tax on the profit we are making
this year. That is the way we did in our business, and we
did it through the advice of a chartered' accountant.

MR. JUPP of Toronto: I would like to ask Mr. St.

Leger whether he has had any acceptance of that report

to the government yet on' his income report?

MR. ST. LEGER : Yes, we have had acceptance from
i! ; we showed a complete loss.

MR. STEPHENS of Ottawa : I might say the Dep-
artment at Ottawa is accepting all statements of that

bind. They have anticipated a loss from all wholesale -or

retail establishments, and it is quite correct, that it is

allowed, and it is. the only proper way to keep your books.

MR. CHISHOLM: Do you find your question ans-

wered yet satisfactorily?

MR. BURNELL: Not quite.

MR. CHISHOLM: The question is, if the article

was bought at $9 and taken in stock at $6 and resold at

•$8, this year stands the loss or the next year.

MR. BURNELL: Some years ago the question came
up in my business just in the reverse form, and that is in

this way : supposing that you have had a line of goods or

a number of lines of good«, as we all have, it which we
have sold the cream and there are only the fag ends re-

maining-. It is quite-evident that those particular lots of

goods are not worth the puirchase price; and I submitted

the question to two expert accountants that when I took

stock should I value those goods at their present values

or their deteriorated values? And the answer was in both

cases no. One of the accountants was a local accountant

and the other was no less than a representative of the

Cambridge Bureau of Research of Boston. The answer

they gave me was this, that if I took stock on those, placed

litem in stock at a depreciated value, my books would not

show what my profits for the 'period were, and that I

must take them at whatever I gave for them, and let them
remain at that, and then at the end of the period it would"

show just exactly what my profit for the period was.

MR. CHISHOLM: Question: "I want to know why
the National Shoe Retailers' Association does not watch and

take up false advertising."

There is' something that should be taken up; there

is no question about that. Some way feel that it does not

hurt them ; but it does. It may be ten miles away from

vour store. False advertising hurts you for this reason,

that sooner or later the public gets the idea that the shoe

men are a bunch of rogues; a $12 shoe is advertised for

$2.95, and people find out they only got a $2.50 article;

and the say "You are a bunch of rogues."

MR. BLACKFORD: The Association has taken up
false advertising inasmuch as T have written and had I

suppose as many as one hundred letters since I was put

in office last year with reference to American houses adl

vertising in Canadian papers, the sales that they hold on

the other side, in which there is no mention made that

these goods are subject to duty, which is a misleading

idea, perhaps not false advertising, hut which comes under

that heading. Tb it lias been taken up very strenuously,

and I think that very few people in the border towns

have accepted very much of the American advertising of

sales. It is impossible for an association of this size, to

take up town advertising: but it has been taken up as a*

whole, and I have on my record about 100 letters to that

effect; and it has done good, because the people that com-

plained about it have written to me and said conditions

were much better, and there was much less of it than last

year.

MR. CHTSITOLM: Question: "Ought manufactur-

ers of rubber shoes to dump their overstock on some ille-

gitimate shoe dealer who will flood the town or city with

their goods? Why not give their customers a chance?"

We have had in the city this past year both shoes and
rubbers dumped, tennis shoes, that if you had placed your

order so that you would pay about $1.80 a pair for them,

you could turn around and buy them front small jobber

at a dollar a pair.

The next question is : "Are shoe men narrow in their

attitude towards their competitors?"

MR. STEPHENS of Ottawa: I might say I think-

in a great many cases shoe men are narrow in their atti-

tude towards their competitors and I have found that in

Ottawa forming a local association overcame that. I find

if you get close to your competitor as a rule he is a

pretty good fellow. Keep from him and you are suspicious

of him. I know in Ottawa by having an association that

we have found that we came closer together. We do a

<jreat many favors for one another, we help one another

in the matter of credits, help out on sizes, we meet toge-

iher and get well enough acquainted to call one another

fry our first names, and we find that we are all good fel-

' lows. In towns where such associations are not, there is

suspicion and a narrowness which I think ought to be

overcome. I would advise any shoe men here from any
city or town in the Dominion of Canada who has not
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such an association to form one as quickly as they can,

and they will find that there will be a brotherly feeling

crop up right away.

The next question is : "Can a law be passed to com-
pel a proprietor of a shoe store to display his name as

well as the firm's name ?"

This morning on my way down 1 went out of a store

to get into a car, and 1 was handled a bill, and I looked

at it "Frank's opening sale'"'. "Franks*' is not a shoe

store, but it is a gents furnishing store. No doubt that

Is what this person is referring to. Why he goes by the

name of Frank 1 don't know or whether he is afraid of

his name.

MR. LASALLE of Montreal: I think it would be

advisable, and 1 think the committee is looking into that

just now; I believe any firm that does business on any

assumed name should have also the proprietor's coupled

with it ; that is what I suggest.

Mr. CHISHOLM: The next question: "If the Na-
tional Shoe Retailers' Association should not take up the

matter of jobbers, selling every Tom, Dick and Harry
who wants to sell shoes— I refer mostly to clothing stores

with shoe stocks. . This is found among the foreign cle-

ment."
Evidently the person is referring to a person who

wants to put in a stock of shoes, and while they are

really legitimate dealers in one way they are opening up

and selling holidays and every other time.

Mr. GLINTZ, Niagara Falls; As an illustration of

that, a clothing store put in a line of shoes, but on the

price of the clothing he makes the price of his shoes.

What I mean by that is, he will take a shoe that I have

seen in his window, that shoe I have to get $5 for; his

price is $3.50 or $4. The reason for that is that the loss

he makes on the shoe he makes up on the clothing. The
loss is not heavy, still we cannot sell that shoe.

Mr. CHISHOLM: The next question is: "I want to

know if it would not be wise to designate shoe retailers

as shoe merchants, and clerks as shoe salesmen.
That is the last question. It is near the time whe^;

the next subject should be taken up; but if 1 may be
permitted to answer that, to start a discussion, I would
fcay all clerks are not saelsmen.

We will now listen a paper by Mr. Levinson on "Get-
ting from under a stock bought at higher prices."

GETTING FROM UNDER STOCK PURCHASED
AT HIGH PRICES

Mr. Chairman, The Executive, and Fellow Members of

the N. S. R. A.

It is indeed .a great pleasure to have had the con-
fidence placed in me by the executive of the N. S. R. A.
who have selected me to speak on the subject of "Getting
from under stock purchased at high prices."

This subject is indeed a weighty one, and involves a
great deal of deliberation before getting up in front a

body of men who have possibly had many more years

of business experience than I, and speak on a subject that

is the most important problem that confronts the mer-
chants existence of to-day.

If the worthy executive would have only worded this

subject in this manner "How to dispose of stock bough at

low prices on .a rising market", I would have gotten up
here to-day and gone into such elaborate details regarding

this problem, and so thoroughly, that would indeed surprise

my fellow merchants.

Now seriously, gentlemen, my opinion regarding this

problem is what I already have done and am still doing,

and could be explained in a very few words; which means
that when the drop came, I immediately re-priced my
shoes on the basis of present day costs, and took my
loss at once. I also purchased a number of new novelties

to tone up my stock, price-ticketed all the shoes in the

window, used the newspapers freely, and the result was

that in a short time I lowered my stock by thirty per cent.

SPEAKERS AT THE CONVENTION

PETER A. DOIG
Pres. Dom. S. & L. T. A.

C. K. CHISHOLM
Cleveland, Ohio.

C. R. LA SALLE
Quebec Vice-Pres. NT. S. U. A.
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I then was in a position to purchase anything that

looked worth while and could afford to speculate.

The trouble with a number of us merchants was that

liquidation was the most important factor in order to get

from under the load, and some went entirely too far.

(Some of the shoe stores in the last six months, re-

minded one of the famous poem, ''The Deserted Village"—

Empty shelves to the right of us,.

Empty shelves to the left of us,

Empty shelves above and around us.

until one had the sensation of having visited a grave yard.

Gentlemen - If you have liquidated to the cavern stage,

for heaven's sake fill your shelves with empty cartons, but

don't give your customers the impression that you are going

out of business. •

: WJ

When our worthy past-president Mr. Warren T. Fegan

phoned me up long distance, regarding that the executive

had placed me on the programme of this convention, to

speak on the subject, I decided to get busy and secure some

exact data, and I went to a friend of mine, who is presi-

dent of one of the largest departmental stores in Hamilton,

and I said "Mr. so and so, what was your method of doing

business when the drop came?*' and the answer came

back as quick as a flash "The same that all practical

business men did, and that was take their losses at once."

Gentlemen - this is my opinion regarding this subject,

and I believe sincerely that the best way to dispose of goods

bought at high prices is to make up your mind to take

your loss immediately. Any merchant who has not adjusted

his stock, but only played with it, to those I would say

that they are committing business suicide.

I would also say not to close yourself up entirely from

but to keep your eyes open to the new and attractive no-

velties that are being produced by our manufacturers, lower

youT lines bought at high prices to present day costs, and

in a short time you will be in a position to take advantage

of your discounts, which by the way, gentlemen, is the

key to business successi.

You cannot imagine what a wonderful difference you

make with your manufacturers when they know that you

are looking for discounts instead of long terms.

I thank you worthy chairman, and the executive and

trust that these conventions may be a permanent affair

from year to 'year, and that it may bring the merchants and

the manufacturers in closer unity.

I also hope that every red blooded shoe merchant in

/Canada will show the caliber he is mnde out of by support-

ing the National Shoe Retailers Association.

THE CHAIRMAN: I am sure we all enjoyed im-

mensely your paper, Mr. Levinson, and I wish to convey

the hearty thanks of the Executive to you for this splen-

did address.

THE CHAIRMAN" : We are favored this morning by

having with us a man who is I understand, a Canadian

born. T believe our next speaker was born in Brampton,

Ont.. Mr. C. K. Chisholm. He is an old sport, I under-

stand used to be a lacrosse player, a defence player, and

they have changed him from the defence, and put him
on the forward line of the shoe game. Mr. Chisholm comes

from Cleveland, Ohio. He is Vice-President of the Na-

tional Shoe Retailers' Association of the United States,

find we welcome him this morning. I am sure that we
will all eniov the words that he has to say to us.

Mr. C. K. Chisholm, who was received with great

applause, said : Mr. President and gentlemen : I take just

a little exception to your Chairman using the word "old".

I do not like that "old sport"; I am not very old; I am
only about sixty, just beginning. It is true I was born

in this country, brought up out in a little town called

Brampton, and it affords me very great pleasure to come
back and look at you Canadians. You all look alike; you
all look good to me. I don't think the Americans look

anything but good, but there is something about a Cana-
dian that kind of touches my heart. I have een over in

the United States for 31 years, and every time anybody
says anything about Canada I swell up just the same as

I did when I first went over there.

SHOE RETAILING IN GENERAL

When your secretary asked me to come to Toronto

to give the National Shoe Retailers' Association of Ca-
nada a short talk on the methods of retailing shoes in the

United States, I accepted with a great deal of pleasure,

firstly, because I was very much interested in association

work; secondly because I feel that Toronto is almost

my home town. Since I had my first experience in re-

tailing shoes in Brampton, Ont, only a few miles from
here. I thought if I had learned anything about retailing

shoes I should come and tell you about it. In 1890 we
were selling shoes over the counter without the slightest

knowledge of whether they would fit the feet they were
sold for or not. Looking at this audience I do not sup-

pose very many of you here have sold shoes over the

counter. I presume that that is too long ago for most of

you; but' nevertheless that is the way we used to sell them,
and we would guess at the sizes, and sometimes the farm-
ers would come in with little sticks about that long with

all the various lengths of the children's shoes, and we
would send the shoes out. Sometimes we would take the

pegs out of the soles, and sometimes not; it would de-

pend on how busy we were. Today the greatest care is

taken to fit shoes. We measure every foot that we attempt

to fit. We go farther than that, we have a foot-scope

X-ray machine in our principal stores, and in most cases

the foot is X-rayed after being fitted so as to make sure

we are right. It is only a few years ago since hardly any
merchant kept any records of what he was doing. I can
remember the first position I had in the City of Cleve-

land with the most successful shoe merchant there. We
had no records at all. He would go into the market ever

so often, buy a lot of shoes, have them shipped in and
expect us to sell them absolutely without regard to style

or fit. When this lot was fairly well exhausted he would
repeat the dose. He certainly was a great gambler. I

believe his case was not so very different from most shoe

merchants at that time.

Now, I want to tell you how our merchants are doing

it today. I may not be able to get across to you anything

you do not already know. The chances are there are a

•rood many in this audience who can tell me more about

retailing shoes than I will ever know. But to my mind
the most important thing in connection with retailing

shoes is to have them properly bought. I do not mean by
this the price you pay. Of course this is an item, but I

mean well bought from every standpoint.

You who cannot visit the market frequently should

take the time to look at every line of shoes you have the

opportunity of seeing. You should cultivate the friend-

ship and loyalty of the veTy travelling salesman who shows

you shoes. He can do you an untold amount of good if he

is equipped for his business.

There is nothing which will do you so much good

a? to know what the other fellow is doing. The merchant
who goes into the market often must see enough lines to

keep himself properly posted in every detail from the

raw hides to the finished shoes.
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Today's Business is a style game, and the merchant
who will keep himself well informed is the one who is

going to win. Any merchant who thinks he can buy twice

a year and get away with any profit is going to wake up
tmd find he is a "goner". The successful merchant today

ii the one who buys and sells as quickly as possible. In

other words one of the most important things to do in

merchandising is to get a frequent turnover. Some of you

may think this is a hard thing to do, but it is not, I

know of many shoe merchants getting a turnover of from
eight to ten times. He should be ashamed of himself if he

gets less than four turnovers a year. I do not believe

There can be much money made by a large mark-up. It

is net profit we are interested in. The way to get net

profits out of your business is to run your business better.

What are net profits? When you get through with

your year's business, or if you close your books twice a

year, it is to have the money over in the bank, not in the

shelves. I do not care to see my profits what I call paper

profits. I tell my men I am not interested in paper pro-

fits; I do not care to have them come and tell me that

they made twenty thousand dollars last year unless I

have $20,000 over in the bank. That is what interests

me; in other words I don't want my money tied up in too

many shoes.

I have a few suggestions to offer : Keep records of

every angle and phase of your business. Know how many
shoes you have in stock every day; what kinds they are;

are they fast selling lines or slow selling lines or are they

not selling at all ? Keep a daily running inventory both

in pairs and dollars.

Make a daily comparison of every item of your busi-

ness with that of the previous year. Keep yourself posted

in the leather market. Read your trade journals. Read
the Style journals of other lines of merchandise. Be sure

you know how many kinds of shoes you have which are

not making you money; and how many lines of odds and
ends you have; and my advice in these odds and ends

that you have is to sell them regardless of what they cost.

We have a system which we call our jack-pot in our

different departments, for instance in our men's depart-

ment the shoes come in and they are sold until we have

decided that we are not going to size this particular line,

we are going to change the style perhaps, and that au-

tomatically goes towards the end of the store or to this'

section that we call out jack-pot. We sell those shoes at

a price. If they do not sell at one price they sell for ano-

ther but they must sell, and we clean up. We clean them
absolutely, not partly; if it is necessary to have a junk

man to come along and clean the balance out at 50 cents

a pair out they go, if they cost us ten dollars or twelve

dollars, out they go, and the money we get out of those

we call net profits.

You must advertise, hut be sure you do it inside the

store as well as outside. Above everything else be honest.

It gets you nothing to overstate. The best advertising I

think is the service you give in your store and your win-

<iow displays. I am sure we spend as much money our

show windows and the interior of our stores as we do in

any other way except newspapers. How often do you dress

your windows? We dress our windows sometimes every

day; never less than three times each week.

Through careful merchandising we keep ourselves in

shape so that we can always buy if anything new shows

in the market. We try to keep ahead of the procession.

AVe like to be the first to show new styles, finding that it

helps a very great deal to hold our customers and gain

7iew ones. We also try and sell our customers more than

one pair of shoes each time. We try to have shoes for

every occasion. I will agree with you that this requires

time and a great deal of hard work, but we are living in

an age when it is difficult to get something for nothing.

A very important thing is to have your employees
interested, and there is no way in which you can do this

so well 'as to pay them well. We have our employees almost

entirely on a commission basis, but are careful to see that

the commission is large enough so each will make good
money. We like to have the feeling our employees can
make more money in our stores than anywhere else. Serv-

ice rendered by well paid employees is usually efficient

service.

I just would like to tell you a little story on that com-
mission basis of experience we have had. We have tried

many ways of doing it; we have given drawing accounts;

we have paid them by the week, say $12 a week and 2 %,
and we have tried almost every way that has been thought
of ; we have gotten around to the point where a flat com-
mission is the story, and it is not a set commission. For
instance, we have - one store in Cleveland where we sell

men's shoes and pay the clerks Sy2% commission. Sell-

ing those shoes on another street we are paying them 5%.
The id'ea of it is that the store itself regulates that per-

centage; so that we want the clerks to make good money,
I ut not be unfair to the clerks that are working in a
store where they are not doing as much volume and can-

not make as much, so we increase our percentage in those

stores where we are not doing as big volume. On women's
shoes, I think in every case, we pay nothing less—I think
one of our stores we do—but I think we pay 6% flat to

sell women's shoes; our clerks are now making around
about fifty to sixty dollars a week. Perhaps it might have
gone down a little, but they are not very far from that,

for selling women's shoes, and it gives the clerk a feeling

that he is in business for himself. He goes out among his

friends and he positively is. He works for Chisholm's
Boot Shop, or at least that is his headquarters, but he
gets his customers to come in there to buy shoes from him,
and of course every pair of shoes he sells he makes money
on. The flat salary is employed very very little. I can
add, we give them a drawing account each week, for in-

ftnnce I think they run from about $25 to $40 each

week on drawing account, and we settle with them as

often as they wish. We have no set time, we like to do it

every three months, but any time they want it and the

money is there we give it to them.

With reference to the chain store. The chain stores

are here, and I believe they are here to stay, and I be-

lieve they are a good thing. We find it greatly to our ad-

vantage to locate our stores convenient for buyers rather

than in one central point. There is no question of a

doubt but what the chain store can sell shoes, get them
to the consuming public for less money, and do it on a

narrower margin than the ordinary merchant; and that

is well within their province, because the other merchants
can do the same as they are doing. You take in the small-

ei towns the merchants might say "We have no chance at

all with the chain store". They have every chance in the

world. You can take two, four, six, eight or ten towns
"dth ten live merchants, and cannot they have ten stores?

Cannot they concentrate their buying? Cannot they get

logether in every way and economize and turn their shoes

over and1 sell them on a close margin, the same as the

chain store can do? I know of several instances in the

United State«. I am particularly thinking of one out in

Towa where there are ten merchants in small towns of

about 10,000 people, and they have associations of that

kind, and believe me any chain stores that come out there

ihey do not have any walk-away. We believe if the mer-
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chants could get closer together they might sell shoes on

; less mark-up and get net profit, because you sell more

pairs; there is no question about it. We have in Cleve-

land two distinct companies, one we cater to the better

grade— I do not say the exclusive people, I don't care

for that business particularly — but what we call the

higher grade shoe. It costs us there in that store on Eu-

clid Avenue about pretty close to 30% to sell shoes on

account of the service that they exact from us, and that

we have to render. We have three other stores there that

we are retailing shoes on a mark-up of 30% gross, and

we make more money net where we have a 30% mark-up

Jian where we have our 40 %> mark-up.

H is just a simple proposition.

Just a little word about the retail shoe business in

the United States. There has been no business in the

United States that has been worse maligned than the re-

tail shoe business. Nevertheless I believe by a large ma-

jority the shoe merchants have conducted their businesses

as economically and carefully and have given value re-

ceived to compare with any other line. I believe there

has been a great deal of discussion in Canada regarding

the retail mecrhants here, classing them as profiteers. I

happen to be in a position to know that there was very

very little profiteering done. When the market was going

up we took the profits; we had to do that to protect our-

selves. They complain very bitterly of the retail shoe mer-

chant,—I do not see why they should be all picking on

us, but they do — that we have not brought our prices

down ; but I know in most cases the merchant has ac-

cepted his lose and is selling his goods on the market of

today, and he is right down to rock bottom.

The National Shoe Retailers Association of the Unit-

ed States has done an untold amount of good for us re-

tailers, and I have no doubt that the National Shoe Re-

tailers Association of Canada is doing as much for you
letailers of Canada.

In conclusion, Mr. President, Mr. J. P. Orr, Presi-

dent of the National Shoe Retailers Association of the

United States, has delegated me to extent to each and
every member of the National Shoe Retailers Association

of Canada a very cordial invitation to meet with the Na-
tional Shoe Retailers Association of the United States in

our convention in Chicago, January 9th to 14th 1922.

(Applause).

'

Mr. J. W. JUPP: Mr. Chisholm, on behalf of the

National Shoe Retailers' Association, coupled with that

of the National Shoe Travellers' Association, it is my
duty and pleasure to extend a very hearty vote of thanks
to you for your very interesting and pleasing paper. I

am sure we have all profited very much, sir. (Applause).
The Convention adjourned until 2. p.m.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.

The Convention resumed at; 3 p.m. July 11th, 1921.

THE CHAIRMAN : I am going to ask Mr. .St. Leger
to introduce the first speaker this afternoon.

MR. ST. LEGER: Mr. Chairman and fellow retailers,

it gives me great pleasure to introduce to you the first

speaker of the afternoon, I have known him since he was

a few days old, and I sold him the first pair of shoes he

.ever wore, at least they came out of our store. He was

born across from us. It gives me great pleasure to introduce

to you Mr. Norman Sommerville, who is going to give

us an address on "Optimism in business". He has done

a great deal of speaking, and during the war he was

sent all over the United States, and I am sure we will

enjoy every minute.

Mr. NORMAN SOMMERVILLE : Mr. Chairman and
gentlemen: The subject of optimism in business is not a

subject that 1 had chosen. You know the character of one
cf those kindly invitations that are issued by Mr. Howard
lilachford. There is a string on the end of it. Some months
ago I was asked at a time when taxation problems were
rather .pressing us all. to make some remarks upon the

subject, and I was asked if I would not speak to the

retail shoe dealers on it. In an hour of weakness I consent-

ed to speak on taxation problems in connection with the

retail business, and naturally I expected to speak to you
on that subject. It was my first experience with Ed.
Stephen, but a few days ago it was announced to me that

my subject for today would be "Optimism in business."

The matter of subjects of course is of- no importance, you

are just to accommodate yourself to the subject, whathever

it may be.

OPTIMISM IN BUSINESS

Optimism in business is something that we all can

have today, although some of us are not having if, and I

do not know of any group of men to whom I would rather

talk on that subject than to a group of men interested in

the retail shoe business, because you men have met the

public on the highest priced article of the war, and you

have met the public with those articles on your shelves.

p.nd have had to do with the public's difficulties, and have

had to carry the public's load, and no men have had a more

difficult or more trying time during the last year and a

half in the readjustment period than you men in meeting

that verv problem on your shelves and meeting it with

open and frank countenance.

I say it without fear of contradiction, there is not a

single line of business in the Dominion of Canada that

demanded as much courage, demanded a* much patience,

demanded as much confidence as you men have had to

exercise and use during the-e past IS months. And so T

listened this morning to the remark* of Mr. Weaver, and

1 srathored from them one word that was the key for my
talk to you this afternoon. He said the basis of our progress

is confidence. That is optimism—confidence. It is the one

thing we want more than money: it is the one thing we

need more than property : it is the one thing that will

carry us through more than any other factor in our present

(lay problems—confidence: and on confidence i- based

all the prosperity and progress we hone to achieve in

Canada. Have we got the ground-, have we the reasons for

confidence in ourselves and in our present position? What
; - our outlook? What does it portrav to us: how does it

present the problems of the future? Tlu^e are questions that

we are askin? ourselves everv dav. and we. as Canadians,

have to =it down at the table and fierure it out for our-

selves. No one can solve it for us but ourselves, and we

want no one to help us with it but the men that have

helped us through in the past.

Confidence the rock bed of all our nrosrress. and

if we look over the problems of Canada and look at the

situation today, what are the elements that give us confi-

dence in the future? What are the factors, if any, that are

lacking to stive us confidence? That is all T want to ask

vou and talk about this afternoon. Confidence is a rela-

tive expression; wealth is a relative condition: prosperity

is a relative condition; our confidence, our wealth our

prosperity, are all measured in our minds by something

that went before. The man who sells $10,000 worth of

shoes this week thinks he has a wonderful week, and nex„
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week if he only sells $1,000 worth he thinks he has get a
bum week. It is 'relative; it is relativity that gives us our
view point.

Now, what is our situation in Canada? If we keen
our nose too close to the glass we cannot see how good
look'ng we are, and if we keep our nose too near to a grouch
we get something of the odor that come from a grouch,

and if we live a grouching life we can never see the

sunshine that is about us. Now, where are we in Canada?
Our problem of today and yesterday and since the. war
ended lies rather in the fact that we have compared every-

thing with the .albnormal conditions of the war. Is not

that absolutely the fact? Your shoe business may do a

bigger business this month than it ever did in any month
before the war, yet you are not satisfied. Why? Because

in the abnormal creations of war there was an onrush to

vout business that could not be stopped, and you measured
everything against the abnormal conditions of war. The
thing we need most is to get back to a comparative relation-

ship, thinking of ourselves in terms of peace rather than

in terms of war, and comparing our conditions to peace

conditions rather than to the extraordinary exigencies of

the war period ; and what are they ? Based upon that

standard and measured by that yard stick, where are we
in Canada today?

Are we poorer than we were before the war? I spoke

to a hank president an hour before I came in here today,

bad a long conference with him on a matter of business,

and I said to him "Tell me, please, how much money the

people of Canada had in the banks on 31st May 1914"; and

he turned it up quickly and said they had altogether $1,-

100,000,000 in the saving's banks of this country, and they

were happy. I said : "Will you tell mo how much monev
they had on the 31st May of this year"; and he turned it.

up, and' he said they had in the banks on the 31se May
1921, $2,150,000,000. an increase in their savings alone

of over $1,000,000,000. He said in the meantime they

had drawn from the banks over two billions of dollars,

and they had put them into Victory Bonds, so that the net

natural increase in the wealth of our people is $3,250.-

000,000 in actual bonds and 1 dollars in our banks; and

gentlemen, that is the largest net. increase of wealth that

any eight millions of people have ever known in all the

world's history.

Optimism can be either good or bad if it is based on

a false bottom, and do not let us get any false foundation
;

let uis get only the solid rock foundation. I do not want to

go out and sell an opening order of $1,000 worth of shoes

to a man who is -doing business on borrowed capital, because

some day I am going to get up agninst it, and T am

not going to come back and pat myself on the back for it.

Let us get the actual facts; and there is the first bed rock

that we have got in our bonds and in our banks $3,300,-

000,000 more than we had this time seven years ago.

Where does our wealth come from? In time of war

it comes from all over the Avorld by the extraordinary de-

velopment that we had in Canada and the shipment of our

goods and large prices to all parts of the world. In times

of neace it comes from the natural production of our fields

and forests. I was talking yesterday with the man who had

charge of the statistics for the whole Dominion of Canada

in eyvtherin<r them no for the crop conditions of Canada,

and I said to him "What are the projects of todav as

ccmr,>ared with 1914?" He said to me "There is no doubt

in the world that the crop of this vear will .produce twice

as much as the crop of 1914 for the whole Dominion of

Canada." Gentlemen, that is the second fact upon which

we can build some share of our fair, reasonable confidence
in our future.

Then I ask myself, if that is the fact that we have got
tli at net actual increase in wealth and the people have it,

and if it means that our population have applied themselvevs
and increased their production, and in ispite of the reduced
prices are going to produce us a crop which in the pre-
war times would have sent us crazy with optimism, if that
is the fact, then what have we to worry about ; what are
the things that are bothering us today ? Is it unemploy-
ment? Then I ask you this; unemployment again is a rela-

tive term. Of course we have unemployment ; do not let us
blink our eyes at it; but how do we do compare in the
markets of the world with the world situation of unemploy-
ment? That is the basis upon which we judge our own
business, that is the basis upon which we judge our own
country ; and I tell you this, that in the entire markets of
the world we stand two to one bettor than the best country
that has been through the war, and that country is our
own good neighbor the United States to the south of us.

In spite of the enormoais development of wealth in that
country, and in spite of the growth of their gold reserves
the fact remains that in .actual unemployment conditions
in Canada today and for the past six months our records

have been a little more than two to one better than theirs.

Then I ask what is the basis of our financial situation

in Canada? To whom do we look for the money necessary

to carry on when the industrial begins to clear, and vou will

immediately answer. We look to our banks. I say to you
what is the condition of our banks to be prepared for the

industrial development that must take place as soon as we
have adjusted ourselves. Are they in condition to go ahead ?

Is the machinery working right so that when we hove
reached the bottom we will begin to move slowly and stea-

dily in the progress which must be ours, and I find this

remarkable condition, and you will pardon me for dealing

with a subject that may be' more or less technical, yet it

is fundamental. Just by way of comparison let me give this

to you, not because of any adverse criticism that one may
makes of another country"'® methods of financing, but let

me give to you just one example in Canada, and I happen-

ed to have some knowledge of it, because T hud been asked

to undertake the job of being chief organizer of the Victo-

ry Loan campaign of 1917 in trying to make that a

success; and I want to say this to you, that Canada stands

in a unique position as far as her banking situation is

concerned; and I will illustrate it in this way; in the

Dominion of Canada we solid our bonds to our peomle at

the worth of the money or 5%% at that time, and we

marketed them with oarr people, so that todav there is not

a bank in the Dominion of Canada that holds Victory

Bonds; they are all in the pockets 1 of the people; and we

have two billion dollars' worth of that, security in the

pockets of the people. If we had adopted the method of the

United States- we would have sold our bonds to our banks,

our insurance companies and our big corporations, we would

have sold them on a purely loyalty basis, and we would

have sold them on a return of perhaps 4 to 4% per cent

interest, and today we would' have had to take a 10% to

15% loss on every dollar of bonds that Ave sold. T have

one institution in mind, a financial institution, an insuran-

ce organization in the United States that bought fortv

million dollars worth of bonds; when they tried to market

them at the beginning of this year they were taking a loss

of four million dollars on that one issue of bonds, or an

vvnnua'l loss of $400,000 for that one corporation. Where

did it come from? Not out of the coffers of the company.
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but out of the policyholders of the company spread through-

out the country. Instead of adopting that principle and
leading up every bank in Canada with Victory Bonds, and
thus tying up their money that it would not be free in the

ordinary channels of trade, a policy was adopted which,

though it was criticized at, the outset, has justified itself

in these later days, and the result is that while in the

United 'States today the banks have at the foundation of

their whole financial system, four billion dollars worth

of Victory bonds of the United States, the banks of Canada
have not a dollar tied up in long date securities, but are

ready for your business and every other . business when
conditions readjust themselves.

How do we stand in the matter of taxation as compar-

ed with other countries, because after all we must consider

it relatively. We have all been through a terrible- crisis ; wo
hnve all borne the strain of it, but fortnnatelv for us wo

paid our way as we went, and the taxation problem of today

is lighter in Canada than it is anywhere else in the war
countries of the world, and the result is we have been aide

to do away with some of those vexatious problems that

were worrying us a year or sixteen months ago, and the

taxation of tomorrow I believe will bo a further measure

of relief to the retail merchants' business of Canada, and

will relieve the capital for the development of industry

in this country. .
,

These are elements that have entered into the situation

that are fundamental, that are basic, that arc at the bottom

of everything: but, gentlemen, we cannot ignore the fact

that optimism in business means work in business. Wo
can get nothing without working for it, and wo have had

some experience^ and our friends on the other side of the

line have had some experiences with those who have boon

endeavoring to benefit at the expense of others and to

get something for nothing. Wo have perhaps had too many
slackers, industrial, commercial and political. There have

been a whole lot of fellows that have been fanning them-

selves with their exemption cards, and they are not going

to make good in business in future. Letjis realize that in

this glorious Dominion of ours we have a land second to

none under God's great sun ; wo have a heritage that has

not been given to any other people; wo have a ipeople ani-

mated by thrift and' pride of enterprise, let us realize

what we have in this land, but lot us al«o rememheT that

w ; th every privilege there goes i ^ipon'si'biXitv. We are a

veoplo few mi numbers,, it is "true, but has there over h»<>"

given in the history of a. man a land' such as this to any
eight million's of ipeoljpile. with a thousand miles of smiling

river, and a thousand miles of inland seas, a thnnsand miles

of golden nrairios, and n thousand miles of silver soaks'
And into this groat north-land, situated is it is so Avonder-

fullv upon this North American continent, there has boon

given to us only the good things that have come out the

nasi From out old Judah a groat Providence has brought
to us the only thing that .fudah produced worth having,
her religion : and out of old Greece there has boon brought
to us in this new land the ondv thin"- that Oreoeo ever
T>rod'uced' that was worth bavin."-, hor nhilosotphv and her
culture; and out of Pome there has boon brought down
to us the onlv thin"- that Rome ever produced that was
worth pennotuating. her sense of law and' "nvernment ; and
out of old ; Britain there has been nrod'uced that mastemio'eo
of the ages, her sense of justice, liberty and nVht; and all

tho«e .great gifts have been poured into vour life and into
nvrio. and under the most favorable e-'rciimstanoos over
given to man. This oJld Dominion of ours calls to us : "Give
me men, men to match my mountains, give me men to

match my plains, men of courage, men of action, men with
empire in their ibrain. Give me men that have ideals for

service, that are as lawful and as pure as yon mountain
peaks. Give me men that are as rich in their sympathies
for all mankind as yonder golden prairies; give me men
that are as deep and as abiding in their character as the
heritage we possess; and I will give to you a people that
shall live side by side with our good neighbors on the
south side, and will produce a civilization that shall not
be excelled in the world's history."

Mr. W. T. FEGAN : Mr. President and fellow shoe
retailers: It has been my privilege as President of the Na-
tional Shoe Retailers' Association for two years, and ex-

President for the present year, to have listened to a great

number of addresses, but I can assure you, and 1 think

1 voice the sentiments of every member of the National
Shoe Retailers' Association, when T say that the address

just listened to has surpassed anything that we have been
privileged to hear. Mr. Sommerville has given us a wealth
of information that few of us knew: and I feel. Mr.
Sommerville, that we will go back to our businesses better

prepared to withstand any little discouragement, and with

more abiding faith in the country in which we are sons

than over has been before. I have very much pleasure at

this juncture to move a very hearty vote of thanks for thp

most inspiring and interesting address which we have

just listened to.

Mr. HOWARD BLACHFORD : Mr. President, and

gentlemen : It is my groat privilege to second Mr. Fegan's

motion, and \ would just like to add one thing, knowing
Norman as a friend, as a fellow club man. and a good

citizen of Toronto, T would like tn tell you that he ha*

come hero from a s ;ck bed to address us, and I wish

to thank you doubly. Norman, and I want to second Mr.

Fegan's motion.

THE CHAIRMAN': Mr. Sommerville. we are indeed

gratified to have you with us todlav: we have enjoved

vour address, and if the members Mill just give the hand
clan again. (Applause).

THE CHAIRMAN: Our next speaker is Mr. Wm.
Pidgeon. of Rochester, N. Y., and after Mr. Doig's re-

marks this morning T hardly think it is necessary to say

anything more. Mr. Pidgeon is a very prominent retailer

of the New York States Shoe Retailers' Association, and
has been connected in the shoe business for a great num-
ber of years.

Mr. PIDGEON: Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, and fel-

low retailors of Canada: 1 almost wish it was not my
portion to speak today. 1 say that sincerely, for since

coining to your convention in the late part of the morning
session and listening to what T heard then and since..!

feel about all that I had to say has been more ably said,

and practically the message that I had intended to bring

to you you already have. I feel a good deal like that man
this morning who had thai sad condition about his trousers,

and not only inch by inch was it taken away, but I believe

you have left me nothing now but a little strip around the

neck called a collar. Be that as it may, I have just asked

your Chairman how long I ought to speak and he said

about 25 minutes, and so I will do the best I can to give

you the messagge of my heart.

First of all I want to bring to you the greetings of

the Shoe Retailers of the United States. The day before

I left for Canada I talked with our Secretary Commis-
sioner of our National Association, and we have one of

the finest craft associations the world has in any craft of

any kind in the United States; and he said "You take to

those boys over there the best we have got, and tell them
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that some how or other in the days that are coming we
want to find ways and means by which no matter what
associations are established, or no matter what laws of

political economy may stand between us as nations, that

the technique and spirit of our trade is the same, and
that together we face the world as one craft trying to

serve humanity in that deep sense."

I want to tell you a little story, and I will get right

down and saw wood as fast as I can for about twenty
minutes. I have listened to this speech of optimism, and
I often wonder if I could say as much for my country;

I would try awful hard. I am aware you have got a

great country over here. Some of your committee have

taken me around and shown me your city today; I am
just breathless, and I am spellbound. Canada is a wonder-
ful country; Toronto is a wonderful city. T am glad I

came. I will take back more than I brought. But I

want to tell you a story about a colored gentleman, and
this leads us to this question of optimism and present day
conditions again. One of our southern negroes went to

the war; he enlisted for the duration of the war; and he

got into the trenches, and I don't know how many boches

he killed, but it is rumored that when he got up to the

top of a trench and the Germans saw those great big eyes

and those great big thick lips, they just beat it. Any-
way when the Armistice was signed he threw down his

gun, and he turned around and beat it for the camp to

get his clothes off and to get back to the United States.

The Sergeant said "Erastus, what you doing?" "Ser-

geant", he says, "Has not that Armistj.ce been signed?"

"Yes, that Armistice is signed." "Well" he says, "Did
not I sign for this war?" v

"Yes." "Is not the war is

over?" "Yes." "I ami goingg home." But the Sergeant

says "You just listen to me, I got a little story to tell

you. You signed for the war and the duration of the war,

didn't you?" He says "Yes." The Sergeant says "Yes,

the war is over, but the duration am just beginning; you

stay." Now, it is all over, but we are just in the vital part

of the beginning. I know what you are thinking about;

you are thinking about readjustment; you are thinking

about liquidation of stocks, largely accomplished now,

but still many of us on our shelves might read some things

that will stay with us for days to come.

THE HUMAN ELEMENT IN SELLING.

What I have come to bring to you if I can is a spirit,

an atmosphere, a vision; if I can get it across to your
hearts today I will have done the thing that I want to do.,

You and I sell shoes fo a living, and to many of us that

is all we have. The wealth we possess in this world is

figured in leather and shoes on the shelves of our stores,

and if it is not all that we possess it is at least a large

portion of it, and it moans our life and our livelihood.

Just what are the underlying principles animating us as

men in business, and just what is the vision that falls to

us in that particular relation? I want to talk to you about
that. I want to see if somehow in the few menutes that

are allotted to me, we cannot reach out as it were, into

the invisible and get hold of something substantial that

cannot be seen, and something solid that cannot be felt,

and something real that no man can know, but somehow
realize. Those are the invisible realities of life; those
things are to be had if ve search for them, and they are
in our business if we want them. There has been a lot of

talk about chain stores and about manufacturers usurping
the place of the retailer. Let me get you this as fast as I

can; there was a time when the economic wheel of the
world went around, and it looked as though the place of

the retailer was gone, that he no longer filled a strategic

and important and necessary part in the economic struc-
ture of life, and you and. many before us wondered as to
whether as retailers we really performed a function in theeconomic distribution system. Let me say this, as longas the world lasts, as long as people are human being?there is a place for the retailer in the organic structure ofour economic system and today nothing can fill hi

and fill their needs U tnV* ? gmal S°UrCes of life

ny cannot go to the original sources and get their need.It remains for some orderly powerful element £ Q n
ordered economic system to gaLr^tta tte" eldof the earth the treasures of the world one Dart frrlhere, another from yonder, from the islands"of he seTone part from the mountains, another from the fie ds'pother from the mines, and bring them together andorrelate them, and tag them and put them in order' Soong as the great human cry comes for the needs of thfelife some place must bo had where those things can Tegotten when we want them. g

We may not be called retailers, some other namemay be given to us, but the business of retaiwTa
proper function, and if we get that soaked righ "fto ushen we will see that we have some important" relation in
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If this is so, and I believe it is so, I want to draw foryour imagination just now, the vison, if I ,Can Let u«dose our eyes and open our souls, and let us see something
that I think I see. I see a mighty procession, a procession
that no man can number, and here they come, and thev
are corning from the ends of the earth, and the procession
is marching all the time, day and night. It embodies all
the human features that are in the great world, and their
needs are endless and never satisfied ; and here they come
down the roadway of life and they travel on and on and
on, m ceaseless numbers, never stopping, and there is one
strategic point m that road, to which they all come, every
man, woman and child, f-nd that place is the place where
the material needs of their life are satisfied, and that
place is the place of the retailer. He alone of all the
economic segments is the one that furnishes to this mighty
procession the needs of their life; to him is given the
responsibility of interpreting to this human procession
the material needs of life, truly as much as is given to
the minister or the priest or the rabbi that function of
interpreting to the soul the higher things of life, or to
the professor the needs of our mental life; and so the
retailer is given the function of saying to this great
human procession. "When you are hungry we will feed
you, and when you are naked we will clothe you, and so
on and so on", and to him they come, and daily we turn
the keys that unlock the greatest treasure houses the
world has ever known or could ever dream of. The days
of Solomon that we look back on with glory, were but
trash compared to the thing that you and I see on any
street of any city in this world today. Go out to the
streets of your own city, go into one of those mighty
stores that you are so proud of here, and what will you
find ? You will find merchandise piled up beyond the
world's dream of any former age in the worly's history,
correlated, brought together, labelled and tagged, and
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you could take a baby in there when he was born and
leave him there till lie was an old man, and he would
have everything on earth he wanted under one roof, and
never need to come out. If that is so, that is a wonderful

thing, and it is so.

1 want to paint to you that procession again, and

here they come; what shall be our relation to them? Here

they come down this great pathway of life daily, and
they pass before my store, called Pidgeon's store, or your

store, called by some other name, and the portion of that

procession that may turn the corner and turn into my
s'ore is entirely up to me. but the procession is there, and

endlessly they come, and their needs must be satisfied.

Now, if this is so, the question in business ties itself on in a

way that is inseparable from the human relationship and

the human elements that are hound up in this mighty
procession. If all we sell is hoard and leather and cloth,

it is trash, gentlemen. If all we are are handlers of mer-

chandise we are still in tne days of Shylockism; hut if we
see this mighty procession composed of human beings thai

have loves and hates, that can sing and laugh and cry.

that have feelings, emotions, human instincts, that arc

sons and daughters of Almighty God brought into the

world to feel the uplifting influence of the contact of one

human being with another in daily transactions with the

things of life, then your business and my business will

thrill with a new life. How often have you and I conic

to the point where business seemed to submerge us and
bring us down; we feel tied to details that threaten to

submerge us; and many a man has gone down and lost his

reason and given up hope and i.t is all because of the fact

that our business has been one thing, and life another;

and when we come to realize that our business is life,

that we touch human beings with their emotions and
instincts and the hearts and souls of men, then our busi-

ness takes on the calling of a profession, and for that we
sacrifice, and back from that we get life and joy and

inspiration that uplifts us. This is the message 1 waul

you to get, and if you a.nd I get this message into our

hearts and minds our business has a new meaning, and

it will give to the structure of business a benediction it

needs so badly, and humanity will be raised as a result of

it. That is true. 1 know that is true.

You and I have many source sources of inspiration

in life. Many a man will go to his family after his work
is done, and he wants his little kiddies around him, he

wants the girl he loves; he thinks his home is the place

of refuge; another man flies to religion, to bis church:

another flies to his club to get away from this great

Moloch, this invisible horror, as it were, that saps the life

out of business. Gentlemen, that is a conception that is

wrong. Two things have to he done in life if business to

us is that; we have to qcit business or we have to give it

a re-birth. Either business will ban, curse your life or will

inspire you. I am pleading for the viewpoint of busi-

ness that will uplift a man, and make him feel that he is

giving the world something; while he is getting money,
yet he has companionship and fellowship and inspirational

joy, he is giving dollar fci dollar, and be is getting back

something else. I could draw a picture here, sir; to-

morrow morning when you touch the latch and the door
flies open, what do you see? You see a sanctity, yon
see a wonderful place, you see the floor, that on that very
'lay is going to be enacted all the scenes of life. Enters

the first customer, an old man; he is trembling, he is in

the sunset of life; his life has been given in the hard and
strong struggle of the dr>ys that are gone : what does he

need from you and you? clerks? He needs the soft touch,

he needs the patient approach, the kindly word; he needs

a touch now which must not be harsh with the elements
of salesmanship, or with the words that drive him fast

and make him hurry ; he needs the touch that draws the

finest things out of your soul and my soul to bring to him
the interpretation of life in the needs that he has come
there for. Comes next a little child. How simply we
have to touch them ! What does logic mean to a child or

the technique of your trade or the technical part of the

trade? Nothing. He needs shoes, but far more an inter-

pretation of the child's heart that is within him. and you

may give him that; and you not only give him that but

you get back much more ;
you have enlarged your life

;

and so I could go on and enumerate for you the tragedies,

the emotions, the joys and all the things that go to make
up life. A man came into my store and said "I want a

pair of child's shoes." "What kind of shoes?"' "White."

"But what kind of shoes?" "Any kind."' "I don't like

to sell a shoe like that; what kind of shoe is it you

wish?" "Well, it is for a little girl; give me something

anyway." "So I got a white shoe for him; will that do?"
"I don't know. 1 don't care; give it to me." "I said,

'Listen, this is a girl's shoe ; if that does not fit the little

girl, bring it back.' " "Ail right: how much is it?"' Here
he pulled out a bill and handed it to me; 1 gave him the

change; the transaction had not satisfied me; I walked

to the door and I said "If this is not right you send the

little girl back, because we will take care of her just as

well if she is alone as if you were here.'" "She will never

come back." 1 said "Why?" He said "That little girl

is mv girl and she is dead, she is in her coffin." I put

my hand on his shouldei. and I said "I am a father too.

I know how you feel.'" and the ears fell down our cheeks.

That thing is multiplied a thousand times in every busi-

ness organization in this world, whether it be large or

small: the people we are dealing with are human, they

have souls anil feelings and emotions like our own. I say

a house that is budded on that foundation is not built on

sand: it will stand the test of time: and when you tie

them up with these things that hind them to you. with

Fair dealing, with fine feeling of human comradeship, you

will have tieil them to you tighter than any shoes any

manufacturer can manufacturi for you. In our business

we are dealing with someiliing deeper than mere material

things. I want to tell you the business that is carried on

that way has a future in two ways; first a financial future,

and second he who administers it. whether it be the

individual owner or whether he functions through clerks

imbued with that spirit, makes a living force in the world

that blesses the world :u>d blesses the community in which

it is, and blesses the men that touch it.

Mv time is up: I have got a lot of things all checked

down that I came to say to you: 1 had a speech all keyed

up. hut the thing has gone from me. What I heard this

morning is better than I could possibly tell you: md I

just want to come back and say in parting that 1 know

what I am talking about: this is not bull. I know that

every man in this room who is thinking now is thinking

of his own store; it may be hither or yonder, you see the

walls, you see the shoes, you know the lines, yon know

die mistakes you have made and the success you have

made and yet every man sees just out over the line of

the future a vision of some kind: you want to enlarge

that vision, you want to make it bigger., you want to

bring a larger competence and a larger reward to your-

self, you wnt your clerks to he better paid, you want your

customers to be better satisfied, and then the vision en-

larges, and it broadens and you see some day some place

in the community in which you live that will be a place

of honor and a place of joy and a place of satisfaction,
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and because the Almighty has given to mankind to see

dreams and see visions, and because the Almighty has

given to every man and woman in the world the power

of feeling, the inspirational value that shall lift them
higher and higher to nobler things, it seems to me in

these latter days he has reserved that great function of

life whiih seemingly lias been neglected in all the' ages,
* called business, to put out the hands of benediction on

that structure of the world which we call business, and
vitalize it with a new life that will make it breathe into

the world the breath of life which shall lift this world to

heights never known in the history of mankind before.

What the home has done, what the school has done, what

our political structures have done for the world, because

the life giving breath of a new inspiration has been brea-

thed into them, and they have found in their existence

that the element of service to mankind has been the key-

note that has brought them out of the dark age« of bar-

oarism, and made them a living force to lift the world

and bless it, and now in our latter days out of the joys

and the inheritances of the past with all the evils attached

lo it, comes and is put into your hand and my hand, the

i lenient of business, and the generations that are to come
are watching us, and when you and I shall have gone and
have passed our heritage to them, as others have passed

theirs to us,- "they shall say to you, what did you do in

this day and generation with that part of life called bu-

siness? Did you bless it or curse it? Is it making the

world better, or is it pulling it down? And from me
goes the response, in so far as I can in relation to this

mighty procession of human beings that feel like myself,

when they come into my store every transaction I shall

have with them, so far as I know every attitude of the

business house, every viewpoint that I can think of, every

clerk that is in there, and every transaction until it is,

finished shall be of such a nature so that when it is

done I shall have made my contribution to the spot in

history where we can say "There is where the world turn-

ed the corner and vitalized business with the breath of

life, that gave to the world a start on the path of glory

that was excelled by none."

Gentlement, that is my message to you. Without
lhat message in some way or form your business will send

you to Hell, a mental Hell, a physical Hell, and financial

Hell. That is prophecy. 1 know it is true. I don't give a

hoot how much money you make but T do want to lift

you and vitalize you, so that the clay shall come when you

will call your business a blessing because it has put upon
vou the chance of touching humanity like no other chance

that the world can bring to you. I thank you.

Mr. STEPHENS: On behalf of the National Shoe
Retailers' Association, 1 wish to extend to Mr. Pid<?eon

• u.i hearty thanks for his address. When 1 wrote Mr. Pid-

geon asking him to give an address I had an idea that

be was a man of an entirely different stamp. He was the

President of the New York State Association, and I fi-

gured he was a man, pictured him in my mind as a man
that was of a different stamp, but I have come to the

conclusion that he is a very human being.

Mr. PIDGEON: I do 'not want to transgress, but f
feel just now that in the thought of the world today i«

the spirit that a new internationalism must be born. T

am in favor of it politically, as I know you are. T don't

know how to overcome the troubles, but it is coming. All

we want to do is to think about it. and because T believe

that I want those elements to come in our economic life

of business that will help it come, and because 1 do T

\vant to go back to the States and I want to report lo

our State organization and our National organization the

very very best things I can, so that it will be the begin-
ning of fraternal intercourse between you and us that
will ripen in the years so that the time may come when
we anay have a convention together ; and what would that
mean for the world? The thought thrills you because it

comes from the heart and the soul ; and this is a picture
that can become a reality. Let us hope we shall soon see
-.ho day when that glad thing shall come as a forerunner
of that glorious time when humanity shall be considered
as one blood, and no bars shall stand between as now.
(Applause)

.

Mr. STEPHENS
: Gentlemen, I think we should not

call Mr. Pidgeon by his name any more; I think he is a
bird. I have very much pleasure in extending to him very
hearty thanks for his address.

Mr. CHISHOLM: I think T am voicing the thought
f every member here, that in the very near future we

will be able to go home and say that we were addressed,
not by a member of the association to the south of us, but
by a member of the association, the International Asso-
ciation; I hope the time is not far distant. It affords me
veiy great pleasure in seconding Mr. Stephens' remarks.

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Pidgeon, 1 have very much
pleasure in extending to you the thanks of the National
Shoe Retailers' Association for your visit today, repre-
senting an American organization, both the State organi-
zation and the National organization. We were favored
this morning with an address by Mr. Ohisholm, and be-
fore leaving he extended to me and the rest of the offi-
cers a kind invitation to attend your next annual conven-
tion at Chicago; and T know that a great number of our
members will be glad to avail themselves of this opport-
unity.

Our next paper is a paper on "Is it profitable to
hosiery?" Unavoidably through sickness Mr. Roy Teetzel
of Ottawa is not able to attend today, but I understand
that he has sent his paper and Mr. Stephens will now
deliver that to you.

IS IT PROFITABLE TO STOCK HOSIERY IN A
SHOE STORE

Mr. President and Gentlemen :

—

When asked by Mr. Stephens to read a paper
before you on the subject "Is it profitable to stock hosiery
in a shoe store" 1 said certainly — did not say 1 will see.

I felt that anything I could say or do in connection with
tin's Convention I would only be doing my duty, because
I have the interest of the Association at heart and fee!

it is a great work.

As shoe men it brings us closer together, we get

acquainted, make new friends, exchange ideas and we
gain knowledge that help? in progress. We all remember,
not many years since, when each shoeman in various towns
and cities looked upon his follow merchant as an enemy"
todav these conditions have almost entirely dissappoared.

Our local organization The Retail Merchants Association

has had great effect in bringimr us closer together.

For a few moment? 1 will refer to my subject. T am
not going to read a paper but will simplv chM with vou.

explain to you the manner in which T conduct my hosiery

department, and pliease gentlemen, do not <ret the 'impres-

sion that 1 think T am the larsrest and best in this line,-

because I know different, but simply treat my few remarks

as a snirit of co-oiperaf ion.

We enrrv a complete line of hosierv including mens,

vomens and child rens in all their various lines. Our
store which has a double entrance, vou will find our hosiery

department located immediately inside of the left entrance
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extending down approximately 20 feet with one long" show

case in front which always carries a display of hosiery;

back of this case is onr mahogany fixtures. The drawers

are divided into sections which contain our ladies silk and

lisle stockings, a section for each size, so that the stockings

are removed from their original boxes and placed in these

drawers and sections according to size. On the front of

each drawer is a card inserted stating color and prices.

Prices for silk stockings range from $1.50 to $7.00 a paiir.

Ladies wool stockings which arc sold extensively in

the fall, winter and spring are never placed where they

cannot he seen, hut are placed on the case with usually a

price ticket on and the ladies come in and pick them off

just like hannanas. To sell merchandise it must he placed

where it will catch the eye.

Then we have our ehildrens lines which are always

given a prominent showing. For spring and summer season

we display on a table in front of our department, between

the two doors. Each pair of stockings or sox boar a ticket

giving size and price. Childrens stockings are usually

bought at prices according to sizes, so rather than have

various prices we usually average them up and have one

price for all. Childrens sox are a big feature with us. we

price them close and try to give the best value possible,

and we feel certain our patrons realize it bv the manner

in which they buy them and in fact compliment us on them.

Occasionally an odd pair is nicked up from the display,

but in most eases they are sold in numerous pairs. It is a

common occurrence to have a customer buv a dozen pairs.

Then we have our golf or knickerhooker stockings

which are displayed in a like manner and have a laro-p sale.

Our mens socks have a fairly good run but nothing in

comparison with line just mentioned.

One good feature of n hosierv stock is that vou have

no old stock if carefullv watched, po small sizes and no

out-of-date stvles like we often find in shoes.

Handling hosiers7 is a nice clean profitable business.

A dept. can show from 50*^ to 7,5% nrofit. The sains are

mvick. no'trying on like there is in shoes, and take it on

the whole is a verv nice proposition.
"

Shoes and hosierv go well together. A nerson bnvinsr

a pair of shoes in most cases will want stocking1 to match

regardless of color, and if tin's nerson does not buv them

from the merchant she huvs her shoes from, she will to

direct, to a dent, store and buy them. T contend the shoe

merchants should have that. sale and as an inrln cement for

vour sa.lesmeonle to suggest, introduce, and so1
! hosierv it is

a good olnn to i>av them a commission on their hosierv

sales. This T carried out for some time wth "nod results

when recently mv salespeople have been put on a straight

salarv.

A young ladv is constantly m attendance in this de-

partment while T have a senior -"din looks a/fteT the de-

nart.ment in general. It is the privilege of each sales person

to sell hosiery.

Onr Christmas trade won VI look small if not for onr

hosiery bns'ness. "Pour or P>vr- ^vs Wnro PJj-ofcfmns f^-ppp

or tott salesmpoinle are ponctrmtlv l-ioliinri flip ooivter sell-

ing hosierv.

T'nVinrr pvpr-i-fn, "73 or in+o fHT)si'i'o''iitioTl T f'".rl flm linc^'pry

lin«inps<5 ypnr satisfy etn-^v indopd it mp; iTrpi1 ! wi+Ti oTiops.

jA f ^irpcp.rvt rnv anrnml caVo will run e-'nse to $25. 000.00 a^d

will do fir's on F+,oH< nof oi-pr $7 000 00.

We give our hosierv nrorminent window disnlavs

backed nip- with newspaper advertising and what we endea-

vor to do is to place in the peoples' minds that when they

think of hosiery think Gales.

In handling hosiery my candid opinion is that unless

you specialize, have a separate hosier}' department and go
after it right it would be better to leave it alone, because

by stocking a few dozen of ladies stockings does not do
justice to yourself, store or department. There is only one

way to do and that is do it right. Give the public some-

thing .different, give them something to talk about. A good

hosiery department and business induces people to your

store and when once in your store it is hard to tell what
they might buy, or the good advertising that might spread

for you.

If there is any question you would like answered I

will be very pleased to hear from you.

I thank you for listening to me.

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr. Stephens, I want to thank

you first for reading this paper, and I also want to ex-

press the thanks of the organization to Mr. Teetzel for

1 his very instructive paper, which I hope will be profit-

able to some of our members.

Our next order of business is the report of"the Re-

solutions Committee.

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. F. Kicklev, Hamilton, presented the report of

the Resolutions Committee containing seven resolutions,

which were dealt with seriatim.

First Resolution

:

Resolved that whereas our Association is growing,

and that much valuable time is required of the Secre-

tary, that the Finance Committee grant him an honora-

rium.

Mr. BURNELL: In connection with that, I handed
a resolution to Mr. Fegan and he promised to give it to

the Chairman ; it has not been read to the meeting.

Mr. KICKLEY: I my say that was handed to the

committee, and it was the committee's duty to get this

into this condensed form for the meeting. We took into

consideration your resolution : I think your suggestion

was that we have a paid secretary and pav him a salarv

of $3000 a year.

Mr. BUBXKLL: Something along that line.

Mr. KICKLEY: We have a little over 300 members
and that would mean an additional assessment of $10 a

member.
Mr. W. T. FEGAN : The Resolutions Committee has

seen fit to recommend an honorarium to our secretary,

and I think that is justified. At this stage of affairs we
certainly are not in a position to have a paid secretary at

$3000 a year, with a membership of 362.

Mr. Kickley moved that the resolution be adopted.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Carkner.

Mr. BURNELL : 1 would move in amendment to

that, seconded by Mr. Gibbons of Montreal : That .the

work required by the National Shoe Retailers Association

of Canada has now become so important and far reaching
that its best interests can only be properly served by the

making of the office of the secretary a paid position at a

salary of about $3,000 per year ; therefore be it resolved

that the Finance Committee be hereby instructed to in-

crease the annual assessment to meet this expenditure.

Mr. Chairman, I submit that that is a fair and rea-

sonable resolution to bring before this Association; it is

in no way foreign to our situation. If there is one thing

above another that today's meeting has demonstrated, it

is the importance of our National Shoe Retailers' Associa-

tion, its growing importance, its growing need, and if

there is a a lesson to be learned by our past experience it

is one that the work is enormous, the possibilities are
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enormous. You have listened to the address of Mr. Pid-
geon ; has not it filled you all with inspiration ? Has not
it filled you with the idea of the importance of the ser-

vice you are rendering the community? You want to

render that service and you can more efficiently render
that service by creating a good strong and powerful organ-
ization to look after your needs and interests. Our organ-
ization as we have it today, in its primitive condition, what
alone, the abolition of that business tax, that in itself if

it has accomplished is wonderful. Why, the one thing
we had never done anything else, has more than recom-
pensed us for every dollar that we have ever put into the

organization. Gentlemeu, you know that we are all busy
men, you know that the work that devolves upon our
secretary is such that it i-s unfair to ask any one volunt-

arily to undertake that work, and in order that we may
extend its usefulness, in order that we may be able to

express our desires and our wishes better, we ought to

have a man at the helm all the time, and it is not fair to

ask any one member to do this. Another thing, you might
say, "Well, we wont ask one member, we will change
horses every year, and we will spread the work all over."

I will ask you again what has been your experince in

your local organization to depend altogether on the

voluntary system of not paying your members? Has it

been successful? Have you built up the best possible

organization along those lines? I think you will all agree

with me that the tendency of our members is to fall back

and take things easy and let the other fellow do the work.

If you want the other fellow to do the work you must be

willing to go down in your pockets and pay him to do it.

We just had a hint of the attitude of some in regard to our

ability to meet this expenditure. Why, gentlemen, it

makes me laugh to thing that a trade of the growing
importance of our industry and with the membership that

we have, and the great amount of capital invested in the

industry, to suggest that we cannot afford a paid secret-

ary. What is it costing you now? I think it is nearly

forty years ago since I first came to this city as a shoe-

maker, and I joined the organization

—

Mr. ST. LEGER: 1 would like to raise a point of

order. Mr. Burnell has made an amendment, and there

is no seconder, and what js the object of wasting time?

Let us have the amendment seconded, then we will dis-

cuss it.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the time is getting so

late that we cannot afford the time for long remarks, and
I ask you to make them brief, as we cannot run itnuch

more over our time; we are over our time now, and if we
have to devote as much time to each resolution we will be

here till ten o'clock. Kindly make your remarks as brief

as you can.

Mr. BURNELL: I will do that. T think that is-

regretful that matters of importance like this have to be

cut off. I was saying when I first joined my local asso-

ciation as a shoemaker it cost me 50 cents a month, $6. a

year, and we were making eleven or twelve dollars a week.

Xow I have advanced to the dignity of a shoe merchant,

and my dues to this association have been $5. Is it not

ridiculous to think that this association could not afford

to pay a secretary? Probably many members of the

association think as I think as I think, that we can afford

it, and we should 1 afford it if they are given the opport-

unity to decide upon it. I regr.et very muc hto say that it

seems that all these questions should go to be decided for

us, and that we are not belonging to an organization that

i* really democratic and really willing to discuss these

things; we are developing fast into an entertainment

association.

Mr. LESUEUR: Do I understand that this is an
amendment to the motion? I should like to make an
amendment, is I heard the report made yesterday by the
Secretary and by the Treasurer, we could not possibly
think of paying, and I think my friend will admit it,

$3,000 out of a revenue of $1,800; and I would move that
this matter be referred to the Finance Committee to
bring in a report next year, because I am of the opinion
that we ough to have a secretary, but when you place the
amount at $3,000 is is beyond the means of this asso-
ciation at the present time. .

Mr. BURNELL: That is not necessary, because it is

embodied in the motion.

On the amendment of Mr. Burnell being put to the
convention it was lost, a^d the main resolution adopted.

SECOND RESOLUTION : That the Association
make some effort to overcome the abuse, the misleading
use being made by som^ merchant of running their busi-
ness without the owner's name appearing on the store
front and on advertising.

On the motion of Mr. Kickley, seconded by Mr. La-
Salle the resolution was adopted.

THIRD RESOLUTION : Resolved that the at-

tention of the Government be called to the laxity of men
Customs Inspectors along the border in passing men's
shoes.

Mr. ST. LEGER : I would like to see that changed,
including men's, women's, and all kinds; make it foot-

wear.

The resolution was carried, substituting the word
"footwear" for "men's slices".

FOURTH RESOLUTION : That this Association

continue its efforts to have the Government place effi-

cient lady inspectors at border points of entry from the

United States.

On the motion of Mr. Kickley seconded by Mr. Ste-

phens the resolution was carried.

FIFTH RESOLUTION : Resolved that the Na-
tional Shoe Dealers Association of Canada endorse a pro-

posal to organize an advisory conference council of the

shoe industries, such council to consist of representatives

of the organizations of manufacturers, wholesalers, and
retailers, and that this association pledge its support and
cooperation in such a project, and that the represent-

atives be appointed from this association to meet the re-

presentatives of the Manufacturers Association.

Mr. KICKLEY : T might say the travellers are not

mentioned in that resolution, because at the time it was
drawn it was really thought the points that would come
un were not of interest to the travellers; they were in-

directly, but not directly, that this council was being

organized for the purpose of going to the government or

people higher up to overcome the troubles that arise in

the shoe business. It might be necessary later on to have

an amendment to that and bring in the travellers.

On the motion of Mr. Kickley, seconded by Mr. Foley,

the resolution was carried.

SIXTH RESOLUTION : Resolved that this Asso-

ciation change the date of itis annual convention to the

second week in Februayr, and that if possible the same

date and place can be arranged for the Travellers' and

Manufacturers' Association to hold their convention, with

the power to the Executive to change dates to be mutually -

satisfactory.

The resolution was moved by Mr. Kickley, seconded

by Mr. St. Leger, and carried.

SEVENTH RESOLUTION: Resolved that this

association have entered on the minutes of this meeting

the appreciation of the entertainment and cooperation
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of theShoe and Leather Travellers' Association, and that

the Travellers' membership button be recognized by retail

merchants.

The resolution was moved by Mr. Kickley, seconded

by Mr. Chisholm, and carried.

Mr. BLACHFORD : Is it out of order if I suggest

that another resolution be added to that, that steps be

taken to go into the matter of an International Associa-

tion. It may be out of order, but I just suggest that.

THE CHAIRMAN : I should judge that would be a

good recommendation to the new Board. Has anybody

got anything else in the way of resolutions to bring be-

fore the meeting? If not we will pass on.

REPORT OF FINANCE COMMITTEE

Mr FOLEY: Speaking for the Finance Committee,

the Finance Committee have looked over the report of

the Treasurer and examined it and found it correct; the

balance on hand to date is $489.58.

On the motion of Mr. Foley, seconded by Mr. Sproule,

the report was adopted.

REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE

The report of the Nominating Committee was pres-

ented by Mr. Fegan making the following nominations:

President, Mr. E. A. Stephens of Ottawa.

Secretary, Mr. Howard C. Blachford.

Treasurer, Mr. J. W. Jupp.

Provincial Vice-Presidents

:

QUEBEC
C. R. LaSalle, Montreal.

MARITIME PROVINCES

H. W. Rising, St. John, N.B.

ONTARIO
F. R. Foley, Bowman vi lie.

MANITOBA
W. R. Devlin, Winnipeg.

SASKATCHEWAN, ALBERTA
and BRITISH COLUMBIA

James Goodwin, Vancouver, B.C.

. Mr. FEGAN : The Executive 'Councillors we have

left practically the same, with the exception of Ontario,

and Mr. Foley having been in the Ontario Executive we
have taken the privilege of nominating Rowland Hill Jr.,

of Loudon.
1 think that completes the nominations and 1 have,

very much pleasure in moving that the nominations as set

forth take place at this time, and I move the adoption of

rhe Nominating Committee's report.

The motion was seconded by Mr. LeSueur, of Sarnia.

Mr. ST. LEGER: As.we have about decided to chan-

ge our time of convention, I would move an amendment
that the secretary be instructed to make out a ballot for

each one of these officers to hold office until the Feb-

ruary Convention in 1923, because if we do not, and have

our convention again next- February we will only have a

few months, and I would like to see these officers stay

in for a year and a half at least.

Mr. FEGAN : I take it that Mr. St. Leger means if

tlie Executive deems it wise to hold a convention a year

from February.

Mr. ST. LEGER: I mean if the Executive deems it

vise to hold a meeting next Feruary then we have an
election of officers now for a year from next February.

THE CHAIRMAN: Make your motion read una!
the next annual meeting.

Mr. ST. LEGER No, I want these officers to efcij

in office until our convention in January or February
1923.

The amendment was seconded and carried electing

officers to hold office until the convention in 1923.

THE CHAIRMAN : Before retiring from office. I

wish to express my thanks to the Executive and to the

niemlbers of the Association. It has been a pleasure for me
to be your President for the last twelve months, although

I feel I have fallen down in a great many things. Without
the able assistance of our worthy Secretary. Mr. Howard
Blachford, our worthy Treasurer Mr. Jupp and out worthy

Vices-Presidents, and not forgetting our past President

Mr. Fegan, I am afraid that my yair of office would have

been an entire failure ; but I want to express my sincere

thanks to every member of the Executive of the National

Shoe Retailers of Canada for the- way thev have stood

behind me, and the way they have assisted, and for all

the work that has been done. I want to thank vou one and

all.

Mr. BURNELL : Have we to decide where we are

going to meet, or is that going to be decided for us? Where

are Ave goin? to hold the next convention ?

Mr. FEGAN: I move that the place and time for the

next convention be left to the incoming Executive.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Burnell. and carried.

The Convention adjourned.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS AT THE N. S. R. A.

CONVENTION

The following is a list of the firms that had exhibits

or sample rooms at the King Edward Hotel in connection

with the Convention of Retailers. A number of firms who

have permanent sample rooms in Toronto kept open house

in them for the visitors.

Getty & Scott, Limited Gait, Ont. Perth Shoe Co.

Limited, Perth, Ont. Murray Shoe Co. Ltd.. London,

Ont. Talbot Shoe Co. Ltd., St. Thomas. Ont. Geo. A.

Plater, Ltd., Montreal, Que. Geo. E. Boulter. Toronto.

Ont. Hartt Boot & Shoe Co. Ltd.. Fredericton, N.B.

Chas. Tillev & Son, Toronto, Ont. Canadian Footwear

Co. Ltd., Montreal, Que. Walker-Parker Co. Ltd., To-

ronto, Ont. Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co. Ltd.. Montreal, Que.

Mvles Shoe Co. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont. Lady Belle Shoe Co.

Ltd., Kitchener, Ont. Owens-Elmes Mfg. Co. Ltd., To-

ronto, Ont. Tetrault hoe Mfg. Co. Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

Kingsbury Footwear Co. Ltd., Montreal, Que. Williams

Shoe. Ltd.. Brampton. Ont. Smardon Shoe Co. Ltd.,

Montreal, Que. Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co. Ltd., Toronto,

Ont. 0. Goulet, Quebec. Que. Westo Shoe Co. Ltd.,

Quebec, Que. Corson Shoe Mfg. Co. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.

Gait Shoe Mfg. Co. Ltd.. Gait. Ont. Clark Bros. Ltd.,

St. Stephen, N.B. Tred-Rite Shoe Co. Ltd.. Otterville.

Ont. Adams Shoe Co. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont. Brandon Shoe

milton. Ont. Sunbeam Chemical Co., of Canada. Limited

Co. Ltd., Brantford. Ont. Rob. Ralston & Co. Ltd., Ha-
— ("Zet"), Toronto.

NOTES OF THE TRADE

Mr. Wm. Gaetz. of Guelph. was in Toronto recently

purchasing machinery for his repair department. His

recent fire destroyed his store, and he is busy readjusting

his establishment.

Mr. M. B. Young, of Toronto, who was confined to

his home with a broken leg, is out again.

L. A. Guertin & Cie, shoe retailers, of St. Hyacinthe,

have given up business.
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LUNCHEON GATHERINGS

ONE of the pleasing social features of the convention

was the gathering of retailers, travellers and ma-
nufacturers at complimentary luncheons on both

days. These served to keep the crowd together, to offer

opportunity for social intercourse, and to allow those pre-

sent to listen to several excellent adresses. Song sheets were
distributed and everyone had to sing, the penalty for not

taking part being a fine of ten to fifty cents. The proceeds

of the fines went to the Hospital for Sick Children. The
singing was led in vigorous fashion by Mr. J. Gordon Knox,
of Toronto, the silver toned baritone of the retail shoe trade.

At the luncheon on Wenesdtay, the shoe men listened

to Judge Mott, of the Toronto Juvenile Court, whose

subject was, "Our Outstanding Asset, the Boy"'.

Judge Mott said that the greatest problem in the Do-
minion of Canada, whether of shoes or anything else is not

selling but service. He believed the shoe business performed

a real function in the community, for, he said, an army of

consumptives, properly shod would march farther, last long-

er-, and fight better than an army of healthy men without

proper footwear.

We must in Canada develop our natural resources,

but more important even than that is the proper develop-

ment of the future citizens of the country. The future of

the shoe business depends on that to as great an extent

as on any other factor.

A nation with great natural resources, with great

manufacturing wealth, and nothing else is indeed poor.

Without the proper training, care, and development of the

boy life, and girl life, any country has a dark future.

Juvenile courts were first authorized in Canada in

1908, but to date there have been but few established.

Continuing, he dealt with the methods followed by the

Toronto Juvenile Court, covering clinics which make a

thorough physical and mental test of the bovs and their

abilities or standards; how they follow the history of the

child back through its environment to its home life, the

idea being to know everything humanly possible about

the boy before attempting to deal with him. Moreover, the

function of a Juvenile court is corrective, not punitive.

His concluding message to the shoe men was that their

first duty was not necessarily business, but their duty to

their country, community and themselves was to look after

the boy life,, and girl life of the country. To see that every

child has a fair chance to develop as it should develop, in

an environment which is healthy, and an occupation wh :eh

is congenial.

At the luncheon on Thursday, Mr. S. Roy Weaver,

Manager of the Shoe Manufacturers Association, gave an

address as follows:

AN ENTENTE CORDIALE FOR THE SHOE
TRADE IN CANADA

A story is told of two lady artists who were travelling

on foot through Spain. They arrived at a little country

inn hot, dirty and thirsty. They could not talk Spanish

but wanted some milk badly, so one of them hurriedly

sketched a cow, while the other jingled some coins, ex-

pecting in this way to make known their desire for a drink

of milk and their ability to pay for the same. The
Spaniards looked at the sketch and the coins and a boy

was hurriedly sent off with instructions in Spanish. In

half an hour he returned, hot and triumphant — with two

tickets for a bull fight.

I am afraid that you gentlemen who have kindly

invited me to speak to you at your Convention are likely

to be disappointed as were the artist ladles referred to in
the story, for I am not a good speaker and I have no an-
nouncements to make on behalf of the manufacturers.
Nor have I any cure-all to propose for the business diffi-

culties with which ma.rjy
v
of you, in common with most

other business men, have been, and still are, confronted.
I am not even a shoe man, although at various times I
have had some little experience in shoe retailing. But
perhaps, sufficient justification for my appearance before
you to-day will be found in the fact that I have saved
someone else, during this hot weather, from preparing a
speech. My connection with the Shoe Manufacturers'
Association of Canada dates only from March of this year,
but I welcome the opportunity of meeting with you and
of indicating some of the ways in which, I believe, manu-
facturers and dealers can work together, even move closely
than they have done in the past to their mutual advantage.
The Chairman of your Programme Committee advised
me that my subject could be of my own choosing and I

want to speak to you for a few minutes on "An Entente
Cordiale for the Shoe Trade in Canada".

The manufacturer, the wholesaler and the retailer
have had occasional differences in the past and we must
expect that they will have them again in the future —
unless the evangelists of the League of Nations succeed
in changing human nature and eliminating human fall-

ibility. But these differences are only the casual and the
incidental in the relations between these three principal
factors in the shoe tradj. The main relation is that of
allies in serving the public by supplying them with boots
and shoes. The interests of all three are, and can be,
advanced only by selling footwear. The real job of the
Manufacturer, the Wholesaler and the Retailer is to see
that boots and shoes, suited to the demand, are pur-
chased by the users in large and steady quantities and at
fair and renumerative prices. Manufacturer, wholesaler
and retailer are partners in this undertaking. Each
performs a useful and necessary function and anything
which harms one is likely to militate against all. The
first thing we have to get out of our minds is that the
interests of manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers are
in opposition those of each to both of the others, and to
learn that those interests essentially are interests in com-
mon. Even in the case of occasional disputes between the
three main branches of the shoe trade, I would remind
you that we have the highest authority for adoption of
the principle laid down m the invitation : "Come now and
let us reason together".

There has been some disposition, which I hope is not
widespread, for manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers

to blame one another when replying to criticism parti-
cularly in reference to the prices and sometimes in re-

ference to the quality of the footwear, I do not believe
that many manufacturers are in sympathy with the
practice, in which even some bankers have indulged, of

criticizing the retail trade on the ground that such mer-
chants have been holding back business, by refusing to

re-price their stocks on the basis of replacement values
and take their losses on goods bougt before the price
decline. So far as the principal cities of the Dominion
are concerned, it seems to me that a sufficient answer to

fcha'tt charge is found in the windows and advertisements
of the principal shoe stores. The retailers, like every
other class of business man, naturally want to escape
with the minimum of loss but heavy stocks of shoes have
been liquidated and the retailers have not been more
backward than others in readjusting their prices to cur-
rent conditions.

Then, too, it has been not uncommon for theoretica'
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economists to point to the "spread" between the retailers'

initial cost and regular selling price, in support of the

charge that the retailers are principally responsible for

high prices and that they are the inefficient factor in the

process of distribution. These critics fail to appreciate

the very real economic services which you perform, your

cost of doing business, and the losses which you have to

take periodically on certain classes of seasonal left-overs,

specialties, and slow selling lines. The other day I saw a

certain line of women's fine imported high cut kid shoes,

in narrow widths, which must have cost the mercant at

least $11.00 and which were offered originally at $16.00

per pair, but were reduced by several stages to $2.95 and

a still further reduction was contemplated in the hope of

clearing them. 1 know of nO retail business, not even the

grocery trade, where competition is keener than that

among the retail boot and shoe stores in this country and

those who point to the margin between your cost and

selling prices as an indication of your net profits are

simply talking without understanding anything about

your business. Recently I was permitted to look over

replies from retail dealers all over Canada to a question-

naire which was sent out by one of the largest shoe man-
ufacturing concerns in Canada, and, as a result I believe

that I appreciate much more than 1 did before, the

difficulties of the retail shoe business and the fact that

you gentlemen are not engaged in any "get-rich-quick"

occupation. The average shoe retailer earns everything

he makes and works hard for his living.

At the same time, 1 wish to point out to you that

the shoe retailer has no monopoly of low profits and I

believe that, in fairness, the shoe retailers should under-

stand and admit the position of the average shoe man-
ufacturer. I do not know a single man in Canada who
has made any substantial fortune from the manufacture

of boots and shoes. The shoe manufacturing industriy

in this country is by no means an industry of millionaires

as some of its critics appear to imagine. Competition is

quite as keen as in the retail trade and profits in periods

when business is good little more than balance the losses

in periods of depression, and for the industry as a whole

they have barely represented bank interest on the actual

investment. . Recently, i prepared a list of boot and shoe

manufacturing companies which had gone into liquida-

tion, discontinued manufacturing, or been forced into

financial reorganization since the close of the war and I

was surprised to find that there have been some 25 such

companies, or about one for every seven shoe manufact-

uring concerns in the Dominion. The shoe manufacturers

incurred heavy losses as a result of the decline in prices

during the past year. One concern, which at the end of

1919 had a surplus of approximately $1,000,000, closed

its business at the end of 1920 with a definit of nearly

$500,000 - - a loss of almost $1,500,000 having been

incurred as a result of a single year's operations. I happen
to know that one' manufacturing company is figuring on
a profit of only 1 per cent, on sales during the current

year and that there are many other companies which will

not make even as favorable a showing as that.

ut I did not come to bring any hard-luck tale on
behalf of the manufacturer or even to exchange con-

dolences on the low profits in the shoe trade. There
are some of the manufacturing companies which year in

and year out have been making a moderate showing of

profit, but if any of you are laboring under the idea

that the shoe manufacturers are "profiteering", or that

as a group, they are making more money than are the

shoe retailers, you are mistaken as to the facts. The first

essential to any effort to improve the conditions in our

trade is confidence and understanding between the several
principal groups. Let us recognize that our interests are
closely and mutually related and that essentially manu-
facturers, wholesalers and retailers ought not to be
antagonists one to the other but rather that each group
should regard the others as allies working together for
their common good. Let us realize that the desire for
profit is a sound and reasonable incentive to industry and
that manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers each is

seeking in his own way to make a living by performing
a useful public service. One group has no right to be
grudge a reasonable profit to either of the others, if such
profit can be obtained legitimately.

The retailer is in constant touch with the public and
he is the first to hear complaints of real or imagined
grievances from the public. Are you fair to the manu-
facturers, when replying to such complaints or are you
blaming the manufacturers? Please do not misunder-
stand me

: I do not believe that the manufacturer has the
right to interfere in any way with the conduct of your
business, nor do I want to suggest that the retailers be
publicity agents for fan manufacturers. At the same
time, I do believe that many retailers would be glad to
have the facts with wliich to answer criticism by their
customers. 1 want to congratulate the trade papers upon
the efforts that they are making to bring about a better
understanding between manufacturers and retailers and
I believe that their services are appreciated by both
groups. But from information which I have obtained I

believe that there still is a very serious misunderstanding
throughout the retail trade of the position of the manu-
facturers and that incorrect ideas are prevalent with
regard to the profits which the manufacturers are supposed
to be making. 1 am retain that the retailers as a class

want to be fair to the manufacturers ant that they would
not willingly lend themselves to the spreading of reports
which are unjust to the manufacturing industries, and
which are likely to react upon the business of the retailers

themselves. On behali of the Shoe Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation of Canada, I invite correspondence from retailers

with regard to any criticism of the manufacturing industry
or. if you are not prepared to accept our explanation, I am
sure that the editors of the trade papers would be glad to

hear from you and that they will give their honest opinion
on any question which they may receive. I am hoping
that before long the Shoo Manufacturers' Association will

be able to institute a general service of information,

dealing with matters of current interest relative to the

boot and shoe trade and such service will be available to

(be retail trade as well as to a general mailing list. We
are also arranging for regular reports from each of the

principal shoe manufacturing districts and from these a

monthly report on the conditions of the shoe manufact-
uring industry will be issued. Copies of such monthly
^iatements will gladly be sent to any retailer who would
care to receive them. -

*

As an example of the incorrect and mischievous ideas

which have been charge that the prices of boots and shoes

have been deliberately - kept at a high level while raw
materials have declined in some cases below pre-war levels.

This idea has found lodgment even in the minds of certain

public men .most of whom, I have no doubt, are thoroughly

honest in their criticism but just as thoroughly mis-

informed as to actual conditions. Hon. Mr. Caron, Min-
ister of Agriculture of the Province of Quebec, speaking

at the Convention of the Canadian Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation early in June, expressed the view that the prices

of leather products were being kept up while the price of

hides had declined. Mr. Crerar, speaking at Medicine
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Hat during the bye-election there, said something about

$10 boots and hides at 1 cent per pound, while Dr. Michael

Clark, speaking recently at Guelph, is reported to have

said that the shoes which he wore still cost $10 per pair

while hides were selling at lc. per pound in Western
Canada. Our Association has replied to each of these

attacks, but public criticism of an industry frequently

outruns the correction and explanation and many people

prefer fiction to truth. The Shoe Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation of Canada has prepared a statement in which the

prices of footwear in relation to the prices of hides is fully

discussed and we shall be glad to send a copy to any
retailers who may be interested. I will only add that if a

shoe manufacturer had a million such hides as Dr. Clark

mentions as selling at 1 cent per pound in the West, he

still would not be able to produce one pair of the $10 shoes

which Dr. Clark wears. Moreover if the shoe manufact-
urers were given the leather for nothing it is doubtful

whether they could manufacture fine shoes under present

conditions to sell at pre-war prices.

An attempt even is made to blame the tariff on boots

for the, low price of hides and the relatively high price of

shoes. A Chicago broker, with a large acquaintance among
stock farmers, tells of one of his friends who shipped
several hundred sheep to Chicago. He was offered so

little for them that he made the trip himself to investigate.

Freight, commissions and selling charges about absorbed
all his receipts. After careful figuring he calculated that

he had received just 32 cents per sheep. The same day he
want into a restaurant in Chicago where he paid 75 cents

for two lamp chops, or slightly more per chop than he
had received per sheep. The Emergency Tariff legislation

protects the sheep renchers in the United States and also

provides an import duty of two cents per pound on fresh

lamb, but it would be ridiculous to hold a 2 cent tariff'

duty responsible for the disparity between the price of

sheep and the price of cooked lamp chops as served in a

Chicago restaurant. It is not less unreasonable to ad-

vocate the withdrawal of the Canadian customs import
tariff on boots and shoes because the manufacturers' prices

have been reduced by an average of only some 30 or 35

per cent, from the "peak", whereas there has been a greater

proportionate decline in the price of hides. The truth is

that the tariff is a factor of small importance in the

price of boots and shoes in Canada, which is regulated

by the keenest kind of competition between the Canadian

plants.. Nevertheless the tariff is needed in order to pre-

vent the Canadian market being so cut into by manufact-

uring plants abroad that, with the reduced volume of

business for the Canadian factories, the unit cost of pro-

duction in the Dominion would be advanced and further

importations would be tncouraged.

The tariff is vital to the continued operation of the

Canadian shoe factories and the employement of the

workers in such plants. All the Canadian shoe factories

last year had a combined daily average production of less

than 65,000 pairs, on Lhe basis of 250 days' operations.

A single company in the United States now has a capacity

of approximately 120,000 pairs per day and a second

large concern has a daily capacity almost as large. The

total annual production of boots and shoes in the United

States is come 325,000,000 pairs. To withdraw the tariff

would make Canada a dumping ground for the surplus

production of the great United States factories; would

gradually force the Canadian companies out of business;

would have serious consequences to the many industries

allied with boot and shoe manufacturing; directly or

indirectly would cause a still further curtailment of the

purchasing power of all communities in Canada; and

would react harmfully upon every class, interest and
individual in the Dominion.

While referring to prices, let me assure you that

Canadian manufacturers' prices of boots and shoes today
are based upon the actual cost of production from mater-
ials valued at present day costs. I am not going to

venture any long distance prophecy relative to the prices

of footwear. No one pretends that economic readjust-

ments in the shoe industry in Canada or in any other
industry are yet complete, but such readjustments are

not a matter of a few weeks or a few months. Retailers'

stocks to a very large extent have been liquidated and
buyers are purchasing for current requirements. I be-

lieve that retailers can safely purchase boots and shoes
in moderate quantities for current requirements in the
full confidence that no further substantial reduction in

the prices of boots and shoes is probable or possible in

the immediate future.

But I have disggressed from my subject. The Shoe
Manufacturers' Association of Canada will welcome con-
structive criticism from the retail trade. Recently one
of the trade papers received a letter from a retail shoe
merchant, referring to what he called "petty faults" in

Canadian-made footwear. A copy of the letter very kind-
ly was sent to our Association and we were invited to

reply to it. I have had copies sent to the members of the
Executive Committee ar»d our reply will be published in
the next issue of the trade papers. The writer of the
letter was thoroughly sincere in his criticism and some
of the points which he made, while I believe exaggerated
are well worth the consideration of the * manufacturers.
Our Association will welcome correspondence from you
and we can promise that any suggestions from you will

receive the most careful and honest attention of our
members.

Perhaps I may be permitted to refer briefly to the
"Made-in-Canada" movement in the shoe industry. I

believe that you gentlemen will agree that grade for grade
the quality pi materials and workmanship in Canadian-
made shoes compares favorably with that of footwear

made any where in the world. In the past perhaps, not so

much attention has been given to finish, but footwear is

^low^being made in Canada which is equal even in

respect of style or finish to the best products of the United
States and several of the Canadian manufacturers, aided

by exchange, have been selling some of their output to

exclusive shoe stores in New York and elsewhere across

the international boundary. The quality of Canadian
shoes has been very greatly improved and the prejudice

among the Canadian public in favor of imported footwear

has been largely overcome. The Canadian manufacturers

for the most part are anxious that their goods should be

sold on their merits and we believe that it is to the

interest of the retailer aiso that, to as large an extent as

possible, the Canadian market should be supplied by foot-

wear made in Canada by Canadians. The business of

every shoe store in Canada is dependent directly or

indirectly upon Canadian industry. The purchasing power

of your customers will rise or fall as Canadian manu-
facturing industries prosper or are depressed. This state-

ment is true even of the farming districts, because the

cost of far mproducts is closely related to the purchasing

power of the manufacturing, industrial and commercial

centres. By assisting in the promotion of the Made-in-

Canada movement you will help to ensure the well being

of your own business, by helping ta protect the purchasing

power of your patrons. If even 25 per cent of the goods

imported into Canada last year had been supplied by

Canadian sources, direct employment would have been
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afforded for some 05.000 additional workers at good
wages and, including dependants, such additional business

would have supported directly more than 250,000 persons.

The Made-in-('anada marking on Canadian-made
shoes has become much more common during the last

couple of years than ever before, but some retailers

apparently still object t** it. It is principally in the ease

of high grade shoes that such objection is made, but it

seems to be asking only a reasonable contribution to the

Made-in-Canada movement to suggest that the Canadian

retailers generally should accept such marking. Surely

it is time that Canadian boots and shoes were sold on

their merits and as Canadian made. Some prominent

retailers handling fine lines of shoes are now calling for

some mark to identify as of Canadian manufacture all

the footwear which they buy from Canadian factories.

We are hoping that this movement will spread and

we ask that those of you who are willing to have the

Made-in-Canada mark on the footwear which you handle

should instruct the manufacturers accordingly or notify

the Shoe Manufacturers' Association and we shall advise

all our members. I would be quite frank in admitting that

is our desire to strengthen the position and consolidate

the present advantage of Canadian-made shoes in the

Canadian market. I do not suggest that any of you gen-

tlemen, have ever sold Canadian-made shoes as of United
States manufacture, but you know that it has been done
;

• 1 1d , as a re-ult, the Canadian shoe manufacturing in-

dustry has not been given the credit which was its due,

for the fine footwear produced in Canada, but, on the

other hand the Canadian plants have been held respons-

ible for all the poorer grade footwear which has been

o+'fered on the Canadian market. We believe that the

Made-in-Canada idea has really gripped the Canadian
people and naturally the manufacturer* are anxious to

have their Canadian shoes sold as Canadian product*. We
believe that we are only making a fair and reasonable
leqne^t in asking that you indicate a willingness to have
,i Made-in-Canada marking on the shoes which von pur-

chase in Canada.

This brings us to c nsideration of ways and means
by which a closer working together of manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers can be effected. The first step,

is, I believe, a recognition of the interrelation and inter-

dependence of interests. Perhaps in no industry in Can-
ada has the community of interests of those who man-
ufacture, those who sell to the retail trade, and thos°
who retail to the users been recognized as in the Jewellery
Trade. For four vears . the jewellery manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers have been working together in a

single Association and benefits of far-reaching importance
h°ve been achieved. I am not proposing a single Asso-

cia'ion for the shoe trade, but I believe that closer

relationship ami a greater measure of co-operation than
has existed in the nast would be to cur common advantage.
In the United Kingdom the Incorporated Federated-As.so-

cj'ption0 of Root and Shoe Manufacturer* of Great Britain

and Ireland are working in close co-operation with the

Federation of Boot Distributors. In the United States,

we find a close communion of manufacturers, whob>-

salers and retailers through Conference Committee which
meet and discuss matters of mutual concern. Thes^
committees some time ago agreed upon a number of

ma+ters which had been in long standing dispute and
their findings were rmbli'shed i

T1 !1 booklet entitled "Some
Ethics of the Shoe Trade"'. T do not wish to be under-

stood as sugq-es f i""- that a1
! that has been done hv the

Conference Committees m the United States is applicable

to the Dominion. The three Associations across the

boundary have adopted a scheme for submission to arbti-

ration of disputes between shoe buyer and shoe seller and
this seems likely to develop into a plan of semi- compul-
sor arbitration. To my mind there are features of it

which may be objectionable. The principle, however, of

representatives of the several braiuhes of the shoe trade
meeting together at regular periods and making recom-
mendations to the organizations to which such represent-
atives are responsible does appear to be absolutely sound
and deserving of adoption in Canada.

I understand that some time ago your Association
appointed representath es to meet with representatives
of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association but I do not
know that any meetings were held. In any event there
is no organization to bring about regular meeting of such
conferees unless certain matters are referred to them by
either the retailers or the manufacturers. So far as the
wholesalers are concerned, there is only one Wholesale
Shoe Association in Canada and that is in the Maritime
Provinces, but at a convention now in session I believe

the Maritime Wholesale Shoe Association is considering
taking the initiative in an effort to organize" a Shoe
Wholesalers' Association for the Dominion. I am satis-

fied that much good can be accomplished, if we can
organize an Advisory Council for the shoe trade as a
whole with representatives from each of the three prin-

cipal branches of the trade. Such Council should I

believe be definitely organized and should meet at regular
periods. - At a recent meeting of the Executive Committee
of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada a resolu-

tion was unanimously adopted reading as follows:

—

"That the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of

Canada endorses the proposal to organize an ad-

visory Conference Council for the industry, such
Council to consist of representatives of the

organizations of manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers and that this Association pledges its

support and co-oneration in such project."

A copy of this resolution was sent to your Secretary and
I hoping that a similar resolution may be submitted for

your consideration before the adjournment of your Con-
vention. Already I have had evidence of the willingness

of the retailers to join with the manufacturers in matters

of common interest. As most of you probably know, the

i ailways have drafted i new freoght rates classification

which would mean an increase of 50 per cent in the freigh f

rate on boots and shoe* when shipped in fibre-board

containers or in unstrapped wooden boxes. The retailers

are quite as much conc»rned as are the manufacturers in

opposing such proposal, because the cost of transportation

has to be paid by the dealer and passed on to the pur-

chaser if it is possible to do so. This matter was taken

up with your officers and, even at a time when he was
exceptionnallv busy getting his own affairs straightened

around after the fire in his store, your President, Mr.

Gales, assured me that jour Association was with us in

our opposition to the -proposed reclassification. I am
confident that when we go before the Freight Classifica-

tion Committee, which will be at an early date, there will

be representatives from ihe National Shoe Retailers Asso-

ciation of Canada a'^l also from the Maritime Wholesate

Shoe Association. Then, too, I believe that such an Ad-
visorv Council could be of very real value in promoting

eonstructive activities for the entire trade. Recentlv a

dress-up campaign for men has been proposed and I have

been canvassing its possibilities and I am now in com-

munication with the orher groups of manufacturers o r

men's wear. There is much important work of this kind

in which I believe an Advisory Council could serve the

trade. , j f*M*
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At the outset of my remarks I told you that I was

not a shoe man and that on that account felt that I was
appearing before you more or less under false pretences.

In fact I am somewhat in the position of the Italian

organ grinder who played his organ outside the home of

Pietro Mascagni, the famous composer. It appears that

Mascagni often was driven almost to distraction by hear-

ing his music "murdered" y itinerant music boxes on this

occasion he came out of his house and interviewed the

street musician. Instead of sending the organ grinder

away, the composer took the handle of the instrument

turned it around faster and quickened the time, hoping
thereby to convince even the organ grinder that the result

was anything but musical. The organ grinder smiled

his thanks. The next day when he appeared on the street

his organ bore a large placard on which was inscribed

:

"Pupil of Mascagni". My experience with the shoe in-

dustry has been almost is short as was the lesson which
the organ grinder had from the composer and perhaps it

is presumptuous of me to make the suggestions which I

have placed before you ibis afternoon. I am convinced,

however, that a closer working together of our two asso-

ciations and perhaps also of an association of the whole-

sale shoe trade would have beneficial results. In con-

clusion let me assure yor again that the Shoe Manufact-
urers' Association invites correspondences, suggestions

and sincere and constructive criticism from the retail

trade. We shall be very glad to give any information in

our power and if at any time we can serve you as an
Association or any of your individual members we shall

be happy to do so.

Mr. Peter Doig, President of the National Shoe and
Leather Travellers Association, was also on the programme
to address the luncheon gathering, but was obliged to

curtail his remarks on account of the lateness of the hour.

What his adress lacked in length was more than com-

pensated for by the enthusiasm and earnestness, which

interspersed with shafts of humor, held his auditors in close

attention.

Mr. Doig took occasion to refer to .possible conferences

•between the official bodies of Manufacturers and Retailers.

The travellers, he said, should be included in these confe-

rence®, as they are the medium between the other two bodies.

They understand the requirements of the retailer and the

weaknesses of the manufacturer.

He also touched brifly on the desirability of a dress-up

campaign for men, with the shoe trade cooperating with

other lines of clothing. He contrasted the appearance and

suitability of the footwear of the average man with that

of the average woman.
He paid tribute to Mr. Pidgeon, of Rochester, in light

and serious vein, and asked him to take back to the United

States a message from the True Canadians to the True

Americans, whose interests lay along such similar lines.

He concluded with a picture of the resources of Cana-

da, and the boundless opportunities for prosperity and

success. • 1

1

1

{ i

TRAVELLERS BANQUET AND
ENTERTAINMENT.

IT
was intended af first that the delegates to the Conven-

tion should be taken over the Toronto Harbor for a

tour of inspection by the Harbor Commission and

landed at the Commission"® wharf at Sunuyside, but a boat

sufficiently large for the .party could not be arranged, so

automobile accommodation was arranged, and the visitors

and friends taken to the Sunnyside Pavilion or Kiosk of

the Harbor Commission, for dinner and an evening's enter-

tainment.

This affair will certainly remain a most pleasant re-

collection of the two days' visit to Toronto. After a photo-

graph was taken on the lawn, the party adjourned to the

spacious new restaurant or pavilion, where a repast was

served to some three hundred guests, each of whom was

provided with a fancy paper cap representing birds:, reptiles

and other quaint objects.

The entertainment features were in charge of Mr.

Jules Brazil, that prince of entertainers, who never per-

mitted a void in the programme. Populars songs sung in

solo and chorus followed in succession being interspersed

with vaudeville acts and individual instrumental and vocal

OFFICERS of NATIONAL SHOE and LEATHER TRAVELLERS' ASSOCIATION

CHAS. E. FICE, Vice-Pres.

Dom. S. & L. T. A.

H. B. McGEE, Pres.

Ont. Div. S. & L. T. A.

D. G. HARDIE, Treas.

Ont. Div. S. & L. T. A.
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selections. The Orpheus Quartette took part and an Act

from Pantages' Theatre made a great hit, as did also Ca-
nada's Al Jolson in negro monologue and song.

In the middle of the performance a scrap was started

apparently by two outsiders who began by altercation and

ended in a clinch. A riot was almost occasioned when an

able bodied traveller lugged one of the disputants to the

door, then the suggestion was made that the pair settle the

difference between theim with their fists. There were votes

for and against, but a ring was formed and the two men
stripped to the waist and donned the gloves. The whole

thing was a cleverly arranged plant. The two scrappers

were local light weight champions and gave the company

a splendid exhibition of scientific boxing. The place was

hot, but everybody enjoyed the sport, including the men
with the gloves.

The travellers are to be congratulated upon the high

class entertainment provided throughout and special praise

is due to Harvey McKean for his handling of the affair.

It was a credit to the boys and to the Convention.

NOTES OF THE TRADE

G. Falvo, Prop, of the Fernie Shoe Hospital, Fernie,

B.C. is leaving for Italy this Fall to visit his mother who
has been ill for some time. Mr. Falvo expects to stay about

six months. Mr. Falvo is a practical shoe maker and has

made splendid success while in Canada. He has been here

in Fernie for a good number of years.

It is reported, in Nelson, B.C., that Mr. Page (of

the Page Works) is leaving for Florida, U.S.A. this Fall.

Mr. Harrington of the J. J. Harrington & Co. Shoe

Retailers reports business steady in Fernie, B.C. Recently

Mr. Harrington took over the business of M. F. Muirhead.

& Co. of which he was formerly Manager.

E. S. Darche, of E. R. Darche & Co., Sherbrooke,

Que., is taking a boat trip as far as Niagara Falls, stop-

ping off at the different points of interest.

The Hamilton Shoe Repair Association is holding a

picnic on July 20th. They expect about an hundred and
fifty present.

Mr. Chas. Davies, of Davies Footwear Co. of To-
ronto, has just returned from a trip to the Eastern cen-

tres.

Travellers

Meeting

AnnuaJ

Gathering a Pronounced Success.

— Good Start Made For Coming
Year.—Membership and Finances

in Good Shape.

IN spite of the fact that the thermometer was in the

neighborhood of 95° and that the last session

of the Retailers' Convention was in progress in ano-

ther part of the building with two of the best speakers

of the whole programme on the boards, the attendance of

travellers at the Annual Meeting at the King Edward on
Thursday July 14th at 3 p.m. was in the neighorhood of

a hundred showing that interest in the organization and
its work is unabated and their confidence in its future

success firmly established.

To the Ontario Division of the National Shoe and
Leather Travellers" Association belongs a great deal of

the credit due for the eclat with which the joint conven-

tion this year at Toronto passed off. The Toronto Exe-

cutive and members gave themselves and their services

fully and freely in the effort to make the whole affair

one to be remembered by the visiting retailers and their

friends. Their banquet and entertainment at the Sunny-
side Pavilion on Lake Ontario has been talked of more
tnan any event in connection with the whole convention.

After congratulating the membership upon the splen-

did attendance and interest shown on the part of the tra-

vellers President Jas. Heffering called upon Mr. A. J.

Felton of the Alexander Hamilton Institute to address

the meeting. As Mr. Felton had to leave the City on the

four o'clock train, he said he would have confine his re-

marks to a few brief suggestions as to how their organi-

sation could achieve still greater success, and would defer

his talk on salesmanship to another time. He dwelt upon
the value of an organization such as the National Shoe
6c Leather Travellers' Association to the individual tra-

veller as well as to the trade at large. He made the

suggestion that in the sustaining and extending of in-

AT SUNNYSIDE BEACH, TORONTO
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forest in the Association and its work, the issuing of a

monthly bulletin or travellers' journal would be found

invaluable. He said that if it were only four pages and
contained personal and other items of interest to travel-

lers, and their customers, it would be found a splendid

means of keeping the men in touch with others. Service

was the watchword of successful selling, and was glad

that this note had been struck so insistently in connection

with the present convention. He was sorry that time com-

pelled him to concentrate his thoughts into such a small

compass and extended his sincerest good wishes for the

continued success and prosperity of the organization.

President Heffering then introduced Mr. James Acton

of The Shoe and Leather Journal as the "father" of the

National Shoe and Leather Travellers Association as

through his personal efforts the boys were brought toge-

ther both at Toronto and Montreal, and the present Or-

ganization launched.

Mr. Acton facetiously dwelt upon the responsibili-

ty of fatherhood and made a couple of humorous refer-

ences to the organization and the change in conditions

that had come over the shoe and leather trades during

the past twelve months. He said he had no sermon or

long address to make, as the day was warm, and so many
would like to avail themselves of hearing the two emi-

nent speakers who were to address the Retail Convention

to another part of the house. He would however offer a

few brief thoughts on the subject of

THE MAN BEHIND THE BUTTON.
He stated that curiousity had been rife amongst re-

tailers and others as to the meaning of the cabalistic let-

ters that appeared so boldly on the travellers' button that

represented the Association to which they belonged. Some
thought the initials meant "No Solider Man than Aber-

nethy", which was of course a little personal. Others

were construing it into an advertisement and said that it

meant "No Shoes Like Tetraults' Aggregation", which
might or might not be contradicted. Then it was sug-

gested that it might outline the sentiment, "No Suckers

Like to Admit It," which was of course a truism. There
were two ventures however, which appealed to him more
than the others, as they were evidently guesses of hard

headed business philosophers, and there were "No Side-

steppers Live Through Adversity" and "Novelties Sell

Largely Through Advertising". Both of these were self

evident facts.

Continuing the acrostic interpretation of the name
''National Shoe Travellers' Association", Mr. Acton said
that he was gla I that the first letter in their name stood
for nationalism, .patriotism, a quality which we alii

needed in Canada. We should be proud of our Country,
proud of our institutions and proud of Canadian goo-ds 1—
especially Canadian shoes.

The second letter should stand for "Service", that
quality without which true success could not be won and
maintained. He was glad that "Service" had been made
s>> prominent in all tiie addresses of the Convention.

The third letter stood for "Loyalty". They should be
loyal to each other, loyal to the organization, loyal to the
houses they represent and loyal to the customers who de-
pended upon them for information and advice with re-

gard to the goods they were selling.

The fourth letter in their name should stand for
"Truth", the whole truth, and nothing but the truth

—

v.ithout which it is impossible to please God, or satisfy

men. It was the very foundation of business success.

"Aggressiveness" was represented by the final letter

upon the button, and the speaker stated that it was his

thought of the Organization when first suggesting its

formation, that it should direct the policy of production
as well as distribution. The travellers who bore the brunt
of selling should have some say in style and character of

the shoes they handled. They should in conference with the
Manufacturer and Retailer, help to adjust the many pro-
blems that continually arise in the sale and distribution

of shoes. It would help simplify and remove many of the
so-called evils of the trade, as well as minimise consider-

able of the misdirected effort in making as well as selling

shoes.

The speaker warned the Association against allowing

its functions to become that of the tail of any kite, whe-
ther it be manufacturer's or retailer's, and hoped in the

near future that the influence of it would be felt in every

department and effort of the Shoe Industry in Canada.

At the conclusion of Mr. Acton's remarks, Secretary

McKean read the minutes of the organization meeting of

the Association. Treasurer Hardie then gave the finan-

cial and membership report, which showed a balance on

band of $750. with a membership of the Ontario Division

of 182. Fifty new names were added during the. Conven-

tion.

GROUP OF TRAVELLERS AND RETAILERS
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The. report of the Nominating Committee was then

read and adopted as follows :

—

Ontario Division

President, H. B. McGee. Vice-President, Jas. Su-

therland. Secretary, H. McKean. Treasurer, D. G. Hardie.

Toronto Executive

W. G. Martin, J. G. Settle, E. E. Mclntyre, Alf.

Bawden, N. Bourdeau, P. Jenver, A. Bell, R. H. Part-

ridge, R. J. McAllister, W. V. White, Ed. Lynch, H.
Kennedy.

Ontario Executive

Ken. Murray, Loudon; W. J. Lindsley, St. Catha-

rines; J. Murphy, Hamilton; F. Downes, Peterboro; A. A.

Orendorff, St. Thomas; D. R. Hawley, Gait; Bert

Greene, Ottawa; Hector Vermilyea, Belleville; G. B.

Campton, Brockville; H. McKellar, Kitchener.

JOINT ANNUAL BANQUET OF NATIONAL
SHOE RETAILERS' AND NATIONAL SHOE

AND LEATHER TRAVELLERS'
ASSOCIATIONS.

THE Annual Convention of Canadian Shoe Retailers

and Travellers came to a glorious climax at the

banquet held on Thursday evening in the Pompeian
Room, King Edward Hotel. The commodious ball room was
crowded to capacity, and though a few thunderstorms had
cleared the air, and lowered the temperature, informal

attire was strictly in order.

The first hour of the banquet was kept lively by sing-

ing and by a real jazz orchestra, following which was given

an entertainment including musical and humorous num-
bers.

The only Toasts of the evening were "Those of the

Shoe and Leather Trades Who Fell on Flanders Fields",

and "The King". The Speakers of the evening were Hon.
Dr. Cody and Mr. A. Munro Greer K. C, who were intro-

duced by Messrs. Howard Blachford and W. G. Martin

respectively in timely, brief speeches.

The chair was at first taken by Mr. George G. Gales

of Montreal, who later turned it over" to Mr. E. A. Ste-

phens of Ottawa, the newly elected President.

Hon. Dr. Cody in the course of an eloquent address,

commended the National Shoe Retailers' Association as

0110 of the many factors for bringing the various parts of

Canada together in a common interest and fellowship. Ho
declared that the making and selling of shoes had a direct

relation to the advance of civilization and humorously re-

marked that "a good understanding is highly to be desired

in all communities".

Speaking of Canada as a land of perpetual surprises

and vast opportunities, Dr. Cody said, "Canadians should

not be unduly braggart, but "they should be rightfully proud
of their country. Canada has, through her experience in

the War, gained a new consciousness of her own power
and capacity and a clearer knowledge of what, she can do.

and the man who bets against the future of Canada will

lose," There was no country in the world whore thrift

ami hard work produced greater results than in Canada.

In laving the foundation for the future it was highly

important that the rising generation should be educated

along three lines — as an indrviduel, as a worker and as a

citizen. «

"What has enabled Germany to recover so rapidly from

defeat and once again give signs of becoming one of the

most formidable competitors in the world's markets?"

asked Dr. Cody. "The~ German workman to-day is willing

to work — and work efficiently — at a lower wage than the

workmen of Great Britain and other countries. Technical

educations plays a big port in the development of the

commercial interests of Germany. Although still suffering

from the knockout blow delivered by the troops of the

allied armies, Germany has established thousands of schools

throughout her empire for the better equipment of her

workers, so that they may become skilled and competent

to do the best work.

This can be accomplished in Canada only by training

the youths in a Dominion-wide system of secondary techni-

cal schools. The idea that should occupy first place in the

minds of our educationists is that thp Canadian youth

shall be as well trained techn'cnlly and effienetly as in

any other country in the world.

Hon. Dr. Cody went on to say that Canada needed the

widest possible diffusion of property.' of ordered liberty, of

intelligence and conscientiousness.

In concluding Dr. Cody emphasized the importance of

the merchant adhering strongly to the principle of honesty

in his dealings with the public.

Owing to the lateness of the hour. Mr. Greer confined

his adress to a few minutes filled to the brim with bright

humor and thoughtful well-timed remarks.

After dilating upon the discomforts of hot weather,

he compared the essential qualities of good footwear with

the qualit'es necessary for a good and useful life.

"Slippered old age should have integrity" he said,

"and slippers should not be made of brown paper, but i
f

a slipper affects to be leather, leather it must be," said

Mr. Greer.

Referring to the conference in London with the Irish

leaders, Mr. Greer said, "To-day may be a momentous one

in the history of our Empire, and we hope and pray that

Hie peace we all desire may be worked out successfully. The
lines of Tennyson addressed to Queen Victoria mi<rht very

appropriately be applied to King George at this time.

"And statesmen at his council met.

Who knew the sea -on- when to take

Occasion by the hand, aiul make
The bounds of freedom wider yet

"By shaping some august decree

That kept his trone unshaken still,

Broad based upon his peoples will

And compa^d bv the inviolate sea
"

At the close of the banquet Mr. Peter Doig, seconded

bv Mr. 0. R. I.a.Salle. moved a hearty vote of thanks to the

Committee who had worked so hard t<> make the Conven-

tion a <u(ross. After singing "Auld Tan? Syfie" and "Cod

Save the King"', the Convention was adjourned.

NOTES OF THE TRADE

Burglars got $300 worth of goods out of A. Banna's

Shoe Store. St. Catherines St.. Montreal.

The Simcoe Tanning and Fur Dressing Co. Ltd.

have succeeded the Stacey-Wagner Leather Co.. Simcoe,

Ontario.

Mr. Startup, formerly with the T. Eaton Co. at

Winnipeg, has been transferred to Toronto and has taken

charge of the Shoe Department. Mr. W. V. Ecclestone.

who has presided over the Shoe Department here for

ui any years, has been given broader activities, as he has

barge of the "Made-in-Canada" purchasing for the

business.
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ECHOES FROM THE CONVENTION

Everybody had to sing" at the luncheons or "pay the

piper". We are not sure whether it might not have been
better to remit some of the fines rather than suffer

some of the "sour" notes in evidence.

That noisy table that asked for song No. 5 were all

fined ten cents. Luicky they didn't ask for No. 25.

Harry Gibbins was hungry, but also musical, so lie

was fined for singing with his mouth full. President

Galas is a strictly for etiquette. The right thing in the

r'ght place you know Harry.

J. Gordon Knox, the leader at the song fest, surprised

everyone with his mellifluous baritone voice — - whatever

that is. His technique was perfect, while his coloratura —
well, muff said

!

The Travellers' Banquet and Smoker also brought out

some fine talent. George "Jim" Heffering was a bit

lacking in 'confidence, but got by. Rufus Savage and Jim
Lauder obliged with no sign of confusion, while Dick
Griffith, aptly dubbed by Jules Brazil, the "'Caruso of

Canada'
1
' was in rare form and insisted on his encore.

Peter Doig is right there when it comes to singing

"Ailouette'", but was so enthusiastic he occasionally forgot

whether it was her "nez", "fete" or "coir"' he was praising.

Late, C. R. LaSaile showed how it really should be clone.

The "box-fight" .pulled off at the Smoker came as a

climax to a splendid entertainment. But one of the

fighters was nearly cleaned up by an enthusiastic traveller,

who thought two retailers were at it again, and he tried to

stop them.

Peter Doig impressed on those attending the second

session that they had a message "•direct from heaven", and

if they should not believe that they were lost. The message

was soleful.

That Scotch comedian made a hit with the "wiggle-

waggle of his kilt". He showed his versatility to the

edification of the crowd, but it wis a hot night anyway.

At that he didn't have anything; on Harold Budreo, who
gave a request performance in Room 715 after the Banquet.

"Billy" Weldon, of Hall and Hodges, had his wife in

town, but couldn't, stay away entirelv, and helped put

seme Montreal "pep" into the second day's luncheon.

'Charlie Pice was as busy as the one armed paper hang-

er with the hives. He carried a fan to keep cool, but every

time he started to add figures on the fan he sot so hot

he had to stop figuring and fan some more. After

straigtening up with the King Edward, he thinks the shoe

business is almost in the piker class.

Thursday morning Messrs. Ed. Stephens and J. Chi-

sholm got impatient and set out. to find the travellers. Thev

found them, also a jazz hand, and a procession started

which broke up the session for awhile. As George Galas

sa'd, "The travellers put one over on us that time."

"York" Fallon spent a busy time with customer* and

friends, early and late, but was able to leave town bright

and early Friday.

Howard Carkner had his family at the Queen's —
where he slept —- they had a good time — so did he.

Charlie Owens was the roval host of the occasion to

all and sundry. His samples of high class imported and

"Made-in-Canada" goods were the admiration and envy of

all. The parkins allowance^ on Victoria Street is thirty

minutes, and Charlie when last seen was trying to figure

out how manv times he would have to move his car from

Mondav moraine till Fridav mornimr. to avoid a fine. His

special sale was the talk of the Convention.

Mr. A. Monroe Greer at the outset of his eloquent
address pulled an old favorite to describe the condition of
his mentality after the trying temperatures of the past
few weeks. It was something like this

:

"In the good' old day before the great drought, two
men met in a smoking compartment on a train. One said
to the other "Whazzatime?" The other fellow ] ooked at liis

wrist watch, but couldn't see it clearly, so he pulled an-
other out of his vest, looked at it closely and finally sa:

d
"Izz Thurssdyr "Zazzo !" said the first,' "Zish ish where 1

get off!"

If Peter Doig had really had his pants erf of in two
inch lengths like the fellows he described, there would
have been need for a "dress-up campaign" in a rush, as

the whole nlace would have been pinched.

Blachford's boys were largely in evidence all through
the piece, so it was almost overdoing it for them to have a

lad pinch two of their samples and then have him arrested

and brought into the banquet hall by a cop. At that.

Charlie B. and Billy Brimblecomb had beaten it out. and
George A. had a hard time identifying his shoes. And thai

right on top of Dr. Cody's talk on "Conseientiousrie s !"

The travellers were asked what the letters N. S. «v

L. T. A. stood for. Somebody said "No Sucker Likes to

Admit It", another "No Shoe* L'ke Tetra nit's Aggrega-
tion*, another "No Side-stepper lives Through Adversity".

It was a good thing the partv at Sunnvside broke up
early. Some of the boys could hardly wait to get out to

see the "wimmin in swimmin".
Talk about oratory When you get Peter Do ;

g, Norman
Somerville, Monroe Greer, Dr. Codv and Wm. Pidgeon
all under one roof at one convention, vou get thrill*,

shivers, cheers and lumps in your throat till you perspire

whether it's hot or not. At any rate we got a prettv good

idea of how great a country Canada is, and how great a

service is the Shoe Business.

The York Shoe Co. gave awav a souvenir top which

classes hisrh as a game of chance and bid fair to keep some

of the visitors from spending too much money. Wonder
how man fellows will "clean up" with them in the home
town ?

The Shoe and leather Journal'* button with the name

of the Association and the motto in latin '"Stremeh with

unity becomes stronger"' made a great hit. The combination

of beaver, maple leaf and shoe gave it national a* well a*

trade significance.

NOTES OF THE TRADE

Julien Bros, of Magog, have started in the shoe re-

pair business, having installed a complete Universal

outfit.

Mr. Roy E. Wilson, Sales Manager for The Newport
Shoe Co. Limited, who was a recent visitor at the Brook-

ivn Shoe Style Show, brought home with him many now

and attractive noveltie*. which are now being displayed

in the new Fall line of Newport samples.

Mr. C. Chiscolla has sold his shoe repairing business

1o Mr. G. Pacific, Hamilton. Out.

A change i« announced in connection with the shoe

'"pairing business of Cha*. Kleinsteuber, Toronto.

Mr John Kirk has bought the shoe repairing busi-

ness of Mr. Harry Warner. Toronto, Ont.

The shoe repairing business of Mr. John A. Ross,

Hamilton, has been sold to Mr. Thos. Powell.

Mr. J. Harvey Crech is operating the shoe repair bu-

siness of Mr. N. B. Young. Bloor St., Toronto.



Take Care of

Your Childrens Trade
And the way to do it is to sell your patrons the shoes that
take greatest eare of the children's feet.

CLASSIC "FOOT TRAINER" — The "Five Roomed Apart-
ment" — A Room For Every Toe — means healthy, comfort-
able feet clad in shoes of snappy style and long wear — For
Children and Growing Girls.

CLASSIC "TRU-TROD" — "Fits Like Your Foot Prints" —
the kiddies' shoe that makes foot growth natural.

The VALUE to be had from Classic Shoes means SATISFIED
PARENTS and REPEAT SALES.

Getty & Scott, Limited
Gait - Ontario

Makers of "Classic" Shoes for Women and Children.

Mention "S/ioc and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Convention of Ontario

Shoe Repair Trade

THE stage is all set for the first really comprehensive

gathering of the Repair Trade in Ontario, or for

that matter in Canada or the United States. Canada
is really in advance of our Southern neighbor in so far

as organization of the repair trade is concerned, and this

present movement means another important step forward.

Naturally the eyes of the Canadian Trade are turned

towards England, where trades of all kinds are highly

organized. Mr. Butterworth of Toronto, who has just re-

turned from a trip to England, where he visited the Re-

pair Trade, and was honored guest at the great confer-

ence of the Boot Trades at Blackpool, at which were
represented manufacturers, retailers and repair men. He
is filled with enthusiasm and ideas and will take a pro-

minent place at the convention and should impart his

enthusiasm and some valuable information to those for-

tunate enough to be present.

Word has been received from Hamilton, St. Cathe-

lines, and Brantford that goodly contingents will come to

Toronto from those points. From other towns in which no
associations exist word has come that numerous shoe re-

pair men intend to be present. The Committee sent out

nearly a thousand invitations, but from one reason or

another, some repair men may not have received theirs.

The Committee would like to hear in advance from those

vho are coming, as it will facilitate arrangements, but

even if you don't make up your mind till the last minute,

come on along, anyway. You'll enjoy every minute of it.

THE PROGRAMME
The programme shapes up as follows for the two days

WEDNESDAY, JULY 29th.

9 A.M.
10 A.M.

2 P.M.

; P.M.

Registration Arlington Hotel.

First Session commences including

:

"The Possibility of Universal Prices" by Mr.
Pettitt, of Brantford.

"The Need for Competent Help and How to

Obtain it", by Mr. S. Burnett, Toronto.
Second Session commences, including

"Successful Organization Methods" by S. Roy
Weaver, Manager of Shoe Manufacturers Asso-
ciation, of Canada.
"Shoe Trade—Does it Pay?" by Mr. Revell, of

Hamilton.
"The Advantages or Disadvantages of Leased
Machinery" by Mr. Brooks of the U. S. M. Co.,

of Canada.
Banquet. Prominent speakers and excellent en-

tertainment.

THURSDAY, JULY 28th.

10 A.M. Third Session Commences, including "Shoe
Manufacturing Methods and how they affect

the Repair Men," by Mr. Smith of Brantford..

"Easy Methods of Accounting for Shoe Repair
Men" by Mr. Herriot of the Gutta Percha Rub-
ber Co. Ltd.

"Practical Advertising for Shoe Repairers",

py Mr. A. J. Fisher of the A. J. Fisher Adver-
tising Co., Toronto.

2 P.M. Fourth Session Commences, including

The Last Word
in Sole Stitchers

m

np HIS is our model "S"
* stitcher which has proven

itself far superior to all other
types whether they be Royal-
ty machines or not.

Ask the men who own Un-
iversal Machinery. They are
satisfied.

No Duty No Royalty

Best in the Long Run

Universal Shoe Machinery of
CANADA, LIMITED

124-128 Queen St. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather journal" when writing an advertiser
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BETTER LAST SERVICE
HILE the recent increase in the size of our plant has
made it possible to make exceptionally quick delivery

of Lasts, and while the enlargement of our dry-kiln

capacity has enabled us to use thoroughly conditioned wood,
we have not allowed, the business to become too large for close

personal supervision.

Close attention to your business with us, is giving you better

Last service.

ilUlh

Condensed Ads

FOREMAN WANTED—Reputable growing concern

in Toronto requires an experienced man to manage their

Slipper Department. Applicants must be able not only

to design bu also to supervice the entire production pf a

better class of Felt Slippers. All correspondence strictly

confidential. To avoid delay please give full information

in first letter as to particulars of previous employment,

age, salary, etc. Box 977, Shoe and Leather Journal.

WANTED, for Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, a

Commission Salesman to handle the Gracia Line of Wo-
men's McKay Shoes.- Experienced man only. The W. E.

Y\
roelfle Shoe Co.', Ltd., Kitcbener, Ont.

Are you one of the very few House
in the industry not handling

National Shoe Plates'

f m> we would like to send you samples

"National" Shoe Plates

are made in three sizes, from cold
rolled steel.

Easy to drive on .hard to wear off.
—WRITE US FOR SAMPLES—TO-DAY.

—

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells St.

Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
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"Shoe Findings & Accessories as Money Mak-
ers" by Mr. Chas. Tilley of Chas. Tilley & Son.

"The Early Closing Question".

7 P.M. Smoker or other Entertainment.

In addition to the above programme, the opportun-

ity will be taken of showing the visitors the points of

interest in Toronto, and also of visiting the G-utta Percha

factory and possibly other plants.

THE TEDERATION
On Wednesday morning the question of a Federa-

tion will likely be discussed, and definite action taken.

On the second day necessary arrangements should be

ready for the installation of officers, and for any other

procedure necessary.

From this distance it looks like a highly successful

convention, Later advices of those who propose coming
are expected to swell the list to a point eyond the ori-

ginal hopes of those behind the idea.

THE WHOLESALE TRADE
The members of the wholesale trade have come

tnrough in their usual generous manner, and with their

assistance, funds will be available without which the

gathering could not have been consummated. The Com-
mittee appreciate to the fullest extent the co-operation

of this tangible nature, particularly at a time when most

firms, big and small, are tightening their purse strings,

and economising to the limit till times become better.

They feel, moreover, that anything that benefits the re-

pair trade reflects directly back to the wholesale trade,

and the benefits to all branches of the trade from such

conferences as this cannot be measured in dollars and

cents.

A FINAL APPEAL
This is the last advance notice of the meeting. Our

next number will contain a full account of the convention
proceedings, which should be full of interest for repair
men from coast to coast. For the problems are similar
from Halifax to Vancouver. If you can possibly come, by
all means do so. If you are looking for fun, you will find
it; if you are looking for business, you will find it, and
ii you are looking for trouble, well, you may be accom-
modated.

Two days chock full of business, vitally interesting
matters, lively discussions and fine entertainment. Who
would miss it?

Don't forget, at the Arlington Hotel, King St. West,
Toronto, and if possible tell Mr. S. Burnett you are com-
ing. A card to 7(31 Yonge St., will find him.

NOTES OF THE TRADE

T. Blakey, Prop, of the Modern Shoe Repairing
Store, Medicine Hat, Alta., had an unfortunate occur-
ence on Sunday. night June 26th. While driving back
from Redcliff to Medicine Hat, his Ford car turned turtle
and injured him slightly.

Mr. W. Gibson, shoemaker of Belleville, Ont. died re-
cently at the age of 94 years. He was one of Belleville's

oldest citizens, having been a resident for over three quar-
ters of a century. His wife predeceased him about a month
ago.

Mr. John Maecker is commencing in the shoe repairing

business at Preston, Ont.

HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and No. B4—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which
is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
32 Front St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Double "H" Service Finer Merchandize

The care with which we have

selected the houses which we

represent is reflected in the

expressed satisfaction of our

customers.

It is timely for the merchant to

note that our sales-force covers

the entire Dominion represent-

ing:

PALMER-McLELLAN, LTD
(Larrigans & Shoe-packs)

ENGLISH SPORT SHOES

FINE ENGLISH BROGUES

COCHRANE SOLES & HEELS

INDIAN SLIPPERS

BEADED BUCKLES AND
BOWS

SPATS AND OVERGAITERS

Spats and
Overgaiters
As announced last month we
hove organized a .separate
company to manufacture our
Spats and Overgaiters. The
product of the new force is of
the higest order and will take
the lead whereever shown.

We are also producing our
own

SOFT SOLE
SLIPPERS

in many beautiful designs.

The selling organization wilt

be continued as here-to-fore
under the name of Hall and
Hodges, Limited, to whom all

communications should head-
dressed.

HALL, HODGES and

BLONDEAU, Limited

HALL and HODGES
LIMITED

16 ST. SACRAMENT STREET
MONTREAL CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Announcement—
To Merchants and Repairmen
We are now in a position to supply the demand for AIR-PEDS
Soles and Heels made in Canada.

Many of the Findings Jobbers have a stock on hand but if

your accustomed source of supply can not serve you, we will

welcome your direct inquiry.

Do not confuse AIR-PEDS with any other product. They are

different in construction and infinitely different in appear-

ance and wear.

MCDMEMR IPMDn^lIJCCirS ©IF (DAMAIDA
ILIIMinirTETID

941SfSulpice Sireel

^Monh-eal, Canada

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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111

Gl ass
For Every

BUILDING PURPOSE

PLATE GLASS
For Show Cases

Shelves

Display Counters

Also Mirrors

Sheet and Fancy

Art Glass

and

ZOURI
Safety Set

Metal Store Front Construction

Our latest Catalogue will be sent

on request.

CONSOLIDATED
PLATE GLASS CO

- OF CANADA LIMITED
WINNIPEG TORONTO MONTREAL

Buried in Burning Coal

for 18 Hours

A recent report from one of our largest
chartered banks says:

"During fire, safe fell from upper floor

into cellar, into 15 tons of burning coal,

and remained there 18 hours. Every-

thing came out intact."

Duration of fire, intensity of heat, or distance of

fall need not be considered when you have your
valuables in a Taylor Safe.

Write us for quotations on our Fire-proof Safes

and our Steel Cabinets for filing.

J. & J. Taylor

Limited

Toronto Safe

Works

TORONTO
ONTARIO

Branches:

MONTREAL
WIXXIPEG
VAC01TER

Turn Into Money
Your slow ;i n d doubtful book accounts.
Hand them to the collection Department
of The Mercantile Agency.

R. G. DUN &IC0.9 70 Bay St.

The Collection Service, which has been proved
most satisfactory by all users of it, is

0PEH TO REFERENCE BOOK SUBSCRIBERS
Subscription and Collection Rates on Application

Over Seventy Years Record of Efficiency

NOTE FOR REPAIR MEN

This issue we have devoted to the Retail Convention,

somewhat at the expense of the Repair Trade. But we be-

lieve the shoe repair man can get just as much out of the

reports of the Convention proceedings as can the retailer.

Moreover, the tables will be turned in our next issue,

when a full report of the Repair Convention will be pu-

niished. which we believe will comprise as much informa-

tion of an invaluable nature as has ever before been set

before the Shoe Repair Trade in one volume.

We suggest that you keep both of these issues for

reference.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal"1 when writing an advertiser
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GEO. A. SLATER
Limited

MONTREAL

A

POPULAR MODEL
FOR

FALL 1921

Men's Brown Russia

SI rap Bal

"By Request" Last

Mention 'Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The values in

our Stitchdowns

are filling our

plant to capacity

Jobbers everywhere have told us

that our stitchdowns are an im-

provement over all others in

value.

We are producing just the qual-

ity, too, that the trade is looking

for.

Samples and Prices on request.

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY
THIRD AVENUE AMI ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

Attractive Shoes to Retail at $0.00, $7.00 and $s.00 Will Bring You Business.

This No. 556 has taken the

trade by storm. It is a fine

brown calf — an imitation

welt, as flexible as a shoe

can be.

The complete line is well

worth seeing — sold direct

to the merchant.

A salesman will call if you

say so. ,

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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HOW ABOUT YOUR STOCK OF
WILLIAMS SHOES FOR FALL

If you delayed in placing your orders for Fall Trade now is the time to provide yourself
with sufficient stock of these reliable shoes. There is almost sure to be a congestion of
rush Fall orders. Get yours in now and be assured of satisfactory delivery and best
values. With no other shoes are you more certain of quick, steady turnover and profit-

able trade.

WILLIAMS SHOE LIMITED
Brampton, Ontario

La Gioconda
Hand-Made Italian Turns

HERE is a quality peculiar to Italian Hand Made
1 Turns that can not be approached by any other

product.

This fine workmanship finds full expression in the beau-

tifully fashionable shoes we are selling to the best trade

in Canada.

D. SEBASTIANI
960 St. Denis St. - MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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GOODYEAR

WHITE McKay Welting-Color GUARANTEED
A specialty that we unqualifiedly recommend to

the trade because of its splendid quality, great ten-
sile strength, and warranted fast color. Write us
for free samples and prices.

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
INCORPORATED

69 Crescent Street. Itrockton, Mass.

Department of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass.
SALES OFEICES:

BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA, Southwest Corner Fifth and Arch Streets; CINCINNATI. 410
East Eighth Street; CHICAGO, 305 West Lake Street; ST. LOUIS. No. 1419 Olive St..

ROCHESTER, N.Y... 22 Andrews St.; NEW YOHK CITY. 33 Spruce Street.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND. Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton. 4 Albion St.. Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois, 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries. Paris.

MARK

Our NON-ROYALTY

Standard - Consolidated

Lasting Machine

The Best Lasting

Machine

on the Market

All Parts are Interchangeable.

For Prices and Particulars apply

The Machinery Company

Limited

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Mention "Shoe and Leather journal", wlien u ritiiig an adpt rtiser
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At the Service of the Industry

It is the aim of this organization to supply the

needs of the industry with precision and

dispatch.

There are many things needed, often in a hurry.

Our service is rather well-known on the

following

:

ADHESIVES
BOARDS & BLOCKS
BRUSHES
CUTTING DIES

SANDPAPER
SHANKS
WAX
ETC.

When in need of supplies of any kind, U.S.M.C.

organization is at your command.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited

Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch: 28 Demers St. Kitchener: 46 S. Foundry Street

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The "Maryon" Shoe

A Highly

Specialized Line

of

Women
1

s McKays

and Turns

in the

Better Grades

The Shoe Jobber and large

buyer who is open for a

line that has unusually good

style at attractive prices

will buy this new line of

ours.

Samples and Prices sent

promptly to those inter-

ested.

LACHANCE & TANGUAY 70

Z?Z™<?™
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Latest Thing
In Hockey Boots
Is, as usual, to be seen in this model from the Tanguay Line.
In addition to its specially formed last which gives a comfort-
able but firm fit, these essential features are further assured
by the improved strap lacing device, particularly around the
ankle. These, with its other features, mean a light strong shoe
that will hold its shape, stand the hardest usage and SELL at

a record rate.

Tanguay Staples

Surpassed by none for fitting and wearing qualities and
VALUE, they are the choice of merchants in all parts of

Canada who are reaping good trade by featuring them.

Only by seeing our complete line can you be convinced of our
ability to serve you to better advantage with shoes that will

make you certain of steady sales at satisfying profit.

JOS. TANGUAY
34 King Street (Cor. St. Dominique)

QUEBEC, - - - QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an adveftisei
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.

Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Fleury.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.

Quebec, Glove Mfg., Ltd., 3'rd St. Limoilou.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Maliie de l'lncarnation.

Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, C, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pietre, Colomb and Nelson.

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.

Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr.. 026 Fleury.

Fortier N, 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

" CENTAUR "

A UNIQUE SURFACE KID

—Different because of its beautiful finish.

—Different because of its everlasting, brilliant

color.

—Different because of its fine, even grain.

Different because it will not scuff and will

out-wear kid.

Large, handsome premises at 35 Colomb, enable us to serve

you just a little better than usual.

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST.

QUEBEC, P.Q.

.1/ cntion "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Samson Values

Continue to Lead

All through the period of readjust-

ment, our prices have been most

fair. Coupled with this we have

considerably improved every line

until to-day, for the price.

You can find no greater values or no more attractive merchandise than

in Samson Staples and Samson Hockey, Football or Sporting Boots.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20AragoSt. QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" When wHting an advertiser
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GOULET

Men's and Boys' Welts, Women's Mock Welts,
McKays and Standard Screw for Men, Women,
Misses, Boys, Youths and Children.

A solid line of Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

Many of the new ideas for Fall have been

added to our line, bringing it in line with the

demand for more novel Shoes.

You will appreciate, too, that in every way,

the Goulet Shoes are better value.

A typical Women's Mock Welt by
Goulet—S-inches hig-h with Military

or Cuban Heel.

ONESIME GOULET & SON, LIMITED,
575 St. Valier St. Quebec

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LIMITED

11 Belleau St., Quebec.

Two
Factories

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
Tin's heel-making1 capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an adccr'tiscr
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LAST CALL FOR FALL
There is still much Fall business to be placed, although orders

have been coming in larger volume in July.

Those delaying much beyond the 1st of August, while run-

ning grave danger of receiving late shipment, will minimize

this risk by placing with an organization with capacity large

enough to quickly handle a large volume.

The Marois line contains the very latest in Footwear for both

Men and Women.

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED, Quebec, P.Q.
Permanent Sample Rooms: Shanghnessy Bldg., 137 McGill St.. Montreal.

516 Board of Trade Bld{,r„ Toronto.

Mention "Sltoc and Leather Journal" when writing an advet'tiser
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Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS

Our sheepskins have been
the standard for quality
and colors in Canada for
over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

Remember the Convention of the National
Shoe Retailers' Association at Toronto,

July 13th and 14th.

BBANCH WABEBOOMS
252 Notre Dame St. W„ Montreal

553 St Valier Street, Quebec

EICHAED FBEBES, Agent
and at

50 Foundry St. South, Kitchener

Mention "Shoe arid* Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING

FANCY AND
NOVELTY GOODS

SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

THERE NEVER WAS a night so dark or long that morning did

not follow. So, we believe, business has turned the corner

and prolonged prosperity is inevitable. This vast nation must

be shod. And the leather industry will be the shoer. The dawn of

the great revival is certain. Then, as now, this house asks the

opportunity to serve your needs in Cut Soles.

SOLE LEATHER
We also furnish Backs, Bends and Shoulders

MILLIARD & MERRILL
INCORPORATED

Main Office: 130 Eastern Avenue, LYNN, Mass.

BROCKTON WELTING COMPANY Inc. Dept. of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc.

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

SALES OFFICES: BOSTON, 185 Essex St.; PHILADELPHIA, S. W. Cor. 5th and Arch Sts. ; CINCINNATI, 810 Sycamore St.

CHICAGO, 305 W. Lake St.; MILWAUKEE, 258-260 Fourth St.: ROCHESTER, N.T., 22 Andrews St.;

NEW YORK CITY. 33 Spruce St.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND, Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.
FRANCE: Louis Dubois; 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Cotton Shoe

Linings

Ducks. Etc., Etc

Side Leathers

Splits

FROM
Rubber Cement

Bottom Filler

Sheepskins

Tannery

1704 Iberville St

Montreal

Rubber
Cement Factory

26 Gladstone Ave.

Montreal

NEW CASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White, Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits,
Indias. Heavy Leathers, Skivers, Cab-
rettas.as well as for Cotton and Cloths.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch—335 Craig St. W.. Montreal

Factory—Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A.

COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
HIDES, CALFSKINS
AND HORSE HIDES

Most country hides carry 2 or 3 lbs. of excess meat;
some much more. Our hides well fleshed. This
difference of 5% to 7% means fully, lc. per lb., which
the tanner saves when buying

"COLONIAL TRIM AND DELIVERY"
OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FOLLOWS:

274 Wellington St., Montreal, P. Q.

Quebec, P. Q. St. John, N. B.
Ottawa, Ont. Peterboro, Ont.

Three Rivers, P. Q,
Windsor, If. S.

. "GOODRICH"

^ Hand Turned Footwear

$ prestige and an enviable reputation
for better grade retailers. They are
carefully made of selected materials
by expert turn workmen."

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

J.HA.
CODES: MARCONI, BENTLEY, L1EBER.
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTER.

YSMITH & SONS H,DE
F
a
Ac
d
T
L
o
E

?s
THER

Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOB HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

MORSON, BOSWELL & COMPANY
IMPORTERS

64 Wellington St. West

TORONTO

St. Nicholas Building

MONTREAL

We Specialize in

CLOTH SHOE TOPPING—Black and all Colors

COTTON SHOE LININGS GAITER CLOTHS

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, C0L03IBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE NEW YOKK CHICAGO

'We deliver what you buy'
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITSARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "Siioe and Leather Journal" when writing <in advertiser



As Good As It Looks

p LARKE'S Patent Leather LOOKS good — cannot

be made to look better. It IS good — as good

as the very best methods of production and choicest of

skins and materials can make it. It looks better than

ever in the new snappy styles made up with it which

leading manufacturers are showing for the coming

season. Every season is a CLARKE PATENT season.

Qlnrmttn

Uranrb ai JHmitrral anil ($nrhrr

Largest Producers of Patent Leather in the British Empire.



THE THIRTY-FOURTH YEAR. TORONTO, JULY 1st, 1921

POBUSflEP TWieE-A-fflffl

CONVENTION AT
TORONTO JULY 13-14

eg

FACTS ABOUT PRICES

Training a Sales-Forces

THE CONSUMERS POINT
:: :: OF VIEW :: ::

STABALIZE STYES
PROFITS from FINDINGS
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BORHS FAUS.
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— OAK

Solid Satisfaction
comes to Shoe Manufacturers who use

Trent Valley or Royal
OAK

SOLE LEATHER
The Leather that invariably gives

Highest Quality

Greatest Value
Longest Wear

Two Twin Tannages of the Six

manufacturer by

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

SALES OFFICES
Kitchener Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Penetang Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls

iiiHiiJiHiiiimiiimniKmnmTTw

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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KID KIP
Strong, Pliable, Soft and Brilliant

THIS leather, which is our own tannage, has qualities

belonging to it exclusively.

It is called Kid Kip because it resembles a high grade

plump kid.

It is, however, much stronger than kid and is particularly

suited for shoes worn by folks who want the comfort of

Kid but demand an extra amount of wear.

Makers of shoes of this class will be interested in our latest

samples and prices.

Samples sent gladly on request.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

St. Hyacinthe 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL
REPRESENTATIVES:

For Ontario :—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City :—Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

k

ft

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Selling Well

Throughout Canada

Globe Shoes with their Pillow

Insoles are becoming the fastest

selling shoes for children all over

the country.

The Baby Walk is a most popular
number.

In addition to our "Baby Walk"
with its pillow insole, we draw
your attention to the Globe line of

Pillow Welts (welts with our

patent cushion soles and to our

well known Comfort turns with
Pillows insole and Rubber heel.

Sold at very modest figures in keeping with the demand for reasonable

prices and good shoes.

No. XX 202.

—

A specialty of the Women's Fat Ankle type. A Dongola extension edge turn with

Pillow Insole and Rubber Heel. Make in Blucher, Bal. or Button. IV/dlhs—E. EE. and EEE.

A leader wherever shown. Prices and samples on application.

GLOBE SHOE, LIMITED
QUE.TERREBONNE

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal"' when 'writing an advertiser
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Give a receipt
and get all your money

The right way to handle a sale

1. Collect the goods at the

wrapping counter beside

the register.

2. Tell the customer the price

and get the money.

3. Register the sale.

4. Wrap the receipt in the

parcel.

5. Give parcel and change to

the customer.

The customer gets quick service.

The clerk gets credit for making the

sale.

The merchant gets all of his profits.

We make cash re^istefrs for every line of businessNATIONAL
CASH REGISTER CO.

OF CANADA. LIMITED

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser

*A"1.50 "0126 JUN 18-21

Amount ''. '-'-,]' Que

THIS IS A RECEIPT FOR YOUR
PURCHASE.

THE RAND-JOHNSON CO.

NEW YORK

Wrap this receipt in the parcel

SBJDIB
I CASH I

I DOLLARS 1 CTS 1

Get thi* receipt inside the register

Mdional
And get all your money
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Shoemakers for over a Century to the Particular Men and Women of Canada.

Manufacturers for Canada of Dr. A. Reed Cushion Sole Shoes.

COME to the Convention in Toronto. Remember the

dates — Juty 13th and 14th. The trip will well re-

pay all merchants.

A complete set of Bell Samples will be shown in our own
sample rooms — No. 123 Bay Street, which is two blocks

from the King Edward Hotel.

Our representatives will be on hand to greet our friends

from all over Canada.

J. & T. Bell, Limited

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Toronto, Jnlj 13—14.

N. S. R. A. ConTention,

A Fast Selling Specialty

This "Sportman" is made to fill a definite demand — It, therefore, sells

wherever it is offered.

It is made of heavy Winter Calf. It is a Goodyear Welt. The sole is

waterproofed. It sells at retail around $15.00 for full profit.

4

SAMPLES AND PRICES SENT ON APPLICATION.

Dufresne & Locke, Limited
Montreal, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and, Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser
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These

Staples Lead

All Over

Canada

P5

No. 313—,4 Women's Gun Metal Calf
Oxford. Single sole McKay. Whole
quarter. Perforated tip. A popu-
lar shoe also in style with its

medium fine toe.

TAPLE lines, not already placed for Fall

should be ordered at once.

There is every indication that there will be

serious congestion in all factories in August

and September.

The long sighted merchant will see this condi-

tion and place, at least for his staple lines,

without further delay.

Yamaska Staples are standard all over Canada.

The Yamaska is one of the very few lines of

staples sold direct to the Retail Merchant.

Staples

= I|IL1^
§31

LAComp&gnie JA&M Cote
ST. HYACINTHE ,

QUE.

mvzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzn

mvzzzzzzzzzzzzzzm m ^iS^^
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Merchants Who Make
The Trade Wheels Turn
Are those who, by standing together in unity and cooperation, work
trade improvements and eliminate trade difficulties in a way that

means more successful merchandising for each one under all condi-

tions. Between the changing demands of the consumer comes the

RETAILER, and only by complete knowledge of both phases of the

trade can he make the most out of his retailing.

To study these improvements and difficulties and to learn these

manufacturing and retailing conditions, the attending of the

NATIONAL SHOE RETAILERS'
ASSOCIATION CONVENTION
at Toronto, July 13th and 14th, is an actual NECESSITY for

every progressive shoeman.

The success of the Convention means a healthy Association, which

means better trade possibilities for all, and it all depends on the

attendance of every merchant. Come ! ! You will have a pleasant

and profitable time.

Getty & Scott, Limited
Gait - Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'* when writing an advertiser
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"Dalaco", "Patricia" and "Metropolitan" are three safe brands to

tie to. For some time merchants all over Canada have been appre-

ciative of the wonderful value in these shoes.

A sales-man will call to show you the entire line, if you say so.

N. S. R. A. Annual Convention at Toronto, July 13th & 14th.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

I

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Paying Line
Of Summer Footwear
No Summer Footwear that you can handle is a

better trade yielder than

SPEED KING
OUTING SHOES

ATHLETE

The name "SPEED KING" carries with it an

assurance of highest quality and value

—

Faultless Workmanship
High Grade Material
Style, Fit and Wear

Not only its RELIABILITY but its COMPLETE-
NESS makes it the Superior Line of Outing

Shoes.

For every sport or recreation there is a Speed

King model that exactly meets the need and

satisfies every wearer.

A full stock of Speed Kings is your very best

Outing Shoe Trade Insurance. Keep up your

stock. Our wholesalers will give you quick

supply service.

ALWEAR

(KM

PLAYMATE

INDEPENDENT WHOLESALERS
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Halifax, N.S.
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S.
Brou n, Rochette, Limited - - Quebec, Que.
James Kohinson Co., Limited - Montreal, Que.
Locke Footwear Co., Limited - Montreal, Que.
J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto, Out.
White Shoe Co., Limited ... Toronto, Ont.

C. Weaver -

The London Shoe Co., Limited
T. Long & Brother, Limited
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited
Dowers Limited -

The J. Leckie Co., Limited

VACATION

Trenton, Ont.
London, Ont.

Collingwood, Ont.
Regina, >a»U.

- Edmonton. Alta.
- Vancouver, B.C.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Many Jobbers Carry

The Latest Styles

Early in the year, the shoe
wholesalers . commenced to

place orders for novelty lines.

All spring and summer, the

orders for One-Straps, Two-

Straps, Brogues, Imitation
Brogues, Ball Straps,, Saddle
Straps and other special num-
bers have kept us busy.

Merchants then, will find
jobbers in growing numbers
able to supply them with
fashionable shoes, well, made,
at moderate prices.-

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co., Registered
MONTREAL, QUE.

Making Women's
Welts, McKays and

Turns of a Standard

quality for the whole-

sale trade.

LfSJL^NLTI*! ?M1 iri III
2ZZSBZ

"Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"Little Darling"—

A Leader For The Jobber

T HIS line of childrens' shoes is making money for

jobbers all over Canada.

The shoes are well made from good materials.

The price is kept within bounds by economical manu-

facturing methods.

Sampes and Prices on Request

LOUIS GERMAIN
231 Christoph Colomb Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal' 1 when writing an advertiser
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ROBERT H. FOERDERER
PHILADELPHIA incorporated PENN., U.S.A.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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GENUINE SERVICE
THE wide distribution of A. H. M. Branches is an important

factor in present-day merchandising.

Those merchants using our in-stock service will find it possible to

secure prompt shipment on many of the popular styles of the day.

Manufactured and sold by

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY, LIMITED
HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The two models
regular linen b

order for Sum in

trade. While co

demand of the

way they arc

design al all.

Shoes to buy
$9.00.

we shoiv here are

eing shipped on
er and early Fall

m plying with the

season in every

not extreme in

They are safe

to retail around

Finer

Shoe-Making

"Canadian Footwear" Shoes embody all

that is new in design, all that is to be

desired in good shoe-making and at better

prices than usual.

"Canadian Footwear" Shoes are to be

classed among the finer lines — but they

are not at all high in price.

'

In other words, the shoes show the latest

in design, they are well made from care-

fully selected leather and well finished.

Jobbers and Merchants will both find the

new Canadian Footwear line to be a

leader with them.

A card will bring our representative.

Canadian Footwear Co., Limited

Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when loriting an advertiser
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FIFTY YEARS PRODUCING HONEST LEATHERS

Qobem never
g bee.

}ATE
COLT

NT

iffiERlMNING 00.
MANUFACTURERS OF

(QfflF«AND SIDES

SHEEP SKINS CHROME SOLE COTTON FINDINGS

12 9 SOUTH STREET , BOSTON . MAS S.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ECLIPSE SHOES

Eclipse Quality is the most sound basis

on which to build a growing Juvenile

Trade. Eclipse Shoemaking sets tho

highest possible standard in both ma-

terial and workmanship — producing

a correct fitting, long wearing shoe

with plenty of style. The greater worth

of Eclipse Shoes enable you to offer

your customers GREATER VALUES.

Turns, McKays and Stitchdowns

for

Growing Girls, Misses, Youths

and Children

Gait Shoe Manufaturing Co.
Limited

GALT - ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather •Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Leadership

Quality
~

Founded on

Twenty-five years — long enough to have mastered the

utmost in the art of Rubber Shoe Making; long enough to

have learned the needs of one customers and long enough

to realize that true leadership in our line can only be built

on the solid foundation of Quality. Twenty-five years is the

space of our experience in the manufacture of Outing Shoes

and Rubbers, and it has been

Maltese Cross Rubbers

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF LEADERSHIP.

OUTING" BRAND SHOES

The popular lines throught the whole of Canada

Manufactured by

Head Offices and Factory, Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CALF AND KIP SIDES

STORM CALF
All collors

H. B. JOHNSTON & CO.
TORONTO, CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 1083. Tan Calf
Oxford, Boulevard last,

Vamp saddle punched
and pinked with shield
tip effect.

The Call of The Convention
of the National SHhoe Retailers' Association at Toronto,
July 13 and 14 is a call to every progressive shoe retailer

to take part in an event that vitally effects shoe retailing

in all its phases. Problems and prospects, common to all

shoemen, are dealt with, and the men who attend are well

repaid in valuable information and ideas.

Don't be a Stay-at-home. Be "among those present."

We cordially invite all Convention Visitors to visit us at our
showroom at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto.

A hearty welcome and an interesting showing awaits you.

The Talbot Shoe Co., Limited
ST. THOMAS - - ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an adverti**:
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Make the Most Out of

Your Convention Trip

The National Shoe Retailers' Convention at Toronto, July 13th and 14th
will be the mecca of all progressive shoemen. They will go there to give
and to get ideas and information on every branch of the shoe selling

business, and the general improvement of the trade and the benefit to
each individual member should be sufficient incentive for ALL to attend.

To be of greater service to the trade we have arranged to have Monarch
and Brandon Shoes on display at the King Edward Hotel during the
Convention. All Convention Visitors are cordially invited to see our
showing. We are confident it will show you the way to some advant-
ageous buying and profitable selling.

Remember the Convention dates—Julv 13th and 14th—and come.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The Brandon Shoe Co., Limited
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

1

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writiiuj an advertiser
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CONVENTION VISITORS!

A Royal Welcome
At The Home Of
REGAL SHOES

Corson's "Open Shop" policy fully applies in connection with

the hospitality we are prepared and anxious to show to visiting

retailers during the Convention, July 13th and 14th. It is "Open
House" here to every member of the Trade. You will have an

opportunity of seeing Corson shoemaking in every detail. You
will see the wisdom of our policy to carry on high grade shoe-

making unhampered by any outside interference. You will find

us busier than ever — turning out more shoes than we ever did

before — serving Canadian merchants with Canadian-made

Regal Shoes that are the equal of the best shoes produced

anywhere.

No merchant who has at heart the interest of the trade generally

and who is ambitious for the development of his own business

in particular, should miss this big Convention. Come to Toronto

for this important event and give us a share of your time at the

Corson Plant.

Corson Shoe Manufacturing Co.
Limited

STIRLING ROAD TORONTO

MANUFACTURED ftM UNDER LICENCE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Amherst Solid Shoes

Seasons After Season

Year After Year

Decade After Decade

!

Indeed for 54 years

The

AMHERST'S
have grown in popularity because they are

DEPENDABLE
The wearer gets his money's worth. Freaks

come and go! But our Reliables stay to comfort

and satisfy.

Sales for 1920 — $1,524,938.00.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited

Amherst — Halifax — Regina

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writiiifj an advertiser
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Eugene Guay Counters
Always Uniform

,

THAT is one great advantage of a well

made fibre counter. The mechanical

process insures that all counters come

the same.

Economical methods keep Guay prices right,

too.

The Eugene Guay Counter is used in in-

creasing numbers becauses it is dependable,

is comfortable, it easy in fitting and is guar-

anteed.

EUGENE GUAY, Reg.
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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WE EXTEND GREETINGS TO ALL ATTENDING THE NATIONAL CONVENTION IN TORONTO, JULY
13TH AND 14TH. MAY IT BE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL IN THE HISTORY OF THE CANADIAN SHOE

AND LEATHER INDUSTRY

(Registered U. S. Patent Office)

Largest Manufacturers in the World of Black Glazed Kid

SPECIALTIES

fcl

Surpass
"

BROWN KID

"Dahlia Kangaroo
1

1

"Daisy Cabretta
"

MAT AND GLAZED FINISH MAT AND GLAZED FINISH

Surpass Leather Co.
FACTORY
Philadelphia

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
17 Battery Place, New-York, N. Y.

FACTORY
Gloversville, N. Y.

New York
St. Louis

SALES OFFICES
Boston

Loudon Cincinnati

Philadelphia

Chicago

SURPASS LEATHER CORPORATION BOOTH & COMPANY (London) Ltd.

Boston, Mass. London, Eng.

Mention "Shoe and Leather. Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Style at a Price
These mock welts are known
for their style, their wear

and for the flexibility of the

soles.

It is an ideal line to meet the

present day conditions.

No. 566, as shown, for in-

stance can be sold at retail

for $7.00 at a good profit.

Samples and prices on re-

quest

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

I

Stitchdowns

at the Right

Price for

To-days Market

The sale of stitchdowns can be,

and is being, increased by the un-

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price.

CANADIAN ST1TCHDOWN COMPANY
THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser
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UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553, St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

i
The ACKERMAN Line

Those merchants who feature the Peterboro

Shoe find it the link beaween their store and

a large proportion of the buying public.

It is a strong link to hold customer goodwill

because it means full money-worth value and

thoroughly satisfactory service.

Each season Ackerman Shoes strenghthen

their enviable reputation as reliable sellers.

Maple Leaf Brand Rubbers,

Fleet Foot Outing Shoes.

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co., Limited
PETERBORO, ONT. Western Branch, REGINA, SASK.

MAKERS OF THE "PETERBORO" SHOE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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When
Retailers Get Together

There is a good time and a profitable time in store for those who
take part in the get-together movement of Canada's Shoe Retailers

by attending the NATIONAL SHOE RETAILERS' ASSOCIATION
CONVENTION, Toronto, July 13th., and 14th.

The many and various problems of shoe retailing are brought up,

and the discussion to which they are subjected by men experienced

in the trade is sure to be fruitful of the best ways and means of solv-

ing them.

The whole affair is the source of information and ideas obtainable in

no other way. Those who take advantage of it will realize results

that will mean actual profit in their business.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Another step in our development has been the acquisi-

tion of the plants and staff of the gaiter and slipper

factories whose output we controlled.

For economy and production, as well as to enable this

company to ensure for its constomersa source of supply

that will be continuously satisfactory, it decided to acquire

and operate the two plants as a separate unit under the

title

HALL, HODGES AND BLONDEAU
LIMITED

We claimed to make the best fitting gaiters and slip-

pers in Canada, we can claim now also that we make them.

This Company specializes in supplying distinctive foot-

wear of all kinds, and as we number among our customers

the leading houses in England, Scotland and the United

States, and New Zealand, as well as in Canada, we feel

particularly well able to fill your requirements.

HALL and HODGES
LIMITED

16 ST. SACRAMENT STREET
MONTREAL CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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HOPE

Without hope, ambition would fail

—

hope is the inspiration of commerce.

The spirit of the age, working with

industry produced the good fibre

counter — an improvement in every

way on other materials for the pur-

pose.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.

Made in Canada by the I argest Shoe Fihrr Maker';
in thr Rriiish Empire

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ichen writing an advertiser
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The Benefits of Trade Conferences

THE getting together of a body of men identified with any specific craft or calling cannot but be

beneficial from the broadening effect that inevitably results from the personal contact and the

exchange of practical experience involved. From this standpoint alone, gatherings like that of the

National Shoe Retailers' Association and the National Shoe and Leather Travellers' Association ought to

be well worth the time and money devoted to them.

But the advantages to the trade at large from the discussion of subjects pertinent to these branches

are far beyond those that may accrue to individual members of the sections meeting and dealing with

the question that seem of more particular interest to themselves.

It is a good thing that the shoe and leather trades of Canada are through their established organ-

izations in a position not only to discuss, but in a practical way deal with some of the issues that affect

their relations to each other; but unless the effect of their organizations is to help them not only to

improve personal relationships, but induce that active co-operation that is the only hope of eliminating

the outstanding differences that crop up from time to time, and also to encourage a constructive campaign

for the betterment not only of trade but of general conditions, all their meetings will be largely in vain.

It is to be hoped that the joint sessions of the retailers and travellers will result in a sincere effort

to minimize for one thing the wastage that has become all too commonly associated with modern business

methods as between wholesaler and retailer. If we are ever to reach a period of stability and prosperity

in which all are to participate and find happiness as well as profit, there must be a sincere militating

against true progress and development.

The programme of the National Convention seems to promise that the practical will dominate in

the fullest sense the deliberations of this important body of retail merchants. Every live retailer and tra-

veller should make it a point to attend the convention this month.
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Convention Programme
Complete Details Stage all Set forjRecord Gathering

TUESDAY, July 12th.

10.00 a.m. Registration all day King Edward
Hotel.

10.30 a.m. Conference of Special Committees

to complete general arrangements,

prepare reports, etc.

2.30 p, Conference of Special Commit-
tees of Retailers and Travellers.

N. S. R. A. Officers and Council

meet to discuss business of Con-

vention.

WEDNESDAY, July 13th.

9.00 a. in. Registration of Delegates.

10.00 a. in. Address of Welcome. Mayor of

Toronto.

. Responses, Ceo. 0. Cales, Presi-

dent N. S. R. A.

Provincial Vice-Presidents :

—

Quebec, C. R. La Salle. Montreal.

Maritimes, H. W. Rising, St.

John, N.B.

Ontario, E. A. Stephens. Ottawa.

Manitoba, W. EL Devlin, Winnipeg.
Sask., Alberta, B. C:, .las. Good-

win, Vancouver, B.C.

11.00 a. in. Minutes of 1920 Convention. Re-

ports of Secretary ami Treasurer

Appointment of standing and spe-

cial Committees.
1 1 .30 a. in. Ad journement

.

12*30 a. in. Luncheon of Combined Associa-

tions.

Speaker:—Judge If. S. Mott. of

Toronto Juvenile Court. Subject:

"Our outstanding assets the Roy".
.-2.00 p. in. Address: The Upper Leather Si-

tuation. Mr. 0. G. Marlatt, (Mar-
latt & Armstrong Co.).

2.15 p. in. Address: The Sole Leather Si-

tuation, Mr. W. J. Heaven. (An-
glo-Can. Leather Co.

)

2.30 p. in. "How to promote efficiency in

the Sales Force".

By Rowland Hill Jr., London.
3.00 p. in. "Successful Merchandising on a

Falling Market". O. E. Smith.
Peterboro, Ont. Discussion.

3.30 p. m. "Handling Customers Successful-

ly" J. Howard Corkner, Ottawa.
1 to 6 p. m. As a courtesy to exhibiting man-

ufacturers, two hours to be set

apart for inspecting samples dis-

played by their representatives,

p. pi. sharp to enable Convention
delegates to proceed to Sunnyside
Pavilion for Dinner and Enter-

.00

tainment. Transportation pro-

vided.

in. Dinner and entertainment

Sunnvside Pavilion.

at

FRSDAY. Julv 14th.

9.30 a. m.

10.00 a. ni.

1 1.00 ;i. in.

1 1.3H a. m.

12.30 a. m.

i. m.

>. in.

Convention called to Order. An-
nouncements.

"Getting from under a stock

bought at high prices", by ('has.

Levinson, Hamilton, Ont. Dis-

cussion.

"Shoe Retailing", Mr. C. K. Chis-

holm, Cleveland, Ohio.

Vice President, N. S. R. A. of the

U. S. A. formerly of Brampton,

Ontario.

Question Box—"Something out of

the Ordinary" under the direction

of Mr. M. Chisholm, Toronto.

Luncheon Combined Associations.

Speakers :—S. Roy Weaver, Man-
ager and Treasurer Shoe Manu-
facturer- Assoc. of Canada. Peter

A. Doig, President of the National

Shoe ami Leather Travellers Asso-

ciation of Canada.

Session called to order.

"Optimism in Business" Mr. Nor-

man Sonimerville, M. A. of Som-
merville & Co., Barristers, Toronto.

The Human Element in Selling

Shoes. Mr. Win. Pidgeon Jr. Ro-

chester, N. Y., President of the

New York State Retail Shoe Deal-

ers' Association.

"Is it Profitahle to Stock Ho-
siery". 0. Roy Teetzel, Ottawa,

Ont. Discussion.

Reports of Resolutions, Auditing

and Nomination Committees.

Election of Officers and installa-

tion of same for 1981 and 1922.

Unfinished business.

Adjournment.
Third Annual Banquet of the S.

R. A. of Canada with whom are,

associated the N. S. & L. Trav.

Assn. Speakers Hon. Dr. Cody.

Rector, of St. Paul's Anglican

Church. Toronto. Mr. A. Monroe
Greer.

Special program of music and entertainment.

The Banquet will he absolutely informal. Dele-

gates and friends are asked to enter heartily into

the evenings enjoyment.

2.00

2.05

2.30

3.00

3.3M

4.30

:>.()()

7.00

p. in.

p. in.

p. m.

p. in.
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GEO. GALES, MONTREAL
President N.S.R.A.

A Message to Canadian Shoe Dealers
Present day circumstances and conditions demand the most thorough

and whole-hearted co-operation from every member of the shoe trade. The
advantage of this co-operation can best be obtained, and the interests of

the trade served to the fullest extent, through such an organization as the

IN. S. R. A.

Canadian shoe men have passed through one of the most critical

periods we shall ever encounter. Let us take council as to how we shall

profit from the lessons learned, and what we shall plan for the future.

As President of the National Shoe Retailers' Association of Canada,
I take this opportunity of extending the right hand of good fellowship,

and of welcoming you to its third annual convention. The executive join

me in thanking our members for their loyal support during the past year,

and in expressing the hope that every retailer who can possibly attend the

convention, will realize the necessity of his doing so.
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Training a Retail

Sales Force
Make Work of Training More Prac-

tical and More Productive. — The
Golden Rule Brings Results,

MR, Arthur Freeman of New-York 'City, addressing

the Loii'veutiou of Associated Advertising 'Clubs

in Atlanta, dealt with the ques+ ; '<ui of training and
handling retail sales people.

"The most iimjportNjit person, speaking in a composite

sense, in a retail store, is without doubt the so-called clerk

or sales person,. As Elibert Hubbard would remark, "This

has been said before, hut 'twill do no harm to twitter it

again."

"It would appear that every activity of a retail store

—

financial, advertising, merchandising, management, and so

on — finds its ultimate expression in these busy young
people behind the counter. Their comb inod intelligence,

their combined efficiency; and, what is more, their com-
bined spirit, constantly modify or accelerate the sum total

of activities of all the other people in that store.

"They used to say, "Salesmen are born, not made
- '

until some one came along and said, "They can be made"'

and proceeded to make them by a system of study. Now I

come along with the presumption to sa.y that they arc

neither born or made, but rather "unfolded".

"One of the great fallacies which still seems to stick

in the minds of store executives is that the average sales

person cannot be quickened by these finer 'appeals to which

the human heart responds.

"An educational system in a store, based on the so-

called laws of efficiency in selling, however, rigid, carefully

planned, and intensively applied it may be, is a travesty

unless it is founded upon the premise that anything which

is not as good for the sales person as it is for the store,

or anything which is not a& good for the customer as it is

for either the store or the sales person, is- morally wrong.

"Education merely tending to improve the so-called

ability of a mortal 1 to sell more goods in a given time, or

to sell higher priced goods', or to make one person buy more

than he intended to buy, or to make another buy some-

thing he neither wants or needs, is a dangerous thing,

unless it is tempered by a distinction between what is ef-

ficient and what is right.

It sounds like a far cry for me to say that the exces-

sive cost of doing business in a retail store is largely due

to a failure on the part of store owners to grasp the sig-

nificance of this idea. 1 wonder if store owners ever

stopped to realize the terrific cost of paying Avages to an

imhappy, dissatisfied, disloyal sales person, and the awful

ecenomie waste of "fear".

"One of the brightest merchants' in the country has

listened to me for hours;, telling him that a rank injustice

to a little girl behind the counter, perhaps more carelessly

than deliberately, and the offense being reported through

the store, could undo hours and perhaps week's of so-called

educating sales people. to get more sales.

"T have heard this same merchant and others say that

they deplored nothing so much as an offended, resentful

customer, who felt that an ini'nstice had been done her and

who as a result had not only withdrawn her patronage, but

continued to be an unhappy influence against that store

throughout the community.

"What of the employee in the same state of mind,
continuing to work- in the store, resentful, bitter, rnisunder- -

standing her place in the scheme of things, misunderstand-
ing the purpose of the store, and perhaps the purposes of

the business — and yet day after day striving to serve

customers ? How could you or I give our best endeavors to

an employer of whose sense of justice we were in doubt;
an employer whom we did not feel had our interests at

heart; an employer who was not constantly unfolding to

us his ideals; his purposes, his interests that we might
understand better our own individual prospects and our

own individual status?

"It is surprising how little thought the average person

gives to the simple things of life. I once told a group of

sales women in a coat department that I ludieved there

was a right coat for every woman and that it miist be a

great joy to a sales woman to be the channel through

which a woman might find the coat for her. I told of the

girl who had no right to peaceful sleep at night who would

wish a green coat on a red haired woman, or a coat with

stripes running horizontally for a short woman, or perpen-

dicularly for a tall one; and I asked them how they would

feel under similar circumstances. I told them about the

average woman who- came into their department with her

few dollars, earned by the hard labor of her husband or

father, or perhaps saved by sacrifice; and how important it

wasthat she should find a sympathetic, honest, interested,

able saleswoman to see that she got her monev's worth.

And thev told me afterwards that thev never looked noon

their job in this glorified sense-— this sense that they

were instruments for doing good, and not merely a

machine to sell merchandise.

"After all, sales people will reflect the examples set

by tho«e above them. A tyrannical store owner, merchandise

men, or buver will have snippy, insolent sales people in

his department or store — an inevitable result of the law

that "like attracts like". A dishonest, put-it-over type of

buyer or store owner should not be surprised to find an

excessive amount of stealing goiiur on in bis department

or store, with a surprising percentage of what we call

shrinkage at the end of the year.

"My fight is not with educational svstems, as such;

but rather wth the motives and the principles of those

who own the stores. If we believe that the Golden Rule is

the biggest idea that man knows, whether expressed in

"Truth in Advertising". "Monev Back to Customers".

"Courtesy to trade and kindness to hoV'. or anv one of

the other myriad manifestations of this idea, why don't

we begin now to make it fundamental in our framing"

system of those Mho are the representatives of the store,

standing between every department of its activities and the

customer who makes the store possible. What are Ave

Availing for?

"Keen the sales force in touch with the advertising

and help them eonvev to their customers, ^f neces<arv in

the same words, the spirit of the institution as breathed in

its advertising paqes. Pevelon that institutional morale

and esprit de corps which adds potentiality and effective-

ness to every other activity in a business

"Where there is the right spirit, the right love for

the store, and a feeling of confidence in the justice of the

men back of the store, there vou will find vour most

sr, (,eessf.ul sflUin;* p-onde: not onlv because that kind of a

siore attracts the best material, but. because so-called

store educational work thrives so much more in the fertile

mind of a happy, hopeful human being.
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Keep Your Chin Up
By Dr. Frank Crane

AM GOING to tell you the truth about this naughty world, and the truth is that
whichever way you're going, up or down, people want to help you along.

If you are going up we all want to boost; if you are going down we all want
to push. That is what we call sympathy.

You hear complaints that the rich are growing richer and the poor poorer. That
has always been the case, simply because it is human nature. Society has always
been organized to increase the wealth of the wealthy and the power of the powerful;
also to make the weak weaker.

The rule is that "to him that hath shall be given, and from him that hath not
shall be taken away even that which he hath."

There's no use whining about it. It is simply one of the flinty laws of nature.

The only thing to do with nature's laws is to adjust one's self to them and not to

complain.

This might be called the law of the inertia of prosperity.

Your are guilty yourself. Whom do you want to see? The man everybody
wants to see. And you read the book everybody's reading, and go to the store where
it is "the thing" to go.

"Folio wthe crowds," says the advertiser, with his shrewd knowledge of our
make-up.

If you have a hundred dollars ahead, to whom do you want to hand it? To
the poor man who needs it? Not at all, but to the rich banker who does not need it.

If I ask you for the loan of a quarter you will pass it over to me without a

word if you think it is a trifling matter to me; but if you suspect I really am in

want; and need the quarter to buy a little food with, that's quite another affair;

you can't encourage that sort of thing ; I should go to the Associated Charities.

Now, the way to use this law is to feign prosperity even if you have it not.

Keep your chin up.

Wear good clothes. Don't withdraw from the society of the prosperous. Look
pleasant. Don't let yourself get down at the heel. Don't get that poor beggar look on

your face.

It isn't hypocrisy. It isn't pretense. It is sheer courage. It is letting the world

know that while you live you purpose to fight, and that like Old General Taylor you

"don't know when you're licked."

Keep smiling and an unfriendly universe will not know what to do with you;

so it will crown you.

Says Alfred de Vigny: "All those that struggle against the unjust heavens

have had the admiration and secret love of men."

Fate is a bluff. Face her, defy her, and she will fawn on you.

Fate is cruel, but only to the quitter.

Copyright, 1921, by Frank Crane
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Why not

Stabilize Styles ?

Who makes the Styles. — Manu-

facturers and Retailers in Doubt. —
Business Held Back by Hesitation.

WHILE general business depression is the basic

cause of slackness in the shoe and leather trades

and of caution and hesitation on the part of

nearly all buyers of merchandise in the allied lines, there

are other contributing factors which must be considered,

and on which action could be taken.

The manufacturer complains that the wholesaler and

retailer are buying from hand to mouth, and will not place

business for distant or relatively distant delivery. Aside

from questions of existing stocks and financial difficulty

which continue to embarras the majority of establish-

ments, the retailer feels that his stand is justified from

several points of view. The trade feel that prices are

stabilized for some time at least though the experience ot

the past year is difficult to forget when looking ahead.

But the greatest uncertainly is that with reference to the

styles which will sell in the next few months.

A leading retailer said the other day :

—

"If there is one thing the manufacturer should do

which would help materially to stabilize business and

promote advance buying, it is along the line of establish-

ing a more definite basis of styles than exists at present.

Personally, I have some ideas as to what I am going to

buy or rather as to what I believe may sell in the fall.

I have collected these ideas from several sources, as well'

as from visits to various markets. But my ideas do not

by any means check up with those of my neighbors or

competitors with whom I have talked.

"In past years we always had a fairly good chance

to size up the market, lay our plans, and by common

sense merchandising managed to come out all right.

Today, I am buying a few goods in advance, but for the

most part I am' working from hand, to mouth, buying a

little of this and that, a little here and there, and it is

satisfactory neither to myself nor to the parties from

wdiom I get my shoes.

"I do not feel that the fault lies with me. or with the

public. It is quite true that the public demand what is

fashionable. But who starts the fashion? Not necessarily

the public. In the rush for business, manufacturers have

laid out several styles, and then left it to the public to

decide what is fashionable. That is all right, up to a

certain point. The trouble comes later, when manufact-

urers or style .designers fearing that the public demand

is weakening, or in the endeavor to give trade a further

stimilus, bring out something radically different from

the style then in vogue, and begin booming it. Already

this spring we have had several false alarms as to new

styles of shoes, new colors of leather, and new kinds of

leather. And still the public is sticking by the strap shoe

and standard leathers and colors.

"If the manufacturers ever expect to get business

back to a more or less normal basis, they have got to

build up the confidence of the retailer on prices and

styles. Till that is done I for one will continue to buy

very cautiously, and believe that the majority of retailers

will do the same."

It is of interest to note that the exhibit of shoes by

Brooklyn manufacturers slated for four days commencing

July 5th in Hotel Commodore, New Tork, is aimed along

these lines.

This is the prime object that the organizers of the

show have in view,—the presentation of styles that will

adhere to certain basic principles, leaving individual man-
ufacturers free to carry out the details. This, it is felt,

will eliminate much of the guess work that heretofore has

entered into the retailers' selection of new season's stock.

The various tyle shows and gatherings to be held in

different centres during July should have the effect of

bringing out more definite ideas as to fall than have yet

been developed. Naturally, many manufacturers will hold

back some of their distinctive lines for presentation at the

psychological moment, and in comparison with other

manufacturers. Out of the series of conferences and expo-

sitions, it is to be expected that there should come -i

fairly definite crystallisation of ideas for fall and winter,

and it is to be hoped, also a certain simplification or

stabilization of styles along definite lines.

AMERICAN TRADE CONDITIONS

(Special i orrespondence)

The retail trade in the United States is now in the

midst of one of the biggest white seasons in recent years.

Weather conditions through the country during the last

two weeks have been such as to stimulate trade in white

and sport footwear of all kinds. Trade with the dealers

has been very fair despite considerable unemployement in

the middle western industrial centers. While dollar totals

have naturally suffered as the result of price declines,

pairage is generally larger. The farming sections are

still combating shoe prices, basing their objections on the

low hide prices.

The style situation for Fall is rather mixed. Novelty

manufacturers are plunging heavily on still in some of

the women's shoe centers and some dazzling models will

be shown at the many shoe and leather fairs and con-

ventions which usually take place in the States during

July, On the other hand other manufacturers are toneing

down their creations.

Makers of fancy footwear are putting our some at-

tractive patent leather pumps with red kid heels and red

kid trimings. Colored stitching, underlays of colored kid

with Full Louis heels are also included.

By far the bulk of the trade, however, is on low heel

models. The slightly mannish walking oxford carries the

low military heel. The more conservative manufacturers

appear at this time more successful when they are turning

to a more plainer and less demonstrative model. Man-

ufacturers of men's shoes in the States have experienced

a decided improvement in business. The long delayed

lull in this end of the industry appears to be approaching

an end. Men's factories are increasing production, have

secured some substantial orders for later delivery and

will generally operate thioug the summer months without

a suspension of activity. Factory salesmen are returning

from the road and found business much better in the

closing days of their campaign. Some of the Brockton

factories are sold up to Sept. I on delivery.

In the middle west, St. Louis factories are running

close to capacity, while business is fairly good at Chicago

and Cincinnati. Rochester plants will go through the

summer with little letup.

There has been a steady improvement in the leather

trade, although during the closing days of June business

with the leather men slumped.
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From The Consumer's

Point of View
The Buyer's strike. — The Buyer's
Market.—Some Remedies for Trade
Stagnation.

MRS. 'Christine Frederick, of New York, know as a

consumer expert, and founder of the Appleerofl

Home Experiment Station, author and lecturer,

addressed the world convention of advertising, from the

consumer's point of view. She said :

"I do not know if yon are fully aw ire of the recent

great victory of the Consumer, but you probably are, he-

cause it represents a battle in which many of you went

down to defeat. It was the great battle of the buyers vs. the

sellers, and the winning of that intense struggle radically

changed the man of the economic affairs. Tt changed a com-

fortable seller's market into a lively buyer's market; and

I wish to tell you today, as one of the humble captams
of the visitors, that this buyer's market is here to stay for

some time, and that I for one, am going to do fy utmost

to keep it here.

I know there is no economist or publicist who doubts

that the present utter collapse of prices wis brought about

chiefly by the consumer and her attitude. In other words,

the victory of the buyers over the sellers is an authentic,

bonafide victory of a significant kind and should carry

very important lessons to all sellers and advertisers.

I beg to outline the six demands of this new buyers'

market.

(1) Since price was a vital factor in bringing about

the present situation, / believe that we consumers have a

right to expect the manufacturers of "dependable articles to

go in more stronglij for broadcast selling, for quantity ma-
nufacture, large, turnover and small profit. Unpopular as

Henry Ford may be, I am bold enough to say from the

consumer's point of view his economies is right, because

he is constantly enlarging his sale and reducing his price.

(2) We consumers ask for better advertising, and
possibly I could not explain what I mean more effectively

than by touching the subject of the "Pretty Girl" in

advertising copy, which is a pet subject with me. One en-

couraging sign of efficient advertising is certainly the

gradual disappearance of the flagrant use of the pretty girl.

(3) My th ; rd general demand; is for a campaign to

educate the consumer to appreciate sound advertising. Here,

for exemple a woman goes marketing and finds that bacon

costs 54 cents a pound. Her grocery clerk tells her flour

is $20 a barrel. She has to pay $5 for a new kitchen chair

and $4 for her baby's underwear. That same (lav, she

picks up a magazine containing a full spread advertisement

about the bacon or the shirt. Then somebody tells her that

such an advertisement costs $7,000 and that it is a common
th ;ng for advertisers to spend millions on their campaigns.

Does that housekeeper "see red''? I'll say she does. She at

once sees the apparent connection between advertising and

the high cost of every purchase, "Somebody must pay for

the advertising." So, the housekeeper has already formed

the opinion that advertised products cost more and that she

is the "goat" who pays for the additional advertising tax.

I believe that nothing greater or beneficial could befall the

advertising profession than, to form a partnership with the

intelligent housekeeper and spread the reason why ad-

vertising is a great friend in the reduction of cost and in

the maintenance of quality.

What is the economic function of advertising from the
consumer's angle? The two practical functions of advertis-

ing (]) Advertising established standards of buying. (2)
Advertising reduces the cost of selling; by both of these

means helping the consumer obtain products with the least

waste of money and at the lowest price.

How can advertising establish standards of buying?
Let. me illustrate from personal experience. My object as

a consumer is always to secure the greatest volume for my
money with the least expenditure of time and effort. Before
I buy an article — shoes, flour, underwear, household fur-

nishing — I analyze it. What is its quality, weight size

and cost? Every purchase is a problem until tin oneujner
has once decided what qualities* she ailwavs desires in a

particular article. In other words. inteWiqent buyers statu

dardize their purchases, Once she has established standards
she can purchase with a minimum of time and effort.

How does advertising reduce the cost of selling?
Yon will have to prove to the consumer this second point.
You will have to show her how dealers and jobbers insist
on the largest profit in every case where there is ho con-
sumer demand. You will have to prove to her that even
when you spend a million dollars in advertising, vou can
reduce the icost of the product because an article which
moves fast at a low margin of mrofit can be sold more cheap-
ly to the consumer thin an article which moves slowly and
on which the dealer requires a Were percentage of profit.

Woman's confidence in advertising bears a direct ratio

to her response to it. If she has an SO per cent confidence
she pays SO per cent. If dv only has a 20 per cent con-

fidence, she pays only 20 per cent. You, as consumers
experts, are familiar with the exact percentage of each

group of products which the woman buvs.

Women buy — 48 per cent of all drugs.

96 per cent of all the dry gocds.

87 per cent of raw and market goods

48.5 per cent of hardware and house

furnishings.

50 per cent of the automobiles.

Indeed, a recent investigation, under my supervision,

showed that the only things men buy alone are ,'!6 percent

Of the newspapers, 28 per cent of the dogs, 24 per cent

of the phonographs, and 20 per cent of lightmg fixtures.

Even worse, women alone buy 11.2 per cent of men's

clothing without consulting them and help to buy 22.

H

per cent more, so that 34 per cent of the men wear clothe?

bought for them by women.

My fourth demand is the merchandise be built so as

more closely to fit the needs of the consumer.

My fifth demand is that Service be rendered with the

article after its sale. No manufacturer is justi fied in selling

an article which the consumer cannot use and get results

from.

As it has been represented to me, your general object

is "How shall we meet the new buyer's market ?'' I assume,

in the name of the consumer at large, that you are asking

how you can make the reluctant buyer buy? And I reply,

that you can't meet the new buyer's market with your old

lax attitude, your carelessness over the consumer's real

needs, your folly in permitting misrepresentative advertis-

ing, your creaking old distribution and lack of service. To
put it bluntly, the only thing which will tempt us to buy

is offering us better value, not only in merchandise and

price, but independability, service and alertness to our

interests.
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Big Profits

From Findings
When They are Properly Boonted —
What to Buy and How Much to Spend

— Hints on Displays and General

Management — Findings Offer a

Broad Field.

THERE is money in findings, but—don't trip over

that "but"—you've got to push them to get it. The
shoeman who, when he is asked for shoe laces, dress-

ings, or some other of the many different wares combined

under the word "findings", has to go to the cellar stair-

way or some obscure place in the stock room to get the

article requested, need not wonder if his findings sales

are rather thin in spots. The man who, by such actions,

practically apologizes for keeping findings at all, should

quit the findings business right away, and acknowledge

that he is a back number along that particular line.

Profit? Yes, plenty of it. As a comparison, the aver-

age net profit on shoes is under 10 per cent—net profit,

i.;ark you—while on findings the net profit runs any-

where from 25 to 100 per cent, and even more. And it

ie "easy money." A big turnover can be made on find-

rigs in a little -while with very little trouble or loss of

time.

That is only the direct profit. Look at the indirect

returns. Findings are great feeders for the regular shoe

departments. Many a person,, under the influence of skil-

ful salesmanship, will stay to buy shoes, whereas he only

c::me in to purchase laces or shoe polishes.

First and foremost, organize a separate department

for all findings. Place them in that department; see that

all purchases are charged and all sales credited thereto.

Next, see that the position of this department is as ad-

vantageous as possible. The closer it is to the door the

more likely are the findings sales to mount up. As find-

ings take up very little floor or shelf space, it should not

be hard to secure this position.

Buy a good showcase. A great deal of the success of

this department will depend on the appearance of this

showcase, therefore don't "save at the spigot and waste

at the bung." A cheap, shoddy-looking case robs the

whole department of that bright, up-to-date appearance

that is the hallmark of every well run shoe store. For a

moderate sum you can buy a handsomely-finished show-
rase of quarter-cut, mission or fumed oak, with plate glass

top and shelves, plated, adjustable shelf rackets and
mirrored doors. Just here it is well to add that, if you
have electricity the case should also be wired, and nickel

reflectors placed under the upper front glass, so turned
that the light will be thrown into the case and not into

the observer's face or around the room. A good average-

sized case measures 6x3x3 feet and will hold quite

a tasty display.

Such a showcase will attract a great deal of atten-

tion provided care is given to arrangement and harmony
of display. It looks especially inviting at night, and many
? dollar's sales can be traced directly to the desire to buy
fome article in the display that strikes the eye.

Many people seem to think that the term "findings"
includes only laces and polishes, brushes and kindred
i'ems. But these are only a small portion of the stock of

a well-laid-out department. Look at this list: Shoe trees,

rubber heels, insoles, heel cushions, arch and ankle sup-

ports, shoe lifts, buttonhooks, ice-creepers, heel plates,

canvas cleaners, bunion protectors, corn removers, etc.

V. hen you broaden the field a little, and add to these such

articles as buckles, shoe ornaments and bows of all kinds,

it is readily seen that the scope of the findings depart-

ment is a large one. Moreover, hosiery can really be in-

cluded in the findings department in the average medium-
-iized store. It can be displayed to advantage with find-

ings in showcase and windows, and when carried with

findings stock, it saves accounting. In large city stores,

however, it will probably be found more convenient to

carry these items in separate departments, and this is

usually done.

The proportion of your capital to be spent on these

different classes of findings depends largely upon cir-

cumstances, and must be decided by the shoeman accord-

ing to his best judgment, based upon the way in which
such things have sold in the past. Of course, laces,

polishes, rubber heels, buttonhooks, and like articles al-

ways sell readily, and hence a sufficient stock should be

kept on hand. As to the ordinarily less readily sold arti-

cles, it is a matter of judgment. "Go light until you gauge

the pulse of the actual demand, and find out what is the

prospective demand," is a safe motto.

As to how much it is necessary to spend at the start,

or, to put it in another way, how little one must spend

to secure favorable results from the venture, opinions

differ. However, from $200 to $250 will buy a fairly re-

presentative stock, and as repeat orders are quickly filled

in these days, and turnover frequent, not much more
than that amount need be set aside for the foundation

of a good-sized findings department. This is exclusive of

the cost of the findings case and any other fittings. And,
of course, the usual terms can be secured when placing a

findings order, so it is not necessarily a 0. O. D. propo-

sition. If one takes advantage of all discounts, it helps

greatly to make the department a success.

Too often the mistake is made of using the showcase

as a sort of storehouse for findings. This is a grave mis-

take, and goes to defeat the very purpose for which the

case was bought, viz., attracting the eye. of buyers in the

store. There must be a neat display to do this, and that

does not mean a mass of materials huddled together

helter-skelter, any old way. but a few articles, tastefully

arranged.

In window displays the same mistake is often made
—that is, when the shoeman is interested enough to de-

vote a whole window to a findings display. Too often

findings are given an obscure corner totally overshad-

owed by the rest of the display. This is suicidal to suc-

cess. Why, the writer has seen some very striking findings

displays made from such things as variously colored shoe-

laces. In one case, from a common centre in the rear,

laces were stretched to every corner of the window front,

and to the sides as well.

In every case, keep the display elements from -clash-

ing. Show polishing and mud brushes with blackings,

but don't put rhinestone buckles, if carried in stock, in

the same window—at least, not near the blacking. They
are too incongruous, and hence clash. Better displays can

be secured by aiming for one effect. There are plenty of

chances to feature other classes of findings. Try to boom
brushes and polishes one time, and arch supports, insoles,

and like articles later on. This plan brings big results.

Advertise. At least, give your findings department

i- proportionate share of advertising space used—that is,

proportionate, not to price of the articles, but to the net

profit to be made. Here, again, reason must dictate the

exact proportion.
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Are You a Good
Business Man?
HOW TO FIGURE IT OUT WITH THE AID OF A

QUESTIONNAIRE.

By FRANK FARRINGTON.

WHILE questionnaires are in fashion it will pay
you to run through this one and see how many
questions you can answer. Show it to your fel-

low business men and see how high they can score.

No order or system has been followed in arranging

these 25 questions, but they are intended to be represen-

tative of the different phases of business knowledge that

should be possessed by a good business man.
Each answer counts 4 points in making up the rating

of 100 per cent which is secured by perfect replies to all.

While most of the published questionnaires of the day

carry no answers, the answers to these questions will be

given in order that you may check yourself up and see

what your rating is.

THE QUESTIONS.

1. What per cent of a store's gross receipts is con-

sidered a fair expenditure for advertising?

2. How do you estimate the number of times your

nock turns over in a year?

3. Should percentages of cost of doing business, of

profit, etc., be based on the sales figures or on cost fi-

gures ?

4. Name four good methods of advertising.

5. Did you ever read your fire insurance policy

! hrough, fine print all ?

6. Do you give each new traveling salesman a chance

to show you what he can do for you?
7. Do you discount all bills when money is available

for the purpose?

8. Do you keep carbon copies of all mail orders and
letters ?

9. How many trade papers do you take?

10. How many business books do you read each year?

11. Do you belong to the local chamber of commerce?
12. Do you make it a rule to have your check in your

creditor's hands on or before the day the bill is due in-

stead of a day or more late?

13. Do you take an annual inventory?

14. Dou you push the nationaly advertised goods in

your line?

15. Do you urge your salespeople to try to interest

customers in more goods than merely what they came
to buy?

16. Do you change your windows at least as often as

once a week?
17. Are your window panes clean now?
18. Can you borrow money at your bank when you

need it?

19. Do you know which lines in your store pay a

profit and which do not?

20. Do you charge your own salary in with your bu-

siness expenses?

21. Did you save any money last year and put it

away ?

22. Do you know what your net profits for last year

were ?

23. What was your percentage of expense for 1920?

24. Have you marked your stock down to present day
values, or are you still trying to get the prices originally
marked on the goods?

25. Have you increased your advertising and display
efforts since business conditions made it harder to induce
the public to buy?

ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

As each of these answers counts 4 points toward the
hundred points which indicate perfection, in checking
over your own answers you should mark each reply with
'zero, one, two, three or four points, according as it is

totally incorrect, partly correct or entirely correct. Where
questions are answered with an unqualified "Yes" or

"No", your reply will, of course, be all wrong or all right-

In many in ctances judgment must be used in estimating
the points scored..

Where the answer is based on judgment, you may
not agree that our answer is the one best indicative of

larine^s ability in .your case. If that happens to be true,

you are at liberty to adjust your score to fit your own
judgment, bearing in mind that you cannot possibly de-

fraud anyone but yourself if you are too lenient.

This questionnaire is simply for your own satisfact-

ion and information. No prizes are offered for a perfect

s.^ore and you are not expected to send us your answers.

THE ANSWERS.

1. Two per cent.

2. Divide the cost of the goods sold during the

period by the average inventory.

3. On sales figures.

4. Newspaper, circular letter, poster, window.

5. Answer yes or no. Yes scores 4 points; No scores

xerq,

6. Answer "None of them," "A few," "The major-

ity," or "All."

7. Same as No. 5.

8. Same as No. 5.

9. Count 1 point foreach paper up to 4.

10. Count 1 point for each book up to 4.

11. Same as No. 5.

12. Same as No. 5.

13. Same as No. 5.

14. Answer Yes or No or "To some extent" and score

accordingly.

15. Same as No. 14.

16. Same as No. 5.

17. Answer Yes or No, unless mitigating circum-

•ianees permit you honestly to excuse the No and take a

part score.

18. Same as No. 17.

19. Answer scores from zero to 4 points, according to

how many or what proportion of the lines in question

you are certain about.

'20. Same as No. 5.

21. Same as No. 5.

22. Same as No. 5.

23. Your reply is correct if you know you give the

correct figure.

24. Same as No. 17.

25. Same as No. 5.

The above test is decidedly different from many we

have seen. 11 will be rather interesting to any members

of the trade to go through all of the items with care. —
(Ed.)
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Retail Shoe

Advertising
Lay Out an Appropriation — News-
papers Best Medium — Educate the

Public.

MR. Harvey Clopton, of Atlanta, Ga. addressed the

Southeastern Shoe Merchants' Convention on the

question of advertising for reta'l shoe stores. He
said :—

In planning shoe advertising the first thing to con-

sider is COSTS. The department stores as a rule spend
9
-!/2 to 3 per cent of the gross sales for advertising—this

covers every form of advertising. Shoe departments and

retail shoe stores can conservatively appropriate -iy2 per

cent of the gross sales for advertising. In some instances,

because of business conditions this amount can be lessened

or increased.

The important point however is to find out at the

beginning of each month just how much you can spend

on advertising and carefully and systematically plan the

months campaign in advance and if you do this you'll be

surprised at the effective results obtained. By having

this stipulated amount to spend it is easy to divide it

among the best advertising mediums in your city and fi-

gure out just the size ad that can be run on the best

pulling days of the week. I am reminded of a story of

a merchant who spent $10,000 a year for an expert ad-

vertising man and also paid a buyer nearly this amount
in salary. The buyer went to Europe and made a rare

purchase of expensive kid gloves— the advertising man
made up a fine ad of thece imported gloves but when
the customer came in to buy, they found "$10 a week

Annie" behind the counter to sell them, who knew
nothing about the gloves—you can imagine the results.

The moral to this story is to see that salespeople are sold

on every article of merchandise you advertise, see that

they are just as well acquainted with and enthusiastic

about the merchandise advertised- as the buyer and the

advertising man. Then you will really be backing up your

ad and the customers will not he disappointed.

About Mediums.

Next comes advertising mediums. Where is the best

place to spend your advertising appropriations to get the

best results ?

Until five months ago. the city I lived in for four

vears was the winter home of W. L. Douglas of Brockton.

I had the honor of becoming quite well acquainted with

Mr. Douglas, who is a man that talks very little and is

extremely conservative in his views. 1 asked him one day
if he had an amount of money to spend on advertising

«i retail shoe * business where would be spend it? His

answer came quickly—"In the newspapers." He said he

had spent thousands of dollars in experimenting in ad-

vertising and trying every known "means and medium"
and had come to the definite conclusion that for the

retail shoe business, newspaper advertising brought the

most effective results. At that time Mr. Douglas had 105
letail shoe store?. From my own experience I have found
that Mr. Douglas' views in this matter are absolutely

right—there are a few things such as circular letters,

enclosures, booklets, etc., that are all right to use occa-

sionally—but when it comes to spending real money for

advertising, the newspapers, without question, bring the

quickest and most satisfactory results. Right here I want

to say, Watch your advertising leaks — all of you are

solicited almost every day to spend money on some kind

ot an advertising scheme or advertising novelty, and if

you get in the habit of investing in these things at the

end of the year, if you stop to figure it up, you'll be

surprised at the amount of money thrown away.

Study your layouts.

Many shoe retailers have never given advertising the

study, the thought they should have instead it has been

looked upon by many as a necessary evil. But I believe

there is a great future for shoe advertising and retailing.

About all you see in the average shoe ad of today is a

cut, a description and the price. T predict this is going

to change—shoe merchants are going to be more careful

and put mor time and study into their advertising copy

and layouts. Some noted advertising expert has said:

"Become convinced, honestly and thoroughly convinced

that what you are offering is good and worth what you

nre asking for it, and you have the fundamental inspi-

ration for a good ad. Do not overlook the importance of

nutting lots of real thought into advertising copy.

How are you to get the best advertising copy and
layouts? Tf you haven't anyone in your organization,

cepable of handling your advertising, then get the best

assistance you can from the newspapers. Occasionnally

you'll find a newspaper advertising solicitor who is reallv

good when it conies to writing advertisements, but they

are scarce. The^e solicitors usually specialize in showing
you how to make an advertising sketch to cover the most
possible space. But better still get a reputable advertising

man who knows the real value of copy and layouts and,

by working with him yourself enable him to put acros-

vour message in an effective way and in the way that vou

want it.

Put Punch in your Copy.

There are volumes that could be written on advertis-

ing copy but to sum it up briefly the most important

thing is to put "punch." into your copy. real, desire, cre-

ative, enthusiasm—you know that a customer is always

attracted to and will quickly buy from an enthusiastic

salesperson. The same thing applies to advertising—if

you put enthusiastic punch into your ads. the effect will be

the same. T want to say a word about Truth in Advertising,

which as yon know is the slogan of the Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs of the World. The firm that adheres

losely to the "truth ideal" in advertising is building a

solid foundation for the future and T would like to see

I.be Southea-icrn Shoe Retailers' Association appoint a

special censorship committee to serve in this and other

cities in the Southeast to fight fraudulent retail shoe ad-

vertising. We all know that there is a lot of such ad-

vertising going on and when it is suppressed it will be

one of the greatest things ever happened.

ENGLISH LEATHER MARKETS.

A Canadian firm recentlv received the following

from a large firm of British Sole Leather Tanners:

—

"There has bee'i a distinct revival of trade here, said

to be due to the favourable settlement of the European
political situation, and large parcels of leather have been

moved. Tn view of the heavy losses sustained by tanners

during the past twelve months, and the recent steady ap-

preciation of hide values not only at home but in the

"World's markets, it appeared to us that the time had
arrived when Tanners should ask higher prices for Lea-

ther."
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Selling Rubbers

In The
No need to Forget about Rubbers Till

the Snow FAes

SHOE dealers have come to regard the sale of rubber

footwear as essentially an occupation for fall, winter,

and early spring. And when summer comes around,

while they play up their canvas and sports goods, they

take it for granted that nobody ever wears or needs rub-

bers. With the ever-increasing demand of women for

dainty shoes of a perishable nature for summer wear,

what is more natural than the desire to protect them
during the rainy days and thunderstorms which can be

expected in any normal summer?

Unusually good results have been obtained by dealers

who undertook to push the sale of rubbers during the

summer. Here are a couple of methods described by the

"Boot and Shoe Recorder"

:

"One retail shoe merchant in a small city in an East-

ern state in analyzing his rubber footwear sales was struck

with the tremendous drop in these sales during the

summer months. He studied the situation and discovered

that while his salesmen talked rubbers strongly during

the winter months none of them mentioned rubbers after

warm weather set in.

"His discovery stirred this merchant into action.

He called his clerks together, told them what he had ob-

served and asked for suggestions for increasing summer
sales of rubbers.

"One suggestion that seemed most practical was to

endeavor to sell light rubbers as a vacation necessity.

Many customers bought shoes for vacation wear. All the

clerks were instructed to endeavor to sell a pair of rub-

bers at the same time. They were given the outline of a

sales talk to be adapted to each particular case, but which
in substance emphasized the need for protective footwear

for early morning and late evening when the dew is heavy
on the grass, as well as a protection against summer
showers.

"This merchant found that a new type of foothold

which fits any la°t and three sizes of shoes, yet is made
so that it can be rolled up and carried in a hand bag,

appealed so strongly to women that his records showed
six sales of snugs to every ten pairs of women's shoes

sold during the period.

"The percentage of sales to men was much smaller.

And it was not until the retail shoe salesmen stopped

suggesting simply "rubbers" and instead brought out a

pair of shoes that the campaign brought results. The
coolness and comfort of this type of rubber were em-
phasized and the sales to men showed a decided increase.

"During this time window displays of vacation foot-

M_

ear were being made. In every displav a pair of snugs'

were shown on a shoe with a card, calling attention to

die specific advantages of this type of foothold. The same
thing was done with men's clogs.

"The number of sales which were made from these

window displays proved to this merchant that he had lost

considerable money in years past because he had taken

it for granted that "people won't buy rubbers in summer."

An appeal to Sportsmen.

"Another retail shoe merchant in another town fur-
ther inland had built up a good business on athletic

footwear. A sportman himself, he knew the average sports-
man's predilection for comfort and for the use of equip-
ment, especially adapted for the job.

"Borrowing sonfe fishing tackle and some mounted
fish from a hardware dealer and a life-size figure from
a ready-to-wear shop, he put on the figure a pair of light-

weight sporting boots and fixed up the window with a

piscatorial flavor that attracted the attention of every
fisherman who passed his store. In one week's time lie

sold twenty-four pairs of sporting and five pairs of a lace
hunting boot which were included in the display.

Combination Sales Idea.

"Another sales stimulator occasionnally employed,
but more frequently overlooked, is the "combination sale"

idea, featuring a pair of shoes and a pair of rubbers at

a price slightly lower than the cost when bought sepera-

tely.

"This is particularly effective at the beginning of

the summer season as Avell as of the fall season. Women
particularly are susceptible to the saving offered, parti-

cularly if emphasis is laid upon the difficulty of securing

a perfect fitting rubber at another store where the same
style shoe is not carried. The usual arguments as to the

protective value of rubbers are employed.

"One large department store in the Middle West
found this "combination sale" offer a big business builder,

increasing the sales of leather shoes as well as those of

rubbers.

WHO NEVER HAS ANY FUN?

The constant diatribes aimed at the retailer as the

source from whom all evils come led to the following

effusion in the Bulletin of the Montana Development
Association :

—

Who get^ the blame when price rise? The Merchant.

Who profits—in the public's eyes. The Merchant.

And yet, who protests each advance,

And at each price boost looks askance.

As a most serious circumstance?

The Merchant.

Who takes the loss when prices fall ? The Merchant.

Who is the biggest goat of all ? The Merchant.

Who gets his shelves full, at the peak,

Of goods which drop within the week?
Who marks them down without a squeak ?

The Merchant.

Who is the public bleming now? The Merchant.

Who bears the brunt in all this row? The Merchant.

Who tries, in spite of meager sales

To heed the public's frequent wails

For lower prices — and who fails?

The Merchant.

Who donates money in your town? The Merchant.

Who never turns committees down ? The Merchant.

Whom does your Ladies' Aid first land ?

Who coughs up for the local band?
Should he refuse, then who is panned?

The Merchant.
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A Few
Facts

Leather and Shoe Prices Discussed
from the Manufacturers' standpoint.

FOLLOWING numerous articles dealing with the ap-

pearent disparity between prices of hides and shoes.

Mr. S. Roy Weaver, Manager of the Shoe Manufact-

urers' Association of Canada, has gone into the question

from all angles and covers the subject broadly as follows:

The has been considerable criticism recently of the

tanning and leather manufacturing industries and com-

plaint has been made that the prices of manufactured

leather goods have not been reduced in anything like the

same proportion as has the cost of hides. In the first

place it should be clearly understood that no tanner is

buying any considerable amount of hides at a cost of

four or five cents per pound as is sometimes alleged. The
hides offered for sale by the fanner or country butcher

are green and lose 20 per cent or more in weight in the

curing process. The prices of country hides at Montreal

or Toronto now range from about eight cents to eleven

cents per pound according to quality and weight, but a

price of from eight to eleven cents per pound means a

much higher cost for the usable part of such hides. Often

such hides arc badly trimmed. Or they may have manure

attached, which adds to the weight or they may be of

undesirable weight. The hide may be seriously damaged

by knife cuts or scores as it is taken off the animal or

may be otherwise defective. Packers' hides arc regarded

as superior to the country hides and command higher

prices because of more" expert care in taking the hide off

the carcass, better grading and generally more efficient

handling. But with both country hides and packers' hides

there is necessarily much shrinkage and wastage. The
hide may be long-haired and weighted with moisture.

Often the hide is grubby, with worm holes eaten comple-

tely through it. The grain may be damaged as a result of

contact with barb wire fences and otherwise and a heavy

aggregate loss results to farmers from exposure of cattle

to such risks and from neglect. 'Branding also involves

much wastage and there is a spread or from two to four

cents per pound between the prices of branded and clear

hides. Even with the mo-t experienced handling, there

are likely to be some knife cuts or -cores. All such defects

affect the cutting value of the hide and consequently the

price which is paid Eoi it. A very considerable proportion

of the average hide has to be turned to inferior uses and
only selected portions are satisfactory for manufacture

into the finer grades of leather products."

By reason of the accumulation of the hides, the

quality of those now offered is poorer than is the case

under normal conditions. In many cases deterioration

has taken place and, in the language of the tanner, the

common run of hides is "more sloppy"' than normally, a

certain proportion of them being damaged on the grain

or rotting as a result of having been held in the hope of

higher prices, while others are not suitable for colored

leather by reason of what are known as salt stains. All

of these considerations have a bearing on the value of the

!:ide to the tanner and the proportion of the hide which
can actually be employed for the better grade leather

products.

The effect of Popular Demand.
The change in popular demand and insistance upon

the be°t quality $n leather products is partly responsible

for keeping up the price of leather goods. For many pur-

poses side leather is too thick and has to be split into

what is known as grain leather and split leather. In 1914,

black wax splits were selling at around 15 cents per foot

and considerable quantities of such leather were exported

fiom Canada to the United Kingdom. Today, there is

practically no market for black wax splits. Workmen in

England who formerly bought boots made from such lea-

ther are calling for grain leather shoes, and exchange is

also operating to discourage exports of split leather from
Canada. In the United States many tanners are selling

"splits" for glue stock at only a nominal price. This

means that one-half of the hide in many cases has to be

thrown away or sold at only a very low price and the

major part of the cost of the hide and of tanning has

to be put on the grain leather. The demand for inferior

leathers has been so small that in some instances it has

".•een found unprofitable at present prices of tanning ma-
terials, etc., to tan parts of the hide and large quantities

of "bellies" have been sold for the manufacture of glue.

Again, the popular demand is for coloured leather,

.with black leather in comparatively low demand. The
demand of style i\- thus for leather made from freshly-

cured hides, for the reason that old hides are not suit-

able for the manufacture of coloured leather, on account

of salt stains. If black leathers and split leathers were

in strong demand as was the case before the war, hides

would command a higher price or leather would be selling

at a lower figure. In 1914. the best grade of coloured

calf was selling at 40 cents per foot- Today, the same
calf leather sells at 55 cent* Black calf, sold before the

war at from 30 cents to 35 cents per foot, while today's

price is from 10 to 45 cents. Black side leather in 1914

was selling at 29 cents per foot and today is actually

lower than the pre-war price at about 26 cents.

Costs Remain High.

Wages in the tanning industry have been only very

slightly reduced. Tanning materials are still high in

price. Most of these have to be imported and exchange

paid on them. Coal for power purposes is still high and

the manufacturer is paying exchange* on such fuel. Ad-

ministrative and selling expenses are high. Freight char-

ges are much higher than ever before: the 1. c. 1. rate on

sole leather for a distance of only 30 miles is over 1/3

cent per pound. So far a* the tanners are concerned^

they are not making any more money than they were

making in 1914: few are making as much: and some of

the tanning companies have been losing money heavily

during recent months. In summary of the leather situa-

tion : hides are two or three cents below pre-war prices;

sp|it leather is almost unmarketable or finds sale only

at very low prices; black side leather is cheaper than in

1914; calf leathers are not greatly higher than before

the war; and even with the prevailing low prices for

! kles the leather tanning industry is barely "breaking

even" under present conditions.

Shoe Manufacturing Conditions.

So far as boots and shoes are concerned, there is a

heavy demand for footwear of glazed kid and the pre-

vailing price of this leather represents an advance ot

more than 100 per cent over the price obtained in 1914.

Black kid, which could be bought in 1914 at 25 cents per

loot now costs from 60 to 70 cents, while coloured kid.

obtainable at 35 to 40 cents in 1914. now costs from 75

ic 90 cents. This leather is made from goat skins which

(Cont. on page 49)
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Legale Problems

Answered
Questions Asked by Subscribers on
Knotty Legal Points. Enquirers are
Asked to State Problems Plainly. —
Answers Appear in Issue of 15th
Following.

Question of Legal Notice.

A. W. My lease expired on Sept. 30th last and has

heen running on since. I have een paying my rent month-
ly as efore. Can I leave on a 'month's notice or will I

have to finish up the year ?

Ans.—Without you have a specific agreement with

your landlord to be regarded as a monthly tenant, you
became what is known as a yearly tenant when you con-

tinued the lease for the current year. According to law

you will have to give a clear six month's notice on ad-

vance of relinquishing the tenancy at the expiration of

your year. If you are by arrangement with the landlord

a monthly tenant you will have to give a clear month's
notice delivered before midnight of the last day of the

previous month. If you made a definite lease with the

landlord for one year no notice will be required at the

end of the term. The lease expires automatically. The
greatest care ought to be exercised with respect to expir-

ing leases. The landlord as well as the tenant is com-
mitted to a full years erntal if the lease expires and is

overrun without any previous arrangement.

Goods Countermanded in Transit.

L. H.—I ordered goods from a certain manufacturer
and found they were not just what I wanted. He wrote

saying the goods were shipped the day before my count-

ermand was received. Am I compelled to take them or

can I instruct the railroad to return them?
Ans.—You will have to accept the goods unless you

can make an amicale settlement with the firm that sold

them to you. Apart from the validity of an order which
ean always be maintained in court where there has been

no misrepresentation and where goods are not up to

sample. When goods are one shipped, otherwise than on
consignment, the}'' become the property of the consignee

unless the latter can be proved to be insolvent. The
railway has no right to return them without the authority

of the shipper or it becomes liable for their value.

Damaged in Transit.

D. R.—I received a shipment of goods from an East-

ern manufacturer and discovered that they were damaged
in transit. Evidently some heavy machinery had been

put on the cases which were broken and the contents very

seriously injured. Have I any recourse against the man-
ufacturer ?

Ans.—Not legally. Your case is against the rail-

way and as you have probably signed a receipt for th?

goods as "received in good order" you may have difficulty

in recovering. The manufacturer is not responsible for

the goods once they are delivered to the carrier. They
may help you get damages from the railroad but you are

responsible for securing any redress.

To Form Joint Stock Company.

F. S.—I have been ijpi business for fifteen years dur-

ing which time I have built up quite a nice connection

and have recently taken in my chief salesman giving

him a certain interest. I have another employe that I

would like to interest in the same way. Can you tell me*

the advantages of joint stock companies and how to pro-

ceed to form one.

Ans.—There are certainly "many advantages in in-

corporation as a joint stock company that are especially

applicable in a case such as yours. In the first place it

ensures the business continuing without any lapse should

anything happen to yourself. We presume the salesman

you have referred to is not an actual partner but has been

given a nominal interest. In case you died your estate

would have to be wound up and the business disposed of

in some way, which might not be advantageous to your

heirs. If it were a joint stock company its continuance

need involve no serious changes. You would simply have

to arrange for either your stock remaining under proper

safeguards or make plans for its being taken up by others.

There is the other advantage of a limited liability com-
pany that you personnally are only liable to creditors for

the amount unpaid on 'your stock, so that your personal

estate is unaffected by what may occur to the business

financially at any time.

The way to proceed to secure a provincial charter is

to get from the Provincial Secretary a form for applica-

tion for incorporation as a joint- stock company. The
application may be made by five people subscribing a

nominal number of shares and the application must set

forth the capital stock objects and aims of the proposed

company. Three of the petitioners are named as provi-

sional directos and on payment of the required fees,

which vary with the amount of capital stock set forth in

the application, letters patent will be granted. Write to

the Provincial Secretary for the application form, a copy

of the Act and the list of fees. The cost of this is fifty

cents in Ontario. Better get a lawyer to draft up your

application and put it through although any level heeded

business man is capable of doing it.

ARTHUR L. EVANS HONORED.
Syracuse University has given distinguished honor

t o one of her sons, Arthur L. Evans, president of the Re-

tail Shoe Salesmen's Institute of Boston. At the annual

commencement of the University held in Syracuse, New
York, Monday June 13, Mr. Evans had conferred upon
him the honorary degree of Master of Arts in recogni-

tion of his scientific and literary efforts and his spirit of

unselfish interest in the case of higher education for

retail salespeople. In this branch of commercial education

lie has done pioneer work, particularly in developing the

Training Course and Service for Retail Shoe Salesmen

now universally recognized in the trade as a great force

for good.

Graduating with the A. B. degree in the class of

904, Mr. Evans has always shown an enthusiastic in-

terest in all collegiate and intercollegiate activities, not

only educational but social and athletic. Chiefly, however,

has been his love for Syracuse., his Alma Mater. For six-

teen years he has heen secretary of the Boston Alumni
Association. His most recent contribution is his book

entitled "History of the Class of 1904" published June

(>, 1921.

Others receiving honorary degree from Syracuse

University at, the 1921 Commencement were Judge El-

bert H. Gary, chairman of the United States Steel Corp-

oration, Chancellor James R. Day, United States Senator

William E. Calder of New York City, and Bishop F. D.

Leete of Indianapolis.
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M. Dave Marsh of Quebec has been spending a few day?
in Toronto.

The Manhattan Shoe Co., of Toronto have opened a

branch store at 395 Danforth Ave.

Mr. A. A. Orendorff of the Talbot Shoe Co., of St.

Thomas was a visitor to Toronto recently and displayed

samples of- his lines at the"King Edward.

Mr. Chas. Fritz of Zurich, Ontario has purchased the

shoe stock of the Estate of John Krol't at Dashwood, Ont.

Mr. Hugh White of White Shoe Company, Toronto

left on dune 23rd for England -on an extended holiday.

He will be away until the end of August.

The iConsiumers^Boot Simp of 1384 St. Clair Ave.,

Toronto have opened a branch store at 21)48 Dundas St. W.

Dubois & Fi'ls is the name of a new firm which has

recently been .registered at Quebec City. They are shoe

wholesalers and will cover 'Canada from coast to coast.

flail iy fledges Limited are opening a permanent
'Sample Room in Toronto for the convenience of their

Ontario friends. Mr. E. E, Fuller, western representative

will be in charge.

II. Turcotte who was connected with the Geo Gales
Store in Montreal for about !) years has taken over the store

operated fonnely by A. Lecompte dr. at 241 St. Catharine

St. East.

The Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co., of Toronto have
rranged to have a Rest Room ami a Sample Room at the

King. Edward Hotel during the National Shoe Retailers'

'Convention and1 are inviting guests to use these rooms to

their convenience.

Mr. J. G. Meyer of Laird's Shoe Stow. 10.! I Gerrard
St. E. Toronto is about to leave on an extended vacation to

the north shore of Lake Superior about 130 miles north
of iSault Ste. Marie, lie will be away about two months,
and his wife will accompany him.

The Natural Tread Shoe Factory of Belleville. Ont.
remained open one evening recently from 7.30 to 9.00,

ami-all business and professional men were invited to attend
ami view the many important operations necessary in the

making of their high grade comfortable shoes.

Mr. Chas. B. Stamford has recently been appointed
shoe department manager and buyer for David Spencer,
Limited of Vancouver. There has been a number of changes
made in the shoe department ant it already shows many
signs of good 1 management and attractive shoes.

Mr. Bill Weldon, sales manager of Hall & Hodges.
Limited, and Mr. L. E. Fuller, western representative of

the same company will be showing simples of their various

lines at the King Edward Hotel, duly 13th and 11th when
the retailers are' in Convention..

Mr. F. L. Mutrie of Victoria, F». C. has taken ad-

vantage of the "sole mates" moving picture s>lide which
has been shown in most moving picture theatres from
Coast to Coast. Mr. Mutrie has secured the picture and has

given'lecture* to the Rotatv 'Club in Victoria.

The Will 'a ins iShoe 'Co., which established a branch

at Alliston, Ont. a few years ago for the manufacture of

the upper portion of several lines of their shoes, is with-

drawing from Alliston and moving the machines down to

Brampton.

Mr. T. E. Bennett of Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co. Toronto
i- returning with his bride after spending the last two
months ami a half in Alberta and at the coast. Judging
from Mr. Bennett's successful business trip this season no
ruvuibfc he wiil want to take his wife every time he makes
his trips to the West.

Mr. S. .1. Anderson who repre ents Blachford Shoe

Mfg. Co., in Montreal, Ottawa, and some of the other

principal cities in Eastern Ontario has moved from King-
ston to Toronto and' is now settled in his new home. He is

very pleased with the change he has made and had already

received many benefits from working (loser to the factory

and his customers.

Mr. Robins of Porter & Robins. Yarmouth. N. S.

spent ten days in Toronto during the Presbyterian Con-

f( renoe. He found some time to visit the manufacturers in

the City and has gone home hoping that his next visit will

take place considerably sooner than the lenght of time it

took him to make the visit this time. We believe he will

be up to see us every six to twelve months and if his wife

has aiiv say in the matter she will make the trip with him.

Mr. Robins is the proud father of six boys and one girl

and he believes the only thing for him to do would be to

start a shoe facton' as he has learned there are six

departments in one and he thinks it would be a good

way to place his boys for later in life.

THIS IS THE BUTTON

In our last issue we referred to

"The Man Behind The Button''. Here

we show you the button officially

adopted by the National Shoe and Lea-

ther Travellers' Association of Canada.

This emblem, it is hoped, will come

to stand for one of the most powerful

agencies in the shoe and leather trades

of Canada, for salesmanship that is sound and substan-

tial, and for product that is second to none in the world.

Every traveller handling shoes or leather in the Dom-
inion should affiliate himself with his association, the

aim of which is to hold up the stanadrd of salesmanship,

to provide a means of co-operation in that branch of

the trade, and with the other branches. The button goes

with the annual dues of the association, and as for the

fee it is so reasonable that, aside from other tangible and
intangible benefits to be obtained from such an organi-

sation, the annual gathering in entertainment alone more
than covers the amount of the fee.

The travellers have boosted and are boosting the re-

tail Association. It is up to the retailers to reciprocate.

Ask the travellers calling on you whether they belong

tc. their Association, and "Look for the Button".
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Buy Shoes

Now
President of Southeastern Retailers

Believes This is Time to Buy.

AT the annual Convention of the Southeastern Re-

tail Shoe Dealers Association, the president, Mr.
Chas. P. Brady, of Atlanta, urged retailers to place

their orders for fall immediately and to cover their re-

quirements up until Dec. 1st.

"I don't mean to say that I believe that shoe prices

have dropped as low as they will," said President Brady,

"but I do believe that they will be stable until December
1. I think that prices are due to decline 5 to 10 per cent

every six months for the next two years.

"Investigation and a careful analysis of the situa-

tion convinces me that the prices that are being quoted

by the manufacturers now are as low as they intend to

quote until the first of next year.

"I would advise shoe merchants to go into the market
and purchase enough stock to cover their requirements

until December 1. I do not advise purchasing of spring

footwear yet awhile."

President Brady said that he believed that if the

merchants did go into the market and buy, and a drop

in price followed, that the manufacturers would be will-

ing to share the loss with the merchants.

"The manufacturers are our friends," he said, "and
I know that they are going to always do the right thing

by us."

Mr. Jas. P. Orr, President of the National Retail

Shoe Dealers Association said he believed that deflation

had been completed in all angles of the shoe trade except

in labor.

"Everything appears to be fully deflated except labor

and further reductions in the price of shoes can come
only from that source."

He added, however, that he did not anticipate any
*-harp reduction in the laboring cost of shoe manufact-

uring plants any time in the near future.

SHOE MANUFACTURING CONDITIONS
IN ENGLAND.

The British Trade Commissioner for Canada has the

following to say about conditions in the shoe industry in

England.

"The prolonged coal dispute has caused keen disap-

pointment in this industry, as it has frustrated the trade

revival which was making itself felt a month ago, when
the general opinion was that the critical days for boot

and shoe manufacturers were over, even though it might
oe months before full time was general. Now, however,

the effect of the coal stoppage has been to hold up the

execution of orders that had been given, while no new
orders are coming in. In most factories the machinery
is driven by electricity, the supply of which is not yet

threatened, but so many machines need gas jets in their

working that some factories will be compelled to close

down in consequence of the shortage of supply. The mul-

tiple-shop factories, some of which even at the worst per-

iods of the trade slump have not been working short

time, will suffer very seriously.

The much derired revival of foreign trade has not

yet been realized, for although a large number of enquir-

ies are being received from the Continent,
,
only a few ma-

tnre. In fact, the marked shrinkage in overseas business
is one of the chief causes of anxiety to the industry. The
home market is, of course, the most fruitful field for
United Kingdom manufacturers, who provide in normal
times about 98 per cent of the total requirements of the
country, but the extent of their export trade in pre-war
days may be gathered from the fact that over 17,000,000
pairs of leather boots and shoes were exported in 1913.
Since then the output of footwear in the United King-
dom has increased so substantially that an export trade
double the importance of that mentioned is necessary in
order to keep trade brisk, whereas the number of pairs
of boots and shoes exported last year was actually less

1han two-thirds of the quantity exported in 1913.
Apart from the present hindrances to production

brought- about by the coal stoppage, the immediate diffi-

culties in the way of development of export trade are
mostly of a financial nature. The world-wide restriction
of buying is aggravated by adverse rates of exchange in
many countries. Then, again, owing to the cessation of
imports during the war many countries, e. g., the South
American Republics, South Africa and India, have been
developing the. native manufacture of boots and shoes so

successfully so to increase materially the difficulties of
ritish competitors.

A FEW FACTS
(Concl. from page 46)

come from Brazil, South Africa, India, the Balkan coun-
tries;, and Turkey. Much glazed kid is imported for the

manufacture of boots and shoes and other leather com-
modities, but some kid leather of good quality is now
being manufactured in Canada from imported skins.

The Canadian buyer of shoes of domestic leathers

does not want footwear made from the heavier hides

;

the demand for shoes of side leather or of "kip" is very

small, while the call for so-called "workingmen's boots''

is only about 25 per cent of the pre-war normal. It is

this situation in part which has resulted in the low price

cf raw hides and the apparent disparity between the price

of hides and the cost of leather footwear. The principal

demand is now for fine shoes, especially Goodyear welts,

and as a result only carefully selected leather can be used

;

second grade leathers are not wanted for such purpose.

Again, styles are changing frequently and the manu-
facturers are under heavy expenses for lasts, patterns,

etc. During the war there was an abnormal demand for

high-cut boots at a time when there was a shortage of

leather. Now, with leather in abundant supply, the con-

sumers are calling for low-cut footwear. This considera-

tion also is a factor in explaining the comparatively low
price of hides at the present time. The Canadian public,

too, are demanding a better finished shoe than ever before

and this means higher cost of production. It may be said,

however, without fear of contradiction, that the tanners'

prices for leather have been adjusted on a basis of the

j resent value of hides and the manufacturers of leather

goods have also adjusted their prices to the basis of the

present cost of leather. The manufacturers prices of boots

and shoes have been reduced by from 30 to 35 per cent

from the "peak" prices.

Almost every manufacturer of boots and shoes or

other leather products has suffered considerable, and in

some cases exceedingly heavy losses as a result of slack-

ened demand for the good® which he manufacturers and

the sharp decline in inventory values.
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Will the fall Bring Back

Normal Conditions ?

»T*HE National Association of Credit Men recently

I sent out a questionnaire to manufacturers-, wholesal-

ers and bankers through the' United States, the re-

sults of which show a belief in the return of normal busi-

ness conditions by the fall, though all commodities have

not completed their price decli-'nes :

—

The following summary of the questions and1 ans-

wers indicates these opinions :

—

Do you believe that we reached' the bottom of the de-

cline? If not; when do you expect it?

The majority of those replying to this question be-

lieve that the bottom of the decline has not yet been

reached. The prices of numerous raw materials, such as

cotton, wool, hides, copper, etc., are regarded as being as

low as they are likely to go, but commodities into which

these raw materials go are held to be subject to still fur-

ther declines.

Particularly representatives of such lines as shoes

and textiles believe that a "temporary stability" of prices

has been reached in their lines and that further reduct-

ions must wait upon a reduction of the costs mentioned

above.

Are you planning for anything like ordinary business

in the fall ?

Twenty-eight ((il per cent) of the forty-eight ans-

wered yes to this question. A large dumber of these are

counting upon the summer and fall crops to thaw fro/en

credits and revive buying in their communities. A very

large majority of the dealers in non-durable and semi-

durable commodities (which belong in the category of

necessities, and for which there is normally a stable dem-

and, e. g. groceries, clothing, shoes, dry goods, etc) are

hopeful of normal business in the fall and are planning

for it. Dealers in such commodities as machinery, ma-

chine supplies, steel products, etc., are looking for an im-

provement, but are not counting on ordinary business

this fall, Two merchants who do exporting declare that

they are planning to do normal domestic business, but

.subnormal foreign business.

What are your general impressions of the present

situation and the i in mediate future?

Some of the outstanding impressions are these:

Buying is and jnu^t be largely hand-to-mouth all

along the line, until the price relationship between com-

modities reaches nearer a normal state of relative values.

A willingne s to accept lower profits and wages

would hasten stabilization.

Normal business activity cannot be expected • until

the farmer's purchasing power has been revived.

The farmer cannot regain his normal purchasing

power until this year's crop is harvested, and unless its

yield and market price enable him to exchange his com-

modities for other commodities without loss to himself.

A great deal depends upon a restoration of more

normal conditions in Central Europe and in the world at

large.

MAKE THE BEST OF HOSIERY
OPPORTUNITY.

The season for fancy hosiery is well under way. With
new summer dresses and shoes, the women must have

appropriate hosiery. Wholesalers are already reporting a

heavy demand for white hosiery with the advent of warnr

weather. Full fashioned silk hosiery is in by demand,
and a shortage exists which has helped demand for seam-

weather'. Dull fashioned silk hosiery is in by demand,
less styles. Retail stocks are low in most cases and rush

orders are piling up which mills and wholesalers are

finding difficulty in handling. Prices show a very firm

1- ndency under pressure of demand. Some observers feel

that the present conditions, which have been due primar-

ily to labor trouble-, are temporary, and advise caution

in buying too far ahead of requirements. The demand
for children's socks in found to be greater than ever, with

a great popularity for the three-quarter lengths. Buying
of women's hosiery in American centres indicates that

grays and browns will remain popular through the sum-
mer, with, a greater tendency towards browns. In men's

hosiery silks and fibre-silks in browns and navy blues are

in growing demand, while whites are not as popular as a

year ago.

Live shoe dealers are keeping their hosiery stocks in

line with styles and colors of the new shoes- as they get

them in. This is above all the season when the shoe dealer

can build up and maintain a profitable hosiery trade.

LUXURY OR UTILITY?

Shoe manufacturers and dealers naturally get the

impression that there are certain conditions characteristic

of the shoe trade only, and that they have troubles quite

different from those which exist in other lines of busi-

ness. Today the one outstanding feature of the shoe busi-

ness is the readiness with which women's fancy shoes sell,

as against the continued slowness of women's staple shoes

and all type- of men's shoe-. Discussing general condi-

tions recently the merchandising manager of a large dep-

artmental store said to us:

—

"There -is a peculiar spottiness to trade these days
which it is hard to account for. And yet in the back-

ground, a certain pattern can be seen which may tell the

whole story. You know the conditions that exist in the

shoe trade. The experience of our shoe department is the

same. There is a parallel in the underwear market, where
women's finer goods move well, plain goods are slow,

while men's underwear has been practically stagnant. In

the hosiery field women's .-ilk hose are in demand, and
in some lines hard to get. Cotton, mercerised, and cash-

mere goods will not sell. Men's hosiery is also in slow

demand, and what is bought is largely silk. Foodstuffs

are moving freely at the reduced prices, for people must
eat. But household goods, such as furniture, cotton piece

snoods, utensils, etc., are extremely dull. Silverware is not

selling, though our fancy lines of jewelry show better

figures than last year. Cur millinery departmen is having

a splendid sea on. but dressgoods, silks, etc., cannot be

moved at slaughter prices. On- the other hand, .books and
stationery show results about on a par with last year.

"What is the answer? Apparently the public will

buy anything they mu?t have, such as food. They will

spend money on amusement*. And the women will pay
for articles of personal adornment, or which they think

are necessary to keen them in style, and I must say that

I don't believe, on the whole, that our Canadian women
have ever been better dressed. But when it comes to

furniture for the home, staple goods of any kind, or in

^Yict anything the purchase of which can be postponed,

rlie inclination to buy may be present, but is not strong

enough to overcome the desire for certain types of eco-

nomy."
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At the Service of the Industry

It is the aim of this organization to supply the

needs of the industry with precision and
dispatch.

There are many things needed, often in a hurry.

Our service is rather well-known on the

following

:

ADHESIVES
BOARDS & BLOCKS
BRUSHES
CUTTING DIES

SANDPAPER
SHANKS
WAX
ETC.

When in need of supplies of any kind, U.S.M.C.

organization is at your command.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited
Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch : 28 Demers St. Kitchener: 46 S. Foundry Street

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Samson
Sporting Boots
Embrace the most complete line of
Hockeys shown to the trade.

The Football Boots are made over a
wonderful last. The pattern is correct.
The cleats are solid sole leather.

The Samson Ski Boot is made to fit

the harness of the Ski exactly.

Samson
Heavy Staples
Are as highly specialized as Samson's
Sporting Boots.

Each line is made to a definite standard
and at the right price.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20 Arago St. QUEBEC

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower price shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LIMITED

11 Belleau St., Quebec.

-i;v.Y.<Av;jA!.ii^j.y-.^^;.;.tffigiviu'jA'j

turn

US
WM

n

A wonderful showing for

Fall and Summer delivery of
McKays and Standard
Screw for Men and for
Boys.

These shces and the values
we offer are the result of the
personal attention which has
always kept the Routier
Line to the front.

LUC ROUTIER
56 Colomb, QUEBEC

m
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Making Welts for Men, Boys,
Youths, Women and Misses;
McKays for Men, Boys, Youths,
Women and Misses; Standard
Screw for Men and Boys.

Close personal supervision rm resulted
in an even grading of quality that is

exceptional.

LUDGER DUCHAINE

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally hig-h order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

Hi

McKays
for Men, Boys, Youts,

Women, Misses and
Children

of our quality at our price

sell regardless of conditions.

Also Making Standard Screw for Men,
Boys, Youths, Women, Misses and
Children ; Welts for Men and Boys
and Mock Welts for Women.

Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

NEW SAMPLES READY

ONESIME GOULET & SON
LIMITED

575 St. Valier St. Quebec.

TANGUAY
McKAYS

Are sold freely in towns where
they appreciate rock bottom
prices for Staple Shoes.

WORK SHOES
Genuine Solid Standard Screw
Shoes that wear like a pig's

nose.

Hockey and Hunting Boots

With a Patent Leather Strap
Lacing, appreciated wherever
they are sold.

JOS. TANGUAY
122 St. Dominique Street

QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.
Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Pleury.
Richard Preres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Quebec, Glove Mfg., Ltd., 3'rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.
Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Maine de l'Incarnation
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, C, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'Incarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'Incarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr.. 026 Fleury.
Fortier N., 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

"CENTAUR"
A FINE SURFACE KID

Will not Scuff.

——Holds Its Color.

——Takes a Beautiful Finish.

Shows an Extremely Fine Grain.

——In- Appearance is Much Like Good K

Outwear.

id, Which It Will

SAMPLES AND PRICES ON APPLICATION.

Lucien Borne
491 ST. VALIER ST. :: :: QUEBEC, P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing mi advertiser
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95 SOUTH ST. BOSTON, U.S.A.

[

AT THE FRONT
Famo Glared Kid

WHEREVER good shoes are

known and genuinely stylish

leathers appreciated, there you

find FAMO KID at the front.

FOREMOST in cutting economies,

in style effect, and in durability,

it stands pre-eminent as the all-

round practical leather to bring credit

to your product.

HENWOOD & NOWAK, INC.
Tannery at Wilmington, Del.

General Offices: 95 South St., Boston

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing a>i advertiser
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With the

Shoe Manufacturer

Imports of Shoes — Standardizing

Cartons — The Sales Tax.

The Dominion Department of Customs has supplied

the following interesting analysis of imports into Ca-

nada by provinces of boots and shoes during the fiscal

year ended March 31, 1921:

Boots and
shoes, pegged Boots, shoes,

Boots and or wire fast- slippers & inso-

shoes, slippers ened, with un- les of all kinds,

and insoles of stitched soles, except rubber

leather, N.O.P. close edged. and leather.

Nova Scotia $47,392 $ — $0,983

Prince Edward Island 957

New Brunswick 51,840 10,704

Quebec 581,715 2,518 125,814

Ontario 955,259 1-6,413 241,894

Manitoba 149,220 4,065 27,015

Saskatchewan 58,818 78 15,258

Ylberta 110,921 186 7,857

British Columbia 216,863 1,652 85,255

Yukon 2,194 — 3,775

Total $2,175,209 $24,912 $524,555

These figures would seem to disprove the popular no-

tion in Eastern Canada that imports are largely account-

ed for by the number of persons from the United States

who have settled in Western Canada and continue to in-

sist on getting goods of United States manufacture. The
first column in the table, relating to "Boots and shoes,

slippers and insoles of leather, not otherwise placed," re-

fers to the class of boots and shoes most commonly worn
and most largely imported. Comparing the values of such

imports into the several provinces of Canada with the

population of such province in each case, we find that

Ontario is by far the leading buyer of United States foot-

wear, $1.00 having been paid for imported boots and shoes

last year on an average for every 2.95 men, woman and
children in the province. British Columbia is next with

an average expenditure of $1.00 for every 3.31 persons.

Disregarding the Yukon, the Province of Quebec is next

with an average expenditure for imported shoes of $1.00

for every 4.6 persons. Manitoba, Alberta, New Bruns-
wick, Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan and Prince Edward
Island follow in the order named with an average expend-

CHAS. E. ROY & CO.
(REG.)

DEALERS IN

New and Second-Hand Machinery

Leather and Shoe Findings

Let us know your requirements

We may have what you want

31 Colomb St. QUEBEC CITY

iture of $1.00 on imported leather boots and shoes for

every 4.15, 5.30, 7.11, 10.94, Pi. 82, and 97.54 persons,

respectively.

The e figures appear to indicate that (lie principal

demand For imported shoes in Ontario, Quebec and

British Columbia and probably that such demand is

found principally in the leading cities of the Dominion.

The rural popula'ioi is buying Made-in-Canada footwear.

The Canadian public are coming to realize that their

Canadian dollars will buy a better value of footwear in

Canada than in the imported shoes, but imports are much

larger than they ought to lie at a time when there is

unemployment in Canada and when everything possible

should be done to retain Canadian money at home and

provide employment for Canadian workers.

Standardized cartons.

The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada has

been in communication with the paper box manufacturing

companies relative to the standardization of cartons. It

will be remembered that i'i January, 1920, the Associa-

tion at its annual meeting approved a standard list of

sizes but unfortunate 1
)' those standard sizes have been

largely ignored by the manufacturers in ordering their

cartons. As a result, practically every order has been a

special order and the cost of production has been higher

than would have been the case with standard sizes generally

observed. There are mm< jrous other advantages to be

gained from standardization. The paper box manufact-

urers would be able to order their cardboard sheets in

such sizes as would reduce waste to a minimum and very

large quantities of box blanks could be cut without fre-

quent setting of the machines. Then too, under present

conditions considerable delay may be experienced by the

purchasers in getting orders filled, especially if the carton

manufacturers are busy and, as a result, the shoe man-

ufacturers have found it necessary to keep on hand con-

siderable quantises of cartons. These have represented

an investment of money and has also meant that the shoe

manufacturers have had to provide storage space for such

cartons. In connection with such storage there has been

waste as a result of contact with dirt, oil on the floors, or

otherwise. Frequently there has been breakage in hand-

ling cartons which have been stacked in storage space and

such wastage in the aggregate has been considerable.

With standardized cartons the manufacturers would be

able to keep on hand large supplies of blanks in each of

the standard sizes and would be in a position to fill orders

promptly, and in most cases on 24 hours notice. This

( Continued on page 61)

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED
QUEBEC, P0-

Making1

Welts, McKays, Standard Screw

For

MEN BOYS YOUTHS
WOMEN MISSES CHILDREN

Daily capacity of *>««<) pairs enables us

to make delivery on short notice.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing (in adv
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We'll be there

Toronto July 13-14

THOSE merchants who will be gathered

together in Toronto will be representative

of the best spirit of the trade for it is the

get-together-work-together idea that counts for

progress to-day.

Tetrault representatives will be present, of

course. It is with pleasure that we look for-

ward to meeting many of our good friends

from all over Canada.

TETRAULT MENS WELTS ARE SOLD BY
GOOD JOBBERS EVERYWHERE.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg., Co.
LIMITED

MONTREAL, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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OUR WESTERN LETTER
(From our own Field Representative)

The hot weather that has prevailed for the past ten

days or two weeks has been rather hard on western grain

prospects. With the' thermometer ranging from eighty

degrees up wards there has been a severe drain upon the

moisture naturally and farmers hate been having an

anxious time. There has been some rain in the last few

days which has improved conditions somewhat but in

Southern Alberta and Saskatchewan it looks as though

there would be another failure.

Business as a result is languishing and centres like

Alberta, Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Regina, Moosejaw

are experiencing the full effects of the wait-and-see po-

licy that prevails when agricultural prospects are doubt-

ful. Most of the merchants called upon claim that busi-

ness for the past month has been rather bad and special

sales and other means of moving goods do not seem to

yield the usual results.

In the northern portions of these provinces condi-

tions are somewhat better and Edmonton is feeling some
beneficial effects of the "trek" to the oil fields. Even with

fair crops, however, the prospects of weak prices for pro-

duce and the general tendency to postpone serious buying

is affecting all kinds of merchandising. But westerners

are as usual optimistic and are expecting that on the

whole the season will turn out faul well in spite of the

spotly character of the crops.

Manitoba Outlook.

Conditions in Manitoba are almost ideal according

to reports. In the Brandon and Portage la Prairie dis-

tricts there is hardly a poor field to be seen. Farmers
have been watching for rust which has appeared south of

the border but has so far not invaded Canada.

An official report says : The splendid crop conditions

which have prevailed since the Middle of May have con-

tinued, and the warm, humid atmosphere with abundance

of rain at most points has induced rapid growth.

Precipitation, the report states, has been particularly

heavy at many points in both Manitoba and Saskat-

chewan, but Alberta, although some fairly good local

showers have fallen, has not shared so well. A few points

report almost too much rain and some spots in the fields

are a little off color on this account.

Most apprehension is felt now for fear of an out-

break of rust. Although up to the present no reports have

been received of its appearance in the Canadian wheat
belt, it is reported from a few points in Northern Minne-
sota and North Dakota.

Fields of winter rye in full head and with a wonder-

ful' stand are reported from all provinces and yields of 30

bushes per acre are freely predicted.

Hay crops, both tame and wild, are very heavy. The
I'.arvest looks at present like being fairly early in most
districts.

SHOE NOTES
J. B. Douglas formerly of 125—8th Ave E., Calgary,

called Douglas the Shoeman who sold out of the same
stand has been succeed by Loggies Limited who are run-

ning a new shoe store.

Mr. J. B. Douglas has opened a new shoe store across

the street from his old one and is called The Novelty

Shoe Store. Opened June 4th and is the most uptodate

shoe store in every particular on the Prairies carrying a

very high class line of novelty shoes. Mr. Douglas carries

nothing to retail under $10,00. ,

E. E. Delaney shoe retailer of Swift Current. Sask.,

moved into his new store the last week of May. His new

store being one door north of his old one. It certainly is

an improvement and he has much more space. He is

looking formard this fall for better business.

Sykes Shoe Store of 130—8th Ave E., Calgary, are'

moving in the course of two weeks to new premises fur-

ther west of 8th Ave.

There has been a change! of ownership in the Calgary
Custom Shoe Store.

WITH THE SHOE MANUFACTURER
(Concl. from page 59)

would relieve the shoe manufacturers of the necessity of

carrying large stocks and would eliminate, or at lea&fl'

greatly reduce, the loss and wastage incidental to such

storage. Moreover, the shoe manufacturers should be able

to buy the standard cartons from the paper box com-
panies at a lower cost than that of the non-standard sizes.

The Association has been advised on reliable authority

that the paper box companies could give a special dis-

count of from 3 to 7 per cent, if the standard sizes were

adopted generally.

The list of standard sizes is now being carefully con-

sidered with a view to making any changes which seem

desirable, in order tb meet the requirements of the shoe

manufacturing companies, and the Association hopes to

he in a position at an early date to announce and arrang-

ement with the paper box companies for a special dis-

count on all purchases of standard size cartons. With
the general adoption of standard size cartons it will be

possible for retailers to standardize the shelving in their

stores. Moreover, the standardization of cartons will in-

volve the standardization of shipping cases and it is- hoped
that the manufacturers of fibre-board cases and wooden
boxes will assist in the standardization movement by of-

fering a special discount on the standard sizes.

The Sales Tax.

Practically all of the shoe manufacturing companies

soiling directly to the retail trade are charging the full 3

per cent, sales tax and it is believed that such practice

will be continued. Experience last year showed that those

companies which attempted to "absorb" part of the tax

on sales directly to customers or retailers or to include

half of such tax in the selling price of their products,

round that the difference between the amount of the tax

which they were required to pay to the Government and
the amount of the tax which they collected from their

ertailers or customers was very large and in some cases

meant a loss instead of a small profit on the year's oper-

ations. Since the rates have been increased, a number of

manufacturing companies which formerly absorbed one

half of the tax have changed their system and are now
charging the entire amount of the sales tax on sales to

retailers. Retailers will recognize that the tax has been

imposed by the Government and that it must be passed

on to the customer through the retail trade. Tf the man-
ufacturers did not show the tax as a separate item on

,>ach invoice, the amount of the tax which the manufact-

urers "absorb" would have to be included in their prices

to the retail trade. Under the system of charging the

"full amount of the tax retailers will see what they are

paying to the manufacturers for shoes and what they

are paying to the Government, through the manufact-

urers, on account of the sales tax. Moreover, under such

system they are protected against the tax being consider-

ed by the manufacturers as an item of expense and profit

charged thereon.
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Special showing of samples during the Convention

at Toronto, July 13-14. Sample Room at the King

Edward Hotel.

Character

in Turns

WHILE it is difficult to

define "Character" in a

good shoe, it is an easily

recognized attribute.

The high grade Inviclus Turns,

then, while being properly call-

ed fashionable, are more than

that — they are expressive of

that character which is apprec-

iated on sight by the well dress-

ed women of Canada.

Geo. A. Slater
LIMITED

MONTREAL P.Q.

A Long Record Of Fine Shoe-

Making Has Earned For The In-

victus Shoe The Name of Being

"THE BEST GOOD SHOE"

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Jobber

carries the stock

In these days when lines are running out,

the Jobber is of very exceptional service.

He is carrying quite complete stock — for

immediate shipment. The Merchant can

well profit by taking advantage of all that

he has to offer.

MONTREAL

OTTAWA

TORONTO

HAMILTON

ALFRED LAMBERT, Inc.,

14 Notre Dame St.

JAMES ROBINSON, LIMITED,

134 McGill St.

MINER SHOE CO., LIMITED,

78 St. Peter St.

A. W. AULT CO., LIMITED,

j. a. McLaren, limited,

WHITE SHOE CO., LIMITED,

R. B. GRIFFITH CO.

JOHN LENNOX CO., LIMITED,

Mention "S/toe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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j. a. McLaren cess
At Home

to Convention Visitors
We are waiting with a hearty welcome to greet the hundreds of

Canada's Shoe Retailers who are coming to Toronto to the big

NATIONAL SHOE RETAILERS
ASSOCIATION CONVENTION

JULY 13th and 14th.

We are anxious to extend to all our very best in hospitality in

order that the utmost in pleasure and profit may be experienced

by each one attending.

Visitors will find in our complete stock which we have ready to

show them a noteworthy array of strong selling lines and ex-

ceptional values and just by way of emphasizing the occasion we
are getting ready a bill of fare on which will be some things at

such prices that will make you feel it was worth your while to

give us an hour of your time.

"IMPERIAL" BRAND — FINE SHOES
"MAPLE LEAF" BRAND — STAPLE FOOTWEAR
"LITTLE CANADIAN" — SHOES FOR CHILDREN.
"SUPERIOR" BRAND — CANADIAN FELTS.
SLIPPERS — Best English and Canadian makes for Men and

Women.
HOCKEYS BOOTS. MOCASSINS. OIL TANS.
INDEPENDENT RUBBERS—SPEED KING OUTING SHOES.

Come to the Convention and let our service share in making your

trip enjoyable.

J. A.
30 Front St. W.

McLaren crpany
imited

Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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SHOE COMPANX Limited

mi****

WH O L ESALE
TORONTO.

SHOE D I S T R I b u)l
® jr O F. 5

Come To The
Convention

July 13th and 14th are "get

together" days for Canada's

shoe retailers when the big

N.S.R.A. Convention is held in

Toronto.

We cordially invi'e all visiting

shoemen to call on us. Our

service will be devoted to the

attention and entertainment of

the visiting trade.

You will find it to your interest

to ^ok over the splendid value?

we are offering in sure-selling

lines of reliable footwear.

WHITE SHOE CO., LIMITED
9 Wellington St. West -:- Toronto

Mention, "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Reliable

Staple Footwear

Only the sure selling lines are in-

cluded in our line showing of Staple

Shoes. Worths quality at low prices

rank them as leaders for value.

White

Canvas Footwear

IN STOCK READY FOR SHIPPING.
Latesit styles featuring new Cross

Strap, one and two straps, Rumps
and Oxfords.

Great summer sellers.

JOHN LENNOX & COMPANY
THE SLIPPER HOUSE OF CANADA

Hamilton, Ont.

Keep these dates open — The Convention of the

National Shoe Retailers' Association at Toronto.

JULY 13th and 14th

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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king

For You To-Morrow

That is the constant task of the shoe wholesaler.

It is part of our service to sense the market, and buy

shoes accordingly so that a constant flow of fresh

merchandise will keep our warehouse supplied with

the character and quality of shoes the merchant sells

most readil>.

For July and August we have many numbers m white

canvas and in low leather shoes that are ready for

shipment immediately.

Jam? si iEnbttiHiitt (Company
Idimttpu

1B4 iWr<SUl Btmt iHnnirral

Ti

Sill iii!
T

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Will To Serve

Brings Results

The Merchants in Convention in Toronto July 13th

and 1 4th will receive reports indicative of the activity

of the executive of the iN. S. R. A.

Those attending the convention will be inspired by

addresses given by men recognized to be authorities.

In short, the convention and the association its-self is

the result of the willingness of men to serve. The

N. S. R. A. will prosper long as the result of the broad

mindedness of many of its members.

As wholesale distributors of shoes we are heartily

back of all the good work of the Association and will

gladly co-operate when we can.

Jantpa iRnhtnamt (Eamjrattij

1B4 Mc(6\U Stmt 4Hmttr?al

Mention "<S7ioe and -Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Buy Carefully But Buy Now
So. 1106—WESTMINSTER
A Plain vamp Ball Strap Welt.

An attractive shoe made of

fine Brown calf to retail at

less than $10.00.

The
"Westminster

99

This slightly squared toe is the very newest. The shoe is

made in either a plain Bal., Foxed Bal. or Saddle Strap. In a
rich Brown. We offer it as your opportunity to stir up your
Men's Trade. It will sell everywhere.

Wire or Phone for Samples and Prices of White Goods.

We ail so have in stock ,a full line

of staples and novelties for women
—Straps and Cross Straps in Kid
and Combinations.

All prices are figured on an.

extremely close margin which
positively assures the lowest poss-
ible price to the merchant.

A. LAMBERT INC.
14 Notre Dame W, MONTREAL

Mention "SAoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Universal
Service is

Everlasting

The construction and design
of our machines are so perfect -

that they do not require the
attention of expert service-

men, familiar with one type
of machine only.

NO ROYALTY
:: NO DUTY ::

Best in The Long Run

All purchasers of the Universal Stitcher are given free instruction in the operation of

the machine. The instructors are men with years of experience in both machine build-

ing and shoe repair work. This staff is always maintained and is always at your

service to keep Uuniversal Machines up to their original high standard of efficiency.

This service it not philanthropy. It is part of our business proposition and is free at

all times for the asking. (

Universal ShoeMachineryofCanada, Limited

126 Queen Street - - - MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Shoe Repair Man
Shoe Repair Business

Under Scrutiny
Some Weak Points in the Trade —
and some Strong Points.

In the course of an address before the Leather and

Shoe Finders' Convention in Kansas City in June, Mr.

J. W. Meloon, of the United Shoe Repairing Machine

Company reviewed several phases of the shoe repairing

industry. We quote a portion of his address. Many of

our Canadian shoe repairers we know will not agree with

all he has to say, particularly along the lines of technical

ability and we should like to have a wide expression of

opinion on this subject. However his address provides

plenty of food for thought.

"Notwithstanding the tremendous volume of shoe re-

pairing that is being done today he said, and the very

aealthy condition of the shoe repairing industry from a

financial viewpoint, there are those concerned in the in-

dustry who scent a serious danger and fear for its future.

That is the problem of the shoe repairing machine com-

oanies rather than the findings dealers.

"There is a very large percentage of all the work

done that is very inferior as to quality. During war times

when the prices of shoes have been high, the inferior

workmanship has been accepted, when, perhaps, at a very

much lower cost of footwear, it will not be accepted. It

is not wholly a question of cheaper shops, better shops

nor better materials, although those help, but one con-

cerning machinery. More machinery is necessary and will

be forthcoming, but better use of machinery is the first

consideration.

"Unuess material progress is made in that direction,

I look for a falling off in the volume of shoe repairing

that will be nothing short of a calamity to the leather and
shoe findings business. That is ours, the repairing

machinery companies' problem, and I can assure you that

it is receiving our most profound consideration.

"In the development of the machine shoe repairing

industry, the hand workman who was trained in the art

of shoe making was essential to its success. There is a

question in our minds if we have not now reached the

point in the development of that industry where he is not

only unnecessary, but perhaps as the hejfd of a business,

is a positive menace to its best interests. The industry

has grown to be a public necessity and so those who con-

trol it must be prepared to render service accordingly, and

their failure so to do will be at their peril.

"As I review in my mind's eye a large number of

cur friends and customers, a few stand out among the

many as examples of efficiency and success. I see one

very conspicuous in the trade, whose only business and
technical training to fit him for the shoe repairing busi-

ness was obtained as a waiter in a restaurant; another

who is most successful as the head of a shoe repairing

business of considerable volume, was a shoe salesman ; and

still another, a saloon keeper who turned his saloon into'

a shoe repair shop for sentimental reasons rather than for

increased financial gain. And so we could enumerate scores

of instances of men having no previous training that fit-

led them for such a business but who have made marked
success of it, because of their exceptional inherent busi-

ness qualities. The men who I have mentioned all took the

position that if they possessed sufficient capital and were1

able to employ the technical experience that was essential,

they could supply the other qualities indispensable to the
success of the business. Those men could not have suc-

ceeded in the early days of the industry. At that time
men of a different type were indispensable. Neither was
the trade that was being served in the early days as fast-

idious as it is today.

"I have in mind a man whose specialty is to start

new shops, develop them to a profitable basis and then
sell them. During the space of a very few years he has
so established and sold at least five different shops. It

goes without saying that he is eminently fitted for such
work. He must possess marked ability to be able to select

locations and organize a business in that manner, but we
question seriously whether he is not a detriment rather

than a benefit to the industry. This man's qualifications

fit him as an industrial organizer, but did he sell those

five shops to men who understand service to the public,

and understanding it, will they deliver to the public the

service that the shoe repairing industry demands today?
Are not his talents being used, as a menace to you? Do
t ny of you ever question him or attempt to protect your
own interests? Are you not, when you assist him to sell

to one who has capital, but lacks the qualities that are

essential to public service, preparing to become the "pall-

bearer"? If this man sold five shops to five men who had
nothing but capital to recommend them, you are facing

five failures, and five shops have been turning out work
triat was detrimental to the industry because not only did

ihey drive their own patrons from the field as customers,

but they discredited the industry as a whole.

"The real test is a knowledge of service needed and
ability to deliver it. This is a point where you as findings

dealers and machinery manufacturers can render more
•md better shoe repairing service to the people.

"One, and perhaps the very greatest danger to the

industry, is indifference on the part of those who have
the greatest financial interest at stake, to the personality

of the men who are entering the field as shoe repairs,

how many of you present ever consider your prospective

shoe repairer who is about to embark in the machine shoe

repairing business, in the manner that the famous late P.

P. Morgan described at the Pugo Inquiry in 1912, as his

standard of credit basis for the loaning of money? He
said, "I have known a man to come into my office and 1

have given him a check for a million dollars when I knew
he had not a cent in the world. Commercial credits are

based on the possession of money or property or charac-

ter The first thing is character. A man I do not trust

could not get money from me on all the bonds in Christ-

endom. I think that is the fundamental basis of business."

"In the evolution of industries it frequently occurs
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that they marcli along natural lines up to a specific point.

Then because of perfectly natural causes, the road makes
;ui abrupt turn and gives way to new influences, the latter

nbeing absolutely controlling, and indispensable to the con-
tinued success of the industry.

"Men of experience who have followed the develop-
ment of some particular industry, have cultivated the fa-

culty, which may almost be compared with instinct, that

enables them to accurately recognize the new step in the
evolution. It is thought by some that the time has nearly
or quite arrived for this abrupt turn in the shoe repairing
industry. We do know that there is not 100 per cent,

satisfied customers of the shoe repairers. Some know that
there is a reason why there should be even a smaller per-

centage of satisfied customers, because of the manner of

conducting the shoe repairing business today. It is our
opinion that the answer and remedy is to be found by a
greater executive ability in the management of shoe re-

pairing business in the future than there has been in the
past. The time is past when a man who is simply a good
.-hoe repairer, but who lacks the instinct and the ability

to apply the touch that the department store applies in
building good will between themselves and their patrons,

can succeed in this business. The future demands that
the shoe repairer understand service to his customer and
be willing to make such sacrifices of his comfort and if

necessary, temporary lack of profit to the end that the
department store or Pullman Company would make to
their patrons.

"The time in the development of the industry has,

nearly or quite arrived when its further progress must be
through men of what may be called commercial, in con-
tradsti notion to industrial instinct and experience. The
shoe repairing industry as it stands today will go along
to better or worse, to greater or lesser volume according
to the business calibre of the individuals who embark in

it from this time forth. The short-sighted, one-track mind
that, because business is dull and the net income small,
does inferior work at" the old prices in order to obtain a

large percentage of profit, is a parasite on the industry.
Thus, any amount of technical skill] he might have as "a
shoe repairer would be unavailing without the broad
knowledge that would enable him to treat the situation
from a service viewpoint, and tlfat comes with the man,
who perhaps is not a

v

trained shoe repairer.

REPAIR CONVENTION

All signs point to a highly successful meeting on
July 27th and 28th. Already sufficient replies have been
received to indicate a satisfactory attendance. Aside from
the good time to be bad, the programme and discussions
on the various subjects will more than return the cost of
the trip to those in attendance. Some of the topics appear
to be of a highly contentious character, and spirited de-
bate can be expected.- Already we have had some com-
munications with regard to fibre counters one or more of
which we will print in our pre-convention number.

The question of formation of an Ontario Federation,
which would ultimately form part of a Dominion Feder-
ation is of paramount importance. The general functions

,

of such a Federation, aside from its use as a medium of
dealing with governments when need might arise for con-
certed action, would embrace the following:

—

! To establish and maintain fair competitive conditions.

2. To promote honesty in merchandising for the mutual
benefit, of the consumer, and the shoe repairer.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Jouri

3. To set as a clearing house for information.

J. To bring out into the open trade practices and abuses
that are detrimental to the industry as a whole.

o. To prevent by every legal means unfair competition
to destroy fair profit, which every merchant has a
right to demand.

8. To strive at all times by persistent, well-directed ef-
fort to increase the demand for good shoe repairing
service.

It is up to every Ontario repair man to do his bit.

COME TO THE CONVENTION

!

WESTERN REPAIR NOTES

The Boot and Shoe Repairers of Saskatoon have sent
a petition to the City Hall there, asking that a by-law
be passed ordering early (-losing on all repairing shops in
the city. The petition was signed by a number. of shoe
repairers, purporting to be 75 '/, of those in the city. It
requested that the shops should close at twelve noon eveTy
Wednesday during the summer months from May to Sep-
tember.

Mr. Jas. Ross of the Sun Shoe Repair Store of Coro-
nation, Alta. visited his father recently who is very ill at

Castor, Alta,

There has been a change recently in "The Repair
Store"' of Ltcombe. Alta. Messrs. Kapha Bros are the new
proprietors. It is thought the former proprietor will return

to Poland.

United States Hotel
Lincoln, Beach and Kingston stv.

BOSTON, MASS.

.Near South Terminal ami easily reached from North
station by elevated

European Plan $2.00 up

Jas. (;. Hickey, Manager G. W. Hanlon, Vs>t. Mgr.

Are you one of the very few House
in the industry not handling:

National Shoe Plates?

If so we would like to send you samples

"National:' Shoe Plates

are made in three sizes, from cold
rolled steel.

Easy to drive on .hard to wear off.—WRITE US FOR SAMPLES—TO-DAT.

—

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells St.

Chicago, Illinois. U.S.A.

I" when writing an advertiser
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No. 295

—

Boys Choc. Elk Blue. Good-
year Welt National Oak Sole^ A
very high grade shoe at a low
price. Made also in Smoked, olive

and black. This shoe sells at

sight.

Williams Shoes On Display

At The N.S.R.A. Convention
We will be glad to be among those who will welcome the visiting retailers

to the big Convention at Toronto July 13th and 14th.

We are looking forward to being of service entertaining yoil as well as to

interest you in good shoemaking as exemplified in Williams Shoes. Be sure
to visit our showroom at the King Edward Hotel.

WILLIAMS SHOE LIMITED
Brampton, Ontario

SUCCESSFUL EASTERN OUTFIT

"The Halifax Quick Shoe Repair Shop", is the name
under which Mr. F. D. Fader has made a notable success

in the repair business. Mr. Fader keeps five men busy

on repair work, and also manufacturers men's and wo-

men's shoes to order. He has specialised on systems of

collection and delivery, which he finds a valuable aid in

holding and extending his trade. Mr. Fader is a firm be-

liever in good and consistent advertising, and makes good
use of his local papers. The three small electros shown
were used in conjunction with lively talks on shoe re-

pairing.

PACIFIC COAST REPAIR NOTES

Business with the Eepairers of the City has shown
a decided improvement during the last two. weeks but it

ic expected that the summer holidays that commence on

July 1st will cause the usual reaction.

Mr. R. B. Francis, Manager of the B. C. Leather Co.

has returned from his extended visit to the Trade Centers

of the East and South.

An innovation is in operation in the Leather and
Findings Houses of the City, which now open at 7.30

A.M. and close at 5.30 P.M. instead of 8 A.M. and 6 P.M.
as previously.

Hugh McBain who was for some time with Mr.

Ashton Burton on Kingsway has opened a repair stand on

805 Kingsway. Hugh is a veteran of the late war and
also saw service in the Imperial troops in India and under

General Lord Kitchener in the Soudan, Egypt.

Mr. P. Frost has purchased the business of Mr. C.

McCulloch, Lonsdale Rc, North Vancouver. Mr. Frost is

n native of Manchester, England, and was in business in

* lalgary previous to coming to the coast.

Mr. Bayes has purchased the business of Mr. R.

Jefferies The No Delay Store, on Granville St. and is

fitting up same in a first class style for sale and repairing.

Mr. Bayes came from Calgary to this city. Mr. R. Jeff-

eries has reopened on a new stand on 4th Ave. West.

Mr. A. W. Butcher and S. Fairweather have taken

over the repair stand of Mr. H. Morwood, Columbia' Ave,

New Westminster. Mi'. H. Morwood having purchased

the business of Mr. J. Demmery, South Hill, South Van-
couver.

Mr. J. Demmery who disposed of his business owing
ro ill health has been in the Vancouver Hospital to in-

dergo an operation for absess.

Mr. L. M. Kiteley who was several years with the

Woods Ltd shoe store on Hasting St. West has opened a

very smart store on Broadway and Granville Streets.

Mr. P. Liu of Hasting St. has entered the Holy/
Order of Benedicts, both bride and bridegroom spent their

honeymoon in Seattle. The bride only recently arrived

from Italy.

Mr. J. Morrison, Cedar Cottage, has moved into a

much larger and more convenient store to keep pace with

the increasing trade.

CHAS. E. REED & CO'S NEW CATALOGUE

Chas. E. "Reed & Co., of Chicago, Til., have just irnwd

a very attractive catalogue on shoe pattern machinery. The

catalogue is 9 by 12 inches in 'size and contains eighteen"

pages. A number of illustrations are shown, and a des-

cription of their complete line of shoe pattern machinery

given. A copy of this catalogue may he had on application.
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Havana Brown
In Evans Fine Kid

I

N response to the call of the trade for an

Havan Brown of the quality of EVAN'S
Black Kids we have placed ourselves in

a position to supply this leather.

Havana Brown Shoes are as constantly

in demand as are blacks. The coming season

there will be a continued heavy call for them.

Made in EVAN'S HAVANA BROWN, the shoe

will give everything the customer asks for — Style,

Finish, Color and Wear.

SAMPLE GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST

MADE IN CANADA BY

John R. Evans Leather Co., Limited
2 1 4 LEMOINE STREET MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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MONARCH -KNIT
HOSIERY

A Great Line for the Modern Shoe Store

WHEN YOU come to think of it, a line of high

grade hosiery for both men and women is a

most logical line for the Shoe Store.

When a lady or gentleman comes into your store

and buys a nice stylish pair of shoes you have the best

chance to get them interested in some hosiery to match.

And Monarch-Knit Hosiery is a Quality Line that

you can sell quickly because its very texture and finish

proclaim its superior worth.

Consequently you can get your full price for it every

time with the assurance that every customer will be

satisfied.

The Monarch-Knit
Hosiery Catalog

makes it easy to order the lines best suited to your

trade and to keep your stock assorted with a very

light investment of capital.

A copy of this valuable hosiery style and price

reference book will be mailed to you immediately on

request.

At the Convention

in Toronto July 13 and 14, be sure to call at our sample

rooms in the Ryrie Building, Corner Shuter and Yonge

Streets. Our special representative, Mr. Sandy Thomp-

son, will be at your service, with all information con-

cerning the Monarch-Knit range.

The Monarch Knitting Company, Limited

Head Office : DUNNVILLE, ONT.

Factories: Dunnville, St. Catharines and St. Thomas, Ontario.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Passport to

More Sales

The stamp of the Boot and Shoe

Workers' Union on your stock opens

wide the door to more sales for you.

Organized labor looks for the identi-

fying mark of its associates in industry

on every possible purchase. When

buying footwear, that mark is the

stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers'

Union.

To make your store the one sought

by industrial workers, display the

stamp on all your stock. Labor is

loyal to those who are loyal to them.

.WORKERS UNION,

INI0N^5TAM :

ictory

BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION
246 SUMMER STREET BOSTON, MASS.

COLLIS LOVELY, Gen'l Pres't.

CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen'l Sec'y-Treas.

^WORKERS UNIO

UNIO^STAMPI

"t.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-

tent of 35 %.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-

perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer

this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York.

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3/^c. " "

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE • NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of

Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs. {

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes
Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 "St. Hubert St., Montreal, Canada

Calumet 1959

CANADIAN REPAIRERS IN ENGLAND

Messrs. Butterworth, Hendry and Skilling, all mem-
bers of the Toronto Shoe Repairers Association have been

having a fine holiday, getting many new experiences and

ideas, and quite a lot of publicity in England. Mr. Butter-

worth was able to attend the Blackpool conference of the

National Federation. Later the three Toronto men were

entertained at a special meeting of the London District

Council, at which were present members from several of

the neighboring Repair Associations. The reception ami

meeting took the form of a exchange of compliments and

impressions from both sides. As at least one of the three

Toronto men will be home in time for the Convention,

those attending should hear something as to how the shoe

repair problems, associations and federations are being

handled in England.

The reception accorded to the Toronto visitors may

be accepted as a compliment to the repair trade of Canada,

and should lead to a closer bond between the English and

Canadian organizations. Established as they have been for

a longer time, they have already met and overcome some

of the problems which are now facing Canadian repairmen.

In later issues we expect to give in greater detail the im-

pressions and views of the above gentlemen.

KANGAROO
We are headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds.

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kidd

RICHARD YUONG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW-YORK, U.S.A.

Branch: M South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

ESTABLISH El) 18G3

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOR HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

J.HARDYSMITH & SONS H,DE
F
a
ACT

L
o"s

THER

CODES: MARCONI, BENTLEY, LIEBER.
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTER. Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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McKAY

WHITE McKay Welting-Color GUARANTEED
A specialty that we unqualifiedly recommend to

the trade because of its splendid quality, great ten-
sile strength, and warranted fast color. Write us
for free samples and prices.

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
INCORPORATED

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

Department of MILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass.
SALES OFFICES:

BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA, Southwest Corner Fifth and Arch Streets; CINCINNATI, 410
East Eighth Street; CHICAGO, 305 West Lake Street; ST. LOUIS, No. 1419 Olive St.,

ROCHESTER, N.Y., 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY, 33 Spruce Street.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND, Messrs. Pearson Rabinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois, 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris.

When a Tanner wants a Color, he wants a
color that is PURE, UNIFORM, RELIABLE,
CONVENIENT, PERMANENT AND
ECONOMICAL
The dyes offered by L. B. Holliday & Company, Limited, are noted for their

fast qualities, and are adaptable to a wide variety of uses, covering every re-

quirement of the Tanner

Chrome Leather Black 6.

Chrome Leather Tan 2G.

Chrome Leather Brown G.

Basic Tan 0.

Basic Dark Brown P.

Magenta Powder
Methyl Violet 2B. Cone.

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

French Black 2938

Chrysoidine B. Cone.

Bismarck Brown R. Cone.

Fast Red A.

New Phosphine R.

Auramine 0. Cone.
Orange 11.

Ponceau G.

Brilliant Bordeaux 2B.

Acid Prune V.

Naphtliol Blue Black 10B.

Naphthylamine Black H.

Light Acid Brown L.

Bark Acid Brown L.R.

Niggrosine W.S.

STOCK MAINTAINED

L B. Holliday & Company, Limited

HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND
27 ST. SACREMENT ST.,

MONTREAL, P.Q.

CANADIAN OFFICE AND WAREROOMS
Cable Address: "DYEWARES," MONTREAL

Telephone: MAIN 8105

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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It

CHROME PATENT SIDES
DULL CHROME SIDES
BRIGHT BOARDED

SIDES
RETAN STORM

LEATHER
CHROME TONGUE

SPLITS

TAN CHROME SIDES
MAHOGANY CHROME

SIDES
ROYAL PURPLE

CHROME SIDES
ELKS, various colors

WHITE BUCK

The High Standards Per-

sistently Adhered to In

The Production Of Robson

Leathers Make Them Out-

standing In Appearance

and Superior In Durability.

ROBSON LEATHER CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL OSHAWA

Robson Coloreu Sides Fea-

ture the Shades That Are

Fashion's Choice.

QUEBEC

CORRUGATED & FIBRE
SHIPPING CONTAINERS

Offer the BEST Method of Packing and Shipping

Footwear because of their

ECONOMY and SAFETY
They save storage space.

They cut packing expenses
in half.

No risk of damage to goods.

No pilfering losses.

They reduce shipping charges. No shipping delays.

LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES AND PRICES

CORRUGATED PAPER BOX CO.
Toronto, Canada

An all Canadian Company Financed by Canadian Capital

Limited

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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II. N. LINCOLN

Factory and Branch:

37 Foundry St. S.

KITCHENER, ONT.

REPRESENTING

American Lacing Hook Co.,

Waitham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machnes

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, III.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.
Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.
Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean, Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods.
Cotton Threads

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, >vown Co.,

Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe Gum
Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.
Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die Blocks

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds.
Inks, etc

M. H. Merriam & Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Goodyear
Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

J. Spaulding & Sons Co.,
N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Counters
Fibre Innersoling

Textile Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imit. Leather
Facing, Welting, etc.

Safety Utility Economy Co.
Boston, Mass.

Electric Heating Equipment

SHOE MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA
MAIN OFFICE

154 NOTRE DAME ST., WEST

MONTREAL

In addition to the lines shown in the list of

Houses we represent and for which we are

Exclusive Agents, we carry large stocks of

Specialties.

We are ready to Serve You Right on any of

the following lines. Ask for Samples and

Prices or send us a trial order.

Belting

Oak Tanned - Tannate

Belt Hooks and Pliers

Bows - all sizes

Breasting Knives

Crayons - Marking for

Leather and Rubber

Cheese Cloth

Cover for Linings

Covering Paper

Branch

:

566 St. Valier

QUEBEC

Dry Paste Stickfast

Kegs and Bbls.

Silkolene Silk Wipers

Sponges

Dressing, Gumming

Tag Holders

Tarred Felt

Thread Cotton for Puritans

Tubes for all Perforators

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO.
Montreal Kitchener Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Landis Outfits are Money Makers

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher

Sold Outright, No Royalty.

Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the

prices are reasonable and the terms easy.

We have many models of Stitchers and Finishers. Write for

complete Catalogue with price and terms.

Uj* aji i_* r* N°- 1515 25th st -

ndis Machine Co. st. louis, u.s.a.

HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

1 ~— — ^— ————————

—

' Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and No. B4—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which
is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
32 Front St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agenls for the Dominion of Canada

^'fntinn "Photi and Leather Journal" ichcn writing an advertiser
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Style:

STYLE is no mere accident. It is

the result of much intelligent

investigation, peculiar skill and

close application to the principles

of design.

It is most fitting that Lasts and

Patterns — the foundation of style

in shoes — should be the product

of the one organization.

Our service is yours, if you say so —
the service of the most finely equipped

concern in the business in Canada.

United Last Company
LIMITED

MONTREAL, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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FAIRE BR0 S & CO., LIMITED
RUTLAND STREET, LEICESTER, ENGLAND

Manufacturers o/STIFFENERS

TO BOOT MANUFACTURERS
Our well-equipped modern factories are adapted
to meet all yonr requirements in hifjh ^rade

SOLID GRAIN STIFFENERS TWO PIECE SPLIT STIFFENERS THREE PIECE SPLIT STIFFENS RS
GRAIN BACKED STIFFENERS SOLID SPLIT STIFFENERS LEATHFB LAYER STIFFENERS

In all sizes. Men's, Army, Women's, Children's and Golosn Shapes.

BFSITRE AND SEE OUR SAMPLES BEFORE RE-ORDERING. if WILE PAY YOC TO DO~SO

FAIRE BROS. & CO., LIMITED, Manufacturers of Shoe Mercery, LEICESTER

Our NON-ROYALTY

Standard - Consolidated

Lasting Machine

The Best Lasting

Machine

on the Market

AH Parts are Interchangeable.

For Prices and Particulars apply

The Machinery Company

Limited

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE FASHION OF THE

DAY HAS RESULTED

IN AN INCREASED USE

OF KID.

THE 1WRKASE IN THE

USE OF ROYAL KID IS

BUT A TRIBUTE TO

THE MANY QUALITIES

FOR WHICH IT IS

KNOW

BONNER
LEATHER CO.
MONTREAL

SALBS AGENTS

;

MONTREAL: .) . H, GOYER,227 LEMOfNE ST.

K.ITCHENER: F. V. DUFFTON, 50 FOUNDRY ST.

CATALOGUE
of Shoe Pattern Machinery

Fully illustrating and describing com-
plete line of machinery for cutting and
grading upper patterns, sole patterns,

etc.; toe and heel shaping machines
for finishing toes arm heels of lasts

and remodeling old lasts; etc.

On Reed Machinery is produced more
than nine-tenths of the shoe patterns
of the word.

This new Catalogue sent gratis on
request.

CHARLES E. REED & CO.
3227 Carroll Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of
excess meat. Thoroughly cured and
out of our first salting.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable
tare, giving an excellent delivery.

Hide and Calfskin Cellar. Montreal,

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FOLLOWS:

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John, N.B.
Windsor. N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Your store is judged by the appearance of

your windows.

Window displays made with our fixtures

create favorable impressions on the public

and increase your sales. Our fixtures are

well constructed and made of selected wood.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

Artistic Wood Turning Works
Formerly Polay Fixture Service

521 N. Halsted St., Chicago, HI.

GOOD PATTERN DESIGNING

IS AN ACQUIRED ART

^ittin§ the lines ofa last is not

a Mechanical Operation but a

Matter of 5ldll~a result of years

of Study and ^rainin^ g?«o

PATTERN MAKING demands fiare

Judgement to gipc Style and Grace-

full Lines and assure conformity

to the Original Last Ouliines

FITTING QUALITV DEMANDS "AGCUMCy

FEELER fi(M1ING5
^Lincoln 5t. Boston Mass U S.A.

Tanners' Oils & Greases

Sulphonated Cod Oils

Sulphonated Neatsfoot Oils

Sulphonated Castor Oils

Acid Fat Liquors

Moellon Degras

MADE FROM CANADIAN PRODUCTS
and

MANUFACTURED AT FARNHAM, QUE.

Salem Oil & Grease Co.,
of Canada, Limited

Farnham, Quebec.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser
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SHOE MT'G COHPAKY
LIMITED

Representing a sample taken fr<m a strong line

of Misses' .Children's and Infants' McKays,
Jobbers and other large buyers will be inter-

ested in our Fall proposition. We will call if

you say so,

EASTERN SHOE CO., Limited
152 Frontenae Street

MONTREAL

CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been
the standard for quality
and colors in Canada for
over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

Remember the Convention of the National
Shoe Retailers' Association at Toronto,

July 13th and 14th.

BRANCH WAREROOMS
252 Notre Dame St. W., Montreal

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent
and at

50 Fonndry St. South, Kitchener
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Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNEKS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING

FANCY AND
NOVELTY GOODS

SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

"GOODRICH"
HandTurned Footwear

" builds
prestige and an enviable reputation
for better grade retailers. They are
carefully made of selected materials
by expert turn workmen."

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
Manufact urers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL • - - MASSACHUSETTS

NEWCASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White, Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf, Splits.

Indias. Heavy Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Cloths.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

( anadian Branch—335 Craig St. W.. Montreal

Factory—Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A.

Beal's

Shoepacks
for

Rough Work

f

The leather used is our own
tannage, carefully chosen and

fashioned into footwear in the

best manner that skill and

brain can conceive to get the

maximum of resistance to

wear and weather.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.

Lindsay, Ont.

Limited

High-Grade

WOOD HEELS
All Styles

Prompt Service

Standard Quality

Canadian Trade a Specialty

G. H. MOORE HEEL CO.
39 N. Water St. Rochester, N.Y.

INFOOT BRAND
BRITISH-MADE

Infants' Footwear
SOFT-SOLE SHOES

in Kid, Silk, Poplin, Wool, etc.

HARD-SOLE SHOES
Sizes 1-6, Black and Tan Leathers

INFANTS' FOOTWEAR LTD.

London, England
GREENE-SWIFT Bl[ELDING

LONDON - CANADA

Mention -'Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Increased Profits and
constant Repeat Orders
from Satisfied Customers
is the Result of Hand-
ling our "SILVEKITE" Lamb's Wool Soles.

SHOE FINDINGS THAT SELL"

"SELWEL" Cemented Heel Lining:

Repairer
These cuts illustrate only a few
of the Findings Specialties we
manufacture.

Write for Catalog and Price List

•VVARMTKEAD" Cushion Insoles made of
"Korxole" and Whito Cushion Felt.

THE SILVERITE CO.
Formerly L. (J. & S. S. COMPANY "SELWEL"' Stitched Heel Lining:

81 Hi^h Street Boston. Mass., U.S.A. ^irer mt^fj^ * smooth z4g -

VAN SCH^M>1^ BROC
3358 Avondale,™ ~ GfflPAGO -U-S'A

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE \i:\V YORK CHICAGO

'We deliver what you buy'
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITS ARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "8hQti and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



The prices are absolutely right, but

even if they were higher, the quality

of these flexible McKays would be re-

membered long after the price was for-

gotten.

Particularly Good

Style— at a price

CLARK BROS. McKays could well be among
the high priced shoes of the day — for

style, material and shoemaking are all of a

high order.

clark bros. McKays We be,ieve
'
kowever, that there is a great appre-

arc extremely flexible. They are ciation for all the finer qualities plus moderation
made in the latest fashions to be

sold to those wanting good shoes

at a moderate price.

in price and have placed our line thus — in a class

by itself.

Clark Bros.
LIMITED

St. Stephen N.B.



THE THIRTY-FOURTH YEAR. TORONTO, AUGUST 1st, 1921

Good-will

An honest endeavor to serve and a
product—in Bennett Fibre Counters— of many super qualities, have
created a good-will which we will al-

ways protect with our unquestioned
guarantee.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.

Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers
in the British Empire
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Solid Satisfaction
conies to Shoe Manufacturers who use

Trent Valley or Royal

OAK
SOLE LEATHER

The Leather that invariable gives

Highest Quality

Greatest Value
Longest Wear

TwoTwin Tannagesof theSix

manufacturer by

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

SALES OFFICES
Toronto

Hastings

Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls

wmMMmmsmiMm
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Although the Counter is hidden, many of

the good lines you see are made with

the proper D. & P. Fibre Counter.

To-day among good merchants it is not

customary to question the "kind" of

counter used—for the majority of counters

are fibre. It is more usual to ask "Whose
counter do you use?"

And those makers using D. & P. counters

tell you so, frankly.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

St. Hyacinthe 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL
REPRESENTATIVES

:

For Ontario:—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City :—Richard Frerc, St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'" when ivriting an advertiser
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Baby Walk

and Globe
Pillow-- In-

soles capture

the mothers
of Young
Canada.

Because the childrens trade is a human thing

—leading straight to the heart of the fam-

ily — it warrants your careful attention and

your honest endeavors to serve.

By the standard of better service to the

growing families who trade with you, judge

Globe Shoes.

Others have done so and profited as they

served.

No. XX 202.

—

A specialty of the Women's Fat Ankle type. A Dongola extension edge tarn with

Pillow Insole and Rubber Heel. Made in Blucher, Bal. or Button. Widths—£. EE. and EEE.

A leader wherever shown. Prices and samples on application.

GLOBE SHOE, LIMITED
TERREBONNE - - QUE.

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" wh^n writing an advertiser
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Merchants need National Cash Registers

now more than ever before

(1) They stop mistakes.

(2) They stop losses.

(3) They decrease expenses.

(4) They improve trade.

(5) They increase profits.

We make cash registers for every line of business.

Price $110 and up.

Easy payments. Liberal allowances for old registers.

Old registers bought, sold, repaired, and exchanged.

We make cash re^istefrs for every line of businessNATIONAL
CASH REGISTER CO.

OF CANADA LIMITED

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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These Are Selling

THE latest reports from style centers carry strong sug-

gestions in favor of One Strap and Two Strap Womens
Welts for both early and late Fall.

Silk hosiery will be largely worn and no style so well lends

its-self to the adornment of the well dressed woman as the

many pleasing combinations found in our numbers 360 to

366 inclusive to retail at prices ranging from $8.00 to $12.00.

Bell strap creations in Kid, Calf, Suede and their many
attractive combinations are maintaining the reputation of

Bell Fashionable Shoes.

J. & T. Bell, Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Havana Brown
Is Going Strong

HIS is one sure bet—Havana Brown is a safe,

sane and popular color for Fall,—and Evans

color and finish is that in greatest demand.

Starting with the right raw stock, we have

followed the process through until we have

produced a finished product that has met with the full

approval of the trade.

SAMPLE GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST

MADE IN CANADA BY

John R. Evans Leather Co., Limited
214 LEMOINE STREET MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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These

Staples Lead

All Over

Canada

Staples

alue

!

VAJZZZZZZZ2ZZZZZZZZZZZZA m
m vzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzza m

No. 313

—

A Women's Gun Metal Calf
Oxford. Single sole McKay. Whole
quarter. Perforated tip. A popu-
lar shoe also in style with its

medium fine toe.

GET this right — staple shoes are solid

bed rock foundation at the shoe busi-

ness. Styles come and go but staples

were with us. Yesterday, you sell them to-

day and ten years from now you will still be

showing a profit in their sale.

Remember, too, that it takes just as long to

manufacture staples containing the solid

worth of the Yamaska lines as it does to

create novelty shoes.

Yamaska Staples are standard all over Canada.

The Yamaska is one of the very few lines of

staples sold direct to the Retail Merchant.

L&Comp&gnie JA&M Cote
ST.HYACINTHE, QUE.

lllllliirujlli) iir*?HiiiiimNHiii[

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Men's

Shoes

are

moving
more
rapidly

Novelties such as

these Ball Straps —
strikingly new yet

quite safe for all mer-

chants to buy — have

started the men buy-

ing new shoes.

They are buying in

the lighter browns and

tans, too, and buying

many in blacks.

We can deliver on

fairly short notice.

Dalaco, Patricia and Metropolitan are safe brands to tie to whether in the

newer or in the more conservative styles.

We advise the placing of Fall orders in the immediate future to insure delivery

in time.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather .Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALWEAB ATHLETE

SPEED KINGS are GOING STRONG

Everywhere Speed King Sales have THRIVED on the prolonged hot
weather. It is a SPEED KING SEASON.

For cool comfort and economical wear people have found there is nothing
to equal this light serviceable Outing Footwear.

Partakers in every form of Summer sport get the right kind of shoes for

their particular needs when they buy SPEED KINGS.

Do not run short on Styles or Sizes. There are six to eight weeks of steady
selling yet to provide for.

KEEP YOUR LINES WELL SORTED BY DRAWING ON THE
COMPLETE STOCKS OF ANY OF OUR WHOLESALERS.

INDEPENDENT WHOLESA LEES
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Halifax. N.S.
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S.
Brown, Kochette, Limited - - Quebec, Que.
James Robinson Co., Limited .- Montreal, Que.
l.oeke Footwear Co. Ltd. - Montreal, Que.
J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto, Ont.
White Shoe Co.. Limited - Toronto, Ont.

C. Weaver ..... Trenton, Ont.
The London Shoe Co., Limited - London, Ont.
T. Long & Brother, Limited - Colllngwood, Ont.
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited - Kegrina, Sask.
Dowers Limited .... Edmonton, Alta.

The J. Leekie Co., Limited - - Vancouver, B.C.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited

Merritton Ontario

Mention "S/(oe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Jsa JDucAesse^

Many Jobbers Carry

The Latest Styles

Early in the year, the shoe
wholesalers commenced to

place orders for novelty lines.

All spring and summer, the
orders for One-Strap, Two-

Straps, Brogues, Imitation
Brogues, Ball Straps, Saddle
Straps and other special num-
bers have kept us busy.

Merchants then, will find
jobbers in growing numbers
able to supply them with
fashionable shoes, well made,
at moderate prices.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co., Registered
MONTREAL, QUE.

Ala Icing W o m en'

s

Welts, McKays and

Turns of a Standard

quality for the whole-

sale trade.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Exceptional Profit

for Jobber and Merchant

This "Little Darling" line of Childrens shoes

is more than a grade better than its price.

Because of this, it holds possibilities of larger

profits to both the Jobber and the Dealer.

We would like to hear from those interested

in obtaining more profit from their sales of

footwear for children.

Samples and Prices on Request

LOUIS GERMAIN
251 Christoph Colomb Montreal

Mention "S/ioc and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ROBERT H. FOERDERER
PHILADELPHIA incorporated PENN., U.S.A.

mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' iclicn writing an advertiser
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GENUINE SERVICE
IP HE wide distribution of A. H. M. Branches is an important

factor in present-day merchandising.

Those merchants using our in-stock service will find it possible to

secure prompt shipment on many of the popular styles of the day.

Manufactured and sold by

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY, LIMITED
HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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In a class by themselves

have striven to arrive at a line

brim-full of originality not only

in design but in shoe-making

and in price.

Jobbers and Merchants alike tell us

that we have succeeded. They say

that nowhere can they find the patterns

the fitting qualities and the. price all

so attractive.

Canadian Footwear

Made in Finer Grades

Do not think of Canadian

Footwear as being cheap in

cither class or price.

Every shoe is a strictly

fine product of Modem Shoe

Making Art; but internal

economy and large product-

ion enable us to actually un-

dersell the market.

The prices are ahead of

the times for this grade of

shoes.

Canadian Footwear Co., Limited

Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" When writing an advertiser
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FIFTY YEARS PRODUCING HONEST LEATHERS
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}ATENT
COLT
KID
IDE

CMMPMO.SIBE

SHEEP SKINS CHROME SOLE COTTON FINDINGS

[12 9 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON . MASS.,
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Guay Counters

Carefully Inspected

THAT is one great advantage of a well

made fibre counter, and the mechanical

process insures that ail counters come

the same.

Economical methods keep Guay prices right,

too.

The Eugene Guay Counter is used in in-

creasing numbers becauses it is dependable,

is comfortable, is easy in fitting and is guar-

anteed.

EUGENE GUAY, Reg
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Reputation and Character

The High Character of

Maltese Cross

Rubbers
and

Canvas Footwear

has given this line its envied reputation.

For twenty-five years, we have held up QUALITY as the thing before the
eyes of our workers, and Quality never had a truer meaning than when
applied, to

Maltese Cross

Rubbers
and

Canvas Footwear

Dealers Who Sell Maltese Cross Lines Always Have Satisfied Customers.

Write for Prices and Terms.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

Head Offices and Factory, Toronto

Branches in Leading Cities of Canada.

Mention "S/ioe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CALF AND KIP SIDES

STORM CALF
ALL COLLORS

H. B. JOHNSTON & CO.
TORONTO, CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Leading in

the Style Movement

THERE has been and is a very definite movement
in Mens Shoe styles. Never before have lasts

patterns, pinking and perforations received such

close attention.

—And this movement has increased the sale of fine

welts.

—And throughout the season, wherever you go Men
are buying and well dressed Men are wearing a

Tetrault-made welts.

TETRAULT MENS WELTS ARE SOLD BY
GOOD JOBBERS EVERYWHERE.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg., Co.

LIMITED

MONTREAL, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Style

Service

For Shoe Manufacturers
Some manufacturers have asked us why we do

not publish cuts or drawings of new designs in

shoes. If we did this it would be entirely contrary

to the style Service we try to give.

We treat each shoe manufacturer confidentially,

we study the line he is making, we suggest and

submit such styles and designs as are suitable

for his particular line.

The adopted styles of any one manufacturer we
do not give to another .

This gives the shoe manufacturer the confident

feeling that his line is individual and that his

styles are different than his competitors.

A Style Service of this kind is interesting.

For the convenience of Ontario Manufacturers we have

an office at No. 64 Welling-ton St. W.

ROOM 212, TORONTO, ONT.: TEL. ADELAIDE 4499

UNITED LAST COMPANY
LIMITED

MONTREAL - CANADA

Mention "Sliuc and Leather Journal" writing an advertiser
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IMPORTERS UUISStJ!) JOBBERS C/7V MANUFACTURERS SALES AGENTS

25

H. N. LINCOLN

Factory and Branch:
37 Foundry St. S.

KITCHENER. ONT.

REPRESENTING

American Lacing Hook Co.,

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machnes

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, lit.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.
Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.
Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean, Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods.
Cotton Threads

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,
Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe Gum
Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.
Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die Blocks

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds.
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Goodyear
Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

J. Spaulding & Sons Co.,
N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Counters
Fibre Innersoling

Textile Manufacturing Co.,

Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass,

Leather and Imit. Leather
Facing, Welting, etc.

Safety Utility Economy Co.
Boston, Mass.

Electric Heating Equipment

SHOE MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA
MAIN OFFICE

154 NOTRE DAME ST., WEST

MONTREAL

In addition to the lines shown in the list of

Houses we represent and for which we are

Exclusive Agents, we carry large stocks of

Specialties.

We are ready to Serve You Right on any of

the following lines. Ask for Samples and

Prices or send us a trial order.

Belting

Oak Tanned - Tannate

Belt Hooks and Pliers

Bows - all sizes

Breasting Knives

Crayons - Marking for

Leather and Rubber

Cheese Cloth

Cover for Linings

Covering Paper

Branch:
566 St. Valier

QUEBEC

Dry Paste Stickfast

Kegs and Bbls.

Silkolene Silk Wipers

Sponges

Dressing, Gumming

Tag Holders

Tarred Felt

Thread Cotton for Puritans

Tubes for all Perforators

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO
Montreal Kitchener Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-

tent of 35%.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-

perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer

this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York.

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3>£c. " "

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of

• Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs.

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Amherst Solid Shoes
Sales for

1920

$1,524,938.00

How has this been accomplished?

CO-OPERATION is the word.

The People—who bought and wore AMHERST SHOES

The Dealer—who carries AMHERST SHOES

The Company which makes AMHERST SHOES

While each may have had motives of personal gain, anjd may not have

considered "the other fellow", it is nevertheless true that there has been

co-operation, conscious or unconscious, purposed or contingent. Each has

played their part and all have reasonably profited.

This is Co-operation for Mutual Advantage and emphasizes the root

idea and purpose of all successful business enterprise.

Say "AMHERST" at your Storekeeper's and get supplied.

AMHERST BOOT & SHOE CO. Limited
AMHERST HALIFAX - REGINA

^ i

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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This Symbol Stands for Service

in Shoes

The man admitted to the councils of the Boot and Shoe
Workers' Union is a competent artisan. As a result of our

standards relating to the craft, members of this Union are

skilled workmen.

Their production is always intelligently made, and, as a mark
of distinction assuring retailer and public of the footwear's

merit, the stamp of our Union is affixed.

Whether your patronage includes a percentage of the industrial

class or not, it is good business for you to demand the trade-

mark of the. Boot and Shoe Workers' Union on your stock,

because it is a guarantee of good making and selling conditions.

Boot and Shoe
246 SUMMER ST.,

COLLIS LOVELY
Gen'l Pres.

Workers' Union
BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. L. BAINE

Gen'l Sec.-Treas.

Mention "S7ioe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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AT THE FRONT
Famo Glared Kid

WHEREVER good shoes are

known and genuinely stylish

leathers appreciated, there you

find FAMO KID at the front.

FOREMOST in cutting economies,

in style effect, and in durability,

it stands pre-eminent as the all-

round practical leather to bring credit

to your product.

HENWOOD & NOWAK, INC.
Tannery at Wilmington, Del.

General Offices: 95 South St., Boston

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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F. C S. F. C. S. F. C. S. F. C. S. F. C. S. F. C. S. F. C. S. F. C. S. F. C. S. F.

OUR REPUTATION VALUE BEST
OR MONEY BACK

ADFATrCT SLIPPERS, SHOE, OVERGAITER
tallCM I 119 I AND FINDINGS HOUSE IN CANADA
English Camel Hair Mens and Womens- 95c Pair UP
English Travel Slippers in Case Complete $2.25 Pair UP
English Kersey Slippers Colors m Case— FINEST & NEWEST Novelty Made

"CANADIAN" made Mens andWomens Boudoirs also in Felt allStyles

PRICES RIGHT QUALITY MEDIUM and BEST
One Big Clean Up of Overgaiters in Stock Pay You to See them Buy

in Elsewnere.

OUR GUARANTEE- MUST BE UP TO SAMPLE SUBMITTED

- SHOES -

SLIPPERS

OVERGAITERS

POLISHES

FINDINGS
"Right
Form "

Gaiters.

All

Styles

Kersey

It will more than Felts

D v Broad-
PayYouto cloths

visit Our

TORONTO
or =

MONTREAL
Sample] Rooms

There is no

comparison in

values. We
have them.

(How we do it)

We advise placing

orders NOW-
Or it will be

TOO late.

DEMAND IS BIG

Delivery takes

time. Stock is

limited on

SLIPPERS

EVERY PRICE REDUCED THIS MONTH—Write for quotations now.
Also in stock Specials reduced for quick selling1

.

CANADIAN SHOES FINDINGS NOVELTY CO.
2 Trinity Square, Toronto. 153 Peel St., Montreal, Que.

C. S. F. C. S. F. QUALITY— C S. F. SERVICE— C. S. F. PRICES RIGHT—C. S . F. C. S.F.

Mention "S/ioe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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SHOE TTF'G C°NPAH
LIMITED

Reprcsentirg a sample taken from a strong line

of Misses' Children's and Infants' McKays.
Jobbers and other large buyers will be inter-

ested in our Fall propositicn. We will call if

EASTERN SHOE CO., Limited
152 Frontenac Street

MONTREAL
ROYAL KID IS KNOWN
TO BE EXCEPTIONAL-

LY EVEN IN ITS SE-

LECTION. THE CARE
WITH WHICH IT IS

SORTED IS THE MAN-

UFACTURER'S AND
THE MERCHANT'S

GUARANTEE OF FULL

VALUE IN EVERY
SKIN.

BONNER
LEATHER CO.
MONTREAL

SALES AGENTS;

MONTREAL: .). H. GOYER.227 LEMOiNE ST

KITCHENER; F. P. DOFPTOX, 50 FOUNDRY ST.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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" Sportsman
"

The call for a shoe that is

easy on the foot, that is

stout enough to stand all

sorts of abuse and yet that

can be sold for a good

profit at a reasonable price

is responsible for the offer-

ing of this Goodyear Welt

winter calf, viscohzed sole

shoe to retail about $16.

You should see this sample

and judge for yourself.

This is but a sample of a line of specialties for, whether it be for

men or women — McKay, Goodyear or Turn — each Dufresne &

Locke Shoe is the product of a separate and specially organized

plant.

SAMPLES AND PRICES SENT ON APPLICATION.

Dufresne & Locke, Limited

Montreal, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553, St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

ALWAYS IN DEMAND
Williams Shoes rank with the most reliable footwear because of their splendid qualities

of popular style and superior shoemaking. They are shoes for which there is an assured
steady extensive demand. They get the volume of trade as well as profit, and every

pair sold reaps goodwill for the dealer.

Our Values are just what you are looking for in filling up your lines for Fall Trade.

WILLIAMS SHOE LIMITED
Brampton, Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Bear - Cat
An Exclusive lm>ictus Model.
A Genuine Brown Scotch Grain
Blucher on the Ace Last.

I
NVICTUS Shoes, always known for then-

sterling worth, show distinctly different

patterns the product of our own artist.

This new one is well worth seeing—and selling.

We also want to emphasize the artistic showing of In-

victus hand made Turns for Women. Every shoe is

stamped with the Individuality and Character for which

Invictus Shoes have always been known. A card will

ensure that you will see this wonderful line.

Geo. A. Slater
LIMITED

MONTREAL P.Q.

The Best Good Shoe.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Fooling The People

THE saying credited to Barnum that "The people love to be humbugged" is one of those

half truths which like all edged tools are dangerous for fools to tamper with.

The great showman was an adept in his way in "putting things over on the public but

he followed one unfailing principle nevertheless in all his efforts. With all its fakes and bombast

his "Greatest Show On Earth" was always not only all he represented it but a little more. He

gave "good measure pressed down and running over".

"Give people more than they expect" is a sound business policy which never fails in its

reaction upon human nature. People will stand being humbugged but will visit the direst

vengeance upon those who "take them in" whether it be a circus or a mercantile establishment.

The trouble with the world for the past four or five years has been the prevalence of the obses-

sion to get the last possible cent out of the other fellow without the exchange of an adequate

equivalent.

There is another saying credited to a greater man than Barnum to which business men

would do well these days to "give the more earnest heed." Abraham Lincoln is supposed to be

the author of the aphorism: "You may fool all of the people some of the time and some of the

people all the time, but you can't fool all the people all the time." There are some men out of

business today who will back this statement to the limit.

This "fooling" people is a relic of the dark ages of business and no sane man who has any

regard either for present or future success will give it head room. If the idea has taken hold of

you to any extent forget it. The end of this policy of "putting it over" is the scrap-pile or the

stone pile.

The Wisest of all wise men laid a plummet to business as well as to life generally that will

stand the test of all conditions and all times when he uttered the words "Therefore whatsoever

ye would that men should do unto you, do ye even so to them, for this is the law and the

prophets".

H might have been spelled PROFITS.
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I

Stray Shots

From Solomon
The most dangerous kind of a liar is the one

who takes a 'background of fact and dresses it up
with a tissue of falsehood.

THE ADDEDIS Some people can never tell a

TONGUE. story just as they heard it.

They have to add a little varia-

tion to hellp it alnog. They would 'be indignant if

you branded them as common ordinary liars and
yet they are amongst the most dangerous of all

the class. They do more harm than three times

their number of crooked tongued deceivers. The
tongue of the "adder" or fellow who touches up
every stor}r he hears is as deadly as the scorpion's

sting. It is "a world of inequity"' and is as, the

apostolic writer says, "set on fire of hell". "Add
not thou to his words lest he reprove thee and
thou be found a liar". When you hear a story

either repeat it as you got it or hold your tongue.

Don't be one of those mean gossips that jab the

poison of doubt or scandal into every bit of talk

they take in. Be careful above all with what you
do with other peoples words. The meanest liar on

earth is the man or woman who twists the state-

ments of others.

Never trust the word of a man who gets his

"dander" up on the least provocation. The man
who is quick with his fists or

BULL HEADED tongue is usually unbalanced

SIXNKRS morally as welil as mentally.

"A furious man aboundeth in

transgressions". Hot temper is the outward ma-
nifestation of an inward 'deformity. The man who
becomes suddenly and furiously angry has a joint

loose somewhere in his spiritual anatomy. A real

man will develop indignation and anger under

certain conditions but the fellow who travels

arounds with a chip on his shoulder has either

a swelled head,, a bad 1 liver or a cross-eyed cons-

cience. The furious man is ready at ail times to

erit his neighbor for a trifling fault and from his

very nature keeps a legion angels on the job during

this waking hours trying to repair the damage he

does to himself and others through his vagaries

and bull-headed transgressions. If you are one of

those men who are fond of calling themselves "hot

tempered" give your mental and moral obliqueness

its proper name.

* * *

You will get more out of life in satisfaction

and money by pulling with your neighbor instead

of bucking him. The old saying

PULLING "You'll catch more flies with sugar

TOGETHER than with vinegar" has a depth of

meaning to the business man. Try
molasses instead of tartaric acid and note the

result both inside and outside whether in relation

to friends or competitors. "The locusts have no
king yet go forth all of them by bands". If co-

operation is such a valuable engine in destruction

why not try its use in construction purposes. The
next time you are tempted like the Priest and
Levite to "pass by on the other side" try the op-
posite tack. Give your competitor a cheery smile
instead of a dark scowl; give that busybody in the
lodge or church a slap on the back instead of a
kick under the coat tails and watch the resu'lt.

Amongst business men there is too much side-

pulling and see-sawing and it costs a lot of ea«h
as well as mental and spiritual force in a vear. It

is not good for man to be alone in business or any-
where else. No man liveth to himself on this

world. The hermit in business is as pitiable and
senseless a proposition as the bewhiskered recluse

that lives in his lonely hut in the mountains.
* * *

Do a good square job and you will neveT lack

appreciation. Nine tenths of the people to-day are

so busy trying to catch the eye of

MEN the boss or worrying about what
PLEASEBS people think of them or their woTk

tbat they never get anywhere. "The
fear of man bringeth a snare". So doe? the love

of praise. The fellow whose mind is on the race

does not bother al>out the gallery or those who are

following him. The raw is the one hi? thing-, the

spectators and competitors are but a circumstance.

The fear of men leads to more than loss of speed,

it tends to erratic running1

. The man who is cont-

inually fussing about what others think of him i«

apt to become a dodger. Choose vour course and

keep to it regardless of others. The only fellow a

man should fear is himself. As Shakespeare puts

it. "To thine own self be true, and it must follow

as the night the day Thou cans't not then be false

to any man."
* * *

Don't be one of those blunderers who lep,n and

then look. Eearlessness is not recklessness. "Hanpv
is the man that feareth alwav

WATCH but he that hardeneth his heart

YOUR STEP shall fall into mischief." The
man with a healthy amount of

caut'on is usually a far braver man than the

fellow who "rushes in where angels fear to tread
"

'When von take nothing for granted vou are in

better shape to meet any situation that mav deve-

lop. Caution does not mean timorous hesitation

any more than recklessness means real couage. Th^
man who shuts his eves to possibilities when he

makes the jump is certain to meet with some pam-
ful surprises. Plan earefullv. be ready for tha

worst, and tackle your premonition like a man not

Ih'ke a d'onkev or a mad bull. Eaint heart never won

fair lady but thousands of blundering fools have

found to their .sorrow that a little more caution

might have at teast improved the ; r chances with

the fair sex.
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Business and
Legal Problems

Some Questions of Law and Busi-
ness Ethics for the Merchants. —
Answers to Correspondents on
Knotty Problems.

What are Fixtures?

T. A. asks : What can I take with me when vacating
my present store premises on September 1st? My lease says

I may remove all regular fixtures.

Ans. A lease usually stipulates what may be removed
by the lessee from the premises and' usually covers what are

known as shop fixtures. It is always well to have thoroughly
set out just what "improvements" or other fixtures may
be removed so that there may be no misunderstanding at

the termination of the tenancy.

It is generally understood that all improvements or

fixtures added during tenancy for his particular comfort
or, convenience by the tenant may be removed unless they

may be considered as permanent and their removal inju-

rious to the property. Partitions and shelving may thus be

removed where their removal does not destroy the floors

or walls or leave the prem'ses damaged in any way. Gas
or electric fixtures may be removed but not permanent
piping or tubing which become part of the leasehold, when
put in. Technically anything that is nailed is regarded as

a permanent fixture while those that are attached by screws

or bolts may be taken away. It is better to have a thorough

understanding with your landlord, but the ma ; n idea is

that the premises shoul be left in the exact or as good a

condition as it was in when the lease began.

Giving Money Back.

A. M. writes: I have a customer who bought some
goods from me after two or three visits to the store and

after a week or so she came back and said they were not

satisfactory and wanted her money hack. I offered to

exchange the goods for anything she might select as suitable

but she. has ins ; sted< on getting her money back and has

threatened suit. She put me to a good deal of trouble in the

fir>=t place and the goods were delivered and she has been

so nasty about the whole transaction that I do not want to

sat'sfv her. Do I have to take them back and refund the

money ?

Ans. She cannot make you take back the goods unless

there was any misrepresentation on your part. The law

presume- tint a purchase like anv other contract is complete

a'vl binding when the cash parses between two persons and

will not interfere tmless it considers an injustice has been

done through the deliberate action of either party in de-

ceiving the other. In this wav misrepresentation of the

goods on the one hand 1 and misrepresentation of the buyer's

anility to pav on the other may void a sale. As a rule

however the lesal term "Caveat emptor" — let the buyer

beware — applies arid unle-s there has been a definite,

deliberate attempt to deceive on the part of the seller the

court, will not interfere, taking the stand that the buveT his

satisfied himself of the character of the goods before paying

over the money.

As to Subletting.

T. C asks: Can T snhlet part of my store in order to

reduce my rental cost without consulting the landlord?

Ans. If you have s ;gn!ad a regular lease of your pre-
mises it has no doubt distinctly provided that you should
not sublet or make any other use of the premises than that
for which it was leased' to you without the landlord's
consent. The law takes into account that you reached an
understanding with the owner of the premises as to what
purposes the building was to be used for and protects him
against its being used in any way that might be derogatory
to his interest. If you snhlet without his consent you are
apt to invalidate your lease. It would be better to consult
the 'landlord unless you are just renting desk room or

allowing someone to carry on a department of your business
that in its nature does not constitute a hazard to the owner
of the premises.

Notice for Wages.

R. J. writes: Can a sales clerk or other employee leave

without notice and claim his wages? What notice does he
have to give? Have I to give him notice on discharginc
h;m ?

Ans. It is presumed that employes will' give due
notice of their intention to quit when they are paid by
the week or month and the employer must give the same
notice. A weekly employee such as you mention must give

a full weeks' notice of his intention to leave or he can not
claim his pay. Of course if he should not do his work
properly or should do anything damaging to the interests

oi' his employer he may be discharged "for cause". In the

same way he may quit if the employer asks him to do
anything that may be outside his proper duties or contrary

to his moral principles. As a rule those hired by the week
require a week's notice ; those by the month a full month
and those by the year are usually hired by agreement which
provides for its termination at any time by mutual consent

or by a stated written notice. As you do not state whether
the clerk is under weekly or monthly arrangement we
presume he is paid by the week and should' thus give

weekly notice. As a rude it is better to pay a man who
quits in an irregular way than stand a police court suit

for wages but it is often worth while to teach people like

this that they have obligations to live up to as well as the

employer. 1

!

J

ROWLAND HILL Jr.

LONDON
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In the Market

Place
Retail and Wholesale Conditions

in Shoes. Hide and Leather Situa-

tion. Prospects for Fall Trade.

Retailers have hadl an unprecedented demand for

summer shoes, and white goods in sufficient quantities from
wholesalers have been very difficult to procure. Outing

and sporting shoes have had an unusual demand even for

the month of July, for which without doubt the weather

has largely to be credited. The demand' for novelty shoes

has kept up most wonderfully for a month like July and
manufacturers of straps particularly have been at their

wits' end to satisfy customers. The general sale of shoes

has been good for the time of year and while there have

been a good many clearing sales the ktter have not seemed

as usual at this season.

Staple lines are neglected and the men's trade has

been disappointing while the demand for womens specialties

has kept \vp practically to the top notch.

The Wholesale Trade.

Sorting has been exceptionnlly good in white goods

and all kinds of summer footwear have sold fairly well.

Neverthelessi business has been comparatively quiet and the

jobbing trade have been during the month preparing for

fall business by visiting eastern markets with a view of

finding out what is available and what prices are likely

to be. Most of them report fall orders so far as very

disappointing and say that business is developing into a

regular sorting process. Very little goods even in staple

lines have been ordered for Fall and as a consequence few

orders have been placed by jobbers who are afraid of

stocking up until they are sure the bottom has been

reached in prices. Shoe manufacturers have been busy,

some of them extremely so, in seasonal specialties and

makes of fine shoes for women are realizing a volume

that they did not seem to expect for the summer months.

Tt looks, they say, as though the strap craze were going

to last well into the fall season and between these and

oxfords it will be well en towards November before the

demand lets up. In regular lines trade is quiet and ma-

nufacturers say that in mens' goods particularly there is

a disappointing volume.

Leather Conditions.

Tt is between seasons and although manufacturers aTe

fairly busy in some lines, they are only buying in a hand-

to-mouth fashion. The fact that so few niacin? orders have

been received is causing buvers to still hold off and 1 it will

easily be another month before there is anv movement
in leather. Sole is firm in some selections hut others are

neglected
1

. There seems to be a good demand for light and

hfaw grades of the better class and prices are fairly firm.

In off grades some sales have been made at shaded prices.

Side leather is moving siowlv exeerot in a few lines of

r-oloured and bcnrded 1 grain and prices remain nominal.

There is a little better movement in-calf and in the lighter

and finer grade prices continue to rule stronsr with

prosoects of further advances especially in colours. Kid"!

pre firm in price in the top grades and in some shades of

tan are very difficult to procure in desired selections. The

demand for kid in fine shoes for both men and women
keeps the supply pretty bare. The whole tone of the leather

market is much more hopeful than last month and an
accelerated demand when fall buying starts is expected to

strengthen the market.

The Hide Market.

There was some excitement in the packer market a
couple of weeks ago when there was a clearance movement
of some half a million hides. This has cleared the air

somewhat and bucked up the market considerably since.

The market is pretty well cleared of stocks exeept bulls

and off selections. This has had some effect upon the

country hide market although there has been no noticeable

effect in prices. Dealers are figuring that tanners are

pretty well to the end of their rope and must henceforth

take more interest in the market. Although the jump in

the packer market was largely worked by an individual

concern it is regarded as a sign of the times and as a
cent advance in former market quotations developed hold-

ers of hides are hopeful of a turn in the tide of affairs

in hide conditions. Sellers are naturally bullish in their

attitude but tanners are still holding off and only a

moderate amount of hides are changing hands. The situa-

tion in regard to dry imported hides remains unchanged
and sales are comparative small. Bogotas are selling around

13^.

English Conditions.

Reports from overseas indicate that since the ending

of the coal strike business has begun to look up. In fact

in spite of the untoward conditions in Great Britain the

shoe and leather trades had begun to show some recupara-

tion and the worst of the trade slump was over

although expert business had not picked up to the extent

that the trade desired. However there is a growing demand
for footwear both at home and abroad and the prospects

seem to point to much brighter conditions for the coming

autumn than most merchants and manufacturers anti-

cipated 1

. With business selling down to a more normal

basis and with some of the political and international

questions settled, there ought to be a chance for progress

'ill along the line with the shoe and leather trades. At

all events the signs are hopeful at the recent moment

* * *

The only s"cret of success in any line is definite

aim, hard work, keeping everlastingly at it and cutting out

everything that interferes with the one purpose.

* * *

"Do you know who I am?" is the question of the man
whose name will never be found in "Who's Who?"

* * *

Opportunity never makes a man who never makes an

opportunity.

The reason most men have money is that they know

how to take care of it.

* * *

Give your best to your job and it will give its best in

return.

* * *

Are you a drifter or a puller? On this depends your

progress.
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Review of the

Style Shows
What Was Seen at Large Centres.

— The Style Trend as Developed

by Last Month's Displays.

THE style show idea has spread from one or two cen-

tres to upwards of half a dozen. In fact during the

month of July displays were made in many points

that can hardly with the widest stretch of the imagina-

tion be considered shoe centres in the United States. The
biggest and most attractive displays however were made
at Boston, Brooklyn, Eochester and Chicago and those

^ho visited these important shoe producing districts came
away with a tolerably fair idea of the direction in which
public taste is setting in men's and women's footwear.

The array of lines was most bewildering but there are

certain salient features that are sufficiently informing to

enable a shoe man to reach a conclusion as to what lies

ahead for the coming fall season.

Composite Review of Eastern Shows.

From visits to Boston, Brooklyn and Rochester one

might gather that the strap vogue has not begun to

slacken appreciably, although the oxford as a fall shoe

asserts itself to an considerable extent. At all events low

effects are as popular as ever and boots are practically

negligeable notwithstanding that an effort is being made
to revive their popularity. One, two and three straps

decidedly predominate. Buckles seem to be a prime favor-

ite and are more in evidence than ever in spring samples

and are seen in all kinds of low cuts for spring wear.

Buttons are shown practically for evening shoes and such

lines of satin and patent as lend themselves to their use.

Patent leather, by the way, seems to be making its way
by leaps and bounds into popular favour and many chic

combinations, especially in white and black were seen.

Black calf and kid are also growing in favor.

The popularity of low heels seems fairly well esta-

blished many being seen as low as 9/8 with Cubans run-

ning 12/8 to 14/8 in height. There is nothing new in

lasts the tendency being to conservatism as to heels and
toes. Jn tans medium tones have the call and although

lighter shades are seen the extremes are not to be found.

Perforations, fancy stitching, cut-outs and underlays

seem as popular as ever although there is a general ten-

dency towards simpler styles. Welts are superceding turns

in many of the lines for fall street wear.

Tn men's goods there is a decided brightening up
along all lines. Plain styles seem the most popular and
there is a noticeable waning of the extremes of perfora-

tions and other ornamentation. The square and medium
round toes seems to be the most in vogue. Boots seems to

bs more popular than oxfords and wing tips are displa-

cing ball straps which have about died out. "Wide, brogue
toes lead1 and broad, full heels six to seven eighths are po-

pular some of them having a decided flange. Tans are in

the biggest showing in medium -shades, Scotch grams
being popular, with boarded reds a close second. Blacks,

notwithstanding all predictions do not seem to hold their

own, fully ninety per cetn of the samples of men's street

lines being in tan. j

Western Style Displays.

In some respects views in the West as to the trend
of style in shoes seem to be at variance with those of the
East. In Chicago they are betting strongly or oxfords for
women's street wear, as against straps, and one speaker
at the style conference went so far as to say the propor-
tion would be at least 80 to 20 per cent in favour of the
former They claim also that there will be a large demand
for black shoes in the dressier types to conform to the
strong predilection for blacks in women's gowns. They
put in a claim for shorter vamps and rounder toes stating
their predictions as to blacks they say that sixty per cent
of the oxfords will be in tan calf, twenty in black calf
find the balance in black and coloured kid. They also
differ with eastern authorities on buckles which they say
are doomed from the fact that the straps show the effect
of frequent buckling and unbuckling.

. It is claimed that regular Louis heels are much
stronger than junior Louis and that four fifths of women's
shoes will show heels of from inch and three eighths to
inch and three quarters while there will not be much
more than ten per cent of Louis heels worn. Welts are
going strong being almost nine tenths of all the fine
shoes the other tenth being of turns. They agree with
eastern predictions that patents are going strong and
will develop during the coming fall season taking a much
higher place in women's wear for spring than they have'

done for many seasons.

In men's lines the ball strap appears to be in the dis

<-ard and to some extent wing tips are passing the call

leing for straight tips on snappy lasts with a fair amount
of perforations. Clean cut styles in men's on newest lasts,

in tans promise to be good sellers. There are some lighter
shades seen but the majority of samples are in the me-
dium class. The proportion of tans to blacks in men's is

i>laced at 9 to 1. Black kid in men's seems to vie with
black calf in popularity and the square and round toes
are the vogue. Most of the lines shown are in boots, the
proportion of oxfords for fall being very small. Manu-
facturers are certainly making an effort to start some-
thing in men's lines as even the medium priced goods
fhow a classiness that is quite unusual.

SHOE REPAIR NOTES

Andy Dobrowski, shoe repairer of Prince Albert, Sask.,

has gone out of business.

A new shoe repair business hp*s been started in Prince
Albert, Sask., called the Harrison Shoe Repair Works.

Samuel Mason, 8941, 118th Ave., Edmonton, has
bought the shoe repair business of H. Kaminski, called

''The Alberta Shoe Repair Shop."

E. J. Johnson has opened a new repair shop on 97th
Street, in Edmonton.

The Proprietor of the Boston Shoe Hospital, 207

—

12th Ave W. has gone to the old country and will be
away for three months.

George Nickle of Calgary's leading Shoe House has

made a large change in his store. He has expanded to the

East of his old store, has taken in another store east and
now has one big store.

Geo. Springer of 1216—9th Ave E., Calgary, haa
been very ill with ft touch of grip, But is back feeling fit

for business.
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Shoe Opening
Day

Making arrangements for Fall

Openings. — Getting Ready for a

Good Start. — Some Suggestions

for Cooperative Effort in Boost-

ing Business for Fall.— Not Too
Early to Begin Planning.

FALL and Spring openings have been a regular feature

with the big stores throughout the country, and
millinery establishments particularly use this method

of starting interest in their lines after a period of business

quiescence; There is no reason in the world why the same
results could not be obtained from a weHJ coordinated

effort to centre attention upon shoes just after the holi-

day period. The fact that some progressive shoe stores have

already put the idea to good' use shows that its more general

adoption would be productive of great good to the entire

shoe trade. It is with this point in view that the Shoe &
Leather Journal makes the suggestion that shoe merchants
throughout 'Canada should make a concerted effort to in-

troduce the fall buying season for shoes with a real effort

to get business off to a good start.

Labor Day comes this year on September 5th and bv
that t-'ime most people and especially those having families,

have to be home on account of the schools. From those

who have discussed the matter since the suggestion was
first made' in the Shoe and Leather Journal two or three

months ago, we gather that the middle of Labor Lav week
would be the most suitable time to start Shoe Opening
Day, and Wednesday, September 7th has been suggested

a- the dav. The objection to this is that the half holiday

will be still in force in some places and1 that it is almost

too soon after Labor Dav. The majority seem to think that

Shoe Day should 1

be Thursday, September Sth winch
would give three full days in the week for features that

would do justice to the occasion.

Why not a Community Affair?

The thought at once eonuos why not make the move

.

ment a community one? There has been a lot of talk

about cooperation. HAre is an opportunity for carrying

out in a practical way-this spirit. Tt would be a fine thing

to see the shoe trade get together in this as thev have in

other matters such as dtol'lar days and other special efforts

along- this line of which accounts have appeared from time

to time. Unity is ^strenorth in this as in plenty of other

things and while, there might be obstacles in the way
of uniform or even concerted action in some of the large

centres, it might be possible throughout most of the towns

and larger villages of Canada to set together and undertake
i campaign for boosting the sale of shoes of all kinds

for the coming fall season. For one thing the expense of

advertising could he considerably lessened bv cooperative

effort as a full page could be taken in the local paper and

the cosit proportionately divided amongst those participat-

irg. "United action would also promote more enthusiastic

r Hart and develop competition in window display and
decorative effort. Above all. working tooether for a common
end, in itself would result in great good to the members of

the trade. As one speaker at the recent National Shoe

Betailers/ Convention put it, wherever local associations
have been formed or whenever there has been any attempt
at cooperative effort on the part of the shoe dealers, it
has always been profitable to the individual members. The
better feeling developed that has resulted in the exchange
of ideas and sometimes, very conveniently, the exchange of
goods also, has been for the good of the trade as well as
those more immediatly interested.

Some Suggested Plans.

One of the first things needed will be a plan of
campaign in which, of course, advertising will have a large,

part. An effort should be made well in advance to arouse
the curiosity and interest of buvers. There should be an
educative effort, a preparing of the minds of buyers for
what is to come. There is no doubt in the world that the
shoe business has been left entirely too much to capr ;ce.

In mens5 wear particularly there has been little effort
compared with those of women' to convince buyers that
there ought to be as much attention given to the shoe
as the hat. Men who would never think of appearing on
the street with a shabby or out-of-date hat will go about in

shoes that are out of shape as well as out of -style. There
is a great field here at any time awa'ting the proper
exploiting of a live up-to-date shoe man. Too much stress

has been put upon women's shoes and men have been
allowed to dodge the issue of proper presentable foot-
wear.

Some Opening Hints.

There is nothing to prevent the most ordinary shoe
store from introducing methods that will put it nnd its

product on the map. What is the matter with introducing-
a genuine shoe style show for three afternoons or evenings
a week? A runway could be erected down the centre of the
store or across the end and three or four models coulld bo
procured locally to display their advantages. With proper
decorations, orchestra, etc.. the ndvertisinc would be well
worth while. One retailer in northern Ontario used a
window for the purpose sometime ago, the top (portion

being covered^ so as to hide all but the lower portion of
the model's figure. Of course onlv one model could be
displayed at a time and one prepared for the display while
the other took her place in the window. But the average
store could easily arrange a display inside the store and
even without the music, people would l)e attracted as they
always are by the display of new p-cods and especially when
shown in an attractive way like this.

Celebrate Shoe Opening Day Anyway.

Whether vou adopt these modern methods of display
or not make Shoe Opening- Day a feature of vour advertis-

ing whether in your advertisements windows or store.

Surely the game is wOrth the candle. These days profit

must naturally be a question of turnover and unless a

merchant puts up strenuous efforts to keen" his stock

moving be is gning to be surprised on making up his

profit andl loss account at the end of the year.

The Shoe and Leather Journal will publidi in its

next issue some further suggestions and outline an advertis.

ing campaign for Shoe Opening Dav. In the meantime
we would be glad' to hear from the trade on the subject.

Here is an opportunity to do something- that we have all

been talking about — cooperating to incren.se the sale of

shoes. Let us show that this pull together talk is not all

mere wind.
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Clean Business
By Dr. Frank Crane

Better than big business is clean business.

To an honest man the most satisfactory reflection after he has amassed his dollars is not
that they are many but that they are all clean.

What constitutes clean business?

The answer is obvious enough, but the obvious needs restating every once in a while.

A clean profit is one that has also made a profit for the other fellow.

This is the most fundamental moral axion in business.

Any gain that arises from another's loss is dirty.

Any business whose prosperity depends upon damage to any other business is a menace
to the general welfare.

That is why gambling, direct or indirect, is criminal, why lotteries are prohibited by
law, and why even gambling slot-machine devices are not tolerated in civilized countries.

When a farmer sells a housekeeper a barrel of apples, when a milkman sells her a quart
of milk, or the butcher a pound of steak, or th e dry-goods man a yard of muslin, the house-
keeper is benefited quite as much as those who get her money.

That is the type of honest, clean business, the kind that helps everybody and hurts
nobody.

Of course as business becomes more complicated it grows more difficult to tell so clearly

whether both sides are equally prospered. No principle is automatic. It requires sense,

judgment and conscience to keep clean; but it can be done, nevertheless, if one is determined
to maintain his self-respect.

A man that makes a habit, every deal he goes into, of asking himself: "What is there

in it for the other fellow?" and who refuses to enter into any transaction where his own
gain will mean disaster to some one else, cannot go far wrong.

And no matter how many memorial churches he builds, nor how much he gives to

charity, or how many monuments he erects in his native town, any man who has made his

money by ruining other people is not entitled to be called decent.

A factory where many workmen are given employment, paid living wages, and where
health and life are conserved, is doing more real good in the world than ten eleemosynary
institutions.

The only really charitable dollar is the clean dollar.

And the nasty dollar, wrong from wronged workmen or gotten by unfair methods from
competitors, is never nastier than when it pretends to serve the Lord by being given to the

poor, to education, or to religion. In the long run all such dollars tend to corrupt and disrupt

society.

Of all vile money, that which is the most unspeakably vile is the money spent for war;
for war is conceived by the blundering ignorance and selfishness of rulers, is fanned to

flame by the very lowest passions of humanity, and prostitutes the highest ideal of men

—

zeal for the common good—to the business of killing human beings and destroying the

results of their collective work.

Copyright, 1921, by Frank Crane
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Shoe Styles

and Quantity Buying
Stock Too Large and Turnover

Too Small. Proportions of Various

Classes of Shoes and Leathers Dis-

cussed. Most Popular kinds of

Strap is Welts. Chart Worked out

by Style Committee.

THE most important discussion at the recent New
York State convention of shoe retailers was that on

Styles and Fall Buying. The styles committee

appointed by President Pidgeon presented to the con-

vention a charted plan showing an average shoe stock in

the state of New York from Sept. 1st to June 1st.

Style Program Mapped Out.

One of the most interesting and without doubt the

most profitable periods of the convention was that devoted

to an open forum discussion on "Shoe Styles and Quantity

Buying" for the fall and winter season. The forum was
led by Ernest Parks of Syracuse.

Mr. Parks, in his opening remarks, said that in his

opinion the average store had too much stock and was not

getting an adequate turnover exception on a few items,

which constituted the most salable articles, but was, in

fact, only a small percentage of the store's investment. He
recommended that the merchants carefully study the chart

prepared by the styles committee and determine the per-

centages needful in their stock based on the plan pre-

sented.

"It is not to be expected," he said, "that any mer-
chant can adopt the percentages here presented "as is,"

sinc e the size always of the city and local conditions must
be taken into consideration, but the plan can be adopted

as a general guide and the percentages worked out as the

good judgment of each merchant dictates." The first

part of the schedule which shows 31 per cent boots; low

cuts with, military heels 53 per cent, and low cuts with

Louis and Junior Louis heels If! per cent, was conceded

as being a pretty fair and safe average to figure upon for

the average store.

The discussion on welt sole oxfords witli walking

heel, centered on the proportion of tan calf as recom-

mended by the committee. There was a general feeling

that tan calf should show a larger pcrcentagge and many
merchants from the larger cities felt that the proportion

of patent leathers should also be considerably larger and

that the proportions of black kid and ooze should be

lessened.

Black Shoes Coming.

When it came to the consideration of the Louis heel

schedule, the merchants from the larger cities felt that the

proportion of black kid and brow n kid were both too high

and that the proportions of patent and black satin were
entirely too law. Attention was called to the fact that the

schedule as worked out provides for 20 per cent of colors

in Louis heels. All indications point toward the fact that

women will wear black gowns of Canton crepe and other

soft clingy silks. Black and white combinations, black

being the predominating color, will also be popular in

women's gowns. In view of this, it is expected that in the

Louis heel type of footwear black will prevail almost ex-

clusively for street wear. Consequently only a small per-

centage of colored leathers and colored fabrics will be
used in the type of footwear.

The discussion on the schedule of high Louis heels

against Junior Louis heels resulted in the convention ac-

cepting the proportion of 55 per cent high Louis against

45 per cent Junior Louis as recommended by the style

committee.

What About Straps.

Quite a warm discussion arose on the question as to

the particular type of strap oxfords with welt soles that

would be most popular for the forthcoming season. Mr.
Boblin of Buffalo was of the opinion that a wide one-

strap with button fastening would prove much in favor.

"While buckles have been popular, they have a tendency

to cut the edges of the straps, giving them a frayed ap-

pearance," said Mr. Boblin, "and for this reason as well

as the fact that wider one-strap is neat in appearance and
something different, will make it pleasing to women of

taste."' The new 3-strap model with harness buckles di-

rectly over the center of the foot was discussed and opi-

nion varied as to whether or not it would make any great

headway. Below is the chart as worked out by the style

committee

:

STOCK FOR OCTOBER, NOVEMBER AND
DECEMBER.

Women's Shoes. Entire Stock:

Boots 31%
Low Cuts-Military Heels 53%
Junior Louis and Louis Heels lf>','

Total .: 100%

Fools.

Black Kid 33%
Brown 35%
Tan Calf 20%
Black Calf 12%
Patent 00%

Total 100%

Loir Cuts Well Soles.

Oxfords 78%
Straps 22%

Total 100%

Material in Lou- Cuts.

Oxfords Straps

Black Kid 26% 44%
Tan Calf 25% 10%
Brown Kid 19% 25%
Black Calf 15% 10%
Black Coze 54% 4%
Colored Coze •.. 4% 2%
Patent 5% 5%

100% 100%

Low Cuts (Straps, Colonials, £s.) with Louis and Junior

Jjoiiis Heels.

Black Kid 28%
Brown Kid 14%
Black Calf 7%
Tan Calf 7% Louis Heels
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Black Ooze 11% High Louis .. 55%
Colored Ooze 4% Junior Louis.. 45%
Patent 15%
Black Satin 12% Total 100%
Colored Satin 2%

Total 100%
This schedule does not take into consideration slippers

strictly for evening- wear.

.Building up the Men's Business.

In opening the discussion on men's shoe styles ('hair-,

man Parks related a little chapter of his own experience.

"Before the end of 1919-1920," said Mr. Parks, "I realized

that my men's business was slipping. I made an analysis

of the situation and determined upon a new policy. I found
that I had entirely too heavy a stock of what we usually

term "men's staple shoes". Regardless of what thoses

shoes had cost me, I inventoried them at prices low enough
<> be on the market, even anticipating future declines

which 1 felt would come within the next few imonths. T

repriced them at retail on that basis and then advertised

them good and strong.

"I sold my salespeople on the idea that those shoes

were good values at the new prices and that the men
needed them, and it was up to them to clear the shelves.

We did it and we did a clean job, then I went into

market and bought what I thought the youngbloods

wanted, and here again I was right. I am convinced that

the time is past when men are willing to pay $15 to $20
for shoes.

"I know that I could buy good, snappy shoes and
good," substantial shoes to sell at from $7 to $10, and here

is where we put the stress of our sales effort. I felt that

if I could do a volume business that I could mark those

shoes on the bases of 30 to 35 per cent on the selling price

and have a satisfactory profit. Here, again, I was right,

and our men's shoe business has been satisfactory and I

have no complaint to make."

John J. Baird of Columbus, Ohio, president of the

Ohio Valley Retail Shoe Merchants' Association, backed

up what Mr. Parks had said by a similar experience in

his own store. In his opinion, men are pretty well fed

up on $15, $18 and $20 shoes. The price of $6.50 to

$10.50, in his opinion, would cover the range of popular

selling prices for the forthcoming fall and winter season.

When some merchant in the audience asked Chair-

man Parks his opinion of ball straps for fall, practically

the whole audience, with one accord, yelled "Dead!"

Custom Lasts and Wide Toes for Men's.

In the opinion of the convention, medium square

French toes, the regular brogue last and lasts similar to

the old custom models, will be the prevailing types for

fall.

It was conceded that there is a strong tendency

toward black, but in the heavier types the tan Scotch

grains and similar leathers, light and medium shades will

prevail in the higher grades which sell above $9, while .

in the grade below $10 light shades will not be so popular

and the dark brown will still be very good.

As was the case in the chart presented on women's

styles, the merchants did not agree entirely with the re-

port of the Style Committee, but in the main the report

was accepted by the convention,

MEN'S SHOES.
Dress and Street Shoes.

High Shoes 65%
Oxfords 35%

Total •• •• • • 100%
Men's High Shoes to Retail at $10 and Up.

Light (No. 3) Russia 5%
Medium (No. 4) Russia 15%
Dark (No. 26) Russia _
Brown Kid 25%
Black Kid 20%
Black Calf 20%
Patent and Enamel 15%

Total 100%

SPEAKING OF SERVICE
A Milwaukee shoe retailer does not believe in sending

out oven blotters with your name and a picture of the
store or the proprietor. He believes in keeping his trade
informed on footwear and tells them how to make their
shoes last longer. He says it is good business to do this.

He says the best customer is the satisfied customer and
wisely adds "Confidence in a store or storekeeper is not
troubled about "readjustment periods".

Here is the copy that appeared on one of his recent
blotters :

—

DRYING WET SHOES

Shoes are peculiarly subject to damage after they
have become soaking wet while being worn. The wet
leather is soft and therefore readily stretches out of shape.
The stitches cut through the wet leather more easily than
through dry leather, and wet soles and heels wear away
rapidly. Great care must be taken in drying wet shoes,

for they often burn before it seems possible. Moreover,
if dried too fast and without proper attention, they shrink,

becoming hard and misshapen.

To dry wet boots and shoes properly, first wash all

adhering mud and grit with tepid water, and, in the case

of work or rough shoes; at once oil or grease them with
one of the preparations. Then straitghten the counter,

heel, cam]) and top to rlie proper shape, and stuff the

shoes with crumpled paper which helps them to hold their

shape and shortens the drying period. Finally, set the

shoes aside in a place that is not too warm and allow them
to dry slowly.

Wet leather burns very easily, much more readily

than dry leather. Tf it become hotter than the hand can

bear, it is almost sure to burn. The shoes should not be

worn until they become thoroughly dry.

Germany mat/ he wrong-headed in many things but

slip understands the "gospel of work". That is why she is

thriving while'the Allies languish.

* * *

The test of success is the man not the haul- account.

If is the fellow who never gives vp. who never stays

(Joien.

$ # %

The greatest joe to •nan and business is easy money,

The profiteer and speculator are a, curse, to the race.
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First Annual Convention

Ontario Federation of

Shoe Retailers

Shoe Makers and Repair Men Present from All

Parts of the Province.—Good Papers and Lively

Discussions.—Elect Officers for

Current Year.

The first general gathering of repair men of Ontario

look place at the Arlington Hotel, Toronto. On Wednes-

day and Thursday, July 27th and 28th. There were re-

presentatives from all over the Province from Port Ar-

thur to Ottawa and the utmost interest was taken in the

p. oceedings by those present. The weather was warm but

the delegates got down to business in their shirt sleeves

and took the heartiest interest in the proceedings.

WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION.

The convention was called to order by Mr. S. Bur-

nett, President of the Toronto Shoe Repairers Associa-

tion who welcomed the delegates on behalf of the To-

ronto organization and detailed the objects of the gather-

ing. He said that Mr. W. H. Alderson, President of the"

Toronto Board of Trade was to have been present to ex-

lend to them a welcome on behalf of the City but he had
been unable to make connection and would take the op-

portunity of extending greetings at the Thursday Session.

Mr. Wilton of Hamilton read minutes of meeting

held in Hamilton on June 5th when it was decided to

hold a convention. Chairman appointed a resolutions com-
mittee consisting of Messrs. Revell and Merchant. The
Chairman then introduced the first speaker.

POSSIBILITY OF UNIVERSAL PRICES.

The first paper at the morning session was by Mr.
W. S. Pettit of Brantford on "The Possibility or Impos-
sibility of Universal prices."

After giving the dictionary definition of prices Mr.
Pettit said : Do we ask too much for our work. We all

know that in the years gone by the poor cobbler was an
object of pity among men. He worked from early morn-
ing till late at night, year in and year out, and when he
became an old man he often ended his days in the poor
house, or among his children, or friends, and yet he was
a tradesman. Why those conditions? Because of no organ-
ization or associations. Because they did not ask enough
for their work. Because they cut prices. Because they did

not trust each other, and did not work each for all and
all for each.

Do we to-day ask enough for our work. Do we ever

stop and think that when we have given 15 minutes of

our time to a customer we have given them 15 minutes
of our lives. Oh men get paid for your work. Do not be
afraid to set a price upon your labor. Now I want to tell

you about a repair man T once met in Brantford. He had
an auto and was asking the way to London. Said he was
going there to a funeral and that it was the first time he
had been away during working hours in over ten years.

1 said to him what is the difference between you and a

'10 year man from Central prison and he said well the

other fellow is through and I have got to go back.

Yes we all go back and keep working and are thank-

ful when we have lots to do but I would like to see ua

w'et as much for our work as other trademen do. I have

a few bills here that I want to read to you. From these

bills you will note wages paid to other trades as follows

:

Mason $1.00 per hour, helper .65; cement worker, .80

per hour, helper .65; garage man, $1.00 per hour; plum-
ber $1.20, helper .65.

Now why not a bill like that to our customers. I

t^ink I could make a mint of money if I hired a stock

keeper and demanded an itemized bill, plus labor and'

overhead for every job. why should we as men work longer

hours and for less money than other trades and we all

know we do. Xo let us consider the next definition.

When we ask our customer for a certain amount of

money for a certain job are we giving an equivalent, are

we giving value? Is the job we have done worth the mo-
ney? I am sorry to say that in our line of business it very

often is not. We have too many men doing or trying to

do shoe repairing that should be digging ditches, and at

present there seems to be no way of changing this con-

dition. We have our electrical by-laws aud our plumbing
by-laws. We have our printers union and our Railway
unions and our street railway unions. We have our dental

medical and our ministerial and we have also our wholesale

and retail associations. Yl"e have a few shoe repairers

associations but they are not big enough nor far reaching

°nough to enable us to require a standard of efficiency

from men, before they are allowed to repair shoes. I am
afraid we cannot expect to ever attain that goal but we
can improve our own work, give such value for the money
liiat the poor mechanic will not be wanted.

Therefore men try to give a good job and good ma-
terial. Get acquainted with your opposition and make
him your neighbor for your mutual benefit. Form an
association because only through organization can results

be secured. The need of unity is more than ever to be

desired at the present time because conditions and prices

which prevail for the next few months will possibly be

the basis on which we will work in the years to come.

We do not expect to have a universal price for re-

pairing shoes all over the world, but would it not be fine

if we had it all over Ontario. If the price was general

and suited to all conditions and purpose would we not

have a fine trade? If the customer knew that they would

have to pay as much in Woodstock as in Toronto what a

lot of arguments about prices we would escape. If the

repair man in the village asked and got the same price

as the man in the city what a lot of worry would be lifted

from our shoulders. We would not wonder what the new
fellow down the street was going to ask for his work all

> e would need to worry about was who could do the best

job.

Let us consider the possibility. Some people .say all

ihings are possible. Then why not universal prices for

shoe repairing. Let us look around a little. We find it

costs three cents to mail a letter from Toronto to Ha-
milton and three cents from Toronto to Vancouver. We
find there was a universal price for wheat. We find the

railroads have a universal price per mile for carrying

passengers. If these things can be run with universal

I
rices why not the shoe repair business.

Some fellows will say "Why my rent is only $10.

per month. In Toronto I would have to pay $70. for this

s ->op, I can work cheaper than they can," I say how about

the number of people who pass these respective places.
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Will the Toronto shop not have seven times as many
people pass the door and possibly seven times as much
work.

Then again the man with the cheap rent has the

freight and express charges to pay, which the man in

the wholesale town does not. He also has the stock to

carry which the man that is near to a wholesale house

does not need to do. Therefor if the Government was to

issue an order next week, that the prices for shoe repair-

ing must be universal throughout Ontario and if they

gave as good a margin of profit as they have given to

other lines of business, I say we could all continue in

business regardless of our locations.

Each town and city has a problem of its own and
what would be good for Toronto would not do in Wood-
stock. You may ask why. Because of poor organization

in Woodstock because they have not worked together and
they are getting 15 to 20% less for their work than is

being asked in Toronto. Could they increase their prices

now. Not without considerably trouble from the public.

Would Toronto like to reduce their prices to Woodstocks?
Not likely. Then we have the small town a couple of

thousand people and a couple of repair men they are both

busy and their prices are the same. A repair man from
Home of the old countries comes along and opens up. He
bas not been accustomed to getting such prices and he

cuts them. He is a good workman and he gets the busi-

ness. What are the others to do? If they are members of

some association what can the association do for them ?

Very little under present conditions. They again we have

a man using xxx stock and another using xx and another

using x. Can we ask them to all get the same price? If

we do someone is going 'to lose either the customer or the

man who uses the xxx stock.

Let us consider the other definition. Hopelessly ob-

jectionable. That is the way the most of the men I have

talked to few about universal prices. I find' that the dif-

ferent professions do not try to control prices in other

cities. It does not matter how strong they are, each coun-

try or city association is independent where prices are

concerned. I do not say that this is the best but it seems

to be the custom and until we can have laws to govern

hours,, efficiency, conditions and prices, I think it would
be hopelessly objectionable to expect universal prices for

-hoe repair work.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Revell said

that shoemakers working at 75^ per hour were the poor-

est paid of all trades. They should get at least $1.25 per

hour, while overhead should be figured at considerably

more than twenty per cent. But most repairmen don't

know about, or at least do not consider overhead expense.

Mr. Burnett of Toronto emphasized the question of

1he quality of the work turned out. He believed that there

were so many grades of shoes that no uniform price was
possible, but they should be graded with the shoes. Prices

fixed by associations could only serve as a general guide

from which to work. He urged that standards be held

high and said that service was what counted.

THE NEED FOR COMPETENT HELP AND HOW
TO OBTAIN IT.

The next address was that by Mr. S. Burnett, the

chairman who made the following remarks:

The need for competent help is to-day a question that

has a great bearing upon the future of the repair trade in

Canada. The future of the repair trade will depend to a

great extent on the quality of the work that is turned out,

and the quality of the work turned out will depend on the

efficiency of the help employed. I am quite prepared to

admit that the prosperity of the repair trade during the
past few years has been due largely to the adoption of
\\ hat we may term factory methods. The use of up-to-date
machinery; the specializing of work; the use of modern
systems of advertising; attractive and well-fitted stores;
modern systems of account keeping, etc.

Many successful repair men have adopted factory
systems of costing labor and materials. Old time methods
of repairing have been discontinued to a very great extent
as being too slow to be profitable. Many men who were
formely workers in factories have come " into the repair
'business either as workers or in business for themselves.
But with all these changing conditions — most of which
I think are for the best — we have not yet arrived at the
point where we can dispense altogether with old-time
methods or with the old-time workman. What is termed
the "All' round'' man is still considered an essential in
most repair shops. It may be the proprietor himself, or it

may be the foreman, but there is always a certain number
of jobs that must be done in the old-fashioned way, if
they^ are to be done properly. The old-time shoemaker or
repairer has in a general wav adapted himself very largely
to the changed conditions. He can usually operate a sole
stitcher or a finishing outfit and he has adopted quicker
methods of handling the work. The former factory hand,
however, though he may be Quite a skillful operator on the
machines and often a quick bench hand, rarely troubles to
learn the older or more tedious branches of the trade, such
as hand sewing, and the simply of really competent men is

Setting steadily less and less. Many such men quit the
trade a few vears ago owing- to the poor remuneration they
received and 1 have taken no more attractive work in other
industries or have joined the ranks of unskilled labor. The
supplv of competent heln who came from the old country
has almost ceased altogether. The old system of apprentice-
t-hip where a boy took five or seven vears to learn the trade
thoroughly has about d i- ed out. Bovs or voung men refuse

to go through the drudgery that some of us went through
in the old days. There are no shools of instruction, such as

theTe are in many other trades or in our own trade in the

old countrv. And more and more repair shops are opening
up in the large towns and cities.

Brieflv. that is the position to-dav
;
and, naturally, as

I have outlined the position, I am expected to suggest a

remedv. It is a difficult thing- to do. but I have my own
ideas on the subject and' I give them for what thev are

worth, and I hope in the debate which follows this address

the exchange of ideas mav result in some solution of the

difficulty. The main idea that T have is that if you are

to attract a good type of men or bovs into the trade, or to

keen in those who are in. von will have to make it worth
while. You wilH have to look forward 1 to paying them at

the same rates as Obtained' in" other skilled trades. It is a

reflection on our industry to issume'that it can be learned

in a haphazard or unsystematic wav or that a boy who is

a hopeless failure at everything else will make a good shoe

repairer. He won't. The skill and intelligence that is re-

ouired to make an efficient repairer is equal at least to

that required in the building trade or the metal trades or

the printing or book-binding trade, and I think in the years

which are to come they will be pa ;d at the same rates.

I don't want to teach any of you your business. You
all know best what your men are worth to you, but cheap-

labor is usually incompetent labor, and there's no money

in employing incompetent labor.
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We may, by specializing the division of labor, utilize

unskilled labor to a great extent in the future, but skilled

labor will have to be paid at skilled labor rates if we wish

to retain it, and those who employ the most skilled workmen

will always get the pick of the work, and they will make

it pay. A" reputation for good work is a valluable asset in

business. A good workman well treated will increase your

business and help to lift the trade to a better level. The

cost will have to 'be borne by the business just the same as

your advertising is charged to it, and prices will have to

be maintained accordingly.

Much can be done by associations in the way of

technical instruction, arrangements for lectures and ins-

truction classes, smch as are held in the boot centres in

England. Visits to shoe factories might be arranged — a

knowledge of shoemaking is essential to 'be a good repairer.

Every facility should be given for an unskilled man to

qualify for a skilled man's position and to improve his

position.

Now, briefly, I have given you my ideas. They may

appear rather crude to some of you, but at least thev are

the result of nearly fifty years of experience as master and

man. I have always considered the shoemaker just as good

as any other man and never could see why he should not

be as well paid if he is to be as good a citizen.

Tn discussing the question, Mr. Smith said that one

of the solutions was the apprentice system. He claimed a

man could not learn the trade in six months, but should

be apprenticed for a sufficient length of time to learn it

thoroughly.

Mr. Beyland of Hamilton, said that most repairmen

would be shrewd if they closed up for from two to four

months every year. A shoemaker should earn at least 750

per hour. His "own time he figured at 850 per hour, but

he delivered in charging at least $1.50 per hour on jobs.

Mr. Lindon of Collingwood described the success he

had in training boys in the work. He suggested getting

boys who were interested and giving them every chance

to learn the trade. Mr. Everest, of Cobalt, struck a si-

milar note. He claimed that if repairmen got men who

liked the work they would learn very quickly. The ques-

tion of early closing was touched on by Messrs. Miller and

Henderson of Hamilton as one mean of attracting labor

to the trade.

SUCCESSFUL ORGANIZATION METHODS.

Mr. S. Roy Weaver then gave a very practical address

on this subject in which he stressed the following points:

He said, I believe, every shoe manufacturer in Canada,

recognizes that the repair man has a useful and necessary

economic function and that we do not begrudge to you

whatever share of the footwear business is your due and

whatever trade you can hold in fair competition with the

manufacturers. Even the most efficient manufacturer is

not capable of producing shoes like those worn by the

Israelites in their wilderness wanderings, of which we are

told in the Book of Deuteronomy, "Thy shoe is not waxen

old upon thy foot." The next best is to manufacture shoes

which are worth repairing and the fact that a shoe man-

ufacturer produces footwear which can be repaired satis-

factorily is, therefore, an advertisement for the products of

such manufacturer.

I want to congratulate you upon the extraordinary

advance which has been made by your trade during the

past six or seven years. The repair business has been

strikingly revolutionized and has passed to a large extent

from the handicraft system to a machine process stage.

I understand that there are now something like 170

machine outfits in Ontario as compared with about 50

before the war. There is, you know, a theory about which
psychologists discourse learnedly, that every human being

in his development passes through the successive stages of

development of the human race. I suppose the same thing

is true of institutions and trades. Your trade for many,
many years remained as a hand craft, but abnormal condi-

tions during the last few years have brought shoe repairing

more closely into alignment with other industrial organi-

zations and processes and yours is now very largely a

machine process business. As in every other case where

machinery has replaced hand labor, the shoe repair man
who attempts to continue under the old system is likely

to find that he is a "back number" and that he cannot

keep pace with his more progressive competitors.

Not only have you placed your trade on a machine
basis, but you have improved greatly the appearance of

your shops. It is not necessary for me to attempt a con-

trast between the often slovenly little shop where formerly

the shoe repairer worked and the best type of modern
shoe repair establishment. Undoubtedly it is possible to go

too fast in adopting new ideas but also it is true that the

man who lags too far behind in development of this kind

is certain to suffer. The more attractive shop will get the

business and especially will it attract the better class

family trade.

I am informed that the volume of sales of findings

to shoe repairers in Ontario during the past year repre-

sented an increase of some 2,400 per cent over sales during

the last year before the war. Approximately one-half of

this increase has been due to the higher prices of such

findings, but the actual quantity of shoe findings used by

the shoe repairers in Ontario is at least twelve times as

great as before the war. I also understand that there ha?

been an increase of from 200 to 300 per cent in the num-
ber of shoe repair shops in the Province. These figures

indicate in a striking way the growth of your trade under

war and post-war conditions. One does not have to look

for for the explanation of such development. Leather has

been scarce and prices of boots and shoes necessarily were

high and, under such conditions, many persons who before

the war never thought of having shoes repaired were in-

duced to patronize the repair man. You took advantage

of your opportunity anx experience during the past few

years has Avon for you many regular customers. We are.

however, now in the course of readjustments in practically

all lines of business and most of you, I have no doubt, have

given considerable thought to the question as to how the

changed conditions will affect the repair man. I am satis-

fied that the answer to that question will depend in verv

large measure upon how the repair man meets such

changed conditions.

As the increase in the number of repair shops was

remarkable and due largely to abnormal conditions, I think

you must expect that there will be some curtailment in the

amount of shoe repairing business and that competition

between your shops will be much keener than it has been

during recent years. Under conditions of intensified

competition it will be a case of the survival of the fittest,

and I think it would not be surprising if many of the

repair shops gradually found it unprofitable to continue

in business. We find the same nrocess in almost every

line of business under present conditions. We are told that

trade is "spotty," but that statement means nothing more

or less than that the firms which, by reason of the quality

of their goods, their prices, successful salesmanship, or
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other factors, are economically efficient above their com-
petitors are getting business, while the less efficient lack
orders. The process of economic selection and elimination
is very apparent throughout the business world today and
will apply to your trade just as surely as to the manufact-
uring business, the grocery trade or any other occupation.

The question then arises, how can such situation beat
be met. Can the shoe repairers, through organization, do
anything to protect tiheir interests under changed business
conditions? To what extent can they help thejnselves by
organiszation ? Any organization has its limitations and
it seems to me that one of the first things to do is to sur-
vey your problem and recognize such limitations. If you
aim at an organization principally with a view to price-

fixing you are I am sure, certain to be disappointed. The
shoe repairers cannot possibly have a monopoly of the foot-

wear trade in Canada. There is a point beyond which the
public will not pay for repairs but will purchase new foot-

wear instead. Your prices must be influenced by at least

four factors:— (1) the price of new boots and shoes, (2)
the character of your work and the serviceability which
you add to the footwear brought to you for repair, (3)
education of the public to patronize the repair man and

(4) competition amongst the repair men themselves. The
first of these factors is quite beyond the control of an
organization such as yours. The second and third are

capable of control in some measure. In regard to compe-
tition amongst the repair men, I 'beblieve that the in-

fluence of an organization can only be effective if it be
indirect and based upon education and information, rather

than upon arbitrary measures and attempted coercion.

While the repair trade is directly affected and will continue

to be directly affected by the prices of new boots and shoes,

you have no control over such prices. In this connection I

want to assure you that competition between the manufact-
urers of leather shoes is exceedingly keen; that there is

absolutely no agreement or understanding as to prices;

and that prices are regulated strictly by cost of production

and competition among the 170 or so manufacturing com-
panies in Canada. The character of your work and quality

of materials used determines the value of the repair man's
work to his customers and also the cost of such work. I

imagine that it would be as difficult to standardize the

service of the repair men as to standardize the service of a

retail shoe merchant or to standardize shoes themselves.

The man who gives the most in service is entitled to a

differential over his competitors and his patrons gladly

will pay such differential. While there is something to

be said for a uniform price policy, such policy it appears

to me is not without serious objections and the more effi-

cient shops are those most likely to suffer. Under condi-

tions of strenuous competition I do not believe that price

of repairs can be fixed successfully by any organization of

the repair trade. You have, I believe, between 3,000 and

4,000 shoe repairers in Canada, of whom some 300 to 400

are in Toronto. I am firmly convinced that through

organization you can achieve only those objects which are

economically sound and even those can only be accom-

plished by education and information.

But please do not misunderstand me when I express

the opinion that no association such as you propose can be

successful if it aims to (be principafUy a price-fixing organ-

ization. It is of first importance that the repairers should

know what it is costing thema to do business and that they

should have at least some simple form of cost accounting.

I believe, moreover, that there would be real value in sug-

gesting to your members minimum prices for repairs for

which specified qualities of materials are employed and

under certain well-defined conditions. But such prices
must be based upon a careful and accurate analysis of
costs. A national, provincial, or even a local association
can be of very real assistance to the repair man in em-
phasizing the importance of knowing their costs. If you
know your costs competition will look after prices. A
repair man with perhaps one or two workers can fail just
as quickly and just as surely if he ignores his actual costs
as can a manufacturing concern with a hundred or a thou-
sand or more employes. 1 do not mean to suggest that
every repair man should be expected to install an elaborate
system of costings. I have known firms which have
failed or are constantly in difficulties because they have
too much so-called "system". But it does not require
elaborate bookkeeping methods to keep fairly close check
on your costs. I see by your programme that you are to
have an address on this subject this afternoon so that I
shall not refer to it except to emphasize its importance.

Through organized co-operative effort much can be
done to effect higher standards for your industry and to
educate the public to discriminate between good service
and poor service in repairing. The charge cannot be made
generally but there is no doubt that some repairers (I do
not suggest that they are members of your Association)
have been using inferior stock and getting the best prices.

The public, unfortunately, too often does not understand
the difference between good service and inferior service in
shoe repairing until they find out by unfortunate ex-

perience. The shop that will be successful is the shop
that wins and retains the confidence of the public by the
service which it gives. If inferior stock be used, prices

should be graded accordingly. Your association must aim
to give the public protection in the way of good workman-
ship and material at a reasonable price by the mainte-
nance of high standards. The National Federation of

Boot Trades Associations in the United Kingdom have
been working on an interesting scheme for a trade sign

to be supplied to and used by their members. The pro-

posal is to adopt a circular design with the words in-

scribed, "Efficient B.T.A. Repairers," the letters "B.T.A."
standing, of course, for Boot Trades Associations. Such
a sign would have value if — and only if — the es-

tablishments to whom it is supplied gives superior ser-

vice in the way of materials and workmanship. Such a

sign must mean something or it is worse than useless. I

believe that a somewhat similar organization device could

well be considered by your Association here, if your mem-
bers can be relied upon to give creditable service. Along
with the use of some such sign by shops which are mem-
bers of your Association, it probably would be desirabble

to carry on a publicity camtpaign. Your members could

be urged to use such device in all their circulars and ad-

vertisements and in this way there would be created for

your Association members a good will which would be of

real value.

Again I believe that your organization can be of

value to its members in bringing about some improve-

ment in business methods. I am informed that possibly

as many as 75 per cent of the shoe repairers run over the

time limit in paying their accounts. In the majority of

cases this is not due to financial difficulties or to lack of

ability to meet their accounts promptly, but rather to

carelessness, laxity in business methods and absence of any

proper system of handling their papers. I wonder if you

realize the extent to which the prices of your supplies are

increased by such methods and the additional cost to the

manufacturers of distributing such supplies by reason of

the extra cost of collection.
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Upon the local associations must depend in large

measure the success of your organization effords, but I

believe that there is real value in having such locals

linked up into a provincial or, better still, a National

association. In this way you would have a central organ-

ization for your trade, as a mouthpiece for publicity, a

service bureau, and an agency for ascertaining and ex-

pressing the group opinion of your craft upon matters of

general concern to your members. Particularly, I believe,

such an organization would be of value in dealing with

other organization with which your interests bring you in

contact. By such an Association the repair trade would

be articulate and you would be in a much better position

that you are now, both to secure removal of grievances

and to promote your common interests. It is a hackneyed

statement that in union there is strength and its truth

depends upon the character of the ties. You cannot, of

course, organize the 3,000 or 4,000 shoe repairers in

Canada simply by a resolution. By attempting to bring

into your organization the shoe repairers of all Canada
you are undertaking a difficult task that is not likely to be

consummated successfully without repeated disappointments

It is of the utmost importance that you should appoint

officers who are prepared to give time and attention to

this task and who are willing to make some sacrifices in

order to achieve results. Already you have several well-

organized an'd efficient local associations in Ontario and

with these as a nucleus there is no reason why you should

not be able to build up a strong federation which will be

of real value to your trade. Many matters, such as early

closing, etc., probably can best be left to the local bodies

but there will be questions from time to time upon which

united action by the locals through the federation will be

desirable. At least the federation can be of service by

keeping the locals informed and by bringing representatives

together periodically for consideration of matters of

general concern. I would suggest the organization of a

publicity committee charged with the duty of endeavor-

ing to extend the scope of the association and interesting

the repairers in the formation of local associations. Re-

pairers, might be admitted, of co'urse, into membership of

your organization without waiting for the formation of a

local association in their district. I do not believe that

the matter of organized new local associations should be

rushed, but you should aim first to get results from the

associations already organized and to demonstrate the

value and possibility of such group organizations. The
experience and assistance of such locals can then be drawn

upon in organizing new associations in cities or districts

in which shoe repairers' organizations do not already

exist.

T have noted that in the publicity material issued by

the Toronto Shoe Repairers' Association you emphasize

the fact no sabiries have been paid. T am inclined to doubt

whether von can successfully operate a National Associa-

tion without a paid Secretary, who. will devote at least

part of his time to such work. If work is worth doing at

all it is worth paying for, and I do not imagine that many
of the shoe repairers are in a position to give the necessary

time voluntarily. In your efforts towards organization of

the trade you can, I am sure, utilize the trade papers to

good advantage. You also have the experience of the

British Federation noon which to draw. I am inclined

to believe that you will find it easier to get members than

to hold them, unless you adopt some regular service by

means of circulars or otherwise, which will be of real

value to your -trade. Much could l>e done bv a regular

gatherings, such as your Convention here, but those will

have to be supplemented by other services.

In publicity material issued by the Toronto Shoe
Repairers' Association it is stated that the Toronto local

at least has a purchasing committee through which sup-

plies are often obtainable as special prices. I am not

acquainted with details of your policy or experience in

this connection, but I would warn you that experience in

co-operative buying has not always been successful and
that any such programme is not without its dangers, un-

less handler with extreme care.

In summary, let me say that I believe it is safest to -

build slowly and surely and, above all, it is important that

your organization be founded and conducted on sound

economic principles, for you cannot successfully, or for

long, kick against the pricks of economic law. I would

respectfully suggest that your Association should put the

more emphasis on service and efficiency, and that inform-

ation, education and publicity are the means by which you

are most likely to achieve success.

I am sorry that I shall be unable to hear the dis-

cussion tomorrow on "Manufacturers' Methods as they

affect the Repair Trade", but we shall be glad to talk over

such matter with you and I can tell you that the manu-
facturers are ready to co-operate in so far as it is possible

for them to do so without an undue sacrifice of their own
interests.

It seem to me that I commenced my talk to you

with an apology and probably I should close with one, for

the reason that I have emphasized the limitations, diffi-

culties and problems, rather than dilating upon the pot-

entialities of a federation of the shoe repair trade. But

if my remarks have been principally addressed to the sub-

ject "What an Association should not be and cannot be'',

the lack of construeciveness probably will be pardoned,

for any successful organization must be evolved rather

than made to order. If you build on a sound, irreproacha-

ble, economic foundation there can be no doubt as to the

value and possibilities of your Association."

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.

When the delegates had reassembled the resolutions

committee brought in an interim report, embodying the

following resolution :

—

The resolution was moved by Mr. RevelL seconded by

Mr. Stephens, and carried. Whereupon the chairman ap-

pointed a nominating committee which brought in a report

later on wlrch the election qf the executive was based.

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS there are now a number of separate orga-

nizations in the shoe repair trade at various centres, that

are performing useful service to the trade locally,

AND WHEREAS there are many issues and questions

coming up from time to time, upon which it is necessary

to take united action in the interest of the entire trade,

IT IS therefore hereby resolved that a federated

organization is here and now formed, for the purpose of

dealing with such matters and issues, from time to time,

ns occasion may ari je and in other ways, to promote the

interests of the shoe repair trade of Ontario or the

Dominion.

ALSO RESOLVED that the chairman of this meeting

bo authorized to appoint a nominating committee to

represent to this meeting at this afternoon session a list

of nominations for positions of President. Vice President,

Secretary Treasurer and Executive for the current year.
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Mr. A. Butterworth gave a brief but interesting

account of his trip to England, and gave the convention

some ideas as to English methods of organization. He
also brought to the convention the best wishes of the

British Federation.

SHOE REPAIRING FOR SHOE STORES.

Mr. Frank H. Revell was then called upon for his

address on "Shoe Repairing for Shoe 'Stores". He said

in part:— 1

TheTe is a decided change in the repairing of boots

and shoes. Business as in vogue thirty years ago, a properlv

equipped store for the exclusive business of boots and shoe

repairing was unknown. The usual method in those days

was for a boot and shoe store to employ one to four men
to make boots to measure and repair such work as was

assigned them to do. Generally speaking these men used

to work in a back room with dirt enough to grow onions

in, hadly ventilated and poor light, usually working twelve

to fifteen hours per day for the magnificent sum of from
seven to twelve dollars per week and it was hard 1 laborious

work indeed and the highest wages that it was possible

for a good mechanic to earn was the poorest paid to any
man on this continent. I have no doubt in my mind that

the men were chiefly to blame for the condition thev

found themselves to be in. To-day we are enjoying exactly

the opposite conditions and we find all over the land

well equipped stores, good ventilation, clean good light,

men working seven and a half to nine hours a dav with

good living wages, thanks to the press, and the organization

of the several associations of boot and shoe makers and

repairers.

Strange to say things seem to be a decided opposition

from some quarters against the taking of boots from a

boot and shoe store to repair. One afternoon about five

years age when I was delivering my wotk to the stores

that I did the work for I was met ibv an old friend in

the trade. He asked me what I was doing with all those

parcels. I told him T was delivering my work to the several

stores that T worked 1 for. He was very bitter in his

denouncing mv methods of working for boot stores and

among other things he stated it was, or should be beneath

the dignity of any boot maker to patch boots for any store.

I smiled at him and . told him that I had done thousand

of dollars of work for stores and had made a little out

of the work as well. He simply turned on his heel, tossed

up his head and left me to wonder what was wrong with

that good man. I want to sav that to-day that same man
is working in a two by four shop, paying- rent for the same

and making- a misern/ble living. I am pleased to say that

with me the opposite is the case, and I continue to be

honored with the work from seventeen stores in Hamilton

and furthermore T consider it just as honorable /to call and

deliver work to a sitore as it is for a commercial traveller

to call upon any merchant to offer to sell him a bill of

goods1

.

The quest : on that naturally arises is how did, and

do vou make this working for stores a success and vet give

a discount to all store work. Mv reply is: First; T supplv

to eaeh store tickets that rail for work that is required

to be done to be written down, the time when the work

is wanted and if there are anv snecial work such as

alterations in size for one boot; the legs and boots to be

made larger or smaller or extension sole on one boot, these

instructions are written down so that is is imnossihle for

to make a mistake as far as I am concerned'. The sole

leather that I use is of the very best quality, but not as
heavy as the majority of shoemakers and repairers use. I
use chiefly "Hymansr" oak, half soles four and one half,

and five inches to th edozen, mens, three and one half and
four inches to the dozen, ladieis, also number ten and eleven
"Bardmores*' or Anglo-Canadian and I buy' not less than
one hundred dozen of these goods at any time, pay cash
for same and get all the discounts that the law allows,

the same applies to nubber heels. 1 buy in such quantities
a? to get a good discount in fact, I figure these discounts
that 1 obtain is as much and does recompense me for the
discount of ten per cent I give off our association price to

all- stores. I never buy leather by the side because I have
found cut stock is far better and easily kept track of. You
know exactly what a job costs, what the labour costs and
you should know what your overhead expenses are and what
profits you get on every job.

I don't use any Royalty machines. I have no use for

them. Alteration work calls for special care, and I figure
that $1.50 per hour plus the material is a fair price for

this work. This I charge and find to be satisfactory to all

parties concerned.

Extension soles. For this special alteration work we
receive $5.00 for the first inch in addition and the same
rate for every inch or part of an inch added thereto.

Before 1 leave this subject I want to advise my fellow

craftsmen about the manner I have heard complained of

from some of the stores and! some old repairmen's attitude

towards boots that have been solid at stores. It has been

said several times to people who have brought boot repairs

to a repair shop; "Oh these boots are made of paper and
are no good. Where did you get them ? You have been

robbed or cheated. I won't fix them (the chances are they

don't know how to make a good' job of them) go and

demand a new pair of bootsi or get your money back." 1

claim, gentlemen, this kind of criticism is most unjust.

Don't knock the other fellow, for these tradesmen without a

doubt buy their boots in good faith and sell at a small

margin of profit to the general public. In conclusion I

would like to say where and how boot repairing for stores

DOES NOT PAY. (1) When a prcp ; etor or manager of

a store meddles his work among three or four shoe repairers.

(2) When a store wants to supply soles or rubber heels

for the job. (3) No man should ask his fellow man to

discount his labour and anv man who discounts his labour

to the profit of his employer is nothing short of being a

fool. Finally I must state that I have found mv association

with the different propietors and managers of the several

stores I have worked for during- the last twentv-five vears

very (pleasant and profitable as everv successfully bus^e^

man T have found to be a gentlemen possessed of sterling

qualities,, of a generous heart not easilv offended and T

trust to continue to enjoy the' exteem and confidence of

these gentlemen while I continue to be in the business.

Tn th> discussion which followed Mr. Revell said he

believed the retail shoe man was entitled to the ten per

cent for handling the business. Mr. Burnill drew a par-

allel between the renair man working for the shoe trade

and the manufacturer who catered only to the jobber.

The business was an advantage to retailer and reoairman

both. And if all repairmen refused to do work for retail

stores, the result would be that retailers would install

repair departments.

The chairman then introduced Mr. J. Herriott, of

Outta Percha & Rubber Ltd, who spoke on "Easy me-

thods of keeping Accounts for Repairmen."
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Mr. Herriott explained that he was just going to

chat with those present, as if he were in one of their

stores. In the repair business, he said, it is essential to

keep track of expenses, receipts, and everything that has

to do with the business. The man who keeps accounts,

but goes along in a hit or men's fashion will not get only

for; but some day he wakes up to find he is not meeting

his bills and wonders- where he has got to.

Most repairmen cannot afford to keep a hook keeper,

so he said he would out line some simple methods to

jollow.

In the first place it is necessary to keep your store

m good shape, your stock in order, and where you can

lay your hands on it to check it up. lie had been in

stores where it was impossible to check the stock. As a

result, when a traveller called, the owner of the shop was

likely to buy goods he already had in stock. You must

keep your stocks clean, and take inventory at proper

periods.

When you give a salesman an order, get a copy of it,

and check up your prices, terms and all particulars. When
the driver delivers the goods, check them with the deliv-

ery slip before signing for them. If it is freight or ex-

press, sign for goods in had order if that is their condi-

tion, so you can make claim for shortage or damage. All

these things count in the proper conduct of business.

Keep your invoices in a regular place, and check your

monthly statement with them. If invoices do not check

with goods delivered register your kick immediately. Do
not wait a week, or a month. Delay in payment caused

by disputes often costs money and affects your credit

standing.

He then outlined a simple accounting method for i

6i;e-man shop. For this he suggested first a memorandum
book, divided into four parts.

In the first part, on the left hand, or debit side keep

a record of materials purchased at their net prices. On
the right hand, or credit side keep a record of money
paid out.

In the second part, on the left hand page keep a

record of how much you owe on your machinery and
tools, and on the right hand a record of how much you

pay on them.

In the third part keep a similar record on furniture

and fixtures.

In. the fourth part keep a record of credits to cus-

tomers and payments made on these accounts.

Also keep a record of ca-h receipts. If you have a

cash register, so much' the better. If not keep track on

sales slips and make up a total each day. Don't trust to

your memory. Put each sale down at once.

Under this system an inventory is necessary every

month. After the first month this will not take long, if

jour stock is in a clean condition.

On the form for the inventory, put on the debit side

all goods in stock, at cost or replacement value. On the

credit side put your machinery, furniture, at fair value,

h is wise to depreciate these regularly; and a safe basis

is 1% per month or about 10V->% per annum.
From the^e figures lie showed how it was possible to

obtain your net worth. At the end of any month, or to

find your loss or gain. He emphasized the necessity of

figuring overhead, and including your rent, if you live

over the store, and also charging the owners salary against

the business.

He also took up the necessity of all shoe repairers

keeping their credits high by meeting their bills promptly.

The question of standard prices involved standard

costs. And costs were essential information tlie'-e days. If

a man knew his expenses and sales, he could in a few
months figure his average cost on his sales.

Mr. Herriott had hoped to have some forms printed

to distribute to illustrate his address, but stated that he
would have some prepared, and if any repairman wanted
them he would be glad to let him have them, or even

tostart him off on a system of book keeping.

SHOE FINDINGS AND ACCESSORIES AS
MONEY MAKERS.

Mr. iChas. Tillev of Chas. Tilley & Son. Toronto, then

gave a bright interesting address on the above subject.

He said:

—

Before dealing with the subject of Findings it would
be well to inquire as to what line of goods is covered by
this word. The vast majority .of repair men appear to

think that shoe laces, polishes and rubber heels cover the

ground, but in addition to these we can add, insoles, shoe

trees, heel cushions, arch-supports, corn and bunion pads,

button hooks, straps for pumps—etc.

The first question that will naturally present itself

t(. the mind is will it pay one to devote time space and
capital that would be involved in the stocking of the new
line. If this question does not present itself to your mind,
I would strongly advise you to leave Findings severely

alone because it will proove you are not sufficiently in-

terested to handle the larger business. To the business

maj] I would say findings will pay you handsomely if

you handle them in a proper manner. There are several

shoe repair men in this City who claim, and I believe

juetly, that finding pay all their overhead expenses apart

from wages.

Now an important point arises "How to Buy"' and
t ie first advice I would give to you in connection with

in- point is. Until your business is established buy mo-
derately. Xo man with small capital is warranted by buy

more than a month's stock of findings ahead. In the first

place you must remember the-e goods are sold to you 30

days terms and it might worry you considerably if when
your bill falls due you are unable to meet it. In the second

place it should be remembered that when goods become
soiled, it decrea.sos their value as a selCing article. The

l est way to start your stock of findings is by taking the

wholesale house into your confidence and getiing their

assistance in buying in a small stock of such articles that

;:re tin- best seller- and such as you may think your neigh-

hourhors need. I think you will find $100.00 go a long

nay in paying for such stock as you may require. Do not

h) persuaded by any smooth tongued salesman to lay in

a big stock of any article, because there is an extra 5 per

cent discount attached io the offer. More business houses

have closed their doors because of carets buying than

because of poor trade. The men who take their discounts

are the men who make money. The la=t point that I would

bring to your notice is one that much attention muct be

given to if you are to successfully engage in the business

' f retailing findings and that is how can I handle them.

I am sure it will not offend any one if I remark that

comparatively few men realize that clleanliness is one of

the great needs in anv business and more especially in

•elHiig dressing, etc, as store must be kept clean to com-
mand such a trade. There are very few repair shops in

this city that are a real credit to it. There is too much
junk and dirt around, in quite a number of them that

iihey do not prepossess a customer looking for anything

but repairs.

(Continued on page 70)
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THE SHOE AND leatHek journal

At the Service of the Industry

The completeness of our service,

and its readiness, leaves no doubt

of our ability to be of vital

assistance to Canadian Shoe
Manufacturers in the production

of their lines economically and

at a high standard.

A chain^ of branch establishments

girdles the industry, so that no

call is too urgent or too exten-

sive for us to respond in a way
that means complete satisfaction.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited
Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch: 28DemersSt. Kitchener:

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

46 S. Foundry Street
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Samson Values

Continue to Lead

All through the period of readjust-

ment, our prices have been most

fair. Coupled with this we have

considerably improved every line

until to-day, for the price.

You can find no greater values or no more attractive merchandise than

in Samson Staples and Samson Hockey, Football or Sporting Boots.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20AragoSt. QUEBEC

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LIMITED

11 Belleau St., Quebec.

wi^h^ - . > , ;••.* * •%* ft **...*

.'••-'.*

Those who have carried our lines in

the past take for granted that our

standard of production will not be

lowered.

This season our values are even

ijet-er.

McKAYS and S. SCREW
For MEN, BOYS and YOUTHS

LUC ROUTIER
58 Colomb, QUEBEC

'.Y-N'VV'
•
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The best proposition,

without question, that
is shown in our grades

to the trade.

Making' Welts for Men, Boys,
Youths, Women and Misses; Mc-
kays for Men, Boys, Youths, Women
and Misses; Standard Screw for

Men and Boys.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
:>}>.'{ St. Valier St., QUEBEC

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

McKAYS
for Men, Boys, Youths,

Women, Misses and

Children

of our quality at our price

sell regardless of conditions.

Also Making Standard Screw for Men,

Boys, Youths, Women, Misses and

Children; Welts for Men and Boys

and Mock Welts for Women.

Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

ONESIWE GOULET & SON Limited

575 St. Valier St. Quebec.

TANGUAY
McKAYS

Are sold freely in towns where
they appreciate rock bottom
prices for Staple Shoes.

WORK SHOES

Genuine Solid Standard Screw
Shoes that wear like a pig's

nose.

Hockey and Hunting Boots

With a Patent Leather Strap

Lacing, appreciated wherever

they are sold.

JOS. TANGUAY
QUEBEC

Mention Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.
Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Breithaupt Leather_Co., 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Fleury.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Quebec, Glove M£g., Ltd., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Preres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.
Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Maine de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, O, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Slieep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr.. 026 Fleury.
Fortier N., 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

CENTAUR
A UNIQUE SURFACE KID

—Different because of its beautiful finish.

—Different because of its everlasting, brilliant

color.

—Different because of its fine, even gram.

—Different because it will not scuff and will

out-wear kid.

Large, handsome premises at 35 Colomb, enable us to serve

you just a little better than usual.

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST. :: - QUEBEC, P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Western Shoe Merchants

Want Better Service
Say Travellers in Women's Fine

Shoes do not Call Frequently

Enough. Want to See them Four

Times a Year at Least.

AT the recent meeting of the Shoe Trade Section of

the Saskatchewan branch of the Retail Merchant's

Ass'n., there was considerable discussion of shoe

wholesaling conditions, the out come of winch was the

following Resolution a copy of which was sent to the

Manufacturers

:

RESOLVED: We Saskatchewan Shoe Merchants
realizing the enormous handicap under which Western

Shoe Dealers are operating because of rapid changes in

style and the continued downward tendency of prices,

feel, that our difficulties would he considerably minimized
if we were permitted to view the samples more frequently

and greater efforts were made on the pari of our women's
shoe manufacturers to handle our immediate requirements

with greater promptness recommend that all booi and shoe

locals in Western Canada enter upon an active agitation

to require our Canadian women's shoe manufacturers to

readjust their •system whereby Western Canada will he

covered at least four times a year and to give more strict

adherence to the specified delivery time as arranged with

salesman.

Discussion on Market Conditions.

An address was deliverd on the subject of Market-

Conditions by Mr. Garfield Wrav of Macdonald & Wrav.

Yale Shoe Store, Regina. Mr. Wrav said in part :

"From the retailer's point of view, as I see it. the

cash account and the merchandise account are the two

most important items that the merchant has to keep his

eye on.. If you get in a chartered accountant, the very

first thing he does is to open up a cash account and mer-

chandise account. To know our business, it is not necessary

to have these accounts at our fingers' ends as they are the

indicators of our standing. Naturally, as your mer-

chandise account increases the cash account will decrease,

"ud it is a retailer's aim to keep equilibrium between the

wo so as always to have liquid assets to fall back upon.
f

"'The next most important thine in our business is

buying. Dun's record shows more failures due to buying
than almost any other factor. With a highly trained staff

of travellers on the road, all endeavoring to persuade the

retailer to buy, buy, buy, and everyone of them with some
special inducement to make you buy, the retailer is kept
on his toes all the time exercising his judgment as to th*
amount and variety of stock he should keep, so as not to

have difficulty in disposing of it. If we allowed the
salesman to sell us everything he wanted to. our shops

would he in an awful state in a very short time. A man
came into my store the other week with a special line of

shoes, and. when I said we might be able to handle-some
of them, he asked if he could book me for three hundred
pairs.

"With the rapid changing of styles and depreciation

in values we are treading on thin ice to know just what"
margin of profit but is it enough? Our overhead costs

are changing, and we have to provide for inflation, and'
if we do not readjust our mark-up to cover such contin-

gencies we are going to find at the end of the year that

there isn't any profit.

"Take tennis shoes, for instance. You have these

shoes marked in your store at $1.00. Your competitor
says that he doesn't figure on making anything on tennis

shoes, and he marks his at $1.23, and you are put at a

disadvantage. We are not making too much at $1.60, and
he is not making enough at $1.25. T am not in business
for my health but my living, and 1 can see that we will

have to readjust our mark-up in this trade section soon
whether it is done right now or not.

"The manufacturer produces an article and places

it in your hands at considerable expense. There is a
little flaw in it which does not seriously affect it. but the
buyer discovers it and insists that it be changed. You
explain that the flaw will not affect its wearing qualities

and thiit you can fix it. but lie refuses. "I paid a high
price for that article," he says, "and I want a good one."
Ybn try to persuade him to wear it and offer an allow-

ance if it does not give satisfaction, but, in the end. in

view of competition you have to give him a new article,

knowing in your own soul that it will have to.be thrown
away.

"Something will have to lie done in the merchand-
ising of our shoes in Canada to keep us more in touch
with the changing of styles. We must get down to the
market more often or the samples must come to us. One
manufacturers' agent told me that they could not deliver

shoes more quickly than they are making them at the

present time, and 1 drew his attention to an American
firm which delivered shoes within thirty days from the
receipt of the order. This is the point 1 am trving to

m ike. We mus' get our factories to deliver goods within

four weeks from receipt of the order.

"Many of our citizens are travelling east and south
these davs. and it is the height of their ambition to bring

back a new pair of shoes, and their neighbors come right

down to buy a similar pair. To compete successfully with

this we must have those styles in stock. Our citizens have
keen educated to American shoes, and we are forced to

follow their stvles or have Canadian styles that will make
people buy at home, and that is a long row to hoe. We
must get better co-operation from our manufacturers."

M. Harley Henry Presents Wholesalers' View.

Speaking from the wholesalers' view-point, Mr.

Harley Henry, of Saskatoon, described the position of the

wholesalers when prices went down, and stated that their

predicament was considerably more awkward thant that of

the retailers, as they could do nothing but sit hack and

mark time until the purchaser was ready to buy. By then

he was fully conversant with the fall of prices and left

them absolutely no leeway. When they went to the man-
"fa t'irer. particularly in womens lines, he had no grist

in the mill, and the result was the present drastic styles.

Referring to Mr. Wray's remark on tennis shoes. Mr.

Henrv declared that this was the most profitable line in

the retailers' store, and that if the shoes were not sold too

cheaply they would be found very profitable, li would be

worth while, he said, for the retailer to try for one year to

buy only 2.VV of his usual stock. Some sales would be

missed, but probably the sales lost would not begin to

reach the losses resulting from the other extreme at this

time.

In the last six months, said Mr. Henry, everybodv

has been trying to get cheaper merchandise, and the trade

have stepped out and bought such as they could give the

public for (less. This resulted in a direct loss, for the
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reason that they only got what they paid For, and the

people who bought the cheap shoes were not satisfied.

Mr. Henry closed by expressing the opinion that

considerably loss would be suffered during the year, and
he advised retailers who had any extra shoes on their

shelves to get rid of them.

A NOTED QUEBEC FISHERMAN
Mr. Narcisse Gagnon, or Aird & Son, is determined

to maintain his proud position as champion fisherman of

the shoe trade and retain his hold on the Silver Cup
awarded him four years ago in connection with the 8h,oc

and Leather ournal's fishing competition.

Last week Mr. J. A. McLaren of Toronto received

from Mr. Gagnon who has been down at Rimouski for a

week's fishing, a specimen that caps anything yet done in

this line by Mr. Gagnon or anyone else. In acknow-

ledging the gift, Mr. McLaren said

:

"Yesterday an express wagon drawn by two teains of

horses made their way slowly up to the back door of our

warehouse and the drivers with the aid of half-a-dozen

strong men whom they picked up in the neighbourhood

were able to unload a box that from the way in which

those men carried it would appear to be filled with gold

or some equally heavy and precious substance. Finally

after much hard work this box was landed in the basement

and as I was curious to know whether it was the surplus

gold supply of Soviet Russia sent here for safe keeping or

whether it was the whale that Hugh White is reported to

have caught on his way across the Atlantic, I had the box

opened up and as soon as I saw what it contained T said

"This SMre is a fish that has been caught by Mr. 'Narcisse

Gagnon," because there is no other fisherman either in

Ontario or Quebec who could land such a fish as this even

although he might get it on the hook. I would pery much
like indeed, to have had an opportunity of having this

fish photographed but unfortunately this was not possible

and so I contented myself with measuring and weighing it,

the measurements being 60 and one half inches from tip

to tip and the net weight 56 pounds.

"As we are only nnatenr fishermen in this establish-

ment and perhaps you would not even call us that we were

full of wonderment as to where so large a fish would be

caught and what kind of a fish it is and now we know
from your letter that this came from near Rimouski but

we are still ignorant of the kind of fish, but someone here

guessed is was a cod and I will be glad if you will let me
know about this. It certainly was a monster and the

catching of this puts Mr. Narcisse Gagnon so far ahead

of Hugh White as to make him a mere catcher of minnows

in comparison with that great hunter and fishreman Mr.

Narcisse Gagnon to whom we all take off our hats and

acknowledge" to be the World Champion.

GOODYEAR WELTS

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED
Makers of Shoes for

MEN BOYS YOUTHS
WOMEN MISSES CHILDREN

To Jobbers Only

Capacity 5000 pairs a day, enabling ns to

make 10 Days Delivery on Rush Orders.

McKAYS Standard Screw

"Phis must not escape notice in the tilic : Journal and
i am expecting their man in today or tomorrow when I

will give him the story and see that it is properly written
up in the next issue. Some of our boys and girls in the
place are away on their vacation and my folks are away
and so 1 was unfortunate enough not to be able to parti-

cipate but sixteen of the folks in the office and warehouse
took home a. portion each sufficient for a family dinner.
I think if 1 (aught a fish like this I would be so proud of

the feat that I would give up my job and get a photograph
taken of the fish and just go around amongst my friends

telling them about it and boasting of it.

"I will be writing a letter to Hugh White in a few

oavs and will not forget to tell him all about this wonder-

ful specimen which makes anything that has ever been

caught before look like candle light on a dark night as

compared with a 500 watt incandescent light. Let ms all

drink a toast to Narcisse Gagnon."

CHAS. E. ROY & CO.
(REG.)

DEALERS IN

New and Second-Hand Machinery

Leather and Shoe Findings

Let us know your requirements

We may have what you want

31 Colomb St. QUEBEC CITY

Mention "S/ioe and Leather Journal" When ivriting an a<> rer'tim r
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THE

ARSH
H o\E

Marsh Leaders

For Soring

We will have ready for announcement
August 1 5th a number of Special
Leaders in Men's Welts, Women's
Welts and McKays Specially designed
for Spring Trade.

All the best Jobbers
will show these lines.

In Stock

Specials

We are preparing a list of 20 In Stock
Specials ready for shipment Sept. 1 st.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC

Makers of MEWS WELTS, WOMENS WELTS
and WOMEN'S FLEXIBLE McKAYS

Mention "S/<oe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A QUESTION on TURNOVER

THESE days when sales count more than "mark up"

the success of the shoe dealer depends on how

often he can turn over his stock.

Mr. C. K. Chisholm, of Cleveland, at the recent Retailers'

Convention said that shoe retailers in the large cities in

the United States were turning over their stocks to day-

eight to ten times a year. He said that anyone who did

not do this at least four times a year ought to be ashamed

of himself.

Just here is where the SERVICE of the up-to-date,

modern jobbing house comes in. It is utterly impossible

to get quick turnovers and depend upon the slow process

of direct supply from individual manufacturers. The

dealer must have at his immediate command not only

the quantity but the quality and variety that will enable

him to meet all the circumstances that go with the

present characteritics of shoe selling.

The wholesale shoe trade of Canada is doing its best to

meet these strenuous conditions and will be found ready

to meet the most insistent and varied demands of the

trade with regard to staple as well as high class novelties

in all classes.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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In Stock—For August Sorting

T is timely to remind you of the fact that Labor

day will see the folks back in the market for

early Fall shoes — and we are at your service

May we suggest that you size up the lines you are

going to sell in September and early October now

and take advantage of our service in

WELTS, McKAYS and TURNS
for Men, Women and Children.

The Miner Shoe Company
LIMITED

Montreal Ottawa Quebec Toronto

Agents for the Celebrated Miner Rubbers

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO "RUSH" ORDERS

//
WO

Mention "S/toe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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August Winds Up Summer Selling
But for five or six weeks yet Summer lines will receive steady and urgent
calls from your customers. A good runner finishes as strong at the end
of a race as he started fresh at the. beginning, and a good shoeman will

finish up the Summer Season with a stock to satisfy all comers. This is

possible by means of a supply service such as we are able to extend. At
shortest notice you can get the variety, the quantities, the sizes AND THE
VALUES in all the kinds of footwear that late Summer demands make
necessary.

BALL STRAPS and BROGUES for Men are still moving fast. STRAP
MODELS for Women are maintaining their high popularity. You will

find the strongest sellers of both kinds in our lines.

Offering special values in Women's white canvas shoes in Ties and Straps.

The prolonged warm spell has doubled the ordinary demand for SPEED
KING OUTING SHOES. Get the increased trade by keeping your lines

complete.

Our line of BARE FOOT SANDALS is one of the season's strongest sellers.

LET US TAKE AWAY YOUR WARM WEATHER WORRIES
IN THE MATTER OF SUPPLY SERVICE.

j. a. McLaren cssa
30 Front St. W Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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White Canvas Turn Imitation, ?
Straps, Half Louis XV Heel, 2V2
-C & D.

White Canvas Turn Imitation 1

Strap with 2 buttons. Military
Heel, 2'A-8 C & D.

White

Canvas

Shoes

Our Travellers will be starting out again about August 1st with a full assortment
of New Samples. - .

All our new models are made with the same care and careful workmanship that is

characteristic of our lines. Any merchant not stocking our lines should satisfy

himself and protect his customers by seeing our lines as we guarantee prices, and
are noted among the trade for our prompt deliveries.

White Canvas Turn Imi-

tation 1 Strap with 2
buttons. Half Louis XV
Heel. 2^-8-C & D.

White Canvas Turn Imi-
tation I Strap, Baby Half
Louis XV Heel. 2J4-8-
C & D.

L* /Uison GirouanUtee
Shipping t° all points inCanada

yrom
ST.HYACINTHS,QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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HEADQUARTERS FOR TRADE

It is a good thing to know where "the boys" con-

gregate when one gets to a big city, to know where one

can find travellers in the same line of industry and poss-

ibly buyers of their particular line, for it is a fact that

buyers do drop in where they know their fellow-tradesmen

are stopping. In Cleveland, Ohio, the place of stopping

and mingling together in the shoe and leather industry

is the Hotel Cleveland. A mammouth hotel, some of the

interesting and inviting parts of the holstery are shown

in the accompanying cuts used in connection with this

bit of an article on this trade headquarters.

In view of the fact that Cleveland, Ohio, is a point

most Canadians pass through when either going north or

south, east or west, one is very sure to find located at

the Hotel Cleveland many stalwart sons and daughters

of the Dominion. This is an added feature from a Can-

adian standpoint. Realizing that service is a distinguish-

ing factor with all hotels, the Hatel Cleveland has trained
its attendents to permit of silent methods while results

speak for themselves. To anticipate the guests wants,
that a homelike feeling may prevail, is the aim of this

delightful headquarters in Cleveland for the trade.

VANCOUVER NOTES.
The volume of business is reported to be much better

than for the preceding two weeks, the weather having sett-

led down to something like summer style and the district

is filling up with visitors. The Moderation Act is now in

operation and it is anticipated many visitors from the
South and East will be coming to B. C. to study its work-
ing and no doubt will invest much money in doing so, all

of which will be of benefit to trade on this Coast.

Messrs. J. Agar & Co., shoe repairers of Pender St.,

have secured better patent upon a metal device for sup-

porting the waists of ladies shoes, also for a supporting

band that encircles the top of a wood heel ust below the

top piece, to keep the heel from splitting.

A novel feature of window attraction was used by The
Clapp Shoe Store on Main St. For a few days a young
monkey was exhibited in a large wire cage its antics and
performances were a delight to the children of the neigh-

bourhood who flocked around the window in large num-
bers.

Dr. Stork has again been making his rounds of the

City amongst the members of this trade and left a second

son each at the homes of G. McKenzie and Archie Camp-
bell. Archie was overseas with the 72th Highlanders.

Mr. A. E. Ainsbury has taken over the Wand of Mr.

S. C. Davies, Pender St. Mr. Ainsbury came to Vancou-
ver a few months ago direct from Birmingham, England.

Mr. Von Bertal, late of the No Delay Repair Depot

has opened up a new stand on the "Arc & Manitoba St."

We regret to announce the death after a few days sick-

ness from Brights Disease of Mr. F. R. Eacott, late of the

employ of Mr. G. Tufnill, Commercial Drive. The de-

ceased was in Russia at the early part of the war and upon

returning to Canada joined up with the Forestry BattaYlion

and served three years overseas with that corps. Upon its

disbandament he took up a shoe repairing course under the

Soldiers Civil Ee-establishment. He was accorded a Milit-

ary Funeral and buried in the Soldiers plot in Mountail

View Cemetery. He was a native of Hountley, Glouces-

tershine, Eng.

Mr. G. Morris of the Goodyear Shoe Repairing, Pen-

der St. is spending his vacation at White Rock, B. C.

A daring robbery took place at the American Boot

Store, Granwill St. When Mr. R. Matchett, the manager,

arrived upon Monday morning, the safe was found open

and the contents strewed over the floor and about $1,800.00

in cash and cheques missing. Holes had been drilled in

the safe and explosive used. Mr. Matchett declared the

premises were securely fastened when he left on Saturday,

night and concludes the thieves must have been secreted

in the basement before closing time.

An unusual and novel manner of locating an old

friend was experienced by Mr. D. Murray on Robson St.

when an automobile crashed through his plate glass win-

dow. In endeavoring to avoid running over a dog the

driver swerved and at the same time lost control of his car

which crossed the road, struck a tree on the boulevard and

mounted the store front. Mr. Murray's son who was work-

ino- in the window, stepped back out of the way of the on-

coming car and fell and" severly hurt his arm. It appears,

the owner of the car and Mr. Murray were old friends

when in North Battleford, Sask., and they had not met

since leaving the prairies.
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Sizing up Now
Means More Profit

Before this month is any older we want to remind you

that your profit for August and September lies in your

sorting.

It is fitting to suggest that you take stock carefully of

these lines which will sell in early Fall and sort now

so that your full sizes will be ready for the business

which experience has told you is sure to come.

JlaittPH IRnbtitHmt (Eimtjjatty

1B4 Mtmi »tmt HBmiteal
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Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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We will Extend our-

selves to Serve You

That is our function; and, probably because we are

sincere in our effort to fill the gap so often present in

Merchants stocks all over Canada, our services are

used more widely than is usual.

Remember Fall Placing, too.

It is possible that many of our new lines will show the

features that you expect to see for the coming season.

3am? si Stohtnamt Qlotttpang

1B4 Mt(B\ll Btvnt flfantreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Oxfords will be worn this Fall

No. 1106—WESTMINSTER
A Plain vamp Ball Strap Well.

An attractive shoe made of

fine Brown calf to retail at

less than $10.00.

The

"Westminster"~ a Fall Fashion
This slightly squared toe is the very newest. The shoe is

made in either a plain Bal., Foxed Bal. or Saddle Strap. In a

rich Brown. We offer it as your opportunity to stir up your
Men's Trade. It will sell everywhere.

Wire or Phone for Samples and Prices.

We ;ii!m> have in .stock a full lino All prices are figured on an
of staples and novelties for women extremely close margin which

Straps ami Cross Strips in Kid positively assures the .lowest poss-
Combinations. ible price to the merchant.

A. LAMBERT INC.
14 Notre Dame W. - - MONTREAL

Mention, "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Exceptional Values

In Staple Footwear

Noted throughout the trade for their

Sound Value are the lines of staple

Shoes features in our complete range.

They hold trade through their su-

perior quality. Quick service in get-

ting your needs supplied.

Showing The Best in

White Canvas Lines

The long warm season is boosting
the sale of white footwear,—and
depleting dealers stocks. We are

ready to take care of your rush
orders in all the latest popular styles.

Cross Straps — One and Two Straps

Pumps and Oxfords.

JOHN LENNOX & COMPANY
THE SLIPPER HOUSE OF CANADA

Hamilton, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" Unben writing an advertiser
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WHITE
SHOE COMPANXLimited

TORONTO.
WHOLESALE SHOE DISTRIB T O F. 5

For Late Summer Sorting

and to Strengthen your

Lines for Fall

We are in a position to give you the better service and better

values that mean BETTER BUSINESS. Pick our popular sell-

ers to fill up the gaps in any of your lines.

WOMEN'S STRAPS
AND TIFS BASE-
FOOT SANDALS.

SUITS, BOYS' and

youths' staples

in stock for
immediate
shipment

Men's Mahogany Bals., Ball Strap, Goodyear Welt,

$5.00, $5.50, $5.95

Women's Mahoganv Oxf.. Ball Strap, M. S.,

$3.45, $3.95

Half the Season yet to run in the selling of WHITE FOOT-
WEAR and SPEED KING OUTING SHOES. Keep your lines

complete in Styles and Sizes.

WHITE SHOE CO., LIMITED
9 Wellington St. West -:- Toronto

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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(Continued from page 50)

The first thing then is to keep your shop clean. Keep
the windows clean, put a curtain up between your work-

shop and sales department. A glass back to the windows
and a small inexpensive glass case would give tone to any
store. Most men have a wife or children who perhaps

would give valuable help in the findings department of

your business. The department must receive proper at-

tention if it is to be made to pay.

Keep the takings separate from the repair end of the

business and thus make both ends pay their own way. As
already stated, the findings department may be made not

only to pay its own way but yield a handsome return.

But it must have the consideration and effort that must
be put into any business to make it a success.

Mr. Tilley concluded with a number of practical

illustrations of the profit made by shoe repair men in

selling findings.

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION

The convention was called to order by the chairman
at 10.30 o'clock, after whiah he introduced Mr. YV. If.

Aldenson, of the Gutta Percha & Rubber Ltd., who, in

his 'capacity of President of the Board of Trade of Toron-

to, welcomed the visitors to the city. He said that Toronto
had the largest Board of Trade in the British Empire, and

its headquarters were in the highest building in the British

Empire. He spokes of the advantages of conventions and
similar gatherings, which tend to dispel jealousy and
selfishness, two of the great curses of business. He outlined
some of the aims of Toronto Board of Trade, and predict-
ed further meetings in Toronto, which in the Indian lan-
guage meant "Meeting PQace."

Mr. Pettit of Brantford responded and in fitting

terms expressed' the pleasure of the delegates at the wel-

come given them by the Board of Trade, as represented by
Mr. Alderson. Messrs. Leggotf St. Catharines, and Grayson,
of Hamilton also responded'.

"IS IT MORE ADVANTAGEOUS TO BUY OR
LEASE MACHINERY?

The chairman then introduced1 Mr. 0. M. Brooks, of

the United. Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, who addressed

tlie convention on the question of "Leaed or on Rovaltv
Machinery in the Shoe Bcpair Trade."

One of the questions which confronts every shoe repair

man who makes an intelligent study of his business is

whether it is more advantageous to buy or lease machinery
for use in his business.

There is perhaps no subject with which he comes in

contact concerning whirh he willl find more conflicting sta-

tements, more misunderstanding, more hazy ideas prevail-

ing, necessitating a personal and careful sifting of figures

and detailes to get as the repairing trades.

OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ONTARIO FEDERATION OF SHOE REPAIRERS.

Back Row (Left to Right) A. H. Dainty, St. Catharines; N. Pettit, Brantford; C. A. Canning. Toronto; E. Thorne,

A. Greenslade, Peterboro. — Second Row: T. Linder, Col- London;. Front Row:—A. Butterworth. Toronto, Vice

lingwood; A. Miller, Hamilton; W. Legg, St. Catharines; President; F. R. Revell, Hamilton, President; A. R.

S. Burnett, Toronto; H. Henderson, Hamilton; W. S. • Wilton, Hamilton, Sec.-Treasurer.
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Our connection with the largest shoe machinery house

ill existance and out business of calling on the repairing

trades, all over the' Dominion has given us the opportunity

of seeing this question from many angles.

As shoe machinery manufacturers on a large scale,

we realize there must be developed from time to time va-

rious .machines by different manufacturers who will offer

their products on the strength of their various selling

points.

You will understand we do not propose to make this

a discussion of the merits of the various lines of machine*
offered to the trade. As shoemen we believe you are able

to distinguish the various merits and qualities of work
produced on the different machines offered for the use

of repairmen ; to judge them according to their per-

formances and to select from them the machine which you
prefer for your own use according to that performance and
the results produced.

In the course of our wanderings we have found some
of the most astonishing misunderstandings of the various

terms and conditions applying to both outright sale and
lease of machinery as supplied to the repairing trades, and
in many places a total lack of understanding' of the prin-

ciples of leased machinery.

We are gratified at this opportunity to explain some
of the points that we have found the most cause of mis-

understanding and will dwell on these particularly.

One impression which we have found quite common
is that the 1 manufacturers of leased! machinery supplied to

the repairing trades, only make machinery which is placed

on lease conditions.

Speaking as the representative of the United Shoe
Machinery Co., we cm assure you this is entirely erroneous.

We manufacture both machines which are leased and ma-
chinery which is sold outright, jvist like any other com-
mercial commodity. As a matter of actual fact, we manu-
facture a srreat many more types of shoe machines and

devices which are sold outright, than we do machines which

are leased.

The terms which apply to the "Sale" machinery, as

we call those machines which are sold outright, are to-

tally distinct and different to those which apply on leased

rcachmery. To appreciate the economies which apply to

these respective policies it is necessary to elearlv under-

stand the conditions which surround each in detail.

.Sale machinery is sold outright to the purchaser for

a given sum, the machinery and all responsibility thereto

becoming his property entirely.

We build and: sell machinery and like most other

reputable manufacturers stand back of our products as to

material, workmanship and mechanical correctness of each

for the purpose for which they are designed.

But machines of a more delicate, intricate or temper-
amental nature we have found from our many years

experience in the trade, will give a much more satisfactory

performance if backed up by a road service of expert me-
chanics, who are skilled and trained in the individual pe-

culiarities of such machines and circumstances under which

they must work.

Such machines we believe it is very much to the ad-

vantage of the user to obtain upon a lease basis, which,

in addition to the machinery, provides also a competent-

service, thereon, guaranteeing to the user a continued sa-

tisfactory performance of what is frequently a vital or

key machine in his business, even although he is not able

to employ the services of expert mechanics in his business.

In order to get a true perspective of the subject of

leased machinery it is necessary to realize that you do not
pay for a machine and then pay royalty. You do not,

cannot buy the machine, in no instance is the nominal
lease price sufficient to pay for the machine. In many
instances it does not pay for the actual building of the
machine, and does not include manufacturers profits., sales

expense or future service.

It must be realized that the royalty is a payment on'

the machine — for the work it will produce — and for the
service which guarantees the satisfactory continuation of
that production under your own working conditions'.

The service which is given on such leased machines
is something of which the trade might well be proud to

be a participant. We do not believe it has an equal in any
industry. All ordinary adjusting and repairing is done in

the lessees own premises. The expert goes to the machine —
it is not necessary to send the machine to the man — and
this is done with charge for time, for travelling expense,

for hotel expense or for mechanics salaries.

As business men you will understand it costs dolars

— quite a respectable few of them — to maintain such a

service, and as shoemakers we believe you realize what it

means to have such a service at all times available in

speedily overcoming any mechanical or operating difficulty

which might easily develop, not only to be a serious in-

convenience, but a loss of profits and in such a business as

shoe repairing — a serious blow to the prestige of your

business.

Officers and Executive of Ontario

Federation of Shoe Reparers

OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE

Of Ontario Federation of Shoe Repairers.

1921-22.

President—F. R. Revell, Hamilton.

Vice-Pres.—A. BUTTERWORTH, Toronto.

Sec.-Treas.—A. R. WILTON, Hamilton.

Executive Council.

S. BURNETT, Toronto.

J. W. HENDRY, Toronto.

J. CANNING, Toronto.

A. MILLER, Hamilton.

H. HENDERSON, Hamilton.

W. LEGG, St. Catharines.

W. S. PETTIT, Brantford.

T. LINDER, Collingwood.

W. H. THORNE, London.

T. DALBY, Oshawa.

W. A. GREENSLADE, Peterboro.

E. H. DIXON, Port Arthur.
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We have met shoemen, who while they admit such

service on their machinery is just what they want — is as

essential to a modern repair business as it has already

proven to be to shoe manufacturing', are so prejudiced and
opposed to the idea of leasing machinery, that they claim

they will not use anything they cannot own.

Usually the attitude is brought about by a lack of

understanding of the real terms applying to leased ma-
chinery, to a failure to investigate thoroughly for them-
selves actual conditions under which machinery is used in

the trade.

Do not imagine we are trying to defend the policy of

lcaing machinery. It if) common in many industries in all

civilized countries. In the shoe industry practically all

large manufacturers and repairers have adopted leased ma.
chlnery as being the more economical in some departments,

which we believe is evidence enough, the policy needs no

defence'.

The only value in any machinery — no matter whe-

ther it be leased or sold outright lies in it's performance

it's ac'edmplisihments'.

Its value lies in what it will do. bow much it will

do, how long it will do it and what the quality of the

work will be when accomplished.

Efficiency rather than price or ownership should be

the •standard by which you should select your future equip-

ment. Decide whether the eomteimplated equipment will do

your work better, qu'eker and more economically than i*

now the case. After definitely settling that point the choice

will be easy.

Who has greater advantage in a competitive business

like c hoe repairing — the man who own- a machine and

is subject to annoying breakdowns and Stoppages which be

may not be able to repair h'mseilf, or the man who leases

machinery for a similar purpose, who, should be have the

same breakdown, does not have to worry fixing it himself;

but just sends for the competent help that is supplied by

the manufacturers as mart of bis due and whose machine
will be made to work satisfactorily for him?

Has su/'h hi owner any advantage or is be at a distinct

disadvantage in that the possessing" (owning) of a device

which does not live up to expectations may prevent him
from securing one with the Maine advantages and privileges

as his competitor.

Occasionally we find a man who is naturally so gifted

in handling machinery that he could become almost in-

dependent of any rOad'Serviee in handling his machine.

We have the pleasure of knowing several such men in the

trade, but the peculiar fact is that such men are usually

the strongest advocates of machinery- which is backed by

a good mechanical serice because they realize to the full

its importance.

Then there is the question of costs — of dollars and

cents — a very vital matter to mast shoe repair men and
• to ever}' up to date organization who expect to show a

profit in business.

The cost of installation — plus the upkeep — plus

depreciation — plus interest on the investment, plus operat-

ing costs and that precious commodity known as time

which may 'be lost due to breakdowns, divided by the years

of service give the actual cost of running.

On that basi- the very best machinerv you can get for

your purpose, backed by the strongest road service, will be

the cheapest investment, the most advantageous and econo-

mical in use.

Of course if your aie going to forget to figure up-

keep, depreciation and interest on your investment. If you

forget to divide tho^e cost* by the number of years service

you will get from that investment, why them the lowest

priced article will look good to you.

If shoe machinerv were as common as watches or auto-

mobiles there would not bo so much occasion to dwell on

this subject of road sendee, for each section would then

develop its own experts naturally, who would make a

business of repairing and fixing shoe machines, just as

they now do cars.

But such is not the case and we must meet conditions

as they actually are. Most towns have good mechanics, hut

very few towns have a mechanic who will attempt to fix

stitchers and other shoe machines. The reason is easy to

understand.

Stitchers are temperamental — subject to chills and

complaints that do not affect other general machines —
are peculiar to our trade and more or less a law into

themselves, and there are not enough in any town to pay

a good mechanic to devote his whole time to make a study

of them. The best solution to the problem has l>een in the

services of travelling mechanics who are experienced in this

particular line of work.

Not all shoemen are expert machinists. The simpler

PUtChinery used in their business they can care for easily

and can purchase economically. On the more complicated

machines they are offered the choice of buying outright

and accepting the responsibility of upkeep or of leasing

REPAIR MEN AT TORONTO CONVENTION.
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such machines and a competent service thereon, the res-

ponsibility for upkeep and satisfactory performance rest-

ing with the manufacturers.

The discussion which followed showed a decided lack'

of unanimity of opinion in the convention on this ques-

tion. Among others contributing to the debate were

J'iessrs Eevell and Burnill, while opportunity was given

for several non-royalty machine men to present their side

of the case. At times the discussion threatened to become
heated, but the chairman kept the meeting well in hand,

and all arguments were given and reveived in a friendly

spirit. The chairman explained that he had not intended

to stage a debate, as it was the privilege of each man in

the trade to make his own decision as he saw it. He than

thanked Mr. Brooks for his exceedingly well prepared

and logical exposition of the subject as he had presented

it.

"PRACTICAL ADVERTISING FOR SHOE
REPAIR MEN"

The chairman then introduced the next speaker, Mr.
Jas. Fisher, of the Jas. Fisher Co., Ltd., who spoke on

"Practical Advertising for Shoe Repair Men."
Mr. Fisher stated he would give a decidedly informal

talk on his subject, with the idea of showing how adver-

tising would help to raise the repair business to a higher

standard, and make it more profitable. The fact that the

repair trade was organizing a Federation was proof that

its members were in the frame of mind to get the benefit

of advertising.

This is the age of organization and cooperation, and
better competition was being eliminated. It was found

that to prosper a man didn't have to cut prices, and make
it hard for himself and his competitor to get even a bare

living. -

As a class he believed shoe repairers had worked for

loo little money and on too close a martin. Advertising is

one means of obtaining a better margin of profit and the

man who advertised intelligently raised the standard of

his business, because he went to the public on a quality

rathei than a price basis. And on that basis, advertising

was an economy, not an expense.

Advertising begins the minute you select your pre-

mises, no matter how small they may be. By keeping your

store clean and attractive, you extend an invitation to the

public to come in. When you have done that, you have

started to convince the public as to the quality of your

work.

The next thing to remember is that the man in charge
of the shop is not only a mechanic, but a salesman. He
must learn how to meet and handle his customers to the
advantage of his business. This is also advertising. Im-
press on your customers that you stand for service and a
square deal. When you have got that far, you have con-
quered two serious obstacles in the way of doing a renu7

merative business. Further, he stated, these two items
cost nothing but thought and care.

The next question is to reach people who do not pass
your door, or who do not come in. And this is best done
in print. If you are in a small town, use your local

newspaper, get the newspaper man's help in drawing up
your ads, and say what you have to say in bright little

ads, either in display type or as "readers", in a simple
straightforward way. Keep always to the front the ques-
tions of quality, service, and fair price. Sincerity is what
counts in advertising. And if your advertising carries the
ring of sincerity, it will be more effective than if you em-
ployed the best writer in the country to handle it.

There are other methods, such as circulars. Get the
local printer to help you get them up, following the same
principles as in newspaper advertising. Emphasis qual-

ity and service and tell your story in simple, straightfor-

ward, sincere language. Send thein, by mail preferably,

to a list of customers selected as being likely prospects for

repair trade. And every dollar you spend on advertising,

within reasonable limits, will be worth two dollars de-

posited in the bank. It will help get more trade, raise the

standards of the business, and keep the idea of quality

work before the public. It will help keep your machines

busy, and that is economical. The largest concerns in the

country now look on advertising, not as a luxury or ex-

pense, but as an economy. And that is equally applicable

to the repair trade.

Mr. Revell, seconded by Mr. Pegg, them moved a

vote of thanks to the Toronto Association for the enter-

tainment they had given the visitors. In his reply, Mr.

Burnett stated that it was hoped the expenses of the con-

vention would be covered by the amount collected from

the wholesale houses who advertised in the programme. He
impressed the appreciation of the convention of the assist-

ance given in this way, and hope that the members would

see to it that those houses received a satisfactory return

on their investment. The secretary was instructed to

write to the advertisers expressing the thanks of the meet-

ing-
<

REPAIR MEN AT TORONTO CONVENTION.
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"MANUFACTURERS METHODS AS THEY AF-
FECT THE REPAIR TRADE"

The chairman than introduced Mr. P. Smith, of

Brantford, who gave an address on "Manufacturers'

Methods as They Affect the Repair Trade.''

HOW THEY AFFECT THE SHOE
REPAIRER

This, is a subject which affects every repairman to-day,

and one which, to say tine 'lvast, cause-; the repairman more

trouble than any other one thing.

In discussing this subject at this convention I wish

to make it plain that it is w ithout prejudice to any and all

shoe manufacturers, but on the other hand with a view

to 'drawing their attention to a condition which to say the

least is very, very sad.

Without a doubt the worst condition we, have to con-

tend with is the extensive use of fibre and exceptionally

poor leather in the manufacture of shoes.

Fibre, as used to-* lay by shoe manufacturers is the one

great trouble maker for retailer, repairman and public at

large and is a 'thing wdiich in my opinion is absolutely un-

called for.

In the first ]Ance fibre, as a counter, is of little u <.

and causes an endless amount of trouble to all concerned.

New shoes will come to the repairman very often after

having been in use not more than a week, with the counter

absolutely broken off. As an outcome the repairman is up
against a tou<di job, the retailer loses a customer, and in

a great many cases the manufacturer loses a customer also.

In other cases we find shoes after having been in use for

some little time, wiflO come to the repairer with the heel

lining worn out and the fibre counter absolutely rubbed to

pieces, while the resit of the shoe wiiM be in very good shape.

In the second place fibre, as in insole is (practically

useless. How many time-: it becomes necessary for the re-

pairman to insert leather insoles in shoes that he is repair-

ing in order to make the shoes hold* together and at a lose

to himself, in-as-much as he is unable to make an additio-

nal charge on the customer for this service.

Again we find fibre used extensively in the manu-
facture of heels. The effect of the use of fibre in this par-

ticular case is not quit so had, but, may I take this oppor-

tunity of dtrawing to the attention of manufacturers the

fact that four lifts of leather to the ordinary heel wou'd he

a very great improvement, in-as-much as about 75 r^ of

the heels that are repaired fo-d i v are repaired with rubber

heels, which as a general rule necessities the removal of

three ordinary lifts of leather or fibre to bring the finish-

ed job to the correct height, and >f four lifts of leather were

used, it would leave the heel in proper condition to receive

the rubber heel.

From a stand-point of cod T firmly believe that there

is absolutely no argument in favor of the use of fibre. All-tw-

ine to suppose for instance that Iby using leather instead of

fibre a manufacturer increases the cost of l)is product by

an amount of say 15y at the out-'de and ha* this shoe

P'laeed on the shelf in competition with the usual fibre pro-

duction, selling at a reduction in cost of say as much a*>

50ff. There is absolutely no doubt vdr'ch shoe will be sold to

the customer, and in selling the leather shoe you imme-
diately create a profitable relationship between manu-
factrer, jobber, retailer and customer wdiich can create

nothing else but increased trade and at the same time
lighten the load of the repairman to an immeasurable
extent.

A discussion followed in which Messrs. Burnili,

Henderson, Miller and Wilton, took part. It was thought

that the executive of the New Federation should take up
with the Shoe Manufacturers' Association the questions of

fibre insoles in Goodyear welt shoes, which cannot be re-

paired properly without a new insole and inseam; the

difficulty of repairing stichdowm shoes; to the use of

fibre or canvas insoles in McKay shoes, the suggestion be-

ing made that a canvas insole with a selvage edge could

probably be repaired.

The nominating committe then recommended that

Mr. A. R. Wilton be elected secertary-treasurer of the

Ontario Federation. Carried.

It was than decided on invitation from the Hamilton
Association, to hold the next convention in that city. The
date was later settled as July 26th and 27th, 1922.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

Ai two o'clock motor cars collected the members of

the convention and took them for a two hour ride around
the city, affording them a splendid opportune}- or seeing

the extent to which Toronto has grown. Later the party

stopped at the factory of the Gutta Percha and Rubber
Limited, where they were first taken on a tour of the

factory, and afterwards royally entertained to refresh-

ments by the company. That they thoroughly appreciated

the entertainment and the opportunity of following rub-

ber manufacturing processes goes without saying.

At five o'clock they returned to the Arlington Hotel

for a final short session, where notes of thanks and ack-

nowledgements were the order of the day. This exchange

of final greetings, compliments amid cheers capped the

climax of a thoroughly successful and exceedingly interest-

ing and valuable convention.

As the first convention of shoe repair men on this

continent it will stand out as a land mark. Truly history

has been made.

THE WEDNESDAY EVENING BANQUET

The Convention banquet held at the Arlington on

Wednesday evening July 27th was a great success. A hun-

dred or more sat down to a most recherche repast, the

tables being beautifully decorated for the (xxasiom

After ample justice had been done the good things

provided, the Chairman Mr. S. Burnett announced that

there would be no toast list and no set speeches -but that

the occasion would be most informal. As the evening was

warm, most of the guests removed their coats.

Short speeches were made by Messrs. Inglis, of St.

Catherines, Revell of Hamilton, James Acton of the Shoe

& Leather Journal and 'others. These were interspersed with

gongs, solos and other items of entertainment. Towards the

end of the affair an exhibition boxing match was pulled

oil between two local amature pugilists and the party

wdiich was most enjoyable throughout was brought to a

Conclusion with the singing of the National Anthem and

Auvd Lang Syne.
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AMONG THE SHOE MEN
Mr. Chas. Petteplace, shoe merchant, of Walkerton,

•Out., died recently.

M. B. Nellson has opened up a shoe business, Hamil-
ton, Ont.

Mr. Theo. Mayer, of William St., Montreal, has been

visiting his Ontario customers.

Mr. J. A. Beaujoy of the Eureka Shoe Co., Three
Rivers, Quebec, has been calling on the western jobbing

trade.

Mr. D. J. DeVine of Winnipeg, is taking two months
vacation, spending it with his relatives in Deloro, Ont.

Mr. John Tebbutt, of Three Rivers, Que., recently

visited the Ontario Trade.

Messrs. J. A. Stephenson, of Arthur, Ont., Victor

Hall, of King, Ont., M. S. Chapman of Pickering, S. D.

Bmkley of Hornby, and J. Pell of Whitby were among
the ertailers who recently looked in on the Toronto
market.

Margolian Bros, of Yarmouth, 1ST. S. have opened a

new store in St. John, which they call the Quality Shoe
Store.

Mr. Crosby, of Crosby and Baker, Yarmouth, N. S.

having retired, the business is being carried on as Baker's

shoe store.

Mr. 0. Bergeron has opened a shoe repair shop in

Lennonville, Que., and has installed a goodyear outfit.

The Family Shoe Market, 470 Main St., Winni-
peg, was damaged to the extent of nearly $3000.00 by a

recent fire, the cause of which is not known.

The R. J. Gurney Co., Ltd., is a recent acquisition

to the retail stores in Victoria, B. S., and is located on?

Douglas street. Mr. Gurney, who was for years a sales-

man for P. & P. Henderson of Vancouver, is carrying a

fall line of mens, womens and childrens shoes, and reports

business satisfactory. Mr. Gurney, has the sympathy of

the trade in the recent loss of his son, a young man of

nineteen years of age, who was drowned in the ocean, and
v hose body has not been recovered.

The Canadian Shoe Findings and Novelty Co., of

Toronto & Montreal have taken over a fall line of mens,
boys, youths and misses high grade welts, and also one of

Ihe finest lines of English slippers. They are also carry-

ing a complete line of boudoir slippers in leather and
felt. They are alos handling the Ying arch support which
is well known in the United States. This firm recently

opened a sample room on Peel St., Montreal, in which
they are carrying theil full lines of findings, slippers and
overgaiters.

Mr. C. Henry Dimock, shoe retailer of Windsor, N.
S., has been celebrating his birthday by taking his family
on a motor trip through the Annapolis Valley. Mr.
Dimock has just finished his forty-third year in the shoe

business in Windsor.

Mr. Charles Dionne the popular Quebec representa-

tive of J. & T. Bell, Ltd., has left Montreal by motor for

Rochester, N.Y., and other American points, on a well

earned vacation. He is accompanied by his wife and
family.

FELT SHOE INDUSTRY

At the request of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association

of Canada, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics has prepared

a special report on the felt boot and shoe industry of Cana-
da, the information being fox the year 1919. It shows

seven boot and shoe manufacturing plants 1

, all of which are

located in the Province of Ontario. They represented an

investment of $2,218,709 in 1919 and employed 1007 per-

sons, of whom 473 were males and 534 females^, the number
of female employees, however.inicluding 135 outside

'

piece

workers. The felt footwear industry in 1919 used materials

to the value of $1,403,945 and' to this extent provided

directly a market for the products of other industries. The

products of the felt boot and shoe manufacturing plants in

1919 represented a value at the fctories of $2,851,741, the

production including 794,345 pairs of boots and shoes,

1,086,367 pairs of slippers, 39,199 pairs of infants shoes

and slippers, and 3,000 pairs of larrigans.

VALUES THE JOURNAL

Jos. McGillvary, Manager of "The 2 Barkers

Limied," Amherst, N. S., has taken a well earned vacation

at his old home, North Sydney, C. B. He has been with

the 2 Barkers for seventeen years and has worked up a

good trade in the department. Mr. McGillvary says in

a recent letter : "There is quite a change in the shoe game

since the early days and I have to thank the Shoe and

Leather Journal for keeping me posted. I could not do

without it. Twenty years ago it was no trouble to keep

stock as the lines did not change so often. You have to

keep your head to-day or you will stock up with lines

that do not sell."

VIEWS OF THE GALES FIRE
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Your store is judged by the appearance of

your windows.

Window displays made with our fixtures

create favorable impressions on the public

and increase your sales. Our fixtures are

, well constructed and made of selected wood.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

Artistic Wood Turning Works
Formerly Polay Fixture Service

521 N. Halsted St., Chicago, III.

Tanners' Oils & Greases

Sulphonated Cod Oils

Sulphonated Neatsfoot Oils

Sulphonated Castor Oils

Acid Fat Liquors

Moellon Degras

MADE FROM CANADIAN PRODUCTS
and

MANUFACTURED AT FARNHAM, QUE.

Salem Oil & Grease Co.,

of Canada, Limited
Farnham, Quebec.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an adve?Jtiser
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Institutional

Advertising

Following Based on Confidence.

—

Maintaining Individuality in Ad-

vertising.—Sincerely Backed with

Punch.

ASTORE cannot use institutional advertising unless

it is, indeed, an institution, but if it be such, it

overlooks a great opportunity if its advertisements

do not have the so-called institutional ring, declared

Arthur Freeman, director of the Affiliated Retail Stores,

of New York City, addressing the retail section of the

convention, of Associated Advertising Clubs of the World,

recently.

"A store's clientele", he said, is made up of transient

trade, influenced almost entirely by day to day offerings,

which may appeal to them at the time; and a definite

following or clientele made up of people influenced in

numerous ways to a confidence in a certain store strong

enough and definite enough to resist the pull of com-

petitive advertising to buy elsewhere.

In this analysis do not get the impression that the

first woman is necessarily "shawl" trade, or a working

woman; and that the second one is necessarily the car-

riage trade, so-called. On the contrary, some of the

wealthiest women in a community are the shrewdest shop-

pers, and have a dollar struggling around on crutches be-

fore they get through with it. Per contra, the working

man's wife is often a spendthrift, or a woman who would

easily come under the second classification.

"It does not require a deep thinker to see how

essential to a retail business is a regular following, based

on confidence earned through square dealing, faithful

service, and the right merchandise at the right time, at

the right price.

"Advertising which is purely price appeal, or merely

a isiale appeal from day to day, even though the stare

backs it up religiously, does not attract the type of women

who prefers to deal regularly with one or two stores

exclusively.

"There is something about that advertising which

leaves no impression of the principles upon which the busi-

ness is founded; that unconsciously makes the reader

think only of the specific offering, and not of the store.

Often the woman forgets what store made the offer, re-

membering only the item, and she has to go from store to

store asking: "Are you the one who advertised women's

shoes for $2.95 ?"

"The day is over when men believe that all we need

do is have the merit and sooner or later the public will

find it out, eating snowballs in the meantime. Today,

only a very small business, which can live off of com-

paratively few people, can surviye without regularly tell-

ing a public of its merits; and even this small store is

required to do it, if not through so-called periodical ad-

vertising, then through its windows and its selling talk.

"On the same basis, the store is shortsighted which

says, 'We confine our advertising to our daily offerings,

leaving the public to find out that we are honest, sincere,

courteous, willing to serve, and just.' But I think it is

as essential, when it is done without violating good taste,

to constantly remind people of the virtues of a store or a

service which lifts that store above its fellows, as it is to

tell a price story.

"Now, one of the fallacies which department store

advertisers fall into is when they think that so-called in-

stitutional advertising means editorials up in the left-

hand corner, with a smattering of sentiment, 'a la John

Wanamaker'. It does mean that, and I think the Wana-

maker editorials are the finest single thing even done in

retail advertising, but institutional advertising means far

more than that.

"Institutional advertising should permeate a retail

adevtrisement from name cut to base rule, and every offer-

ing, every sale, every announcement, every item ought to

reflect the institution, as such, as well as to announce the

day's offerings.

"A store which is continually advertising in a hectic,

highly seasoned way, calling every item "the best", "The

biggest", "the largest", "The most extraordinary", "the

most unusual", and writing each description of merchan-

dise as though it were the most wonderful thing they had

ever done, is not building anything like the favorable im-

pressions in the minds of its readers that certain other

stores build.

'"There is a type of advertising which breathes sin-

cerity, and yet has the punch. You know the advertising

I mean. Its force is not in adjectives, but in the ring of

sincerity in its every impression. You feel by the very

flavor of it that the store has principles. You say, 'I

don't know just what it is, but I feel that this advertise-

ment was written and supervised by men who believe in

the work they are doing."

"When this advertisement describes a new shipment

of silks, it tells enough about the purchase and the offer-

ing to be plausible truth. It is written to be believed, and

the reader who reads and believes has added to her respect

for that store, whether she buys the goods or not."

* * *

Work never kills anyone. It is the conditions sur-

rounding it that knock people up. Work well done under

favourable surroundings is a stimulant, to a normal human.

Many bosses would be discharged for inefficiency if

they were put on the regular pay roll. They stand things

from themselves that they would not put up with in their

men.
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McKAY

Our Welting Meets Your Standards
is bound to meet them, because it has to meet ours first. We make Goodyear and

McKay Welting in all colors and guarantee it to be A-l in quality and warkmanship.

Free samples on request.

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
INCORPOKATED

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

Department of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass.
SALES OFFICES:

BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA. Southwest Corner Fifth and Arch Streets; CINCINNATI, 410
East Eighth Street; CHICAGO, 305 West Lake Street; ST. LOUIS, No. 1419 Oliva St..

ROCHESTER, N.Y., 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY. 33 Spruce Street.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES : ENGLAND. Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St.. Leicester.

. FRANCE: Louis Dubois. 47 Rue des Petites Ecurles. Paris.

A WATCHWORD throughout our organization that applies alike to the

quality of our materials and of our service.

SOLUBLE COTTON COTTON SOLUTIONS
PATENT LEATHER SOLUTIONS SOLVENT THINNERS
AMIL ACETATE ETHYL ACETATE

REFINED FUSEL OIL

Prompt Shipment from Chicago or Boston.
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Show Cards

For Present Use
Prepare for Fall Selling. — Don't

Wait till the last Minute. — Dis-

play the New Lines immediately.

— Make a bid for School Shoes.

August is the month that shoe men in the smaller

towns almost wish would' stay off the calendar. It is such

a between-seasons period. But that is not the proper

businesslike way of looking at it. It is a ease of Mahomet
and the mountain; if the mountain will not come to Ma-
homet, Hahomet will go to the mountain. So if the business

will not come to you, you go to the business. Do not cuss

the weather, simply assume that there is business to be

had, that everyone is buying, and that you will prepare

for sales and be ready for customers. We intimated in our

last article that July is the better month in which to rid

one's stock of slow sellers. People are buying more briskly

in July than August. In August they are playing a sort

of waiting gams, so the best way is to shove the new stock

to the front in August and advertise and push its sale with-

out waiting for cold weather.

Of course should there be any who have not gotten

rid of their odds and ends and slow selling lines, the first

two weeks in August would be the best time to get rid of

them, thus leaving the last two in which to boost the new
fall goods before the coming of September.

Have you noticed how shoe buying is drifting into

seasonable channels like the buying of millinery? Years

ago a woman purchased a pair of shoes when she decided

she needed them. But not so with her hats. By some means

she discovered she needed a hat in the spring around

Easter time, but shoes were never included in the general

outfitting. However, each year now finds more people who
include footwear with their Spring and Pall buying, and

is not so much a matter of needing a pair of shoes because

the old' ones are worn out, as it is to have a pair to match
a certain dress. This being a fact it is well to be ready for
those who will want to have shoes to match their costumes.

Quite a number of stores cater very strongly to the
selling of school shoes. There can be no doubt about this

being a profitable line to boost and in addition it is also

a good way to advertise the store. Childrens are always
good advertisers. There are various methods to be adopted
in advertising school shoes. The giving of prizes has proven
in some instances a good scheme. Others have found that
giving tickets for special runs of moving pictures at a
local picture house to take place some Saturday morning
when it will not interfere with the regular business of the

house is a good plan. But whether you adopt some special

line of advertising or not, if you sell school shoes yon
should make some bid for the trade. A well displayed
window with nothing but shoes that will be suitable for

scholars will be a good feature. There is of necessity a wide
variety in school shoes. There will be the strong ones for

boys of the husky type who will go through a pair of shoos

in short order. There will be the finer lines for misses

attending the higher grades in -school, and there will be

those for little tots just starting to school, and many others

in between. So there will be plenty of variety for a window.

The cards we have designed for use for present selling

will be found to fit in with the suggestions offered above.

The school shoe card will suit nicely for the window display

of school shoes. A card of this kind could also be used in

the store as well as in the window, for the reading suggests

to customers that school shoes are obtainable there. On this

card the words "School Shoes" are brought out prominent-

ly both in size and color. The latter can be any bright shade

like red or blue. In the sample we have used red with a

touch of black on top and shaded with grey. The small

letters are black.

The size of the card will be largely governed by your

window or the place where it is displayed. Half sheets, 14

by 22, are very popular sizes where the windows are suf-

ficiently large, and 11 by 17 makes a very nice size and

shape for smaller windows.

The "New Pall Lines'' card is a little fancy, but not
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SOME FALL WINDOW CARDS.
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too mucli so. The design is very simple and easy to make.

The panel is in red and the water in blue. The trees in

dark green- and the boat on the horizon is black. The
water may be indicated with just blue lines. The boat in

the distance will suggest the water idea. The trees are

supposed to be on an island' indicated by a sural projection

which can be in brown. The lettering will look well in blue

or red. If in red it will be well to make the panel in dark

bluie .

The -'''Special" card is for the dragging lines that you

wish to clear, shoulld you have any at this time. The word
''Specials"' is made prominent, as it suggests something

special in price, as well as the special goods advertised. In

fact it is as much a price special as anything else. Thk.

word can be in red and outlined with yellow. Or it can be
sliaded with a lighter tint like grey or pale blue. The other
shading or ornamental work should be in the same tint.

The smal letters should be in black.

The other card1 is for new stock. This is for women's
lines, but a similar card could be made for men's lines

in the same way. The small letters are all in black and the

large ones should be in some bright color. If on a moderate-

ly dark card, yellow letters with an outline of red will show
well. On a white card, red or blue for the letters and a

mild tint of grey or blue for the shading will look well.

These suggestions should put a little ginger into your

present selling, and help greatly to boost trade during the

hot "Between Seasons", which gets on every dealer's nerves.

FAIRE BR0 s & CO., LIMITED
RUTLAND STREET, LEICESTER, ENGLAND

Manufacturers o/ STIFFENERS

TO BOOT MANUFACTURERS
Our well-equipped modern factories are adapted

- to meet all jour requirements in high grade

SOLID GRAIN STIFFENERS TWO PIT3CE SPLIT STIFFENERS THREE BIECE SPLIT STIFFENERS
GRAIN BACKED STIFFENERS SOLID SPLIT STIFFENERS LEATHER LAYER STIFFENERS

In all sizes. Men's, Army, Women's, Children's and Golosh Shapes.

BE SURE AND SEE OCR SAMPLES BEFORE RE-ORDERING. IT WILL PAY YOC TO DO SO

FAIRE BROS. & CO., LIMITED, Manufacturers of Shoe Mercery, LEICESTER

Are you one of the very few House
in the industry not handling

National Shoe Plates?

If so we would like to send you samples

"National" Shoe Plates

are made in three sizes, from cold
rolled steel.

Easy to drive on ,hard to wear off.—WRITE CS FOR SAMPLES—TO-DAY.

—

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells St.

Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

UK REG.O.&-

NEWCASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater .Value

Fancy Colors. White. Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits.

Indies. Heavy Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Cloths.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

< anadian Branch—335 Craig St. W.. Montreal

Factory—Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Landis Outfits are Money Makers
Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the

prices are' reasonable and the terms easy.

We have many models of Stitchers and Finishers. Write for

complete Catalogue with price and terms.

f J* H/l 1_* /^i No. 1515 25th St.

Landis Machine Co. st. louis, us a.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher

Sold Outright No Royalty.

TWO KINDS OF VARIETY IN CUT SOLES
THE FIRST KIND you get when you buy soles of varying thickness and quality. This varia-

tion means waste and unduly high cost of production.

THE SECOND KIND you get when you buy
HILLIARD & MERRILL CUT SOLES

— are carefully graded for thickness and in each instance true to your required standard.

Hilliard & Merrill Cut Soles eliminate undue waste and help to keep production costs down.

Let us send samples and prices.

SOLE LEATHER
We also furnish Backs, Bends and Shoulders

HILLIARD & MERRILL
INCORPORATED

Main Office: 130 Eastern Avenue, LYNN, Mass.

BROCKTON WELTING COMPANY Inc. Dept. of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc.

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

SALES OFFICES: BOSTON, 185 Essex St.; PHILADELPHIA, S. W. Cor. 5th and Arch Sts.; CINCINNATI, 810 Sycamore St.;

Chicago, 305 W Lake St., ROCHESTER. N.Y.. 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY", 33 Spruce St.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES : ENGLAND, Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois; 4 7 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris.

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CHROME PATENT SIDES
DULL CHROME SIDES
BRIGHT BOARDED

SIDES
RETAN STORM

LEATHER
CHROME TONGUE

SPLITS

TAN CHROME SIDES
MAHOGANY CHROME

SIDES
ROYAL PURPLE

CHROME SIDES
ELKS, various colors

WHITE BUCK

The High Standards Per-

sistently Adhered to In

The Production Of Robson

Leathers Make Them Out-

standing In Appearance

and Superior In Durability.

Robson Colored Sides Fea-

ture the Shades That Are

Fashion's Choice.

ROBSON LEATHER CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL OSHAWA QUEBEC

—rfc r

Condensed Ads

• WANTED men with Al connections carrying com-

plete line of all Shoe Findings in practically all terri-

tories in Canada on commission basis. Apply Canadian

Shoe Findings Novelty Co., 2 Trinity Square, City.

WANTED—Three Shoe Travelers who would care

to handle as side line, Heavy Staples, in the East, West

and North Ontario," direct to the trade, would meet a

good opportunity in writing to Box 980, Shoe and Lea-

ther Journal.

TWO Shoe Travellers with a good connection in On-

tario (including Toronto) want a line of Men's Welts or

Women's Welts and McKays with Misses' and Childs',

commission basis, best of references, guarantee accounts

if necessary. Box 981, Shoe and Leather Journal.

WANTED—A good staple line of Children's Shoes,

also a full range of White Shoes. Carrying Men's and
Women's Fine Shoes. Permanent sample room in Vancou-
ver with live connection through the two Provinces. Two
sets Samples required. Reply Box 978, Shoe and Leather
Journal.

United States Hotel
Lincoln, Beach and Kingston Sts.

BOSTON, MASS.

»ar South Terminal and easily reached from North
Station bv elevated

European Plan $2.00 up

Jas. G. Hickey, Manager G. W. Hanlon, Asst. MgT.

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOR HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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Earning A Good Name
By steadily giving thoroughly satisfactory

results to dealers and wearers, ACKERMAN
SHOES have been making a name that is

now most favorably known the length and
breadth of the Canadian Trade.

Substantial qualities have made them esteemed for reliability.

Moderate prices have made them NOTED FOR VALUE — features that assure their PERMA-
NENT POPULARITY.

SEE THAT YOUR STAPLE LINES FOR FALL INCLUDE ACKERMAN SHOES.

Distributors for
Maple Leaf Brand Rubbers
Fleet Foot Outing Shoes

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co., Limited
PETERBORO, ONT. Western Branch, REGINA, SASK.

MAKERS OF THE "PETERBORO" SHOE

"And in Cleveland you can reach

me at the

Hotel Cleveland
"

Where courteous service to the
guests surpasses your every
expectation.

Where this supreme service is

rendered under singularly aus-
picious circumstances.
Where the atmosphere is home-
like.

Where quiet refinement surrounds
every move made by every
employee.

1000 Rooms
1000 Baths

Hotel Cleveland
CLEVELAND OHIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an adver'tiser
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When a Tanner wants a Color, he wants a

color that is PURE, UNIFORM, RELIABLE,
CONVENIENT, PERMANENT AND
ECONOMICAL
The dyes offered by L. B. Holliday & Company, Limited, are noted for their

fast qualities, and are adaptable to a wide variety of uses, covering every re-

quirement of the Tanner

Chrome Leather Black G. French Black 2938 Brilliant Bordeaux 2B.

Chrome Leather Tan 2G. Chrysoidine B. Cone Acid Prune V.

Chrome Leather Brown G. »is™r<*
?
10™ * Conc

-
IfaPhtho1 Blnc Black l0B'

Basic Tan 0. ^™$Mne ]{

Naphthylamine Black H.

Basic Dark Brown P. Auramine 0. Cone Light Acid Brown L.

Magenta Powder Orange 11.
' Dark Acid Brown L.B,

Methyl Violet 2B. Cone Ponceau G. Niggrosine W.S.

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION STOCK MAINTAINED

L B. Holliday & Company, Limited

HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND
CANADIAN OFFICE AND WAREROOMS: 27 ST. SACREMENT ST.,

Cable Address : "DYEWARES," MONTREAL „^Tm . T
Telephone: MAIN 8105 MONTREAL, P.Q.

CORRUGATED & FIBRE
SHIPPING CONTAINERS

Offer the BEST Method of Packing and Shipping

Footwear because of their

ECONOMY and SAFETY
They save storage space. No risk of damage to goods.

They cut packing expenses No pilfering losses,
in half.

They reduce shipping charges. No shipping delays.

LET US SEND YOU SAMPLES AND PRICES

CORRUGATED PAPER BOX CO.

Toronto, Canada Limited

An all Canadian Company Financed by Canadian Capital

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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1

Stitchdowns

at the right

Price for

To-days Market

The sale of stitchdowns can be,

and is being, increased by the un-

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price.

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY
THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

Attractive Shoes to Retail at $6.00, $7.00 and $8.00 Will Bring You Business.

But note the Frice

These mock welts are known
for their style, their wear
and for the flexibility of the
soles.

It is an ideal line to meet the
present day conditions.

No. 566, as shown, for in-

stance* can be sold at retail

for $7.00 at a good profit.

Samples and prices on re-

quest.

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and No. 154—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which
is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
32 Front St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Our NON-ROYALTY

Standard - Consolidated

Lasting Machine

The Best Lasting

Machine

on the Martlet

All Parts are Interchangeable.

For Prices and Particulars apply

The Machinery Company

Limited

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advciilser
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OTHER ADVERTISERS SAY
we save them time and money =

make their sales appeal interesting.
[

I Whether you are Advertising Manager or take =

: care of advertising in "odd hours" you ought to =

: learn of our services in writing, illustrating, de- ;

: signing or printing catalogs, booklets, folders and ;

| letters. :

: Write for full informatio n while the thought is =

': before you. You'll be glad you did. Samples will =

: be sent immediately. E

I Connell~ Monroe I
j 1 <bl Siammer St.

\

! BOSTON * - <- MASS. |

CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Manufacturers of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been
the standard for quality
and colors in Canada for
over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

Remember the Convention of the National
Shoe Retailers' Association at Toronto,

July 13th and 14th.

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St. W„ Montreal

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec

RICHARD FRERES, Agent

and at

50 Foundry St. South, Kitchener

Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes
Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 St. Hubert St., Montreal, Canada

Calumet 1959

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of

excess meat. Thoroughly cured and
out of our first salting.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable

tare, giving an excellent delivery.

Hide and Calfskin Cellar, MONTREAL,

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FOLLOWS:

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
•Ottawa, Ont.

St. John. N.B.
Windsor, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.

Beal's

Shoepacks
for

Rough Work

The leather used is our own
tannage, carefully chosen and

fashioned into footwear in the

best manner that skill and

brain can conceive to get the

maximum of resistance to

wear and weather.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.

Lindsay, Ont.

Limited

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Increased Profits and
constant Repeat Orders
from Satisfied Customers
is the Result of Hand-
ling our "SIL,VEBITE" Lamb's Wool Soles.

"SHOE FINDINGS THAT SELL"

'SBLWEL" Cemented Heel Lining
Repairer

These cuts illustrate only a few
of the Findings Specialties we
manufacture.

Write for Catalog and Price List

'WARMTREAD" Cushion Insoles made of
"Korxole" and White Cushion Felt.

THE SILVERITE CO.
Formerly L. G. & S. S. COMPANY

81 Hig-li Street
u
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

"SBLWEL"' Stitched Heel Lining
Repairer Stitehed with a smooth zig-

zag stitch.

J§ MONTREAL

"WILMAC LACES"
ARE ALL GOOD

This label is nev^r put on faulty, weak or
poor lads and we guarantee the tags to be
solid.

Sold banded in pairs and packed in handsome
cabinets of 100 pairs or 60 pairs assorted
lengths. Also packed in plain boxes of 72
pairs. Through all wholesalers.

We are also sales agents for fine Leather Laces
made by H. B. McCarthy L'td, Port Hope, Ont.

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwear

-------- builds

prestige and an enviable reputation
for better grade retailers. They are
carefully made of selected materials
by expert turn workmen."

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

High-Grade

_ WOOD HEELS
All Styles

I Prompt Service

P Standard Quality

Canadian Trade a Specialty

G. H. MOORE HEEL CO.
39 N. Water St. Rochester, N.Y.

KANGAROO
We are headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds.

Sheepskins Skivers "Byco" Matt Kidd

RICHARD YUONG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW-YORK, U.S.A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

J.HARDY SMITH & SONS mDy^lHER

Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.
CODES: MABCONI, BENTLEY, L1EBEB.
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTER

Mention Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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v ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE WW YORK CHICAGO

"We deliver what you buy"

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITSARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "<S/(op and Leather Journal' when writing an advertiser



The prices are absolutely right, but

even if they were higher, the quality

of these flexible McKays would be re-

membered long after the price was for-

gotten.

Clark Bros.-M
c

Kays

At the Right Price

WHEN so many are talking of the "higher

quality of their lines", they are putting

forth but a feeble effort to fight the swift

current of the down-ward price stream.

Let us, on our part, emphasize the fact that the

consumer demands lower prices—and Clark Bros
clark bros. McKays McKays will give both style and wear at the
arc extremely flexible. They are _ _ _

made in the latest fashions to be
"

sold to those wanting good shoes

at a moderate price. \\e WHJ let the quality of the shoes speak for its

self.

Clark Bros.
LIMITED

St. Stephen N.B.



/

THE 1HiRTY-FOLRTH YEAR. TORONTO, AUGUST 15th, 1921

FOUR SEASON BUYING
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OAK

WE INVITE MEMBERS OF ALL
BRANCHES OF THE TRADE

TO VISIT OUR BOOTH DURING THE

CANADIAN NATIONAL EXPOSITION

Aug. 27-Sept. 10

COME TO THE EASTERN ENTRAN-
CE OF THE MANUFACTURERS
BUILDING WHERE YOU WILL RE-

CEIVE A CORDIAL WELCOME AND
WHERE YOU WILL SEE A FINE

DISPLAY OF ALL OUR LINES

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

Kitchener

Penetang

SALES OFFICES
Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls

ttllfflWIIIIlHlllllltilllllHIllllHllllW uiHiiiimiiiwiiimii iHiiiiHiiiiw
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Uniformly high quality has

built the largest counter busi-

ness in the British Empire

FROM the beginning, we have seen that

every D & P Counter was made up to the

same high standard.

Because we recognize that so muen of the life

and so much of the fitting qualities of the shoe

depend on the ^Counter. Many of the good

shoe manufacturers have used only D & P
Counters.

You cannot get better anywhere.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

St. Hyacinthe 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL
REPRESENTATIVES

:

For Ontario :—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City :—Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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GLOBM

m

BABYWALK

Patented ==
/9I9

II

Leading in Children's Sales

GLOBE Pillow Welts — of which the "Baby Walk" with its

Pillow Insole is an example — have captured the Children's
Trade wherever they are shown.

They are particularly well-made, are stout, long-wearing shoes,

very flexible and with many little points that cause them to be
out-of-the ordinary shoes.

Sold at very modest figures in keeping with the demand for reason-

able prices and good shoes.

No. XX 202.

—

A specialty of the Women's Fat Ankle type. A Dongola extension edge turn with

Pillow Insole and Rubber Heel. Made in Blucher, Bal. or Button. Widths—E. EE. and EEE.

A leader wherever shown. Prices and samples on application.

GLOBE SHOE, LIMITED
TERREBONNE - - QUE.

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Jit uiiuu ' <!>'hue and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The BROWN That Is VOGUE
SHADE is a most important factor in footwear vogue. The
vogue of the Brown is as strong as ever, but for the coming
Season fashion decrees LIGHTER Browns.

The NEWEST shade and the CORRECT shade is

NUFORTEAN BROWN
This color in High Grade Russia Calf sets the pace for STYLE
and the standard for QUALITY. Although not .so deep a brown
as that which has been extensively worn, it is a BEAUTIFUL
RICH TONE that has been most highly commented upon by all

who have seen it or used it.

To strengthen the popularity of your lines, both in APPEAR-
ANCE and VALUE, make up samples with this shade AT
ONCE. It is decidedly a LEADER.

DAVIS LEATHER COMPANY
LIMITED

NEWMARKET. ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Selling Lines

MORE fittingly than ever that name applies to the Dalaco, Metropo-

litan and Patricia Brands this season. As usual there is no doubt

about the popularity of their styles or the reliability of the shoe-

making- and they are proving to all who see them that there Is no improv-

ing on Daoust, Lalonde

VALUES
PROFIT BY SHOWING THE SELLING LINES

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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These Are Selling

THE latest reports from style centers carry strong sug-

gestions in favor of One Strap and Two Strap Womens
Welts for both early and late Fall.

Silk hosiery will be largely worn and no style so well lends

its-self to the adornment of the well dressed woman as the

many pleasing combinations found in our numbers 360 to

366 inclusive to retail at prices ranging from $8.00 to $12.00.

Bell strap creations in Kid, Calf, Suede and their many
attractive combinations are maintaining the reputation of

Bell Fashionable Shoes.

J. & T. Bell, Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Toronto Sample Rooms: Room 206 Stair Bldg., No. 123 Bay Street

C. E. Fice, Representative

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Pointers on The Heel
anthers of Quality

Panther Sure Step Heels occupy an important and enviable position in

good shoemaking.

The experience of leading manufacturers has proven that they are
undoubtedly THE SUPERIOR HEEL.

In Service they unfailingly LIVE UP to their reputation and in Selling are
BACKED UP by our guarantee.

The Quality of the finest shoe is improved when it is equipped with a
Panther Heel. They make walking MORE COMFORTABLE and REDUCE
SLIPPING TO A MINIMUM. They are long wearing-representing THE
GREATEST MEASURE OF VALUE.

When making up your lines for the coming Season it will pay you to

feature Panther Heels in preference to any other.

Repairmen, too, are reaping a bigger trade, and holding it, through supply-

ing their customers with Panther Heels.

ALL GOOD FINDING JOBBERS CARRY THEM.

Panther Rubber Co., Limited
. OFFICES and FACTORY

Sherbrooke, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'" when writing an advertiser
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Queen Mary
An advanced European Model made

in all black Suede. Also made in

Grey and Brown Suede and Patent.

A four bar Elastic gore pump on

"La Paix" last.

I
N the sort time we have been producing these

hand-made Turns, they have met with the

approval of Canada's most critical shoe men.

They have enjoyed the unique experience of be-

ing accepted their first season — a tribute to the

sterling worth the trade is confident of finding

in all shoes bearing the name INVICTUS.

New creations for Fall and Winter will

be shown you if you drop us a card.

Geo. A. Slater
LIMITED

MONTREAL P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ROBINSON'S Service for the Fall Season can be

your most Valuable Asset.

There is no doubt that stocks all over the country are

depleted.

We are prepared to meet this condition with a Fall

stock ready for immediate shipment at the right price.

You can get everything you want from Robinson.

Our new Spring lines will be shown you in the near

future,, representing the best values that the Trade

has seen.

James ISnbtnann (Compang
Sltimtpii

1B4 4Mr<6Ul &tn>?t Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhon writing an advertiser
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Late Fall Placing

THE merchants well know that it takes from four

to ten weeks to produce shoes in the ordinary

course of events.

But if the factories become loaded with a rush of Fall

business placed in August, many merchants will be

without new stock until after Thanksgiving Day.

Face the facts. Remember that last Spring thousands

of Dealers did not receive deliveries until May—some

not until June.

Place part of your business without further delay and

insure delivery. To insure later sorting, place with an

organization prepared to carry the stock of your lines.

JattttB Unbtttamt (ftmttjrang

1B4 Mtmi Stort iHnntrral

m
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IMPORTERS iiUG
0
^)!) JOBBERS WiV MANUFACTURERS SALES AGENTS *V

H. N. LINCOLN

Factory and Branch:

»7 Foundry St. S.

KITCHENER, ONT.

REPRESENTING

American Lacing Hook Co.,

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machnes

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, III.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.
Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.
Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean, Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods.
Cotton Threads

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,
Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe Gum
Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.
Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die Blocks

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds.
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg_. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Goodyear
Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

J Spaulding & Sons Co.,
N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Counters
Fibre Innersoling

Textile Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imit. Leather
Facing, Welting, etc.

Safety Utility Economy Co.
Boston, Mass.

Electric Heating Equipment

SHOE MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA
MAIN OFFICE

154 NOTRE DAME ST., WEST

MONTREAL

In addition to the lines shown in the list of

Houses we represent and for which we are

Exclusive Agents, we carry large stocks of

Specialties.

We are ready to Serve You Right on any of

the following lines. Ask for Samples and

Prices or send us a trial order.

Belting

Oak- Tanned - Tannate

Belt Hooks and Pliers

Bows - all sizes

Breasting Knives

Crayons - Marking for

Leather and Rubber

Cheese Cloth

Cover for Linings

Covering Paper

Branch

:

566 St. Valier

QUEBEC

Dry Paste Stickfast

Kegs and Bbls.

Silkolene Silk Wipers

Sponges

Dressing, Gumming

Tag Holders

Tarred Felt

Thread Cotton for Puritans

Tubes for all Perforators

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO
Montreal Kitchener Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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KEEPING ABREAST
Nobody wants to lag behind.

It is an evidence of weakness somewhere. In order

to keep abreast one must "keep fit".

WITH TETRAULT WELTS

We have kept abreast in the Mens Shoe Trade because

we have never allowed them to lag behind in Style and

Quality. We have always kept abreast of any new idea

in shoe production and every retailer who wants to

"keep fit" and abreast of the Men's Shoe Trade can

always do it with

TETRAULT WELTS

Tetrault Shoe Mfg., Co.

LIMITED

MONTREAL, P. Q.

\fentintt "siflc and Leather Journal" when writina an advertiser
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You Will Find the

Rubbers and Canvas Shoes

that Sell Best, Are the Ones
with the Best Reputation

MALTESE CROSS
RUBBERS

have led all competitors for twenty-five years, in finish,

style and durability.

"OUTING"
(Brand)

Canvas Shoes
have always given satisfaction unequalled by any others. We take

particular pride in the strength of these shoes and in the name they

have for giving long wear.

We Have Won a Good Name for

Good Quality— and We Shall Keep it.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

Head Offices and Factory, Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing, an advertiser
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They will be big sellers

this Fall and Winter

We want to emphasize the entire difference between Air-Peds
and other product some times thought to be the same.

They are different in design, they are simple to apply, they
are almost un-noticeable on the foot, they are certain in their

grip of the ground, they are made of "live" rubber especially

compounded to with-stand unusual wear and they are made
in Canada.

There is a generous prom in their sale and if your Findings Jobber caDnot supply
you, we will wflcome your request for samples.

MCDMEEIR IPMDIMUCGTTS 4DIF (DAMMMv
H-vrrpnnTPTrerrp

9-11 SiSulpice Sheet
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GENUINE SERVICE
PHE wide distribution of A. H. M. Branches is an important

factor in present-day merchandising.

Those merchants using our in-stock service will find it possible to

secure prompt shipment on many of the popular styles of the day.

Manufactured and sold by

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY, LIMITED
HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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We present

Another

"ASTORIA" Triumph

"Junior Tuxedo
Saddle Strap Bal

0

Note the graceful lines, the

new semi-rlat toe, the

beautiful stitching effects.

From the tip of the toe to

the extreme of the upper
this shoe spells "class'

and quality.

Scott-Chamberlain, Limited
London - - Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Finer
Shoe-Making

"Canadian Footwear" Shoes embody all

that is new in design, all that is to be

desired in good shoe-making and at better

prices than usual.

The two models we show here are

regular lines being shipped on

order for Summer and early Fall

trade. While complying with the

demand of the season in every

way they are noi, extreme in

design at all. They are safe

Shoes to buy to retail around
$9.00.

"Canadian Footwear" Shoes are to be

classed among the finer lines — but they

are not at all high in price.

In other words, the shoes show the latest

in design, they are well made from care-

fully selected leather and well finished.

Jobbers and Merchants will both find the

new Canadian Footwear line to be a

leader with them.

A card will bring our representative

Canadian Footwear Co., Limited

Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-

tent of 35%.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-

perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer

this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York.

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3
l/2 c. " "

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of

Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs.

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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EUREKA

No 8339—Royal Purple Boarded Calf
Brogue Oxford. Last 55. 11 /8 Heel.

A high quality McKay.

We can still mafe
Fall Delivery

For your convenience, we suggest that before coming to

Montreal you drop us a line. Or on your arrival telephone

to Three Rivers, No 726. Our sales-manager is located

in Montreal and will show you the full line there.

It is good, honest, leather

footwear that you require —
and we can supply it at the

right price. You will be more
than pleased at the clean shoe-

making.

Our line includes a complete

range of Brogues, Straps and

Saddle Straps for Women,

growing Girls, Misses and

Girls.

Particular Jobbers Everywhere Sell Eureka High

Grade McKays.

EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.

in

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhcn writing an advertiser
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These

Staples Lead

All Over

Canada

'Staples

^ lalue

!

E

No. 313

—

A Women's Gun Metal Calf
Oxford. Single sole McKay. Whole
quarter. Perforated tip. A popu-
lar shoe also in style with its

medium fine toe.

s
TAPLE lines, not already placed for Fal!

should be ordered at once.

There is every indication that there will be

serious congestion in all factories in August

and September.

The long sighted merchant will see this con-

dition and place, at least for his staple lines,

without further delay.

Yamaska Staples are standard all over Canada.

The Yamaska is one of the very few lines of

staples sold direct to the Retail Merchant.

L&Comp&griie JAsM Cote
ST.HYACINTHE, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Ready For Immediate Shipment

AS an array of strong seasonable sellers our range of White
Canvas Shoes is one that offers unusual possibilities for
every dealer.

It is most complete in all the favorite styles, including the most
saleable models in Oxfords — the highly popular One Strap and
Two Straps and Ties.

They are thoroughly well made goods, offered at moderate prices.

The C. E. McKEEN SHOE CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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L a Gioconda
Hand-Made Italian Turns

rr* HERE is a quality peculiar to Italian Hand Made
a Turns that can not be approached by any other

product.

This fine workmanship finds full expression in the beau-
tifully fashionable shoes we are selling to the best trade
in Canada.

D. SEBASTIANI
960 St. Denis St. - - MONTREAL

SOUNDNESS—
That real worth-while feature that makes shoes SAFE merchandise for the dealer
characterizes every pair of WILLIAMS SHOES. When combined with Williams Style
it means the utmost in satisfaction for dealer and wearer.

Fall Trade and Williams Shoes go hand in hand to pull extra sales for the Williams
Dealer.

WILLIAMS SHOE LIMITED
Brampton, Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. BS—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and No. 154—Men's Camel Hair .Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bonnd, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which
is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
32 Front St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for the Dominion of Canada

"And in Cleveland you can reach

me at the

Hotel Cleveland
"

Where courteous service to the
guests surpasses your every
expectation.

Where this supreme service is

rendered under singularly aus-
picious circumstances.
Where the atmosphere is home-
like.

Where quiet refinement surrounds
every move made by every
employee.

1000 Rooms
1000 Baths

Hotel Cleveland
CLEVELAND OHIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The values in

our Stitchdowns

are filling our

plant to capacity

Jobbers everywhere have told us

that our stitchdowns are an im-

provement over all others in

value.

We are producing just the qual-

ity, too, that the trade is looking

for.

Samples and Prices on request.

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY
THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

Attractive Shoes to Retail at $6.00, $7.00 and $8.00 Will Bring Cou Easiness.

This No. 556 has taken the

trade by storm. It is a fine

brown calf — an imitation

welt, as flexible as a shoe

can be.

The complete line is well

worth seeing — sold direct

to the merchant.

A salesman will call if you

say so.

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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AACote &Spn,Limited

No. 38— Men's 12" Mahogany
Elkolo, Prospector Blucher Boot.

Can be retailed at $7.35. Solid
Sole Leather Counter.

RY THIS, or any of our large range of Staples.

THEY are priced so that they are bound to

become your leaders.

A. A. COTE & SON, LIMITED
ST. HYACINTHE, QUE.

UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553, St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Backbone of Your Staple Shoe Trade
If you are selling Sisman Shoes you have a complete staple line in which
there is not a single weak point either in workmanship or in style—a line

that holds its trade firm by giving full value and extra worthy wear
service.

The "BEST EVERYDAY" has the stability necessary to meet the most
strenuous daily wear. For more dressy wear the "AURORA" has all the
desired style.

YOUR JOBBER WILL KEEP YOU SUPPLIED WITH SISMAN SHOES.

THE T. SISMAN SHOE CO., LIMTIED
AURORA, ONTARIO

WORLD __
WIDE ^^^^^

That's a broad expression, but not an inch too

broad for Collis Leather reputation. Wherever the

BEST COLORED CALF
is known in the shoe world, Collis Leather is known.

Their popular browns No. 17 and No. 2 make up

in the most stylish fashion, cut economically and

work easily and quickly.

If you specify COLLIS you'll specify the best.

COLLIS LEATHER COMPANY, Limited
Aurora, Ont., Canada
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Settled

In an age of controversy it is pleas-

ing to note even one fact about which
there is no discussion.

It is a fact that Fibre Counters are
wearing well with the trade and that,

. in growing numbers, manufacturers
are using Bennett Counters.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.

Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers

in the British Empire

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK
AUGUST is a poor month for business of all kinds and both wholesale and retail trades report

the usual amount of lethargy. Nevertheless the demand for a certain class of goods stimulated

by the heated period through which we have passed has kept up most remarkably and

staple commodities which have had a good sale are difficult to procure.

In all branches of trade there is a hopeful feeling and everybody seems to expect that with

the ushering in of September there will be a steady development of good business. At all events

there is quite an encouraging note to be found in reports, even of industries that have been the

hardest pressed during the past few months

The most unresponsive to this general spirit of recuperation is the lumber and allied trades.

The high cost of building seems to be an effective barrier in the development of building opera-

tions. People need homes and business concerns want room for development but the prospective

builder is met with high labor costs and is compelled to sit tight in the meantime and wait for a

turn in the tide.

The leather and shoe trades are waiting patiently for the time when people will have to be

re-shod for the more exacting conditions of fall and winter . Shoe stocks have been coming down

in the homes as well as the stores of the country and there is no doubt that as soon as the necess-

ity for new footwear is forced upon those who have been wearing cheap summer shoes, there

will be an acute demand that will be felt from the shoe store clear through to the tannery.

There are few shoes and little leather in stock and there can be very little doubt that should

the demand in the next two months reach anything like the normal point there will be the same

scramble for goods that occurred last spring .

In the meantime it is good policy for retailers to see that in the clearing of their shelves they

do not get close to the wood. A good many who see the possibility of an awkward situation

ahead through the unpreparedness of manufacturers are acting accordingly. Already there are

indications of a decided shortage of staple lines lines of active sellers.
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In The Market

Place
Business Conditions Noted in Ma-

nufacturing. — Wholesale and Re-

tail Fields.

There is considerable support for the view that busi-

ness has turned the corner and is headed in the direction

of better conditions. Although the revival can not be

characterised as general it is well defined in some quart-

ers. Those industries in which deflation and liquidation

occurred earliest, show most definite signs of present sta-

bility and gradual recovery. In United States markets

broader and more confident trading is noted in the tex-

tile and other lines primary markets of all kinds exhibit

encouraging firirnness. Even in iron and steel, which have

been extremely draggy, a better atmosphere prevails. Mer-

chants shelves have been pretty well emptiel, and little or

no attempt has been made to refill them. But the need for

fresh supplies is becoming more pressing, public require-

ments are growing and the inevitable result is manifested

in a gradual disappearance of the hesitation which has

charactised purchasing for some months. With European

and world-wide -conditions giving evidence of imminent

clearings, export trade should also improve, and that is

essential to permanent prosperity on this continent. Prices,

as far as the general average is concerned have for some

time past shown a tendency towards stabilization, and

recently have tended toward slight increase: Liquidation

and jeadjustment, however, are far from being completed

in all branches of business. Labor, especially in the highly

organized trades, has not been brought into line with the

needs of the situation. This is particularly true in the

building and railroad industries, as well as some others.

Much still remains to be done in reduction of expense,

particularly labor expense, before a general revival of

large degree can be consummated. We can congratulate

ourselves to the extent of saying that while we are not

yet out of the woods, the centre has been passed for some

time, and the outskirts are in sight.

Retail Shoe Trade.

With the passing of the extremely hot weather, retail

trade has taken a turn for the better. During July the

demknd was largely for white goods. These have been

cleared out more satisfactorily than in past years, and

indeed an unusual shortage developed, and many re-

tailers whose caution in buying was excessive lost sales

through inability to obtain goods. It is just a question. as

to whether more regret is caused by that situation than

by being left with heavy stocks to move at a sacrifice. The
effect has not been to change their buying policy, how-

ever, in which case clean stocks or shortages may be the

rule in fall and winter goods also. Manufacturers con-

tinue to warn retailers as to this possible development.

The volume of retail trade has been held up by forcing

of sales on the part of dealers. From coast to coast reports

come that business has been obtainable by hard work,

close prices, and minimum profits. The first 4;wo weeks

of August showed a better disposition to buy on the part

of the public, and new fall goods are starting to move.

The latte> part of the month should find this feeling

augmented, as white shoes will be in the discard, and the

buyers of styleful shoes will not be contented with old

spring models. Men's shoes are moving in some quarters

almost in proportion with women's. This is partly due to

a slowing up in women's lines, as well as to an improve-

ment in the sale of men's shoes. One feature of the si-

tuation is the tendency on the part of the buying public

to demand not low price goods, so much as high quality

goods at moderate prices. Shoes at $9.00 or $10.00 will

apparently sell as well as those priced at $6.00, provided

the style and value are there.

Wholesale and Manufacturing Trade.

Manufacturers are not as uniformly busy as they

were. Some of them are sold up several months ahead,

while others are close up on their orders, or are looking

around for something to do. Jobbers are prevented from
anticipating their requirements as they would like to do

by the hesitation that characterises all branches of the

trade. They have been in the market and taken samples,

but have not booked very heavily. Fall buying on the part

of retailers has been light, but has been estimated as cov-

ering about fifty per cent of requirements. So rush orders

may be expected at a late date. Manufacturers look for

heavier buying in September, when consumer demand is

expected to increase and force retailers into the open.

Early fall goods show a division between strap-pumps and
oxfords. The former are in brown and black kid or calf,

combinations of kid and fabric, with if anything a great-

er proportion of three straps than was noted in the spring,

though the wide one-strap shoe maintains its popularity.

Huckles appear to have more vogue, but many prefer the

button-effect as being more satisfactory all round. The
oxford in tan, brown, or black in brogue effect or with

ball strap, is largely in evidence, and will undoubtedly be

favored by many not only for early fall but for late fall

and winter, whereas there is still some doubt as to the

appearance and satisfaction of a button or buckle strap

pump with spats. Patent shoes are being more widely

distributed, either as colonial pumps, strap pumps, plain,

or in combination with fabric or suede, or in the new
Scotch-grain effect. With black becoming the prevailing

fashionable color in the United States, the vogue may be

expected in Canada very shortly, when black shoes, of

fabric, suede, calf, kid, or patent are likely to predom-
inate. Brown and black suede and satin are favored for

dress wear, while silk or suede inlays, suede collars, and
combinations of suede and calf, kid or patent are also

offered in the new samples. Colors for fall do not show
much change. Black and darker shades of brown predom-
inate, but a slow transition to lighter shades is taking

place. Men's shoes are moving freely for fall. The ball strap

is widely shown, but its popularity is doubted in many
quarters. The modified French square toe seems to have

taken fairly well, but for the most part lasts do not show
much variation.

Leather Markets.

Leather markets have remained quiescent. Movement
of sole leather is restricted to requirements, and while

producers ideas are firm slackness of demand does not

make for advances. The call remains restricted to choice

weights and grades, while with other selections are ne-

glected. The tendency in the hide market is upward, and
a stronger feeling exists in the United States. This, toge-

ther with some slight European movement, improved Eu-
ropean demand, and prospects of heavier volume of sales

in a few weeks, tends to hold prices in line. Upper lea-

ther is also subject to manufacturing requirements. Calf-

skin in black and choice colors is in good demand, with

a firm tendency. Glazed kid remains firm in higher se-

lections, with improvement noted in inferior grades.
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Life Business Proposition

By Dr. Frank Crane

LIFE has been called all sorts of things. Life is a dream, a gambling game, an op-

portunity from which to get all the fun and the least pain possible, a probation

preparatory to the next life, a vale of tears, and so on.

Suppose we consider life as a business proposition. Look at it from a prac-

tical, profit-and-loss, shrewd and commonsense viewpoint.

Very well. First, what can we get out of it? Only wages. There are no endow-

ed and privileged ones, all are day laborers; for every one, when the work's over,

must leave all he has gained and go back to that nothingness from which he came,

as stark naked and poor as when he arrived. All the billionaire gets out of life is

exactly what the brick layer gets, his board and clothes and amusements.

What is the wage of Life? Life's pay is happiness. On Life's book happiness

is credit and unhappiness debit.

It's happiness we all strive for, of one kind or another, whether beer and cakes

or turtled feasts, overalls or dress-suits, pinochle on a cracker-box or stock gambling
on the market, social distinction, wealth display, political success, intellectual achie-

vement — it's all happiness, according to taste.

How is happiness to be secured, how can one be sure to get his pay ? By find-

ing out what he really wants. This is not so easy. Most people work a lot for what
they think other people think they want.

How can one find that Out? By experiment, trying out various activities un-

til he finds the one in which he can most enthusiastically express himself.

Also by ascertaining those forms of pleasure that are frauds and bring on

misery. The conclusive argument against drunkenness, licentiousness, and the like,

is that they are swindles, gold bricks; they promise joy and pay suffering.

How should one get his pay ? Every Day. Not -at the end of the task. Un-
less every day brings its satisfaction, you are cheating yourself.

How can one tell what sort of things pay and what sort do not pay? By the

collective experience of mankind, and by accepting the guidance of reliable teachers.

What does the cumulative experience of mankind show? That only those acts

which are fundamentally just, fair, honest and kind are those that invariably pay.

Why work? If it's happiness that is our wage, why not eat, drink and be

merry; why not loaf and play? Because human beings are so constituted that they

secure the maximum of satisfactory self-expression only by doing some part of the

world's work. What we call goodness more than pays every day, it leaves something

over, a deposit in the happiness bank, which becomes a reserve fund from which we
draw dividends. The good are the happiness capitalists. The bad are the happiness

spendthrifts.

Why not approach this matter of good and bad, conscience or self-indulgence,

as a business proposition?

Copyright, 1921, by Frank Crane
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A Successful Shoe
Opening Day

How a Western Town Put it

Across. — Pulling Together in Ad-
vertising and Store Displays. —
Helped by Town Band and Com-
munity Singing. — Fashion De-
monstrations by Living Models. —
Local Papers Boosted the Idea.

PEOPLE respond when they know you are in earnest
no matter what the enterprise may be. Since the
war the community idea has taken hold and it is

comparatively easy to swing the crowd if you take them
the right way. An appeal to local pride in the town
and interest in its prosperity and progress is always sure
to command attention and support, but it takes honest
effort and a fair amount of expenditure to awaken en-
thusiasm.

Starting with these basic principles the shoe mer-
chants of a certain town decided last spring to inaugurate
a campaign of shoe selling that would not merely side-

track a lot of the purchasing that was being done through
mail order houses but start a genuine campaign of shoe
buying that would put the shoe business on a plane with
other commercial enterprises such as millinery, ready-to-
wear garments and' similar, essentials to the adornment
and comfort of men and women.

The first thing decided upon was a plan of publicity.

The two local papers were seen as to a special rate for a
full back-page advertisement. The space was then di-

vided amongst the various shoe men and each charged
pro rata for his space. The rate was made a little

higher that the flat rate given by the newspapers and
the balance was used to provide streamers to cross the
main streets and circulars for individual establishments
to send to customers in the adjacent district. Personal
advertising through letters was left to each merchant to

handle himself.

The town band was engaged for Wednesday after-

noon and gave a concert from the bandstand in the public
square, the latter being decorated suitably for the occa-

sion On Wednesday evening community singing was
led by a local choir and the whole town turned out en
masse practically to join in the old favorites that our
grandfathers and grandmothers used to sing, intersperse.]

with selections that are now to be found in ail the popular
song sheets and are one of the pleasing heritages of. the
war.

On Thursday evening which was the first day of the
effort to put shoes "on the map" in the town a demon-
stration or style show of shoes was put on at the town
hall by living models both women's and men's lines being
represented. A carpeted runway extended almost the
full length of the hall from the platform to the door and
seats were arranged on either side to provide accommo-
dation for ladies-. The men had to stand behind these
seats and the popidarity of the affair was attested by the
fact 'that by eight o'clock there was only standing room
in the hall. An orchestra was stationed on the platform
at the far end, which was decorated with flags and bunt-
ing and during the evening a short talk on footwear and
the modern development of shoe craft was given by a

representative of an eastern shoe house who won the
audience at the start by his witty reference to the foot-
wear of our forefathers. In order to induce some of the
local young ladies to act as mannequins two prizes were
devoted to those having the most perfectly formed feet
and ankles. The three young men who displayed the
mens shoes were selected from amongst the salesmen of
the various stores. Garments and hats were loaned for
the occasion by local shops.

In connection with the advertisement given to the
local papers the latter were induced to devote a certain
amount of reading space to describing the style show and
other features, and, in addition to reporting the address
on modern shoe styles, were provided with a certain
amount of copy discussing the use of shoes for various
purposes and in general boosting the idea of keeping up-
to-date in footwear.

In order to develop window and store displays it was
decided to offer two prizes for the best shoe windows,
one of $25. and the other of $15., a committee of judges
being appointed whoch consisted of a clothing- merchant,
a dry good man and hardware dealer, to decide the
award. This took the competition out of the pale of sus-
picion and jealousy, and ensured fair play to the men
who designed the displays.

Some of the individual shoe concerns worked up
stunts of their own. One establishment had the store

profusely decorated and was open "for inspection onlv"
in the evening with an orchestra in the cash gallery. The
new shoes were tastefully arranged on a runway the
names being attached on a neat card. A "sandwich"
parade was staged for the Friday evening in which a

number of young men dressed to represent various classes

of customers such as farmers, mechanics, policemen,
doctors, clergymen, clerks, business men and a couple in

evening dress appeared in footwear suited to each class.

They marched in double file enclosed by strips of bunting
and led by the town band. At the head marched a man
in livery with leggings, bearing a banner with the words
"Shoes for all classes and every occasion". One store had
a number of pretty dressed flower girls who distributed

boutonieres to customers who visited the shop.

Out of the general idea sprang a number of useful

and successful methods of interesting the public in the

use of better and more appropriate 'footwear, and th<3

public was certainly taught to give more definite attention

to their feet than had been their wont. The idea made
prominent in all the displays and advertising was»that the

wearing of a single pair of shoes for all purposes was not

only extravagant, but an evidence of poor taste. The sales

of shoes generally, for not only the week of the opening,

but the following ones, amply proved the wisdom of the

get-together movement amongst the shoe men of the town.

The article on page 50, in addition to be-

ing of general interest to the shoe trade was

specially prepared for use by retailers either

alone or in connection with a community

"Shoe Opening Day". We suggest that

dealers might cut it out and get their local

newspapers to reprint it as an item of gen-

eral interest to the public.



Electros of any of the above furnished a$ 75c. each for Shoe Opening Day Advertising.
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Stop the

Leaks
; ^ Increase Your Profits by Keeping

Close Track of Stocks and Sales.

Here is a Daily Profit Card System applicable to the

average shoe store, which was inaugurated by the Brown
Shoe Co. of St. Louis, and which has been used success-

fully by Mr. C. E. Smith, of Peterborough, Ont.

Some of the advantages claimed for the system are

that it will

1st. Enable you at any time to know all the "de-

tails" of your shoe department from your "office desk,"

2nd. Help you to keep your shoe sizes "complete 1 '

so that you can better "fit" and "satisfy" your shoe trad ii

—hence increase your sales.

3rd. Assist you to do "quick turn overs,"

4th. "Reduce" your stock,

5th. Demonstrate to you the "popular" styles in

your community,
6th. Permit you to buy "novelties" with "safety,"

7th. Show you the "purchases" for your shoe dep-

artment,

8th. Keep before yon qour "profits" or expos-*

your "losses,"

9th. Inform you as to the shoe sales or each "indi-

vidual" in your employ,

10th. Let you know who are your customers and

therefore give you a "live" mailing list,

11th. Enable you to "know" "where" and on "whom"
to spend your advedtising money.

12th. Protect you against "unjust claims,"

13th. Give you a "complete analysis" of your entire

shoe business and its results each week,

14th. Keep this exact information always before you

with no extra expense attached — just a little more
"system" among your present employees with no loss of

lime.

The development of this plan was prompted by an

investigation disclosing the fact thai approximately only

20 per cent of the merchandise in the average shoe store

is active.

THE SYSTEM OUTLINED.

There are three cards. Forms No. 100, No. 200, and

No 300. Form No. 100 is a card size 3 by 5 inches, and
' Forms No. 200 and No. 300 are cards' size 5 by 8. Thece

can be kept in stock oak' or cloth covered cabinet files.

Form No. 100, both sides of which are illustrated

is a card to be placed in each carton of shoes on the shelf.

hi placing the cards in the boxes have the clerks fill in

the stock number, size, cost and selling price. When the

pair of shoes is sold, the clerk signs is own name to 't'><

Foim No. I0O

Daily Profit and Mail Order Help Card
This card to be filled in on both sides when shoe is sold and filed for the week.

Every Saturday night post them to "Stock" cards Varm No. 200 and to "weekly" card

Form No. 300, after which hie alphabetically in "iivu customers file."

Stock No.. ^.O.tf Size vT Width. . C

Cost .\Xae Selling Price . . fi. Tf Profit ...f. f. .

(CAM ' (Cxfel

card, filling in the date, putting down the profit (in

code) and on the reverse side of the card he enters the

customer's name and address and telephone number (if

given) with any remarks relative or peculiar to the sale

of that pair of shoes.

The stock number filled in gives you the informa-

tion as to stjdes selling, the size and width of the shoes

shows you what shoes should be on your next mail order;

the cost, selling price and profit gives you the informa-

tion that you want in regard to your total profits and
1 fie total amount of shoes sold; the date filled-in protects

you against unjust claims, for should any customer come
in and say, "I bought these shoes three or four weeks ago

and they are worn out," you can refer to the customer's

file and see whether or not they were bought three or

.'our weeks or seven or eight weeks ago.

The clerk's name filled in shows you at the end o'*

the week, or end of the month, just who are your "live"

wide-awake salesmen, also what class of shoes they sell,

whether they are in the habit of selling the cheaper grades

of shoes or the higher grades. The customer's, name and
address filled in on the reverse side, provides you with a

"live" mailing list, so that whenever you have any litera-

ture to be sent out, you will know that it is being sent

to good "live" people and no "dead" ones.

These cards should be sent to the office with each

rale and given the same care and attention in the office

as a cash or charge slip. Every morning these card-

j-hould be posted to the "stock" cards No. 200, i. e., post

the "stock numbers" and "size" of shoes sold. Then file

the cards until Saturday night or the end of your week.

On Saturday night post the total cost amount into the

"'weekly" card, Form No. "300, after which file each card,

Form No. 100 alphabetically, in your customers' or "live"

mailing list cabinet.

Form No. 200, as illustrated, is an individual "StO' k

Kecord" card, a separate card being used for each stock

number on hand. Post to it every morning from your daily

cards (No. 100) for shoes sold and from your invoices in

the office for shoes received. With these two items and

the total number of pairs of each size on ahnd before you,

you can easily figure the total number of pairs on hand

at present.

For instance, use three different columns across the

card as follows: one column for total pairs of eacl. si*e

'in hand —- the next column for pairs sold (taken from

daily cards) and the next one for pairs received (taken

horn invoices). Keep the record in one column with a

perpendicular line, the next with a dot and the next with

c horizontal line. This will show clearly the difference

I etween those received, those sold and those on hand.
r

!.his record can be kept in different ways. The above is

merely an illustration of one way.

toon No 100

LIVE MAILING LIST

Customer J^£st<?,. . /$OC Jz3F*rr*^??£..

Address P'Y. .<1^.<^^^ ....

Remarks . . . :

lOVERi
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STOCK CARD
Form No 200 Post to this from daily cards and from invoices of shoes received. Make up mail orders from this card every Saturday night.

Dates Ordered Dates Received Width

'A

Cost 2\ 3\ 4 45

Jt3

5\ 6 6\

J-tL

/

/

&'i 9 121 13{

It is essential that you keep your daily cards (No.
J 00) posted up to date, as close as possible, and whenever
f-hort on sizes, or at least every Saturday night, order

them by mail. Order enough shoes to make shipment
weight one hundred pounds, unless in need of some sizes

or special shoes for a hurry-up parcel post or Express order.

Ordering in one hundred pound lots will save you much
money in the end.

(Continued on page 49)

Form No. 300

WEEKLY PROFIT AND STOCK CARD
Week ending

A CONTINUOUS INVOICE

Date . .^rT^trtZ^i^^. . ././&./.

.

THIS CARD IS T<$ BIT MADE UP EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
FROM THE "DAILY PROFIT AND MAIL ORDER HELP CARDS"

Shoes on hand previous Saturday $ .
«?4

.

(Taken from last week's card) /

Shoes received this week $ . . . *>. 3 $.
'. <P. Q.

Total ..... i.lHMf:
Shoes sold this week. Cost amount $ . . .

.

(Taken from daily cards) •

Deducting this weeks sales from total on hand as shown above, leaves * y » / .

total amount of shoes on hand this Saturday $.

.

../.' *?.'.QA
(Stack on hand)

Profits this week taken from daily cards $. • ^V.'.Y.Q.

Profits for this season from last weekly card $. .ftf.k ./.P.

.

Total profits to date $ .
0

Expenses for this week $. . $

Expenses for the season from last weekly card

Total expense to date $. . . Y./V.'AjO
(Expenses)

(Profits)
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Four Buying

Seasons
Will Shoe Trade Adopt New
Method. — Some Reasons and

Advantages.

Out of the past year's strenuous and harrassing con-

ditions has come a deep-seated aversion on the part of

shoe retailers towards heavy stocks or heavy advance pur-

chases. There are several factors that have made "this

feeling natural and prevalent. In the first place the man
who had heavy stocks when the slump came, and was

obliged to take important losses on that stock as well as

on goods he had ordered, or who was obliged to cancel

orders, has no difficulty in picturing to himself his con-

dition at that time, and has iifted his hand and said

"Never again !". Right on top of that came a kaleidos-

copic offering of styles which finally settled down to a

steady run of straps with variations to suit localities or

designers ideas. The man who bought lightly and fre-

quently had a patent advantage over the fellow who
followed old time, conservative policies.

Considerable discussion has centred around the ques-

tion as to how long present conditions will obtain in the

shoe trade. Many of the trade feel that the old methods

have gone by the board, and that the shoe trade lias

evolved into a quick-merchandising game. Along that

line, we are in receipt of the following letter, which wo

felt would be of widespread- interest to the Canadian shoe

trade. Our correspondent says in part

:

A Solution of Difficulties

"I think the solution of many of Our present and

past difficulties lies in the establishment of the so-called

'"Four Buying Seasons Plan". This is advocated for other

lines of goods, and I believe it is applicable with equal

advantage to the shoe business. This plan embodies two

buying seasons for spring, and two for fall. Manufact-

urers would show samples and—if* possible—take orders

in January for delivery in March, in May for delivery in

August, in August for delivery in October, 'and in Octo-

ber for delivery early in December. ,

"Manufacturers might raise some objections on the

score of the additional expense to which they would be

put, by having their salesmen cover the ground four

times instead of twice, and by having to carry heavier

stocks of raw materials and finished shoes. But these

would be more than offset by the fact that their factories

would be running the year round at regular hours, instead

of being idle at times and rushed at others; and also by

the fact that there would be far fewer cancellations, as

Hie merchants would be buying more accurately and in-

telligently than is possible under the old system. As to

the question of manufacturers carrying heavier stocks, I

think that most dealers will agree that the general feeling

is that the manufacturers should take a greater part of

the risk than they have been doing. Many of us have had
to lose most of the profits of the regular selling seasons

in sales in order to get from under large overstocks owing
to the two season buying. I am convinced that we cannot

buy intelligently in January goods that are to be sold in

June, July and August.

New Styles

"Further, new styles or variations of old styles are

offered every month now. But if we are loaded up with

goods bought months previous, we cannot take advantage
of last minute offerings. And this hits the manufact-
urer's business as well as ours. Then there is the question

of saleability of old stocks. Shoes that have been in stock

some months are bound to become more or less shop-worn.

Moreover, the sales-people are so used to them that with

the loss of novelty there is a certain gradual falling off

in the enthusiasm with which they are handled and shown
to customers. Whereas, a stock of comparatively fresh

shoes keeps our salespeople on their toes to keep track

of them, and at the same time they are enthusiastic in

showing customers the latest arrivals. Every dealer knows
that if the salesman is interested, enthusiastic and proud
of the goods he handles, his sale is half made. As a result

turnover would not only be greater, but more profitable.

Another objection to the long distance buying is that

somebody is sure to overbuy and cancel. These shoes come
on the market at a reduction during the selling season,

and are put on sale, in the large centres at least, in com-
petition with regular price goods. A four season system

would tend to eliminate this, and would stabilize and
lengthen the selling season. Every shoe dealer'would like

to see a profit every month, or at least ten months of the

year, but I do not believe this is possible under old con-

ditions.

Financial Arrangements

"As to financial arrangements, the four season sys-

tem, would be beneficial to manufacturers as well as re-

tailers. Payments would be spread more evenly over the

year, and the manufacturer would have more regular use

of his money, with less renewals. This alone would com-
pensate blm for the heavier stocks he would have in his

plant, as against having his shoes and money in the hands

of dealers for a great part of the year. And I think his

bank would look with greater favor on his operations if

conducted under this system.

"If this matter could be put up to the manufacturers

in the right way. I think they would be willing to cooper-

ate. Indeed I think you will find that the more progres-

sive of them are either going to adopt this plan, or are

considering it very seriously.

"What the shoe business needs this year, and every

year, is turnover,—rapid and profitable turnover. And
with four buying seasons this would be possible. We
could all do business on a smaller stock, at a fair margin,

at a lower cost, and bigger net profit. And our profits

would be where they should be, in the bank, or in quick

assets, instead of in our stocks, or on paper.

"Whether the system becomes general or not, I am
going- to follow it as far as I can by purchasing closer

t( my requirements, by visiting the markets often, by

keeping small stocks and turning them quickly. And if I

know anything about the Canadian shoe trade, you will

find a lot of other dealers doing the same".

The points raised in this letter are all pertinent, and
of prime importance to the Canadian manufacturers and
dealers. We have all noted drastic changes in merchan-
dising methods during the past year or so. And we are

;:11 seeking more satisfactory and profitable methods of

developing the shoe trade if this country to the fullest

extent possible. And if styles are going to change rapidly,

some such plan as the above will be welcomed as of ma-
terial help. If retailers are going to continue their present

policy of buying a few weeks to three months in advance

of their immediate requirements, then it is up to the man
ufacturing and merchandising schedules to conform to

the demands of the majority of the trade.
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Why Be a

Pessimist ?

Signs all Point to Better Condi-

tions.—Business is What we make
It. —- Some Concerns Making Good
Money in So-Called Hard Times.

Bi'll Shakespeare — or was it Abraham Lincoln or
Charlie Chaplin — asked "Do married men live longer, or

Joes it only seem longer?" The psychology of that query
applies to-day to business .conditions'. For business, while
it conforms to economic laws^, such as supply and demand,
is in great measure what Ave make it. The market moves
in an upward direction, and presently a clamorous demand
for goods accelerates the progress of prices towards the

peak. On a downward path the programme is reversed, and
nearly everyone believes that the bottom will never be

reached, and finally concludes that because buying ceases,

business has gone to the dogs. Therefore, nothing can be

dene but to sit waiting for "conditions'' to right them-
selves. Meanwhile some shrewd or aggressive men are

plugging away, getting business, making money, and have

not sense enough to see that business is rotten, nobody has

any money, and nobody is buying.

These conditions have prevailed over the past year.

Reports have frequently described business as "spotty".

Those spots are not so accidental as one might think. Many
of them are evidences of the work of the aforesaid shrewd
or aggresive fellows who are getting business.

Suppose we look for a few moments' at some of the

concerns who have been getting business in spite of dull

times.

Kitchen Cabinets.
n

-

,

The G. T. Seller? & Sons, Co. of Elwood, Inch, man-
ufacture kitchen cabinets:, an article which nearly all

furniture men found it impossible to move in the face of

"hard times". But the Sellers company decided to help

the retailer find his prospects and sell them. And with

such success that they talk carload now, instead of dozens,

and their sales for 1921 will exceed last year's, which

previously represented the peak. The principle on which

thev work is that there is plenty of money in the country

with which to buy the merchandise ; most of the people

are working, and their money is worth more than it was

a year ago.

Helping the Dealer. ~ r_
7 ?

:

"The reason so many* retailers buy in such small

quantitites," they say, "is that they underestimate their

own selling capacity. It is not wise or not even decently

honest to use clever salesmanship in overloading a retailer

with more merchandise than he can sell at a profit. But

when it comes to developing the dealer's selling capacity

and thus making it possible for him to sell a carload of

kitchen cabinets, for example, in the place of the few he

used to sell, something constructive is being accomplished

for the benefit of all concerned.

"It has been through the developing the dealer that

we have been able to make the carload rather than the

dozen the unit for buying kitchen cabinetsi.

"The first thing we have to do in approaching a deal-

er is to show him how and why he can sell more cabinets.

We introduce the subject by asking him how he would
like to sell a carload; Of course there is only ane answer to
this. Then it is up to the salesman to demonstrate the hows,
whys and wherefores.

"When the retailer expresses his interest in selling a
carload of cabinets, the proposition is handed him in
plain black and white. We propose to put on for him an
introductory sale lasting a week. We take charge of all the
preliminary newspaper advertising. We trim the windows
and make an advertising display of the kitchen cabinets
on the first floor. A couple of days before the sale begins a
general meeting of the store's sales force, drivers, cashiers
and employees in general is held.

'•'We always insist that, this meeting he held in the
evening at the store. If it should be held during the day
there would be interruptions. If it should be the last half
hour or so in the afternoon the employees would be nervous
and would not get all we wanted to convey.

"At the meeting there is a general talk on salesman-
ship made by our sales representative having the matter in
charge. Then the object of the special week sale is explain-
ed fully and a minute demonstration made of the cabinet
and the way to sell it to the very best advantage.

"The salesman remains in personal charge of the
proposition during the entire week. It is a common
experience for the whole shipment of cabinets to be dispos-
ed of during that week.

"The benefit extends to the whole store. The retailer

has brought people in. He has quickened the selling

impulses of his own staff, and everybody about the store

knows more about selling goods than was the case a week
or two previous.

"The store pays all the expenses of the including
the newspaper advertising. We contribute the services of

our salesmen during the week and give full directions in

the entire proceedings."

They have little patience with the idea now so widely
prevalent among retailersi that the country is going through
a period of hard times and that people will not buy. This
they regard as largely a psychological condition, while the

truth of the matter is that a great volume of buying can
be induced if the advertising and merchandising is of the

right type.

Plenty of Buyers Left.

Their experience shows them that in spite of un-

employment, many classes remain unaffected. Sales are

made to dentisH doctors, preachers, teachers, clerks,

lawyers, train despatehers, streetcar men, barbers. They
have evolved several new schemes, and used many well-

known devices for increasing retail trade. Anions other

ideas is their plan called "a carload next Saturdav," in

which newspaper advertising and window .displays feature

the store's determination to sell a carload the next Saturday

without fail. They use the telephone freelv for direct sol-

icitation. The Sellers company also backs up the campaign

with national and newspaper advertising.

"The whole matter works itself -down to the proposi-

tion of whether a store wants to sell only a few of . an article

such as a kitchen cabinet, or a big quantity. Big quantises

can be sold just as easily as a few. We have found it that

way and have shown it to the retailer, When we show him,

and actually do the thing for him if that is necessary, them

the rest is easy. Building a market for him and helping

him fill it makes our own sales come as a. matter of course."

(Concl. on page 50)
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American Shoe and
Leather Conditions

(Special Boston Correspondence)

Shoe merchants in the United States are clearing up

very nicely on summer- and sport shoes. While the retail

business at this period of the year is stimulated by clear-

ance sales at which some very remarkable bargains are

possible, stocks are being moved in a generally satisfact-

ory manner and little dead stock will be left on the shel-

ves. The present season has been a strong white shoe season.

Factories ran on white goods much later than usual and

the retail demand held up strong.

Merchants are preparing for the Fall trade and early

Fall deliveries are arriving from the factories. Whilo

dealers are still holding to the policy of close and cautions

baying, many placed their partial requirements for Fall

six and seven weeks ago and others came into the market

during the many style shows held in July. More orders

are being placed, and, while they are not generally of

large individual proportions, orders are more numerous.

Dealers are turning their stock over more often, buying

close and selling at a narrower margin of profit. Retail

shoe prices in the United States are much more satisfact-

ory in the mind of the general public. Yet retail and
wholesale prices. vary considerably. There are cases where

a fine calf shoe manufactured in the same city under the

some conditions will vary in wholesale prices several dol-

lars. Western manufacturers have lowered prices to an

extent which attracts some of the old time customers of

the eastern plants.

The seasonable dullness is noted in the wholesale

market. Jobbers are preparing for Fall business, believing

that the dealers' idea of buying in smaller volume, but

more often, will result in their advantage. Those dealers

generally insist on quick delivery and many times fall

back on the jobber or in-stock department at the factory.

There is a strong movement toward black leathers,

calf, kid and patent. While tans are still leaders, style

shows held during July brought out a decided boom for

black. Patent leather tanners have in many cases increased

their production.

The manufacturing end of the industry is the most
active. Factories in practically all the large centres are

busy, although seasonable lull is felt at Lynn and Have<-

lull, the two leading women's shoe style centers in the

States. Makers of men's shoes are busier and many of the

Brockton and South Shore factories are now working near

capacity. The same is true at Rochester, St. Louis and
the middle west. Many plants have orders ahead for a

steady run to Oct. 1st. Salesmen' io the retail trade are

preparing to depart, many of them planning to get into

the field earlier on this trip. They hope to pick up some
immediate delivery business for Fall. Even the most en-

Ihusiastic hardly expect to book much spring business

during the first half of the trip. Samples are going

through the shops, however. Salesman feel that they must
keep in touch with the retail trade more frequently.

The leather market shows a gradual, but slow impro-

vement. As many manufacturers have adopted a policy of

cutting only bona-fide orders, they have adopted much
the same policy in purchasing leather as the retailer has

iu buying shoes. They take small quantities, but more
often. These has been more interest shown in the lower

grades where the largest accumulation have been. This i<;

encouraging to tanners. Sole leather trading has improved

and there has been some increased in hide prices and the

packer market is well cleaned up. The fresher varieties of

country hides are moving with older stock neglected.

(INTERIOR STARKE'S SHOE STORE, VANCOUVER)
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Shoe Conditions

At The Coast
Retail shoe business at the coast, namely Victoria

and Vancouver, and we might also include Nanaimo,

seems to be at the present time pushed for all it is

worth. The larger shoe stores in the down town district

where their overhead expense is heavy in the way ot

rents are forcing the public to buy, by putting on forced

snles. It is a time for newspaper advertising, also store

front advertising, and catchy display ideas. At the same

time the retail shoemen are not slashing prices or cut-

ting each others throats, and although there is no hard

feeling amongst the shoemen, competition is very keen

and as profits are close, it is volume that counts. Shoe-

men have got to turnover more shoes today than the

same time last year. Retailers that I have been talking to,

tell me that this is an absolute fact. The retailer who is

on the job and alert, watching his business closely, and

gets out for business is more than holding his own.

Vancouver.

The overhead of the retail shoe stores in Vancouver

city is high. 'Rents range from $350.00 to $700.00 a

month. Clerks are receiving $35.00 to $40.00 with usually

three to five clerks in one shoe store. One could imagine

the turnover each shoe store will have to realize. The
best shoe store in Vancouver has not a pair of boots

selling over $13.00. They are putting on shoes at $9.00.

There are some selling shoes advertised at bargain prices,

but the better class shoe stores have a fairly good shoe

selling $9.00, $10.00 and $11.00. The public will go as
high as $11.00, but after that they quit.

There is very keen competition in the shoe game in
this city and perhaps it is a little over done. But there
sterns to be business here for all if they get out for it,

and it is noticed in Vancouver that there are a good few
of shoe retailers that are real live business men and they
are certainly getting out after business and are pushing
and boosting to the limit. They are shrewed enough to see

that advertising is their great hope. These boosters are

the men that are more than holding their own.

Victoria.

Shoe retailers here are undergoing a hard struggle at

the present time. We must remember that Vancouver and
Victoria are two different propositions. Vancouver has it

over Victoria in the transient trade and the general popu-
lation. Victoria depends mostly upon the local trade. The
unemployment situation in Victoria is serious and is not-

iced more than in Vancouver on account of its being a

much smaller city. Then the people are not as venture-

some or optimistic as those of Vancouver. Naturally they

won't buy anything if they can possibly do without it.

The wealthy people of this city are just sitting tight and
waiting, so shoe stores are having a hard struggle to keep

business up to a decent level. There are some stores in

tlie down-town section, however, that are holding their

own. There are others that are losing money. Victoria

,-hoemen are also running sales and it is noticed some
shoe stores are selling lines in womens welts as low as

$3.95. Mens $4.95,. The better class shoe store prices range

around $10.00. There is the fear amongst the retailers

that the winter will be a strenuous one.
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Signs of

the Times
What is Around The Corner? Do
You Believe the Worst is Over?

What are Your Plans?

Last winter many questionnaires were sent out to

manufacturers, bankers, and professionnal economists,

asking for predictions as to the revival of trade. While
some looked for gradual recovery, commencing last spring,

the concensus of opinion was that not until "the fall would
we see any definite forward movement. With certain re-

servations, one man's guess was as good as another's. But
a review of the situation gives sufficient promise to war-

rant the belief that after lying becalmed for months, the

ship of business should be prepared for the fair winds,

ripples of which can be seen on the horizon.

The one thing that will be of the greatest help in

getting theings moving is a spirit of optimism. Get
enough people from the top down, or from the bottom up,

believing that good times are coming, that prices cannot

go lower for a while, and that this is a time to start buy-

ing requirements with confidence, and "good times" will

surely arrive.

Forbes Magazine says: "It may be true that every-

body is hard up, but there is a lot of evidence to the con-

trary. Travel records this Summer compare favorably

with those of any boom year. The better Summer re-

sorts are crowded. People are turned away every day

from the highest priced restaurants in New York. There

is a scramble, at every meal for seats in the most expen-

sive restaurants. The amount of betting on horse racing

is said to be eclipsing anything ever known before. Mer-

chants report that the demand is chiefly for the better

grade of goods, although it is true that many customers

now shop around until they find attractive prices. Until

the very warm weather set in theatres were crowded night-

ly. Automobile makers have been reporting active busi-

ness. Savings bank deposits have, been breaking all re-

cords. Every first-class cabin on boats bound for Europe

is engaged. May it not be that most of us are not really

so very badly off ass we have become fond of proclaiming?"

Clean Shelves Mean Purchasing.

Stocks of general merchandise probably never were

lower than they are to-day. Merchants and dealers every-

where egan cutting dow n stocks because of necessity about

a year ago and have been at is ever since. Nobody cares

to place orders for future requirements because of the feel-

ing that the price trend is downward. One result is that

New York, Chicago and other centers are swarming with

out-of-town buyers who need goods in a hurry. '"Buy

little and buy often," is the current slogan. Production,

consequently, has been drastically curtailed in many direc-

tions. There is at least a possibility that the universal

lightness of stocks on shelves, combined with under-pro-

duction, will one day — and that perhaps before long —
bring a complete change in the price trend. As a matter

of fact, the consumption of merchandise in this country

has not decreased so very much, if any. Let something

happen to transform sentiment from pessimism to opti-

mism, and lively times are likely to develop.

Feeling of Optimism Spreading.

Every day we have new reasons for development
pf a decidely optimistic feeling. Export trade is gradual-

ly brightening, labor troubles and political troubles in

Great Britain are gradually being dispelled; proposed

conferences on disarmament should go a long way to-

wards assuring reduced governmental expenditures and
better commercial conditions; crop and market outlooks

are promising, even in the face of lower prices. Read-

justment of prices and wages has been proceeding stead-

ily, while the public are beginning to realize that pre-war

prices are not feasible, and that present prices are based

on present cost, and are reasonable. The number of op-

timists is steadily increasing, and all that is necessary is

a definite push in the right direction.

"HARD TIMES"

Toronto Mail & Empire

What Business Leaders Say.

Thos. F. Ryan says: "I feel confident that business

conditions all over the world, with few exceptions, are

slowly improving. In this country orderly but persistent

liquidation has been going on for many months. Our
merchants are buying only what they can sell quickly for

cash. The consumers have had to listen to so much pes-

simistic talk that the buy only what is absolutely necessary

for their daily wants. People everywhere have beeu

scared. They are getting over that."

Canadian Conditions.

General industrial and agricultural prospects in

Canada are brighter than for sometime. So far as the

shoe business is concerned, merchants and manufacturers

have been showing for some time that intensive methods
will bring business. If the members of the trade pull to-

gether, build on the foundation already established , the

fall should bring a volume of business— not up to the

hectic times of 1919 and early 1920, — but of a sounder

and more satisfactory character. This will be accomplish-

ed the quicker if we talk "better times," think "better

times," and act "better times."
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Early Fall

Show Cards
Push the Latest Styles in Men's

and Women's Lines. Also Empha-
size School Shoes.

'Shoe merchants are now right into the fall selling-

season. No effort should be spared in making the most of

the fall trade. The first of September at the very latest

will mean that you want to start in to sell your new fall

lines. Buying, or the buying spirit does not seem to be very

active just now. That is, there seems to be lack of pep with

those who do buy. They give the impression of buying

because they have to rather than they want to. So anything

that can be done to stimulate buying should be taken ad-

vantage of.

One retailer has a rather novel idea he purposes

trying out during the regular fall selling season. It is to

put in a "week end" window a/bout every two weeks. -The

idea of this window is to take some lines that are broken

and cut off a dollar from the prices. Put the window in on

Thursday and call the display " Week End Specials." The

selling of these goods is to be on Friday and Saturday only.

This will be stipulated on the card in the windows. If you

have a sufficient number to offer, advertise these as specials

in your newspaper advertising. Even if you have a weekly

paper you can use it to advantage as the bulk of weeklies

come out on Thursday, which will be just right for the

Friday selling of these specials. Take extra care in arrang-

ing the window and have a card to show plainly that it is

your "Week End Special's" display. The fact that the goods

'shown are obtainable only on Friday and Saturday will

provide a special inducement for people to buy. There will

be the feeling that if they do not take advantage of the

opportunity on these two days they may not have the

opportunity again.

We are offering this idea as a suggestion to try out

in the endeavor to inject a little extra vim into trade just

noAv. Of course the regular lines should receive much at-

tention in the way of fine displays in windows and show
cases. Further to help the sale of these regular gooids we
have designed a number of show cards that you may use
as shown or they may give you ideas that you may adapt to

your own particular needs. Two of these are panel shaped
and are on dark stock. The actual size of these cards is

12% x23. This is plenty large enough for a big window.
If your windows are smaller, a smaller sized card will look

better, but the proportion should be retained. On account
of this card being on dark stock the lettering is done in

black and white. The letters are in white and the shading
and outlining in black. These two colors stand out very

strongly. The "Men's Shoes*' card will be used- for a window
of all men's lines and should be used where the new stock

is shown exclusively. These should be lines that will appeal

to good dressers and those who want good shoes and are

willing~"to pay a reasonable price for them. The letters on
this card are plain and noz hard to do and have the ad-

vantage of being easily read. The small letters are shaded

on one side and bottom and the large letters are outlined

completely.

The "Faill Footwear''' card is a suggestion for either

a men's or women's showing but will more than likely be

used for a display of women's shoes. It is on the same

stock as the other panel card and done in the same way. In

fact these two cards could be shown in the same window if

the window were dressed with both men's and women's

shoes, but in such cases the windows must be very large.

It is better, rather than to crowd the window, to show the

lines separately. Especially it is true where there are two

windows that can be utilized. The shading of the small

letters is done on the side and bottom and the large

ones are compiletely outlined. The black forms a strong

contrast to the white and makes the letters stand out well.

The "School Opening*
1

' card is done on white stock

and can be made more flashy than the others. The lettering

of the words "School Opening'* runs pract'cally to the

edge of the card on both sides while the small letters stay

within the border, which is broken where the large letters

pass over it. The small letters are in a -dark color such

(Concluded on page 49)
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With the Shoe
Manufacturers

Uniform cartons. — Reports of

Conditions. — Notes of the Trade.

The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada is

now working on a revision of its list of standard sizes of

shoe cartons. Although a considerable number of the

firms of Ontario are using the standard sizes as approved

at the first annual meeting of the Association in January,

1020, such sizes have not been observed generally by shoe

manufacturers throughout Canada. It is in the interest

of the shoe manufacturers that the standard sizes be fol-

lowed and the list has been revised carefully with a view

to securing its acceptance by the industry as a whole. The
revision was made for the Association by Mr. Louis

Daoust, Assistant General Manager of Messrs. Daoust,

Lalonde & Cie, Limitee, and Mr. C. N. Moisan, Vice-

President of the Canadian Paper Box Manufacturers'

Association. These gentlemen have prepared and recom-

mended the following measurements to be standard shoe

cartons

:

No. To Contain Length Width Depth
1 0 Men's fine shoes . . . 131 (13) 61 (61) 4ft (41)

12 Men's 6" staples . . . 131 (13) 7| (?i) 411 (41)

14 Men's high-cut staples 131 (13) n (9) 5ft (4i)
(8" to 12" rospectors, etc.)

16 Women's fine shoes. . HI (11) 53 (5i) 311 (31)
18 Women's high-cut . . US (11) 8i (8) 311 (31)

20 Masses' fine shoes . . (9*) 51 (5) 3§ (31)
22 Misses' staples '& youths

95 (91) 5| (51) 31 (31)

24 Boys' regular & Misses'

HI (11) ei (6) m (33)
26 Boy's heavy & Women's

11? (111) 7 (62) 4ft (4)

28 Little maids' k& little

men's, 8-10 . . . 8ft (8) 5 ft (5) 31 (3)

30 Infants' regular &
stitchdown, 3-7 1 . 7 (63). 4ft (41) 2§ (21)

32 Soft's regular, 1 to 4 61 (6J) 3*g (33) 2g (21)

The first figures in each case are outside measure-

ments in inche a
, while the figures in brackets indicate the

corresponding inside measurements. The inside rheasure-

ments given will be found to be within 1/32 of an inch

of the actual inside size=, this margin of variation being

due to differences in thickness of the paper board from
which such boxes are made. It is desirable that whatever

standard be adopted be for outside measurements, in

order to make possible adoption of a uniform shipping

case and standard shelves. It is believed that the 12 stand-

ard sizes now suggested provide for all the different shoes

produced in Canada.

The Association has submitted the above list for con-

sideration by its members and, after any objections and
suggestions have been dealt with, a final li ct will be pu-

blished and the Association expects to be able to announce
an arrangement with the paper box manufacturers where-

by a special discount will be given on all orders for car-

tons in the standard sizes. In addition to the above list,

the question of standardization of cartons for the felt

footwear manufacturers is receiving attention. Conform-
ing to the proposed list of standard sizes, the Association

is preparing also standard sizes for shipping cases of fibre

and wood.

Aside from the prospect of what in the aggregate

ought to be a' substantial saving, by reason of the pro-

posed special discount on all purchases of containers in

the standard sizes, there will be other important advan-
tages in the standardization scheme. The manufacturers
of boxes will be able to keep a large supply of blanks in

the standard sizes on hand and will be in a position to

I ill orders for cartons promptly. This will relieve the

sboe manufacturer from the necessity of carrying in stock,

and having money tied up in a large quantity of cartons,

as he will know that he can get a supply on short notice

from the paper box makers. From this consideration im-
portant economies will be effected, because every manu-
facturer knows that when large quantities of cartons are

kept in stock there i= always considerable waste by reason

( 1 breakage or soiling. On the other hand, the paper box
manufacturers will be able to buy their cardboard in.

sheets of such sizes as will cut with a minimum of wast-

age and also they will be relieved of the necessity of re-

setting their cutting machines for practically every order,

as is the ease now. Indeed, under the present conditions,

almost every order for shoe cartons is in the nature of a

special order and the cost is increased accordingly. The
standardization of cartons will make possible, too, the

standardization of shelves in retail stores.

Shoe Industry Facts.

The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada has

published for general distribution a leaflet containing an
interesting statement of Shoe Industry Facts. Copies are

being distributed through the shoe nianufacturies and
also directly by the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of

Canada, 6 Jordan Street, Toronto. A supply will be sent,

without charge and in such quantities as may be required

to any manufacturer, wholesale dealer, or retail shoe mer-
chant who indicates his willingness to assist in their dis-

tribution. Mr. S. Roy Weaver, Manager of the Shoe Man-
ufacturers' Association, believes that it is in the interest

oi all three branches of the trade to work together in get-

ting before the public the facts with regard to the in-

dustry and correcting misunderstanding, because the in-

terests of all three branches are closely inter-related and
inter-dependent. It is proposed to make this the first of

a series of informing leaflets for general distribution.

The Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, is

publishing for distribution abroad a booklet dealing with

the Canadian boot and shoe manufacturing industry. It

contains a statement of the magnitude of the Canadian'

industry, its capacity, the character of its production and*

its ability to manufacture for the export trade. The book-

lot deals with both leather and the felt footwear manu-
facturing.

Wholesalers to Organize.

The Manager of the Shoe Manufacturers' Associa-

tion of Canada accepted an invitation of the Maritime
Wholesale Shoe Association to speak at its semi-annual

convention in Moncton on August 16th. The Executive

Committee of the Maritime Wholesale Shoe Association is

submitting for consideration of its members certain pro-

posals looking to the formation of a National organization

of the wholesale shoe trade in Canada and the Shoe Man-
ufacturers' Association offered Mr. Weaver's assistance,

"il he can help in any way. The shoe manufacturers be-

lieve that the formation of a National organization of

wholesale shoe dealers will make possible more effective

co-ODeration and the promotion of constructive activities

in the interests of the entire industry.

The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada is

working a plan for a "dress-up campaign for men", which,

it is proposed will be undertaken by the Shoe Manufact-
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urers' Association in co-operation with other groups of

manufacturers of men's wear in Canada. A meeting of

representatives of the various firms concerned probably

will be held within the next two or three weeks to con-

sider the advisability and practicability of such a cam-

paign and possibly to formulate plans.

Reports of Conditions.

The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada is

instituting a series of monthly reports from the principal

shoe manufacturing districts in Canada and on the basis

of such reports it is proposed to issue regularly an au-

thoritative statement on shoe manufacturing conditions,

and problems. The first of these reports if for July and
shows that the industry as a whole is operating at from
65 to 75 per cent of capacity. July alway is a quiet month
with travellers off the road and with attention being de-

voted largely to samples for the new season. Samples for

fall and winter selling this year are unusually attractive,

with novelty lines in strong favor.

The manufacturers of high grade staple shoes report

a substantial volume of orders for immediate delivery,

indicating that the stocks of staple lines in the hands of

vholesalers and retailers have been largely liquidated and
a steady improvement in business now seems to be assured.

Reports from the Maritime Provinces indicate that

average orders are somewhat larger than was the case

last season. Women's oxfords are selling freely and most
of the manufacturing plants have orders already booked

for several months ahead. Two larrigan factories closed

during July. Wages are still at the highest peak.

Reports from the Montreal and Quebec districts in-

dicate that business is much better than was the case a

year ago and prospects for fall and winter trade are re-

ported as encouraging. Women's brogues and strap shoes

are in especially strong demand. Although not many of

the plants have heavy orders already in their books, a
fair volume of business is confidently expected as the

travellers commence their fall and winter selling. In the

Quebec district the manufacturers have advised the

Unions that the present scale of wages will be disconti-

nued from October 1, and it is expected that a new wage
scale will be established for the twelve months from that

date.

In the Ontario district, business continues to be

"spotty" but progressive companies continue to get a good
volume of business. The demand continues to be for the

best, high-grade footwear. Throughout the district busi-

ness is considerably better than last year, although still

subnormal, and the attitude of all the companies is deci-

dedly more cheerful. Some of the plants report that the

orders already in hand provide for three months' running.
Leather prices have shown a tendency upwards and this

may prompt the placing of larger orders. A shortage of

female help is hampering many of the plants throughout
Ontario, despite the fact that male help is reported by
most of the factories to be in plentiful supply, practically

all floor stocks have been disposed of by the manufactur-
ers and conditions are such as to warrant the expectation

of a steady volume of orders. Several of the smaller fact-

ories have closed, bi\t the principal companies are confi-

dent that the worst is over and optimistic as to prospects

for fall and winter trade.

On and after October 1, the amendment which was
made to the Customs Act at the last session of the Domi-
nion Parliament, relative to marking of imported goods
bo as to show the name of the country of origin, will apply
to all imports of boots and shoes.

"That all goods imported into Canada which are
capable of being marked, stamped, branded or la-

belled without injury, shall be marked, stamped,
branded or labelled in legible English or French
words, in a conspicuous place that shall not be cov-
ered or obscured by any subsequent attachments or
arrangements, so as to indicate the country of origin.
Said marking, stamping, branding or labelling shall
be as nearly indelible and permanent as the nature
of the goods will permit."

Shoes not conforming to this requirement will be sub-
ject to an additional duty of 1 per cent, of the value for
duty purposes and besides, such imports will not be re-
leased from customs possession until they have been mark-
ed under custom supervision at the cost of the importer.
Ths Customs Department has issued regulations to gov-
ern such marking.

(Continued from page 41)

STOP THE LEAKS.
Form No. 300 (as shown herewith) is a "weekly"

card. First transfer the amount of shoes "on hand" from
last week's card, then enter the cost amount of shoes re-
ceived this week, from your "invoices". Add the two
amounts and subtract the total amount of shoes on hand
at the end of the week. Your next item is to transfer
the "profits to date," from your last "weekly" card, enter
your profits for the week, taken from the "daily" cards
and total both, giving you your profits to date.

Prorate your store expenses and charge to your shoe
department. Transfer total shoe expenses to date fron;
your last "weekly" card, add your expenses for the week,
which as noted above is a percentage amount of your
total store expenses, and this gives you then the total shoe
department expenses to date.

Every week you can pick up this card and tell the
exact amount of shoes you have on hand in dollars and
cents, what your total profits have been to date from the
beginning of the season, and what your expenses have
been. You can also tell from this system just which
shoes you are in need of most and which shoes are the big
sellers in your community.

(Concl. from page 47)

EARLY FALL SHOW CARDS.
as black or brown, while the large letters are in bright red,

or blue, and topped with black. This card reads very easily,

and is very, attractive. It can be used in the window or
store either with a .display of shoes for the school children,

or on the wall without a 'display. But a window display
would be very appropriate the last week in August and the
first week in September.

The "Style and Service" card is similar in arrange-
ment to the school shoe card. But this card can be used
with any display. The term "Style and Service" says a
very great deal in a very few words. It means that even
though these shoes be stylish they have the wearing quality

just the same. And surely this is a happy combination. The
small letters are done in a dark color and the larges ones

in some attractive color like red or blue, and capped with a

dark color. Despite the fact that this card is very plain,

it shows well, very attractive and reads easily.

Cards of this type give finishing touch to a window
and are recognized as as power in making sales. They say

a great deal in a very quiet way and add much to the at-

tractiveness of a display. No window showing is complete

without them.
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The Economy of Being

Well Shod

Folly of Shoe Parsimony.—Stand-

ing as Well as Understanding Suf-

fers by Sloppy Shoes. — Footwear

the Solution of Health and Happi-

ness.—Economy in Plenty of Good

Footwear.

PEOPLE seem to he meaner with their pedal extremi-

ties than any other part of their anatomy. Women
and even men will devote any amount of thought

and expense to the comfort or adornment of their hacks

ct heads, but will neglect their feet to an extent that not

only spoils the effect of their other sartorial efforts hut

actually imperils their health and reputation. It is not as

bad as it once was with women, but it is still possible to

find on almost any busy thoroughfare women with expen-

sive garments set off by the latest thing in hats and

stockings but wearing shoes, which if not actually shabby

are "sloppy" or out of style.

Within the past two or three years these breaches of

good taste and common semSe are not quite as common,

and one now Finds not only society women but those in

the most ordinary walks of life, well shod in the sense of

having appropriate and neat footwear. As a consequence

.the shoe has largely adapted itself to the costume of the

wearer as well a? i» the occasion upon which it is worn".

Street shoe', evening shoes, walking shoes, sport shoes

have now their special use, and it is very seldom that a

woman dressed Tor an afternoon tea will be found with

her feet enca ed in footwear fit only for the golf links

or .the fancy dres hall. The vogue of appropriate shoes

lias come to tale its permanent place with fashions in

other .apparel, and the day has gone when women will

think that any sort of footwear will do so long as it is

itOjt too dilapidated or outre in style.

Men, too, are gradually learning the lesson of appro-

priateness in footwear; and while occasionaly one may see

a man with a pair of tan boots at a wedding or wearing

sport thoe^ a
1 a funeral, mo-t of the sterner sex have

reguh to realize the eternal fitness of things in footwear

in neck tie', hat' aid Nothing. Nevertheless one has

only to glance at the feet of the males in any street car

or upon any thoroughfare to be convinced that the major-

ity of men are downright slovenly with regard to their

•Vet. It does seem as though many of them make a virtue

of holding to their ancient foot toggery as long as the

sii+che- will hohl together, and, as for style, there seems

to he litt'e effort to follow any fixed idea. It is astonish-

ing to find Ir.rine s men, for instance, who pride them-

selves in regard to being up-to-date in their methods, six

or seven years' behind the times in the character of their

'footwear.

Tli i - di regard of the dictates of fashion amongst

many men and a few women comes from the temptation

to hang on to an old pair of hoots or an old fashion in

f-hoe-. to the Infer end. There is a penuriousness with

regard to footwear that does not seem to manifest itself

stfth regard to other requirements even in what may be

regarded (is luxuries Is it not so that we cling to old

indifferent footwear three times as long as we do to a

good hat?

The whole thing is as costly as it is foolish. One can

only wear out so much fole leather in a year and there

"s more comfort, more satisfaction and more money in

having several pairs of shoes ready for wear as they may
be required. Shoes keep their shape better, retain their

wearing qualities longer and certainly maintain their ap-

pearance much better when not subjected to constant use.

Besides the man or woman who is in a position to adapt
nis or her shoes as well as raiment to changing conditions

or circumstances develops that self respect and poise

which are the indications of gentility. In "a sense we
often fail to understand shoes make the man or woman.

It is neither economy nor good policy to wear shoes,

until they drop from the feet or make the wearer flat-

footed. A man or woman will be in pocket considerably,

at the end of the year, maintain a consciousness of being

well dressed and have much more comfort and satisfac-

tion generally out of life as well by giving the same
thought to the feet as is given to the rest of their body
through providing seasonal and occasional changes in

their footwear.

It is foolish parsimony that neglects the feet.

Why Be a Pessimist.

{Conch from page 43)

The Julius Kayser Company, the oldest and largest

manufacturers in the wotM of silk and fabric gloves, and
silk underwear, who also make silk hosiery and knit under-
wear, distribute their products entirely througn me retail

tride all over the world. Last year they found themselves
facing a world-wide depression. They decided to meet it

with unusual measures.

First, they subordinated profits nearly to the point

of elimination, in 'Order to try and sell not as much, but
more merchandise; and at a time when nearly eA-eryone

el-e in the industry was closing down continued to operate

and to accumulate stock.

Above all, their salesmen were instructed to preach

and breathe optimism and action to everybody they came
in contact with, to advise retail merchants everywhere to

liquidate their stocks, to sell the stock they had on hand
on the basis of the new low replacement costs, and to

awaken the long dormant old-time pre-war energy in order

to maintain badness by extraordinary efforts, and above

all to subordinate profits because the public was on a

buyers
1

strike and was clamoring for lower prees.

After, the merchants saw for themselves how hungry

the public were for quality merchandise at a price they

were willing to pay, the merchants finally started buyiug

with mare confidence, repeating the sales and admitting

frankly that they were doing more business than ever

before.

The f
: nal result being tint net shipments for the

first six months of this year were 21 per cent greater than

the first six months of last vear, and advance Fall business

booked in the month of June alone exceeded in volume

that of any other month in the last five years.

"Our experience'', they stay, "convinces us that those

ind-ustries tint have maintained high quality and have

reduced prices to sat^y the public have nothing to feaT

from tin future, and that, with renewed courage and faith,

tihev can look forward with confidence to a better, more

substantial business than ever before beginning this Fall.''
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At the Service of the Industry

It is the aim of this organization to supply the

needs of the industry with precision and

dispatch.

There are many things needed, often in a hurry.

Our service is rather well-known on the

following

:

ADHESIVES SANDPAPER
BOARDS & BLOCKS SHANKS
BRUSHES WAX
CUTTING DIES ETC.

When in need of supplies of any kind, U.S.M.C.

organization is at your command.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited

Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch: 28DemersSt. Kitchener: 46 S. Foundry Street.

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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^IjDhak the Jfand ofthe IPrinier

jfoldsjorKou

People who have never seen you or your goods are

made to see by your printing.

Your factory, of which you are so proud, your product,

which you have labored to perfect — these things are

your reason for living. But most of your customers

and prospects get their impression of you and your

work from printed pages.

When you invite people to send for your printing, you

really invite them to send for the photograph of your

life work. The hand of the printer moulds the public's

opinion of you and your product.

We would suggest that an Acton man demonstrate to

you how we can assist your efforts in making your

Catalogue or Booklet truly expressive of your business.

ACTON PUBLISHING COSimitcS
PPvINTEP^S AND DESIQNELS

TORONTO -TvlONTREAL

The Imprint that

Guarantees

Quality

This mark is our guar-

antee that your order

will be filled according

to specifications.

It is like the artist's

name on a picture, the

author's name on a

book, the hall-mark on

a piece of silver. It

symbolizes the work

of a quality house—a

house that is proud
to "sign" its finished

product.

It means that you are

getting the best there

is in printing service

at a price that is just,

ified by the character

of the work; printing

that will represent

your house to its sat-

isfaction and to its

credit and profit.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Latest Thing
In Hockey Boots
Is, as usual, to be seen in this model from the Tanguay Line.

In addition to its specially formed last which gives a comfort-
able but firm fit, these essential features are further assured
by the improved strap lacing device, particularly around the
ankle. These, with its other features, mean a light strong shoe
that will hold its shape, stand the hardest usage and SELL at

a record rate.

Tanguay Staples

!; Surpassed by none for fitting and wearing qualities and
VALUE, they are the choice of merchants in all parts of
Canada who are reaping good trade by featuring them.

Only by seeing our complete line can you be convinced of our
ability to serve you to better advantage with shoes that, will

I make you certain of steady sales at satisfying profit.

JOS. TANGUAY
34 King Street (Cor. St. Dominique)

QUEBEC, - - - QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.
Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Bnr., 206 Pleury.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Quebec, Glove Mfg., Ltd., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 Sjt. Valier.

Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.
Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 MaJiie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, C, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

'

Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr.. 026 Fleury.
Fortier N, 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

"CENTAUR"
A UNIQUE SURFACE KID

—Different because of its beautiful finish.

—Different because of its everlasting, brilliant

color.

—Different because of its fine, even gram.

—Different because it will not scuff and will

out-wear kid.

Large, handsome premises at 35 Colomb, enable us to serve

you just a little better than usual.

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST. :: :: QUEBEC, P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Known Uniform Quality

Glazed Kid

Side Leathers

Glove Leathers

MONTREAL and QUEBEC

iMiTib

LEATHER » FINDINGS

Samson Values

Continue to Lead

All through the period of readjust-

ment, our prices have been most

fair. Coupled with this we have

considerably improved every line

until to-day, for the price.

You can find no greater values or no more attractive merchandise than

in Samson Staples and Samson Hockey, Football or Sporting Boots.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20AragoSt. QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The "Maryon" Shoe

A Highly

Specialized Line

of

Women's McKays

and Turns

in the

Better Grades

The Shoe Jobber and large

buyer who is open for a

line that has unusually good

style at attractive prices

will buy this new line of

ours.

Samples and Prices sent

promptly to those inter-

ested.

LACHANCE & TANGUAY 70™E™
Q

AVE -

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Special this Month

A MEN'S SALESMAKER

No. 618V2

MAHOGANY CALF BAL,

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

The John Ritchie Company Limited
MAKERS OF

. MEN'S SHOES
QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ichen writing an advertiser
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VALUE
Value m Shoes is a happy combination of style,

material, shoe-making, inspection, delivery and

price.

Size up the Marois line on that basis, if you will.

To-day we offer stronger inducements to the buyer

than ever before.

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED, Quebec, P.Q.
Permanent Sample Rooms: Shanghnessy Bldg., 137 McGill St., Montreal.

516 Board of Trade BIdg., Toronto.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE

<§A\ARSH
S H o\e

Two Snappy

Marsh Styles

For Spring

Women's Two Strap

Two Button Pump
Junior Louis Heel.

Made in Calf, Kid and

Patent.

Men's Imitation Ball

Strap Oxford.

No. 95 Last—Made in

High and Low in Black

and Tan Calf.

Made in Welts Only.

COLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS
FCR THEIR BEST GRADE SHOES.

The Wm. A. Marsh Co.,
Limited

QUEliKC

Makers of MEN'S WELTS, WOMEN* WELTS and WOMEN'S FLEXIBLE McKAYS

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser
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20
Marsh
In-stock Lines

7 Lines Men's Welts

8 Lines Women's Welts

5 Lines Women's McKays

THE VERY THING THE LIVE RETAILER NEEDS
TO MEET EARLY FALL REQUIREMENT.

READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
SEPTEMBER FIRST.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC

Mnkers of MEN'S WELTS, WOMENS WELTS
and WOMEN'S FLEXIBLE McKAYS

e/VY

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ONESMKGOULET

Men's and Boys' Welts, Women's Mock Welts.
McKays and Standard Screw for Men, Women,
Misses, Boys, Youths and Children.

A solid line of Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

Many of the new ideas for Fall have been

added to our line, bringing it in line with the

demand for more novel Shoes.

You will appreciate, too, that in every way,

the Goulet Shoes are better value.
A typical Women's Mock Welt by
(loulet—8-inches hipli with Military

or Cuban Heel.

ONESIME GOULET & SON, LIMITED,
575 St. Valicr St. Quebec

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses* and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LIMITED

11 Belleau St., Quebec.

»r\: 'Oil? Two
Factories

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANT HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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T'HE above represents our style 0664 -

Brown Storm Calf Goodyear Welt
Made in sizes 1-51/2.

- a boys
Blucher.

This shoe has all the qualities which go to make
style and service out-standing features. Boys are
delighted with them and they please the customers
on sight.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Weilda Cali
FOR STYLE SHOEMAKING

There is no shoe leather better adapted to the crea-

tion of beautiful effects in style shoemaking than

Weilda Calf.

Weilda Calf is made in ten pleasing colors — and

black and white — presenting a variety of shades

appropriate to all of the various styles of novelty

footwear.

LAWRENCE LEATHER AN
RELIABLE LEATHERS

A. C. Lawrence Leather Co.

,161 South St., BOSTON
New York Philadelphia Chicago St. Louis

Cincinnati Milwaukee Rochester

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Service Shoe Shop is a recent registration in

Toronto.

The Williams Shoe House of Montreal are retiring

irom business.

A change is announced in connection with the Rena
Footwear Co. Ltd., manufacturers of Montreal.

Mr. Arthur Dunning, shoe retailer of Toronto is

moving from 1002 Bloor St. W. to 1052 Bloor St. W.
A. Paradis & Fils, shoe manufacturers of Quebec are

retiring from business.

A change is announced in connection with the United
Shoe Jobbers of Canada, Ltd., Montreal.

The Montreal Slipper and Gaiter Co. has dissolved

and a new registration under the same style announced.

The Star Shoe Store is a recent registration in To-

ronto, as is also the Sterling Footwear.

Mr. A. B. Cohen is commencing in the shoe retail

business in Hamilton, Ont.

Messrs. Wilson Bros, shoe dealers of Montreal, re-

cently sustained a fire loss.

The Canada Sample & Jobbing Co. are opening a

branch store in Gait, Ontario.

Mr. F. X. Leblanc has recently become a partner in

the ector Shoe Co., of Montreal.

Saxe's Boot Shop has opened a new branch on Mt.

Royal Ave., East, Monteral, with very handsome fittings.

The Portage Boot Shop, Limited, has been incorpo-

rated in Winnipeg, Man., with a total capital stock of

$50,000.00.

Mr. G. M. Lake, of Newcastle, N. B. has just re-

turned from a trip into Ontario, where he spent most of

his time in Toronto and Brantford.

Mr. J. NicoJ Maritime representative of Charbon-
jieau & Degnise, of Montreal, is at his home in Chatham,
N. B. He reports business as very good.

Falling off in domestic and export lumber trade has

affected business seriously along the north shore of New
Brunswick.

Mr. J. H. Thorsburg, manager of the Miller Tanning
Extract Co. Ltd., of Millerton, N. B. died very unexpect-

edly two weeks ago, from heart failure.

Mr. C. F. Rannard, President of the Rannard Shoe
Limited, Winnipeg, and family are motoring to Detroit

lakes, Minnesota, for a month's holiday.

Mr. Chas. Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe Mfg.
Co. Ltd. has been spending a few weeks at his summer
home in Muskoka.

The D. C. Grant Shoe Store of 330 George St., Pe-
t^rboro, is undergoing some alterations. A new central

entrance with deep side show windows is one of the mo-
dern improvements.

The J. W. Hewetson Co. of Brampton, who made ar-

rangements with the town of Acton to take over their

factory have begun operations. The factory is run as a

complete unit, making children's shoes.

Mr. J. H. McGee, sales manager of the Rannard
Shoe Limited, is leaving August 1st for a trip East, visit-

ing London, Toronto and Montreal, returning via Chi-

cago.

C. Beausoleil opened a shoe store on the first of June
at 536 Ontario St., East, Montreal. The manager is Mr.
Bisson, who was for twelve years with the Lecompte
Stores in Montreal.

Mr. K. G. Walters, for seven years a shoe salesman

in Montreal, has opened a shoe store at the corner of

Craig and Bleury, handling popular priced lines Only for

down-town trade.

Mr. L. W. Kiteley has opened a new shoe store at

1425 Broadway W., Vancouver, B.C. Mr. Kiteley has had
many years' experience in the shoe business, having been
in Vancouver nine years and previous to that, with the

Yale Shoe Store, Portage Ave., Winnipeg.

Mr. A. T. Campbell, the energetic Ontario repres-

entative of Bennett, Limited, has just returned from a

three weeks holiday in the Laurentians north of Mont-
real. Bass fishing this year is exceptionally good and he

leports a catch of 28, five of which were over 4 pounds
each. He is now on the war path for orders in like pro-

portions.

Mr. Harry McKenzie, son of the late W. H. Mc-
Kenzie of McKenzie, Crowe .& Co. of Bridgetown, N. S.,

and now associated with his brother, A. B. McKenzie in

the business is to be married on Aug. 17th, 1921 to Miss

C. Beatrice Crowe, sister of Dr. Boyd Crowe of Annapolis

l\oyal, N. S. also the home of Miss Crowe. The ceremony
is to take place in the United Church of Annapolis Royal.

They will then take a motor trip to the United States.

Mr. W. J. Thurston, a former shoe merchant of

Stratford, Ont., is again doing business in that City. He
bas thoroughly remodelled a store located on Donie St.,

and it is very attractive. His stock comprises a complete

line of footwear, including hosiery. A particular feature

oi the store is the special fitting department for children,

a raised stand being provided on which the kiddies may
sit while Mother, without bending her tired back, inspects

the footwear. A travelling goods department is located on
the second floor.

Mr. J. C. Budreo, the Parkdale retailer has been
spending his vacation at his summer home at Kawartha
Park, Stoney Lake. Charlie does not boast of his prowess

as a piscatorial artist, but manages to collect sufficient

fish for an odd meal during the season. He spends more
time with his motor boat, and cleaning up the odd jobs

that accumulate about a summer cottage. The last time

he was seen by the Shoe and Leather Journal he was busy
with a construction of a new boat-house, and was dressed,

for the job. We understand he is also in demand as re-

feree at regattas and similar functions.

A VANCOUVER CHANGE.

Mr. E. M. Foster who for the last four years has been

Sales & Advertising Manager to Johnstons Big Shoe
Store on Hastings St., has retired from that position to

iake up a new position as Managing Director of E. Stark's

Co. on Granville St.

Mr. Foster has had many years experience in the Te-

tail shoe trade and is admirably fitted for the post.
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CORSON SHOE CO. PICNIC.

The employees of the Corson Shoe Mfg. Co., of To-

ronto, with their families and friends to the number of

about two hundred, spent Saturday, August 13th at Wa-
hasso Park, near Hamilton. The crowd was conveyed by

the steamers Corona and Modjesha, and the first contin-

gent left at 8.15 am. while the last to return did not

arrive till late Saturday night. The weather was ideal

for a picnic and a full programme of sports, eats and

amusements was enjoyed by the crowd. The arrangements

in the hands of a general committee and several sub-com-

mittees were satisfactory to all concerned. The feature

event of the day was the fat man's race, which was won by

Ed. Lynch, though he just nosed out C. S. Corson at the

wire. Through the generosity of many of the firm's

friends, the prize fund was sufficient to make the events

worth winning, while the limiting of the number of prizes

of any one contestant made fair distribution assured.

VANCOUVER NOTES

Mr. G. Wooding, who lately disposed of his business

on Granville St., has purchased the Moore Boot Store on

Kingsway from Mr. Astiton Burton.

Mr. H. S. White has purchased the repair store of

Mr. G. Labrum on Georgia St.

Mr. R. McKay has opened a new Stand on Angus
P.d., Kerresdale. Mac is an old timer in Vancouver and
for many years had a store on 4th Ave. W.

Mr. T. Milner of Kerresdale has had a very success-

ful seasosn so far in winning Challenge Cup, Prie and
Medal with his fox terriers of which he is a successful

breader and exhibitor.

Mr. A. Webb of Dunsmuir St. has installed a U. S.

M. C. power finisher.

Mr. G Lamb who has been on an extended trip to

England has returned and will be settling down to busi-

ness as soon as he has a location.

Mr. Wilson of the Wilson Shoe Co., 157 Hastings
St., W., Vancouver, B. C, is leaving for his holidays in

August. He is going east to Toronto and will visit other

parts.

Mr. Moyer of the Moyer Shoe Co., Bower Bldg., 543
Granville St., Vancouver, B. C. returned last week from a

selling trip up the coast. M. Moyer was trying out his

new launch and made the trip very successfully, both witli

regard to business and enoyment.

Mr. Evans, manager for "Rae the Shoeman", Van-
couver, sends his compliments to the writer of Stray Shots

From Solomon. Mr Evans says its good stuff and hits the

point. He said he sure drives it into you that after all,

Wi; are not all perfect. Mr. Evans was pleased to receive

the Shoe & Leather Journal until 1924.

David Spencer Limited of Vancouver has just added
another Reo speed wagon to their already large fleet of

Reos.

The Hudon Bay Co., "The Traders of the Great

West", are opening their magnificent new store in Vic-

toria, B. C. in the latter part of August.

It is reported that there are three new shoe stores

opening in the month of August in Vancouver.

NEWPORT SAMPLES.

The Fail and Winter Samples of the Newport Shoe

Co. of Toronto, will be on display at Room 749, King
Edward Hotel, Toronto, during the Toronto Exhibition,

Aug. 29 to Sept. 10. Mr Wilson will be in charge.

IMPRESSIONS OF A VISITOR.

One of the leading guests and speakers at the recent

Retail Convention in Toronto was Mr. Wm. Pidgeon, of

Rochester. Commenting on his visit, Mr. Pidgeon told

the Shoe and Leather Reporter, that the adverse rate of

exchange and the sentiment in favour of goods made at

home threatens seriously to exclude American shoes in

any quantity from the Canadian market.

Mr. Pidgeon said he tried almost in vain to find

American shoes in the stores of Toronto. Seldom was he

able to locate a store that had more than a few pairs on
hand. On the contrary the movement to buy and sell only

shoes made in Canada is rapidly gaining momentum
throughout the dominion.

Canadian shoe manufacturers are rapidly improving
the quality and style as well as increasing the quantity of

their product. In Toronto Mr. Pidgeon saw in the sam-

ples of Canadian shoe manufacturers copies of new styles

displayed by I. Miller & Sons at the New York Style

Show only two weeks before, which shows their alertness

:n following the American styles.

CHANGES IN NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.

Announcement has just been made of three impor-

tant changes affection leading executives of The National

Cash Register Company.

John H. Patterson has resigned as President and
General Manager of The National Cash Register Com-
pany but will continue actively in directing the affairs

of the Company. As chairman of the Board of Direct-

ors, Mr. Patterson will advise the directors and help form-

ulate the policies of the Company. His son, Frederich B.

Patterson, was ellected to succeed him as President, while

.J. H. Barringer was made General Manager.

John H. Patterson has been President of The Na-
tional Cash Register Company for 37 years. He is re-

garded as one of the world's greatest business leaders.

The institution lie has built in Dayton is regarded as the

world's model factory.

Frederick B. Patterson is 29 years old. His first

work was on a farm. He attended school for two years in

England, and has been connected with the N. C. R. for

11 years. He has been taught the principles of the busi-

ness by his father, learning the N. C.»R. business from
the ground up. He started in as a workman in the

foundry.

In the interests of the Company he has visited all of

its agencies, except Africa, Australia, India, Russia, and
Mexico. He was manager of the Foreign Department for

two years, and until he entered the service of his country

in 1917. In the late war he rose from a private in the

ranks to a commission in the air service.

This change in the official family of the N. C. R.

places more responsibility on F. B. Patterson. The N.' C.

R. business is one of the largest businesses in the world.

There are many problems to be solved. He has stated

time again that the policies of his father are the ones

w hich will govern him in all that he does. This means
that the world situation will take much of his time and
attention in an effort to help bring order out of chaos.

J. H. Barringer, the new general manager, was
promoted from the ranks. He started with the Company
14 years ago, holding a minor position. He earned prom-
otion very rapidly and in 1918 was made First Vice-

President and Assistant General Manager. Mr. Barringer

is only 38 years old.
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"The Sportsman"

This Goodyear Welt with viscolized sole made from first quality Winter
Calf, is wonderful value. It is sold at a price which enables it to be retailed

at a full profit for less than $15.00.

This is one of a number of specialties made possible by specializing in

separate department and in separate buildings on Welts, McKays and

Turns.

We offer you the services of one of the most complete organizations in

Canada.

SAMPLES AND PRICES SENT ON APPLICATION.

Dufresne & Locke, Limited

Montreal, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE CHEMISTRY OF LEATHER.
Many foreign chemists will join the Leather Chemis-

try Section of the American Chemical Society at Columbia
University on the 7th and 8th of September. At its sessions

will be discussed, revolutionary methods by which the tann-

ing of hides' can be hastened without the sacrifice of quality.

The saving of time and the releasing of large sums of

money from its investment in raw material thus would
have the tendency to stabilize and, perhaps, eventually to

lower leather prices, American chemists believe.

One of the marked influences in 'the sessions will be

that of Mr. Alfred Seymour-Jones, the first president of

the International Association of Leather Trades Chemists.

He co-operated with Lord Allerton in forming the Leafier

Industries Department of the University of Leeds, long

reputed to be the greatest leather school in the world. Mr.

Seymour-Jones aided the "Worshipful Company of Leather

Sellers'" in creating the Leathersellers College at London.

He was also the head of the International Commission for

the Preservation and Disinfection of Hides, and president

of the British Public Health Commission. His extensive

work in the application of the microscope to 'leather man-
ufacture have made him world famous. He has prepared

two important technical papers on tanning. In the event of

bis not being able to he here in person they will be read

by his son, Mr. Frank Leslie Seymour-Jones, also a leather

chemist who will in addition read a paper of his own. The
younger chemist "is from Wrexham, Wales. He will leave

Liverpool on August 28th on the "Carmania".

Another prominent figure in the leather industry of

Great Britain, who wild address the Section is Mr. Joseph

Turney Wood. He is the discoverer of processes of tanning

in which paricreatin is used instead of the crude and ob-

noxious mixtures employed by the old-time journeyman

tannens. Mr. Wood was the first secretary of the Society

of Leather Trades Chemists.

Some of the noted foreign chemists whose papers will

be read if they cannot appear in person are Professor IT. P.

Proctor, affectionately known as the Father of Leather

Chemistry, who was long identified with the University

of Leeds ; Dr. E. iSehell, cf Haver, France : and Mr. Fini

P'nna, of Copenhagen, Denmark.

How tanning as a science has advanced in recent years

is shown by the fact that among those who are to address

the Leather Chemistry Section is Dr. Jacques Loeb. a

noted American biologist connected with the Pockfeller

Institute for Medical Research.

Original and novel methods of tannine: based upon the

studies of electricity will be described by Mr. John Arthur

Wilson, of Milwaukee, chairman of the Leather Chemistry

Section. His discoveries have been termed revolutionary.

His researches have shown the reasons for the chemical

changes which take place in the tanning process, as

distinguished from methods which rested merely upon

ancient traditions; Although tanning is one of the oddest

arts in the world it has not come under control of scientific

research to the extent that manv other industries have. It

is expected that the papers of Mr. Wilson and of other

leather chemists of the pioneer class will cause an earnest

and heated discussion.

Closely associated with Mr. Wilson in his investiga-

tions is Professor Arthur W. Thomas, who is making im-

portant studies of the relation of electrical discharges of

materials used in tanning to the manufacture of leather.

His laboratory is in Havemeyer Hall, Columbia University,

where the sessions of the Leather Chemistry Section are to

be held. In it is unique and costly equipment provided

from a special fund given by a well-known Milwaukee
tanner. The results of these researches are made available,

however, for the entire tanning industry.

On a bench in this laboratory, occupying an area of
a square yard, is what is reputed to be the smallest tannery
in the world. With it complicated processes, of tanning are

perfectly conducted although on such a miniature scale.

In addition to the Leather Chemistry Section meetings
of the sections on cellulose, sugar, petroleum and chemical
education, and of ten important divisions of the American
Chemical Society will be held at Columbia Univers'ty.

It is expected that about four thousand Anglo-Saxon
chemists — British, Canadian and American — will attend

the general and special meetings to be held in New-York
City from September 6th to 10th inclusive. They will

remain for the Seventh National Exposition of Chemical
Industries which will take place- at the Eighth Coast

Artillery Armory in New York City during the week of

September 12th to 17th inclusive. This exposition will have

important exhibits of American chemical products and
machinery, and also Government exhibits, designed to show
the progress which has been made in industrial chemistry

tbroughout the United States. More than four hundred
exhibitors have already taken space.

WASTAGE IN HIDES.

A correspondent, signing himself "Hides" wrote to

the Toronto Globe recently as follows

:

"At the present time, particularly in our Northwest

Provinces, it is impossible to dispose of hides in small

numbers to the dealers where there is considerable rail

haul owing to the high freight rates.

The high cost of salt, labor, freight and other char-

ges makes the initial value of the hides almost equal to

their value to the tanners.

Until freight rates are lower and cheaper salt ob-

tainable, the farmer and country butcher can get very

little out of their hide?, consequently they are not taking

proper care of them. Tbese things do not apply to so

great an extent to packer hides, because they are held by

big concerns in large centres, and do not pass through the

bands of dealers.

Today, in many parts of our* own Northwest, as well

as in the United States dealers have withdrawn their

travellers from the road because, after holding the hide«.

hoth farmer and country butcher refuse to sell at the

low price the dealer can afford to pay.

The result of this will be that before long there will

be a scarcity of hides, so that there must be an increase

in the price of leather du to this scarcity, and furtber

along an increase in the price of boots and shoes.

Id the meantime a great many hides throughout the

country are being iniproperlv cured owing to the high

price of salt, and will eventually find their way to market
in a damaged condition, producing an inferior quality of

leather. The remedy, therefore, appears to be an imme-
diate reduction in freight rates and labor if we are to

have cheaper footwear.

SCOTCH MARKET FOR CANADIAN SHOES.

The Canadian Trade Commissioner in Scotland cons-

iders that countrv offer a very fair market for Canadian

shoes. Footwear of medium to good quality and prices would

be the most saleable in either men's or women's styles.

Damp proof qualities are essential for that climate while

styles should not embody any extreme features. A sound

shoe of good wearing quality to retail at 35 to 50 shillings

should be saleable in Scotland. ,__
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Late Summer
And
Early Fall

are times when a big volume of sales may be had by the

dealer selling

SPEED KING
OUTING SHOES

Push them NOW — there's a month or two yet and you can
have brisk selling in these lines. By offering Speed Kings
to your customers you are giving them the most cool, com-
fortable and restful footwear there is, plus reliability in

wear service. They are made in a variety of styles and all

sizes and will meet any demand of your customers satis-

factorily.

Watch your stock. No doubt it will be low by this time in

some styles and sizes and it is imperative that you keep
your stock complete if you are to reap EVERY sale. Our
wholesalers will give you immediate shipment.

ATHLETE

GEM

ALWEAR PLAYMATE VACATION

INDEPENDENT WHOLESALERS
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Halifax, N.S.
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S.
Brown, Rochette, Limited - - Quebec, Que.
James Robinson Co., Limited - Montreal, Que,
Locke Footwear Co. Ltd. - Montreal, Que.
J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto, Ont.
White Shoe Co., Limited ... Toronto, Ont.

C. Weaver .. .. . . Trenton, Ont.
The London Shoe Co., Limited - London, Ont.
T. Long & Brother, Limited - Collingwood, Ont.
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited - Regina, Sask.
Dowers Limited .... Edmonton, Aita.
The J. Leckie Co., Limited - - Vancouver, B.C.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited
Merritton Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Some Thoughts

On Advertising

How and when to Do It — When
Properly Done it Pays well.

A WESTERN correspondant writes us at some lenght

dealing with the question of advertisings as it ap-

plies to the shoe repair man. He says :

—

"I am glad to note the prominence given in your re-

cent issue to the question of advertising methods as applied

to the shoe repair business. Too many people still think of

the shoe repair establishment in terms of the old fashioned

cobbler. And1

, cm the other hand thera are too many shoe

repair men who still either think of themselves in the same
terms, or have not developed to the same extent that the

shoe repair business has. It is those men we want to get

into associations, and) to put into contact with their com-

petitors on a friendly basis. We are all working together

for the benefit of the trade in general, and whr.t benefits

one is to the advantage of all.

The matter of educating the public ami some repaii

men to understand that it. is today not a question of re-

pairing or cobbling boots, so much as of "rebuilding" them,

is of paramount importance.

Advertising in General.

The writing of advertisements is unquestionably a

business in ttsalf. It is not to be expected that shoe Tepai-

rei'p should be adept in the art of writing advertisements

that will produce results. Tt is true that business men un-

derstand a great deal more about advertising that w;v the

rule- a decade ago. There are many shoe repairers who can

write as good "copy" as any advertising man can produce,

but such men cannot always spare the time from other

duties that it is necessary to give to writing advertisements.

But today from several sources it-
:

is. possible to obtain

electros or cuts with catchy reading matter attfdhed, all

ready to hand to the printer, or to embody in your adverti-

sements.

Newspaper Advertising.

"There can be no doubt that local newspapers consti-

tute the best medium for reaching out after business.

Through an advertisement in. your local newspaper an ad-
vertiser can go into the most exclusive homes. In fact in

this manner he can reach all classes of the reading public.

The advertiser can virtually compel people to read his

advertisement if it is properly illustrated and displayed.

"Li order to secure results from advertisincr it is ne-
tt*6sary to advertise regularly, systematic1

ly and constant-
ly. Spasmodic advertising is almost worse than useless.

Cuts Increase Drawing Power.

"People will nearly always read an advertisement if

it is properly illustrated, for the reason that the moment
the paper is opened the cut catches (he eye. Tt a'tracts

attention to the advertisement. The most successful ad-

vertiser everywhere uses cuts to draw attention to what
they have to say. But make sure that the cuts you use are

in keeping with the reading matter of the advertisement.

A striking cut alone will not do the work : you must back

it lip with some information about yourself, or about the

service and goods you have to sell.

Short advertisements are best.

"The public as a rule will not read Ion? advertise-

ments. Summed irp in a few words the best advertisement

is the one that the reader sees, may be read at a glance.

Brevity is not only the soul of wit, it is also the life of

an advertisement.

"If there i< anything in these ideas of value to your

readers, they are welcome to them.''

TORONTO REPAIR MEN IN ENGLAND.
Messrs. Hendry, Butterworth and Skilling, of Toronto, with M. Gallop, of London, Eng.
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A PATENT SHOE STRETCHER.

One of the representatives! of the Shoe & Leather
Journal writes us as follows :

"While on a trip through the West T made it a point
to go to Castor to see Mr. G. W. E. Hohme, one of out
subscribers who has a 'Canadian and U. S. Patent on a

shoe stretcher", with which to stretch a shoe at the point
of the toe as well as at any other place of the shoe where
stretching is required. The .Shoe & Leather Journal describ-

ed this to its readers in its issue of June 15, 1918. I had
the opportunity to see and examine its usefulness and
found it to be excellent in every respect and think that

it docs the work better than any other stretcher of which
I have heard. Since the issue of the patent Mr. Hohme has
kept on developing it and has it now so that its mamifactnr

ing cost witli proper machinery will allow it to compete
with the old stretchers in price, while its usefulness is three
and four fold. The extending heel permits the stretcher to

reach forward to stretch the point for the big toe as easily

as for the side of the little toe.

Hitherto the high cost of material and labor with its

uncertainty has been a drawback to manufacturing and
marketing them successfully, but the time is changing now
and the way the stretcher has been developed it cannot

fail to be a success if put on the market and if some man-
ufacturer should take it up. It is an article of real merit

and needed by everyone who is handling shoes. Mr. Hohme
will be found very reasonable to deail with as he has not

the right opportunity to manufacture them himself on a

lame scale."

Are you one of the very few Houses
in the industry not handling

National Shoe Plates?

If so we would like to send you samples

"National" Shoe Plates

are made in three sizes, from cold
Easy to drive on, hard to wear off.

Easy to drive on ,hard to wear off.
—WHITE US FOR SAMPI^ES—TO-DAY.

—

Nationa9 Shoe Plate Mfg.
160 No. Wells St.

Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

Co.

The Last Word
in Sole Stitchers

np HIS is our model "S"
* stitcher which has proven

itself far superior to all other
types whether they be Royal-

ty machines or not.

Ask the men who own Un-
iversal Machinery. They are

satisfied.

No Duty No Royalty

Best in the Long Run

Universal Shoe Machinery of
CANADA, LIMITED

124-128 Queen St. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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GREETINGS FROM EDMONTON

Ten years of successful business is the outcome of

steady and persistent efforts of W. T. Terry in the city

of Edmonton. Mr. Terry went to the West in 1910 as a

young man from the East from the town of St. Marys,

Ontario, having worked for R. Northgrave. The business

of his store is made up of a good shoe repair trade and

a nice steady retail business. Mr. Terry says it is a plea-

sure for him to do business with the people of the City

of Edmonton, for they take pleasure in giving the small
1

jnan a chance. Mr. Terry writes us :

—

"Being a past President of the Edmonton and Dis-

trict Shoe Repairers' Association I would like to say that

our Association has exceeded our expectations' inasmuch

as we have about seventy-five percent of the repairmen as

members. We anticipate holding our annual picnic some

time during the summer, which is always an event looked

forward to. Our financial position is very favorable and
we are always able to dig down into the treasury when
the necessity arises. We are glad to be able to let the

other Associations hear of our progress, and wish" them
all every success."

TORONTO SHOE REPAIRMEN'S MEETING.

The regular meeting of the Toronto Shoe Bepairers'

Association was held on the evening of Thursday, August
11th and despite the rainy weather, a good turnout was
on hand when the meeting was called to order by the

President, Mr. S. Burnett.

Mr. J. W. Hendry gave a very interesting talk on
his recent visit to England and it was enjoyed by all.

A very lively debate took place on the Price Question
and it was decided that was an unwise move to lower

prices at the present time.

A hearty vote of thanks was tendered Mr. S. Burnett

and Mr. J. Merchant for the fine manner in which they

conducted things at the recent Shoe Repairers' Conven-

tion.

It was also resolved at the meeting to appoint an
Organizer and this was left in the hands of the Executive

Committee.

HAMILTON REPAIRMEN'S PICNIC.

The fifth annual picnic of the Hamilton Repairers'

Association was held on July 20th in Dundas Park. The
weather was fine and about one hundred and fifty turned

out. The races were well entered, and everything went

off well. In the feature event of the day the West End
shoemakers defeated the East End shoemakers at base-

ball. A long list of athletic events was run off and suit-

able prizes were- distributed, which were due to the gen-

erosity of the various wholesale firms. Among the To-
ronto visitors were Messrs. Burnett, Merchant, Wallace,

Beal, Angus, Ingram and Van Stone.

OFFICERS OF BRANTFORD ASSOCIATION.

At the Annual Meeting of the Brantford Shoe Re-

pairers Association on June 23, 1921, the following were

elected officers for the ensuing year:

—

President—A. Johnson.

Vice President—J. W. Farnden.

Sec. Treasurer—S. Hall.

Executive CoTnmittee; S. Rogers, T. Smith, W.
Clarkson, W. Clarkson, W. S. Pettit.

WESTERN REPAIR MAN INVENTS BOBBIN
WINDER.

That the shoe repair man is constantly seeking some-

thing new and better is evidenced by the following letter,

received from Mr. P. F. Douglas, of Minnedosa, Man.
Mr. Douglas has invented a new bobbin winder and is

anxious to let his colleagues in the repair trade know
about it. He says :

—

"I have taken out patent rights for a self bobbin

winder on a shoemakers patching machine. This device

does away entirely with the present article of winding by

hand. To the busy repairman it would be welcome as the

spools are so small, and soon emptied, often causing the

shoemaker to use strong adjectives. The shoemaker does

not need to stop his machine to fill his bobbin, it fills as

he operates and automatically stops when full, waiting to

be cut off. There is no friction to it, no-pressure whatever,

in fact the operator forgets that it is there, he is only

reminded of it when he needs a full bobbin and the time

lost is only when he is removing the empty one for to

place the full one. It is easily attached to end of machine.

There is not much mechanism to it, the writer thought of

the simplest way and unnecessary expense in the manu-
facture. It comprises a small bracket screwed to a wooden
board. Said board is screwed to holes that are already

made in the plate ; bracket holds small spindle and groove

pulley with a little cut off plate attached over the spool.

When said spool is full the thread winds up in a

groove in the plate and stays tight in the groove and
still the wheel keeps going; the pressure on the machine
is so slight that it cannot be felt at all. At the other end

is the large spool to feed the bobbin. Tension is caused

by thread running round an empty spool slipped on a

piece of stout wire. The movement of the winder causes

the spool to revolve with the thread and still have the

tension and swaying movement to fill the bobbin evenly.

The device is a good one, and I would not use the

old style at any price. It can be made and sold reasonably
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Has a Fiber Tough and Strong
Our welting is always strong and dependable. It HAS to meet our
standards first or go into the discard. Those who use it understand why
we can so fully guarantee satisfaction. We should like YOU to know why,
also. May we send you some samples, especially of chocolate and
mahogany, with interesting prices?

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
INCORPORATED

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

Department of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass.
SALES OFFICES:

BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA, Southwest Corner Fifth and Arch Streets- CINCINNATI 410East Eighth Street; CHICAGO, 305 West Lake Street; ST. LOUIS, No. 1419 'oiivs StROCHESTER, N.Y., 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY. 33 Spruce Street.
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND, Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois, 47 Rue des P*tites Ecuries, Paris.

cheap. The only wonder I have is that the prior article

can be so crude and still have a market. Perhaps you may
know of some one that might be interested or probably

you could have the view of some of the up-to-date repair

men. .

Condensed Ads

FOR SALE.—New McKay machine for sale, com-
plete with counter shaft $725.00 f.o.b. Calgary, Alta. Also

a four-foot sole dyeing machine in perfect condition, witli

counter shaft, complete $300.00 f.o.b. Calgary, Alta. Apply
to The Calgary Shoe Hospital, 233A, 8th Avenue West,

Calgary, Alta.

WANTED by specialized manufacturers, traveller or

agent in every province for first class product, as side line

on commission basis. One acquainted with shoe trade or

shoe findings preferred. Apply giving personal informa-

tion to Box 981, SHOE & LEATHER JOURNAL, 545

•King Street West, Toronto.

WANTED traveller with connection in Western Can-
ada to carry line of Men's High Grade English Shoes and
Gaiters. Apply Box 982, SHOE & LEATHER JOUR-
NAL, 545 King St. West, Toronto, Out.

WANTED—Good superintendant for an up-to-date
factory making men's and Women's Welts and McKays;
present capacity 1,500 to 2,000 pairs a day. Must be of a
good ability to produce quality and quantity. Must speak
French. Good position for the right man. Mention re-

ference and salary expected. Also a good foreman of the
same capacity to take charge of the Bottoming Room.
Apply to Box 983, SHOE & LEATHER JOURNAL, 545
King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

SHOE SALESMAN, with comprehensive experience,

is desirous of connecting with a good shoe house as Man-
ager of store or department, would be willing to invest

some capital or would buy moderate sized business. West-
ern Canada preferred but not essential. Apply Box 985,

SHOE & LEATHER JOURNAL, 545 King Street West,

Toronto, Ont.

OUR STYLE 645

BABIES' SOFT SOLE SHOES
We solicit inquiries from findings jobbers.

This is a new and fast growing business.Especially attractive prices will

be quoted to jobbers who communicate with us at this time.

We are featuring' Style ©45 and 160 Soft Sole Baby Shoes.

All styles and colors. Prices low to build trade.

Boston Baby Shoe Mfg. Company
Manufacturers of fine soft sole baby shoes and sandals.

3 Foster Street PEABODY, MASS. OUR STiXE 160

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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BETTER LAST SERVICE
¥1^7 HILE the recent increase in the size of our plant has

YY made it possible to make exceptionally quick delivery

of Lasts, and while the enlargement of our dry-kiln

capacity has enabled us to use thoroughly conditioned wood,
we have not allowed the business to become too large for close

personal supervision.

Close attention to your business with us, is giving you better

Last service.

TRADE NOTES.
Harvey Murphy, Nanaimo, B.C. mens furnishings

and shoes, lost his mother last week. She died from

heart failure at Vancouver. She had the influenza and

the after effects left her with a weak heart. She Avas

buried at Nanaimo.
Mr. R. J. Matchett, Manager of the American Boot

.Shop, 541 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C. is leaving in

the month of August for the East. Mr. Matchett is going

on a buying trip, first to New York then Montreal,

(juebec, Toronto and London. Mr. Matchett is taking his

holidays while making the trip. He reports that they have

not recovered the $1,800.00 that was stolen from the safe,

two weeks ago. The incident has given the American Boot

Shop great publicity and was a great advertisement al-

though expensive.

Cotton Shoe

Linings

Ducks. Etc., Etc

Side Leathers

Splits

Tannery

1704 Iberville St

Montreal

FROM

Rubber Cement

Bottom Filler

Sheepskins

Rubber
Cement Factory

26 Gladstone Ave.

Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" toAort writing an advertiser
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CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been
the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St. W„ Montreal
PERCY J. MULBURN, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHAKD FKERBS, Agent

Mentidn "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

SO-S'b

Our NON-ROYALTY

Standard - Consolidated

Lasting Machine

The Best Lasting

Machine

on the Market

All Parts are Interchangeable.

For Prices and Particulars apply

The Machinery Company

Limited

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing cm advertiser
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COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of
excess meat. Thoroughly cured and
out of our first salting1

.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable
tare, giving an excellent delivery.

Hide and Calfskin Cellar, MONTREAL
OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FOLLOWS:

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John, N.B.
Windsor, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.

NEWCASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White, Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits,
Indias, Heavy Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas, as well as for Cotton and Cloths.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch—33.S Craig St. W.. Montreal
Factory—Wilmington. Del., U.S.A.

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwear

-------- builds
prestige and an enviable reputation
for better grade retailers. They are
carefully made of selected materials
by expert turn workmen."

HAZEN B. GOODRICH £V CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

J.HARDYSMITH & SONS H,DE
F
a
ACT

L
o
E

Js
THER

CODES: MARCONI, BENTLEY, LIEBEE,
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTER. Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS

f
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOR HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

MORSON, BOSWELL & COMPANY
IMPORTERS

64 Wellington St. West St. Nicholas Building

TORONTO MONTREAL

We Specialize in

CLOTH SHOE TOPPING—Black and all Colors

COTTON SHOE LININGS GAITER CLOTHS

Mention "Shoe and Leather, Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at ail principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE NEW YORK (INC AGO

'We deliver what you buy'
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22 FOOT OOODYEAR SHOE REPAIR OUTFIT, MODEL N.

THE TORONTO EXHIBITION
Is an OPPORTUNITY
to see in OPERATION

The Most Complete and Up-to-date Shoe Repair Outfits

on the Market and also the Smaller

MADE IN CANADA

Shoe Repair Outfits
THERE IS A SIZE TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS

COPY OF OUR LATEST SHOE REPAIR CATALOGUE AND FULL PARTICULARS AS TO
OUR EASY TERMS CAN BE OBTAINED AT OUR BOOTH IN MACHINERY HALL

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited
MONTREAL

TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC
20 Adelaide Street, West 46 Foundry Street, South 28 Demers Street

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



Clarke Prestige

It has come to be a matter of pride for the progressive shoe manufacturer

and retailer to "point to their Patent Leather Footwear Productions and

say, "That's Clarke's Patent."

In appearance it speaks of Beauty and Quality. In actual service it tells the

story of long satisfactory wear. It wins the class of trade that PAYS.

Remember the superiority of Clarke's Patent when providing for your patent

leather requirements for the coming season.

ttfarntttn

lOnmrijPB at ittontrral Qpurbrr

Largest Producers of Patent Leather in the British Empire



THE THIRTY-FOURTH YEAR. TORONTO, SEPTEMBER 1st, 1921

1

FOR DESCRIPTION OF THESE SHOES SEE PAGE 57

«Bjk. JSetoport ^liocb

fefei^ THE SHOES THAT HAVE
WJk '^BP>V^r SET A NEW STANDARD
^BPS^^^r IN CANADA FOR WOMEN'S

^^^m^liSi^i TURNED FOOTWEAR « *
*

• ^HH^ 'K* NEWPORT SHOE
CO. LIMITED

^^1^^^ TORONTO, ONTARIO

SAMPLES CAN BE SEEN AT ROOM 749 KING EDWARD HOTEL DURING EXHIBITION

ACTON PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED
TORONTO MONTREAL
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fig**
[bork's falls^

CANADA

FOR THREE GENERATIONS
MANUFACTURERS OF

LONG WEAR

SOLE LEATHER
OF HIGHEST QUALITY

OUR TANNAGES HAVE
THROUGH MANY YEARS

- PROVEN THEIR WORTH TO
SCORES OF SATISFACTIED

CUSTOMERS

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

Kitchener

Penetang

SALES OFFICES
Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls

jMBBBOBlliaHIifflMBlMnHlglB IllHHIIHIIIIWIIIIilll lHIIIItfllllHJ

Mention ''Shoe anil Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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There Are

No Better

Made —
Quality has built the
largest counter busi-

ness in the British

Empire.

Of all things made and used by in the Shoe

Industry, the Counter receives probably the

greatest attention.

Because D & P Counters, of all grades, are

made to not only withstand the closest

scrutiny but to outlast unusual abuse, man-

ufacturers know they are "the thing" to use.

OF COURSE THEY ARE. GUARANTEED

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

St. Hyacinthe 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL
REPRESENTATIVES:

For Ontario:—E. R. Lewis* 45 Front St- East, Toronto

For Quebec City:—Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Children's Trade
Will Bring The Rest
MERCHANTS are not slow to appreciate the fact that

"Family Trade" is their sure road to profit.

To-day, more merchants than ever realize that a reputa-
tion for serving the needs of the youngsters lands and holds, thi;

trade. With Globe Pillow Welts, its easy.

A CARD WILL BRING A REPRESENTATIVE.

No. XX 202.

—

A specialty of the Women's Fat Ankle type. A Dongola extension edge turn with

Pillow Insole and Rubber Heel. Made in Blucher, Bal. or Button. Widths—£. EE. and EEE.

A leader wherever shown. Prices and samples on application.

GLOBE SHOE, LIMITED
TERREBONNE - - QUE.

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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GLASGOW ^avis Calf In

O D f\ t> ITU Scotch Grain,
D MX \J Li U ML Brown or Black

For the coming season no shoe will go higher in popularity than

the Scotch Grain Brogue, for both Men and Women.

In Men's Brogues no shoe will outclass those made with Davis'

Glasgow Brogue. In weight, in texture and in fine grain finish

it is the ideal Men's Brogue leather. It makes up into a shoe

that is a rare combination of stability and style — a shoe that

is sure to meet the big popular demand because of its leadership

in both Quality and Value.

Every manufacturer can improve his range of samples by

including Glasgow Brogue productions. Be sure to show it.

SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST.

DAVIS LEATHER COMPANY
LIMITED

NEWMARKET, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Shoemakers for over a Century to the Particular Men and Women of Canada.

Manufacturers for Canada of Dr. A. Reed Cushion Sole Shoes.

pride with the personel of our organization.

No fluctuations of market or conditions of trade cause

us to swerve from the very definite policy of making

shoes of a high order — shoes that will earn a full

measure of profit and increasing good-will for the

merchant.

A happy combination of Pride and Common-sense.

J. & T. Bell, Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Toronto Sample Rooms: Boom 206 Stair Bid?., No. 123 Bay Street

C. E. Fice, Representative

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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" Dalaco
"

" Patricia
"

" Metropolitan
"

In these brands you will find the complete assortment —
from the more moderntely priced to the finer lines, McKays,

Turns and Welts.

And nowhere else can the merchant find better values or

more honest service.

A REPRESENTATIVE WILL CALL IF YOU
REQUEST IT.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



STYLE LEADERS, BUT
COMBINING WITH THEIR
SMARTNESS THAT
MOST ESSENTIAL THING
IN SHOES - QUALITY!

Geo. A. SLATER, Limited

Manufacturers - - - Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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(

~{J!)hat the Jfand ofthe T^rinter

jfotdsjor Ifou

People who have never seen you or your goods are

made to see by your printing.

Your factory, of which you are so proud, your product,

which you have labored to perfect — these things are

your reason for living. But most of your customers

and prospects get their impression of you and your

work from printed pages.

When you invite people to send for your printing, you

really invite them to send for the photograph of your

life work. The hand of the printer moulds the public's

opinion of you and your product.

We would suggest that an Acton man demonstrate to

you how we can assist your efforts in making your

Catalogue or Booklet truly expressive of your business.

ACTON PUBLISHING COCmkcS
P K\ NTE US AND DESIGN E US

'"TORONTO"^ONnWEAL

The Imprint that

Guarantees

Quality

This mark is our guar-

antee that your order

will be filled according

to specifications.

It is like the artist's

name on a picture, the

author's name on a

book, the hall-mark on

a piece of silver. It

symbolizes the work

of a quality house—a

house that is proud

to "sign" its finished

product.

It means that you are

getting the best there

is in printing service

at a price that is i'ustm

ified by the character

of the work; printing

that will represent

your house to its sat-

isfaction and to its

credit and profit.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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AT THE FRONT
Tamo Glared Kid

WHEREVER good shoes are

known and genuinely stylish

leathers appreciated, there you

find FAMO KID at the front.

FOREMOST in cutting economies,

in style effect, and in durability,

it stands pre-eminent as the all-

round practical leather to bring credit

to your product.

HENWOOD & NOWAK, INC.
Tannery at Wilmington, Del.

General Offices: 95 South St., Boston

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE NEW SHOE POLISH

CHAS. TILLEY & SON
90 Richmond St., West - - TORONTO,£Onf.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

THE BRAJVDON SHOE CO., Limited
Brantford, Ont,

Announce to the Shoe Trade of Canada the introduction of

their new line of Women's Welts, made in various leathers

on up-to-date lasts and in the latest patterns.

These ladies shoes will be made entirely in a separate

department from our men's welts, so that there will be none

of the earmarks of mens shoes on our Ladies Footwear.

Our Slogan "where quality counts we win" will be strictly

adhered to in the production of these high grade ladies

shoes.

Both mens and ladies lines will be carried by our travellers

and a full range of samples will be ready by August 25th.

As our representatives cannot call on you all early in the

season, we ask you to kindly wait and look over our entire

range. You will find it a decidedly interesting showing. .

Thanking our friends in the trade for past favors, we

remain, IflK

Yours respectfully,

The BRANDON SHOE CO., Limited

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" When 'writing an advertiser
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Ralston's Polishes set a standard in polish production that gives them actual superiority and
makes them the most dependable polishes you can handle. A more beautiful and lasting

shine and preservative powers that improve the texture of the leather and prolong the life

of the shoe are qualities that Ralston methods of polish making put into these high-grade
polishes.

RALSTON'S SUEDE DRESSING RALSTON'S WHITE DRESSING

Two great sellers for the Summer Season. Be sure of Satisfying your customers by selling

them the best.

A Dressing for Every Shoe A Complete Range of Findings

Robt. Raldston & Company

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when loriting an advertiser
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There's No Need for Argument

Union made shoes—bearing the stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workeds'

Union—appeal to all concumers.

Shoes without this label do not appeal to the 4,000,000 Union workers

in the United States.

These buyers give preference to shoes which bear the imprint of

fellow-associates who are banded together in the common cause for

industrial justice.

Have you made your store the headquarters for this large trade

which insists upon buying Union Labelled shoes ?

Ia will pay you to sell shoes which appeal to every class sof buyer

—

where there's no need for argument.

Boot and Shoe Workers' Union

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 SUMMER STREET - BOSTON, MASS.

COLLIS LOVELY, Gen. Pres. CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen. Sec.-Treas.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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DISPLAY FIXTURES THAT SELL SHOES

BEAUTIFUL ADAM and POMPEIAN DESIGNS
FINISHED IN OLD IVORY OR ROMAN GOLD.

These Clatworthy Fixtures make possible the displaying of your shoes to the best possible advantage, and
improve the appearance and character of your store. They bare a sales help you should not Vie without.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES : CANADA

MONTREAL, E. O. Barette & Co., 301 St. James St. VANCOUVER, M. E. Hatt & Co., 318 Homer St.

QUEDEQ, Nap. Eebigare, 203 Des Fosses St. WINNIPEG, S. J. Barley, General Delivery.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Another improvement in National Cash Registers.

Low-priced receipt printer.

To all merchants:

When you press a key on this register

—

(1) It shows the price of the article.

(2) It prints a record for the merchant.

(3) It prints this receipt for the customer.

(4) It opens the cash drawer.

(5) It adds up the money received for the day.
Copy of receipt printed for

each customer

Now there is a receipt-printing National Cash Register for every line of business.

Old registers bought, sold, repaired, and exchanged.

Easy payments. Liberal allowance for old registers.

We make cash re^istefrs for every line of businessNATIONAL
CASH REGISTER CO.

OF CANADA LIMITED

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser

J. BLANK
214 Main Street

Blankville

-.40

Amount of
Purchase Shown

Above

05 SEPT 10
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UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553, St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

EASY SELLERS FOR FALL
A big part of the problem of picking popular

sellers for Fal
1

. Trade is solved when you

make a selection from

THE ACKERMAN LINE

They have proven their sales pulling qualities in all parts of Canada for

many seasons. This season they will be more popular than ever because

of the good value we are offering.
>

See that you do not lack these reliable sellers.

Distributors for XapI« fe"U*?nd KQbbers
Fleet Foot Outing Shoes

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co., Limited
PETERBORO, ONT. Western Branch, REGINA, SASK.

MAKERS OF THE "PETERBORO" SHOE

Mention "Sho'e and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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GENUINE SERVICE
HHE wide distribution of A. H. M. Branches is an important

factor in present-day merchandising. -

v

Those merchants using our in-stock service will find it possible to

secure prompt shipment on many of the popular styles of the day.

Manufactured and sold by

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY, LIMITED
HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

ATM
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Finer
Shoe-Making

"Canadian Footwear" Shoes embody all

that is new in design, all that is to be

desired in good shoe-making and at better

prices than usual.

"Canadian Footwear" Shoes are to be

classed among the finer lines — but they

are not at all high in price.

In other words, the shoes show the latest

in design, they are well made from care-

fully selected leather and well finished.

The two models we show here are

regular lines being shipped on
order for early Fall trade. While

complying with the demand of
the season in every way they arc

not extreme in design at all.

They are safe Shoe to buy to

retail around $9.00.

Jobbers and Merchants will both find the

new Canadian Footwear line to be a

leader with them.

A card will bring our representative .

Canadian Footwear Co., Limited

Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Guay Counters

are Guaranteed

THE surest proof of the value in Guay's

Counters is found in our unqualified

guarantee.

There are no "if's, ands or buts" — if the

counter fails, we pay for the shoe.

The price of Guay Counters is lower, too.

than you would expect to find in merchandise

backed by such a guarantee.

EUGENE GUAY, Reg.
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CALF AND KIP SIDES

STORM CALF
ALL COLLORS

H. B. JOHNSTON & CO.
TORONTO, CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Men Do
Appreciate Style

WHEREVER you travel, on business or pleasure,

if you watch the show windows of progressive

merchants, you will find definite interest in

men's styles.

—For you will see many attractive dis-

plays of Mens Welts of a fine order and

bearing all the ear-marks of styles that

are new.

—And, if you are a careful observer,

you will note that many men pause to

examine the display.

It is just such appreciation of style in well made shoes

at moderate prices that is maintaining and enhancing

the reputation of Tetrault Men's Welts.

TETRAULT MENS WELTS ARE SOLD BY
GOOD JOBBERS EVERYWHERE.

Tetrault Shoe Mfg., Co.

LIMITED

MONTREAL, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Style

Service

For Shoe Manufacturers

Some manufacturers have asked us why we do

not publish cuts or drawings of new designs in

shoes. If we did this it would be entirely contrary

to the style Service we try to give.

We treat each shoe manufacturer confidentially,

we study the line he is making, we suggest and

submit such styles and designs as are suitable

for his particular line.

The adopted styles of any one manufacturer we
do not give to another .

This gives the shoe manufacturer the confident

feeling that his line is individual and that his

styles are different than his competitors.

A Style Service of this kind is interesting.

For the convenience of Ontario Manufacturers Tfe have

an office at No. 64 Wellington St W.

ROOM 212, TORONTO, ONT.; TEL. ADELAIDE 4499

UNITED LAST COMPANY
LIMITED

MONTREAL - - CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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H. N. LINCOLN

Factory and Branch:

37 Foundry St. S.

KITtJHENER, ONT.

. REPRESENTING

American Lacing Hook Co.,

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machnes

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.
Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.
Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean, Chase Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods.
Cotton Threads

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,
Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe Gum
Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.
Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die Blocks

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds.
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Goodyear
Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,

Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

J Spaulding & Sons Co.,

N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Counters,
Fibre Innersoling

Textile Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imit. Leather
Facing, Welting, etc.

Safety Utility Economy Co.
Boston, Mass.

Electric Heating Equipment

SHOE MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA
MAIN OFFICE

154 NOTRE DAME ST., WEST

MONTREAL

In addition to the lines shown in the list of

Houses we represent and for which we are

Exclusive Agents, we carry large stocks of

Specialties.
fc

We are ready to Serve You Right on any of

the following lines. Ask for Samples and

Prices or send us a trial order.

Belting

Oak Tanned - Tannate

Belt Hooks and Pliers

Bows - all sizes

Breasting Knives

Crayons - Marking for

Leather and Rubber

Cheese Cloth

Cover for Linings

Covering Paper

Branch:
566 St. Valler

QUEBEC

Dry Paste Stickfast

Kegs and Bbls.

Silkolene Silk Wipers

Sponges

Dressing, Gumming

Tag Holders

Tarred Felt

Thread Cotton for Puritans

Tubes for all Perforators

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO
Montreal Kitchener Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-

tent of 35%.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-

perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer

this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York.

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3 V2 c. " "

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCOIU'ORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of

Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho legs.

. i

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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" Sportsman
"

(Delivery in 30 Days)

The call for a shoe that is

easy on the foot, that is

stout enough to stand all

sorts of abuse and yet that

can be sold for a good

profit at a reasonable price

is responsible for the offer-

ing of this Goodyear Welt

winter calf, viscolized sole

shoe to retail less than $16.

You should see this sample

and judge for yourself.

A Representative Will Call If

You Say So.

This is but a sample of a line of specialties for, whether it be for

men or women — McKay, Goodyear or Turn — each Dufresne &
Locke Shoe is the product of a separate and specially organized

plant.

SAMPLES AND PRICES SENT ON APPLICATION.

Dufresne & Locke, Limited

Montreal, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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FIFTY YEARS PRODUCING HONEST LEATHERS
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R1MNING
MANUFACTURERS OF

BOARDEDAND SMOOTH
BLACKS AND C0MSB

SHEEP SKINS CHROME SOLE COTTON FINDINGS

12 9 SOUTH STREET

,

BOSTON , MASS.,
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Evan's "Havana"
and"Evans Blacks"

HESE are two of the safest Kids you can cut

this season.

The color of the Havana Brown is en-

riched by the beautiful finish and lustre fc:

which Evans Kid is known. The Blacks are,

beyond doubt, the finest we have aver offered the trade.

Manufacturers or Merchants interested will be sent

samples on request

MADE IN CANADA BY

John R. Evans Leather Co., Limited

214 LEMOINE STREET MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Staples Lead

AH Over

Canada

Staples
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No. 313

—

A Women's Gun Metal Calf
Oxford. Single sole McKay. Whole
quarter. Perforated tip. A popu-
lar shoe also in style with its

medium fine toe.

ace Facts

'

J

1 HE back-bone of your business is the

buyer of Staple, every-day shoes.

For that buyer, you can plan six months

ahead. He is safe.

When thinking in terms of that buyer, think

of "Yamaska" — the finest line of Staples

made in Canada.

Yamaska Staples are standard all over Canada.

The Yamaska is one of the very few lines of

staples sold direct to the Retail Merchant.
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Good Sense

There is an irresistable flow of good-
will toward the best Fibre Counters.

As this sentiment is founded on the
inherent qualities of the product —
qualities proven in service — the use
of Bennett Counters is a tribute to

the wisdom of any manufacturer.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.

Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers

in the British Empire

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CUTTING OUT THE WASTE

THE war taught us a great many lessons and perhaps none more valuable than the necessity

for efficiency in production. We were really just getting into the stride when peace

came, and the reaction that followed played havoc with the process of education. Since

whsn we seem to have been floundering worse than ev*»v in the bog of slip-shod methods and

loose ideals.

It was but natural that the dislocation resulting from the sudden change from war to

peace should bring about a certain amount of confusion, in some respects as costly as the war

itself, but surely in the past three yearrs there ought to be possible some measure af adjust-

ment that would permit the work of stabilizing conditions to proceed.

Efficiency is the crying need of business today and yet we seem to have swung back into

the hap-hazard methods that have made manufacturing and distribution such a precarious

operation in the past. It is time that every producer and distributor should be aroused to the

fact that if anything like normality is to be reached in tb^ next few years, everybody must do

his part in an effort to bring about this desired end.

Waste is the greatest foe to efficiency that can exist and there is enough waste of mater-

ial, time and methods to put business back upon a solid basis in six months if there was a

definite and determined effort devoted towards this elimination. In every factory, shop, farm

and home there are possibilities long this line that can offer opportunities well worth the ef-

fort.

It is the duty of every business man just now to make a survey of his establishment and

discover where he can not only cut down his direct manufacturing and selling costs, but intro-

duce means for cutting out the waste involved in careless methods, slow turnover and general

indirectness of effort. It is due to himself, his business, his creditors and the country at large

that he face the situation, and face it at once.
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In the Market

Place
Business Conditions Noted in Manu-
facturing, Wholesale, and Retail

Fields.

Surveys of the general markets show that everywhere

there is evidence of a promising fall trade, with no lack

of practical buying power and a very real necessity to

replenish trade and family stocks. With scarcely an ex-

ception the tone of public sentiment is optimistic, tem-

pered with conservatism. The belief prevails that revival

is unmistakably at hand. In many lines bare shelves of

wholesalers and retailers entail purchasing which is pro-

ceeding with healthy vigor. Liquidation is proceeding

where it has not already been accomplished. Recent dras-

tic cuts in wages have already imported a healthier tone

to steel markets. Building and maintenance plans are

being taken up as many people cannot hold off any longer

in the face of impending trade betterment. Credit are

easier, and banks are supporting sound borrowers. Crop
conditions are not all that might have been hoped for, but

this is offset by the fact that accumulations from 1920

have been pretty well cleared. What is needed, in addi-

tion to labor adjustments and hard plugging is a spirit

of optimism that will carry us well over the hill before

the turn of the year.

Retail Shoe Trade.

Retailers report their stocks of summer goods cleaned

up more closely probably than lias ever been the case be-

fore. That means not only that they should be in shape

to proceed with courage to fall selling, but that there will

be few old goods carried over for next summer. Trade at

present varies according to locality. In the large centres,

those stores which sell the finer shoes and novelties are

still enjoying good business; when they are located in

industrial districts, affected by unemployment, business

is slack. In smaller centres some retailers report fairly

good trade in staples. Late deliveries from manufacturers

--due this year largely to hand-to-mouth buying by re-

tailers, were the cause of lost sales in many quarters.

With -the tail end of the summer in sight, clearance sales

have been the order of the day. But with the arrival of

September, with which fall selling and school season

commence, a return to. more normal conditions of mer-
chandising can be looked for. At the same time, nearly

all dealers are Satisfied' that the past few months have

been good, or at least far better than they had anticipated.

For fall trade a continuation of straps is certain, with a

growing favor for oxfords in brown or black, and quite a

demand for high boots, -particularly in smaller centres.

Stocks of staples in retailers hands have been consider-

ably depleted, and this is reflected in a greater move-
ment of those goods-.

Wholesale and Manufacturing Trade.

Shoe manufacturers have been experiencing a mo-
derate slowing up of orders. Some are still booked well

ahead, while others are catching up on orders. A great

deal of the business recently placed is for thirty day deli-

very to fill up earlier orders, or because merchants are

short of many good fall lines. Women's trade still pre-

dominates, although some manufacturers of high grade
men's shoes report excellent business. Staple manufactur-

ers, particularly in the West, are receiving encouraging
orders, which would show that these lines are due for the

activity that might be expected with the approach of

rough weather. One and two strap pumps and oxfords

are still leading the procession, in black, brown and com-
binations of both kid and calf. Black satin and suede are

expected to have a good run in the fall, while an increas-

ing number of patent leather shoes in plain oxfords or in

straps are being sold and shipped. Men's shoes show a

call for heavy grain oxfords in black and brown, calf

oxfords and brown calf high shoes. Straight lasts with
square toes are decidedly popular. Manufacturers are in-

clined to be very optimistic as to the future. They feel

fhat they have weatheredthe worst of it, and are for the

most part in good shape to take care of whatever offers.

They feel that the wiser merchants will place part of

Iheir spring business in the early fall which, with "im-
mediate" orders, will keep the wheels moving until Jan-
uary. This condition will of course reflect itself in the

leather business.

Wholesalers have spent the summer reducing stocks

and endeavoring to offset their losses with -a moderate
profit on new goods. Those who had fresh merchandise to

offer found a ready market for it and the fall finds them
with shelves pretty well cleared, so far as summer goods

are concerned. Present demand is still active for imme-
diate or early delivery of straps for women and the newer
ideas for men. With a revival in business for heavier

staples prospects for the wholesale trade may be charac-

terized as bright.

Leather Markets.

Sole leather men are feeling optimistic. There has

been no decided change in conditions, but the better out-

look for fall and winter business, witli the opening up of

a certain amount of export business maintains their ideas

as to values. Moreover, hides do not. show any tendency

except in an upward direction. Demand remains con-

fined to immediate requirements of manufacturers. Calf

leather remains firm both in colored and black selections.

Continued demand for brogue shoes creates a brisk call

for Scotch grains. Suede, particularly in black, is also

having a good run. High grades of kid in black and
brown are still scarce, and producers ideas are for higher

prices. Medium and low grades are still plentiful and in

relatively poor demand.
A firmness is decidedly in evidence in the raw skin

and hide market. Producers of hides are all well sold up
and have pronounced ideas as to higher prices during the

fall. While it is not expected that the increase even over

a period of months will be more than a matter of a few

cents, the feeling is that hide prices have fallen out of

proportion to other commodities and should come back to

within striking distance of prewar prices.

Merchants will have in September, an op-

portunity to buy from what is by long odds

the best array of Spring samples yet collect-

ed. Many of these are of such a character

as to make them a safe buy now for early

Spring delivery. The price situation will en-

courage any market student to buy now.
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Stray Shots

rom Solomon

The trouble with this age is that the young
people want to begin where their fathers left off.

They expect to eat vol-au-vent of

^ir- chicken when their dads were
WA11

content with sow-belly

.

:

There is

no road to sturdy success but hard
work and prudent economy and the misfortune

with most young men; with successful parents is

that they know little of either. "Whoso keepeth

the fig tree shall eat the fruit thereof so he that

waiteth on his master shall be honored". The
waiting process is unpopular these days. "Work
and Wait" is advice well worth: heeding. All

things are possible 'to him who is content to work
and wait, for patient perseverance has its root in

a faith that laughs at impossibilities and cries "it

v
;hall be done".

Are you as good as your friends think you
are? Are you one 1 of those fellows who merely try

to live up to other people's opi-

HOW DO YOU nions or do you take the skini-

PAN OUT?' mer now and then to clear

away the scum that keeps you
from finding out the real thing? "As firing pot

for silver and the furnace for gold so is a man
to his praise". You have to get underneath to

find the pure metal. The judgment of the world

is fairly accurate. You: may depend upon it that

your character is pretty well summed ' up in the

general judgment of those about you. ^As a man
thinketh in his heart so is he" but "Out of the

abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh". So
also the hands and feet. Your testing pot is what
you say and more especially what you do and
while you may flout public opinion you will not

get far without discovering that your sins will

find you out.

It is almost as easy to get some men to appre-

ciate righteousness as it' is to move a mule with

logic. They put down conscience as

BAD prudery and principle as stubborn-

JUDG.ES ness. "Evil men understand not judgj

ment". There are some so warped by

their evil thoughts and crooked ways that they

think everybody else is like themselves and when
they find someone who leaves the sordid path of

selfishness and takes the rugged narrow way of

truth and uprightness they sneer about "cant"

and other wprldliness. They know little and care

less about the fine points in the game of life. To
ihem "I must not" is the badge of narrowness or

the indication of sickly submission to convention.

In business as in war all means and methods are

fair to these men whose principle is to make money
honestly 1 if 'possible but make it anyway.

Don't let moneymaking make you morally

crosseyed. The reason why it is hard for a rich

man to get into the Kingdom of

THE Heaven is not the riches but the

EVIL EYE side stepping and string pulling

that develop with their gathering.

It is not money but the love of it that is the root

of all evil. When gold gets its grip on the heart

all the warm blood of human kindness is squeezed

out. "He that hasteth to be rich hath an evil

eye". The man who keeps his eye on gain becomes

morally color blind. To him the pearly gate is as

the eye of a dead fish and the world about him
takes on a hue as yellow as the metal his itching

fingers clutch. Don't fool yourself that it is the

game of business that interests you when it is the

jaundice of greed that is destroying your soul

and body.

But do it anyway. There are a lot of people

Avho kid themselves with the idea that they are

doing something when they make a noise

DO IT and run around in a circle. You may
NOW fool yourself so well that you can ima-

gine you are getting somewhere but

some day you will have a rude awakening. Have
you ever sat down and asked yourself what you

have done in the past twelve months that is

really worth, while ? You have done a lot of flut-

tering and fussing but can you point to a real

honest good lick or two that you have put in and

have you kept it up? "Whatsoever thine hand

findeth to do, do it with thy might". The world

has respect and reward for the "doer". Take off

your coat, roll up your sleeves and go to it like

a man at a man's job.
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A Survey of

Canadian Conditions
What Retailers and Manufacturers

are Doing. — Plans for Fall.

In order to obtain a fairly comprehensive and up-to-

date idea of conditions throughout the Canadian shoe

l -ade, the Shoe and Leather Journal sent out a number
of "questionnaires" to dealers in various parts of the

country, embodying the following points.

1. What is the condition of retail stocks as to

(a) Summer goods?

(b) Novelties?

(c) Staples?

2. Do people show a better disposition to buy; are

they scrutinizing quality 'and prices?

3. What goods are selling best; and what do you ex-

pect to move for fall, straps, oxfords, pumps, staples?

4. What is your buying policy for fall and winter?

5. Are general conditions improved in your district?

6. Have you any particular complaints or comments
tu offer on the shoe business just now?

While sufficient time has not elapsed for the return

o'[ all the replies, a summary of those received is of

interest.

Question 1.

Stocks of summer goods are uniformly well cleaned

up. The same is true of novelties, and retailers admit

they are on the look out for anything that looks like a

chance to start some extra business. Stocks of staples are

for the most part worked down to retailers' ideas of

where they should be. In some of the smaller centres

trade is reported to have been good in staples and stocks

low. j . •}] j

Question 2.

Opinions varied. In the larger centres of Ontario

people are beginning to buy more freely when the new
styles are shown, but price, quality and finish are of ma-
terial importance, the deadline of price being around the

$10 mark. In the rural centres and in the west lack of

interest is evident except at materially lower prices.

Question 3.

Straps of course are selling best at the moment, in

black and brown. For early fall straps will continue par-

ticularly for dress wear, with greater call for walking ox-

fords with cuban or military heels. Interest in boots is

wakening and it is feared that some retailers may find

themselves short in high cuts in the up-to-the-minute

goods.

Question 4.

For the most part retailers have bought only part-

ially for fall; some report having bought quite liberally.

Others have bought enough to carry them well into the

season but have .deliberately held off enough to allow

themseles to take advantage of new lines that may ap-

pear. All express the intention of keeping very close to

•their requirements.

'

Question 5.

Conditions in the. we=t continue poor, also in man-
ufacturing districts hit by unemployment, and in lum-

bering districts. Reports from Ontario cities are for the
most part of an encouraging nature.

Question 6.

Among the comments received, an Ontario retailer

says: "There are too many styles offered for the approval
of the shoe merchant, and when these have been received

into his store only a short time the manufacturer is show-
ing something entirely different, which naturally leaves

numerous retailers with a very large stock of dead issues."

A large western retailer says "People should be
shown .that they should buy their requirements now ami
not wait for lower prices, which they seem to expect." A
retailer whose business consists largely of staples says

"We feel that the great drop in the prices of hides should
make shoes cheaper than they are at present."

Manufacturing Conditions.

The following report from the office of the Shoe
Manufacturers Association deals with latest conditions as

described by members of that Association.

"Reports to the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of

Canada from the boot and shoe factories in the Maritime
Provinces indicate that the average size of orders is in-

creasing somewhat. Most of the factories have a moderate
volume of business on their books, but the larrigan and
shoepack trade is light No reductions in wages are re-

ported as yet and no considerable change is expected in

tiie Spring price lists. Most of the companies are finding

it difficult to get sufficient skilled female help. One
manufacturer writes : "The tendency of the trade of late

has been to buy in small quantities and ask for very

quick deliveries, which makes it extremely difficult for

the manufacturers, especially in the case of high-grade

lines, which shoes have to remain on the lasts for a con-

siderable length of time."

Quebec City manufacturers report that new business

in August was about on the same level as during August
of a pre-war year and a distinct improvement is shown
as compared with July of this year. Average orders are

increasing in size and colored leathers and fancy foot-

wear especially are in demand. Most of the factories in

this district report that they have not any large volume
of unfilled orders on their books, but +he numerous rush

orders indicate that customers' stocks are unusually low.

Some of the leading factories mention that they are ex-

periencing difficulty in obtaining good grade leathers.

Manufacturers in the Montreal district say that bu-

siness in August was much better than during the same
month of last year, although most of the travellers were

off the road, arranging for their new samples. Orders

are showing a marked tendency to increase in size. Most
of the shoe factories in Montreal district are said to have

orders ahead which alone are sufficient to keep them oper-

ating for from two to three months. No further impor-

tant wage reductions are reported and manufacturers'

prices appear now to be on a stable basis. A continued

shortage of female help is mentioned. Manufacturers

elsewhere in the Province of Quebec report that their

trade is improving weekly and that there is increasing

evidence that stocks of footwear in the hands of whole-

sale and retail merchants are short. Some of the factories

in the Toronto district have their production already sold

up to October 15, and there is every expectation that a

fair volume of business will be placed for Fall. No wage
reductions are reported by the plants making returns,

(Concluded on page 49)
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When Should

I Buy?
Another angle on the "Four Buy-

ing Seasons Plan".

That there are two fides to nearly every story, is

shown by the varied comment we have received from re-

tailers as well as manufacturers on the question of the

"Four Buying Seasons Plan" as advocated by a corres-

pondent in our last issue. The following communication

li of particular interest, coming as it does not only from

a retailer, but from a retailer in a large city. He says:

"Most interesting and enlightening, indeed, was that

article headed, "Four Buying Seasons" which appeared

in your last edition. Interesting because it shows the

thoughts of a man who imagines, or seems to imagine,^

that the entire Dominion of Canada is run on a novelty

basis. Enlightening only because it appeared in the "Shoe

Journal".

Just ask the merchant in Revelstoke, B.C., or in

Areola, Manitoba, or in Cobalt, Ont., how he would like-

to order in January for delivery in March. Ask him, then,

whether he means March of the same or of some succeed-

ing year. Ask him whether he will have the goods deli-

vered from Montreal, Quebec, Toronto or Kitchener via

Air-plane Express, or only by Railroad Express. Ask him

who will pay the extra cost, too.

Then ask the merchant in Oakville, Ont., or Peter-

boro or Three-Rivers, P.Q., or in Montreal if he will re-

fuse to buy his heavy work shoes because the style in hob-

nails may change Ask him if he will hold off buying his

standard line of kid shoes because the shade of the po-

pular black or the lustre of the patent may change. Will

he not order childrens or infants McKays or Turns, be-

cause the "Tassle" may swing from one stitch to another?

A\
T

ill he hold off buying stitchdowns because of style

change? Will he hesitate on a mans plain bal or a mans
oxford because the style of plain-ness may change?

Then change the names of the towns to Toronto,

Montreal or Winnipeg and ask the same questions. The
answers are quite obvious to the mere novice. For it is a

fact that less than 25% of the shoes sold in Canada are

of such a nature as to make the purchase six months in

advance un-safe. Why should the 75% be swayed out of,

all reason by the minority? All stores are not on St. Ca-

therine Street, Montreal, nor on Yonge Street, Toronto,'

nor on Portage Ave., Winnipeg. And only a few of the

balance depend upon "Novelties" for support.

We must admit that it is only the probability of

change in "Novelty Styles" that should check buying in

advance. Logically, then, it should only check the pur-

chase of novelty line0
. Just as logically, it is safe to-day

to purchase 75% of the sohes made or sold in Canada

several months ahead.

Let us look at another angle, too.

The wholesaler is a necessity to the vast majority

( numerically) of this trade. Let us suppose that they all-

flood the factories with thirty day or even sixty day ord-

ers. What chance have they of delivery? Easter shoes will

again be delivered in June. By the way, the same condi-

tion applies to the merchant ordering direct as he found

to this sorrow in the Year of 'Our Lord 1921.

Even the season are against the idea as suggested

in the previous paragraph and carrying on to the thought

cf buying in May for August, it would mean July before

the salesmen could cover all of the trade. And it is a

notorious fact that no one wants to buy anything in the

hot months—swimming or motoring has the attention.

Then to revert a moment to factory congestion, it

might be suggested that the factories be enla'rged; but

this thought is directly opposed to the facts, as the pres-

ent factory capacity is too great for the normal demand.
Take another angle—the travelling salesman. On

the whole, his lot would be pretty tough. What home life

would he have, on the road twice as long as at present?

That would decrease his comfort and increase his ex-

penses. Who would pay for it? It would be added to the

cost of shoes. Then, an analysis of the Dominion would
indicate the impossibility of covering all territory 4 times

a year without increasmg sales staffs 50%. This1 would
still further reduce the travelling man's earnings which
he would off set by requiring an increased percentage.

From the selling angle costs would be advanced; and the

prices likewise, of course.

Working back to the factory, we have a vision of a

more even flow of orders—steadier production, and there-

fore expected lower costs. Then, too, with the absence of

the periodic un-employment we would expect a better

grade of workmanship. Better shoes for less money looks

good. But do not forget the previously noted fact that in

March and August there will be a flood of rush orders

which will upset all calculations and result in hurried,

poor work or late deliveries. Late deliveries may happen
under the present system. They are sure to eventuate

under "Four Buying Seasons".

Go further to the leather warehouse. How likely is

this concern to have a stock in hand if contracts are not

placed in advance? How can the shoe manufacturer place

in advance, lacking orders? With all the makers in the

market for immediate delivery of leather, prices will go

UP-
Take the last step, the tanner. He cannot make lea-

ther over night, and without leather the merchant cannot

get shoes.

You may say that all of the above is but incidential

io the question. Maybe it is. But it is much more im-

portant even aside from the basic fact that the majority

of sales of the majority of merchants are of standard

shoes, which it is safe to buy in September for delivery

in December, January or March with April 1st dating.

Personally, I am going to estimate my spring needs

this month. Then by the end of October, I will have

•bought 75% of the standard lines which constitute 75%
( f my sales. These shoes will be delivered to me before

the middle of February. I will have a third of them sold

before the other fellows get theirs or, what is sweeter still,

before I have to pay for them, because they will all carry

April 1st dating.

Then in January, if it looks like a novelty season,

I'll buy a few specials, and in February or March or April

f "11 fort up. And on that ba«i c
, believe me. I'll be far

ahead of any other of the "Wise Birds" in this town who
try to figure that they can get Easter delivery if they

order their lines in January or February.

You may gather from this long rambling letter that

I'm pretty friendly with the shoe-makers and their sales-

men. I am because they keep me in business. But my best

friend is this °tore, with its 22 feet front and I am giving

it a square deal by seeing to it that when the seasons

come round. I've got something more attractive than my
nice brass fixtures to put in the window, and when folks

come in for shoes they can get them.
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Shoe
Prices

The Ever-Recurring Question. —
Some Information for Retailers

and the Public.

An Ontario retailer writing to us recently said

"Scarcely a day passes that the shoe merchants of this

country are not asked to explain why shoes should be so

high in price and when a reasonable retail price should be
reached. In the. face of all this the newspapers have done
very little to help the situation, as you will note by the

attached clipping."

The quotation was as follows :

—

"It is not reassuring to be informed by the manufac-
turers that the price of first-class shoes is "expected to

rise a little". Popular expectation is quite in the opposite

direction, and for what would appear to be sound reasons.

The causes for the advance are alleged to be "demand and
a scarcity of leather". The New York Times in a recent

issue had something to say about this matter which scarce!

y

j'bes with the suggestion that there can possibly he anv
shortage of the basic raw material. Tt observes:

—

"When shoe prices went soaring to undreamed of

heights, the explanation given was that tin's was duo. in

the main, to the excessive cost of leather. But, when the

prices of (leather dropped' to lower than pre-war levels, the

shoemakers promptly proceeded to show that the cost of

the leather was not so much of an item after all, hut that

the serious thing was the wages pahl in the shoe factories.

These it was shown, had been increased by a large per-

centage, though what the percentage meant in dollars and

cents was not given. But, when people stopped buyinir

shoes except those from Government stocks and patronized

the cobblers more than ever before, prices were reluctanlv

ilowered, although this was accompanied by a decided drop

in quality. In Canada, where a controversy on the subject

recently arose between the manufacturers and the labor

union, the latter asserted that the Wages cost in a pair of

h'gh-oHass shoes was onlv a dollar. The former, in replv.

stated that in a pair of $16.00 shoes, the wanes represented

$1.45. In this country the labor cost in a pair of $14.00

shoes wa's stated to be $1.02, which does not seem exor-

bitant."

These observations .would appear to c'o to the roots

of the matter. If hides are a dru? on the market ann

leather is cheaper than it was l>cfore the war, joined to

the fact that the labor cost of a pair of hisrh srrade shoes

is but $1.45, there is room for further explanation from

somebody."

Public are Confused.

We have received several similar communications from
various parts of the country, which indicate that what our
correspondent says above is quite true. We do not necessarily

feel that we are the "somebody" from whom explanations

can be expected, but are anxious to do all we can to help
clear up the mystery, and propose to give Canadian retail

ers a few ideas to work on.

Is it any wonder that the man on the street is

confused by the contrad ;ctorv statements he hears and
reads; and when editorials which are such a curious,

mixture of truth and fiction are handed out by the public

press? In the first pllace, let us examine' the quotation' from

the New York "Times". The statement that leather is

below pre-war levels is far from true. We believe it may
safely be said that on the average of all grades, leather
today is at least 50 per cent above pre-war prices. To say
that reduction in price of shoes was accompanied by a drop
in quality is also untrue; for it is doubtful whether the
public in Canada have ever been able to obtain shoes of

as good quality as are being manufactured here today. Then
they refer to a $16.00 shoe, wh-'ch has (long passed into the
land of forgotten things. High grade shoes for men or

women are obtainable in every centre at well below the
$10.00 mark. As to the question of labor—that is, shoe-

making labor—$1.45 is a fair figure. Figures from one
manufacturer of high grade shoes *how that his labor costb

for 1914 were 58 cents per pair; 1916, 63 cents; 1917, 72
cents; and this year run $1.40 cents. Depending on the

style of shoe this figure would .van' up or down, while

other manufacturers' costs would also vary with output,

class of shoe, class of labor, and Hooality.

Hides and Leather.

Hides are, or haAe been a dru<r on the market. Tn the

first place, let «s take it for granted that "country" hides

are ruled out of the discussion ; for thev are not usable at

any price in the class of shoes demanded at the moment,
or in the class of shoes under discussion. Prices of hides

today are about two thirds of prees ruling in 1914. Any-

thin? that is not in demand inevitablv becomes a "Irusr

on the market."' And bides have not been in demand
because tanners were left with heavy stocks when the market

broke; manufacturers were unable to purchase leather

because they could not sell! shoes — at any price — to retail-

ers from whom the public could not or would not buy. A
definite and sustained stimulation of buyinsr on the part

of the public would soon release stocks of shoes, leather,

and hides, with an inevitable reaction in hide prices, which

have dropned out of all proportion with other commodities.

This ;n turn wo\ild possibly reflect it»elf in advanced

leather prices, the advances, however, bein? denendent on

the extent to which the market absorbed at fair prices

grades of leather which are at present Unsaleable, or in

verv restricted demand.

Labor in Shoes.

It is said that any further recessions in prices must

come from reduced labor costs. Immediately someone re-

ioins, "But if the total labor cost is onlv $1.45 per pair,

'f there were no labor charged »n to the shoes, the reduc-

tion would still be comparatively small."

It cm and it has been shown that the labor in a pair

of shoes represent-s about 70 per cent of the total vaflue

of shoes. The onlv raw material used is a little bit of hide,

-n'q cotton, steel, wood and in some cases fibre. As these

enter the shoe, from the standpoint of the shoe manufac-

turer thev are raw materials, but from the standpoint of

the packer tanner, or manufacturer of lininof. tacks, soles,

heels, etc., they are highly finished products. Tf the hide

were given to the packer, for instance, it would still have

to.be taken off, cured, shipped, unloaded, tanne-d. shipped

as leather. The shoes have to be shipped to wholesaler and

retailer. Everv one of these operations involves labor, and

labor at much greater cost than before the ^ar. Parkins:

house Tabor has heen reduced about 129S- in the last, year,

but is still more than sixty per cent above 1914 scale.

[Continued on page 47)
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Making Good in the

Average Town
"On the .Sunny Sid'e" of the main street of Bowman-

viille is located the shoe store owned by Mr. Fred R. Foley,

who was recently elected vice-president for Ontario, of the

National Shoe Retailers Association of Canada.

Mr. Foley is a firm believer in consistent advertising

of various kinds: His store and windows are always well

kept, well dressed, and attractive. He uses direct maii

circulars to the fullest possible extent, and is a regular

patron of the local newspaper.

Below are four advertisements which appeared this

spring and early summer. In the first ad he devotes his

space to a layout of the season's styles, following with

reasons why people should buy their footwear at Foley's.

His second ad covers women's shoes, emphasizing the stray

vogue. The layout is pleasing, and the copy bright and

readable. Moreover, he does not fail to quote a wide range
of prices to suit all purses. The third aid is devoted to the
subject of travelling needs, particularly timely at that

season. While the last advertisement, deals only with chil-

dren's shoes for summer time. Naturally the advertising in

question was directed particularly ait seasonable require-

ments. But the style of advertising and copy used wouM
lend itself equally well to shoes or goods for any other

season. One is struck with the friendly, easy tone of the

copy used, the fact that the illustrations are freely used

and prices quoted where necessary. The personality of the

establishment stands out behind all the advertising matter

used, and' should make customers and friends.

If there is one criticism we might offer, it is that

not sufficient white space is used. The remedy would be

to use larger space, or cut down the matter ; and as; there

is little or no irrelevant matter to be seen, it would be a

difficult thing to cut it down. Therefore we feel that

better justice would be done to the copy, and to the goods

if slightly larger space were used. .
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Dollar Day at

Woodstock

Semi Anual Clean Up. — A Trade

Stimulator and Shelf Cleaner.

The idea of staging a special sale, in which mer-

chants in all lines of business participate, in the form of

a "Dollar Day", has spread during the past few years

into many communities. The success of the idea is due to

several factors. A concerted drive, accompanied by adver-.

tising and newspaper editorial work, serves to waken up

the community. The sale is talked of in advance, and the

people of the town and surrounding districts look for

something special in the way of inducements to pur-

chase. And no small part of the success is due to the

fact that the merchants have found it worth while to

make the inducements really special in character.

Some one line is generally taken as a leader and

priced at $1.00. Other bargains are offered, the price of

which may very. Tn some towns a special contest may be

held, in connection with which every dollar spent enti-

tles the purchaser to a coupon.

The goods offered at reduced prices may consist of

special lots picked up for the occasion, or they may be

broken lines, or lines that have not been moving very

fast. The public have been educated to the fact that the

occasion will provide Fome genuine bargains and as a rule

come prepared to do their part in making the day suc-

cessful.

Woodstock Dollar Day.

The merchants of Woodstock. Ontario, staged their

semi-annual "Dollar Day", on Saturday. August 13th.

and the sale was pronounced unusually successful: For

some time in advance the "Sentinel-Review" featured

the day in its reading columns and headings, and during

the week preceding the sale the various stores increased

their display space, winding tip with large spreads on the

Friday. As the advance notice said:

"Today's issue of .the Sentinel Review gives a better

idea of what Dollar Day. next Saturday, will lie than

\olumes of description. As already indicated the special

conditions bf the time afford an unrivalled opportunity

for such bargains offerings as are now being placed be-

fore the public of Wood-' took and Oxford county. That

the merchants of the city have made a special effort to

meet the general demand for extensive price reductions

i< evident from the advertising columns. The long and

varied lists of good« and commodities that are to be dis-

played on the bargain counters include' practically every-

thing in the way of personal and household requirement-.

Never was there a more favorable chance to secure all

that is required to meet househohl demands.

The merchants have spared no pains to make this

Dollar Day unrivalled in the history of that institution.

In fact they had no alternative, faced as they are with

the necessity of providing room for incoming stocks at

the lower level of prices. The dollar on Saturday will

hae higher purchasing power than it has in many a day
— in other words, its value now approximates what it

was in the days that now seem so remote. That, too, is

the essence of Dollar Day, intended twice a year to give

such an exceptional opportunity to the buying public as

Saturday will represent in record degree. On Dollar Day.

as much as at any other time, the buyer's eye is his

market. Customers have every facility to compare, exa-

mine and judge for themselves regarding the bargains

presented, and it will be surprising if on this occasion

rhey are not fully satisfied. An attentive reading of the

advertisements is all that is needed to secure record

crowds on Saturday."

Stores Participating.

There were in all thirty stores that participated, em-
bracing various lines of merchandise. All of the Dollar

Day stores were provided with green pennants which
they displayed, and it was to the stores with the green

pennants that the public were directed for bargains. The
shoe dealers of Woodstock threw themselves into the pro-

ject with enthusiasm, and some of their advertisements

are reproduced on the opposite page. Some people have

raised the objection that Dollar Day disrupts the general

run of business for a week before and a week afterward*.

But then, does not any clearance sale have the same af-

fect? And if it serves the purpose of stimulating trade,

clearing shelves, petting people into the store and creat

ing new friends and customers, it has justified itself. Cer-

tainly Dollar Day has come to stay in localities which
are steadily increasing in number.

Description of

Newport Styles

Shown on front Cover

this Issue

.1. This particular design is very appropriate in

black and blue Satin in bead effect* for even-

ing wear. In Full Louis and Baby 'Louis heels.

This pattern too. is very charming in plain

leathers as it shows the attractive lines of the

artist, full of snap and quality

.

ft is made in one. two and three straps.

All styles are French quarters and Kid lined.

All hand made except the sewing which is. done
on the Goodyear machine.

li. In black Suede, black Kid and Patent Leather

is meeting with favor in the trade. 1m- Full

Louis and Baby Louis Heels.

Makes a very attractive line in black Suede

va.nip and fox with Mack satin strap and vamp
insert. Also very attractive in Beige satin vamp
and fox with almond Suede strap and vamp
imsert.
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"FLEET-FOOT"
Rubber Sole Footwear

$1.75
5145
S1-2S

Women's Patent
Leather Oxfords

SPECIAL

Boudoir Slippers

Ion Ma' It. grey, rose, dark or

White Footwear
g High Lice

H-ith high heel* and v

EXTRA SPECIAL !

BttwWl 8 *nd 10 Saturday morning.

SO pain Ladle*' Pitnl Leather But-

ton or L» Show. Res- nliw to 56.

Sixea 2 to 4. Dollar Da? ipacul $1.00

Travelling Goods

OUR IMMENSE STOCK OF TRUWKS,

II M | SUITCASES «od CLUB BAGS WILL
BE

See Our Windows

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF WHITE
| RtrJUCed 20 per Cent

CANVAS OXFORDS I , n « .

Md PumpiwKhi«th<r Mi«.n4 i^ther E tor Dollar Day Only
Dollar Day I BUY NOW

12.45 ti.fts r

SPECIAL
I

Mens' Oj
and Bo

MEN'S BROWN OX-

BOYS HEAVY GRAIN LEATHER
EVEHVbAY SHOE

•olid throughout with standard sere*

idles, size* 1 to 5 $2.95

BOYS* CUMMETAL LACE BOOTS
or best wear. Reg. 5500 value. Dollai

MEN'S DONGOLA CU5HJON
BLUCHERS

h welted solas. Solid comfort 54

Do not fail to see us Dollar Day. W e have dozens of other Bargains
equally attractive. REMEMBER THE PLACE

AGNEW'S BOOT SHOP

MEN'S MEDIUM 1

S BROWN or

BUCK CALF
LACE 3HOES

$5.45

$1.95

- - - WATCH YOUR FEET~~~".
1(

BIG FOOTWEAR
BARGAINS for

MiDa^^^^^-S^la,
Women's Shoes

"""$1.00
Small sizes. ReguU

WOMEITS DONGOLA OXFORDS» sues. Special | Day
WOMEN'S FINE DONCOLa Kl

«*? and durable. J Day Special
.

R98
$1.00

Men's Fine Sho,

> C 6^. 7, 7'A. 'd":

MEN'S BROWN CR

MEN'S SPECIAL—

H

IN WORK SHOES,
J^jjq

h grade h—— --" -
Special

SCliOOL~SHOESl
For Boy« and Girl*

o^r^Oll^S^urday
fSw August 13

20
Per Cent.

Off

Travelling

Goods

NEILL'S

Dollar Day Bargains

10

Per Cent
Off

Regular

Lines

t cbancteriatic* in

Marked For

Quick Selling
Women*' Oxford*, smaHl

sizes. In patent, black and
brown kid. clearing al

KM

Priced to Save

Yon Money
Cb-U' Beat Calf Block-

m, solid soles, Just the

knock*. Dollar Day apo-

Extra Value in

Men's Shoes
Men'* Black Grain 8to-

char, guaranteed abao-

•pecial 53.95

Man'* Paraot Leather

to 57.00. Dollar Day n>e-

Women', Patent Button

Boot*, sizes 2Va to 4, reg-

ular up to $6.00, clearing

at $2.00

e»»l S2.00

MLho' Boa Calf Button
also patent lace with cloth
top, Dollar Day price

Women'* Mahogany
Calf Oxford, Brogue style,

extra value at {6.00. Dol-

lar Day apeeial . . 54.95

White Canva* Oxford*
and Pump*, rubber soles,

regular $3.50. clearing at
SI.SS

Youth*' bUck Calf Blu-
eter, sizes 11 to 13, an
ideal school shoe, Dollar
Day special $245

Boy** Mahogany Calf
Bat, brogue styTeTsure to
please, the big Dollar Day
special W 95

cUI KM
Mas'* Tan Boa Kip Bai.

splendid wearing and of

neat appearance. Dollar

Day special
, SMS

Mar. Tan Harreat
Shoe, light and durable.

Dollar Day special 42-50

R. NEILL, Limited

SW.D.Hobson's

Shoe Store
Offers Better Bargains Than Ever.

DOLLAR DAY
Ladie*' High White Can—. Shoaa, Man'. White Caaana Oxford* al $240

. . „ 52.00 to $4J»
Ladi**" Whita Canvea ^Oafordi^and Miua.' and Children'. White Can.a*

m
'!'.
U
lT.*

nd
:"
P(

'.

0
. S4.00 Shoe* at Sl-00 and 52.00

THESE PRICES ARE I EM THAN ACTUAL COST.

Saturday

AugusU3
WOODSTOCK'S

50UARDAY?

^^WreenPeiinants

THINK!
J BE ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES

Shedi™ Furnrtur,
*> Brother,

- Smith
ShaaJ-y, Book Slor,
C*»y * Bryan Limit,
C-Mt Andiwn a Co

DohertyCo,

500 PAIR
Women's, Boys' and Girls'

SHOES
FOR

$1.22 Pair
For Saturday-Dollar Day

Odd Sizes In Ladles' Pumps and OxfonU at $1.00

Thete are mostly sizes 2 1
/:.

" «">d 3 '*z *nd are very suitable for growing

OUR PRICES ARE ALL MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURE5.

Come to HOBSON^

SHOP EARLY DOLLAR DA V

Knechtel & Co'y.

At KNECHTEL'S Midsummer Clean Sweep Sale

!

u—iiai *» ' UUUAX *M I u roar awr Hppawnnanaa - «* a™ • - -™

What Your Dollars Will do for You Dollar Pay at Kneehtels

THESE ARE DOLLAR
SAVERS

Women"* Black Kid Cushion Men'. White Canvas Orfords

Sole Sh.cs. $ Day - . $4.00 round or recede last, S^GO

Woman'* Black Kid Cushion * - **"
Sole Oxfords, $6 60

! Day
Won

1 Otf.-i

'sBli k Kid and Pat- 1^

».M
k Kid and Pat- Work Sh

>k«n lines and $ Day ..

o $7.0f

eh«EN t D»y .'$1.60 (6

Women's Black and Brown 1

Hi Lacr Sboas, broken \<ata. 5" It Shou», ! v

SC "« v^l-c, 5 D»y . $2.00 Riys
1 Urown

Womroa Brown and Olrre Sole Sho-t
,
*J>

Buck Cross Strap and Z-Slrap Bny»* Blat l.

^PPera, Military h.el, $8 00 School Sbo„, *

KNECHTEL & GO.
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Some Novel Plans to

Stimulate Shoe Sales
How Many Hours will the Candles

Burn. — Getting Descriptions of a

Model Life Partner and Printing

the Replies. — Donating a Bicycle

to Boy or Girl bringing in Most

Trade.—A Few Live Suggestions.

As one visits the retail trade and sees the similarity

of efforts to sell goods he is surprised to find so little

originality. The number of merchants who actually get

hold of a new idea (or an old worked over) are very few,

when it is compared with the large number who are

content to simply advertise a "midsummer sale" and let

it go at that.

To many the habit of cutting prices seems incentive

enough, but results prove that they do not clean the old

stock off the shelves. About the time the average shoe

dealer realizes his plight he is ready to take up almost

any old plan and. usually the one he tries is the least

applicable to his business and fails. Forever after he is

an enemy to special sales and demonstrations.

The following plan calls for nothing elaborate ami

the details here 'will enable you to go rig-lit ahead and do

the whole thing yourself. Get a dozen cheap tumblers and

a dozen long wax candles. Place a strip of inch spruce

board around the back of your windows and glue these

glasses on to this strip is done to prevent anv possibility

of their tipping over and' setting fire to anything.

, Next drop a little wax into the centre of the tumbler

and fasten the candle upright in it, afterwards filling the

glass with water. Now paint a number on the front of

each tumbler, or on the edige of the board under them and

you, are ready for the "stunt."

Three Prizes for Winners.

Prepare three prizes for the three winners and then
procure about a hundred smaller and less expensive sou-

venirs. All customers who purchase goods at your store

during this event will be presented with coupons which
they must fill out and drop into a sealed box. The idea is

to guess which candle will burn the longest, and all

patrons have to do is to designate it by the number
appearing beneath it. There should 1 be a first, second and
third prize for these guesses and they should be valuable

enough so that persons should have a desire to purchase in

order to get a vote. The other prizes are really gifts to

keep the public interested in the sale and to provide
publicity. They might consist of some bit of household
goods as a small household ustensil with your name stamped
thereon, a pocket memorandum book, or any similar

novelty.

Probably you could arrange to give tickets to a moving
picture show, or to a summer park. These prizes are given

to all who guess correctly and these guesses are entirely

free whether one buys or not. There are plenty of varia-

tions which may be made in this plan, but the suggestion
herein is sufficient to get you well started in the matter.
If you will advertise some special bargain at this time or

some special lot of shoes marked down, you will find

that an extra incentive will be imparted to the sale if

you mention this guessing contest. Placing these candles

in the background offers a chance to put the advertised

footwear immediately in front, where it will attract at-

tention easily.

Of course, it must be understood that the candles are

only to be lighted at a certain hour each evening and
extinguished at a certain hour. This must be plainly

stated on the window card and in all your circular and
newspaper advertising. If they were blazing continuously,

the candles wrould soon be burned out, but by lighting them
at 6 p.m. and extinguishing them at 10 p.m. they should

last for quite a few days. It will be found that as the

candles begin to burn dwon, the guesses will be found that

the candle which looks the shortest-lived when half burned

out is quite likely to be the last to die.

Great care must be taken to have this trim arranged

so that no fires can occur. Keep decorating materials away
from candles. This plan mav be varied by having contest-

ants guess the number of hours, minutes and seconds a

single candle will burn.

Arouse Interest of the Children.

Any plan which enlists the aid of the children will

surely succeed. But you must be sure that you have the

actual co-operation of the youngsters before you bank
much of the returns. An eastern retailer advertised that

he would give awav a bicvele to the boy or girl who would

send the most trade to his store. The children were given

a lot of cards which thev endorsed with their names and

addresses and the^e thev were asked to distribute among
their friends. When these friends called and made a

purchases the amount of the transaction was marked on

the card . in indel ;hle ink and the sum was credited up to

the child wbo^e name it bore in endorsement. Tn order to

keep the interest up. no results were published the first

thirtv days but after that, and' during- the remaining

thirty days of the contest, the respective standings were

totaled each day and posted on the window of the store.

Three Days of Secrecy. .

At that time also the dealer annonced that he would

give t gunmetal watch to each of the next five successful

boys and girls. Thi- was done in order to keep the

competition alive up to the very last minute. The last three

davs were "secret davs." No totals were published and each

contestant was advised' that thev could now go at full

speed and boost their record ahead of their nearest comp-

etitor. On the strength of this, several put forth such

efforts that thev outdistanced their superiors and captured

prizes instead of some who were ahead up to this time.

On the closing day of the. contest enthusiasm was at

a fever heat. The store was crowded all day with anxious

purchasers. Many of them bought for future needs as well

as for the present and friends, parents, strangers and all

united to swell the account of their juvenile solicitors.

The prizes were awarded at 10 a.m. from a little

platform in front of the store and a little speech went

with each one. Photographs of each contestant winning a

prize were made as the winners received them and these

pictures were afterwards mounted and placed in the

tnindow. Needless to say the scheme paid splendid dividends

in actual sales, a fine mailing list was compiled as the name
of each purchaser was taken, and the field was left in

good shape for another contest the following year.
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Rubber Footwear

Notes
Conditions in Rubber Shoe Trade. —
Raw Materials Practically Stationary

New Season in Outing Shoes. —
Volume of Regular Trade Disap-

pointing.

Manufacturers will have their new samples of tennis

and other sporting goods before the 1 trade in the course

of a -couple of weeks. There are not many radical changes

in lasts or, styles which conform pretty generally to the

prevailing modes in leather footwear. There are some
modifications in heels and toes and a tendency towards

toe caps that is more pronounced than last season. In

all the lines manufacturers show themselves fully alive

to the wonderful development in the class of summer
shoe and are demonstrating that they are fully awake to

their opportunities. No
,
definite announcement has been

made of lasts, but it is thought that an extra ten of f, or a

little more will differentiate from last seasons prices. At
all events as prices will doubtless be guaranteed and retail-

ers now realize that the sale of summer, canvas and rubber

shoes is one of the certainties of the business, little dif-

ficulty is expected on account of the tremendous trade

done this1 season in netting off to a good start. The disap.-

pointment some dealers have experienced in getting goods

in good time will doubtless lead to considerable early order-

ing this season.

General Business.

The volume of placing orders has been more or less

disappointing notwithstanding the various inducements

put forth to get dealers to anticipate their wants for the

coming fall and winter. Manufacturers have been loth to

make up goods in advance and freely predict that there

will be a good deal of disappointment amongst the retail

trade should the winter season start earlier than usual

this year. The raw rubber market remains 1 at about the

same level although a trifle easier in plantation which is

quoted around seventeen cents. There has not been much

change in cottons and otheT contributing materials in

the production of rubber footwear. There is a little uneas-

iness as to labor conditions, the fear being expressed that

as soon as fall business? p-rts fully under wav there will

be a stiffer labor market. However, labor has been receiv-

ing some bumps lately and it is thought that there is

little to be feared from this quarter.

How Stories Start.

It is interesting to follow up some of the stories

started in relation to prices and so forth. A statement

appeared in a local sensation sheet some time aero that

one of the large rubber companies had sold four thousand

cases of rubber to a well known departmental store which

bad retailed them at about seventy-four cents a pair.

As it turns out the sale was made by another concern

altogether and was four thousand pairs instead of four

thousand cases. The goods weTe bought from a jobbin-r

house which had carried them over from the previous

season and were therefore resrarrled as deteriorated. The

Shoe and Leather Journal went to the trouble of following

the matter up from the retail end and not fromJ.be

wholesale.

News^from
American Centers

There have so far been comparatively ,few displays
of fall goods in New York retail shoe stores, although
most of them have new lines in stock. Possibly the next
week or two will witness a change in this respect. However
a few late models in patent and a number of "broad-
tailed" shoes have recently been shown and have attracted
considerable attention. A sandal model called the "Sally"
with cross straps and collar of patent with an overlay
decoration down the front and covered Cuban heel is a
novelty that has made a great window attraction. There
is a decided attitude of opposition to lr'gher prices and
retailers have found it difficult even with new goods
to get nibbles at anything over figures people fancy they
ought to pay. Ten -dollars for mens and ten to twelve for
womens are the popular ideas of good footwear costs. The
Brooklyn' shoe factories are all busy on. fall orders mostly
for women's shoes. They are running gradually to capacity
and report cancellations are practically negligeable.

Most of the representatives of New England factories

are now out with spring samples. It is too early to afford
any idea of the general attitude of buyers but it would
seem from the interest taken so far in the new goods that
stocks are pretty well cleaned up and retailers are in

a. fair mood to buy. Strains and oxfords promise to continue
strong for the next month or so notwithstanding the fact

that dealers have shown a feverish disposition in the last

few weeks to clean up stocks in this line. Patents and
satins continue to be good sellers and suedes hold a strong
place.- Blacks are growing in popular favour. Toddle
oxfordis are in great demand. Thev have harness buckles
twenty five cent, toes and low heels. Apron oxfords are

amongst the newest patterns. On the Wucher wings of the

shoe are little aprons with straps, the latter fastened with
buckles. Perforations of the quarter conform to the apron.

Retail business has been good for August and deal-

ers are waiting expectantly for a good fall business. They
sav there is a decided demand already for new fall mer-
chandise. As the call is still for low shoes, these are featur-

ed very largely in the displays. Manv dealers claim that

customers, esneciallv women, are looking for better good'*

and while it is difficult to get prices nn there is a fo.od

call for lines ran°ing- from ten to fiften dollars or as

high as e'srhteen. Thev are exnecting- as much of goods

of the better class at these prices as thev did 1 a year or

so ago for twentv-four or twentv-fivp dollar sho^s M^n
are also inclined to be bearish in price and bullish on

nualitv exiner'tino- g-ood shoes at from $8.00 to SUOOfl

is a fact that the public generally are expecting; good

shoes at reasonable prices.

In womens' shoes patent and stran effects, both in

Louis and Junior Louis heels, are selling- nnite strong

The "Sally Sandal" is proving verv papular as are also

the various modifications of this Grecian tvnp of foot

covering. Black satins are selling roadilv and all indica-

tions are that they w'll hold "nod throno-lvd the season.

One strap and two straps pattern* are both crood. manv
of them being made w'th patent collars or kid collars and

straps.

Russia oxfords and two straps with welt soles and

military heels make up a large percentage of sales.
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Profits and

Expense Records
How one Successful Shoe Retailer

has Systematized his Store. — Com-

plete Records of Stores, Sales, Etc.

By Harold F. Podhaski..

iSystem has always been, and always wiH be, a primary

factor in successful retail merchandising. These are modem
times and it is vitally essential that guesswork be eliminated

if retail commerce is to enjoy continued progress and de-

velopment. Too many retail dealers follow the line of least

resistance and run their business partly on system and part-

ly on guesswork. Of course every merchant knows about

what it costs him to do business and about what his per-

centage of profit amounts to on the average, but even-

merchant does not know the exact facts and figures con-

cerning every detail of his business from day to (lav. or

even from month to month. Knowledge of minor details

is just as essential to success as knowledge o r the more

important details, and as very little extra work and expense

is involved in the handling of a thorough system that will

cover every phase of the business from A to Z, there is no

reason why guesswork should not be entirely eliminated

and such a system inaugurated in every retail store.

The merchant who knows exactly where his business

stands from day to day., who knows just what lines are

selling well and which are not. who knows what returns he

is securing from his advertising investment, who is tho-

roughly cognizant of the ind'vidual records being made

by every salesperson in his store, and who knows from

day to day or week to week the percentage of net nrofil

he is making with all overhead expenses accounted for.

will undoubtedly make more money in the long run than

the merchant who does not know these thimrs. even though

his total volume of business mav not be three-fourths as

large. For the merchant who knows exactly where hie

business stands from day to day as regards its various

details can eliminate every item of waste, decrease or

entirely eliminate certain items of expense that are more

or less of an unnecessary drag on the progress and develop-

ment of his business, keep his salesforce to its highest

degree of efficiency, continually push those lines which are

the best sellers and offer the best profits, correctly analyze

every department of Irs store as to the results that are

being obtained and thus bolster up the various weak points

as they come to light.

A few years as;o Werner S. Byck. executive head of

Bvek Brothers, who operate large retail shoe stores at

Atlanta and Savannah, Georgia, and Louisville. Kentucky,

devised a department?ed system that isi now in vogue in

all three of these stores, and that merchandising experts

have pronounced one of the most thorough and efficient

systems of this nature to be found anywhere in the country.

It has been the means, at any rate, of building one of the

most successful retail shoe business to be found in the

South, and Mr. Byck is frequently visited at his Atlanta

office by retail merchants who come from various parts of

the country for no other purpose than to view the workings

of this system with the object of inaugurating it in their

own stores.

Where most retail shoe dealers include but three,

four or five separate departments in their stores, there

are no less than twenty separate departments in the Byck
Brothers' stores under htis system. Every style of a shoe

has a separate department of its own, while hosiery is

divided into two departments and there are separate de-

partments also for tennis shoes, rubbers, findings and
repair work.

To the average retailer it may seem that this is going

into detail more than is necessary, but thorough examin-

ation of the system and a careful study of the results that

have been obtained the (past two years has served to convince

me beyond doubt that if the departmentized system is to

be followed at all it will return one-hundred per cent better

ri'suvts where it ; s thoroughly worked out in this manner.

The records for each of the various departments of the

store are kept in loose-leaf form, a single sheet providing

ample space for every department and for the totals, both

sides' of the sheet being used. .The size of these single

sheets is twenty bv fourteen inches, ten separate depart-

ments being listed on each side with a column provided

for the totals. Mr. Byck t'tles this record the Sales and

Profits Book.

The first column of the page provides a space for

the enterng of the date. Then follow the twenty depart-

ment*, each equally divided into columns under each de-

partment for total sales on the date specified, total number
of nairs of shoes, or hosiery or rubbers as the case mav be,

sold, and the total profits realized above the wholesale

post. Here is an illustration of the way this page appear-

w'th proper entries made :

—

Date, Ladies'' High Shoes Ladies' Tow Shoes

Sales Prs. Profits Sales Prs. Promts
Au". 25, $118.00 S 40.00 $144.00 10 50.00

Aug. 2C>. 13fi.00 9 46.00 123.00 0 43.00

Aug. 27, 120.00 8 38.00 141.00' 10 47.00

Of course there are eighteen other departments in

this particular store, and totals are also tabulated, but the

above will give a proper idea of how the various record-

are entered by departments.

With the aid of this record Mr. Byck knows before

noon of each dav the exact total volume of business of t!><>

day before and the exact profit realized over and above

the wholesale costs. He also knows exactly what article

were sold in the store and the profit on each sale as we1
! as

having the knowledge before him of what is being don°
in even- single department. TJnder the totals for all de-

partments is entered total sales in dollars and cents, total

number of pa ; rs of shoes, etc.. sold, the profit above the

wholesale and also the per centage of profit as compared
to the wholesale.

Naturally it i« hardly possible to inaugurate a system

of this nature by which the net totail profit oan be learned

from dav to day with all overhead expenses accounted for.

but in the case of Byck Brothers the system is so thorough

that this information can be had at the end of each week

if desired. However, it is recorded in th ; s instance only

at the end of each month.

Now. it is a matter of truth, that very few retailer*

have a system so thorough that they can secure a curate

figures each month that will cover not onlv total sales,

but all overhead expenses, and other costs of doing business

such as wholesale, etc.. and furnish them with the fisrur?*

denoting the exact per centage of net profit the business

realized the month before. Generally merchants have to

figure this after inventory at the end of six months, or in

many cases only once each year. In the case of Byck

Brothers on the first, second or third day of everv month,

there is laid upon Werner iS. Byck's desk a complete record
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covering every detail of the business of the proceeding
month. This record' includes the total volume of business

done, total number of pairs of shoes sold, total profits

above wholesale and the exact per centage of profit. The
record then goes on setting further the total expense of the

business for that month, including salaries, rent, wholesale

costs, etc., etc., together with the accurate net profit accrued
and the exact pier centage of the net profit realized after

deducting every item of expense. Precisely the same 1 infor-

mation is set forth in this record concerning each separate

department of the store. These record's are so thorough
that Mr. Byck is able to ascertain at a glance the net

profit realized that month on each department with every

item of expense deducted.

One of the most important features of this depart-

mentized system is the complete daily record kept of every

salesman and saleswoman in the company's employment.

This form is know as the Bulletin Record. The size

of the pages are twenty-three by nine inches and both

sides of the sheet are used. As in the ease of the records

by departments the loose-leaf system is used.

Thirty-four spaces are divided off equally on the

two sides of the sheet in the records used at the Atlanta

store, one for «ach sales person. Then th— ~'~ larger

space with columus for totals and recapitulation by depart-

ments.

The first column of the page is provided for the date.

Then for each salesperson under each of the thirty-four

numbers is provided a single column for total sales each

day in 'dollars and cents, a column for the number of

pairs of shoes sold, a column for the total amount of

business returned in dollars and cents, and a column for

the total number of pairs of shoes returned.

Thus each day by (looking over this record, Mr. Byck
knows precisely what each salesperson is doing and how it

is being done. He knows the exact amount of business each

salesperson turns in, and the exact percentage of this

business that might have been returned to the store foi

any reason.

Under the recapitulation totals space is provided for

the number of each salesman or saleswoman, and columns

denoting number of pairs of shoes sold , number of pairs

returned, number of pairs kept, the net sales after reduc-

tions have been -made, the average sa/Ies and the exact pay

each salesperson receives. At a single glance Mr. Byck is

able to see whether or not any particular salesperson is

competent and exactly how competent they may be. Upon
these records he is able to judge accurately what each

salesperson is worth to the company, and that is the

amount that salesperson will receive'.

It is not at all necessary that Mr. Byck watch the

floor to know the kind of salespeople he has. in his 1 store.

He cm siit in his office behind closed doors and know
exactly what is going on in the various departments of

the store and what each salesperson is doing in the way

of sales, etc., better than the merchant who is compelled to

spend at least a part of h ;
s time on the floor to secure this

information. The advantages of such a system need not be

further emphasized.

In what is know as the Statistical Book, a record of

all merchandise is kept. This record includes description

of the merchandise, name of the manufacturer, the lot

number, the cost, the selling price, the profit and the per-

centage of profit. Every shipment is entered on the date

received and entry is later made as the merchandise is sold.

This is what might be termed a "continuous inventory/' for

Mr. Byck has before him at all times in these records

complete data as to all the stock on hand, and he can readily
see which of this stock has been sold and which still
remains in the store.

In the Merchandise Book every invoice that comes m
has the department number upon it to which it is to be
alloted and it is credited in this book to this department.
This, too, shows the cost, selling price and profit, and gives
an accurate record as to what profits are being made in
the various departments in total sales. All returned goods
are entered here, in addition to be ;ng entered in the Bul-
letin Record against the salesperson making the original
sale, and marked against the' department.

The important point in these two latter records is

that Mr. Byck knows at all times without having to take
stock exactly what merchandise he has on hand. How thor-
oughly efficient this system and these records are is indicat-
ed by the fact that recently when stock was taken on the
floor by the cleTks and department managers, the results
varied only $18.00.

This system can be readily applied to any shoe store
whether large or small. In the ease of a small store a
certain amount of simplification would be necessary, but
the basis principles involved are as 'valuable to the one or
two man store as to the chain of stores, or the most elabor-
ate city store.

SHOE PRICES.

(Continued from page 40)

The cost of tanning leather is slightly under 20 cents
per pound, of wh ;ch all but a few cents consists of labor
And this cost is twice that of 1914. Freight rates remain
high, and railway men claim 60 per cent of their cost is
labor.

Overhead, including expense of management and
supervision, rents, taxes, interest, power, selling expense
none of the=e items have been susceptible to material reduc-
tion, particularly in the face of restricted output. In spite
of the clamor for lowered prices which 'all manufacturers
have been endeavoring to satisfy by reductions upwards of
35 per cent, few or any of them have been doing more
than make ends meet, in the hope of better times, increased,
demand and greater production, which would enable them
to 'lower their costs and prices. For strange as it may
seem, most manufacturers would rather do business at low
prices than high, and would actually be more prosperous
in the process.

There is no sovereign remedy for the present situation.

The world is in the process of reconstruction and readjust-
ment. This is necessarily slow and painful. Manufacturers,
wholesalers, and retailers, and producers in general have
taken their medicine in large doses.

The next step is that labor in general should take its

share in the loss as it did in the profit. There is nothing
economically sound in a condition which keeps a few men
busy at high wages, and a large number starving through
lack of employment. The sooner wages drop, the sooner

we shall see more general employment, lower prices, aUd
an increased value to the dolJar. The economic cycle cannot

be avoided. So far as the shoe dealer is concerned, he might
bear in mind that lowered prices can only come through
the action of the following forces:

—

1. Cheaper labor, in all its phases.

2. Greater production, brought about by greater cons-

umer demand.
It is safe to assume that any other factor that may be

suggested affects or is affected by these two.
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With the Shoe

Manufacturers

The Shoe Manufacturers Association of Canada has

issued the following statement

:

"As there was a temptation when business was ab-

normal for merchants to buy in excess of their require-

ments, there is an equal danger now that they may be

overcautious and a serious shortage of boots and shoes is

threatened. Those who Tail to place orders reasonably in

advance of requirements will find difficulty in getting

goods they want when they want them and will have to

substitute inferior lines. This is an opinion which is

shared not oidy by the shoe manufacturers but by the

wholesale firms' as well and the danger referred to is

being recognized now by the retail trade also. It must be

remembered that, for a year or more, the production of

footwear in Canada lias been considerably below our nor-

mal requirements. Boots and shoes are needed; the consi-

derable reserve stocks which were in the hands of man-

ufacturers and the trade a year ago now have been largely

absorbed; and the manufacturers cannot supply the sea-

son's demand unless they are given time to do so."

Eeports from all parts of the Dominion confirm the

opinion that present stocks of footwear are not only much
lower than htst year but very considerably below normal

and that merchants are not prepared with stocks to meet

even an ordinary demand. Buying has now been resumed

on a much more liberal scale and it is highly significant

that such buying is not confined to specialities, but that

staples and all lines of men's shoes particularly are in

much stronger demand than has been the case for some

months. While the industry as a whole is still not opera-

ting at capacity nevertheless many of the plants are oper-

ating full time and with a complete staff, and have orders

on their hooks which will keep them running without any

reduction for three months or longer.

As long as there were heavy surplus stocks of boots

and shoe 3
,

prices were influenced largely by financial

considerations other than cost of production, and in many
cases footwear was cleared at prices far below replace-

ment costs. But obviously this situation cannot continue

indefinitely. Manufacturers cannot be expected to make
goods 'to sell below cost. Their prices are on a production

cost bac is once more and are now from 30 to 45 per cent

be^w those which prevailed in the Spring of 1920. Indeed,

the reduction in manufacturers' prices of footwear has

been much greater than the drop in the prices of most

other commodities and it represents all the saving that

has take]) place in the cost of production. Manufacturers

cannot make boots and shoes under present conditions to

.-ell at lower prices than those now in effect. Indeed, the

prices which *he shoe manufacturers have to pay for high

grade leathers have advanced during recent weeks and un-

less the manufacturers can find some way to offset such

higher cost, prices of footwear made from the«e leathers

also mav advance. Benorts received by the Shoe Manu-
facturers' Association indicate that the manufacturers are

finding it difficult to obtain good quality leathers in calf

Mid kid and this situation may mean a still further ad-

vance in prices. It is believed that retailers' prices fairly

generally have now been reduced to a replacement basis

and, as a result, shoe* should be selling at prices which
represent a ve^v substantial reduction from the prices

which prevailed in the Spring of last year. The entire

industry appears to be once more on a stable basis and

at least a normal volume of business may confidently
be expected during the Fall and Winter - months.

The following is issued in leaflet form by the Shoe
Manufacturers' Association of Canada

:

Misinformed persons have alleged that the shoe man-
ufacturers are charging excessive prices for footwear, al-

though hides are available at low cost. They contrast
retail prices for high-grade shoes, made from fine calf

or kid leather, with the prices of "country" cowhides of
poor quality, and ignore the following facts:

—

1. Manufacturers' prices of boots and shoes have
been reduced by 30 to 45 per cent, from the "peak"'..

2. This reduction represents all the saving that has
taken place in the cost of production of leather footwear.

3. Cowhides, when tanned, provide side leather and
side leather shoes are obtainable in most retail stores at

moderate prices.

4. Good quality kid leather' still costs the shoe manu-
facturers from 100 to 200 per cent more than it did in

1914-15. High-grade calf leather also costs much more
than before the war.

5. Manufacturers' prices of boots and shoes to day
are based upon the actual cost of production, from mater-
ials valued at present cost. Cost of production is made up
of a large number of items and, except as production costs

he reduced, it is futile to expect further reduction in

manufacturers' prices. Such prices include, in addition to

the cost of all leather (sole and upper) entering into

the shoes, the following: wage? cost (running up to $1.45
oi more per pair on fine shoes, according to the pattern
and style) ; cost of shipping cases, cartons and other sup-
plies; sales tax on all purchases; factory overhead (in-

cluding the cost of lasts, patterns, dies, etc., and a large

i umber of other items); all selling costs; general office

expenses; and manufacturers' profit, if any. Most of these

items are beyond the control of the shoe manufacturer
and are much higher than before the war. At the present

time the prices of some lines of leather, particularly the
better grades, are advancing.

(i. The price* which the public are required to pay
for boots and shoes include: wholesale cost; sales tax;

freight or express charges; cartage; all other expenses of

the retail dealer (including rent, payments of sales people,

More supplies, etc) ; and the retailer's profit. Most of

",hese items also are much higher than .before the war,
due to conditions over which the shoe merchant has no
control.

7. If the manufacturers were given all the upper
leather used in their boots free, it is doubtful whether
they could make fine shoes under present conditions to

sell at pre-war prices.

S. Canadian shoe manufacturers have incurred con-

•iderable, and in some cases exceedingly heavy, losses by
the decline in the value of stocks of raw materials and
merchandise on hand.

9. No large profits are being made in the .boot and
shoe industry in Canada. Many companies are only barely

breaking, even and since the end of the war some 25 boot

and shoe manufacturing companies—about one out of

every seven such companies in Canada—have failed, dis-

continued manufacturing, or have been forced into fi-

nancial reorganization. These facts surely do not indi-

cate "profiteering."

10. The keen competition amongst the 170 or more
boot and shoe factories in Canada assures to the Canadian
people that footwear will continue to be manufactured
economically and that the manufacturers' prices represent

only an exceedingly narrow margin over the actual pro-

duction cost."
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You Can't Get

Ahead Going Back
Here is one concern that is not worrying about "Hard

Times". Listen to what W. E. Showers, president of

Showers Brothers Co., manufacturers of furniture has to

say, — and he buys a half page in the "Saturday Evening
Post" to say it:

—

"There is too much whimpering these days about
"This long, hard pull back to normal." What is normal?
Who cares what normal is ? After all, "Back to Normal" is

only another one of those catch phrases that set the ear

tingling and find no response whatever in a man's brain.

Personally, if getting back to normal is going to mean •

going back to 1914, I never want to get back to normal
again. If we got all the way back to normal we'd probably

revert into monkeys an-d lose all we've fought for.

Normal men are average men. Normal moments are

average moments and the average men in average moments
never wrote any history. What this country has got to, or

muff its chance, is to climb ahead to abnormal — to

super normal.

This period calls for tenseness, for supreme exertion.

Nobody in his right mind ever wants to see this country

again on a flabby, peaceful, relaxed, 1914 normal basis,

because that would mean going back.

There is nothing discouraging about the outlook. This
country never bit off more than it could chew nor ran up
against a hurdle it couldn't clear. Business is up against

its supreme test now, but this country has been made out

of supreme tests. The quickest way to get acquainted with

these new conditions is to have them slap us in the face.

Wait till we all catch step again and then watch this

country.

The only ones who are going to suffer irrevocably are

the stackers and the quitters. He-men are all coming out

of this thins: stronger and better than ever before.

Take Showers Brothers Companv, for instance. Here
is an organization that has made its longest strides during

the past year. We have four big furniture factories — the

largest of their kind in America — working to capacity

at this very moment.

Our system is simple. Give, the people good stuff at

the right price. When you save a dollar in reduced costs

or through increased volume, don't squeeze it and hansr on

to it. Pass the saving on to the people. Take care of the

public and the public will take care of you.

The public can buy — make no mistake of that. Al:

you have to do is to give them money's worth. The instant

they know they can get their money's worth you will see

the people of this country building three nrllion new

houses, and if we continue to deserve their confidence

many of these new homes will be filled with Showers fur-

niture.

To get business you have got to deserve it. And that

goes for dealers as well as for factories I have kept in

dose touch with the furniture dealer and I know that

wherever he has been content w'th a fair profit and has

given the public its money's worth, he is DOING BUSI-

NESS.

Showers Brothers Company is right now doing the
biggest busines in its history, and this success will continue
just as long as we continue to give the public good, service-

able furniture — at A REASONABLE, SENSIBLE
PRICE.

Labor Costs Coming Down.

From "Printers' Ink'' we quote the following showing
how increased efficiency is rapidly lowering costs :

—

"Employment records in the nine largest rubber comp-
anies in Akron show approximatively 27,000 tire builders

are now employed as compared with 72,000 in the same
factories at the peak last year.

These same nine rubber companies are producing over

80 per cent of their peak prodxiction of 1 920.

John N. WiDlys in a recent message to stockholders

told how his company, with 7,700 employees, is producing

fifty cars more per day than a year ago when there were

13,000 men at work.

Similar incidents of increases in labor efficiency could

be told of many other ndustries. And one of the best

indications that sane times are ahead is found in this

better production on the part of the individual.

His efforts have a direct bearing on the cost of comj-

modities and on increased sales. In this connection a

definite problem in management and merchandising police-

is involved.

WHh more efficiency on the part of labor, lower ray

material costs and vision on the part of management to

merchandise, reduced costs for the consumers' benefit

some businesses are not going back to normal, but as Ml
Showers puts it ; "What this country has got to do, or muff

its chance, is to climb ahead to abnormal — to super-

normal."

SURVEY OF CANADIAN CONDITIONS.

' (Continued from page 38) I

nor have there been recent reductions in manufacturers'

orices. Good-grade calf leathers are costing more and

high uality kid leathers are difficult to obtain with prices

reported at 5 and 10 cents per foot higher than those

which prevailed last Spring. Experienced shoe operators

are scarce.

The principal factories in Western Ontario are opera|

ting at, or close to, capacity, as compared with about a

CO per cent, production at this time last year, and they

have a fair volume of orders ahead. No further wage

reductions are reported and manufacturers' prices of

hoots and shoes are firm and steady.

In Britisli Columbia, factories are operating appro-

ximately at capacity in men's, boys', and children's lines;

Ordinary business recently has been in small orders, but

trie more important buyers have been in larger volume

than is usual. Men's fine welts and staples are in good;

demand and the largest factory in the district has orders,

on its books sufficient to keep it operating at capacity,

until the end of the year. Some labor disputes arising

from wage readjustments are reported. *
, |
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Oxfords will be worn this Fall

No. HOG—WESTMINSTER
A Plain vamp Ball Strap Welt.

An attractive shoe made of

fine Brown calf to retail at

less than SI 0.00.

The

"Westminster '- a Fall Fashion
This slightly squared toe is the very newest. The shoe is

made in either a plain Bal., Foxed Bal. or Saddle Strap. In a
rich Brown. We offer it as your opportunity to stir up your
Men's Trade. It will sell everywhere.

Wire or Phone for Samples and Prices.

We ai'so have in stock a full line

of staples and novelties for women
Straps and Cross Strips in Kid

and Combinations.

A!] prices are figured on an
extremely close margin which
positively assures tlie lowest poss-

ible price to the merchant.

A. LAMBERT INC.
14 Notre Dame W. MONTREAL

Men! Lull "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Jobber

carries the stock

In these days when lines are running out,

the Jobber is of very exceptional service.

He is carrying quite complete stock — for

immediate shipment. The Merchant can

well profit by taking advantage of all that

he has to offer.

MONTREAL

OTTAWA

TORONTO

HAMILTON

ALFRED LAMBERT, Inc.,

14 Notre Dame St.

JAMES ROBINSON, LIMITED,

134 McGill St.

MINER SHOE CO., LIMITED,

78 St. Peter St.

A. W. AULT CO., LIMITED,

j. a. McLaren, limited,

WHITE SHOE CO., LIMITED,

R. B. GRIFFITH CO.

JOHN LENNOX CO., LIMITED,

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" whin writing an advertiser
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Spring Placing
Representatives are now on the road with the finest

line of Spring Samples which it has ever been our pleasure

to show to the Trade. The majority of these are such that

it will be the better part of wisdom to place for them with-

out delay.

White Canvas
For those who have not yet placed their orders for

Canvas Lines, We are showing some ideas so novel that it

will be well worth while dropping a card to have a salesman

call.

For Immediate
Delivery

We offer a fine line of womens welts, McKays and

Turns in strap effects, Oxfords with ball strap and high

shoes. See our list printed elsewhere in this section.

ia /Uison GirouarcUtee
Shipping l° all points inC&rada

yrom
ST.HYACINTHB,QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Convention of

Maritime Wholesalers
Semi-Annual Gathering of Maritime

Wholesale Shoe Association at Monc-

ton, N. B., on Aug. 16th.

The semi-annual convention of the Maritime Whole-

rale' Shoe Association was held in Moncton, N.B., on Au-

gust 16th, at the Brunswick Hotel. The Association

which comprises fifteen wholesale shoe houses of the M%
j'itime Provinces has been established for two and a half

years, and has been of material value to the eastern sec-

tion of the trade.

One of the questions to come before the meeting was

the proposed organization of a National Wholesale Shoe

Association. The shoe manufacturers have a national as-

sociation as have also the retailers, but the wholesalers are

iiot organized on a 'national basis.

Address by Mr. S. Roy Weaver.

The leading address of the gathering was given by

Mr. S. Roy Weaver, Manager of the Shoe Manufacturers

Association. Mr. Weaver outlined some of the activities

of that Association, particularly along the lines of pro-

tective work, under which heading comes dealings with

governmental departments, railways, etc; educational ac-

tivities, which include replies to newspapers criticism,

and general efforts to work directly or through the retail

trade with a view to reaching the public
;

intelligence

work, which deals particularly with the dissemination

and exchange of information amongst the manufacturers,

covering- a wide range of subjects ;
promotion work, which

covers the constructive efforts of the Association.

Referring to their educational work, Mr. Weaver

raid :—
"In addition to replying to our critics through the

newspapers, we have commenced the publication of a ser-

ies of leaflets under the heading "Shoe Industry Facts."

Of the first issue we shall distribute 50,000 or more

through manufacturing concerns and otherwise. Early in

September, we expect to publish the second of these leaf-

lets and are planning to embody in it "Better Business"

propaganda with a view to assisting to create an attitude

on the part of the trade and the public more favorable

to Fall and Winter buying of boots- and shoes. We in-

tend as far as possible to prepare all such material as a

means of propaganda and education, not only in the

direct interests of the shoe manufacturers, but on behalf

of the entire industry. Combined with the educational,

there is a complementary intelligence branch of our work,

and in this connection I refer particularly to the dissem-

ination and exchange of information amongst our mem-
bers. I shall not enter into details, but I am satisfied

that many of the difficulties of the industry are due to

lack of information on the part of the companies. Our
.Association acts as a service bureau and we send out re-

gularly informational bulletins which Ave believe are ap-

preciated and are of real value. This work covers a wide

range—from advising with regard to certain details of

internal management of manufacturinsr plants to inves-

tigation of export trade possibilities. Recently the Asso-

ciation was asked by a member company to suggest a

proper division of duties amongst President, Vice-Presi-

dent, Secretary and Manager and also it adviised with

regard to the procedure to followed in developing a cer-

tain patent. We are also preparing a report on the foot-

wear purchases of the Provincial and Municipal Govern-
ments in Canada and how such footwear is bought."

In connection with their promotion work, Mr. Wea-
ver referred to the question of standardisation of cartons.

Continuing, he said:

"The Association is in touch at the present time

with representatives of other groups ofmanufacturers of

men's wear with a view to securing their co-operation in

a dress-up campaign for men. We feel that much useful

work can be done in this connection. In fact, I am looking

Forward to the time when I hope we shall have advisory

councils for both the men's wear and women's wear and
perhaps also the children's wear trades. Co-operation

within these closely related groups would make possible

effective efforts in the advancement of those interests

which they have in common."
Dealing with the question of a national organization

of wholesalers, Mr. Weaver strongly advocated its forma-

tion as an entity, rather than that wholesalers should

merge themselves with the Manufacturers Association.

He outlined a plan of organisation which provided for an
executive representative of the wholesalers from coast to

coast with organisations to be formed in other centres,

such as Quebec Montreal, Toronto, London, and the

West. He stated that the Shoe Manufacturers Association

was prepared to lend its services and organisation until

the Wholesale Association was fully established. He also

dwelt on the advantages to be obtained by close coopera-

tion between the organisation of manufacturers, whole-

salers and retailers, coming together in some such body
as a Dominion Footwear Council.

Concluding, he said :

—

"In suggesting for your consideration formation of

v, national association of the wholesale shoe trade, it is

important that we should not over-estimate what can be

done. In speaking in Toronto, recently, at the convention

ot the Ontario Shoe Repairers, I ventured to express the

opinion that no organization could hope for success except

as it recognized economic laws and worked along sound

economic lines. It is safest to build slowly and surely and
above all your organization should be founded and con-

ducted on proved economic principles. I am convinced

that no price-fixing association or any other organization

of the wholesale shoe trade based on the idea of arbitrary

'ueasures or coercion could be successful in any large way.

The emphasis must be placed on service and efficiency

and information, education and publicity are the means
by which you are most likely to obtain results. I have not

come to you with any hard-boiled plan of organization of

the wholesale shoe lifde. It is better that you should

evolve your own organization to fit your own require-

ments and conditions. There is a danger of initial en-

ihusiasm, expecting great and immediate results, being

damped if such hopes are not quickly realized. The mere
passing of a resolution favoring the formation of a Na-
tional Wholesale Shoe Association or even the actual

formation of such an organization will not automatically

revolutionize your trade. But an organization will pro-

vide the machinery by which much work and perhaps af-

ler some disappointments, you reasonably may hope,

through co-operation and education, gradually to achieve

some betterment of conditions for your trade. I believe

I hat the first step after you have an organization ought

to be a careful and compreheusie survey by your secret-

arial department of the conditions and problems of the

wholesale trade. You will have noticed that I have been

careful to avoid suggesting any definite programme of

vork for a national organization of shoe wholesalers. In
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Toronto Annual Exhibition

AUGUST 27th to SEPTEMBER 10th

WHITE SHOE
COMPANY'S

Annual
Special Exhibition

- Sale-

AUGUST 27th to

SEPTEMBER 10th

Held at our Warehouse
9 WELLINGTON ST. WEST

As usual during Toronto Fair we

will hold our Annual Sale and

prices will be of great interest to

close buyers.

We are offering up-to-date NEW GOODS at extra low prices during the

two weeks sale.

We extend to you an invitation to call and see us when in the city. Ou

travelling salesmen will be at the warehouse (o meet customer:-. We al o

will be glad to see you, and ask that you make our office your convenience

when in Toronto.

Our wa.erooms are right down-tow % a few dcorr.

off Yonge Street, at 9 Wellington St eet West, and
when you come to the Exhibition mr.k3 this yoUT

headouarters.

White Shoe Co., Limited
9 Wellington St. West - Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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planning your activities you will be able to draw upon
1 he experience of the Shoe Distributors Association in

the United Kingdom and of the "National Association of

Shoe Wholesalers in the United States. In Great Britain

important work 'has been done in standardizing terms of

trade and conditions of sale and remedying various trade

abuses. While agreeing that such things as style and pri-

ces in general are matters which belong to each indivi-

dual manufacturer, the Boot and Shoe Manufacturers'

Federation of the United Kingdom and I believe the

Shoe Distributors Association is joining in the move-
working on a plan fur a Fashions Committee for the in-

dustry, to study and suggest main lines or shoes for each

reason and perhaps to bring about a greater uniformity

in the public demand in respect to colors and styles. I

only refer to the very large range of styles and complete

hick of restraint in respect of novelties as one of the mat-
ters which might well receive joint consideration by shoe

manufacturers and wholesalers in Canada. And there are

a multitude of other problems ready for you to tackle.

Do not expect too much or expect results too soon, but

if you build on a sound, irreproachable, economic founda-

tion, there can be no question as to the value and possi-

bilities of association work."

The following resolution was moved by R. T. Hayes,

M.P.P. of J. M. Humphrey, and seconded by Mr. Gard.

RESOLVED, that we, the members of' THE MAR-
ITIME WHOLESALE SHOE ASSOCIATION, and
also the individual firms, the names of which have been

signed below, believe that the formation of a (National)

Wholesale Shoe Association of Canada is needed, and
pledge our support to such project:

THAT we appoint Mr. C. S. Sutherland of The Am-
herst Boot and Shoe Co. Ltd., and Mr. S. C. Mitchell of

The Ames Holden McCready, Ltd., to represent the whole-

sale shoe firms in the Maritime Provinces on the provi-

sional Executive Committee of such Wholesale Associa-

tion; and*

THAT we instruct the Executive Committee of the

Maritime Wholesale Shoe Association to suggest the na-

mes of representatives from the other parts of Canada
where no wholesale shoe associations already exist.

(Sgd) THE MARITIME WHOLESALE SHOE ASS.
S. C. MITCHELL, President.

H. W. RISING, Secy. Treas.

Members Signatures

:

(Sgd) Ames Holden McCready, Ltd.

(Sgd) The J. M. Humphrey Co. Ltd.

(Sdg) L. Higgins & Co.

(Sgd) Waterbury & Rising, Ltd.

(Sgd) The Amherst Boot & Shoe Co.

(Sgd) Wm. Cook Shoe Co.

(Sgd) The H. H. Crosby Co. Ltd.

The following resolution was passed on a motion by

Mr. C. S. Sutherland and seconded by Mr. P. L. Higgins

:

RESOLVED, that this Association protest to the

Freight Classification Committee, and also to the Board

of Railway Commissioners for Canada, against the pro-

posed Freight Classification No. 17, insofar as it applies

to Boots and Shoes, inasmuch as such Classification

would discriminate heavily, unfairly, and unnecessarily,

against the use of fibreboard containers which are now in

almost universal use, and are generally satisfactory to the

hade, and also,

RESOLVED, that this Association protest to the

Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada against

withdrawal by the Railway of the privilege of shipping

footwear of any kind in straight or mixed carloads, under

third class rating.

National Wholesale
Shoe Association

For some years the Shoe and Leather Journal has

fostered the idea of an organization among the whole-

sale shoe distributors of 'Canada. At various' times since

the old days when the wholesale rubber men were organized,

efforts have been made to get the jobbers together. As men-
tioned in a recent issue, a movement has been gradually

gathering way, encouraged by the feeling that the trade

with strong retail and manufacturing organizations should

be rounded out by a wholesale organization. It is a recogniz-

ed fact that the wholesalers, who are more than 150 in

number, in addition to the fifty odd branches of man-
ufacturers and wholesalers, handle over fifty per cent of

all the footwear sold in Canada. Consequently, they re-

present a very important factor in the trade.

For the past two years or more, the only wholesale

organization in existence was in the Maritime .provinces.

They have felt that the interests of the trade would be

better served by a National organization. As a result they

passed the resolution as reported in another column. Their

idea was to secure advice from wholesalers in various parts

of Canada with a view to inviting representative men to

serve on the provisional Executive committee.

Almost simultaneously a meeting of the Montreal

wholesalers was called which was held on August 25th

for the purpose of discussing the formation of a local or

national association. Fifteen establishments were represent-

ed at the meeting. It was decided not to form a local as-

sociation, but a national organization, and to this end the

nucleus of a provisional committee was elected as follows)

:

President, Mr. Alfred Lambert; Vice-President, Mr. Geo.

Robinson
;
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Henri Viau ; Commit-

tee, Messrs. NV. Cummings, J. T. Uhouinard, and J. P.

Quesnel. As their proposal is identical with that of the

Maritime association, and as the latter have nominated

two members to act on such a prO'visional council, it may
be expected that the jobbers in other districts will fall

in line and appoint representatives. At a meeting of those

representatives, action will likely be taken to draw up a

constitution and by laws, after which a general convention

will be held and permanent officers elected. A definite

programme of action for the benefit of the trade will then

be outlined. It has been suggested that the National Whole-

sale Shoe Association would do well to follow the example

of similar organizations, such as the Shoe Manufacturers

Association, lay out a budget, and assess its members ac-

cordingly. The organization has been assured of the entire

co-operation of the Shoe Manufacturers Association, who

have, at the request of the Maritime Association, placed

their organization, experience and active assistance at the

disposal of the wholesalers. This should tend to iron out

some of the cRfficttHaes incidental to organization. So that

all tint is needed is the co-operation of the members of

the wholesale shoe trade.
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R. B. GRIFFITH & CO.

THE WHITE SHOE HOUSE"

White samples for Spring1 1922 are now ready.

Largest and most complete line ever shown in Canada.
Kid, Buck, Polar Kloth, Reinskin, Eve Cloth, and Canvas.

Goodyear Welt, Hand Turn and MacKay.

Widths A to E.

Large range of Sport Shoes.

Our representatives are now out and it will pay you to care-

fully inspect our samples before buying.

Western Ontario - - J. V. MORIN
Eastern Ontario - - - THOS. MORROW
Toronto, Ont. - - - R. C. FOY
Hamilton, Ont. - - - A. J. ANGUS
Quebec W. E. W. LESSARD
Maritime Provinces - ROMEO BROSSEAU
Western Provinces - - G. R. FERGUSON

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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An Opportunity Worth While

A visit to Toronto during the CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBI-
TION affords shoemen a splendid opportunity of seeing in our showrooms
one of the most complete and varied assortments of footwear showing any-
where. We have made special preparations for this event. Whatever your
PARTICULAR NEEDS may be there are special offerings in our range
to meet them. Goods with strong selling features in quality and value that
make them intensely interesting to you and your customers.

FINE STYLE SHOES FOR MEN AND WOMEN featuring Brogues and
Ball straps for men, and the popular strap effects for women.

STAPLE FOOTWEAR—Shoes with the stability that makes them noted
for wear service and repeat sales.

SLIPPERS—The best in both English and Canadian makes.
RUBBER FOOTWEAR, HOCKEY BOOTS, OIL TANS and all other Fall

and Winter lines.

This is your BEST CHANCE to see the RIGHT LINES at an OPPORTUNE
TIME, before Fall and Winter selling starts.

j. a. McLaren ess
30 Front St. W Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Shoes In A Hurry

When sizes run low in September and October — as

they are bound to do — you can "cash in" on the

services of a large organization with a liberal stock of

the Season's best merchandise.

It will pay you to size up without further delay and you

will find many lines that you can replenish immediately

from stock, to your profit, from our warehouse.

3am?S SnbittHnn (Company

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Newer Styles

For Spring

New Spring Samples are just coming in and our repre-

sentatives will shortly be able to show the be,st of them

to you.

Remember, first, that it is safe to order well in advance

particularly when you can place with a house such as

ours which carries a liberal stock from which you can

sort at will.

3attt?B IKnbtttBntt (EDtttfrattg

1B4 ffflrOWl £tmt fHmttrpal

4 1 >

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Better— than— Usual

Staple Footwear

That accurately describes all our

lines of staple shoes—whether con-

sidered from the standpoint of ser-

vice ability, appearance or value. No
better range from which to complete

your lines for fall.

FeltFootwear

We have the best and fullest range

in the Dominion of up to date

lines at rock bottom prices.

JOHN LENNOX & COMPANY
THE SLIPPER HOUSE OF CANADA

Hamilton, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal"' when writing an advertiser
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To The
Retail Trade

Our new Fall Samples are now ready and carried by our salesmen

in their respective territories. We believe that not only from the

standpoint of Shoemaking but also from that of Style, the line is the

best we ever turned out.

The range is extensive, embodying everything from the more staple

to the very latest of Dame Fashion's decrees in straps and sport

shoes. The prices are based on rock-bottom market values and this

along with our policy of specialization makes possible a line as

attractive in price as it is in style.

Our salesmen, if not already, will shortly have the pleasure of call-

ing on you. Mr. H. B. McGee will cover Toronto and Western

Ontario; Mr. F. R. Burns, Middle Eastern and Northern Ontario;

Mr. W. S. Pettes, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces and Mr. John

Abernethy from Port Arthur to the Coast.

- vi

THE PERTH SHOE CO., LIMITED
Perth .... Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when tailing an advertiser
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THE HURLBUT-JACOBI CONFERENCE

Officers and employees of P. Jacobi, Toronto, to the

number of nine spent a profitable and enjoyable day at

the Hurlbut factory in Preston. Going up on the morning
train to Gait, they were taken in motors to Preston, where
the balance of the morning was spent in conference and
discussion of plans. After luncheon at the Kress House,
the party spent several hours right out in the plant, in-

specting processes, getting first hand information as to

latest developments and improvements in Hurlbut shoes

and methods of manufacture.

In the evening, about thirty sat down to a banquet
at the Kress House. Addresses were delivered by Mr.
Clayton Hurlbut, Mr. Elmil Jacobi, and Mr. Chester E.

Craigie. Mr. Craigie has recently taken over the adminis-
tration of the advertising activities of the company, with

the idea of capitalizing still further the success that has

accrued to the Hurlbut 'Company from years of sen-ice

and education of the "public to the latent possibilities of

children's footwear. Mr. Craigie address the gathering- at

some length on methods of salesmanship, merchandising,

and advertising.

At the close of the evening, Mr. H. Lewis, who has

been with P. Jacobi for over half a century, moved a

vote of thanks, seconded bv Mr. Wm. Fox. for the exceed-

ingly interesting and highly enjoyable trip, and for the

splendid hospitality extended by the Hurlbut Company.

Mr. HUGH WHITE IN SCOTLAND

Some of Mr. Hugh White's friends hae received to-

kens of his European trip in the form of purple and
white heather, gathered at Peebleshire, Scotland. Reports*

indicate that Mr. White has been having a wonderful
holiday, and has just about forgotten there is such a thing

c'.f the shoe business. Meanwhile the boys at home, under
the leadership of Mr. Gravelin have been carrying on so

well that they feel there will be no job left for the boss
when he returns.

We understand that while Mr. White has a good
working knowledge of the language of England, his ex-

perience with Scotch has been strictly limited. However,
he has managed to make himself understood by the na-
tives.

In Stock

La maison (iirouard Limitee, of St. Hyacinthe, liave
the following leading lines in stock for immediate
delivery

:

9101 Men's Gun Metal Calf Bal. Perforated
Vamp. Single Sole Rub. H. NEW Last.. $5.40

9112 Men's Tan Calf Bal Saddle Strap Tip Fleur
de Lys NEW Last 5.40

9117 Men's Tan Calf Bal Imit Saddle Strap Tip
Fleur de Lys. NEW Last 5.10

9120 Men's Black Side Bal Saddle Strap Tip
Fleur de Lys NEW Last 4.60

9404 Women's Tan Dong Bal Imit Saddle Strap
Imit Tip Fleur de Lys Mil H 3.50

9409 Women's Black Dong Bal Imit Tip Fleur
de Lys Mil Heel 3.50

9411 Women's Tan Dong Two Straps. Imit
Saddle Strap Imit Tip Mil Heel 2.85

9420 Women's Black Dong Two Straps Imit
Saddle Strap Imit Tip Mil Heel 2.85

9423 Women's Tan Dong Oxford Imit Saddle
Strap Imit Tip Mil Heel 2.85

9425 Women's Black Dong Oxford Imit Saddle
Strap Imit Tip Mil Heel 2.85

9428 Women's Tan Calf Oxford Imit Saddle
Strap Imit Tip Fleur de Lys Mil Heel .... 3.60

9429 Women's Tan Calf One Strap Two Buttons
Imit Saddle Strap Imit Tip Fleur de Lys
Mil Heel 3.50

PICNIC PARTY, LADY BELLE SHOE CO., KITCHENER.
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Canadian Tanning

Industry in 1918
The Dominion Bureau of Statistics hsa issued a

report of "The Leather Tanning Industry in Canada in

191SV . This is shortly to be followed by similar informa-
tion for 1919 and 1920. For purposes of reference we
publish this report, so that it may be used for comparison
with later reports. Values and conditions have changed
so materially since that time, that the information is

valuable for comparative purposes only.

"The leather tanning industry in Canada was carried

on by 139 establishments during 1919. This shows an
increase of three over 1917. Seventy-seven of these plants

were located in Quebec, forty-six in, Ontario, six in Nova
Scotia, three in Manitoba, two in each of the Provinces of

New Brunswick, Albert, and British Columbia and one in

Prime Edward Island.

The total value of the products turned out by this

industry during the year was $33,079,99. Of this sum,
$8,121,587 was reported as the selling value, at the factory,,

of sole leather; $7,758,669 of upper leather; and $7,797,-

210 of harness value of $8,284,029 a large portion of which

might be considered as belonging in one of the above

classes, though it was not so reported by the manufact-

urers. In addition to the leather produced, large quan-

tities of by-products such as wool, hair, and ghie-stock.

were obtained. Tbe by-products bad a selling value at

the factory of $1,118,443.00. An itemized list of the pro-

ducts and by-products is given later.

The total value of the la:ub buildings, fixtures,

machinery and tools, held by these 139 firms was $6,689,-

575; materials on hand, stocks in process, finished pro-

ducts, fuel and miscellaneous supplies: on hand were

worth $13,901,051 ; while the cash, operating accounts

and bills receivable, amounted to $7,845,180. making the

total investment in the industry, $28,435,801! at the end

of the year.

EMPLOYEES, SALARIES AND WAGES.
' The average number of persons employed in the

industry in 1918, was 3722, while wages and salaries

amounted' to $3,464„845, a per eaptita payment of

$930.91. In 1917. $3,260,106 was paid to 4,12S persons;

a per capita payment of .$790.00.

The following table gives the distribution and classi-

lication of the persons employed in the industry in De-
cember, the month in which the largest numbber of wage-

earners were at work. It will he noted that the total

number of empdoyees as shown in the table exceeds the

average number employed during the year.

CLASSIFICATION OF EMPLOYEES.
1917- ISIS

Salaried Employees ' Male Fema'e Male Fema'c
Officers, Managers, Superintendents .. .. 169 3 130 —
Stenographers, clerks and salesmen and other

other salaried employees 132 50 111 49

OFFICE SUB-TOTAL 301 53 241 49
Wage-Earners, receiving per week—

Less than $10.00 '. 2«9 130 217 95
$10 but less than S15 1275 32 702 36
$15 but less than $20 1592 7 1299 9
$20 but less than $25 . . . 328 5 969 1

$25 and over 118 — 265 1

TANNERU SUS-TOTAL.. .. 3°01 174 3452 142

TO~/.L 3903 227 3693 191

The total for 1918 includes 65 males and IS
females under Hi years of age, of these, 54 males and 12
females were in the class receiving less than $10. per
week.

The fuel used in this industry, exclusive of any sup-
pi k\l to employees, cost $476,302 laid down at the plants.

MATERIALS USED.

The next table shows the quantity and cost at the
wor! s of the materials used in this industry during the
year. All the tanning materials should not be charged
against the production, since a quantity of these mus L

have been used in connection with the custom work carried
on by some firms in addition to their regular work.

Hides, tanned end curried:— Unit of measure
Cattle Number-
Calf and kip skins Number
Sheep and lamb skins Dozen
Coat skins Number
All other sk'ns Number
RoLgh lealhir purchased and curried:—

Rough leather Sides
Rough splits S'des
Rough grains Sides
Bark f:r tanni-e Cords
Extra:ts, chcnvcals, dves, etc., (va'ue only)
All other tann'ng maerials .. (va'ue only)

Quantity

1,291,£53
£96,r 0<
57.298

32^.342
30.790

72,214

23, 04
6,492

36 955

Cost of work
14,832,973

3,423,845
918,770
304,851
25,435

97,504
27,778
52.000

550,527
2,261,927

1,186,149

TOTAL $23,6SI,659

PRODUCTS.

The table below shows the quantity and selling value
at the works, of the products made from the materials
itemized above. In addition a certain amount of stock
v as tanned and curried for people other than those in the
ndustry. The estimated value of leather produced from
this custom work was $2,093,775.

PRODVCTS- Unit of Measure Quantity

Sole leather Hemlock Sides 4 0 444
Oak S'des 395.569
Chrome S : r"es 9 530

Upper leather; Grain, Satin, Pebbled, et.-. Sides 779,435
Finished Splits Number 658,483
Patent and Enamel'ed shoe leather Sides 176,015

Harness leather Sides 6XP.033
Belting Sides 70,4?0
Carriage, Automobile and Furniture

leather Hides 61,797
Clove, trunk, bag and pocket-book

leather Dozens 5^,406
BookVnders' I rather Dozens 8,402
I ace leather ard Gcodyear welting
Oil tanned leaher Hides 18224
Goatskin Sides 656,604
Cowhides, Horsehides, etc Sides 16,°34
Calfskin Number 764,766
Mocassin leather
All other leather, including offal

lather (Value only)
Wool Lbs. 322,605
Hair Lbs. 2.S59.5I2
Glue Sto.-l- L'-s. 13,°69.329
All other prrducn and by-products (Value only

Selling Value
at Tannery

4.307,947
3,756.870

56.770
5.762,591

768,730
I 227 348
7,797.270

713,973

533,901

1.590.417
66,6"9

180,322
350.548
570.941
127.177

3.6327.12
140.546

367313
354.06^
126,141

225,843
412,394

TOTAL 33.079.99S

EXPORTS.

The next table shows Canadian products beirins: a

piwilar interest to the industrv which were exported
during 191S.

KIND. QUANTITY VALUE
Hides and skins $4,831,522
Sheep pelts 239,807
Harness leather . . . .

*
7,260,307 lbs 4,957,862

Sole Ie?ther 4 3C0 033 lbs 1,965.815
Upper leather 803,060 lbs 1,930.870
Other leather unanufacturcd 39S.695
Tallow 3S: 060 lbs 6°.944

Extract of Hemlock bark " 9,188
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IMPORTS 1918.

The leather and other materials of interest in con-

nection with the leather industry, which were imported

in 1918 for consumption -in Canada are shown below.

KIND. QUALITY VALUE
Hides and skins raw, whether dry, salted or pickled 17,640,127 lbs $5,678,131
Belting leathtr or ail kinds 11,131

Calf, kid or goat, lamb and sheeps skins tanned 166,106
Calf kid, or goat, lamb and sheep skins dressed,
waxed or glazed 3,098,074

Glove leathers, tanned or dresser, colored or un-
colored, imported by glove manufacturers for use
in their own lactories in the manufacture of

gloves 3,094,758
Harness leather 5,861
Japanned, patent or enamelled leather and Morocco

leather and leather in im,tation of Morocco
leather '.

. 21,046
Skins for Motglco Uatncr tanned but not turther

manufactured 1,655
Sole leather 64,252
Upper leather, not dresseicL, waxed, or glazed 18,561

Upper leather, including dongola, cordovan, kan-
garoo, alligator and all leather, dressed, waxed
or glazed or further finished than tanned, n. o. p.

and chamois skins 452,993
Other leather, dressed, waxed or glazed or

further finished than tanned, n. o. p 342,855
Other leather and skins, n. o. p. 234,093
Dyeing or tanning articles in a crude state used

in dyeing or tanning, n. o. p 1,811,819 lbs 145,328
Tallow 1,364,399 lbs 199,132

Soda hyposulphite, when importod by tanners

in their own factories inthe tanning of leather 353,950 lbs 7,550

Logwood and Fustic, ground and ground oak
oak bark 45,530 lbs 4,380

Extract of oak, and oak bark quebracho .. 33,833,046 lbs 1,822,830

LONDON SHOE AND LEATHER FAIR.

The London Shoe and Leather Fair will be held this

year in the first week in October (Monday to Friday,

October 3 to 7) at the Royal Agricultural Hall, London,
N. Nearly 400 firms will show their products consisting

of leather of all kinds, boots and shoes, machinery for tan-

ners, leather workers and boot repairers, and accessory

articles of all kinds in use in the shoe, leather and allied

industries. Invitations to visit the Fair can be obtained

by Canadian business men interested on application to the

British Trade Commissioners, 248 St. James S., Mont-
real; 260 Confederation Life Building, Toronto; and 610

Electric Railway Chambers, Winnipeg.
The next British Industries Fair will be held in

London and Birmingham between 27th February and
10th March 1922.

The British Industries Fair is open to manufacturers
in all parts of the British Empire and buyers from all

over the world are attracted. It affords an excellent me-
dium for bringing manufacturers in direct contact with

buyers, as only bona-fide manufacturers are permitted to

exhibit and buyers are admitted to these Fairs by invi-

tation only. The general public are not admitted.

Full details regarding the Fairs can be obtained from.

H. M. Trade Commissioners at the above addresses.

FOREIGN LEATHER MARKETS.

Reports of conditions in Europe as summarized by the

Tanners 'Council show that a general improvement has

taken place or is in sight. The total value of leather erported

from the United States in June was the highest since

January. There was also a moderate further decrease in

export prices, with the result that the quantity exported

improved appreciably as compared with the pre-war normal.

The most notable increase was in shipments of glazed

kid, amounting to 172 per cent, but the gains in side upper,

patent and sole leather, among the more important classes,

were also considerable. Much the best customer during

June was Great Britain, with the other principal countries

of western Europe and Jarpan coming next. Germany,
Scandinavia and Latin America did not figure so promi-
nently.

In Great Britain there is a pronounced feeling of op-

timism for a decided improvement during the next month
or two. France shows a marked improvement in the shoe

tiade, with leather somewhat uncertain, but rather better.

Other European countries show a healthier tone in leather

and shoes fields.

STANDARDIZED FOOTWEAR.

The shoe trades of the world will be interested in

watching the development of a new step proposed in New
Zealand. The New Zealand Board of Trade has issued an

outline of a scheme of standardized boots. In connection

with the scheme it is porposed to issue to all boot man-
ufacturers in New Zealand who are willing to comply with

the conditions set out in the regulations a licence to place

on the New Zealand market boots branded "New Zealand

Board of Trade."

The maximum retail price will be marked in plain

figures on the sole of the boot, and it will not be a breach

of the terms of the regulations to sell at a lower price. The
stamped price will provide for the cost of manufacture,

plus a reasonable profit to the manufacturer and plus a

sufficient sum to cover costs and profits in distribution.

Where a retailer or manufacturer employs a warehouse to

finance him, the warehouse must be paid for services with-

out increasing the retail price of the boots to the public,

the idea being to reduce handling expenses to the lowest

possible figure and bring the retailer into direct touch with

the manufacturer.

It is proposed to ask the Minister of Labour for the

services of the inspectors of footwear, who will see that

boots are manufactured to sample and specification and

therefore of an approved quality. The board will retain

the power to alter the retail price from time to time accord-

ing to the fluctuations of the market for material and

labour.

The specifications provide that best-quality chrome

leather for the uppers and first-grade New Zealand sole

leather shaH be used. The maximum retail prices will range

as follows : Children's, 14s 3d
;
girls' from 16s 3d to 17s 9d

;

women's, from 20? to 28s 6d; boy* from 17s 9d to 18s 6d;

youths' from 21s to 22s; and men's from 26s to 33s.

"In shoes we laugh, in shoes we play,

In shoes we walk about all day;

In shoes we walk, iD shoes we ride,

And shoes we thrown e'en to a bride,

And eo we say, and so we think,

In shoes we eat, in shoes we drink;

In shoes we run, in shoes we trade,

And shoes are our understanding aid.

We shoe the horse, and shoo the fly,

And why not shoes for you and I"

In shoes we woo, in shoes we wed,

When shoes leave us we leave for bed,

And hence 'tis wise to wear the best.

For such — tax not your weary wits,

Come straight to us, we'll give you FITS

—

And if our
,
ad. you'll stop to read,

You'll likely find just what you need."
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Double " H " Brand

Spats
THERE IS STILL TIME TO PLACE

YOUR ORDER AND BESURE OF SECURING YOUR STOCK BEFORE
THE SELLING SEASON OPENS—BUT DO NOT DELAY LONGER.

Double "H" Brand

SPATS ALREADY IN THE HANDS OF MOST OF OUR CUSTOMERS
HAVE CREATED UNUSUALLY HIGH PRAISE.

THE EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH QUALITY, FIT, WORMANSHIP AND
THE ATTRACTIVE INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE FOR EACH PAIR MAKE
THEM.

JUST A LITTLE BETTER THAN THOSE ADVERTISED "BEST".

FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF OCR ONTARIO FRIENDS WE HAVE

ESTABLISHED A PERMANENT SAMPLE ROOM AT

38-40 Adelaide St. West, Toronto
WHERE OCR FULL LINE MAY BE INSPECTED.

Hall and Hodges—

-

LIMITED —
16 St. Sacrament St. Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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At the Service of the Industry

The completeness of our service,

and its readiness, leaves no doubt

of our ability to be of vital

assistance to Canadian Shoe

Manufacturers in the production

of their lines economically and

at a high standard.

A chain of branch establishments

girdles the industry, so that no

call is too urgent or too exten-

sive for us to respond in a way
that means complete satisfaction.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited

Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch : 28 Demers St Kitchener: 46 S. Foundry Street

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser
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Canadian VS.
Imported Shoes

Survey of Canadian Market by Com-
mercial Intelligence Department.

The -Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce recently made a restricted
survey of the retail shoe trade in order to -ascertain,

(a) The proportion of Canadian goods' handled;
(b) The reasons for selling imported goods;
(c) What might be necessary on the part of Canadian

manufacturers to increase their sales, an'd -at the same time
keep out the foreign made article. Their report is in part
as follows:

BOOTS AND SHOES

As a result of a -canvass of some thirty retailers in
boots and shoes in Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa, the fol-

lowing opinions were obtained as to the comparative
marketing possibilities of domestic and imported goods.

The opinions expressed are in no wise departmental, but
were garnered from men in the trade.

Black and Tan Boots (Men's, Women's and
Children's).

At least 90% of -these, sold in the stores visited, are

Canadian. All general qualities are made with success for

men, women an'd children. The men's were first improved
and now our women's and children's styles are also good
enough to justify Canadians being thoroughly satisfied

with the products ; as one exclusive retailer put it "Where
I used to buy from a dozen American factories, I do not

buy from one now". One of the largest buyers, a man with

over thirty years' experience, stated "dollar for dollar, the

C'andian goods are of more value than those of the United
States are. I say this positively. The United States price

during the war went higher, while Canada was cheaper

than anywhere else. To-day we are maintaining our values

and sell in the States."

The willingness of manufacturers to receive sugges-

tions, leads, in many cases, to a close co-operation between

retailer and manufacturer. The majority of imported

black and tans an'd novelty lines 1 are women's de luxe shoes.

Such importations are of a quality so highly finished and

costly, that they are not made in Canada, simply because

the demand here is too small in these lines to justify a

factory specializing to the extent required. As a rule such

boots and shoes are all women's, and are only demanded
by people with considerable means. They are high grade,

with a superfine finish, at present in the long vamp style,

made from fashionable lasts. Women are much more- dif-

ficult to shoe than men, and one retailer suggested that

if a good retail shoe man was occasionally brought into

the Canadian factory for a week at a time, the Canadian-

manufacturers would benefit from his experience of femi-

nine caprices. The Cana'dian factory avoids making fantas-

tic footwear, such as is sometimes advertised in ultra-

fashionable American ladies' papers. Where the American

factory has an advantage over the Canadian factory in

women's black and tan boots and shoes, is that on one

last Canadian factory only turn' out say a half dozen pat-

terns, while the American firm may have on the one
last at least, a dozen models.

One retailer of wide experience claims that our -man-
ufacturers should initiate more, and not follow American
fashions quite so much. The- Americans, he claims, get their
ideas from Paris in regard to women's shoes and slippers.

They modify the styles they see "there to models suitable
for North America, and the longer stride of our women.
Consequently in imitating them, we are imitating the
imitators. It would be better for us to imitate the initiator
and make our own modifications'. He- therefore suggested
that it would pay the Canadian manufacturer to keep a
man in Paris to watch the models, an-d modify them for
Canadian consumption. He added, "then we should always
be dead level with American production and with a chance
to steal a march on it sometimes, and when we do that the
American would come buying from us."

Felt Boots and Shoes.

No American purchases except for the finest grade
felt lined boots for women, were admitted by the retailers

visited. The importation -of the -superfine grade seemed to

be chiefly from one American firm. In regard to this a

fashionable retailer stated that it would not pay the Ca-
nadian manufacturer to attempt it, as the demand is

too small. Indeed, now-a-days, the Canadian manufacturer
is turning out felt boots just as fine as are made, but
his last has not such a variety of patterns as the American
company turns out. Another retailer said "we have to go
to an American firm for the finer grades. This is due to

the better quality of felt, and the superior specialized labor

of that firm." All retailers seem to admit that the

Canadian mamifacturers should watch the products of

such a firm and produce cheaper lines, if possible 1

, on the

same models. It was admitted that as most of the felt is

imported, our factories have much to contend with. How-
ever, the general conclusion was that felt boots and shoe 0

made in Canada show a very satisfactory improvement of

late years. Attention might be paid to the handstitched

lines for women, and also to the giving of a high polish

about every item of their felt footwear, as it is on these

lines improvement should now be expected.

Patent Leathers.

Patent leather boots and shoes are generally regarded

by the retailer as fashion goods, now in now out. There is

no doubt that they have been out of fashion for sometime

lately, owing to the -difficulty in obtaining the finest raw

material for their manufacture. .Owing to the unsettled

conditions in Russia, the Russian colt, whose hide has been

used in the manufacture of the superior lines of patent

leather has not been obtainable. The Russian colt supplant-

ed' the best calf leather from France, it being of a closer

grain, and more non-stretchable, the buttock hide after it

was shaved for veins and1 tanned furnishing a most perfect

surface for Japanning which would not crack.

All retailers were glad to say that undoubtedly the best

patent leather obtainable was manufacture'd in 'Canada, and

the boots and shoes made from it wore excellent. During

the dull periods for patents, the output of the local factories

is- quite sufficient, but in those seasons in which there is

a brisk demand for patent goods, unless the Canadian fac-

tories produce the very latest models, novelty lines will

have to be imported from the States, according to several

dealers. The latent fashion and Bigh' finish are absolutely

essential in these goods, -and this means high specialization.

As far as the .dancing pump is concerned, in pre-war
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THE
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For Spring

Women's Two Strap

Two Button Pump
Junior Louis Heel.

Made in Calf, Kid
and Patent.

This is but one line of

several that have placed Marsh

Welts and McKays for men

and women in the fore-front

of Canada's fine shoes.

For Immediate
Shipment

We have prepared a cata-

logue showing and describ-

ing 20 lines carried in stock

for immediate delivery —
7 mens welts, 8 womens welts, 5 womens McKays.

These lines are just what are selling this season. You can
use them.

EL WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC

Makers of MEWS WELTS, U OMENS WELTS
and WOMEN'S FLEXIBLE McKAYS

©A/V
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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days many of these were imported from England. The same
is in great demand even now, but it is anticipated it will

increase, and has already done so considerably. To-day the

majority of dealers seem to think that it was not necessary

to import. However the more exclusive stores stated that

they had to get their better class goods from England.

'Smartness, the perching of the bow, and shapeliness are

more in -demand than the factories seem to recognize, ac-

cording to one dealer.

Peoplle are more worried over the quality of their pur-

chases in this line than the prices. England has an enor-

mous home and export demand in the dancing pump', and
cam consequently sell them very cheap. English pumps
hive for years' held the chic market. This experience puts

the English manufacturer in a very strong position, whilst

in 1 Canada it is practically a new product. However, the

retailers were finding out that enough Canadian pumps
were being sold to justify their production.

Rubbers.

It is universally admitted that the entire sale here

is of Canadian goods. All American importations here seem

to have almost ceased, except in the case of a few novelty

lines. One retailer even went so far as to say that he

considered that the Canadian rubber companies were ahead

of the American production. He puts1 this down to the

fact that rubbers are uiseid for a longer period in Canada
than in the United States. Another dealer drew a distinc-

tion between the cheap rubber and the high grade rubber,

while others wanted medium quality rubber.

Slippers (Women's).

The fine qualities are from the United' States, the

superfine from Switzerland or France, in the latter case,

the quantity is very, very small. The Novelty lines par ex-

cellence of Canada are made in Brooklyn. However, recent-

ly the home manufacturers have gone ahead enormously,

and handmade slippers very well finished are at last being

made in Canada. For the development of this, according

to one dealer, the time is very favorable, owing to the

present exchange rates. The remarks made upon women's

boots apply even more strongly to slippers. Daintiness, a

distinctive note, etc., add to the sale of the slipper. Several

retailers admitted that the American importations were

due to the American goods being cheaper in some oases.

Many firms in Montreal and Toronto, however, are now
producing slippers, in some ways superior to those made

in the States. This is particularly the case in colored satin

shoes, black and blue lines. Indeed the whole industry

has had a great awakening. Satins, brocades, are> gradual -

GOODYEAR WELTS

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED
Makers of Shoes for

MEN BOYS YOUTHS
WOMEN MISSES CHILDREN

To Jobbers Only

Capacity 5000 pairs a day, enabling ns to

make 10 Days Delivery on Rush Orders.

McKAYS Standard Screw

ly supplanting the imported goods. It is said, by one retail-

ler, that camels' hair slippers are all imported from Eng-
land as the Canadian factories have none of the required

material to manufacture these. Turned sole goods are now
being made in 'Canada in a small way.

Suede slippers satisfy the local market except in so

far novelty lines are concerned.

White Shoes.

The bulk of canvas shoes sold' this year are Canadians.
This is a great change from previous years when the im-
portation was very large. For example, only last year one
factory stated that they imported $200,000 worth of white
shoes, and this year are now able to make them themselves-.

This change typical of the whole market here in this

regard, although many retailers maintain that this is

a peculiar trade of its own. It is added' that white canvas

shoes only engage the serious attention of retailers in East-
ern Canada for June, July and part of August, two and a

half months in all. The reason why these retailers import
is that they say white canvas shoes must be made in a

special factory of their own by a firm that can specialize.

Our local demand is small because it is very seasonahle.

Consequently, this does not justify the Canadian man-
ufacturer establishing a .high grade, up-to-date factory

for this purpose alone. We have no California or Florida

demanding white canvas shoes all the year. This, it should

be borne in mind, is only the attitude of some retailers

;

some of the very largest only handle Canadian shoes, stat-

ing that they can obtain both the cheapest and the highest

grade satisfactorily in 'Canada. Several criticisms were
made on the comparative price of Canadian and American
white footwear. There was a good deal of disagreement on

this point. The! fashion stores seem to favour the importa-

tions, while larger retailers buy mostly in Canada.

General Conclusion.

It was found that all the retailers were most enthus-

iastic about the improvement in Canadian footwear. They
were keenly anxious to buy whenever possible in Canada.
They recognized that the home market was well supplied

by the home manufacturer, and only with reluctance pur-

chased novelty lines outside. They spoke' most highly of

the manufacturers as a whole. One retailer remarked "great

retailers have entered on a period of buying from hand
to mouth." Now things are wanted. The customer's mind
must be diverted from the cost of an article to its style

if you want to well now, for everyone is against high

prices, and consequently the mind must be taken off the

price to the quality.

CHAS. E. ROY & CO.
(REG.)

DEALERS IN

New and Second-Hand Machinery

Leather and Shoe Findings

Let us know your requirements

We may have what you want

31 Colomb St. QUEBEC CITY
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A complete line of McKays

A leading line of Heavy Staples

Unequalled Hockey and Football Boots.

Better Shoes
at

Better Prices

That has been and is the whole

story of the Samson Line.

It is generally admitted that, to-

day, our lines contain unusual pos-

sibilities for profit.

JUST DROP A LINE — A REPRE-

SENTATIVE WILL CALL.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20 Arago St. QUEBEC

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LIMITED

47 Colomb St,. Quebec.

TIERUit

- ^> .

.

fell

Those who have carried our lines in

the past take for granted that our

standard of production will not be

lowered. . .

This season

better.

our values are even

McKAYS and S. SCREW
For MEN, BOYS and YOUTHS

LUC ROUTIER
56 Colomb, QUEBEC

Iff LUC ROUTIER |g
56 Colomb, QUEBEC §£p

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

- Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.
Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Fleury.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Quebec, Glove Mfg., Ltd., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.
Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Ma/iie de l'Incarnation.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, C, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'Incarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'Incarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr.. 026 Fleury.
Fortier N., 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

"Centaur" as its trade name indicates, has a similar foundation to other (so-called)

surface Kid. But, there, all resemblance ceases.

"Centaur" is a leather like no other — except that it is an almost exact likeness of

Kid which it will long out-wear.

We will send samples to those interested.

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST. QUEBEC, P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when' writing an advertiser
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TANGUAY
McKAYS

Are sold freely in towns where
they appreciate rock bottom
prices for Staple Shoes.

WORK SHOES

Genuine Solid Standard Screw
Shoes that wear like a pig's

nose.

Hockey and Hunting Boots

With a Patent Leather Strap
Lacing, appreciated wherever
they are sold.

JOS. TANGUAY
QUEBEC

WE ARE SHOWING MANY
STRIKING DEPARTURES
FROM THE COMMON
PLACE IN DESIGN AS
WELL AS OUR WELL-

KNOWN LINE OR
STAPLES

Making Welts for Men, Boys,
Youths, Women and Misses; Mc-
kays for Men, Boys, Youths, Women
and Misses; Standard Screw for
Men and Boys.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier St., QUEBEC

Two
Factories

a"

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

McKAYS
for Men, Boys, Youths,

Women, Misses and
Children

of our quality at our price

sell regardless of conditions.

Also Making Standard Screw for Men,

Boys, Youths, Women, Misses and

Children; Welts for Men and Boys

and Mock Welts for Women.

Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

ONESIME GOULET & SON Limited

575 St. Valier St. Quebec.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal when writing an advertiser
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Mr. Francis, of Lachance & Tanguay, Quebec, was a

business visitor to Toronto last week.

Plaza Shoes have opened a new shoe store at 119 King
St. E., Hamilton, Ont.

Mr. R. J. Henderson, of J. E, Samson, Enr., Quebec-

City, has been visiting his Western friends and holidaying

in Ontario.

The following are resident representatives of Olat-

worthy ami Son, Limited, Toronto, and complete line of

their shoe display fixtures :

—

Mr. H. Frechette, sales manager of Canadian Foot-

wear Co., Ltd., Montreal, was showing new spring samples

of his lines at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, last week.

The Nugget Polish Co., Toronto, will show their

complete line of polishes at the Toronto Exhibition. They

will be in Booth 65, Industrial Building.

Ross & Shaw, formerly of Room 414 at 32 Front St.

W.
3
Toronto, have moved to 121 Wellington St. West. They

are now manufacturing a line of men's and women's soft

sole slippers.

The Children's Shoe Mfg. Co.. Quebec, have moved
from BeLleau Street to their new factory at 47 Cblomb
Street. This move has malde it possible for them to increase

their capacity from 500 to 600 pairs of shoes daily.

E. 0. Barette & Co., 301 St. James St., Montreal; Mr.

Nan. Debigare, 205 Des Fosses St., Quebec ; M. E. Hartt

& Co., 3lV Homer St., Vancouver. B. C. ; Mr. S. J. Barley,

General Delivery, Winnipeg, Man.
Ross & Shaw, 121 Wellington St. W., Toronto will

have their exhibit at the Toronto Exhibition at Booth 67,

Industrial Building. They will have on display a full line

of the products of the firms they represent as well as

their own line of soft sole slippers.

The Silver Footwear Co., Toronto, are using a new
heel on their boudoir dippers which they claim is better

and lighter than rubber and although it is cheaper, s;ives

the maximum in wear. They have applied for patents.

Mr. E. P. 'Oornett, western representative of Lady
Belle Shoe Co., Kitchener, Ont., has been visiting in the

East. He also spent a few davs in his old home town,

Dundalk, Ont. and has now left for the West again with

a full line of Lady Belle Samples. His home is in Van-
couver, B. C.

Chas. Tilley & Son, Toronto, will have booths Nos.

42 and 43 in the Industrial Building at the Toronto Ex-
hibition, where they will show a full line of shoe store

supplies also will demonstrate their new waterproof polish,

Nu-Black and their other well known lines of Regent
Polishes and shoe dressings.

Mr. A. Brandon of the Brandon Shoe 'Co. Ltd.. Brant-

ford, Ont., has returned from a motor trip 1 visiting the

style shoe centres in New York, also taking in the Stvlo

Show in Boston. Mr. Brandon was accompanied by his

wife and son, Lament. A very pleasant time was spent

and the journey was made without any motor troubles.

The following travellers of P. Jacrbi, Toronto, dis-

tributors for Hurlbut Shoes in Canada, have left for their

respective territories: Mr. H. C. Collins, Port Arthur and
West to the Coast; Mr. A. A. Gorman, cities of Toronto
and Hamilton; Mr. J. J. Connor, Northern Saskatchewan,
Northern Manitoba and Northern Alberta; Mr. W. D.
Fox, Quebec, Eastern Townships and west to the Sea; Mr.
B. H. Brown, Western Ontario.

VANCOUVER NOTES
Business in and around the city can be claimed as

normal and up to the average of latter years, which is a
very satisfactory condition taking into comsrderation that
the price of iootwear is much lower to-day than for

several years past.

Mr. Endtcott who was for sometime manager of the

Woodwards Shoe department has opened a smart little

store on Hasting St. \V. opposite the K. Boot Co. as a gents
one price store. All goods are at $7.50 no more and no
less; this is the first store of its kind in Vancouver.

The Sample Shoe Store on Hasting St. E, have moved
into larger and more convenient premises several doors
east of their old stand and are equipped with an up-to-date

repairing department under the management of the junior

partner.

The Vancouver Exhibition has proved a great success

this year in the quantity and standard of its exhibits

general surpass all previous years. Unfortunately the boot

and shoe trade is not represented by a single exhibit, or

any branch closely allied to it.

The Vancouver Trunk & Bag Co., a new company
inaugurated this year have a fine exhibit of goods of its

own manufacture.

The Standard Shoe Co. has been dissolved and the

plant taken over by the Leckie Boot Mfg. Co.

Mr. Sullivan, shoe dealer of Calgary, Alta., is in

Vancouver, and has been looking over the city with a

view to locating here.

Mr. A. J. Campbell of Campbell Bros, spent a week

on tour with his car across the line.

Mr. H. North also has been taking in the sights at

Seattle.

Mr. W. Edgley of the B. C. Leather & Finding spent

a week with friends touring Seattle and Portland, and

the second week "Dr. Bill" was amongst his bosom friends

and the boys at the Y. M. C. A. camp, Gibsons Landing,

u here he had a "Whale of a time" helping the bunch to

enjoy themselves.

A little girl fairy arrived at the home of Mr. Neil

McCuish on Granville St. at the end of July.

Mr. H. Lamb, who has been vising friends in Eng-
land these last two years has taken up a repair stand a,t

Sapperton, a subur of New Westminster.

Mr. W. Watson, a member of the Canadian overseas .

forces has opened up on Kingsway Central Park.

The Hastings Shoe Co., Hastings St. W., Vancouver,
i« a new retail shoe store opened in the week of August
1st. i

;
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"Maltese Cross" Rubber Footwear

The selling season for Rubber Footwear is fast approaching.

Your stock should be complete to meet the rush demand which comes at

the first sign of inclement weather.

"Maltese Cross" Rubbers will please your customers and are still, after 25

years of leadership, unsurpassed for style and quality.

The long wearing quality of "Maltese Cross" Heels is well known through-

out Canada. The Scoop Heel is so quickly and neatly applied that you will

save time and trouble by using them exclusively.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

Rhoda

Women's Jersey, high cut four buckle. White fleece lined.

Head Offices and Factory, Toronto

Branches in all Leading Cities of Canada.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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VANCOUVER NOTES
The bogus cheque friend has again been visiting the

trade, this time confining his efforts to Mr. J. W. Fox
of Broadway, forging a cheque on one of the large coal

merchants. Fortunately, Mr. Fox did not suffer to the

full extent as he wisely gave his own cheque for the change

and was able to stop payment, but up to the time of wri-

ting the forger has not been captured.

Mr. Thompson, partner of The Quality Shoe Store,

New Westminster, B.C., reports that this store has been

very successful in the last two years. They opened in June
191!) and have worked up a very high class shoe business

in the short time that they have been doing business. Mr.
r| nompson originally came from New Brunswick.

Mr. Moyer of The Mover Shoe Co., Bower Bldg.,

Vancouver, B.C., shoe jobber, has bought a new car which

is a Grey Dort. Mr. Moyer is leaving very shortly with

bis car and family for -a business trip to Vancouver Is-

land.

There is a new shoe store opening on Granville St.,

Vancouver, between Pender St. & Hastings St., on Au-
gust 20th. The name is "The Macey-Wilson Shoe Co."

The store will only carry a full line of men's boots and

shoes.

NEWPORT SAMPLES
The Fall and Winter Samples of the Newport Shoe

Co. of Toronto will be on display at Boom 749, King
Edward Hotel, Toronto, during the Toronto Exhibition.

A.ug. 29 to Sept. 10. Mr. Wilson will be in charge.

TANGUAY-CHABOT, Aug. 15th

A happy gathering indeed, was present in Quebec
on Aug. 15th at the celebration of the marriage of Miss

Leah Chabot to Mr. Jos. Tanguay. Joe is the son of Mr.
Tanguay of Lachance and Tanguay, and one of the fac-

tory executive of that company. The bride, who had been

the recipient of many handsome gift c
, looked very charm-

ing as they set out followed by the good wishes of their

host of friends.

GOSSELIN SHOE CO., LIMITED
Mr. J. A. Gosselin, Secretary and Mr. A. J. Pinson-

nault, Treasurer of the Gosstlin Shoe €o. Ltd, of which
Mr Napoleon Bedard of Quebec is President, have been

visiting the Ontario trade during the past few weeks.

They were highly pleased with the reception given them
and also the business they obtained.

FISHING SECTION NOTES
Mr. J. A. MacLaren, who has been contented for the

most part to sit on the side lines and root for the other

members of the Fishing Section, has finally joined the

ranks of this year's contestants for premier honors. We
slmw him disporting himself at Bigwin Inn, Lake of

Bays, Ontario. A guide is in attendance with a big stick

ready to administer the final wallop at the physiological

moment. The victims look quite sizeable, but with a can-
dor wb'ch sets a p-ecedent in Fishing Section annals,

Mr MarLaren says ' the fish are not at big as those'

caught by Narcisse Gagnon." He believes that the Bigwin
Lin .vr-uld be the proper place for the Shoe Manufact-
urers Convention.

SPECIAL NOTICE
. We are in receipt of a report that en route to Eng-

land. Mr. Hugh White bad a thrilling experience in the

Ashing line. Detailed information will follow in an early

issue.

CONDITIONS IN GREAT BRITAIN
Mr. S. B. Wickett who may be regarded as the nestor

of the leather trade of Canada has just returned from a

trip to Europe and looks as hale and hearty as he did

twenty four years ago. He says conditions in Great Bri-

tain as far as the leather trade is concerned are. slower

than he has ever known them to be and prices are so low
that he cannot see bow production can be profitable. At
all events it would see that with low prices and the rate

of exchange that the possibilities of trade with the old

land are yet some distance in the future. He says that
cboe manufacturing as well as tanning has evidently ta-

ken its medicine and readjusted itself to new conditions

with a vengeance. He found the feeling hopeful however

and both sections of the trade were looking forward to

an resumption of export business.

AT THE AHREN SHOE CO. PICNIC.
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The Shoe Repair Man
The Shoe
Repair Outlook

A Time for Taking Stock — Give

Full Value and Service.

i- The time is drawing closer when an impetus will be

given to the shoe repair trade. During the fine summer

veather, people have been wearing light shoes, and have

not worried about getting their feet wet when it did rain,

and in general have not allowed their footwear to occupy

their thoughts. But with the approach of fall and winter,

it becomes necessary to refurnish the feet, or look over

partly worn shoes with a view to rehabilitating them.

While shoe dealers note a freer tendency towards the

purchase of new shoes by the public, there is still a close

scrutiny of prices and quality. Moreover, the purses of

tne masses are not overflowing, and with prospects of

another hard winter, the repair man can look forward to

a steady trade.

Looking Over the Situation.

This then is a time for taking stock of one's facili-

ties and opportunities, and for laying plans for the im-

mediate future. When the trade conies how are you going

to handle it,? Cn the first place, is your establishment in

good shape, and such as to draw and keep trade, and

permit of rapid and satisfactory handling of work ? Are

your machines in a condition to stand up without those

; nnoying break downs which mean losses in time and

money? Are your stocks of materials* satisfactory as to

quantity, range, and accessibility? Can you lay your

hands on them when you require them, and can you tell

when they need replenishing? Have you laid yonr plans

to get your- share of the findings business this fall? If

so, yon should have a fairly representative stock of these

on hand, displayed where your customers can see it. Plans

for cashing in to the limit on your opportunities will

(mbody at least a modest and intelligent advertising

programme. These and many other points, which have

oeen figured out during the summer will be applied to

the development of trade for fall and winter.

What About Prices?

The question of shoe repairing prices has received a

certain amount of unfavorable publicity, and has been

the subject of much thought and discussion on the part

of shoe repair men. The feeling on the part of the public

is that, like every thing else, prices for shoe repairing

should come down. On the other hand, repair men feel

that prior to recent years shoe repairing prices were al-

ways ridiculously low, and did not afford even a living

wage. Somewhere between these two opinions a solution

Ci present perplexing questions will be found.

In the first place, it must be noted that while prices

of shoes for the immediate future appear firm, further

reductions in labor and other commodities must event-

ually affect leather and shoe prices. And there will al-

ways be a definite relation between retail shoe prices and

shoe repairing prices. A certain differential must be

maintained, otherwise the public will find it cheaper to

buy new shoes than to have old ones repaired. The other

factor on which repair prices must depend, if the trade

is to be maintened in a sound condition, is the actual cost

of repairs. The various Shoe Repair Associations, for the

guidance of their members—and others—have set scales

of prices. But a latitude up or down is allowed, depending

on local or specific conditions. That is at it should be,

though drastic price cutting should be deplored and re-

sisted. The matter is, within limits, for individual consi-

deration and decision. The solution is to check your prices

against the retail cost of shoes, and then against the ac-

tual cost of repairs; allow a fair margin of profit; do

not forget to charge in your wages as workman of mana-

ger; make a point of giving satisfaction in quality of

work and service, and the net results will take care of

themselves.

Are yon one of the very few Houses
in I he industry not handling

Xatlonal Shoe Plates i

If so ne would like to send you samples

"National" Shoe Plates

are made in three sizes, from cold
rolled steel.

Easy to drive on .hard to wear off.—WHITE US FOR SAMPLES—TO-DAY.

—

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells St.

Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AXD WAX SPLITS FOR HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A PHILOSOPHER IN THE REPAIR TRADE

Some time ago in connection with one of our contests

we received a communication from Mr. Stuart Lamb, of

the Progressive Shoe Repairing iCo., Edmonton, which,

while it was not directly applicable to the contest we have

carefully kept by us. Mr. Lamb is an old country man of

a decidedly philosophizing temperament and we want the

other repair men in the country to hear some of Irs

thoughts. Mr. Lamb says:

"Down through the years it has been my experience

that it is the persistent man who gets there — the man

who never Ms his name or his wares get out of the public

eye. He is the type who makes a success of advertising. Let

me tell you a story in this connection.

"There was in a certain old land city a judge who

feared neither God nor man, and there was a widow in that

city who had been deeply wronged and she came unto him

saying "Avenge me of mine enemy". But he would not

for a while. Afterwards, however, he said within himself:

"Though I fear neither Ood nor man, yet because this

widow woman troubled me I will avenge her lest by her

continual nagging she weary me '.

I had this pasted in my scrap book many years ago

to impress on my mind the value of stiek-to-it-iveuess,

never to let up on any advertising programme, even if it

was mapped out for a year ahead. The power of importun-

ity is this power of application, of reiteration, of per-

sistency. •

To keep knocking and hammering, plead, insist, watch

and work, strive in all you do to get there. In writing an

ad, it is a great point to stick to the main point. I notice

so often a wandering away in to side tracks which dis-

tracts the attention of the reader, and nullifies your ef-

forts. I think there's a fearful lot of half hoartedness in

the work to-day, this always 'waiting for something better

to turn up. Let me tell you another little story which if

you print may impress some poor devil and make him take

a new outlook on life.

"Once upon a time two youngs frogs set out on a quest

of adventure. They hopped along, and hopped along, until

they came to a dairy. They went inside and hopped about

the floor, and had a good time looking at everything there.

Presently they came to a small tin pail. Of course the tin

pail contained milk. The frogs did not know the difference

between milk and water. They did not know that milk

was not solid. Well they hopped into the milk, they swam
about and then tried to scale the shiny smooth surface of

the pail to get out again. Each time they fell back with a

plop. Soon their eyes and their noses were full of milk and
they were becoming despondent. One little frog was ac-

tually frightened and in dark despair. He said to the

other frog, "I've have enough of this. The last mouthful
was sour. What's the good of going on struggling like this,

the end is bound to come." ".Cheer up.'' said the other

fellow, "I'm not going to give in yet a bit. I've got a lot

of kick left in me yet and I'm going' to keep on kicking

as long as I can." The other little chap 1

, the one that was
so easily discouraged, sank to the bottom of the pail, and
died full of sour milk. The other frosr kept on kicking for

hours, and the milk got more sour. He didn't know that

he was making butter-milk. Presently he realized that the

stuff was getting very thick indeed and wondered greatlv.

Then one of his legs knocked against something hard. He
kicked that hard thing into the middle of the pail, and

kept on swimming. After awhile to his intense surprise he

Landis Outfits are Money Makers
Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the

prices are reasonable and the terms easy.

We have many models of Stitchers and Finishers. Write for

complete Catalogue with price and terms.

UJ* KJt No - 1515 25th st -

ndis Machine Co. st. louis, u.s.a.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher

Sold Outright. No Eoyalty.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" whan writing an advertiser
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found a big piece of butter floating in the milk. He climbed

on to it. He rocked awhile. He took a big deep breath,

and with a mighty effort jumped out onto the stone floor.

On the way home, he said to himself, "Poor brother! If

he'd kept on kicking like me, we should have been hopping

along together. Poor brother ! Well, well, this is a lesson

!

I'll never forget in the future."

• So always keep on kicking. Never heed the discourage-

ments and they are many in our line, but keep agoing.

Condensed Ads

WANTED—Any kind of leather line on commission.

Have been calling on Ontario shoe and leather using in-

dustries past seven years and have good connection. Box
!>86, Slioe and Leather Journal;.

EOR SALE—One "CHAMPION STITCHER" for

sale at reasonable, price and terms. This machine is in

jirst class order having been newly overhauled. Price

$200.00 F.O.B. Lethhridge. Terms $ U 10.00 cash, balance

extended over six months on approved notes. Apply Roth-

well & Knowlden, 5TI — 4th., Ave., South, Lethhridge,

Alta.

WANTED—Men who are capable" of handling finest

line of boys boots, shoe findings, slippers, 'etc., in differ-

ent parts of Canada. Must have references. Canadian

Shoes Findings Novelty Co., 2 Trinity Square, Toronto,

Ont.

SOUNDNESS—
That real worth-while feature that makes shoes SAFE merchandise for the dealer
characterizes every pair of WILLIAMS SHOES. When combined with Williams Style
it means the utmost in satisfaction for dealer and wearer.

Fall Trade and Williams Shoes go hand in hand to pull extra sales for the Williams
Dealer.

WILLIAMS SHOE LIMITED
Brampton, Ontario

WHY NOT DETAILED ACCOUNTS?

In the course of and address at the recent Shoe Repair-

ers Convention, Mr. W. S. Pettit of Brantford compared
the methods of other trades with those of the shoe repair

trade. In the repairing of shoes it is customary to charge

a flat price for certain work. He read biills from a car-

penter, plumber, and garageman, for work done. In each

case every item was in the bill, down to the smallest detail,

and at the end a profit was added to the total. Mr. Pettit

felt that some such measure in shoe repairing would do two
things; it would show the public what they were paying
for, and it would give the repair man a better idea of

his work and costs of various jobs. If repair men followed

this plan, this is how a bill for a pair of sewn soles and
heels would appear :

—

Mr. Jones, in account with W. S. Pettit

Repairing.

1 pr. size 9 soles $ .50

4 inches welting @ y>$ per inch .... .02

1 wax thread & bristles .05

1 pr. rubber heels :19

2 leather lifts under heels .04

Nails and anti-squeak .02

Bench work % hour @ 80^ 60

Machine stitching .20

Machine finishing yx hour @ 80^ 20

Inks, wax, & wrapping .03

1.84

Sur charge 20% 37

Total 1 pr. sewed soles and heels $2.21

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhcn writing an advertiser
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When a Tanner wants a Color, he wants a
color that is PURE, UNIFORM, RELIABLE,
CONVENIENT, PERMANENT AND
ECONOMICAL
The dyes offered by L. B. Holliday & Company, Limited, are noted for their
fast qualities, and are adaptable to a wide variety of uses, covering every re-

quirement of the Tanner

Chrome Leather Black G.

Chrome Leather Tan 2G.

Chrome Leather Brown G.

Basic Tan 0.

Basic Dark Brown P.

Magenta Powder
Methyl Tiolct 2B. Cone

French Black 2938

Chrysoidine B. Cone
Bismarck Brown R, Cone
Fast Red A.
New Phosphine R.

Auramine 0. Cone.
Orange 11.

Ponceau G.

Brilliant Bordeaux 2B.

Acid Prune V.

Naphthol Blue Black 10B.

Naphthylamine Black H.

Light Acid Brown L.

Dark Acid Brown L.R.

Niggrosine W.S.

SAMPLES ON APPLICATION STOCK MAINTAINED

L. B. Holliday & Company, Limited

HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND
CANADIAN- OFFICE AND WAREROOMS:
Cable Address: "DTEWARES," MONTREAL

Telephone: MAIN 8105

27 ST. SACREMENT ST.,

MONTREAL, P.Q.

MMMMMMMMM
McKAY

GOOD THROUGHOUT
We always use such extreme care in the choice of best packer hides and such skill

in turning them into A-l welting, that every shipment of our

GOODYEAR AND McKAY WELTING
is good throughout. Made in all colors — especially mahogany and chocolate — and
unqualifiedly guaranteed in every particular. Colors warranted fast. Why not drop a

line today for our prices?

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
INCORPORATED

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

Department of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass
SALES OFFICES:

BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA, Southwest Corner Fifth and Arch Streets; CINCINNATI, 410
East Eighth Street; CHICAGO, 305 West- Lake Street; ST. LOUIS, No. 1419 Oliva St.,

ROCHESTER, N.Y., 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY. 33 Spruce Street.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND, Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois, 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when voriting an advertiser
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ROYAL KID IS KNOWN
TO BE EXCEPTIONAL-

LY EVEN IN ITS SE-

LECTION. THE CARE
WITH WHICH IT IS

SORTED IS THE MAN-

UFACTURER'S AND
THE MERCHANT'S

GUARANTEE OF FULL

VALUE IN EVERY
SKIN.

BONNER
LEATHER CO.
MONTREAL

SALES AGENTS

-

MONTREAL: .). H. GOYER.227 LEMOtNE ST.

KITCHENER: F. P. DUFPTON, 50 FOUNDRY ST.

United States Hotel
Lincoln, Beach and Kingston Sts.

BOSTON, MASS.

Near South Terminal and easily reached from >'orth
Station by elevated

European Plan $2.00 up

Jas. G. Hickey, Manager G. W. Hanlon, Asst. Mgr.

NEWCASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White. Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Split*.

Indias. Heavy Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Clotha.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

( anadien Branch—33.S Craig St. W.. Montreal

Factory—Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when tenting an advertiser
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R
JCANADA

CHROME PATENT SIDES
DULL CHROME SIDES
BRIGHT BOARDED

SIDES
RETAN STORM

LEATHER
CHROME TONGUE

SPLITS

TAN CHROME SIDES
MAHOGANY CHROME

SIDES
ROYAL PURPLE

CHROME SIDES
ELKS, various colors

WHITE BUCK

The High Standards Per-

sistently Adhered to In

The Production Of Robson

Leathers Make Them Out-

standing In Appearance

and Superior In Durability.

Robson Colored Sides Fea-

ture the Shades That Are

Fashion's Choice.

ROBSON LEATHER CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL OSHAWA QUEBEC

Attractive Shoes to Ketail at $6.00, $7.00 and $8.00 Will Bring Coil Business.

But note the Price

These mock welts are known
for their style, their wear
and for the flexibility of the
soles.

It is an ideal line to meet the
present day conditions.

No. 566, as shown, for in-

stance can be sold at retail

for $7.00 at a good profit.

Samples and prices on re-

quest.

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhcn writing an advertiser
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CORRUGATED
AND

FIBRE

Shipping Containers
"A Case for Every Requirement"

Corrugated Paper Box Company, Limited

TORONTO CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" tohen writing an advertiser
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I
1

Stitchdowns

at the right

Price for

To-days Market

The sale of stitchdowns can be,

and is being, increased by the un-

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price.

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY
THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

"And in Cleveland you can reach

me at the

Hotel Cleveland"
Where courteous service to the
guests surpasses your every
expectation.

Where this supreme service is

rendered under singularly aus-

picious circumstances.

Where the atmosphere is home-
like.

Where quiet refinement surrounds
every move made by every
employee.

1000 Rooms
1000 Baths

Hotel Cleveland
CLEVELAND OHIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and Xo. B4—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which

is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
32 Front St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for ihc Dominion of Canada

Our NON-ROYALTY

Standard - Consolidated

Lasting Machine

The Best Lasting

Machine

on the Market

All Parts are Interchangeable.

For Prices and Particulars apply

The Machinery Company

Limited

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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OTHER ADVERTISERS SAY
we save them time and money
make their sales appeal interesting.

Whether you are Advertising Manager or take
care of advertising in "odd hours" you ought to

learn of our services In writing, illustrating, de-
signing or printing catalogs, booklets, folders and
letters.

Write for full information while the thought is

before you. You'll be glad you did. Samples will

be sent immediately.

Connell~ Monroe
1£>1 Summer St.

BOSTON *• - - MASS.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii imimiiimiiiiiiimiii minimi mum
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CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been
the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Worts

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St W„ Montreal

PERCY J. MULBURN, Agent

553 St Talier Street Quebec
RICHARD FRERES. Agent

Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes

Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 St. Hubert St., Montreal, Canada

Calumet 1959

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street EastA
. Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

Seal's

Shoepacks
for

Rough Work

The leather used is our own
tannage, carefully chosen and

fashioned into footwear in the

best manner that skill and

brain can conceive to get the

maximum of resistance to

wear and weather.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.

Lindsay, Ont.

Limited

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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•SELWEL" Cemented Heel Lining
Repairer

Increased Profits and
constant Repeat Orders
from Satisfied Customers
is the Result of Hand-
ling our "SIEVERITE" Lamb's Wool Soles.

"SHOE FINDINGS THAT SELL"

These cuts illustrate only a few
of the Findings Specialties we
manufacture.

Write for Catalog and Price List

'WARMTREAD" Cushion Insoles made of
"Korxole" and YVhito Cushion Felt.

THE SILVERITE CO.
Formerly L. G. & S. S. COMPANY

81 High Street Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

"SrLWEL"' Stitched Heel Lining
Repairer Stitched with a smooth zig-

zag stitch.

45 STALEXANDER ST % MONTREAL

"WILIV1AC LACES
ARE: ASVC GOOD

This label is nev«r put on faulty, weak or
poor lads and we guarantee the tags to Li«

solid.

Sold banded in pairs and packed in handsome
cabinets of 100 pairs or 50 pairs assorted
lengths. Also packed in plain boxes of 72
pairs. Through all wholesalers.

We are also sales agents for fine Leather Laces
made by H. B. McCarthy L'td, Port Hope, Ont.

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwear
**

. . . builds
prestige and an enviable reputa-
tion for better grade retailers.

They are carefully made of se-
lected materials by expert turn
workmen."

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

ligh-Grade

DD HEELS
All Styles

Prompt Service

Standard Quality

Canadian Trade a Specialty

G. H. f¥S003?E
39 N. Water St.

HEEL CO.
Rochester, N.Y.

KANGAROO
We are headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds.

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kidd

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - MEW-YORK, U.S.A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

J.HARDY SMITH & SONS H,D
Vactor

a
s
her

CODES: MARCONI, BENTLET, L1EBER.
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTER. Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA IMCA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE \F.\V YORK CHICAGO

'We deliver what you buy'

PAGE
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Aird & Son

.

. 27
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Borne, Lueien 73
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITS ARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser



The prices are absolutely right, but

even if they were higher, the quality

of these flexible McKays would be re-

membered long after the price was for-

gotten.

Clark Bros.-M
c
Kays

At the Right Price

WHEN so many are talking of the "higher

quality of their lines", they are putting

forth but a feeble effort to fight the swift

current of the down-ward price stream.

Let us, on our part, emphasize the fact that the

consumer demands lower prices—and Clark Bros

clark bros. McKays McKays will give both style and wear at the
arc extremely flexible. They are nripp
made in the latest fashions to be F •

sold to those wanting good shoes

at a moderate price. We will let the quality of the shoes speak for its

self.

Clark Bros.
LIMITED

St. Stephen N.B.



THE THIRTY-FOURTH YEAR. TORONTO, SEPTEMBER 15th, 1921.

WINTER AND SPRING STYLES NUMBER

ACTON PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED
TORONTO MONTREAL
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This remarkable feat was accomplished in 63
days by Pte. C. E. Harris, C. E.F., on his 1500
mile journey, over all sorts of roads, in all

kinds of weather, with a pair of Breithaupt
Soled shoes.

Successfully surviving such a rigid test is

further conclusive proof that

BREITHAUPT SOLE LEATHERS IS UN-
SURPASSED FOR REAL SERVICE AND

WEAR.

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited
Producers of tlie Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

SALES OFFICES

Kitchener Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Penetang Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls

UlHlliiHiiiiiiimmiiiHiHiHIHM

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing tin advertiser
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ointers on The Heel
anther s of Quality

Panther Sure Step Heels occupy an important and enviable position in

good shoemaking.

The experience of leading manufacturers has proven that they are
undoubtedly THE SUPERIOR HEEL.

In Service they unfailingly LIVE UP to their reputation and in Selling are
BACKED UP by our guarantee.

The Quality of the finest shoe is improved when it is equipped with a
Panther Heel. They make walking MORE COMFORTABLE and REDUCE
SLIPPING TO A MINIMUM. They are long wearing-representing THE
GREATEST MEASURE OF VALUE.

When making up your lines for the coming Season it will pay you to

feature Panther Heels in preference to any other.
,

Repairmen, too, are reaping a bigger trade, and holding it, through supply-

ing their customers with Panther Heels.

Panther Rubber Co., Limited

ALL GOOD FINDING JOBBERS CARRY THEM.

OFFICES and FACTORY

Sherbrooke, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-
tent of 35%.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-
perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid^Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer
this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York.
. •,.,'.> , \

•
1

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3 Y2 c. " "

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent tff North. Amer^a of

Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs.

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention. ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing* an advertiser
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LIFE-BUOY
OUTING SHOES
FOR - - 1922

q LIFE-BUOY Styles are

consistent with the popular

demand. Our models repre-

sent the choice of the buying

public.

q If Quality and Wearing

Results count, you cannot do

better than stock Life - Buoys.

q An inferior quality is dear

at any price.

Women's MILAN
A Popular LIFE-BUOY

LINE

WAIT
FOR THE
LIFE-BUOY
MAN

The KAUFMAN RUBBER CO., Limited

Head Office and Factory, Kitchener, Ontario.

LONDON: 342 Richmond Street

TORONTO : 80 Bay Street

OTTAWA : 282 Wellington Street

MONTREAL: 137 McGill Street

QUEBEC : 61 5 St. Valier Street

V
i

Mention, "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Making of

Edwards & Edwards Shipskins

is a series of processes each one of which represents the final word in up-to-date methods
and conscientious workmanship. Combined with the most careful selection of hides and
the use of only first grade materials, it puts into every foot of our sheepskin the ap-
pearance, the texture and the substantial quality that give them first place in Sheep-
skin production.

Our extensive output enables us to look, after ALL your needs in sheepskins for any
purpose. -

for Shoes, Gloves, Saddlery, Upholstering, Bags and Suit Cases, Bookbinding, Fancy and
Novelty Goods, Skivers, Embossed Leathers, Etc.

EDWARDS & EDWARDS, LIMITED
Head Office, 27 Front St. East

TORONTO
Western Ontario, represented by
Boston, Mass., Agents
Gloversville, N. Y., Agents,

Tanneries :

Woodbndge, Ontario

Fred F. Dufton, Kitchener, Ont.
The Bernard Company.
Morenus & Willis.

QUEBEC AND MARITIME PROVINCES, represented bv JOHN McENTYRE, LTD.,
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Weilda Calf
FOR STYLE SHOEMAKING

There is no shoe leather better adapted to the crea-

tion of beautiful effects in style shoemaking than

Weilda Calf.

Weilda Calf is made in ten pleasing colors — and

black and white — presenting a variety of shades

appropriate to all of the various styles of novelty

footwear.

LAWRENCE LEATHER AN
RELIABLE LEATHERS

A. C. Lawrence Leather Co.

161 South St., BOSTON
New York Philadelphia Chicago St. Louis

Cincinnati Milwaukee Rochester

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE PICK OF CANADIAN, ENGLISH & AMERICAN SLIPPER
MARKETS - PRICED FOR IMMEDIATE OR LATER DELIVERY

C. S. F. QUALITY C. S. F. QUALITY

No. 1 Womens Sheepkid - padded insole & Pompon - Spring H.

black, brown, grey

No. 2 Women • Shefjpkid - with rub. H. .or fibre Heel - colors

black, brown or grey $1.40

Red, light blue, pink $1.56
As above colors - rose. red. light blue, pink $1.40

MWIAL NOTICE • C S F Quality Stands for only guaranteed merchandise which must be up to sample or

f,™7o QAMPT ES WILL BE GLADLY SUBMITTED FROM STOCK for your inspection on any line

^Tre
1

' interested" i^? - WE el" SUPPL? YOU WITH A CHEAPER GRADE - but C. S. F. Quality is every

pair SELECTED STOCK. (WRITE NOW FOR SAMPLE PAIRS)

( s J QUALITY MAKY TANK ANKLET SUFFERS SOFT SOLES

Men's Everett - padded insole - Spring H.

Rubber Heels 20c extra - Black or Brown

SI 16 dslors black or brown
11-2 $1.25
8-10 $1.20

Hi cut Wool felt boudoir - Pompoms - colors red. black, navy,

grey, dark green '

• W.10 Pair

Orchid, old rose, purple, light bin.- $1.30

Regular ribbon drawn Kosey Felt - Colors red, brown, navy,

grey, black, dark green . • $1.10

Orchid, old rose and light "blue . . $1.30

Misses Boudoir black, hro.wn & grey - S'ize 11-2

Other colors including Suedes .

JBoys 2-5 black or 'brown

SI. 20

$1.85

SI 26

Ribbon Trim Hi Tut Felt - Padded insole - Pompon - Colors r»>d
brown, navy, gTey, black, dark green $1-15

Orchid, old rose, purpJe. light blue $1,45

IN STOCK DEPARTMENT
.
Black and Brown in Men's & Women's spring heels or rubber
Delivery at once

Delivery on Wool felt mad. to order in 3 weeks, also colors
two to three weeks. Advise placing IMMEDIATELY. .

*

<'. S. F. - Wora-jn's Suedes spring heels - Purple, mauve, rose,
Other colors including sudes $1.25
ipink, blue and grey $1.35
Rubber or fibre heels 15c extra

WE SUPPLY WHOLESALERS DISCOUNT 29? HI DAYS NET 30. SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICES

CANADIAN SHOES FINDINGS NOVELTY CO.
2 Trinity Square - 153 Peel Street

TORONTO Z Warehouses MONTREAL, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Style Shoes of Quality

iSSU
'

;

: ? H^tPk Style continues to reign as the flecid-

ljBSi^^^pS|Bak ing factor in merchandising shoes for

vl IH^h- The Models which comprise the new
Utz and Dunn Safnple line were never

^"""^^^^ more attractively beautiful than they

C 0645H — Price $5.25 are this season.

Telegraphic Code Word "Gable" But Quality, Fine Fitting and Supe-
Woman's Brown Semi-Boarded Russia Calf • ttt i i • ,1 .

o.xford, weit, Trump last, 5 eyelets, per- nor Workmanship, the elements

^d
^'a^h^r start5l=h

P'Sy which in addition to the style have
heel

-

AA 5 to 8 created and sustained this firm's re-

A
b

4'{2 t0

to

8
s

putation, as makers of "Style Shoes
c 3'A to 7«/2 of Quality" are of greater importance

than ever before, because of the in-

creased discrimination of the public

ffisSS^M , W Our salesmen are now starting on

. , their trips and if you would like to

^PySjfl W&^^mf see our complete line just drop us a

C 590P — Price $6.50 lhe fWQ gtyleg musimte(i here .

Telegraphic Code Word "Chart" with are carried in stork and
Woman's Black Satin quarter and vamp, One ; , ; , • ,

Strap Winston Pump, Turn, Grasmere Last, »"« COUld make shipment Oj

braided vamp and imitation foxing, plain toe, order n/'Offlnf/i;
134 inch wood covered Junior Louis heel. 'J

Uar "Tat ' Y,umlmlh

AAA 5 to 8

AA 4<4 to 8

A 4 to 8
B 3'A to 8

C 3'A to 7Vz

HT7 8* DUNN ro
ROCHESTER :: NEW YORK

BRANCH OFFICES

DENVER NEW YOKE CITY EOS ANCJEEEjS

Bush Terminal Sales Bids.
218 Charles Blclg. lg0 West ,(2nd st > Room 1621 709 Forrester Bldgf

TIGER & McNUTT H A McOMBER G - C - McATEE
Representatives Representative Representative

Mention, "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an- advertiser
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NEW STYLES IN

"Maltese Cross"
CANVAS FOOTWEAR FOR

1922
The new styles we are showing in Canvas Shoes are right in line with

the best models of up-to-date footwear. We have also introduced im-

provements on the best of our old lines which will maintain their

old name for quality.

Wait Till You See the "Maltese Cross" Line

"Maltese Cross" Canvas Shoes and Rubbers

Kinds to Suit Every Need and Every Occasion.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

Head Offices and Factory, TORONTO.

Branches in all Leading Canadian Cities.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Leathers

They All Like

It is the dependable character of Robsctn

Leathers that has made them so well liked

by so many of Canada's best shoe manu-
facturers.

In Robson colored sides are always featured

fashion's most popular shades.

CHROME PATENT SIDES, DULL CHROME
SIDES, BRIGHT BOARDED SIDES,
RETAN STORM SIDES, TAN CHROME
SIDES, MAHOGANY CHROME SIDES,

ROYAL PURPLE CHROME SIDES, ELKS,
various colors, WHITE BUCK, CHROME
TONGUE SPLITS.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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OutdoorBeauties
fir/022

A Nimble Step Spe-
cial Covering a long
felt want for a well built medium

Priced shoe.

WRITE
for out' new
CATALOG
TO-DAY

Nimble Step
Unexcelled Summer Footweaj'.

The novelty of Nimble Step Partridge Tennis Shoes will be recognized in the com-

pleteness of their range, as well as their quality. All our lines are strikingly art-

istic, stylish in appearance, smooth fitting and durable. They are of wonderful

workmanship.

Manufactured by |
7Ae NORTHERNRUBBER Co., Limited. GuelpKOnt.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing, an advertiser
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LUMBER KING QUALITY
The Highest Standard in Oil Tanned Footwear

The leather used in Lumber King Shoepacks is the genuine
Oil Tan Leather, tanned in our own plant and guaranteed
waterproof in every respect.

Being made on large, roomy, well-fitting lasts, these shoes
are bound to give satisfaction.

Our prices are now based on replacement value at todays
cost of hides.

We have a complete stock of all lines on hand and are in a
position to give prompt shipment for the Fall Trade.

MacKENZIE CROWE & CO.
Limited

BRIDGETOWN, N.S.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ^phen writing/ an advertiser
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PALMER'S
MOOSE
HEAD
BRAND

Mocassins, Larrigans, Shoepacks,
Sporting Boots and Farm Shoes

0^ i

No name is more widely known in the Oil Tanned Footwear field than
"Moose Head". It is the name that stands for the highest standards
of quality and the utmost in value.

Our range for this season has every feature of leadership long asso-

ciated with Moose Head Brand. It gives Moose Head dealers the
strongest selling line of Oil Tans obtainable. Be ready to give your
customers complete satisfaction in their Oil Tanned Footwear buying
this Fall and Winter by selling them Moose Head Brand.

JOHN PALMER CO., Limited
Fredericton, N. B.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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NOW READY

The New Spring Samples Of

SPEED KING OUTING SHOES

Our 1922 range of Speed
Kings has every feature
of leadership long asso-
ciated with this well

known line. The new
models present the latest

style ideas and we have
developed new features
that will win the instant
approval of outing shoe
wearers.

PLACE YOUR
ORDERS EARLY

The merit: of this

its strong
1

sejling

line,

selling fea-

tures and the values we
are offering make ad-
vance ordering! safe and'
profitable. The demand
this year • o'au^ht mmv
dealers vlithout s"ffi-

cent stock.! BE PRE-
PARED.

ANNOUNCEMENT
For the convenience of the Western trade we have opened a branch ware-
house at 290 McDermot Avenue, Winnipeg. With the establishing of this

branch our supply service will be made more efficient than ever.

INDEPENDENT WHOLESALERS
Amherst Boot & Shoo Co., Limited Halifax,
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst,
Brown, Rochette, Limited - - Quebec,
James Robinson Co., Limited - Montreal,
J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto,
White Shoe Co.. Limited - Toronto,
C. Weaver - - - - - Trenton,

The Independent
; | Merritton

N.S.
N.S.
Que.
Que.
Ont.
Ont.
Out.

hie London Shoe Co., Limited - London. Ont.
T. Long & Brother, Limited

.

- Colllng:Wood,',Ont.
The Independent Rubber Co. Limited Winnipeg:, Man.
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited -

Dowers Limited - -

The J. Leckle Co.. Limited

Reglna, Sask.
Edmonton, Alta.
Vancouver, B.C.

Rubber Co., Limited
Ontario

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Joipnal" when writing an advertiser.
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The Money
is in Your
Turnover

RAPID turnover of merchandise is the

greatest factor in the success of any

retail business. The line of shoes which

is most in demand, sells the fastest and re-

peats with the customer is the one which

will build most satisfactory profits for the

shoe merchant. That is the reason for the

success which shoe retailers are meeting

with.

HURLBUT
CUSHION-SOLE

Shoes ^Children

Featured by the leading shoe retailers in all

parts of Canada. Highest quality shoes,

nationally advertised and in increasing de-

mand with buyers of children's shoes.

SALESMEN
or SAMPLES
on REQUEST

Philip Jacobi
5 East Wellington Street,

TORONTO

Exclusive Wholesale Distributor of

Hurlbut Shoes.

Mention Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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To the Shoe Trade:~
On the following pages are offered a few Fleet Foot suggestions for 1922. They merit

the thoughtful attention of every shoe dealer, because:

—

FIRST: Fleet Foot is the most complete line of rubber
soled fabric footwear offered the trade in

Canada.

SECOND : Fleet Foot is the only NATIONALLY ADVER-
TISED line of summer footwear in Canada.

THIRD : Fleet Foot is recognized all over Canada as a

summer need and as giving, in wear and
service, the HIGHEST VALUE PER DOLLAR
spent for summer footwear.

FOURTH: When your customers come to buy rubber

soled fabric shoes they invariably ask for Fleet

Foot.

FIFTH: Fleet Foot is a money maker during summer
months for the shoe dealer who is farseeing

enough to put into stock a REPRESENTA-
TIVE ASSORTMENT.

These half-dozen suggestions are worthy representatives of a line that embraces over ninety

distinct styles for men, women and children who recognize that Fleet Foot is a genuine

summer economy.

Fleet Foot salesmen will tell the trade the particular styles that are to be nationally adver-

tised. It will pay the trade to order liberally of such lines and so get the benefit of this

national advertising.

A Fleet Foot salesman will see you shortly and it will pay big to see what he has to offer

before placing your order.

DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM LIMITED

Service

Branches

at

HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL.
ST. JOHN, N. B.
Halifax, N. S.

MONTREAL, QUE.
Quebec, Que.
Ottawa, Ont.

TORONTO, ONT.
Belleville, Out.
Hamilton, Out.

Brantford, Ont.
London, Ont.

Windsor, Ont.
Kitchener, Ont.
North Bay, Ont.
Fort William, Ont.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Brandon, Man.

REGUNA, SASK.
Saskatoon, Sask.
CALGARY, ALTA.
Lethbridge, Alia.
Edmonton, Alta,

VANCOUVER, B. C.
Victoria, B. C.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ATHLETE

A popular, low-priced shoe for general every day wear.

—Made in white, tan or blue-black duck.

—Heavy black honey-comb sole.

—Inside toe-cap and rubber toe-tip to give strength

where wear is greatest.

—Balmorals and Oxfords, Blucher cut.

All sizes for Men, Boys, Youths, Women, Misses and Children.

Bay a representative assortment of

Fleet Foot for 1 922 and watch results

DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL.

Service

Branches \

at

ST. JOHN, N. B.
Halifax, N. S.

MONTREAL, QUE.
Quebec, Que.
Ottawa, Out.

TORONTO, ONT.
Belleville, Ont
Hamilton, Ont.

Brantford, Ont.

London, Ont.
Windsor, Ont.

Kitchener, Ont.
North Bay, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Brandon, Man.

REGINA, SASK.
Saskatoon, Sask.
CALGARY, ALTA.
Lethbridge, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.

VANCOUVER. B. C.
Victoria, B. C.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" tchon writing an advertiser
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ROVER

ROVER
A sturdy hard wearing
tan duck shoe with a
heavy red rubber sole.

Reinforced with inside

toe-cap and rubber
toe-tip. Balmoral

and Oxfords.

All sizes for Mens, Boys,

Youths and Children.

STANTON

STANTON

A tan duck Balmoral
with a very smooth
red sole and heel.

Red rubber toe-cap.

Leather re-inforced
instep and ankle.

All sizes for Men,
Boys and Youths.

Buy a representative assortment of

Fleet Foot for 1922 and watch results

DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE - MONTREAL.

Service

Branchesl

at

ST. JOHN, \. B.
Halifax, N. S.

MONTREAL, QUE.
Quebec, Que.
Ottawa, Out.

TORONTO, ONT.
Belleville, Ont.
Hamilton, Ont.

Brantford, Ont.

London, Ont.

Windsor, Ont.

Kitchener, Ont.

North Bay, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Brandon, Man.

REGINA, SASK.
Saskatoon, Sask.

CALGARY, ALTA.
Lethbridge, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.

VANCOUVER, B. C.
Victoria, B. C.

Dominion^ RUBBER

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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S77L4P SPECIALTIES

SOMA

SONIA

White Fabric, two strap Slipper, Sport style, with

black leather trimmings, White rubber sole, Imi-

tation welt, Low solid heel, Women's sizes.

DELTRY

One-strap, two button,

White Fabric slipper,

Imitation welt, 12-8 Cu-

ban heel, Rubber heel

tip, Women's sizes.

The fine white special-

ties in Fleet Foot for

women are made with

double linings at heel

and toe to prevent wrink-

ling.

DORCAS
A new sport shoe in White Duck with black lea-

ther trimmings and *toe-cap. White rubber sole,

Imitation welt, Low rubber heel, Women's sizes.

The fine white specialties in Fleet Foot for women
are made with double linings at heel and toe to
prevent wrinkling.

BUY A REPRESENTATIVE ASSORTMENT OF FLEET
FOOT FOR 1922 AND WATCH RESULTS.

DORCAS

DOMINION RUBBER SYSTEM LIMITED

Service

Branches

at

HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL.
ST. JOHN, N. B.
Halifax, N. S.

MONTREAL, QUE.
<hiel» c Que.
Ottawa, Ont.

TORONTO, ONT.
Belleville, Ont.
Hamilton, Ont.

Brantford Ont.
London, Ont.
Windsor, Ont.

Kitchener, Ont.

North Bay, Ont,

Fort William, Ont.

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Brandon, Man.

REGINA, SASK.
Saskatoon, Sask.

CALGARY, ALTA.
Lethbridgre, Alta.
Edmonton, Alta.

VANCOUVER, B. C.
Victoria, B. C.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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SHOE FASHION
SECTION

Made in Canada Shoes

HAVING viewed almost the entire set of

new samples we are in a position to

state that never before were such good shoes

made and offered to the merchant.

The showing is replete with new features,

with new standards of value and with exam-

pies of shoe making that are a credit to the

finest shoe-makers in the world.

On the following pages we display many of

the new lines in a striking and easily read man-

ner. We commend the showing to the trade

with the statement that, as far as we know,

those illustrated represent the true trend of

fashion and value.

For purposes of convenience we have divided

the fashion display into three sections, viz.s

Eastern Canada Shoes, shown on pages im-

mediately following, Western Ontario Shoes,

commencing with page 78, and Quebec City

Shoes, commencing with page 121.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A true Cummings specialty.

Made in black Kid with white
insert. A two-strap flexible

McKay.

CUMMINGS. specialties are brim full of the style you should expect

to find in the shoes of to-day — yet they are so sane that you might
rightly buy them well in advance of the Spring.

Note, too, that we originate our own patterns and lasts — the line are

exclusive with us.

Salesmen are now covering all of Canada. If you want to see the finest

line of shoes carried by any wholesale house, drop us a line.

NATHAN CUMMINGS
1 53 PEEL ST. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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This number is made of white
elk. Full double sole. Just as
easily repaired as a welt.

It is a "Multiwear" stitch-

down.

THE New Stitehdown, "Multi-Wear", is ready for delivery.

The first and only Stitch-down that carries an unequivocal guarantee

—if it doesn't wear for three months we supply a new pair without

a question and without any charge.

Further, it is very flexible, it has a full double sole and is so made that it

is as easily repaired as a Goodyear welt.

Made in all juvenile sizes and carried in stock.

Samples and prices on application. Write now.

NATHAN CUMMINGS
153 PEEL ST. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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You can buy this number with

all the assurance in the world.

You know it will sell.

WHEN Spring cames around, our stock will be well supplied with

shoes of this kind. This means a great service to those who order

at this time.

For, knowing that we will have a stock from which you can sort, you can

place now in moderation and insure that when the weather breaks your

shoes will be ready for you.

JAMES ROBINSON, LIMITED
1 84 McGILL ST. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Act on the suggestion of-

fered by this shoe For you
cannot go wrong with it. It is

a leading value.

THIS will be the year of the man of action. Delay will bring- you nothing*

but regret. Prices are right, definitely. They are such that you
can not be wrong.

With prices and merchandise right, we are receiving an unusual volume
of business. A hint should be sufficient.

A salesman will call if you say so.

JAMES ROBINSON, LIMITED
1 84 McGILL ST. MONTREAL

Mention "8hoe and Leather. Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Shoes In A Hurry

When sizes run low in September and October — as

they are bound to do — you can "cash in" on the

services of a large organization with a liberal stock of

the Season's best merchandise.

It will pay you to size up without further delay and you

will find many lines that you can replenish immediately

from stock, to your profit, from our warehouse.

3am?£ StohtttBflti (Hompatty
ICimitro

1B4 Hr(Ml Stort Ulnntoal

Ml

Haition "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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New Spring Samples are just coming in and our repre-

sentatives will shortly be able to show the best of them

to you.

Remember, first, that it is safe to order well in advance

particularly when you can place with a house such as

ours which carries a liberal stock from which you can

sort at will.

Sautes Enbtnantt (Emttpamj

104 UrigUl g>tmt UKnntn>al

Mention ">S7ioe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Air-Peds will sell whcrcvei
they arc shown. This is theii

. season. Try and see for your-

( ( A IR-PEDS" are so different that they must be seen to be appreciated.

/\ Because of their many features, we send samples, gladly on request.

They are made differently, look differently and wear longer. They are
more easily applied they weigh less and are easily sold at a good profit.

Stock ready for immediate shipment. Write now for samples.

PIONEER PRODUCTS OF CANADA
LIMITED

1 1 ST. SULPICE ST. MONTREAL

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"Durus" Inner - soling or

"Durus and Felt" are une-
qualled for McKays or imita-

tion Turns.

<<pvURUS AND FELT" is as flexible a soft Split and it will out-wear
L-S any leather.

It is so entirely un-like any other product that it must be seen and used to

be fully understood.

While slightly more expensive than a poor fibre it is much lower in price

than leather.

When used in imitation turns, the inside of the shoe is as smooth as in a

genuine turn. The stitches are never seen.

Jobbers, Dealers and Manufacturers will be sent samples on request.

J. E. PAQUET
480 ST. GERMAIN ST. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing! an advertiser
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A beautiful light and dark
Brown Suede combination 4-

straps hand-made Turns. On
La Paix last Also made in

other kid and calf combina-
tions.

INVICTUS hand made turns, while the product of an entirely separate

factory organization, have all the ear-marks of good shoes for which

the line has long been known.

No detail has been overlooked, be sure; and many refinements, hitherto

neglected have been introduced.

As all the patterns are designed by our own artist, we have produced an

exclusive line which you should see.

Salesmen, now on the road, will call, if you let us know you would like to

see the line.

GEO A. SLATER, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Hot stuff for the men's trade,

this one is to retail at the
proper moderate price for
good shoes. Black or Colored
Calf with Black, Brown,
Green or Red Silk Sticking.

I
INVICTUS Men's Welts have for a generation been looked upon as being

possibly the finest shoes made in Canada.

It may have been that some of you considered the styles offered as being

rather conservative—there-by limiting your placing of "Invictus".

This season you will find all the frills and "pep" you are looking for, in

addition to the regular line, and then some.

And with it all, the same solid substantial wear and excellence of shoe-

making that you are accustomed to find in "Invictus", "The Best Good
Shoe".

Be sure to see the line.

GEO A. SLATER, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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This popular womans sport

model is carried in black and
colored calf. Its imitation

wing top is in line with the
newer ideas. Goodyear.

A.
H. M. Welts and McKays for Women while showing- the latest

style tendencies are of the conservative nature that makes them
safe to buy now.

This number, you will admit, is modern in every way yet so standard that

it will sell throughout the early Spring- and Summer.

AMES - HOLDEN - McCREADY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A mans Goodyear Welt with

imitation Ball Strap and
made in black and colored

calf. A beautiful shoe to re-

tail around $9.00.

SALESMAN are now on the road showing just such leading style

values as this. Make no mistake, the A. H. M. lines iare made right

and priced right.

Then, too, you can call on our Dominion wide system of Factory Branches

for an "In Stock" service which is unequalled in Canada to-day.

AMES - HOLDEN - McCREADY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. G3740. Womans sport or

walking shoe on our No. 72
last. Made in a combination
of Brown Calf and Brown
Suede. Carrying an 8-8 heel.

No. G474 is as illustrated.

Made in Patent and Black
Suede combination. No. G375
is made in Black Kid and
Dull Mat combination.

THE beautiful foot-fitting arch you see on this model is peculiar to

King-bury lines of which this is but an average sample.

Built upon correct lasts, our attractive patterns have enabled us, through

using exceptionally good shoe-making, to offer a line of out standing

superiority—whether in Welts or Turns.

"Kingsbury", ."Sno-Wite", "Canada's Pride", "De Lyte".

KINGSBURY FOOTWEAR CO, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser
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No. G3S40 is as shown made
on our No. 68 Last, carry-

ing a 14-8 heel. No. G3830
is in Calf with Black Suede
cottar and strap. No. G3800
is a beautiful Black Kid with
all white silk stitching.

THIS model fairly sings the Spring song of Style. Judges of Fashion

have passed upon it as being correct. Critics of shoe-making tell us

that we have excelled ourselves.

Just place this line in its right position—a range of the newest shoes made
for the best trade in the store, fine in every particular.

The samples will speak for themselves.

KINGSBURY FOOTWEAR GO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Boys Brown side leather with

imitation wing tip. A leading

value sold to the jobber at

such price that its final retail

price is less than $5.50.

WE now offer for the approval of the jobber the strongest line of.

McKays and McKays Flexible welts that it has ever been our

pleasure to show.

This is a specialty house—mainly concentrated on the production of

McKays and Imitation Welts at prices that, quality for quality, can not

be equalled elsewhere.

Samples gladly sent on request.

ANT. B O N I N
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing, an advertiser
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THE style feature for which Columbus Outing Shoes are noted is surely

exemplified in this beautiful two strap white canvas pump.

It is but an indication offered as a suggestion that it would be well worth

your while to see the entire Columbus Line.

The COLUMBUS RUBBER company
of Montreal, Limited

Factory Branches at

Montrfal, Que., Ottawa, Ont., Winnipeg, Man., Calgary, Alt.

Sales Agencies:

LePage Brady Company, Ltd., Charlottetown, P.E.I

Wm. Cook Shoe Company Truro, N. S

Fleetwood Footwear, Limited . . . . St. John, N.B
Poliquin & Darveau Quebec, Que
La Victoire Shoe Company . . St. Hyacinthe, Que
Louis McNulty St. John, Que

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 4fi7. A Grey Mouse and

Patent Combination on our

"Peerless" last carrying a full

Baby Louis Heel. Bound with

Black French Cord. To Retail

at $10.00.

No. 501. As above with Dark
Grey Suede Quarter. To Retail

at $12.00.

No. 470. A Black Suede Fancy
One - Strap Button Pump.
Patent Collar Strap. Showing
new self-covered Box Heel.
To Retail at $10.50.

THIS beautiful shoe with its Full Baby Louis Heel is typical of the kind

of fine shoe-making the trade has learned to expect from Bells.

The better trade will buy this shoe in the late Winter and Spring-.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Sample Room at 123 Bay Street, Room 206, Stair Building, Toronto.

C. E. FICE, Representative.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writingi an advertiser
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No. 495. Patent Three Straps
Instep Buckle Turn with Full
Louis Heel. Cut out vamp.
White Silk Bound and Filled.

On "Romance" last. To Retail
at $9.00:

No. 494. All No. 30 Nubuck.
Double Row of Black French
Cord. Black Stitched Tip. On
same last as above. To Retail

at $10.00.

THERE is an unusual character to this new Creation for Spring that

will be appreciated by critics of style and shoe-making. It is made
in several handsome combinations showing the new popular shortened

vamp.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Sample Room at 123 Bay Street, Room 206, Stair Building, Toronto.

C. E. FICE, Representative.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 517. Woman's Well with

full Baby Louis Heel on Last

No. 299. A patent-leather with

Grey Suede Insert. Showing
3 Straps buttoned with imita-

tion tip. To retail at $10.00.
Also in Colored and Black
Calf.

TE above shoe is wonderful value. The same last may be used in

ordering No. 521, which is a fine Oxford made in Kid or Calf and

carrying a Cuban heel.

Such shoes as these make "Dalaco" and "Patrician" styles and value more
than worth your while. If you have not yet seen the full line, a postal

will bring a representative.

DAOUST, LALONDE & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" .when writing an advertiser
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No. 1046. Goodyear Welt
Calf Bal. Showing imitation

Ball Strap. An all leather

shoe to retail at $9.00. Also
made in Kid and Patent
Leather.

TYLE is selling the men's shoes of to-day — just such style plus value

as shown in this well made shoe.

You can make no mistake if you depend on Dalaco Shoes for men to build

better business for you.

Our men are now on the road with a beautiful range of samples which you

can sell at the right price.

DAOUST, LALONDE & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing* an advertiser
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No. 947. One strap White
Nil-buck with Mahogany Calf
Trim. Last 81. Clara Pattern
and Cuban Heel. To Retail

at $7.50.

OUR number 939, a two strap with patent saddle and tip and our 772

with its Baby Louis Heel are both on this beautiful last.

Look these over for winning patterns, new, safe styles and prices.

Then look at the way they are made, for we take out hat off to no one

when it comes to good shoe-making.

CANADIAN FOOTWEAR, CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL. QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ichen writing an advertiser
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No. 266. Two straps Patent
with square imitation wing
tip. Bound at throat with

White French Cord. Stitched

in white. Baby Louis Heel.

Last 71. Anita Pattern.

oUR No. 240 is the same as shown but is made in white Kid. No. 120

is made in black Suede without the tip.

Such showings as these have brought Canadian Footwear into the

linelight with large buyers everywhere.

Salesmen are now on the road.

CANADIAN FOOTWEAR, CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writingl an advertiser
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Womans welt. A Three Strap
Buckle made in many beautiful

combinations.

TRIDER Welts for men and women are recognized by critics of modem
shoe-making as being of surpassing merit.

Salesmen are now on the road showing these attractive new ideas and, as

well, samples of many seasonable shoes earned in stock for immediate

shipment.

BY EVERY STANDARD OF COMPARISON STRIDER SHOES
ARE BETTER

EAGLE SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
587 BEAUDRY STREET MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing^an advertiser
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All Patent Leather Welt with
White Insert. A Two Strap
Instep Strap with Half-Moon
Perforations on the fore-part.

NEW creations have made the name of Strider Shoes popular with the

men and women of Canada. This season is no exception. Among
the leaders of style you will find Strider Shoes to the front.

Remember, too, that we offer you the service of more than 40 lines carried

in stock. A folder shows these lines. You can have one for the asking-.

BY EVERY STANDARD OF COMPARISON STRIDER SHOES
ARE BETTER

EAGLE SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
587 BEAUDRY STREET MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing' an advertiser
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No. 04007. "Pillow Welt".
A Patent Leather with tan

Suede Top and Brown But-
tons.

BABY Walk and Pillow Welt Shoes are fast becoming the leading line

of childrens shoes everywhere in Canada.

The wonderful finish and the attractive patterns make them exceedingly

easy to sell.

A salesman will show you this line,- if you will drop us a line.

GLOBE SHOE CO., LIMITED
TERREBONNE, QUE.

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ichen icritingi an advertiser
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A Globe Special Misses Sport
Shoe. Made in White Buck
and trimmed in Brown Kid.

Also made in other combina-
tions. Note the White Welt.

THIS beautifully finished shoe is a special creation made for one of our

large ouyers.

Remember that the line covers the range of "Pillow Welts" for Infants,

Children and Women. Also the famous "Baby Walk" line and a great

showing of turns for women — including our famous EEE fat ankle turn.

GLOBE SHOE CO., LIMITED
TERREBONNE, QUE,

Montreal Office—11 St. James St.. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "Shoe and Leather' Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 8552. Womans Two
Button One-Strap Pump with

imitation saddle strap. Last

100 14/8 Baby Louis Heel
or Cuban Heel.

'HIS is a fine- example of the possibilities to be found in Eureka high

grade McKays.

While fine and up-to-the-minute in every way, it is a conservative style

that will be safe to buy freely.

The line includes Brogues, Straps, Etc., for Women, Growing Girls, Misses

and Girls.

THE EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 8547. Womens Gun Metal
Calf Oxford with self saddle.

On Last 55. With slip sole,

carrying 1 1 /8 Sport Heel.

THIS popular model is a certain seller at this time. Its prices and

quality will interest the jobber who is looking for the best values.

Those jobbers who find it inconvenient to come to Three Rivers will be met
in Montreal if they telephone Long Distance Three Rivers 726.

THE EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and heather Journal" when \jc,rixing< an advertiser
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No. 6936C. A beautiful ail

patent McKay with full Louis
Heel. Showing the unique
Fan Strap one-button. Also
made in Calf and Kid.

THE McCaughan line of McKays stands absolutely alone—without a

peer for value. Their lasts, patterns and finish place them for above

the average.

Any merchant looking for a leading line should drop us a line. Our sales-

men are now covering all of Canada.

Making Flexible McKays and McKay Welts for Women, Boys and Youths.

J. A. McCAUGHAN & SON
681 CHAMPLAIN ST. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing, an advertiser
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No. 3060. Calf Womcns Welt
with sport heel and wing tip.

A special value sold to the
jobber.

LA Duchess Welts and Turns for women are made to a definite standard

which is not altered by any price consideration.

They are properly designed and well made for the more substantial trade.

Your jobber can show them to you.

LA DUCHESSE SHOE CO., REG.
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing1

,
an advertiser
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THE Perth line of Womens Fine Welts naturally include all the latest

novelties.

The advantages of a policy of specialization are clearly exemplified by our

very extensive range and Modest Prices.

Representatives now on the road
H. B. McGEE,

Toronto and Western Ontario.

JOHN ABERNETHY,
Port Arthur to Pacific Coast.

R. D. DOUGLAS,
.British Colombia Branch Lines..

F. R. BURNS,
Ottawa, Eastern and Northern

Ontario.

HARRY ADAMS,
Manitoba and Sask. Branch lines.

J. S. LANGEV1N,
Province of Quebec.

W- S. PETTES,
Montreal and main line Maritime

Provinces.

R. T. TOBIN,
Alberia and Sask. Branch lines.

J. H. PETRIE,
Maritime Provinces Branch lines.

PERTH SHOE COMPANY LIMITED
Largest Manufacturers in Canada of Womens Fine Welts Exclusively.

PERTH, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing* an advertiser
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Made In England Shoes

In Stock

The shoe illustrated is one of several carefully selected styles we have put
in stock.

Others include medium weight Brogues in Tan Grain for Ladies and Gent-
lemen, Black French Calf Mens, and a Ladies light weight Brogue in

Willow Calf.

These shoes represent the highest quality of materials and workmanship
from

HORNBY & WEST, LTD., NORTHAMPTON, ENGLAND,
FOR WHOM WE ARE SOLE AGENT IN NORTH AMERICA.

Under a smartly cut Spat, these shoes represent the vogue for Fall for ladies and gentlemen.

Dont disappoint your exclusive customers who demand the best in imported footwear.

HALL and HODGES LIMITED
1 6 ST. SACRAMENT ST. MONTREAL

MANUFACTURERS
of

DOUBLE "H" BRAND SPATS, OVERGAITERS LEGGINGS

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The famous Tebbut "DOC-
TORS SPECIAL". Solid

throughout with the special

anti-perspiration and antisep-

tic features patented and

found only in this Shoe. Wear-
proof lining. Made in all

leathers.

THE "Doctors Special" is a fitting companion to "The Professor" shown
opposite.

It is a shoe in demand in every town all year round wherever folks wear

shoes.

Its antiseptic and anti-perspiration features add weeks of wear to an

already strong shoe.

THE TEBBUT SHOE & LEATHER CO.,
LIMITED

THREE RIVERS QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The "Professor" is an ex-

ceptionally well made Welt
made along conservative lines'

for the trade that demands
excellent fitting, unusual wear
and good style. English
straight tread last. Made in

fine Vici also in Calf and Pa'
tent.

4 ( "HpSE Professor" line is well known and well established throughout

J_
Canada.

A determination to allow nothing to lower its standard of quality has

earned for it a full measure of the good-will of the trade.

The whole line should be seen to be appreciated.

THE TEBBUT SHOE & LEATHER CO.,
LIMITED

THREE RIVERS QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Our famous EEE Standard a 1 !

over Canada. Made in'all lea-

thers at the best price possible

for good merchandise.

IT is merchandise of this order made up to a high standard and at un-

usually favorable prices that has earned for us the active good will of

the best jobbers in Canada.

New lasts and new patterns make the entire line well worth of

consideration.

AIRD & SON, REG.
MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Dufresne and Locke selling

shoes to jobbers all over Can-
ada offer exceedingly interest-

ing values to the trade.

STYLE is the key note of men's business for Spring and in the above

sample we show Style plus shoe making of a very good order at more
than fair prices.

Before closing your men's lines for Spring it would well repay you to see

the number of specialties we have to offer.

DUFRESNE & LOCKE, LIMITED
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Although shown in Patent

Leather, this number is made
in Black and Colored Cat]

and Kid. It is most acceptable.

Ask your jobber for it.

UCH values as represented by this sample are only made possible by

highly specialized methods in a large organization.

Whether it be Welt, McKay or Turn, you will find exceptional style and

such unusual values in our samples as to make it well worth your while

to see our entire line.

DUFRESNE & LOCKE, LIMITED
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE BRUTE. A high grade,
ioft-toed, doubled-scled men's
welt. Made in all leathers.

THE successful manufacture of Men's Welts is a business with peculi-

arities of its own. The present market demands all the style in the

world — out-standing style. It looks, also, to the finer points of

shoe-making. It must consider price.

All that we ask is that you consider Tetrault Men's Welts on these grounds.

Compare the value with what you will.

Then secure for yourself some of these good lines. Sold by Jobbers every

where.

TETRAULT SHOE MFG CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" what writing an advertiser
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"The Monaco". A strictly Te-
trault production. A fine

welt with heavvharness stich-

ing. Made in all leathers.

LET us suggest again that you step into the sample room of any good

jobber, looking for Mens Welts. Of course you want merchandise

that will sell.

You will want the present, new attractive styles. You will want good

shces. And you will want all these at such a price that you can sell them
for much less than $10.00.

Pull out all of the mens welts that appeal to you on that basis—most of

them will be Tetrault's

TETRAULT SHOE MFG CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertise?
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No. 2777%. Diana Turn. A
beautiful Mouse Grey Kid
pump with Brown Suede Collar

and one-strap buttoned. The
Colonial Tongue shows inserts

of Brown Suede. Made on
Last 253C carrying full Baby
Louis Heel in widths A-D.

THE arrival of every season finds Diana Turns and Regina McKays
confirmed in their style leadership. This is but one of many beautiful

models offered exclusively by us.

Jobbers from coast to coast can supply you with these good shoes — not

only up-to-date in style but wonderfully well made.

REGINA SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and' Leather Journal" tchen writing an advertiser
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No. 2341 on Last 278C. .2
Scotch Grain Patent Leather
"Diana" Turn. Bound with
Black French Cord. Stitchea

•n Rel Silk. Full Louis Heel.

THE beautiful lines, the unique patterns and the style for which

"Diana" Turns and "Regina" McKays are known are well illustrated

in this number.

Your Jobber can show you just such beautiful shoes if he is carrying a line

of Reginas or Dianas.

REGINA SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather ' Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 926. Tan Calf, Instep
Buckle Strap, Blucher Oxford.
A hand lasted Goodyear Welt
nude in B. C. D. widths.

THE trade will recognize this as excellent Style. It is an absolutely

solid Goodyear Welt made with leather box and counter of grain

leather insole, and it is just such values as this that have in a short

time earned an enviable reputation for our shoes

Representatives are now on the road.

STANDARD WELT CO., LIMITED
3 ST. ALEXANDER ST. MONTREAL, QUE.

HAND LASTING CHARACTERIZE OUR BOOTS.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" tvhen writing an advertiser
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Solid Quality,

Solid Wear

Plus Style

You hear much talk about style.

Probably just as much about wear.

And certainly that word "Quality" is much abused.

SELDOM, however, to you hear of the manufacturer who reverses this

order, as we do. And we intentionally reverse it.

The prime requisite for every "Dupont" shoe is "quality" which results in

wear. Then, having settled the good materials from which we are to pro-

duce well made shoes, we produce the accepted styles of the day.

The resulting line is one that you ought to see. Samples are now ready.

Shall we show them ?

DUPONT & FRERES
MONTREAL, QUE.

mention 'Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ECPR

THE addition of many women's lines of a

staple character at rock bottom prices, will

make our lines a most popular one with the

Jobbers and Merchants.

Sold By The Shoe Jobbers.

Hector Shoe Co.
331 Demontigny Street East

MONTREAL

Hect°r5h°e5

Mention, "Shoe and. Leather Journal" whew writing an advertiser
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"Little Darling", a shoe foi

the kiddies. Sold in all lea-

thers at exceptionally interest-

ing prices.

HIS business has been built and will be maintained by offering values

without a par.

Whether it be in Canvas Shoes, for which we are well known ; or in Mens
Welts ; or in Womens Welts, McKays or Turns ; or in this Great Childen's

Field, we have "the goods".

A salesman will call il you drop a line.

C. E. McKEEN SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE,

Mention ">shiie and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



Clark Bros. Flexible MeKavs
are made in the right price
class for to-day market. Sola
to the jobber everywhere.

AKE any Clark Bros McKay and examing it from every angle. Keep
in your mind that you want womens shoes at a popular, saleable

price. The shoe will appeal to you at once.

Jobbers are increasing their sales of Clark's lines because they are cleanly

made, well made on fashionable lasts and at a price.

You can sell more of them because their famous flexible soles make them
un-usually comfortable.

Sold by the jobber.

>

CLARK BROS LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN .

N. B.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an actvei'tiSCr
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YAMASKAS offer many style features, it is true. But, better than

that, they offer a conservative note that will appeal to you at this

time.

Remember, the staples do not change in style over-night. The samples we
show in October and November are shoes that you will be selling all next

Spring and Summer.

By acting now, you can insure having shoes in time for Spring trade. This

line at least is one you can be sure of.

Do not let the tendency to "hold off" on your novelties cause you get late

delivery of your staple sel.ers.

Salesmen call on the trade from coast to coast.

J. A. & M. COTE.5LIMITED
ST-HYACINTHE QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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YOU hear and read a great deal about style in shoes. You also read a

great deal about profit possibilities.

The average merchant surely realize that the vast majority of his sales

— 75% —are of style shoes to the men and women who keep the wheels

of commerce humming.

These folks want a modicum of style, to be sure. But, more than all else,

they must have shoes that will wear long—at a price.

In other words 75% of the trade of Canada is in shoes of the "Yamaska"
grade.

And in buying "Yamaska" shoes you buy direct from the factory, saving

the middle-man's profits.

Salesmen cover all of Canada. If you do not know the line, we will have

one call on you if you say so.

J. A. & M. COTE, LIMITED
ST-HYACINTHE QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal"1 when writing an advertiser
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No. 2784J4. McKay. Combina-
tion of White Canvas and
Golden Brown Kid. A leading
line at a leading price.

T HIS showing' is typical of the range that still keeps "G. L. & H"
medium priced McKays in the fore-front, with the best jobbers in

Canada.

Your jobber can show you the line if you ask for it. It is well worth

while from a profit stand-point.

GAGNON, LACHAPELLE & HEBERT
55 KENT STREET, MONTREAL

Mcntiom "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser
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MEDIUM PRICED McKAYS CAN BE MADE
IN ALL THE FASHIONABLE PATTERNS
AND SHOW ALL THE NEW COMBINA
TIONS.

WE HAVE PROVEN THIS IN OUR LARGE
SHOWING OF CANVAS LINES WHICH HAS
BEEN PRONOUNCED THE BEST IN CANADA
FOR VALUE.

FOR SALE BY THE LEADING JOBBERS
EVERYWHERE. IF YOU ASK FOR THEM,
YOU WILL SEE THE BEST PROFIT MAKERS
IN HIS LINE.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
55 KENT STREET, MONTREAL.

W<
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No. 574. Tan Calf Double
Sole on Last 280. No. 3672.
Brogue Ox on same Last.

A beautiful heavy calf man's
Brogue, showing to the limit

of good taste all the newest
thoughts in mens shoes.

There is but one "Slater" Shoe.

And that "Slater" jealously guards the good name of its merchandise and

its unique trade mark "The Slate".

New spring numbers are now being shown to the trade but we would

emphasize the advisability NOW of getting our "In Stock" catalogue and

using it for your immediate need — over 40 lines ready for immediate

shipment.

SLATER SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing- an advertiser
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WESTERN ONTARIO

A Representative Display of Fashions for

Summer and Fall as offered by many in

Ontario.

Mention "Shoe and Leather .Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE THE

Are You One of our customers

who bought Empress Shoes
twenty years ago ?

IN
our SALES LEDGER of TWENTY YEARS AGO we find a surpris-

ing list of Retail Merchants who are still on our books to-day.

They are reliable, established concerns, whose good will we value highly.

It is a source of considerable pride to us that we have been able to main-

tain and increase our prestige so as to hold the business of these concerns

season after season and year after year.

It is an indication that our policy of producing high grade "EMPRESS
SHOES" is the right one.

THE WALKER, PARKER CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Progressive High Grade Shoe Makers for Women

^ THE THE
-
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SCOTCH BROGUE BLUCHER OXFORD. STOGY BROGUE, PEGGED
HEEL, HEAVY EXTENSION ROUND TRIMMED EDGE, WITH
ROPE STITCH, IN BROWN, BLACK AND PATENT SCOTCH

GRAIN.

THE WALKER, PARKER CO. LIMITED
TORONTO ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing* an advertiser
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THE Name Tred-Rite to-day stands for everything that is to be desired
in first class Childrens, Misses, Growing Girls and Boys footwear.
Years have been spent in perfecting the Lasts and Patterns by which

they are made and to-day they are among the most serviceable, comfort-
able, health giving, and artistic .shoes on the American Continent. If you
have not seen samples write for them; if you are interested in serving
your customers well you cannot afford to be without Tred-Rite Shoes on
your shelves.

THE TRED-RITE SHOE CO. LIMITED
OTTERVILLE ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing 1 an advertiser
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Misses, All Patent, three
strap, turn Pump, Last No.
77. sample No. 498, sizes 11-

2.

AMONG the footwear productions of note introduced for the coming

season this new model from the Eclipse Line is of intense timely

interest.

It is representative of the many strong sellers that have made our line

known throughout the trade as SHOES OF VALUE. Dealers who are

particularly anxious that their women's and children's lines should

EXCEL in appeal and in dependable character should make Eclipse Shoes

their leaders.

GALT SHOE MFG. CO., LIMITED
GALT, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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WORTHY of special note in this NEW Easy Shoe for Women.
Black Vici Kid, Turn, Cushion Sole, Rubber Heel, E. E. w idth, sizes

3-8. Its fine fitting features will make it a strong seller and it

represents splendid value.

On? of the many trade winners offered in our popular dependable line.

CHAS. TILLEY AND SON, TORONTO,
,/

distributor for Ontario.

NURSERY SHOE CO., LIMITED
ST. THOMAS ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ichcn writing an advertiser
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'. Women's two strap pump,
\Brown, Black and Tan. Imita-
'tion Wing Tip.

AS a true expression of the newest style and as a representation of

. our new line of Women's Welts, this model is of double interest to

the trade.

While their production is carried on entirely separate from our Men's

Welts, these shoes have all the characteristic style and good shoemaking
associated with Brandon-made shoes.

As all dealers, cannot be called upon early in the season we urge you to

wait until you receive a visit from one of our travellers with our fine

showing of both Mens and Ladies Shoes.

I

N

THE BRANDON SHOE CO., LIMITED
BRANTFORO 1 ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe* and- Leather JuurnaV tibHen writing an advertiser
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STYLE demands for the coming season have been correctly guaged in

the production of Corson Shoes, and the continued popularity of Ball

Straps leads us to bring out this strap pattern — a snappy pattern

and a shapely last that give the dressiness sought for by the exacting

man. It is one of the many notable styles in the new season's Regals.

Corson Shoemaking turns out Canadian made Regals that sell on their

merits and make good on their reliable character.

THE CORSON SHOE MFG. CO., LIMITED
100 STIRLING RD, TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CORSON slippers have in a short time jumped into favor with the

entire trade. They are distinctly out of the common-place in slipper

productions, in very detail coming up to Corson Standards of good

shoemaking, good style and good value.

Make your slipper department do its full share towards increasing the

volume of your Fall and Winter trade by featuring Corson Slippers.

They make a strong trade winning showing in any store.

THE CORSON SHOE MFG. CO., LIMITED
100 STIRLING RD, TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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•HERE is no new style note and no variation in style tendencies that

is not reflected in our large well selected stock.

McLaren Service is the medium between the market and the merchant.

All that is worthy and popular in footwear goes through this big dis-

tributing house. The unsafe merchandise is turned back — the sure

sellers find a regular permanent place.

We have much of timely interest for Fall and Winter sorting in cold

weather lines and our range of samples for Spring placing is filled up

with lines of unusual merit. To keep step with the times and to keep up

with your demands rely on McLaren Service.

j. a. McLaren company, limited
30 FRONT ST. W. TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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SALLY SANDAL
In New York and Paris Sally Sandals are in great demand. Already our
Canadian girls have taken up the fad and every first class store will be
asked for Sandals.

This sandal is made on a special last adopted for its use. It is also made
on a low heel last with a baby Cuban heel with three straps across the in-

step and three buckles on the side. Patent leather preferably.

We have the last and pat-
terns on hand. No delays.

Price, $8.75

BE*-*

OWENS-ELMES MANUFACTURING CO.
12-14 Sheppard Street, Toronto, Ont.

Operating the first and only factory in Canada

making strictly Hand Made Turn?.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" -when writing an advertiser
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No. 341. Misses two-strap No. 9 I. Misses Patint, tivo-

pump. strap one eyelet tie.

SPECIALS-SPRING 1922

WHEN our traveller calls be sure and examine our offering's in low

shoes for Spring 1922. The very latest in Misse's and Children's

sensible Spring and Summer footwear.

May also be obtained from the leading wholesalers of Canada.

THE ADAMS SHOE CO., LIMITED
TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing' an advertiser
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No. 7407.
Brown Calf and Williw.

No. 7412. Gun Metal Calf.

No. 7405. Black Kid.

No. 7406. Brown Kid.

I

LLUSTRATING one of our new and popular lasts, this model is a

selection from a particularly good showing featured in the Lady Belle

Lines for the coming season.

They are the shoes that every merchant needs to please his most particu-

lar trade in style and value.

Do not miss seeing the samples.

LADY BELLE SHOE CO., LIMITED
KITCHENER, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal ' when writing an advertiser
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SELECTED from the "Classics", the two shoes here shown are very

popular models from a very prominent line. The Women's oxford,

Military heel, combines comfort, serviceability and snappy style to

an unusual degree.

The children's shoe shown is a strong seller from our "Foot Trainer" line

— a roomy, serviceable, healthful children's shoe that gives complete

satisfaction and more than the ordinary return in value.

Classic leadership is so firmly established that dealers who are looking for

the newest in style and the finest in shoemaking for the coming season

will as usual go through the complete range of Classic Shoes for Women
and Children.

GETTY & SCOTT, LIMITED
GALT ONTARIO

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



No. 33. Mahogany Calf Sad-
dle Strap Bal, Welt Heavy
Single Sole, In Stock C-D
5^-10.

No. 254. Tan Calf. One
Strap, two Button Saddle
Strap, Welt. In Stock C-D
5 l/2 -lQ. Also in Gun Metal
Calf.

'HESE models are selected from many popular styles featured in our
Men's "Claridge" and Women's "Evelyn" Line

Characteristic for Style, Quality and Workmanship, our "Specialty" Line
of shoes for Men, Women and Children satisfy the demands of exacting

and particular trade.

The efficiency of our service and the reliability of our lines means more
profitable selling for you and greater satisfaction for your customers.

.York shoe
iXcOMPANYi!*"!*/
ftXllOWELUNGTON iViiL'/A
l\TORONTO/l

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" irlicit writing an advertiser
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Real

Shoes

for

Worth
While

Trade

SISMAN'S BEST EVERYDAY
AND AURORA

The unusually good shoemaking that goes into Sisman Shoes makes them
well capable of pleasing the most particular and winning their trade. Be-

cause they have been in the field so long, never varying from their high

standards, the trade has no stronger line nor the public a greater favorite.

They meet the demands of those who want the strongest kind of staple

shoe, while the wearer of more stylish footwear has his tastes fully

satisfied.

When looking for popular lines and good values, for Fall and Winter sort-

ing or Spring placing

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR
SISMAN SHOES

The T. Sisman Shoe Co., Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO

Mention "/Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Once More

ASTORIA LEADS THE STYLES

The gradual change from the sharp pointed toe, in favor

so long, to the more blunt toe of the new style shoe for

men, is introduced in the two new Astoria lasts.

"The Brute
and

"The Pippin"
These two new models show the most advanced styles of

the day— the heavier type, wider toe lasts that will re-

place all others in popularity, with the well-dressed

young men of Canada.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 0S71-W. Storm Calf,
Goodyear Welt.

WHEN you are in the market for a heavy Goodyear welt shoe ask

for the Valentine and Martin No. 0872-W.

They give the maximum of wear. They win trade because of their good

value. Ask your jobber.

VALENTINE & MARTIN, LIMITED
WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Mention "»S7(oe and Leather Journal" when icritiny an advertiser
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No. 443. Women's Goodyear
Chocolate Kid Strap, 2 open-
ings, 2 buttons, l/i Louis Heel.

T HIS is one of the many popular strong selling models from our ex-

tensive lines.

A complete well chosen stock ready to meet your immediate requirements

and a fine range of samples showing for Spring.

See our values before ordering.

THE LARGEST COMBINED MANUFACTURING AND JOBBING
HOUSE IN THE PROVINCE.

W. B. HAMILTON SHOE CO., LIMITED
1 5 FRONT ST., E. TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Getting There

Is A Man's Job

Men's Patent
Dancing Tie.

DRESSINGS personified is this popular Talbot Dancing Tie. Merchants

who have to appeal to and satisfy particular men in the matter of

fine shoes for formal wear should never be without this model.

It is but one of the many links by which Talbot Shoes and the better class

trade are inseparably bound.

Many are your customers who will come to you looking for just such

fine styles and good values in footwear as are to be found in Talbot Shoes.

Be ready for them.

TALBOT SHOE CO., LIMITED
ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO

Mention, "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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It Can

Be Done

Womens Scotch Grain Oxford.
Last No. 40. Vs Heel. Square
Toe.

Asurvey of the footwear productions for the new Season will reveal

nothing of greater timely interest than this Talbot Oxford. To
realize that it will be a real favorite you have only to note its snappy

style, and that it possesses all the fine points of Talbot Shoemaking ap-

plied to finest grade leather with that highly popular finish — Scotch

Grain.

The dealer who features Talbot Shoes has a big Season's trade to look

forward to.

TALBOT SHOE CO., LIMITED
ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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And Still

They Lead
Fifty years ago Amherst Shoes were at the

top of the ladder in Canadian Shoedom.

They have kept climbing ever since and

to-day

AMHERST
SOLID SHOES
are at the height of popularity and ranking

everywhere as SALES LEADERS.

The time for AMHERST RELIABLES is

ALL the time— now for immediate Fall

and Winter Trade they are indispensable,

and for the coming Spring season they are

a step in advance.

KEEP IN THE LEAD WITH
AMHERSTS

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited

Amherst Halifax Regina

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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MINISTER
Spats and

Overgaiters
Because they give such satis-

faction in Fit and Wear Service,

Minister Spats have become
highly popular with the public

and firm favorites with dealers

throughout the entire trade.

In addition to our regular lines

we are showing

A New
FOUR STRAP

SPAT
that is receiving a splendid re-

ception from the trade.

That the good points of Minister

Spats are thoroughly appreciated

by the keenest dealers is evid-

enced by the orders we are re-

ceiving for this season's trade.

To be sure of having the strong-

est selling productions in spats

make your selection from the

Minister Line.

E. MINISTER
64 Adelaide St. E. Toronto

A. Minister, Manager

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" wJien writing an advertiser
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STRAP
'PAT®
trade: mark

COHTEQED

The Hit

of the Season

Illustrating the Trades"
most popular Spat novel-

ty—a foui" strap made
in Broadcloth. Felt, Satin
and Moire. A'so made in

two, three and five

straps.

This up - to - the - minute
style idea in spats should
be featured by every
dealer. They are at the
hieght of footwear vogue
for the coming season.

We supply many other
novelties in the line of

Spats. Gaiters and Leg-
gings, for Fall, Winter
and Spring Wear.

SAMPLES SENT TO
WHOLESALE TRADE

ONLY

Handled by Leading Wholesalers in all parts of Canada
Amherst Boot and Shoe Co., Ltd, Amherst, N.S.
Robert Taylor Co., Limited, Halifax, N. S.
John McPherson Co., Limited, Hamilton, Out.
John Lennox & Co., Hamilton, Out.
Root. Ralston & Co., Hamilton, Out.
W, B. Hamilton Shoe Co., Toronto, Ont.
London Shoe Co., Ltd, London, Ont.
Ames Holden MoCready and all branches,

Montreal.
A. W. Ault Co., Ltd, Ottawa, Ont.
Fleetwood Footwear Co., St. John, N. B.
White Shoe Co., Ltd, Toronto, Ont.
Canadian Shoes, Findings and Novelty Co.,

Toronto,

ClWS. Tilley & Son, Toronto. Ont.

K. J. Whftta, Winnipeg, Man.
Kilgonr Rimer Co- Ltd. Winnipeg.
Congdon Marsh Ltd, Winnipeg. Man.
Merchants Consolidated Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
Buckler & Son Ltd, Winnipeg. Man.
James Robinson Co., Ltd, Montreal.
Bignell & Knox, Montreal.
Locke Footwear Co., Ltd, Montreal.

Nap. Dupont, Reg„ Montreal.

J. I. Choninard, Montreal.
Pa<piet Co., Ltd, Quebec.
Poliqnin & Darveau, Quebec.
Ducliaine Shoe, Enregd„ Quebec, Que.

THE COLONIAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
»

366 Adelaide Street West Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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MORE POLISH SALES

Ralston Suede Powder and
Suede dressing in all popular
shades, a sales leader every-
where.

The greater importance
you attach to your polish

trade the more certain

are you to be a seller of

RALSTON
POLISHES
By whatever standard
good polishes are judged
— lustre, brilliancy, lea-

ther preservative powers,
ease of application —
Ralstons have every fea-

ture that can make them
excell.

There is no better way
of strengthening your
goodwill than to give
your customers the satis-

faction that comes from
using Ralstons Polishes.

Ralstons White Dressing. The dress-
ing that is a prime favorite with
wearers of white footwear.

Robt. Ralston & Company
Limited

HAMILTON ONTARIO

No. 1

A complete range of
shoe. Findings always
in stock.

No. 3

THt SB' OR

THE

fOR etc*»'"4

AMD P0l*9**ms

AU. KtO CAIF

OR SMOOTH
LEATHERS

WBT.RAlST0H«(«

HAMIITOH C**

N-...8

The above line comes
in Black, Brown, Tan,
and Oxblood.

A dressing for every
shoe.

Write for catalogue.

for All Shades

1'i
of

BROWN

I

SuePE.OoZe,
Castor,

Buckskin E*

i
M»r«or»c7u»eo By

j
Robt Ralston*g.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing) an. advertiser
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The Sprin

You would be interested in knowing

that many of the finest samples

illustrated here or shown to the trade

use Bennett Counters, because they

are the best fibre counters it is po.^-

* sib'e to make.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.

Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers

in the British Empire

Mention "£hae and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE BRIGHTENING HORIZON

THE many favorable signs of the gradual return of business confidence continue to increase. Within

the past two or three weeks there has been a marked recuperation in lines of trade that have hither-

to been more or less lethargic. Cottons, woollens, agricultural implements, leather, shoes and similar

staple commodities have been in increased demand and there is every reason to believe that the quickened

movment is not merely spasmodic.

In the reaction in the stock market, as well as in the increased activity in most lines of business

there seems to be indisputable evidence that the public is beginning to realize that the most of the defla-

tion is over and from now on prices may be expected to be fairly stable.

Nevertheless there are some lines that have not quite reached a basis that entitles them to the

confidence of the buying public and there are some that must drop to a lower level if public confidence

is to be completely restored and business as well as living costs brought to a point that will permit of

satisfactory progress. Coal, real estate, rents and in some cases wages must take their place with other

commodities before there can be satisfactory progress.

In the meantime those who have in a large measure set their business houses in order must realize

that while price may be a prime factor in the selling of goods to-day, there are ways and means besides

special sales for quickening demand and increasing turnover.

There can be little doubt that people just now give unwonted attention to the cost not only, of nec-

essities but even luxuries. Figures talk as never before, but the personal element in business is as strong

as ever. There is the danger at the moment of putting altogether too much stress on sales and too little

on salesmanship.

Business is more of a human proposition than ever it was, notwithstanding all the talk about

crotchety buyers and exacting customers. The man or firm which recognizes this fact in its fullest sign-

ificance will have little complaint of the coming season's trade.

The confidence of the buyer in the seller himself is quite as essential as the belief that his prices

are down to a reasonable basis.
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In the

Market Place
Business Conditions Noted in Man-

ufacturing, Wholesale and Retail

Fields.

With the passing of summer and arrival of cooler

weather, increased activity is noted in many lines. General

conditions tend to promote a healthy feeling of optimism,
• and the feeling that improvement, while gradual, will be

fairly steady. Moderate orders of fair size are becoming

more numerous, but the policy of close buying is being

generally maintained. The undertone of the steel market

is stronger than it has been for sometime. Recent develop-

ments in the cotton market have served to stimulate trade

in the southern states, while western and middle-western

states also show decidedly improved feelings. Unemploy-

ment still restrains trade in many centres, and this, coupled

with hand-to-moutfi buying policies which run through

from retailer to producer restrict any marked advance in

production, which can only come with reasonable commit-

ments for future requirements.

Retail Shoe Trade.

Many of the retailers in the larger centres were be-

ginning to wonder what had happened to business during

August. Those who took vacations during that month

were not sure whether the slump was due to their absence,

or whether they should feel that it was not after all the

best time to have been away since there was nothing doing

at home. August is always a quiet month, but it was found

unusually so by those stores who are dependent on factory

help for a great measure of their trade. In the smaller

centres, there did not seem to be much complaint, and

staple shoes, particularly, were reported to be moving more

freely. Summer goods have moved well, and as reported

in another column, are well cleaned out. But the average

dealer likes to move off his regular* stock as well, and that

was only done in exceptional cases. September has shown

quite an improvement over August. The return of many
families from summer homes, resumption of school and

other activities, the arrival of cooler weather, and a

gradually growing feeling that "times are not so bad,

after all", have all tended to stimulate seasonable buying

impulses in many lines, and among them is the shoe trade.

Retailers find that there is a good market for sound shoes

at reasonable prices, but that the day of the high priced

shoe has passed. Straps and oxfords are still favored

styles, with more black being shown and purchased. The

demand for high boots has not materialized yet, but it can

be taken for granted that quite a number in brown and

black kid and calf will be sold.. The wide-spread demand

for patent leather shoes in the United States is already felt

in this country. Samples are being shown, and many
retailers are already stocking them. The vogue of the

moccasin and sandal or cut-out is also noticed in the novel-

ty stores, though sandal weather in Canada will not last

much longer.

Wholesale and Manufacturing Trade.

The situation in the manufacturing end of the trade

remains uneven, but with an improving trend and some

are quite rushed. Manufasturcrs of womens shoes are also

for the most part behind on orders. Some report business

ahead for six weeks to two months, while a few are sold up
till the end of the year. The manufacturers of fine mens
shoes are $lso finding the going better, one factory being

sold up to Christmas, before the travellers took their sam-
ples out. Samples are being made up or shown now for

late fall, winter and spring business, and it is generally

expected that while retailers will not cover their possible

requirements for spring, they will at least place orders for

a substantial proportion of spring goods, in lines which
will be saleable at that time. That will give manufacturers

a chance to carry on with something besides the rush orders

which have been the custom since last spring. The wide

range of styles, as evidenced by those reproduced in the

advertising and editorial pages of this issue, give retailers

ii choice to suit any locality or purse, and manufacturers

feel that they can offer real shoes at real prices. The new
samples include one, two and -three straps, some with

tongues and fancy buckles, imitation ball straps, and bro-

gue effects. The range covers cut-outs, inlays, perfora-

tions down to severely plain pumps and oxfords for con-

servative dressers. Brown kid and calf or combinations

are dividing their popularity with blacks. Patent is ap-

parently due for an extended run carrying well into next

year.. The "Sally Sandal", "Toddle Pump", and "Moc-
casin Shoe'', are shown with many variations, and while

they are largely in the novelty class, they will be worn in

many localities this winter, and spring should see quite a

number of those styles on the street. The brogue oxford

for men and women, in Scotch grain, whether patent, tan

calf or gun metal, would appear to be seasonable enough to

merit the demand that has appeared and which is ex-

pected to continue.

Rubber houses have come out with new samples and

prices. The latter show a decline of fifteen percent or better

over last year's net figures, and with prospects of better

markets for rubber and cotton, would not appear subject

to much revision before next season. It is too early to

judge the reaction of retailers, but so far as the more
staple lines go, there is no reason for retaillers holding

back from placing. The samples embody some of the

newer ideas such as one and two straps, ball straps, wing-

tips, and other features that put the canvas shoe with

rubber sole and heel in the category of shoes for almost

every occasion. Their regular outing and sporting goods

also show improvements as a result of concentration on

the problem of building more and more quality into them.

The wholesale trade still find themselves in the posi-

tion of trying to fill rush orders with goods neither they

nor manufacturers have in stock, and which they feel

should have been ordered months ago.

Leather Markets.

In general, conditions in the leather trade remain

unchanged. . So far as local demand is concerned, it is

largely for the same select weights and grades, but with

shortage in some lines, some off grades have been moved.

The complaint is heard that, as to quality, manufacturers

are very much more exacting than wear-requirements

i would justify. Meanwhile export demand, particularly

in the United States, is broadening to an extent that is

encouraging. Calf leather in tan and black is in good

demand at firm prices. Glazed kid is scarce in desirable

wiegts and grades, with black showing a tendency to pre-

dominate. Patent leather producers are working to capaci-

ty, largely for export, and with prospects of large domestic

demand the future looks exceedingly bright.
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Agreeableness

By Dr. Frank Crane

If you are looking for an order it may interest you to hear what is the one

quality which everybody the world over wants most.

It is agreeableness.

Agreeableness is the diamond among virtues, for it is the most precious and
the rarest of all. It is worth money ; for it sells more real estate, cigars, groceries,

dry goods, automobiles, typewriters, furniture, and life insurance than any amount
of smooth talk and convincing arguments.

Just be pleasant, and you can walk away wun a contract right under the

nose of the man who knows it all.

Smile! Not once in a while, so that you look m.e it hurt you when you force

a grin. But get the habit. Smile to yourself when you're shaving. Then it will

come natural when you use it trying to sell a washing machine.

Be agreeable! And you'll be in demand. For in every walk of life they are

crying for the agreeable person.

Every wife wants that kind of husband, husbands that kind of wife ; children

want agreeable parents, the workman an agreeable boss, the boss an agreeable

workman, and everybody wants agreeable realtives.

We want agreeable hired girls, hotel clerks, motormen, policemen, janitors,

icemen, ushers, preachers, governors and bankers.

Come, be agreeable, for you will have little competition and are pretty sure

to succeed.

An agreeable person lights up the room like a lamp.

He is like the shade of a big tree on a hot day.

He is like a drink of something that tinkles in the pitcher when you're real

thirsty.

He is like love when you're lonesome, bed when you're tired, a breeze when
you're stifling, food when you're empty, and money when you're broke.

Be agreeable. Study to make people like you. Make love to the world.

Life's a mix-up, anyway, that none of us understands. There are all sorts of

inexplicable thorns and tragedies, buffets, and chagrins. And most people are a

bit sorry for themselves. Hence, ugly.

But you — you be agreeable. Try it, and see what happens.

Copyright, 1921, by Frank Crank
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Coast to Coast

Comments
Conditions and Prospects as Out-

lined by Leading Retailers.

Following the "Survey of Canadian Conditions'' in

our last, issue, we have received further replies from various

parts of the country, which are of interest to Canadian

retailers, as disclosing conditions and opinions according

to leading retailers. As these represent the trade from

coast to coast, suppose we start at the Pacific coast and

come east.

Victoria.

A Victoria dealer refers to an article on "Coast Con-

ditions'' in August 15th issue, feeling that our repre-

sentative on whose reports the article was hased, had

allowed his views to assume too much of a blue tinge. We
are only too glad to have him disagree with u^ as follows:

"While conditions during the latter part of July and

month of August have been quiet, we find them some-

what better than a year ago, which, considering the

difference in the average price per pair, must denote a-

larger number of pairs sold. The sale of men's shoes on

the whole is backward and will no doubt continue until

places are found for the unemployed. Really smart good

grade women's shoes are selling to-day qui to freely al

from $12.00 to.$14.50 in spite of the fact that passe styles

are offered in corresponding qualities at from $2.95 up.

"We are not looking forward to any boom in business

this fall, but unless things take a decided change we iook

forward to something even a little better Mian last year."

Alberta.

Prom Edmonton we bear that stocks of summer
goods have been cleaned out. Novelties have been selling

well, and in some quarters the demand exceeded the supply,

while staples have been generally slow. The public are

showing a better dispositions to buy, accompanied by a

close scrutiny of quality and prices. Straps have been

the best sellers during the summer, but dealers are look-

ing for a falling off in this line, in favor of-oxlords and

boots. Dealers are following a careful buying policy,

hut are on the look out for new ideas. General conditions

show a slight improvement, but it is considered good policy

to go slow. As to comments, one dealer says: "It is hard

to meet people's views as to prices and the majority are

holding back and will not buy''. Another dealer says

:

"Profits are much smaller than before. Our business is

better than last year, and I look forward to something

good for the next six months."

Manitoba.

Stocks in summer goods and novelties are low, with

staples rather heavy. The public are buying only absolute

necessities and dealers are inclined to do the same. General

conditions in the western provinces are not too good,

though prospects are better than for some months.

Apparently Saskatchewan has fared the best, from point

of view of crops. But as farmers are heavily indebted to

banks and stores, the greater part of the proceeds of this

years crop will p-o. towards strengthening- up accounts. This

should serve to liquidate a great deal of general indebted-

ness in the West, and relieve retailers and wholesalers to

quite an extent.

Ontario.

Dealers in Ontario towns are well sold up on summer
goods and novelties, and report staples as moving fairly

well. "This class of trade," says one dealer, "is most
insistent for lower prices, and I find top grades sluggish."
People are looking for lower prices than it is possible to
give them. Oxfords and straps are selling best, but is is

not expected that many straps will sell after October 1st.

One dealer expects to sell about 75% oxfords and 25%
boots. Men's trade is general stagnant. Buying policy is

tight. Conditions are not improved. As one man put it-

however, "They are not any worse. Trade is practically
on a level with 1920. June fell down some but there is

plenty of time to pick it up." As to comments or com-
plaints here are a few :

"I think it is up to the Manufacturer to carry more
stock, and come to the trade four times a year, instead of
twice."

"On the surface it appears that the rubber factories

are giving mail order houses some great advantages in

prices which the rest of the trade cannot obtuin."

"Jobbers do not deliver a fair reproduction of their
samples, and their lines are too roughly made. They
make too many "back-orders"—promise immediate delivery
when they have not a pair in the home. If you order 15
pair or 30 pair lots and they have but 3 pair in stock they
will send you the three pairs. The other day we received
three pairs of a line, comprising three different factories'

products. Balance of order to follow — shortly? No one
desires to eliminate the jobber, but he must do better."

Nova Scotia.

Stocks of summer goods and novelty lines are light in

Nova Scotia. Staples are reperted rather heavy in some
quarters, and with general unemployment present trade in

these lines is slow. People are holding back from buying,
and dealers seem inclined to do the same. A Halifax
dealer looks for better trade in men's shoos, particularly

brogue oxfords, and buck and suede strap pumps. Another
Nova Scotia dealer says :

—

"The price and quality are very carefully scrutinized
and measured up, therefore it is imperative that all lines

he marked at a very close margin in order to meet com-
petition from all over the country which at present is very
keen.

"Two strap welt oxfords both in black and brown,
grey suede one and two straps, both beaded and plain, are
leaders in popularity. Fine lines will comprise seventy

per cent of our sales this fall.

"Our buying policy from now on. and while present

conditions prevail, will he only booking for immediate
delivery. We are through with the long placing for good
and all. unless conditions are very much changed and the

manufacturers decide to give us deliveries as per their

agreement when hooking orders, which tehy certainly have
not done during the past year.

"Conditions in our town have not improved and the

outlook for the coming winter is, to say the least, more or

less serious.

"We hardly feel that the manufacturer in pursuing
his policy of to-day is giving the retailer the same service

that he is demanding in return from the retailer. The
policy has been, on the part of the manufacturers, to book
their regular placing business for both fall and spring

delivery, and then immediately set their factories to work
on special rush orders for immedia'e deliverv. Factories

all over the country have been rush d with this at once

{Conlimitd on pagr ^18)
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Ideas on Buying

and Selling

Comments Favorable and Other-

wise on Present Metliods of Dis-

tribution of Sales and Orders.

A month ago we published a communication entitled

"Four Buying Seasons". Last issue this was criticised by

a retailer in no indefinite terms. The question is one of

policy, which cannot be decided either favorably or other-

wise on a moment's notice. It is largely conceded that

under normal conditions the old plan worked very well,

was understood by all, and permitted manufacturers and

retailers to lay out programmes some months in advance,

while at the same time the novelty man played his own
game. And if those same conditions existed to-day it is

highly improbable that the question would be raised at

all, except by some iconoclasts who are eternally dissatis-

fied with existing conditions.

Moreover, the matter is one for individual thought

and finally for collective action on the part of the trade.

So that it is not with the idea of stirring things up, but

entirely with a view to clarifying the thought of the trade

that the Shoe and Leather Journal has taken up the ques-

tion. We have had many expressions of opinion, both

voluntary and solicited, which indicate that retailers and
manufacturers have been giving serious thought to meth-

ods of selling and buying.

From the standpoint of the mail who desires to retain

the old system, a discussion of any such plan as that

advocated by our original correspondent may be depre-

cated as likely to "unsettle the trade". But is the trade

anything but unsettled at present? Then why not get

down to brass tacks and figure out some method that will

bring about settled conditions, whether that involves a

return to old methods, or a scrapping of the old system

and definite uniform adoption of a new system? Manu-
facturers are going to the trade with winter and spring

goods, many of which it is quite safe for the retailer to

buy now for long delivery. But many dealers have got to

the position where they find it difficult to differentiate

between goods that are a safe buy, and those which are

not. The result is the prevalent tendency to hold back on

everything. We have letters from retailers from coast to

coast whose buying policy is "hand-to-mouth", "close to

requirements", "as little as possible".

Here is how Fred Foley, of Bowman vi lie. puts it:

—

"I would like to make special reference to your arti-

cle in Aug. 15th issue, "Four Buying Seasons". It is a

capital article and meets my views precisely. It should be

read carefully twice over by both retailers and manufactu-

rers. If the coming season is as fickle as the past, we will

all' want to jump the job. Last winter our travellers said

"Oxfords, stock up with Oxfords". In the spring they

threw up their hands and said "Straps—everything is

straps," and next trip it was saddle bars and so the merry

game goes on."

A Criticism of Manufacturers.

An Eastern retailer, whose tendency is far from radi-

cal, lays the matter at the doors of the manufacturers.

He says :

—

"I was very strongly impressed with the sensibility

and the appropriate bearing that this article has on shoe

conditions in Canada to-day. In my Opinion, the writer

of this article is subjected to similar conditions which

must prevail pretty largely over the Dominion, and I cer-

tainly think the project of asking the manufacturers to

show their lines four times during the year instead of

twice would meet the retailers needs in a far more bene-

ficial manner than the hit and miss system with which

we are now handicaped. Guided by my own particular

experiences during the past year, I have now come to the

conclusion that, while present conditions prevail, we will

place no more orders of this two season nature.

"I may not hf.ve correctly interpreted the manu-
facturer's attitude, but I am strongly of the opinion that,

as soon as his travellers have completely covered their

territories in the spring for fail delivery, the manufacturer
than begins to book immediate business from all over the

country calling for delivery in anywhere from four to six

weeks' time. Most of the largest city stores at the pre-

sent time are buying only in this manner, a id, having a

larger volume of business to place, are naturally better

taken care of by the manufacturer in regard 1o immediate
wants. The consequence is that the retailers who last

spring placed orders for fall deliveries, in most cases

calling for delivery during August, are now well into the

September run of fall business, with practically no goods
delivered to them, owing to the fact that the manufacturer
has been too busy making up special or short time orders.

"Each copy of order that we now place has a contract

stamped on it, guaranteeing acceptance by the buyer of

the goods. The date of delivery may be noted "August
first" and in all probability October first will come around
without the dealer having received his goods. The first

flush of the season's interest in new lines has by this time
waned, but the dealer is bound by his contract to accept

delivery whenever the manufacturer is enabled to ship his

goods.

"This is one phase of the two season per year system

that is pernicious, and tends to keep the buyer continually -

in a loaded up condition. I would be very glad to believe

that numerous other retailers the country over would
protest against this unwieldy system at present in vogue,

and would demand of the manufacturer four different

showings of his samples, or decline to place any business

for as long periods as four to five months ahead, and trust

that a number of others will express their opinions along

similar lines."

A western Ontario dealer says:

—

"I had already read this in your valuable paper bo-

fore receiving your letter and I think the writer has the

right idea. The only alteration 1 would suggest is for the

Manufacturer to carry the stock of all his best selling

lines, and this in itself would be an incentive for him not

to bring out many new styles between seasons."

A Manufacturer's Opinion.

That the idea does not only find favor with the re-

tailers is indicated by the following opinion expressed by a

manufacturer.

"Last year's experience in the shoe trade revealed, or

should have revealed, whatever weak points there may be

in the present system of buying and selling. As a result

of our own experience we are fully persuaded that the pre-

sent system is unsatisfactory both to the retailer and the

manufacturer and in some ways very unprofitable.

"The present system was perhaps quite satisfactory in

bygone days when changes in style were very infrequent

and when practically unlimited terms were customary

six, nine, twelve, and eighteen months. Bu< in these days

(Concluded on
.
page 115)
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Comparative

Values
A Variation of the "Dollar Day"

Idea" — How Much Will a Dollar

Buy?

An intimated in our last issue the Dollar Day has

become popular in many parts of the country. As a sales

stimulator, and as a method of clearing shelves, it has

proven uniformly successful. But under present circum-

stances, with the public still hesitating about free pur-

chasing, some dealers have felt that it does not entirely

cover the ground,

There has been much discussion as to the value of

comparative prices. Some people advocate the emphasis

of quality and value, as against comparison of prices. But

the daily newspapers maintain their clamor that prices

remain high, with the result that the public get the im-

pression that there has been no marked drop in retail

prices. It is difficult for the man on the street to look

back over the past year and remember actual asking or

selling prices of various lines of goods. And yet every

retailer, whether he be a shoe dealer or a butcher can check

back his invoices and sales records, and see that reduc-

tions of from twenty to sixty per cent have taken place

during the past year.

The working man shows a disposition 1m hang on to

his hard-earned- war rates of wages, even at the expense

of intermittent periods of work, or of actual unemploy-

ment. He does not realize that so far as actual wages are

concerned, he could receive much less in dollars and cents,

and still be ahead of the game. And it' is at this point

that comparative figures tell their story and bring results.

The efforts of some forty-nine retail merchants of Bur-

lington, Iowa, to emphasize the purchasing power of to-

day's dollar provide an object lesson which may furnish

ideas to Canadian retailers.

The sale was introduced on a-Wednesday by a double-

page spread in the daily newspaper. Across both pages

ran the heading: "See how your dollars have grown." On
a black background the 1921 dollar appeared as compared
with the 1930 dollar, which appeared much smaller and in

the background. A subhead staled "Starting Friday and

Saturday and all n.-xt week a big comparative price event

will come off."

r<J, c

I

The advertisement continued:— "You will have a

wonderful opportunity to test the buying power of your
dollar in Burlington, starting Friday and Saturday. Bur-
lington merchants are determined that you realize prices

on the great majority of articles are 20 per cent, 30 per

cent, 40 per cent, 50 per cent, 60 per cent less in scene

cases than a year ago. Burlington has gained a reputation

for being a low-priced city. At the present time prices

are from 15 to 25 per cent less hero than in many towns
in Iowa and Illinois. Look in the store windows starting

Friday and see how your dollars have grown. Drop in

these stores and pick up the many money-making bar-

gains. Bemember your dollar will buy much more now
than formerly in quality and quantity. You may have

put off buying some needed article waiting for lower

prices. The lower prices are here. Many things are back

to pre-war prices now and theTe is no need to wait for

further reduction because production and transportation

costs make it impossible.. Buy the things you need while

you make the greatest savings. Come to Burlington Fri-

day and Saturday for many special bargains being offered.

Bead announcements in to-morrow's paper of the individual

merchants."

Below this announcement, in black type, appears

"Coming Events Casf Their Shadows Before", and in

little oblong spaces, seven to a column across, were the

names of the individual merchants.

The days following the publication of this double

page, local stores ran advertisements showing the details

of reduction in prices of merchandise as compared with a

year ago. Individual stores also made many effective

window displays in connection with the campaign Many
stores placed merchandise in one window and the same
merchandise in another window with added articles that

the same amount of money would buy this year as com-

pared with a year ago. Other stores placed cards in their

windows over the merchandise shown, of the price a year

ago and the price now.

The idea is well worth thinking over and adapting

either as individuals or communities. Nothing will have

more effect in convincing the public that the retailers are

not profiteering, and in counteracting wild newspaper

statements and public utterances than an actual display

of goods at to-day's prices as against those of a \ear ago.

So far as actual results of the above sale are concerned,

immediate sales were great lv stimulated, and in addition

many people voluntarily told merchants and the news-

paper that they had no idea of the extent to which prices

had fallen.

THE LATEST FRENCH INTERPRETATION OF THE MODE IN SHOES.
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SOME OF THE LATEST AMERICAN IDEAS.
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The Canadian
National Exhibition

Bigger and Better than Ever. —
Points of Interest to the Shoe and

Leather Trades.

It has been said that the steel market is a barometer

of general business conditions throughout the world. It

has also been said that the Canadian National Exhibition

serves as a barometer for general conditions in Canada.

If that is the case things are not nearly so bad as many
people would have us think.

The aim used to be for an attendance of one million

during the two weeks. This brought the figure up to

1,201,000. This year a new record was made, which sets

the figure at 1,242,000, or just under one million and a

quarter. That the people — in this district at least —
have money to spend is evidenced, not only by those

figures, but by the brisk business done by every one who
bad anything to sell and the gate receipts at the shows on

the midway and the grandstand. Aside from the adverti-

sing value to Canada, Toronto and the many exhibitors,

the amount of money pu*: into circulation by such an affair

is a factor of considerable importance.

One wonders why opportunity it not taken by shoe

manufacturers to show their goods in such exhibition. A
great many shoe retailers visited the ground.-, and made a

point of taking in the exhibits of particular interest to

them. But the greatest value would be from the stand-

point of consumer advertising and education. The public

were highly interester in the exhibits of wearing apparel

shown by the big departmental stores — and on most of

the models shown the shoes were of the im; orted variety.

Among the exhibits were quite a number of interest

to the shoe and leather trades.

Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited, of Kitchener, were in

their usual stand in the east end of the .Manufacturers'

Building, where Mr. Geo. McFarlane was giving the glad

hand to the many friend of the Tirni who stopped in

passing. , The walls of the booth were lined with an

exhibit of their various brands of sole leather, while in

show cases were displayed cut soles and heels. A split

hide of the Indian Water Buffalo formed one of the main
points of interest.

Anglo-Canadian Leather Co. Ltd., were also located

in the Manufacturers Building. In addition to a full dis-

play of sole leather, cut soles, and heels, they displayed

glass jars containing the various materials raid chemicals

used in the manufacture of leather, which attracted con-

siderable interest and comment.
The Ross & Shaw exhibit in the Manufacturers Build-

ing presented a very attractive appearance and created

very favorable, comment. While they showed their com-
plete line, including oil tanned footwear work shoes, spats,

overgaiters and leather, the strongest feature was their

showing of slippers. In addition to their high-grade kid

slippers they showed fancy bear skin slippers made by

Armand Bastien. Among their newest lines were shown
M)ft sole slippers in black and tan patent and a combina-

tion slipper in suede calf and patent The reception by

the trade of these patent leather slippers has quite ex-

ceeded their expectations.

A. R. Clarke tv Co. Ltd., has a splendid showing of

their various lines, centering of course, around their

patent leather which has achieved a world-wide reputation.

The name of Clarke, however, was always in the public eye

on account of the prominence of Griff Clake and his Leop-
ards in the speed boat events. The Clarke exhibit was also

in the Manufacturers Building.

Passing from the Manufacturers Building to the

Process Building, out came to the exhibit of Gutta Percha
and Rubber Limited. This included their range of me-
chanical goods, belting, fire hose, as well as their rubber
footwear, cuting shoes, rubber heels and composition soles.

Among their new models were basket ball shoes with
speciall) made soles, which are strong, resilient and fitted

with inlaid composition sections to prevent slipping. They
also had a new model running shoe with a toe cap, Their
canvas footwear embodies the strap vogue in one and two
strap models. They also featured their "Fit-all" rubber,

which is made very elastic, and in three sizes, which
stretch to fit all sizes of shoes. The wide fitting range in

three sizes should make this line very attractive to dealers.

They also showed a hip boot called "High Wader", to-

gether with a rubber bag for carrying the boots rolled up.

Charles Tilley & Son were at their regular stand with

a full line of findings and supplies, but featuring polishes

and dressings. Their latest line "Xu-Blaek" was given

greatest prominence. To each purchaser of polish they

gave a toy balloon. In the adjoining booth they had com-
bined with the Nursery Shoe Co. in the only exclusive

display of shoes at the exhibition. "Xursery" and "Med-
calf" shoes were shown on a conical stand attractively

draped. The trade and general public were greatly at-

tracted a,nd interested bv the new models in women's
and children's lines. Mr. J. A. Creech was on hand to

welcome visitors and answers enquiries.

Nugget Polish Co. endeavored to introduce and em-
phasize the "XugiT 't Boy'". A series of large colored sket-

ches of the "Nugget Boy'' served as a background to the

general display, while the little two-foot statues stood out

in relief and caught the eye. They are supplying dealers

with similar statues of the "Xugget Boy'". In addition

'hey had a shoe shining stand in operation.

Dominion Rubber System had as usual two exhibits.

In the first they displayed their various line-; of goods in

typical settings, such as golfing, bathing, and hospital

scenes. In various sections they showed processes of manu-
facturing heavy boots, lumbermen's goods, l'ght rubbers,

canvas shoes, and druggist's rubber goods. Their work-
people at all times had throngs of interested spectators. In

another part of the building they had a mode] store, one
window of which was dressed with felt shoes and slippers,

and the other with canvas goods. The 1 itter embodied

many of the latest ideas in strap styles and outing «hoes

ranging from regular types to those suitable for street wear

in the summer time, and of highly attractive appearance.

The ielt shoes and slippers in variegated colors and trim-

mings stood out well against a background of snow.

Beal Bros, had a special exhibit on the street leading

.torth from the grandstand, where in conjonction with J. W.
Price & Co.. agents for "Kiwi"' products, they displayed

a line of findings and supplies.

P. B. Wallace & Co.. Progressive Machinerv Co. and

Landis Machine Co.. were located in Hie Machinery

Buildin. This exhibit was of particular interest to the

repair man. including as it did. leather, supplies, machine-

ry and repair outfits.

The United Shoe Machinerv Co. of Canada had their

legular display in the Machinerv Building. They featured

their (ioodvear repair outfit and also a wide range of

leather and findings for repair men and manufacturers.

Their exhibit was ol great interest to the members of the

trade and the public who found their way to the Machine-

ry Building.
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Show Cards

for October
Use Plenty of Cards for Autumn
Selling. Run Specials Occasion-

ally to Stimulate Buying.

October days will create a demand for .-hoes a. little

different from those required during the warmer days of

summer and September. This does not mean that real

heavy goods will be in great demand, but there will be

required lines for which the summer does not call. Among
these will be party slippers and dancing shoes, pumps, etc.

A window display of these goods will create a buying in-

terest at this time, for as the long evenings of October

come they will remind the yong people tha + parties and
dances are in vogue. The card we have designed for this

display is not difficult to make and can be any size up to

a half sheet, 14 x 22 inches. The sample 'is made On a

grey stock card and an oval of wall paper is cat and pasted

on tre card and the lettering done on this. A bright red

color foi the large letters and a shading of white will make
them stand out prominently and attractively. Should black

be preferred it can be used equally as well. The small

letters on the grey card should be done in black. The
border will look well either in red or black, or a darker

shade of grey will also look well.

You will of course have your regular fall lines to push

both for men and women. These will include all the best

things in high and low shoes for out-of-door wearing. When
you have a good display of these goods in your window a

tas';y card will set off the display and attract attention to

it. The sample we have designed for this showing is on

the same stock as the slipper and pump card. The square

i:i the centre is cut out of wall paper and parted onto the

card. The lettering on this will be attractive if done in

red or blue. The shading can be in white as it will

contrast well with the paper and the lettering. The small

lettering in the panel can be in blue or black. The border

on the panel will look well if done in black or dark grey.

This card will certainly be very effective, the vesults on the

card itself being much better than in the reproduction as

the colors do not show in the latter.

There is no doubt but trade at all time these days

needs a little stimulating and many shoe retailers are rack-

ing their brains to know just what is best to do to obtain

the desired results. In the past we have frequently

intimated that more attention could be given to the ad-

vedtising and displaying of children's shoes. We still think

this is a good plan. It can be done by running a special

week for children's shoes. Advertise the fact in the paper

that you purpose running a week specially featuring child-

ren's shoes. You need not make it a so-called sale with

greatly reduced prices. Feature some of the well known
and well advertised lines you carry, and you will likely

have a few odds and ends or discontinued lines on which
you may reduce the prices sufficiently to make them at-

tractive.

A window display of children's lines can be made
particularly attractive and should be kept :n the entire

week changing it at least once, and twice if possible. This

changing may not necessarily be more than a re-arrange-

ment of the display. There are some very attractive de-

signs in wall paper to be had showing nursery pictures,

children's game, etc., that can be used to good advantage

in a display of this kind, and even if it does mean a little

extra work in changing this window during the week it

will certainly pay to do it. The card we have designed

for this display can be used the entire week. It is made
horizontally and can be almost any size up to 14 x 22

inches according to the size of your window. It may be

made on any colored stock and the color of the lettering

will need to contrast so as to be easily read. Bright colors

for the large letters will make the card attractive and
show to advantage. Red or blue for the large letters will

be best if a light colored card is used. The small letters

may be in black, with the ornamentation and shading in

a subdued color, such as grey, green or blue.

In every case where the cards suggested are used,

price tickets should be used freely especially is this im-

portant with the children's week and the specials that you
are selling1

.
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Ideas that have
Make Good

Where to get Ideas.—Novel Stunts

that have been Tried.

With competition as keen as it is in these days the

merchant should always be on the lookout for new ideas

that can be used to advantage in the conduct of his busi-

ness. Sometimes a little idea that seems more or less

simple on the face of it, and, therefore, hardly worth

wasting time upon will accomplish unexpected results in

the way of stimulating business. It has been proven time

and again by successfully operated stores that it is not

always the elaborate, carefully worked out plan that ac-

complishes the best results.

There are numerous ways to find new ideas but per-

haps one of the best methods to follow is to carefully read

your various trade journals. You will always find plans

and' ideas described in the pages of your trade papers that

have' been successful!} used by other merchants, and you
will find 1 that there are' many of these that you can
employ to excellent advantage in the conduct of • your own
business. The successful merchant always' reads his trade

journal carefully in quest of new ideas and plans for,

most certainly, 'what one man has done before another

can do equally as well. It is all very fine to be absolutely

original, of course, but the trouble is that there is so little

under the sun that is really new you will find yourself up
against a stone wall if you feel that every sales building

idea you use must be absolutely new and original.

Aside from your trade papers, which doubtless afford

you the most productive field in your quest for ideas,

there are other means you can employ to excellent ad-

vantage, and you will really find it no difficult matter at

all to get hold a worthwhile sales plans if you are willing

to give this work the time and the attention it deserves.

Remember, this is a day and age when competition is de-

cidedly keen, and one of the best ways to raise your
business above the plain competition is to be alive to

the numerous opportunities that come your way. When
yon find something in the way of a good idea put it to

work making for your store. Nothing else you could do
will turn over yOur stock more rapidly, and inasmuch as

you are in business to make money any method that will

serve to speed' up your turnovers is certainly worthy of

your best consideration.

How One Merchant Finds New Ideas.

A retailer in
.
a medium sized city %«.s adopted a

rather unique ^nethod- to obtain ideas and plans he can
make use of, and hi% method, is worthy of emulation. The
plan has proven so" successful in fact that he obtain more
ideas than he can ,readily use.

With a felv .'alterations you can employ the same
method, or it may be used in its original form if you find
it adaptable to-'your own particular requirements.

This dealer pteoed what he termed an :Idea Box out

in front of his store two or three months ago,, which was in

the nature of a' mail box -.with a slit in the -top of it for

dropping in letters'. A card placed above' the receptacle

read, "Drop Your Ideas In This Box".
The merchant 'then ' began' td" advertise" in the local

newspapers for suggestions and ideas of a worthwhile
nature having to do with -erery phase of bis particular

business. For example, methods to be employed that
would increase the efficiency of the sales people; sugges-

gestions for good window displays; new advertising stunts
of various kinds; suggestions on how the store could
improve its service to customers; ways and means that
could be employed to stimulate trade. In fact, the mer-
chant barred no suggestions that could bo used to ad-
vantage in his business.

He offered a prize of $10 for the best suggestion;
prizes of $5 each for the two next best; and $1 each for
every suggestion that proved acceptable. Results were
really amazing. Hundreds of letters were dropped in the
box and at the end of the month the prizes were awarded
for the best ones. Some of those accepted were used im-
mediately, while the others were filed away for use at
ronie future date. The idea, in fact, proved so successful

that the merchant plans to hold a similar contest every
few monts.

The is no doubting the fact that many of your
customers could furnish you with good ideas if you would
give them the opportunity like this of doing so. They
are not going to offer you their advice unless you ask for

it. And the idea of offering prizes will serve to-stimulate
•heir interest. At the same time such a plan not only
will obtain numerous worthwhile suggestion but it will

provide your store with a great deal of excellent publicity

worth far more to you than hundreds of dollars invested
in newspaper advertising.

Sealed Shoes in Package.

Another dealer sealed a pair of $4 shoes up in a
package and asked all to guess the size and width of them.
These two ideas are simple, but it will be found that

they will pull a lot of publicity. As a means of compiling
a mailing list they are superb and many people will res-

pond to them because the conditions of the contest require

no purchases at all. If you do impose this condition in

the contest it will not be so successful, but even you will

get many interested ones.

The beauty of a. list of this sort is the fact that each

one of the persons whose name you have is more or less

familial with you and your store. Consequently any
appeals you might make to them would have lost that

atmosphere of the ''rank outsider" and therefore should

be more productive.

Such a list as this was used by one dealer to send out

fall catalogue of a line of specialty shoes which be carried.

The catalogues were furnished by the manufacturer of the

line and had the dealer's imprint on them. They looked

as though he had gotten them out himself and they pulled

a lot of new trad?, besides stirring up som-i of the old

customers.

Calling Attention to Side Windows.

Quite often wo find a store with undesirable window
space, or rather with a window facing on -i side street.

Such a window as this is valueless for it is almost entirely

lost unless some special plan is devised to draw attention

to it. One shoe dealer got around this trouble by placing

a card 11 x 17 in hi 3 front window announcing that "Each

day they would show a special bargain in the window
tsh side street." He carried out this idea by mentioning it

strongly in his advertising. Those persons who walked a

few steps out of their way were rewarded by seeing some

extra bargains displayed, and many sales were thereby

effected. This particular dealer bought some short line

jobs and sold them at nearly cost, figuring that the ad-

vertising value of the plan was worth something and more-

over it left him his most valuable window frontage for the

display of regular goods.
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Made In Canada
To the Editor

Shoe and Leather Journal.

Dear Sir :

—

I am taking the liberty of writing to draw the at-

tention of the trade to a condition which I think is wrong,

and to an opportunity which I believe is bp;ng neglected.

1 was one of the crowd that helped the Toronto Exhibi-

tion authorities break all attendance records. I took the

opportunity of visiting the show twice and among other

things 1 was struck by the absence of adequate represent-

ation of one of our greatest industries — shoe manufact-

uring. Some of the leather and supply men and rubber

companies made very creditable showings. But I could

only see one exhibit of shoes.

What has become of the much heralded "Made-In-
Canada" program of the shoe manufacturers ? If there

was ever a chance to show their goods and tell their story

to the public, and to get over some propaganda, — if you
like that word — it was, and is at the Canadian National

Exhibition. The expense, in comparison with possible

results would be negligible. Here you have an opportunity

of showing your goods and giving your message to thou-

sands of people of all types and classes, Avho have nothing

on their minds but a determination to see all there is to

see, ano hear all there is to hear. I was under the im-

pression that the shoe men of Canada were a live crowd,

but it seems to me they must after all bs "asleep at the

switch". Surely when firms who sell sole leather, patent

leather, findings and machinery, and who do little or no

consumer advertising, will spend money on exhibits, there

must be more in it for the actual manufacturers of foot-

wear.

And even if the Manufacturers as a body did not take

it up, why don't more of the individual manufacturers
look into it?

Another thing that struck me at the fair was the fact

that while the big departmental stores had gorgeous ex-

hibits of imported gowns, the feet of these models were
clothed with imported shoes. In a few cases Canadian
shoes were to be seen, but notably in exhibits labelled

"Made in Canada", and in much quieter tone and general

appearance than the displays of French goods. Is there

any valid reason why, even if the gowns must be imported,

the shoes should not be Canadian? The decidedly stubby

vamps and high heels, with styles and patterns different

from Canadian requirements may be necessary to set off

the fact that the gowns are imported. But to my mind
they are unsightly, unsaleable, and unnecessary. We boast

that we make as stylish, beautiful and serviceable shoes in

Canada as in any country in the world, and it is to say

the least disappointing to note that leading merchandisers
apparently do not feel like putting our shoes alongside

the highest classes of evening wear for women.

Yours truly.

MADE-IX-CANADA.

When shown the above letter, Mr. S. Roy Weaver,
Manager of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Can-
ada, said that in view of the Made-in-Canada campaign
it was unfortunate that only one shoe nianufaeturin.ir

company had an exhibit this year at the Canadian National

Exhibition. This was not due, however, to the manufactu-
rers being "asleep at the switch", as suggested by the

correspondent. Last year the manufacturers held a Shoe
Fair in Montreal which cost considerable money and this
year some 25 of the companies had displays in connection
with the National Shoe Retailers' Association Convention
in Toronto in July. Moreover, some of the manufacturers
are exhibiting this year at smaller exhibition.

"It must be recognized", Mr. Weaver said, "that the
boot and shoe manufacturing industry suffered heavy
losses and as a result of trade readjustments and business
conditions at the time when space was being allotted
imposed upon many of the companies the necessity of
economy in regard to expenditures. It has been suggested,
however, that the shoe manufacturers arrange for a dis-

play of different classes of Made-in-Canada footwear at

the Canadian National Exhibition next year, and this

matter will be considered at the next Executive meeting of
the Association.

"The correspondent remarks that French shoes were
shown on some of the models, along with the imported
gowns. The facts are that in many cases both gowns and
footwear were quite extreme and of styles which are not
really saleable in this country. In some cases, however,
Canadian footwear was shown on the models. There
probably is some cause for the correspondent's criticism

that Canadian shoes could have been displayed to a larger

extent and the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Can-
adt will do what it can to interest the large dealers in
using Made-in-Canada footwear next year in making up
their exhibits. The Association appreciates what is already
being done by these dealers, many of whom have had
special displays of Made-in-Canada footwear during the

past year and have recognize in their advertising and
otherwise the fact that in all saleable lines Canadian foot-

wear compares favorably with the world's best."

Introducing "THE O & E GIRL" wearing a new moccasin

Sandal, patent leather with white piping and inlaid in

white kid, made by Owens-Elnes Mfg. Co., Ltd.
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A Foot Relief Department

Worth $30,000 per Year
Two Years Ago The Fred S. Stewart

Company Established a Foot Relief

Department — Last Year that De-

partment did $30,000 Worth of Busi-

ness — Here's How it Was Done.

It was about two years ago than the Fred S. Stewart

Company, retail shoe merchants of Atlanta, Ga., inaug-

urated a Foot Relief Department, with Dr. A. Parker, a

graduate of the National School of Orthopraxy, of St.

Louis, Mo., in charge. As nearly as can he ascertained this

is the only department of its kind in any shoe store in the

southeastern part of the United States with a graduate

orthopraxist in active management, and while its original

purpose was to build good will for the business as a whole,

rather than to net anything substantial in the way of

profits, the total gross income from this department alone

luring the last fiscal year was somewhere in the neighor-

hood of $30,000. Naturally with a gross income so large

a substantial net profit is shown also, despite the fact that

the department is only two years old and that no effort

whatever has been made to accomplish such a result. All

things consider the success this department has attain "I

seems truly remarkable.

In spite of the fact, however, that the Foot Relief

Department has, in itself alone, netted a considerable

profit to the Fred S. Stewart Company, it is virtually an

impossibility to measure the real worth of this department

in the matter of dollars and cents. Its primary purpose

lias always been, and doubtless always will be, to build good

will for the usiness as a whole, and that it has undoubtedly

accomplished this result to an immeasurable degree is evid-

enced by the fact that the company's volume of shoe sales

for the past three years has exceeded taht of any other

retail shoe store in the southern part of the United States.

And Mr. Stewart himself, who is the president of the com-

pany and in active management of the store, accords to the

Foot Relief Department a considerable amount of the

credit for the unsual success this company has attained.

The last fiscal year ended July 31, 1921, with a total

volume of sales reaching almost $600,000, and but a few

thousand less than the preceediug fiscal vear. in spite of

the fact that from July 31, 19?0, to Julv 31. 1921, the

retail business in the United States as well as in Canada,

'passed through one of the worst periods of depression of

<he past half century.

At any rate, after all has been said and done, it is

results that count, and the remarkable success this de;

partment has attained in the two years of its operation

would certainly seem to afford ample proof that a Foot
Relief Department of this nature, properly and scienti-

fically conducted, is a feature well worthy of a considera-

tion not only as a builder of good will for the business as

a whole, but as a department that can also be made to

show something substantial in the way of net profits.

This article concerns not merelv the operation of the

department, hut the -methods that have been used to ac-

complish the unsual results as set forth above, and it is

based entirely on personal interviews by a representative of

the Shoe and Leather Journal with Dr. R. A. Parker, ma-
naffer of the department, and Fred S. Stewart, President

ol the company.
At first thought' an annual volume of $30,000 —

which amounts to about $100 per day — probably seems

an unusually large figure for such a department to "the

average person, but when the fact is considered that eighty-

three per cent of the people in both this country and the

United States suffer to more or less of a degree with foot

trouble, an annual volume of $30,000 seems less remark-

able. This estimate of eightlv-three percent is a figure

compiled by authorities on the subject who doubtless

know what they are talking, and while it seems hardly pos-

sible for the figure to be so high, still the truth of the

matter is that there are countless thousands who have

foot trouble to more or less of a degree and who are either

not aware of it, or at least not willing to admit it. There-

fore the success of a Foot Relief Department such as the

Stewart store conducts evolves itself down to a matter of

education — educating the public to the fact that perfect

loot comfort is either a matter of proper fitting, or of ap-

pliances that will remedy virtually any foot trouble what-

ever may be its nature. And instead of carrying the appeal

to a relatively small audience as one would naturally pre-

sure of not familiar with the staistict the appeal -is- really

reaching eighty-three per cent of the people.

It will not come amiss to briefly outline here some of

the more common foot troubles with which people are af-

flicted, the methods employed by a graduate in orthopraxy

i remedy these troubles, and the methods of advertising

the Stewart company employs.

Run-over heels, one of the most usual forms of foot

trouble; are caused generally by a misaligned condition in

the heel and ankle joints. In the advertising of the Foot

Relief Department the Stewart company always lays em-

phasis on the fact that this is a condition which should

receive very prompt attention, for otherwise serious re-

sults are quite likely to follow. Frequently run-over heels

cause pain, sometimes this pain extending to as high ae

the hip bones. This is because the condition results in a

attaining and pressure on the ligaments, tendous and

muscles that hold the hone structure in place. In children

run-over heels are frequent and parents are likely to at-

tribute the suffering thus causer to growing pains. The
condition should lie immediately remedied, especially where

it occurs in children, and this is very easily done by an

appliance which is adjustable in sush a manner that it

supports the bones of the feet, and gets the misaligned

heel condition back to its usual and normal state. In time

the ligaments, tendens and muscles develop back in to

place and the cure in nearly all cases thus becomes per-

manent.

In the Foot Relief Department of the Fred S. Stewart

Company, the appliance* used to remedy these foot trou

,

hies are those manufactured by the Wizard Lightfoot Ap-

pliance Company, of St. Louis, and with a branch office

at New York and one at Liverpool.

Another important point to be emnha^ized in ad-

vertising is that there is no distorted condition of the foot,

no matter how serious or how minor, save that which may
becaused by a a broken or dislocated bone, that cannot be

remedied and permanently cured by orthopraxy.

In each foot there are twenty-six small bones and if

any one of these bones becomes weak or distorted rains

are very likely to occur in some part of the foot. Thou-

sands and thousands of people who have trouble with their

feet do not know why, do not take the trouble to find out

why. If they would do so most of them would learn that

some bones in the foot had become di-torted or weakened,

and that the condition could be easily remedied. Instead

the trouble seems of trivial consequence and thev permit

it to go on with the result that in many ca-e< it ultimately

develops a serious ailment. This is a fact that is always
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emphasized in Stewart advertising, and that should always

be emphasized in any advertising of this nature. It is a mat-

ter of educating your public almost entirely.

The human foot contains four arches — namely, in-

terlongitudinal, outerlongitudinal, anterior-metatarsal, and

transverse arch. One of these arches can be down without

effecting the other arches, or two may be down and nor-

mal. This is known as a broken arch, and often is referred

to as flat fleet. A misaligned condition of the bones of the

arch and heel causes it, resulting in tired, arching feet,

pains in the lower limbs, hips and back. By aligning the

heel bone, that is, getting it back to its normal state, and

?upporting the arches that are down, the whole condition

is remedied and ultimately a permanent cure affected.

Proper and scientific fitting of the shoes will also remedy

this condition in many instances, providing the one doing

1 he fitting knows his business.

Another more or less common foot trouble is pigeon

toes. This is also usually caused by a misaligned condition

in the heel, and when the cause is removed the cure re-

sults. The inner arches are supported, the misaligned con-

dition of the heel corrected, the bones being brought back

inti their normal condition and kept there.

Many people suffer with callouses, which are mainly

caused by a weakened or strained ligaments forcing some

bone in the foot out of position by the weight of the body,

and causing it to dig the flesh. Orthopraxy remedies this

condition by an appliance which restores the foot to its

normal state, removes thus the cause and brings about the

cure. Bunions are cured in the same manner.

It is estimated that the average person takes 8,000

bteps per day, and. that the combined weight of these 8,000

steps is in excess of 600 tons. Consider, for a moment, what
this fact means to people who suffer with foot trouble. The
repeated shocks of these 8,000 steps, equivalent to more
than 600 tons, is a terrible ordeal for sore feet. These are

facts that probably not one in ten thousand people are

aware of, and the information affords an opportunity for

an unusual and productive type of publicity in connection

with a. Foot Relief Department. Stewart's have made very

effective use of this idea on various occasions in the past

two years in the daily advertising of this department.

With the exception of what is know as the Under
Price Cash Basement, the Foot Relief Department of the

Stewart store is more persistently advertised than any
other single department of the store. Ordinarily space of

about five ou six inch depth and single column width, is

used, and the advertising appears every day in the local

news paper. Usually some particular kind of foot trouble

is referred to, and the method briefly set forth by which
the trouble is remedied and the cure brought about. At the

same emphasis is always laid on the fact that whatever

may be the trouble, and no matter how minor or how se-

rious that trouble may be, it should be promptly attended

to. Especially is this true in the case of seemingly minor
trouble for it is ultimately almost certain to become a

serious trouble unless given immediate attention.

IDEAS ON BUYING

(Concluded from page 107')

of ever changing styles and short terms it is a different

story.

"The solution of the problem suggested in the article

referred to herein is, we firmly belieye, on right lines."

Seme manufacturers of staples as well as makers of

shoes in the novelty class in the United States have already

thrown the old system overboard and are going to the

trade more frequently, and enlarging their "In Stock"
departments as well as selling shoes for quick delivery.

Even in the field of staples we hear of manufacturers
who have obtained extremely gratifying results. One
concern's method was to place at the retailer's command
a wide range of staples for prompt shipment, covered by
an illustrated catalogue and price list of In-stock lines.

This obviated the necessity of sending salesmen over the

territory twice for the one season, but a double trip would
be the next step. They believe the matter can be worked
out satisfactorily by cooperation between retailers and
manufacturers, and that the new system benefits the re-

tailer by allowing him to operate on less capital and keep
his stocks clean ; while the manufacturer benefits, at

least, by fewer returns and cancellations.

Mr. G. Oarfield Wray, of Regina, writes as follows :

—

"Your records will show I expressed very similar

views as those expressed in your Journal as per your en-

closure in June at our Saskatchewan ^convention, and I

am convinced it is the one way out of our present dilemma.
The article covers the ground very well, but coupled with

this reformation in our trading methods, if we are to enjoy

the confidence of the buying public, and if the industry in

general is to receive the desired boost of which it stands so

much in need, we must have a complete reversal of the

attitude of the daily press.

"I maintain the press of this country has almost irre-

parably ruined the good will of our average citizens

towards the industrial and mercantile interests, and I

believe some of them are sincere in their denunciation of

Canadian manufacturers because of their dog in the

manger practices.

"They buy themselves, very extensively, outside our

country, coal, automobiles, materials for the use of their

factories, etc., that could be bought at home, and our

papers resent this being told to buy at home, when manu-
facturers are not showing good examples. Consequently

and possibly for political and other reasons, the press has

not failed to present the unfavorable side to its readers,

with the resultant stagnation, and trade depression, and
I fear unless the press smother their bitterness and devote

their columns to an enthusiastic support of our Made-in-

Canada movement, no matter whether we view the samples

three, four, or five times a year, a healthy resuscitation

will not follow.

"I feel keenly on this point and if you and other

journalists in your conferences can work for hearty co-

operation and support of the press in commending the

patriotic consideration of their readers to our merchants

and their merchandise, trade will boom and industry will

receive an impetus that only orders and still more orders

can give. By all means let us view the samples as often

as possible, as the great majority of the merchants are

unable to visit the markets."

THE STRAP IDEA APPLIED TO SPATS.
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With the Shoe
Manufacturers

The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada has

prepared, for publication and distribution amongst the

shoe trade, a second issue of the Shoe Industry Facts un-
der the ehading "A Talk to Footwear Buyers".

The Association says:

"Shoe manufacturers do not want to see buying by

wholesale and retail merchants in excess of requirements.

Over-Buying usually is followed by reaction, gutted

markets and prices out of proper relation to cost of pro

duction ; it is harmful to the entire trade. Merchants will

be well advised not to overstock, but failure to anticipate

and prepare for the reasonable requirements of their

customers will have almost as serious consequences. These
who are disposed to continue in dependance upon "rush"

orders are invited to consider the following facts:

1. The production of boots and shoes in Canada in

1920 was about 2,500,000 pairs short of normal production

and the requirements of the Canadian trade. Factory out-

put, since January 1, 1921, also has been substantially

less than the usual demand.

2. This deficiency has been made up in part by

drawing upon the considerable surplus stocks which were

in the hands of manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers

when the "slump" in buying occurred over a year ago.

3. Stocks in the hands of manufacturers and the

trade are now low. That such is the situation has been

found by direct inquiries and is indicated also by the

numerous "rush" orders being received by manufacturing

plants in all the principal shoe factory districts.

4. There was general delay in placing orders last

Spring which, coupled with manufacturing difficulties,

kept many of the factories occupied until July in cutting

goods for immediate delivery, instead of being able to com-

mence cutting on Fall goods about the middle of May. as

is the normal custom. Some of these factories are behind

considerably in deliveries and inquiries now being received

indicate that such situation is going to cause inconvenience

to dealers.

5. Manufacturers cannot supply the seasonal de-

mands, unless they are given time to do so. Manufacturing

conditions are not yet normal and the styles and grades

of footwear most in demand require much more labor

than ever before. Besides, there is a pronounced shortage

of female help. Some of the factories are now working

at capacity and yet will be a considerable time in catching

up with deliveries. Some are attempting to work in "rush"

orders from regular customers, but cannot continue 'to

do so, unless buying soon returns to a more regular basis.

The problem for' the manufacturers is exceedingly diffi-

cult, particularly in the case of those grades of shoes which

should remain on the lasts for a considerable length of

time.

Dealers who fail to place orders reasonably in advance

of requirements will find difficulty in getting the goods

when they want them, and will hare to lose trade or subs-

titute inferior lines." •'
j

On the' reverse side of the leaflet the Association deals

with the price situation and says in part:

"Thero still appears to be some hesitation in placing

orders, in expectation of lower prices. The two items of

principal importance in the cost of boots and shoes are

leathers and payments to employees. There are other

factors which represent much higher costs then before

the war, but only the two mentioned will be considered

here

:

"Leathers.—Manufacturers' prices are now based on
the present substantially reduced market prices of leathers.

But of late there has been a marked stiffening of quota-

tions on high-grade leathers, especially kid and calf. Stocks
of these leathers in the hands of the shoe manufacturers
are small and there is a universal shortage of goat skins

(from which kid leather is made), and of good quality

calf skins. Prices have advanced also for light cowhides
(known in the trade as "extremes"), for which there is a

strong demand in the United States, as well as in Canada

:

this fact appears to indicate that upper leathers made
from such hides and used in medium grade footwear have
reached "rock bottom" prices, and a reaction upwards may
lake place. As a result of such situation, the prices of

boots and shoes made from any of these leathers may ad-

vance. At least there are strong reasons to believe that

the prices of leathers will not be lower six months from
now than they are at the present time and many people

believe that they will be higher.

"Wages.—Many factories have been forced to adopt

revised schedules of wages, in order to help tlvm to meet
the demand by the public for lower footwear prices, and
manufacturers' prices of footwear are now based upon
such lower wage costs. Even in cases where no wage
reductions have been made, competition already has com-
pelled the manufacturers to meet the current prices of

factories in which wages have been lowered. Merchants
are able now to buy footwear at prices representing the

lowest costing for wages that can be expected .mder pre-

sent conditions. Practically all of the plants which have

reduced wages report that no further downward revision of

rates is contemplated during the coming season. Any wage
changes that are in early prospect will be in the anture of

unavoidable and overdue adjustments to the prices now pre-

vailing for boots and shoes. Present prices absolutely

are based on lower wage costs and buyers may order now
in full confidence that no further reduction in the prices

of Spring footwear will be possible.

"There has been much misunderstanding as to the

labor cost represented in a pair of shoes. The Shoe Manu-
facturers' Association of Canada already has stated that

wages cost runs up to $1.45 or more per pair, according

to the style and pattern, but this by no means represents

all the payments to employees. Besides the wages of shoe

operators, other such payments are included under the

general headings, "Factory Overhead". "General Office

Expenses", and "Selling Expenses".

"The trade and the public should know that the re-

duction of 30 to 45 per cent in manufacturers' prices of

footwear is greater than the drop in the prices of most

o'.her commodities, and, indeed, that it exceeds the actual

reduction in the cost of production.

'The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada

invites the co-operation of the shoe trade throughout Can-

ada in an effort to explain to the public that the reduction

in the manufacturers' prices of boots and shoes represent

not only all the saving which has taken place in the cost of

production, but also that in many cases the manufacturers'

profit has been eliminated, that such prices are already

based on a lower wage cost, and that wholesale and retail

prices have been pretty generally readjusted to replace-

ment values."
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Standard Cartons.

The committee which has been working on the list

of standard sizes of shoe cartons, which is proposed for

adoption by all the shoe manufacturing companies in

Canada, has recommended the following additions to the

sizes already published in the Shoe and Leather Journal :

No. To contain. Length Width. Depth.

1 1—Men's ( in inches

)

Slippers 12- 3/s(12) 51/4(5) 4-3/16(4)
15—Men's

High tops 17- 3/8 ( 17) 12-%(18-%) 4-13/16(4-%)
(14 to 16 inches)

It is proposed to add still another size, to provide for

high cut shoes for children, and the measurements will be

reported in the next issue of the Shoe and Leather Journal.

Sample cartons in any or all of the new sizes are now
being sent to manufacturers who request them, in order

that they may try these boxes with their products. It is

recognized that teh standardization plan will necessitate

the elimination of some of the sizes now in use, but it is

believed that the standard list will provide adequately for

every class and grade of footwear made in Can-
ada.

Mr. Louis Daoust, Asistant General Manager of

Messrs. Daoust, Lalonde & Cie. Limitee, acting on behalf

of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada, and
Mr. C. N. Moisan, Vice-President of the Canadian Paper
Box Manufacturers' Association, are now collaborating in

the preparation of standard sizes for fibre cases for ship-

ments of boots and shoes in the standard cartons. Reports
from members of the Association show that shipping cases

at present are being used in a great variety of sizes, in-

cluding those for 9, 12, 15, 18, 20, 24, 30 and 36 pairs and
measurements in each case depend upon the sizes of cartons

in which the shoes are packed. It is expected that a
standard list of sizes for shipping cases as well as for the;

smaller cartons can be worked out

Technical Education.

The Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada now
is working on the question of technical education for shoe

operators. It will be remembered that following the annual
meeting of the Association in Quebec early in 1919, a

committee of the Association interviewed Sir Lomer
Gouin, who pledged the co-operation of the Provincial

Government and promised the use of school for this' pur-

pose. Much difficulty has been 'experienced, in obtaining

in Canada competent shoe factory foremen and most of

those have to be brought in from the United States.

Mr. Joseph Daoust, President of the Shoe Manufact-
urers' Association of Canada interviewed recently the

Principal of the Technical School in Montreal, with the

result that the approval of the Directors of the School

has been secured and a recommendation made to the

Provincial Government for the institution of classes for

shoe operators in the Montreal Technical School. There
is, therefore, a splendid prospect that a real start will be

made in this direction at an early date. Meanwhile the

Association has been in communication with the Director

of the Lynn Independent Industrial Shoemaking School,

at Lynn, Mass., and with other experts in the matter of

technical education for shoe operators and the informa-

tion obtained from these sources is being carefully con-

sidered.

Government Statistics.

There has been much complaint from boot and shoe

manufacturers throughout Canada that : the questionnaire-,

sent out by the Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa;' in connection*
1

with the annual ' Census of Industry, and ''required to be

filled in by the manufacturers, has not been in a form
which can be answei^d readily' or accurately. Indeed,

the requirements have constituted' a real burden upbm
many of the manufacturers concerned

4

and it' has been

utterly impossible, in many cases, to do more than guess

at the figures required. "Guessed" information, of course,

is worse than useless for -statistical purposes. ''
'It is known

that, in some cases even of large companies, the' managers
themselves have struggled for. several days to dig out of

their records the information demanded. While: the manu-
facturers are willing, to the limit of their ability,' to co-

operate with teh Government in furrtishing all necessary or

useful information, there is a feeling that no real use is

made or can be made of the information which is required,

and unless questions can be answered accurately and unless

questions can be answered accurately and unless use is to

be made of the information when obtained there is no
justification in calling for it. Mr. S. Roy Weaver,
Manager of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Can-
ada, has been studying this matter for some time and, on
behalf of the Association, has now made recommendations
to the Government for simplification of the questionnaire

form in. so far as it relates particularly to boots and shoes.
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American Shoe
and Leather Conditions

(Special Boston correspondence)

Fall numbers are' being shown by the retail trade in

the United States, but the entire absence of weather with

Fall snap to it, has at this writing retarded business,

summer weather has held on and sport and summer foot-

gear is still being worn. Retailers have been very success-

ful in clearing their shelves of summer storks. Very little

remains. Clearance sales were completed in August and

Jealers did very well in cleaning up merchandise of this

snoracter.

Since this clearing house, however, the retail trade

has been dull, a seasonable lull, which will only be broken

by the advent of Fall weather which will force the public

vO discard summer footwear and buy the new Fall n odels.

A "black autumn" is assured in the States. Both in

men's and women's stores there is a generous display of

black shoes in calf, kid, ooze and satin. Patent leather

is decidedly prominent. Fall styles for women bring out a

decided "Frenchy" tendency. Vamp lengths are shorter,

toes broader and squarer, and there is a riot of straps,

underlays and cut-outs. The receding toe effect is very

prominent in factory samples and Fall window displays.

Patent leather in combination with black -oze, satin or

kid is noted in many of the exclusive big city stores.

Men's Fall styles show many changes in lasts and
patterns. The straight and square toe id. -a has taken a

firm hold in this end of the trade and like the women's
models, there are many blacks shown, although to a less

degree. Patent leather is also being used considerably in

the making of men's shoes, although boarded calf ip the

leader. Heavy soles and a general sturdy appearance is

noted; few boots have appeared. While some hoots are

appearing in the samples, oxfords still hold rhe center of

the stage and the boot will depend much upon the

leather.

Factory prices on some of the highest grade shoes for

men in the States average about U"> per cent lower than
ta»t year.

The army of shoe salesmen has just goi into the field

with Spring samples. The most optimistic manufacturers,
however, hardly expects the dealer to buy shoes foT soring
nt this time. A large percentage of late Fall and Winter
requirements have yet to" be placed and salesmen will pick-

up this business on the early days of the trip. The
delivery problem which is brought about by late buying
will be met by m*nv manufacturers who will pay more
attention to in-stock departments this season.

It is safe to say that dealers will continue the pre-

sent poli^v of close and frequent buying, keep his stock

down as- low as possible and deoend upon the manufac-
turer and iobber to furnish quick delivery goods.

The iobbiug trade has been dull for a month. Only
in the children's end of the wholesale business b-s a fair

business been experienced. It is a well known fact that

retail stocks of men's shoes are lower than in vears The
dealer, however, is faced with a strong demand for cheaper

shoes at a nrice are being made in greater numbers.

The Manufacturing end of the industry has been

n"sv and still is, bvt there are indications of a lull.

Manufacturers have been completing Fa 1
! samples aH

comnleting immediate delivery orders. Th" eM d of this

harness is in sight and then factories must depend on

what the salesmen are doing. Manufacturers are on safe

ground for a few weeks, but the outlook after that ;s un-
certain. A repetition of last Fall is likely, although not

on such on acute stale when many factories were closed

for weeks.

COAST TO COAST
(( 'on 1 1 a a ?<] from page 106)

From a St. John. X. R. house comes the following:

—

"We consider the stock of summer goods in this dis-

trict comparatively light at the present time, while there

was a heavy stock of lootwear throughout the Maritime
Provinces the first of this year, it was mostly compoed of

Mens' and W'omer.s' high-cuts and the majority of shoe

dealers in this section had a very poor assortment for

spring trade, for on account of having a heavy stock they

did not buy anything to speak of and as the stock was

mostly for all trade, the assortment offered the public for

spring was not up to what it should have been. However,
most of the stores put in a few novelties and we are of the

opinion that these were practically cleaned up with the

ending of the season, and consequently to-day we are

facing the fall with a Invter assorted stock for the season's

requirements, and we figure that by January stccks will be

down below normal. In staple lin.es, we consider the stocks

are heavy yet, especially i.) high-cuts. However, there

does, not seem to lie any great supply on hand of Roys and
Youths or Misses and Children.*' goods, the greater stock

being, as mentioned before. Mens and Womens.
"The people, in o lr opinion, do not show any greater,

disposition to buy at the present time than they have
I een. I. lit of course as footwear is a ncessity and their

supplies are getting low there will be a little stir in the

trade from time to time, which means that the retail

slores will continually sort up, but are not as yet showing

any disposition to place orders ahead. Two years ago

hey wanted quality at practically any pric", to-day thev

want quality at a very low figure. The price of an article

i considered more to-day than for some time past.

"During the past season there has been a big demand
for low-cuts, and we expect that there will be a slight

demand for fall, however as we consider this a high-cut

•o'uitry we think the bulk of the trade will run to staples,

hifh-cuts predominating, with a few staple low-cuts and

gaiters.

"Our buying policy for fall and winter is to get by

with as li tie as possible, so that when we open up for tin-

s-Hug trade our stock will be at a very low 'evel. with the

odds and ends pretty well cleaned up.

"Conditions in general in this district are quiet and
,r looks like a quiet winter, but as the Maritime Province*

h-ve always been on a fairly healthy basis and the mer-

chants are more or less conservative in their conduct of

affairs, we do not look for any great amount of .failures,

after this winter we think we will be in good shape to go

ahead with the improvement of conditions. We feel in

the fall of 1$22 there should be a decided improvement.

Condi ions, as the writer read in an artHe recently, may
be -moored with an automobile. During the war we

were running on high ^ear. when all of a sudden the car

camo to a standstill. We are Dow getting things in con-

dition to start aqrain on low frear. A year from now we

hone to be travelling on second and by 1923 we trust tha*

business conditions will be travelling on high again, ami

while not corresponding with conditions during the war.

Svill at what we would call a normal level under new con-

ditions.
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Quality Footwear

CENTRE BUCKLE MOCCASIN

Made in Scotch Grain Patent, Brown Calf and Gun Metal Calf

The New Shoe for Fall Selling

Deliveries Four to Six Weeks

Shoe and Leather Journal, l'tuje llii
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T N offering the lines shown on the

* following pages, the Manufactu-

rers, Tanners and Supply Houses are

welcoming comparison with any line

of similar quality made elsewhere.

It is a matter of pride with Quebec to

point to its leathers and its shoes as

unexcelled in value anywhere— a just

pride based on generations of crafts-

manship.

There are many special numbers

shown which will hear more than a

casual inspection.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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At the Service of the Industry

The completeness of our service,

and its readiness, leaves no doubt

of our ability to be of vital

assistance to Canadian Shoe

Manufacturers in the production

of their lines economically and

at a high standard.

A chain of branch establishments

girdles the industry, so that no
call is too urgent or too exten-

sive for us to respond in a way
that means complete satisfaction.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited

Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch : 28 Demers SI . Kitchener: 46 S. Foundry Street

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Mention "Shoe and Leather .Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"Stirling" Scotch Grain Bat
on Last 42. Slip sole and solid

hell. Goodyear.

r-p,HIS is a special for October.

For Fall wear no shoe is more appropriate than the new Scotch Greens.

"STIRLING" is now in stock for immediate delivery.

THE JOHN RITCHIE CO., LIMITED
QUEBEC, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A great Juvenile Hocke-
Made in black and while com
bination. Showing patent ankl.-

support fastener. Made m all

sizes.

WHILE showing two Sporting- Shoes, we do not want you to over-look

the staples nor the new line of Boudoirs we have added.

You can order Samson's lines with full confidence that they are as well

made as possible — they are honest through and through.

J. E. SAMSON, ENR.
20 ARAGO ST. QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 328a. Football Boot, com-
bination tan grain. The fa-
mous McGregor style. Note
the curved rolled shank and
the solid leather cleats. Using
rnlv solid leather inner-soles

and box toe.

TE Samson line of Sporting and Hockey boots are known to be without

superior anywhere. They are made as well as it is possible to make
this class of shoe.

Merchants will do well to see the Samson line. And do not over-look the

strong line of staples for which we are well known. — Not the cheapest and

not the most costly ; but they are wonderful shoes.

J. E. SAMSON, ENR.
20 ARAGO ST. QUEBEC

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



ENTAUR Surface Kid is a unique product—not a substitute for any

other leather.

Because of its different and superior qualities ?nd to distinguish it from

much of the inferior Surface Kid that has been marketed, we have chosen

this distinctive name.

LUCIEN BORNE
QUEBEC

NOW LOCATED IN LARGER WAREHOUSE ON COLOMB ST.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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BECAUSE Centaur Surface Kid has such a wonderfully lustrous appear-

ance; because of its velvetty qualities; because of its fine grain;

because it never turns grey ; because it never will scuff, good makers

use it in good shoes.

LUCIEN BORNE
QUEBEC

NOW LOCATED IN LARGER WAREHOUSE ON COLOMB ST.

Mention "Shoe and heather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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I7-T. Tangguay Lumberman.
Made of Waterproofed Stock
and Exclusive Water proofed
vamp stitching. Full chrome
middle sole. A wonderful spe-
cialty.

TANGUAYS Lumberman although solid and water-

proof is extremely light in weight making it most

easily sold for this purpose.

This is shown to indicate to you the many specialties

that we are producing. You ought to see the entire

line.

JOS. TANGUAY
QUEBEC QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 26-T. Tanguay patent
ski-boot. Note the harness-
fitting heel. The patented lace

latch and the waterproofed
vamp stitching exclusive with
us. Carrying a waterproof
chrome slip middle sole.

TANGUAY Ski Boots are made after the approved European pattern

plus many exclusive ideas.

Like all Tanguay lines, whether Sporting Shoes or Staples, they are long

wearing shoes sold at attractive prices.

JOS. TANGUAY
QUEBEC . QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Men's Brown Calf Goodyear
Welt Solid Leather. Imitation

Saddle Strap. White Silk

Stitching.

T HEY tell us that the men are buying "Doggy" Shoes. This Marois

Model, whether stitched in white or brown leaves nothing to be

desired.

If your jobber does not offer you the opportunity of buying Marois lines,

we will put you in touch with are who does.

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED, Quebec, P.Q.
Permanent Sample Rooms: Shaughnessy Bldgv 137 McGill St., MortreaL

Room 25), Queen City Chambers, .'52 Church Street.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Women's Combination. Blue
Kid and White Kid with Wide
Blue Instep Strap. Carries

Saddle Strap. White Silk

Stitching.

MAROIS lines for Women have long been regarded as excellent staple

sellers. Such creations as this, and many others probably more
moderate, have brought the line to the front with jobbers looking

for novelties.

Good style and good shoe-making at moderate prices make the entire line

worth while.

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED, Quebec, P.Q.
Permanent Sample Rooms: Shaughnessy Bldgr., 137 McGill St», Montreal.

Boom 29, Queen City Chambers, 32 Church Street.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when ivriting an advertiser
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A Patent Leather Specialty

that is winnina its way with

the Women whenever it is

shown.

"|\ /IARYON" shoes are McKays of the finer order made in many fine

1VI combinations and sold to the Jobbers.

When looking for particularly good values ask your jobber to show
you "Maryon".

LACHANCE & TANGUAY
QUEBEC QUE.

Mention, "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Patent Leather One Strap,

two-button McKay with Cuba:!
heel. Also made in Black ana
Colored Calf and Kid.

THIS entire line is at the service of the Jobber,

have been added.

Many new numbers

If interested in medium McKays at exceptional prices, you will like our

line and the profits it holds for you. The shoe-making, too, is good.

BERTRAND & THIBAULT
QUEBEC, QUE.

Mention "Shoe 'iiid Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ONESIMELGOULET

Men's and Boys' Welts, Women's Mock Welts,
McKays and Standard Screw for Men, Women,
Misses, Boys, Youths and Children.

A solid line of Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

Many of the new ideas have been added to

our line, bringing it in line with the demand

for more novel Shoes.

You will appreciate, too, that in every way,

the Goulet Shoes are better value.
A typical Women's Mock Welt by
Goulet—8-inches high with Military

or Cuban Heel.

ONESIME GOULET & SON, LIMITED
575 St. Valier St. Quebec

Known Uniform Quality

Glazed Kid

Side Leathers

Glove Leathers

MONTREAL and QUEBEC

1/^7JMITED

LEATHER * FINDINGS
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Made from Scotch Grain Patent
Leather. A popular two-strap
with full Louis Heel.

JOBBERS all over Canada have been aroused by the quality of the new
samples we have placed in their hands.

The line is replete with fine numbers for both men and women, showing
the ut-most in fine shoes at more than modest prices.

LAGACE AND LEPINAY
225 ST-ANSELME ST., QUEBEC, P. Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Two
Factories

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making- capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

mm

£V>s'

Those who have carried our lines in

the past take for granted that our

standard of production will not be

lowered.

This season our values are even

better.

McKAYS and S. SCREW
For MEN, BOYS and YOUTHS

LUC ROUTIER
Stf Colomh, QUEBEC

..i.!IJ:!L..<

WE ARE SHOWING MANY
STRIKING DEPARTURES
FROM THE COMMON
PLACE IN DESIGN AS
WELL AS OUR WELL-

KNOWN LINE OR
STAPLES

Slaking Welts tor Hen,
Youths, Women and MKso-: He.
kajrs for Hen, Boys, Youths. Women'
and Misses; Standard Screw for
Men and Hoys.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
•>»:{ St. Valier St., QUEBEC

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-da.y, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

'

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'F'G CO.
LLM3TED

47 Colomb St,. Quebec.

Mention "Sh&e <nid Leather Journa 1 when writing an advertiser
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Waste in Shoe
Manufacturing

Summary of Report of Federated

American Engineering Societies.

The committee on Elimination of Waste in Industry

of the Federated American Engineering Societies investi-

gated among other industries the boot and shoe industry.

Following their investigations they issued a lengthy and
detailed report. In the course of their researches they en-

countered and commented on many problems common to

all manufacturing, and many which are peculiar to the

shoe industry. While it may be said that the report dis-

closes nothing new or startling, in its entirety it provides

a comprehensive view of conditions surrounding the man-
ufacture of shoes, opens up many of the problems, and
suggests possible remedies. The report emphasized also

the different degrees of perfection or imperfection to be

found in the organizations and methods of various com-

panies. Development of methods and management except

in a very few establishments, has not kept pace with the

machinery.

The varieties of style, the number of sizes and widths,

the multiplicity of operations in making a shoe compli-

cate the processes and tend to cause congestion between

departments and irregularity of flow of work. This re-

sults in a wasted time of the shoe worker with the conse-

quent dissatisfaction and unrest and a loss in production

raid in overhead cost to the manufacturer. In a few fact-

ories these difficulties have been overcome to an appre-

ciable degree.

Style changes effect not simply the internal manu-
facture, but to a still more important degree the seasonal

demand for shoes resulting, except where the sales poli-

cies have been highly developed, in intermittent manu-
facturing.

Causes of Waste.

In boot and shoe manufacture the causes of waste

are recognized as

:

1. Seasonal business complicated by variety of styles.

2. Imperfect control of production involving the

organization, the handling and distribution of supplies,

and the planning and routing of work and material.

3. Losses in material and through defective shoes.

4. Labor difficulties effecting the relations with the

employees.

It will take time and educational work on the part

of the manufacturer to stabilize the seasonal influence in

the boot and shoe industry. That this can be done to a

large degree is shown by the results obtained in a few
factories, by manufacturing shoes for stock in dull per-

iods and by coordinating sales with production.

The Losses Which Count.

The imperfect factory organization, showing itself

particularly in congestion in and between departments,

causes time wastes which range between 25 and 35 per

cent of the working time, and these can be largely pre-

vented be every manufacturer. Few shoe factories have

made even an approach to the methods which have pre-

vented such waste in other industries. To-day we find one

department piled with work and others slack. Manufac-
turers must learn their own operating capacity, not from
somebody's opinion but from time study and from job

analysis made in cooperation with the worker.

Losses in material are due chiefly to imperfect grad-
ing, waste in cutting upper leather, and imperfections in
shoes. Much time is involved in the repairs to shoes injur-
ed in process.

Reasons for Lost Production.

In the following table is a compilation of detail re-

cords in a department of one of the best run plants in

the country showing the amount of, and causes for lost

time under normal working conditions

:

Record of non-productive time by causes based on
study of a lasting room making men's cheap nailed shoes
of simple pattern and one last.

Lost time due to :

Variation in style 7.2%
Poor deliveries 4.5%
Lack of machine parts 3.5%
Poor control flow work 2.8%
Machine breakdowns 2.6%
Findings , 2.4%
Equipment failure 1.0% 24%
Actual productive time 76%

Total working time 100%

How Management Can Reduce Waste.

In boot and shoe manufacture, because of the many
styles, sizes, and widths, the control of materials and of

production plays a most vital part. Such control involves

:

1 Organization of executive control.

2 Planning and issuing of material.

3 Purchase of leather.

4 Stores control.

5 Buying and scheduling of lasts.

6 Balancing production through the plant.

7 Cost accounting.

8 Responsibility of foreman.

9 Plant construction and layout.

10 Machinery control.

Waste in Labor Turnover.

The cost of training an inexperienced man for cut-

ting upper leather in a well managed shop is $576.00;
~'or a semi-experienced man is $450.00; and to install an
experienced man in a different shop costs $50.00.

Conclusion.

Summarizing, the greatest needs in the shoe indus-

try are

:

1 More uniform distribution of work through the
year, which can be effected by co-ordination of sales and
production.

2 Adjustment of methods of planning and produc-

tion to the multiple processes involved in shoe manufac-

ture.

3 Co-operation of the manufacturers and the work-

ers in development of the best working methods and piece

rates through the determination of facts and analyses of

operations.

4 Development of more intimate relations between

the worker and the management through the employment

or personal function.

5 Strengthening the other weak places which have

been noted in this report.
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The Man Who Dared—
"

I feel that if I had not taken the Training Course I would never

have dared try for this position-"

HENRY BROSELL, a retail

shoe sales man in Hibbing,

Minnesota, wrote the above

printed words to the Retail Shoe

Salesmen's Institute, after he had

finished the Training Course and

received his diploma.

He has just been made assistant

manager and buyer in that city.

He secured this advancement, with

the accompanying increased emolu-

ments, and the enlarged opport-

unity, because he prepared for it

- -the Training Course was the basis

of that preparation and that ad-

vancement. He says so.

Do you think it paid Henry BroseU
to take our Course ?

Do you think it paid him to put in

some time studying the Training

Course ?

Every year there are 10,000 promo-
tions in the shoe trade.

Every year several thousand retail

shoe salemen are advanced.

Every year several thousand retail

shoe salesman increase their earn-

ings, increase their prestige, in-

crease their opportunity.

But alas, not every retail shoe sales-

man is advanced in any of these

things.

"It is really remarkable to me
the knowledge gained from the

Course. To my mind the shoe

salesman not taking the Course
is working in the dark and
like a fish out of water. I feel

proud today to think that less

than 12 months ago I was hand-
ed those Retail Shoe Sales-

men's papers by the general

manager^ of the Hudson's Bay
Co. here. It was the start of my
aiming higher which I hope to

continue through your guid-

ance."

Percy Plowman,

Alberta, Canada.

Are you "working in the dark", like

'•*> fish out of water ?"

The Training Course is a light

that helps retail shoe salesmen to

jind their way to advancement.

"1 would not be without the

Course for a thouasnd dollars.

There is not a day that some-

thing does not turn up in which

it has helped me."

G. J. Kramer

Tulsa, Okla.

The Training Course helps, every

fay-

"Want to say that I am very

well pleased with the Course

and would not take five times

the cost of it and do without it.

You can refer any one to me
that wants to ask about the

Course, would be very glad to

tell them how much it has been

worth to me so far, and I still

feel that I have only touched

on the possibilities of it.

J. R. Warren,

Alius, Okla

It isn't what tee say about the Train-

ing Course, nor what we think, it is

the opinion and testimony of those

who are enroled in the Course that

must be the final judgement. What
Mr. Warren says is based on his own
experience. He knows.

Thomas M. Stickley, with Hanan &
Son, in their Boston store has been

selling shoes for sixteen years. Listen

to what he says :

"It gives me great pleasure to

give a word of praise to your
well planned and instructive

Course of training for retail

shoe salesmen. The best way to

secure that knowledge is in tak-

ing the Course that your Insti-

ture has so carefully mapped

If I could say just one thing to

every retail shoe salesman, beginner
or veteran, it would be this, the
words of Edward E. Stout, Indian-
apolis retail shoe merchant: "The
quality of your work depends upon
the quality of your thought." The
business brain, like the body, must
be fed good food and be exercised,
if it is to develop.

ARTHUR L. EVAX8,
President-

OUt for the retail shoe salesmen.

Day by day it is helping me to

improve my selling "ability. I

shall always praise your fine

work and recommend it to the

selling force."

Listen to what a Canadian retail

shoe dealer says :

"I must not close without tell-

ing you that the boys are great-

ly pleased with the Training

Course so far and are taking

hold in a way that greatly plea-

ses us, the employers, too. In
fact we are all most enthu-

siastic and are taking heaps of

pleasure as well as getting real

results in a business way out of

the Course. There is no doubt

at all that we are handling our

customers with more intelligen-

ce and more thought because

we have realized through your
Course the value of pleasing

the customer."

Rowland Hill, jr.,

London, Ontario.

Every retail shoe salesman will bene-

fit by reading our free 60-page book-
let "The Road to Advancement for

Retail Shoe Salesmen". Fill out and
mail the coupon today.

RETAIL, SHOE SALESMEN'S INSTITUTE
727 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

lMease send without obligation complete
information on the Training Course for
Retail Shoe Salesmen.

Name

Address_

With what firm

RETAIL SHOE SALEMEN'S INSTITUTE
" The College of the Retail Shoeman"

727 ATLANTIC AVENUE BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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mongThe vShoeMen
E. J. Gadsby, Toronto, manufacturer of shoe uppers

and spats has moved to larger premises at 1016 Bathurst

Street.

Mr. L. H. Choquette, shoe retailer of Marieville, Que.,

has retired from business.

Mr. J. W. Cousineau, shoe retailer of Masson, Que.,

has closed his business.

The Young Shoe Co. is a recent registration in Mont-
real.

Geo. E. Boulter, Toronto and Montreal, is selling

agent for Newport Shoe Co. of Toronto, in the city of

Montreal with Mr. Geo. E. Eortin as their Montreal re-

presentative. The office and sample room is at 120 St.

Catherine St. East.

Mr. H. C. Arnold of Geo. E. Boulter, Toronto, made
a trip recently to Hamilton, Brantford and St. Catharines

and reports a splendid business.

Mr. J. Handley Yates, of London, England, who
has been in Calgary for sometime looking over the leather

situation, is leaving for England shortly with the intention

of interesting parties there to invest in a tannery for Cal-

gary, with the possible development of a boot factory

later. Mr. Yates holds the temporary exclusive Canadian
rights for the Nance airless pressure process of tanning.

Baby Shoes, manufacturers of Montreal, have dissolved

and a new registration under the same style announced.
Mr. D. Gledhill of Kincardine, Ont., was visiting

Toronto during Exhibition. He gave the offices of the

Shoe and Leather Journal a call and when paying his

subscription said he had been taking the Journal for 29
years and could not do without it.

Messrs. Rodd & McCaffrey have opened a new shoe
store on the border line between Windsor and Walkerville,

Ont., allowing them to cater to the people of both places.

Mr. Rodd has been in the shoe business for 12 years having
been in Cobalt, Ont., under the firm name of Rodd &
Deacon. The latter firm has dissolved but Mr. Deacon is

continuing in business there.

A change is announced in connection with the shoe
retail business of Mr. Zenon Touchette, Montreal.

Mr. W. T. Batstone, shoe merchant of McNab St., N.
Hamilton, has sold his branch store at 148 Locke St. to

Mr. D. Davidovitz.

Mr. J. H. McGee, sales manager of the Rennard
Shoe Co. Ltd. of Winnipeg returned recently from a

month's holiday in the Eastern provinces and the United
States.

Mr. Fred R. Foley, "On the Sunnyside", Bowman-
ville, is arranging to put on a demonstration of Tilley

Polishes at the Bowmanville Fair.

Mr. Chas. Bigley, shoe dealer of Bobcaygeon, Ont. has

,
left on a three months' trip to the Old Country. His wife
and family will accompany him.

Col. Anderson, of Lindsay, has recently opened a shoe
store in that town.

Mr. Faburn of Sunderland, Ont. has opened an ex-

clusive shoe store in that town.

Mr. A. Davis, shoe retailer of Collingwood, has open-
ed a branch at Kinmore and reports business very good.

Mr. Thomas Sisman of the Sisman Shoe Co., Aurora,

Ont. was in Toronto for a few days during the Exhibition.

Mr. A. W. Hoffer of the A. W. Hoffer Co., Elmira,

Ont. spent a few days in Toronto during Exhibition.

Messrs. Delafield and Bevan of the Yale Shoe Mfg.
Co. Ltd., of Gait, were visitors to Toronto recently and
attended the Exhibition.

Mr. Louis Payan, of Duclos & Payan, Montreal was
a visitor to Toronto on business last week.

Mr. B. F. Ackerman of B. F. Ackerman Son & Co.

Ltd., Peterboro, was in Toronto and put in a few hours at

the Exhibition.

Mr. W. E. Woelfle of the W. E. Woelfle Shoe Co. Ltd.,

Kitchener was in Toronto to attend the Exhibition.

Mr. Walter V. Dow, of Edmonton, has been in the

East looking over the winter and spring lines, and review-

ing his acquaintance with his friends. He has taken west

samples of the latest offerings of the Talbot Shoe Co.,

Hydro City Shoe Co., and Woelfle Shoe Co., the three

firms he represents. Mr. Dow is very optimistic as to

prospects in northern Alberta, and looks forward to a good
season. He feels that given goods of proper quality at

reasonable prices, the public are in a frame of kind to

bpy.

Mr. C. A. McKim, well known to the trade as a re-

tailer and business of shoes has opened a permanent sample

room at 1075A College St., Toronto, where he will carry

a fall line of samples for the Regina Shoe Co., and J. I.

Chouinard. Mr. McKimm will represent these houses in

Toronto and Western and Northern Ontario. With years

of experience back of him, he feels that he can give these

shoes the distribution in the Ontario field to which they

are entitled.

The Boot & Shoe Section of the Retail Merchants
Association of Ottawa had a decorated float in the monster

pageant of progress parage which was held on the Opening
Day of the Ottawa Exhibition. They also declared a half

holiday on Wednesday afternoon of Exhibition week.

Mr. Robt. Ayling, of Toronto, Canadian reprentative

for Church & Co., Northampton, Eng., Petch & Co. Ltd.,

London, Eng. Vitalite Bedroom Slippers, London, Eng.,

had W. G. Downing, of Vancouver, his Pacific Coast re-

presentative with him last week getting his samples in

order for his fall trip.

Wr. W. G. Downing, of Vancouver, B. G, was in

Toronto last week arranging his new samples for his fall

trip. Mr. Downing will have a complete line of Church &
Co., Northampton, Eng., Petch & Co., London, Eng., Vita-

lite Bedroom Slippers, London, Eng., also a complete

line of the Williams Shoe Co., Brampton, Ont.

The Ed. Brown Co. Ltd., is a new retail shoe concern
in Drumheller, Alta., opened on Saturday, Aug. 27, 1921.

Mr. Ed. Brown is in charge of the store. He reports the

opening was very good. They are situated on the main
.street in a store just recently built. Mr. Brown is carrying

the Astoria Shoe for men as a leader. Previous to starting

in business for himself, he was for two years with
To^'hack's, manager of their shoe department".
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The Elite Shoe Co. is a new concern opened at 224
Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man., August 27th, 1921. They
are carrying a full line of mens, womens 'and childrens

boots and shoes, also ladies hosiery and mens.

They are located in a very central part of the city on
Portage Ave., near Main Street. They are catering to the

offices, business men and business girls with good goods at

a moderate price.

Mr. C. B. Emberley' is in charge of the store.

A. E. Marois of Quebec City on leaving for his

Fall Fishing trip to Riviere La Pierre, was
overheard to remark that the catch for the next
three days would be 300 trout, or 100 per day. His one
ambition is to show that N. Gagnon of Aird & Son is not
the only man in the shoe trade, who can catch fish as

well as make shoes.

Mr. George Ryan, of Thomas Ryan Co., Limited,
Winnipeg, has just returned from a buying trip to the
East, calling at Quebec, Montreal and Toronto. He re-

ports the shoe outlook considerably improved and says
eastern manufacturers seem to feel that the turn of the
tide has been reached and that business from now on will
be more normal. Mr. Ryan is of the opinion that business
in the West ought to be good during this coming fall and
winter as the average crop has been good and except for
some of the larger places there is no very great amount of
unemployment. Trade will develop as the farmers rea-
lize on their seasons operations and there is every promise
of improvement' over last year as far as the shoe trade is

concerned.

C S. Corson, of the Corson Shoe Mfg. Co., Limited,
left late in September on a trip to New York and other
Eastern American points.

Mike Stiles and Emile Gagnon, of Jno. R. Evans
Leather Co. Limited, and Aird & Son, respectively, were
momentarily seen in Toronto in September. When asked
whether or not they were attending the convention of the

I.O.O.F. they were rather non comittal.

H. H. Hodges and Billy Weldon went to Winnipeg
in September to open a new warehouse. The move has

been made in the interest of the growing Western clientele

of Hall & Hodges, Limited.

Messrs. Dufresne and Locke Locke Limited, of Mont-
real, have added an extra story to their present premises

on Ontario street, in preparation for added business on
some new lines they have placed before the trade.

The annual meeting of the Eastern section of the

National Association of Shoe and Leather Travellers of

Canada was held in Montreal, Hotel Windsor, September
10th. In addition to discussing many matters of import

at the meeting which was presided over by R. L. Savage,

the retiring President, new directors were elected as fol-

lows : President, E. H. Dubois, of A. H. M. ; Vice-Presi-

dent, C. E. W. Lessard, of Tetraults; Recording Secretary,

C. F. Craigie, of Dominion Advertisers
;
Honorary Past

President, R. L. Savage. The Executive consists of Geo.

A. Fortin, Geo. St. Pierre, Henri Martineau, Richard

Wadey, Norman Morrison. At a meeting of the new
Executive, held September 16th., Chester Craigie was

elected Secretary-Treasurer. It was decided io increase

the Executive by 2. J. H. Brassard, of Canadian Con-

solidated, was elected to one of these positions. It is

planned to hold monthly luncheon meetings with suitable

speakers and to meet the expense of many greater activities

and to make the Association really worth while it has been

decided to increase the annual dues to ten dollars.

Your Customers Will Appreciate
the advantages of

Circle Bar Hosiery
as indicated here.

A favorite with men and women, Circle-Bar Hosiery

means profitable sales, and increasing custom.

Our cashmere lines for Fall trade will interest

you. Our representatives, now on the road, have

new samples in silk, cashmere and cotton for

spring.

Send us Post Card for your requirements

The Circle Bar Knitting Co., Limited

Head Office—Kincardine, Ont.

Mills at Kincardine and Owen Sound.

Superior Quality
gives satisfaction

Elastic Top
gives comfort

Perfect Weave
gives beauty

Narrowed Ankle
adds shapeliness

Deeper Heel
prevents wrinkled

instep

Rewnrorced Feet -

give durability

Tapering Toe
provides comfort

REGI6TCRCO

HOSIERY

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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VANCOUVER NOTES

Mr. Foster, Manager of the Starks Shoe Co., has

returned from a buying trip.

The Old Country Shoe Store, Columbia St., New
Westminster, are having the store front and window re-

modelled, and brought up to date.

Mr. A. Scoton, 954 Granville St., has had the in-

terior of his store reconstructed and new fittings installed

and will in future carry a stock of new boots and shoes.

Mr. A. S. Cox, Commercial Drive, has returned from

an extended visit to Winnipeg where he renewed the ac-

quaintance of his many old friends. Previous to his

coming West, Mr. Cox operated a Boot Store in Winni-

ueg and he now returns delighted with .his trip and

enthusiastic over the progress the Peg has made during

his absence.

RALSTON'S CATALOGUE

Robt. Ralston & Company's catalogue consists of se-

venty two pages and cover. The pages are punched and held

together with paper fasteners which permits of the addi-

tion of new pages as issued. The goods listed in the cata-

logue cover a wide and complete range of shoe polishes

and dressings for all types of leather
;
spats and gaiters,

findings for retailers and repairers, accessories of various

kinds, tools, knives, etc., for repairs, repairers supplies,

soles, heels, etc. The also show the "Little Beauty" line of

infants soft soledshoes and moccasins.

COLUMBUS RUBBER CATALOGUE

The Columbus Rubber Co. of Montreal have issued a

catalogue of their "Tipperary Shoes" for season of 1922,

for athletic and summer wear. The booklet comprises 28

pages and a wide range of rubber and canvas footwear,

including the regular lines for outing wear, childrens san-

dals, bathing shoes as well as up-to-the minute fine shoes

for summer wear. These embody the latest designs in one

and two strap pumps, oxfords, and ties, with military and
Louis covered heels and imitation welt soles. The booklet

is printed in two colors and in both English and French.

Condensed Ads

MANAGER OR BUYER. — Shoe man with nearly

fifteen years experience in manufacturing, wholesale and
retail sides of the business open for engagement as manager
or buyer with reputable wholesale house, retail or depart-

ment store. Has wide connection in Canada, United States,

European and other countries. Competent to hold executive

position of highest type. Box 987, Shoe & Leather.

MANUFACTURER'S agent wanted to handle good
line of gaiters and slippers in province of Quebec and Ma-
ritimes. Apply Box 988, Shoe & Leather Journal, 545 King
Street West, Toronto.

o
HAMILTON RETAIL ASSOCIATION

The shoe retailers of Hamilton, realizing the ad-

vantages to be obtained from a local as well as national

organization, have reorganized their Association and are

laying plans for definite work in the interests of the retail

shoe trade. While it is difficult to interest the average

man in any kind of association work, for some, reason the

most difficult problem is to maintain interest and enthusi-

asm in a local organization, hence, probably, their high
mortality. And yet there are countless Mrays wherein

retail shoe men can be benefitted, at a minimum expense,

by intercourse and cooperation with their competitors and
neighbors.

The Hamilton dealers have elected a strong and active

executive, and propose to put the local association in the

forefront of shoe activities in the Dominion and in com-
mercial matters in Hamilton. The officers electer are :

—

President, Mr. Will. Batstone.

Vice-president, Mr. Harry Clark.

Secretary, Mr. Chas. Levinson.

Treasurer, Mr. Fred Kickley.

Executive Committee, Messrs. Waugh, Finlay, Gold-

stein, Littner, Hendry and Foster.

Entertainment Committee, Messrs. Ross, Wilson, Sut-

ton, Smith, Sutherst, Garbowitz and Woods.

Messrs. BATSTONE and LEVINSON,
President and Secretary of Hamilton Retail Shoe Association.
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A REAL SALESMAN
The following incident which goes to show that not

every retail sales person has become infected with the

measma of sales inretia, is vouched for by one of the

editorial staff of "Printers Ink" :

—

"'A woman went into a shoe store with a package

under her arm. She asked one of the salesmen whether

he could tell her where, she could sell a pair of shoes. They

were almost new, she said, but she could not wear them

because they hurt her feet. She had purchased them in

another city. If the salesmen could not buy them from

her, perhaps he could tell her where she could sell them.

The salesman was interested. He asked if he might

look at the shoes. The woman opened the package and

brought to light a pair of black calf-skin pumps. It was

quite apparent from the condition of the shoes that they

had not been worn more than two or three times. When
the salesman saw them he told the woman it was no

wonder she could not wear them. He said :

"The clerk who sold you those pumps knew as little

about feet and footwear as bullfrog knows about pole-

vaulting. You never should have been allowed to buy

these shoes."

It was too bad, he told her, but he could not buy

them. He suggested, however, that she might be able to

sell them to some shoe repair store. Then he asked if he

might suggest how she could avoid the mistake of buying

such a pair of shoes again. He specialized, he explained,

in fitting hard-to-fit feet, and to make the matter clear

he brought forth a pair of shoes from stock, persuaded

her to try them on, and told her some things about correct

and healthful footwear.

She stock up and walked about. The salesman had

put on her feet a pair of black oxfords, kid, with low

heels. The woman was pleased. The shoes were so com-

fortable, she said, she could scarcely feel (-hem. As she

walked back and forth her delight increased. She had

never worn such a pair of shoes in her life. How much
were they ?

They were $13.95. Did she buy them? Shoo did.

She paid $16. for the calf pumps she brought in to sell

and would have gladly sold them for $3.

She came in with two pairs of shoes and about as

much expectancy of buying another pair as a straw hat

has of visiting the North Pole. She went out with two

pairs of shoes under her arm and a new pair on her feet,

and a friend of that salesman for life."

KITCHENER TO WASHINGTON AND RETURN
Breithaupt Leather Co. Ltd. of Kitchener are swelling

out their chests and pointing with justifiable pride to the

laest record set by a sole of their manufacture. Here is

their story as they told it to the Shoe and Leather Jour-

nal :

"Private Sam E. Harris, C. E. F., of Kitchener, de-

cided to walk to Washington and return in 65 days. He
selected for this purpose a pair of Greb's shoes manu-'
factured in Kitchener and soled with leather of our manu-
facture. These shoes were taken from Greb's regular stock

and were not made especially for the purpose. Feeling that

perhaps after the long walk to Washington Harris might
require a pair of tap soles on which to make the return

journey, we forwarded him a pair of our best tap soles

with which to re-sole his shoes. Shortly after we had sent

these to Washington Ave received a letter from Priv. Harris
stating that he did not need them and that the original
coles would easily make the return journey. He therefore

presented them to the chief of police at Washington with

the compliments of The Breithaupt Leather Co. The entire

journey took Harris only 63 days.

"A letter was carried to President Harding from
Mayor Greb and the citizens of Kitchener, which was de-

livered at the White House and upon receipt of which the

White House reciprocated the greetings and sent a return

letter with Priv. Harris.

"The shoes worn by Priv. Harris, the letter from the

White House to the Mayor of Kitchener and a copy of

the letter from May or of Kitchener to President Harding
M ere all on exhibit at our booth in the Manufacturers build-

ing. It is needless to say that these attracted a good deal of

interest which proved conclusively that the leather manu-
factured by our firm not only produces a good looking sole,

but one that stands up in all sorts of weather and. very
severe use."

Cotton Shoe

Linings

Ducks. Etc., Etc.

Side Leathers

Splits

FROM
Rubber Cement

Bottom Filler

Sheepskins

Tannery

1704 Iberville St

Montreal

Rubber
Cement Factory

26 Gladstone Ave.

Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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More About
Prices

A Manufacturer's Point of View.
Let Nature Take its Course.

We hear so much to-day about prices, dropping prices,

stabilized prices, rising prices, cut prices and all kinds of

prices that we are getting to hate the sound of the word.

The public have been demanding lower prices, they are

getting lower prices. How or whether they are to get them
are other questions. There are many sides to the discussion

;

producer, manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer, and consumer
each thinks he is the goat. And each is inclined to pussy

foot, and to pass the buck to the other fellow.

It is refreshing to get a frank expression of opinion

from a manufacturer, and while the author is not a shoe

manufacturer, the letter might just as well have been
written by a shoe man. He says : "Selling prices were
advancing with increased cost to manufacturer from rea-

sons which could not be prevented, gradually for about

six years, reaching high peak, say, in 1920. There has not

been since then any marked decrease in cost to manu-
facture goods in a general way, yet we are told that "The
American people are going to have vastly lower prices on
standard goods and the demand is justified by every

existing trade condition," etc.

Let us stop and examine existing trade conditions.

We do not find that labor costs, the principal cost of

manufacturing are much lower generally. They are and
will be for a long time to come, we believe, higher than
they were in 1915, and yet the writer and others say that

the public must have great reductions quickly in the prices

asked, not seeming to realize that the increase in prices

was gradual and in accord with increased costs. In our

opinion there will be a gradual decline in relling prices

corresponding to decreased costs, the natural course.

"We believe that American people and also the people

of the whole world are not through paying "war prices,"

and will not be for a long time to come. We are, all of

us, paying enormous taxes and will be for many years

—

one very important item in the cost of producing. Let us

realize, also, that raw materials, whether produced here

or elsewhere, will not be materially lower, and many items

not any lower, for a long time to come.

"To our mind business for the past several months
has been badly injured by the howling large-type head-

lines of newspapers, editorials and articles in other

publications, demanding instant reductions of large per-

centage in selling prices. It pays generally, in the long

run, to let nature take its course.

"We expect that overstock will be dumped and goods

unloaded at sacrifice prices to prevent failure. I am not

speaking of such exceptional conditions.

"If newspapers and other publications and general

stores that are racing with each other to attract the public

will have a spasm of reasonable sense for a while, there

will, we think, be changed conditions for the better with

business. Let them stop scaring the consumers by telling

them they can buy very much cheaper later on. They
_

may buy somewhat lower, but no abrupt change will come

by a great decline. It would be very unfortunate to have

declines of a large percentage. It would mean serious

financial difficulties all around.

"Meanwhile, if the present unreasonable course is pur-

sued, quality will be cheapened to meet th'i unreasonable

demand for cheaper goods. This is inevitable, and all

the talking to prevent it will be futile."

PARISIAN IDEAS

While the actual styles and patterns of French shoes,

if they reach this country, arrive in a decidedly modified
form, it is recognized that, in women's fancy shoes at

least, the influence of Paris is felt in the styles of the
United States and Canada. The public of this continent,
and designers of wearing apparel are gradually asserting

a certain amount of independence, but the fetish as to

Parisian styles being world leaders is very hard to down.
Word comes from Paris that skirts will be shorter, and
shortly afterwards designers on this side of the water are
peeing which can make the shortest of skirts and get by
the authorities. Now we are advised that skirts are to be
longer, and apparently the decree is to take effect. A
compromise has been effected, however, in Paris, between
the advocates of the very long skirt, and those who be-

lieved that woman gloried in her emancipation from
dragging garments. With the result that the skirt for

street wear in France will be just above the angles, with
evening dresses slightly longer. This has already had its

results in new designs in United States, and consequently
in this country, and whether they like it or not, the

women will be wearing skirts somewhat longer than during
the past season.

According to Parisian ideas, that will not cause any
drastic changes in footwear. If extremely long skirts had
become vogue, the feeling was it would mea r

i a return of

fancy boots. But the medium length chosen does not

harmonize with boots for dress wear, consequently the

low shoe retains its place in favor. One effect, however,

is to lengthen vamps, and sharpen the toes. But in as

much as the American continent has never adopted the

extremely short French vamp, this does not hit American
styles to such an extent. Attempts to interest the men
of France in boots have also fallen down.

One tendency noted in French styles is to eliminate

the excessive ornamentations, such as perforations, pink-

ings, stitchings, etc. If the same trend is to be noted on

this continent, it may help shoe manufacturers consider-

ably by relieving congestion in fitting-rooms. The French

idea for fall is towards quieter tones, with a perfection of

line that will bring out the beauties of the shoes them-

selves. At the same time every effort is made to give

the appearance of extreme lightness and daintiness to

women's shoes. For men's shoes, on the other hand, the

heavy rugged type, such as the Brogue exemplifies, is

favored.

As to leathers, patent is still in great favor, with

black kid also popular, kid in various colors is expected

to come into greater demand during the approaching sea-

son, while there is some vogue for boxcalf. Few creations

for dress wear will be appearing in rapid succession this

fall. Contrasting colors such as white on black, or light

and dark colors are expected to be widely worn; satin

and brocades will lend themselves admirably to these fancy

ideas.

Of importance to shoemen on this continent is the

fact that whereas patent leather is just coming into its

own here, it has been widely worn in P.iris for some

mgonths, and now a growing preference for kid is being

noted.

Mr. Peter Doig has been receiving the congratulations

of his wide circle of friends on the addition to his family

of a small daughter, who was born on September 23rd.

As they already have two boys, both Mr. Doig and his wife

are very happy over the arrival.
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L a Gioconda
Hand-Made Italian Turns

rri HERE is a quality peculiar to Italian Hand Made
Turns that can not be approached by any other
product.

This fine workmanship finds full expression in the beau-
tifully fashionable shoes we are selling to the best trade
in Canada.

D. SEBASTIANI
960 St. Denis St. - - MONTREAL

in Cleveland you can reach

me at the

Hotel Cleveland"
Where courteous service to the
guests surpasses your every
expectation.

Where this supreme service is

rendered under singularly aus-
picious circumstances.
Where the atmosphere is home-
like.

Where quiet refinement surrounds
every move made by every
employee.

1000 Rooms
1000 Baths

Hotel Cleveland
CLEVELAND - OHIO

Mention- "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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«

Evans Kid

For Winter And Spring

NO matter what changes come, kid is always to the front. At no

time more than the present was the kid market in a more

difficult position.

There has been, and is, a definite shortage of some grades caused by

fashions demands.

Increased production has placed us in a little better position to serve

you with Blacks and Browns. Certainly we will welcome and

promptly attend to any inquiry.

EVANS KIDS ARE MADE IN CANADA

JNO. R. EVANS LEATHER CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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D.&P.Counters
For Use In All Kinds Of Shoes

A Standard Grade For Every Purpose

HP HE Fibre Counter is still increasing in popularity.

Such opposition as there may be to the good Fibre

Counter is rapidly fading before the years of success ful

use.

Certainly when we guarantee them without question,

there can remain no doubt of the superior quality of

D & P Counters.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

ST. HYACINTHE 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL

REPRESENTATIVES:

For Ontario :—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto
For Quebec City :—Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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SEE KID KIP
In The Spring Samples

Feel its soft, pliable texture.

Note its deep glossy black.

Test it for strength and size it up for general appearance

i thne shoe .

It will meet any condition you ask of it and while we call

it "Kid Kip" it is not sold as a substitute for Kid. It does

replace much Kid, however, and will outwear any Kid.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

ST. HYACINTHE 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL

REPRESENTATIVES:

For Ontario:—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City :—Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Were do we
Stand?

General Repair Conditions — The
Outlook — Some Problems and

Remedies.

The process of readjustment through which the world

is going now has affected every class of business, and na-

turally the shoe repair business cannot expect to be over-

looked. During the days of mounting wages and prices, the

repairman came into his own. Extremely high prices of

shoes mades the public careful of their footwear, and the

cost of a new sole and heel looked so reasonable in compar-

ison to that of a new pair of shoes that the result was

obvious. Then hard times loomed up, and emphasized the

necessity for shoe repairs as against new shoes. One of the

natural consequence was the springing up of a multitude of

small shoe repair establishments in every city and town in

the country. All were busy, all were getting good prices,

and all were prosperous, and like nearly every other line

of business in boom times, nobody thought there could be

and end. But the arrival of unemployement, gradually

falling prices of shoes and other commodities, and general

business depression finally and inevitably bit the shoe

repair business.

Coupled with the existing conditions came a summer
of unprecedented fine weather. Where white shoes or outing
shoes were not worn, shoes badly in need of repairing were
used weeks longer than would normally be the case. One
repairman told us that watching the people pass his door,

he could see that three quarters of them were wearing
s.hoes that should have been repaired. For various reasons,

then, the shoe repair business has been working at some-
thing like fifty percent of capacity for the last two months.
The early weeks of September have shown some improv-
ement

; probably the approach of cool and rough weather
will brig -more busienss. But in any event the old "over-
head" goes on just the same. In the face of those conditions,
where low volume means higher percentage of fixed
charges, and consequently reduction of net profit,, many
repair men are at a loss what to do.

Reduction of prices might increase volume in some
localities, and whare that is the case, it has been success-
fully tried. But in other localities a reduction of price does
not serve to increase the number of sales made, and there-
fore only results in further decrease in profits, often to
the vanishing point. The man who can sit tight till con-
ditions right themselves, adjusting his prices to what he
considers the fair market value, will eventually come out
(he winner. As in many other intsances, it is a case of the
"survival of the fittest", and the weak sisters cannot stand
the strain. Undoubtedly many repair establishments were
started by men who saw a chance to make, as they thought,
<sood money

;
they jumped into the game quickly, and Mall

disappear as .quickly, leaving the trade to those who have

entered it with the idea of sticking wit it. If that is one
of the results of present conditions, the air will have been
cleared, and the trade in general will benefit. In every

line of endeavor, it is necessary to take the lean with the

fat ; one of the difficulties is that in fat years so few of us

j-et up any reserve to take care of the lean ones.

Repair Prices.

As indicated above, there is a wide difference in prices

for repairing today. Some repairmen are disposed to stock-

to their guns, give quality work and ask full price for it.

decrease in costs of materials they claim, is more than
offset by increase in overhead due to decreased volume.
Others have maintained volume and have dropped prices

-o allow for lower costs of materials. Still others have
lowered prices and quality both. Broadly speaking, this last

policy is a boomerang, as the public today, while they
demand lower prices, also require service and high quality.

Along this line it is of interest to note that Mr. Nor-
man P. Schaffer. of Chicago, has been advocating to the
repair trade a scale of three levels of price, with cor-

responding quality. He claims that this principle is gen-
erally used in every other trade. Clothing is bought in that

way. also cigars, as exeamples, as well as almost any other
line one can mention. Many people, and many shoes do
not require the highest grades of leather. Here is what he
says : "I would say men's half soles on that poorest of

leather, and I want it poor. 75c
;
boys' half soles, 60c ;

children's half soles, something in the neighborhood of 50c.

Now let us have a medium grade that comes from not the

best part of the hide but a little better part than the

poorest, and on that we are going to raise you to $1.25 for

the men and on down the scale. Now let us have another
that is the prime stuff, the honest-to-God stuff, and we are

going to put on that, $1.75 for the men and so on down
the scale. On the ladies' soles we are going to do the same
thing. When the lady walks in with her shoes, regardless

of why she wants them repaired, she places them on the

counter and tells the shoe repairer what she wants done.
He says to her : "These are samples of our leather, madam :

these are the prices. Select your leather and we will do the

job, guaranteeing the job on the best quality of leather.

We are going to give you, not only the best job we can do
from the standpoint of doing it so it will stay done, but
we are going to polish the upper of your shoe, give you a
shoe shine, a pair of felt pads in the heel, and if you need a

pair of heel linings or some of those anti-slips', we will

stick those in. We will put a pair of laces in and the whole
job will be so much." The whole thing costs the shoe re-

pairer, if he doesn't use those anti-slips or heel linings,

about seven cents, but it will look like 70 cents on the job.

On top of that he says "I guarantee the leather to be the
best you can buy. On those other grades. I am going to tell

you they are leather, but I am not going to say anything
more bacause if I talk any more I will tell you a lie. They
Ere leather, we don't guarantee them." Mr. Schaffer sav~

to the repairmen in conclusion "The day is coming when
you will have to accept this system ; the day is coming when
you will pay mighty dearly for not having accepted it

now."
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Repair

Trade Statistics

From time to time we have heard discussions among
shoe repair men dealing with the Dominion Bureau of

Statistics. As on most questions, the opinion varies.

Some repairers make it a point to furnish the gov-

ernment promptly and in detail with any information

requested; others are loth to part any details of their

business, for various reasons, the chief of which is a lack

of information as to the use to which their figures are

to be put, and a fear that any inaccuracies might, so to

speak, "put them in wrong". There is therefore some

question as to the completeness of the figures on which

the government are obliged to base any report issued. The
following abstract from a report recently ,

; ssued by the

Bureau of Statistics, covering "Boot and Shoe Repairs,"

indicates what the Department is trying to do. The reporc

covering 1919 says :—
"A survey of the boot and shoe industry shows that

a very large number of repair shops are now squipped

with modern machinery. Slightly more than half of the

shops possess power-driven stitching machines and finish-

ing shafts, whilst an additional 10 per cent are equipped

with finishing shafts only. A couple of decades ago a

well equipped cobbler's shop necessitated an investment

of some $300 or $400, though sufficient equipment to

open a repair shop could be procured for an investment

of $50. Since then the introduction of machinery in the

boot and shoe repair line has made it necessarv for a muca
larger capital to be placed in the operation of these estab-

Big Profits On

The "NATIONAL" -
A Superior Shoe Plate

!

Are you one of the very few finding

houses in the United States and Canada
not handling this NATIONAL shoe

plate?

If so, we solicit the opportunity of send-

in gyou samples showing you just how
convenient are the three sizes they

come in, why they are easy to drive on

and hard to wear off, give you an actual

look at the special cold rolled steel used.

And there is a most interesting profit

for YOU.

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.

160 No. Wells Street

Chicago, Illinois

lishments. To-day a fairly well equipped shop would
require at least a stitching machine and finishing shaft,

in addition to the old time patcher, which was about the

only machine then in use. Special nailing machines are.

now built for the repair trade and a number of other

time-saving mechanical devices are on the market, such as

welt markers, channelling machines,' skivers, etc., so that

a thoroughly equipped establishment to-day would require

an investment of some $5,000.00. The actual valuation

of machinery at present installed in boot and shoe repair

establishments is reported for Canada at $436,424, which
divided amongst 1,125 establishments amounts to an

average of $388 per establishment. The total of all capital

invested in repair establishments in the Dom ;nion amount-
ed to $1,677,408, of which Ontario accounted for $822,-

271, Quebec $346,234, British Columbia $167,657, Al-

berta $128,979, Nova Scotia $71,019, Saskatchewan

$63,291, Manitoba $48,497, New Brunswick $22,570 and
Prince Edward Island $6,900. The production of leather

boots and shoes is carried on in 161 individual plants

where the total production Avas reported as $63,319,128

for the year 1919. In repair shops the total production,

amounted to $3,241,004 and of this sum Ontario account-

ed for $1,612,689, Quebec $541,475, British Columbia

$343,740, Alberta $218,835, Saskatchewan $166,314,

Manitoba $141,698, Nova- Scotia $129,812, New Bruns-

wick $78,017 and Prime Edward Island $8,424.

"In boot and shoe repair shops a large number are

known as "one man shops", that is, where no employees

are kept. The help employed during 1919 was on an

average 1.470 persons receiving a total remuneration of

$1,249,397. Of this amount Ontario paid $637,397 to

731 workers. The distribution in. the other provinces was

as fellows :

—

Quebec 272 paid $183,066

British Columbia 134 " 130,509

Alberta ..' 87 " 90,579

Saskatchewan 59 " 62,986

Manitoba 69 " 61,185

Nova Scotia 69 " 50,466

New Brunswick 40 " 30.374

Prince Edward Island 7 " 2,836

"The materials consumed in this .industry were

valued at $1,174,756, distributed in order of importance

as follows :

—

Ontario .. .. ..
• $871,604

Quebec 211,167

British Columbia 133,336

Albert 76,412

Saskatchewan 56,328

Nova Scotia 49,481

Manitoba 45,053

New Brunswick 28,117

Prince Edward Island 3,258

SHOE REPAIR NOTES
A change is announced in connection with the Mont-

real Shoemakers' Supply Co., Montreal.

The Bleury Shoe Repair Co. has recently been regis-

tered in Montreal.

Mr. Win. Crisp, shoe repairer of Honeywood, Ont.,

died recently.

The partnership has dissolved between Messrs. J. Tre-

boutat and Z. D'Artaghan, operating the Champion Shoe

Repair Co. of Timmons, Ont.

The death occurred recently of Mr. David Hawker,

shoe repairer of Petrolia, Ont. The business has been taken

over by Mr. F. J. Walters.
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To The Trade

T T has become necessary to reorganize the business

* we have been carrying on.

In doing so, two of the shareholders sold their stock to

ethers already interested in the Company.

Those remaining were the original incorporators, the

designers of all our machines, the general manager and

sales manager.

Thus, none of our policies will be changed. The same

workmanship, the same materials and the same guar-

antees are to be carried on.

Depend upon "Universals" — ycu can buy them, own

them and make money with them.

Universal Shoe Machinery
of Canada Limited

128 Queen Street - - - MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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This is the latest

for the Modern

Repair Man

Remember —

No

Royalty

No

Duty

No

Rental

Best

in

the

Long

Run

If you are a live wire,

get your name here.

We want more agents

to sell this great

machine.

Quebec City Agent:

J. Beaulieu & Co.

450 ST. VALIER

Maritime Province:

H. W. Upham
MONCTON, N.B.

128 Queen Street

Universal Model "S" Stitcher.

Universal Shoe Machinery of Canada Limited
Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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UNITED
" The Newest for Spring

'

YY7 HEN the manufacturer can say that about a group of shoes,

he will know they will sell. For in both Lasts and Patterns

new things have the call.

It is generally accepted that

our Last manufacturing plant is

the most modern in Canada.

United Lasts show the new

ideas.

It is recognized, too, that our

pattercn department is one of

the greatest factors in serving

the idnustry.

Certainly with the shoe manufacturers' ideas, backed by Last and

Pattern service which we are able to offer, there sould be plenty of

"live ones" this fall.

THE LARGEST ORGANIZATION OF ITS KIND
IN CANADA.

UNITED LAST CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The London Shoe Repairing Store is a recent regis-

tration in Montreal.

Mr. James Lovett, who recently sold his shoe repair-

ing business in Clinton, Ont., to Mr. A. Wilken, has pur-

chased a business in St. Catharines, Ont., and has left to

take possession.

Mr. A. Button, shoe repairer of Station St., Belleville,

has opened a new up-to-date establishment and is carrying

a line of shoes in connection with his repair business.

Mr. G. Walter, shoe repairer of Alliston, has put in a

now finishing machine in his repair shop.

Mr. John Henley, of Belleville, has opened a new shoe

repair shop and high-class shoe shine parlor on Victoria St.

Mr. Geo. Henley, shoe repairer of Belleville, recently

put on a special feature in his store in the nature of a

S] ecial demonstration of Tilley Polishes

Mr. Chas. Bethley of Mount Forest has moved to

Toronto with the intention of opening a shoe repair busi-

ness.

Mr. Gus Holt of the Veteran Shoe Repair of Belleville

was recently married. The wedding trip was to Niagara
Falls and other points.

A SWIFT CURRENT SPECIALIST

Coming from one of the largest firms in Southamp-
ton, England, that of the WankeryBoot Factoiry Mr. Fred
Tite established himself eighteen years ago in Swift

Current, Sask., where he now calls his store the "Electric

Shoe Bepairing Shop". In addition to being an expert

1 ootmal er, Mr. Tite tcok up the study of Practipedics

a^ds has many medals and diplomas as well as customers
tha L

testify to his success in repair work, custom boot

ma! ing and fitting of crippled and injured feet with

footwear. In addition ta having an up-to-the-minute

repair outfit, Mr. Tite has a special room fitted up spe-

cially to render better service to the foot sufferers.

VANCOUVER SHOE NOTES

With the advent of reopening of schools and show-
ery weather for several days, the sole and repair trade

have had a slight impetus and made a better tone to

business.

Mr. R. C. McDonald of the Champion Shoe Repair,

Columbia St., New Westminster, has returned from his

trip to his home in Inverness, Scotland. Mac looks all

the better for the change. He took in the larger cities of

Glasgow and Edinburgh during his tour.

Mr. F. Brissett has opened, up a new repair stand at

4501 Main St., having for several years previously been

in business in Edmonton.

Mr. E. Scott has taken over the Stand of Fraser

Shoe Repairing Dept., on Commercial Drive. Earnie was

overseas with the Canadian Expedionary Force.

Mr. G. Lamb, who recently returned from England
has located at Sapperton, a suburb of New Westminster.

A CALGARY REPAIR MAN
Here is one of the small ads that are bringing busi-

ness to Mr. Arthur Dash's Repair store on 515, 8th Ave.

W., Calgary. Mr. Dash has only been in business for a

few months, but has one of the finest establishments in

Calgary. Prior to that time he was first instructor at the

SoldieiT Re-Establishment School. This fall he contem-

plates opening a school in his own work shop for about

ten or twelve pupils, where a will give them instruction.

THE INTEGRITY OF THE SOUL
U Dependent on a Good Understanding

uet a Good Understanding
At ARTHUR DASH'S Shoe Repair Shop

BY HAVING YOUR SHOES RESOLED
Phone M1591 515 Eighth Avenue West, Calgary

MOOSE JAW PRICES

The Master Shoe Repairers Association of Moosejaw
held a meeting on Sept. 7th, when price revision was under

discussion. The meeting was well attended, all the notables

of the Moosejaw shoe repairing world being present. After

f\ most interesting discussion, it was agreed to leave prices

ss they are at present, it being felt stock and not dropped

enough to warrant even a 25c cut. As 25c would mean a

loss of 10% and consequently the profit on repairing. In

the event of leather drapping to lower levels when another

rait would be necessary, this price cutting was considered

a serious question. It was felt that if prices were cut too

s oon or often the effect would be to place the repair business

on the old poorly paid basis. One man is cutting in Moose
Jaw, but the rest are holding firm. Prices are, for mens
fole and heel, $2.75, mens sole, $2.00, womens sole and
heel, $2.25, women's soles, $1.75.

SHOTS FOR SALESMEN

Here are a few openings used by the Office Specialty

Company in letters to their salesmen, which have been

found to bring results :

—

"An old Arab proverb divides humanity into three

classes : those who are immovable, thos who are movable,

and those who move/'

"The story is told of a salesman starting on a trip

who found afier making his first stop that four competi-

tors were ahead of him. In great anxiety he wired his

principals : "Four travelers are ahead of me : what shall I

do ?" Shortly the reply came back : "Go ahead there are

four hundred behind."

"A lady advertised for a man to work in her garden,

and two men applied for the job. While rbe was inter-

viewing them on the lawn she noticed that htr mother on

the porch was making signs for her to choose the shorter

of the two men, which she finally did. When then ladies

were alone, the daughter said : ''Why did you signal me to

choose the shorter man, Mother? The other one had a

much better face.' 'Face !' returned the old lody. 'When

you are picking: out a man to work in your garden you

want to go by his overalls. If they're patcher on the kenes,

von want him; but if they're patched on the seat, you

don't.'

"
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IMPORTERS hU^r)!] JOBBERSV MANUFACTURERS V%s-^f SALES AGENTS

H. N. LINCOLI*

SALES AGENTS 0?
Factory and Branch:
87 Foundry St. S.

KITCHENER, ONT.

REPRESENTING

American Lacing Hook Co.,

Waltham, Mass.

Lacing Hooks and Hook
Setting Machnes

Armour Sand Paper Works
Chicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth

for Buffing and Scouring

Boston Leather Stain Co.
Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc.

Cyclone Bleach

The Ceroxylon Co.
Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect

Liquid Wax

Dean, Chase Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Shoe Goods.
Cotton Threads

The Louis G. Freeman Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Shoe Machinery

Hazen, Brown Co.,
Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe Gum
Rubber Cement

Lynn Wood Heel Co.
Keene, N.H.

Wood Heels and Die Blocks

Markem Machine Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing
Machines, Compounds.
Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. "Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Wax Thread Sewing
Machines
Poole Process for Goodyear
Insoles

The S. M. Supplies Co.,

Factory Supplies,
Needles, etc.

H. S. & M. W. Snyder, Inc.

Boston, Mass.

Kids, Cabrettas and Horse

J Spaulding & Sons Co.,
N. Rochester, N.H.

Guaranteed Fibre Counters
Fibre Innersoling

Textile Manufacturing Co.,
Toronto, Ont.

Shoe Laces

United Stay Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

Leather and Imit. Leather
Facing, Welting, etc.

Safety Utility Economy Co.
Boston, Mass.

Electric Heating Equipment

SHOE MACHINERY FINDINGS
AND FACTORY SUPPLIES

Branch:
566 St. Valier

QCEBEC
THE LARGEST SHOE FACTORY SUPPLY HOUSE IN CANADA

MAIN OFFICE
154 NOTRE DAJEE ST., WEST

MONTREAL

In addition to the lines shown in the list of

Houses we represent and for which we are

Exclusive Agents, we carry large stocks of

Specialties.

We are ready to Serve You Right on any of

the following lines. Ask for Samples and

Prices or send us a trial order.

Belting

Oak Tanned - Tannate

Belt Hooks and Pliers

Bows - all sizes

Breasting Knives

Crayons - Marking for

Leather and Rubber

Cheese Cloth

Cover for Linings

Covering Paper

Dry Paste Stickfast

Kegs and Bbls.

Silkolene Silk Wipers

Sponges

Dressing, Gumming

Tag Holders

Tarred Felt

Thread Cotton for Puritans

Tubes for all Perforators

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS

INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY CO
Montreal Kitchener Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Welcome to

"Foot-Notes"
In line with its plans for conti-

nuation and expansion of advertising

policies, the Hurlbut Co. Limited, of

Preston, are issuing a house-organ, call-

ed "Hurlbut Foot-Notes", the first

number of which has just made its-

appearance. It is "a monthly magazine

published in the interests of the ma-

kers and sellers of Hurlbut shoes". As

stated in their leading editorial "the

publication of "Foot-Notes" illustrates

once more the belief of the Hurlbut

Company in the importance of co-

operation and sympathetic understand-

ing between the various factors of in-

dustry for the ultimate success of the

business as a whole". And with this in

view the mission of the publication is

to bring closer together the men who
make Hurlbut shoes and those who sell

them.

The first issue gives an outline of

the meeting of the Hurlbut organiza-

tion at Preston, to which the Shoe and
Leather Journal made reference in Sep-

tember 1st number. Interesting inform

matron is given as to the activities of

the employees of the company and some
of their advertising and sales plans. As
a special feature they reminisce about
rhe old days when Ruben Hurlbut, the grandfather of the

present executives fashioned by hand, from Kips sold by
Philip Jacobi, a pair of Wellingtons, of which we re-

produce a photophaph.

The multitude of customers and friends of the Hurl-
but and Jacobi organizations will extend a hearty welcome,

• as we do, to this. bright house organ, and wish it "Many
Happy Returns".

"NIMBLE STEP" SHOES
The Northern Rubber Company, Ltd., have issued an

extremely attractive catalogue of their 1922 1 line of

"Nimble Stem])" summer footwear. The booklet is un-

usally well designed with a suitable cover plate and on each

rage is a lin,e illustration showing a scene appropriate to

the shoe illustrated below it. The line comprises the various

types of sporting and sturdy canvas bals, with reenforced

toe-caps and some with ball straps, also mens oxfords, plain

and with ball straps. Womens plain and ball strap oxfords,

pumps, and ties, as well as one and two strap pumps.
Sandals for children with one strap and cross straps, and
bathing shoes complete a line and catalogue that are of a

highly creditable character.

FORTY YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL SHOEMAKING
Exactly forty years ago this month, in the year of

J 881, when the city of Rochester was little known as a shoe

center, Utz & Dunn Co., a firm which is now known
throughout the Country as the makers of "Style Shoes of

Quality" was formed by Mr. H. J. Utz and Mr. W. H.
Dunn. Realizing that a successful business is but a result

of fair dealings coupled with quality merchandise at rea-

sonable prices, these two gentlemen started on a success-

ful career with a very limited capital by making slippers

in the old Stewart Bldg., located at Andrews & Water St.

By hard work and long hours their business increased to

such an extent that it was several times necessary to move
lo larger quarters, until in 1910 they built their present

plant which is considered one of the most up to date and
fully equiped shoe factories in the Country. Convenience,

health and comfort for employees was the guiding note in

the construction of the new building. Provision had been

made for the maximum amount of light obtainable thru

frequent windows, open court and a sky light on the top

floor. The stair cases are separated from the main building

by walls of brick and doors of iron and would serve as fire

escapes in time of trouble. As a further protection the

building is equipped with automatic sprinklers and there

is fire hose in three places on each floor. The building also

contains 15 fire alarms ,a chart of which is kept at fire

headquarters. The building also has the improved call

service by keeping the watchmen constantly in touch with

the outside a service which protects both watchman and
property.

In connection with these and all other modern safety

devices for the safety of their employees, Utz & Dunn Co.

gone one step, furtlieur and protect their families. This is

done by means of Life lusurance, each and everyone who
has been in their employ one year is insured for $500.00.

This sum increases $100.00 annually until the maxi-

mum of $1000.00 is reached. The premiums are paid by
Utz & Dunn Co., and the worker is under no obligation.

After forty years of successful shoe making both Mr.

I'tz and Mr. Dunn are actively engaged and are at their

de aks every day directing the business policy of the firm

helped to establish Rochester in the minds of shoe men as a

shoe center second to none.
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BETTERbLAST|SERVICE
WHILE the recent increase in the size of our plant has

made it possible to make exceptionally quick delivery
of Lasts, and while the enlargement of our dry-kiln

capacity has enabled us to use thoroughly conditioned wood,
we have not allowed the business to become too large for close
personal supervision.

Close attention to your business with us, is giving you better
Last service.

^ ROBIN BROTHERS
Montreal - Que.

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOR HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

J.HARDYSMITH & SONS H'%a
A
n£L

0
E£HER

CODES: MARCONI, BENTLEY, L1EBER.
CABLES: HIDJES LEICESTER Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Better Values
There is nothing like Better Values to stim-
ulate trade and make merchandise move.
There is nothing like

HYDRO CITY SHOES
to make Better Values a reality in staple

footwear.

Of solid leather and well made they have the
strength and appearance that catches and
holds trade .

Hydro City Shoes are particularly strong sellers for Fall and Winter trade.

See that they are featured in your stock and be sure to look over our values
when placing for Spring.

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers
K.

i ^ . Limited
itchener, Untano

YALE SHOES
High Grade McKays
r or M en an d Boys

Popular

Juvenile Lines

Boys in Brown or Black, medium or recede lasts, sizes l-5!/2> at $3.50
Black or Brown Storm Calf, unlined, sizes 1-51/2. at 3.25
Mens in Brown or Black, medium or recede lasts, at 4.35

Lads, Gents, Youths, 5-7%, 8-IOV2, 11-2, at $2.15, $2.45, 2.85
Childs, Girls, Misses, in Brown or Black, 5-7i/>, 8-10i/

2 ,
11-2, at

$2.15, $2.45, 2.85

ALL THE ABOVE LINES ARE IN STOCK.

The Yale Shoe Mfg. Co., Limited
Gait - Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Both Leading

Perfect Fibre Counters and

Parker's Felt Box Toes

In making the new samples manufacturers who

produce probably the largest selling lines made

in a particularly good way are using either

Parker s Felt Bdx Toes or Perfection Counters

—

or both of them.

Prices, delivery and quality are interesting.

Perfection Counter Co., Limited

Parker, Irwin, Limited

Letourneux Ave. MONTREAL

MARK

Our NON-ROYALTY

Standard - Consolidated

Lasting Machine

The Best Lasting

Machine

on the Market

All Parts are Interchangeable.

For Prices and Particulars apply

The Machinery Company

Limited

COPENHAGEN. DENMARK

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" token writing an advertiser
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DISPLAY FIXTURES THAT SELL SHOES

BEAUTIFUL ADAM and POMPEIAN DESIGNS
FINISHED IN OLD IVORY OR ROMAN GOLD.

These Clatworthy Fixtures make possible the displacing of your shoes to the best possible advantage, and
improve the appearance and character of your store. They are a sales help you should not be without.

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES: CANADA

MONTREAL, E. O. Barette & Co., 301 St. James St. VANCOUVER, M. E. Hatt & Co., 318 Homer St.

QUEBEC, Nap. Debigare, 205 Des Fosses St. WINNIPEG, S. J. Barley, General Delivery.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser
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CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St. W„ Montreal

PERCY J. MXJLBCRN, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERKS, Agent

Sixty-Five Years' Experience
When you buy a TAYLOR SAFE you get the
benefit of our 65 years' experience in safe
building.

A TAYLOR SAFE represents the most ad-
vanced scientific methods of fire construction.

It provides a repository—for your documents
and other valuables—that resists the hottest
fire and greatest fall.

TAYLOR SAFES are made in forty different
sizes.

Write for quotations on Taylor Safes
and Steel Cabinets.

J. & J. Taylor, Limited
TORONTO SAFE WORKS

Toronto - Ontario
BRANCHES:— MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER

Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes

Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 St. Hubert St., Montreal, Canada

Calumet 1959

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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They Will Want
TRICKETT'S
Your customers demand TRICKETT QUALITY in Slippers. For a
quarter of a century they have been appreciated. Give them what
they want.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ARE PAYING CUSTOMERS

Our long experience with the

Canadian trade enables us to

place before them a line that

exactly meets Canadian trade

conditions. We have a num-
ber of NEW FEATURES that

you ought to see before buy-

ing.

TRICKETT'S SLIPPERS
are the product of years of SPECIALIZATION. With our command
of materials, highly developed methods and expert knowledge of the
slipper business, we are in a position to offer advantages possessed
by no other concern in the world.

Ask Your Jobber for Trickett's J] Handled by
The Best Jobbers

Sir H. W. TRICKETT, Limited
WATERFOOT (Near Manchester), ENGLAND

Canadian Representative J. S. ASHWORTH, 16 Manchester Building, Toronto.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Attractive Shoes to Retail at $6.00, $7.00 and $8.00 Will Bring Con Business.

But note the Price

These mock welts are known
for their style, their wear
and for the flexibility of the
soles.

It is an ideal line to meet the
present day conditions.

No. 566, as shown, for in-

stance can be sold at retail

for $7.00 at a good profit.

Samples and prices on re-

quest.

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

The sale of stitchdowns can be

and is being, increased by the un

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

Stitchdowns

at the right

Price for

To-days Market

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price.

THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

Mention, "Shoe and Leather Journal" when, writing an advertiser
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UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553, St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

AACote &S°n,Limited

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Wickett & Craig Limited
Makers of

High Grade Leathers

Bag Case Straps, Belts, Bookbinders and
Bridle Splits of All kinds.

Goodyear Welting

Ours is the Standard.

We sell welting, not

talking points.

Oil Tan Moccassin

The must successful

makers of Larrigans

use our Leather.

Toronto, Canada

EASY SELLERS FOR FALL
A big part of the problem of picking popular

lers for Fall Trade is solved when you

make a selection from

THE ACKERMAN LINE

They have proven their sales pulling qualities in all parts of Canada for

many seasons. This season they will be more popular than ever because
of the good value we are offering.

See that you do not lack these reliable sellers.

Distributors for ?,
ap

l*
Lefn

B™nd Rnbbe«
fleet Foot Outing Shoes

B. F. A kerman, Son & Co., Limited
PETERBORO, ONT. Western Branch, REGINA, SASK.

MAKERS OF THE "PETERBORO" SHOE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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wORLD
W 1 D E

That's a broad expression, but not an inch too
1 If 11 * Y 1 * \SI 71 1

broad tor Lollis Leather reputation. Wherever the

BEST COLORED CALF
is known in the shoe world, Collis Leather is known.

Their popular browns No. 1 7 and No. 2 make up

in the most stylish fashion, cut economically and

work easily and quickly.

If you specify COLLIS you'll specify the best.

COLLIS LEATHER COMPANY, Limited
Aurora, Out., Canada

HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and No. B4—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,

Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which

is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
32 Front St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THOMPSON'S

KUSHION

SOLES

A wonderfully complete line of Womens
Comfort Shoes with our own patent cushion.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

HARRY THOMPSON SHOE CO.

PEEL & ST. CATHERINE STS

MONTREAL, P.Q.

so- si rf. iQi^u^fLJ^, dl^c^

THERE ARE DAILY DEMONTRATIONS
in hundreds of shoe factories of the manner in hich the quality of

HILLIARD & MERRILL CUT SOLES
consistently maintains highest standards. Our experience, of nearly 40 years has taught us

every essential of perfect cut soles. You will benefit by this experience and knowledge if

you place your orders with us.

SOLE LEATHER
We also furnish Backs, Bends and Shoulders

HILLIARD & MERRILL
INCORPORATED

Main Office: 130 Eastern Avenue, LYNN, Mass.

BROCKTON WELTING COMPANY Inc. Dept. of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc.

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

SALES OFFICES: BOSTON. 1S5 Essex St.; PHILADELPHIA. S. W. Cor. 5th and Arch Sts.; CINCINNATI. S10 Sycamore St.;

Chicago. 305 W Lake St., ROCHESTER. N.Y., 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CI TV, 33 Spruce St.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND. Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St.. Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Djbois: 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of

excess meat. Thoroughly cured and
out of our first salting.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable
tare, giving an excellent delivery-

Hide and Calfskin Cellar, MONTREAL
OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS F^UOWS:

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John. N.B.
Windsor, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.

SBiOE MT'G C°TTPANiY
LIMITED

Representing a sample taken ln m a stro g line

<1 Misses Children s and Infants McKays.
Jobbers and other large buyers will be inter-

esied in our proposition. We will call if you
say so.

EASTERN SHOE MFG. CO., LIMITED
152 Frontenac Street

MONTREAL

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwear

builds
prestige and an enviable reputa-
tion for better grade retailers.

They are carefully made of se-
lected materials by expert turn
workmen.''

HAZEN B. GOODRICH % CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

NEW CASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors, White. Black,
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits.
Indias. Heavy Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
ret t as. as well as for Cotton and Cloths.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch—335 Craig St. W.. Montreal

Factory—Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE m;\y YORK CHICAGO
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITS ARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



Fault-Proof Patent

The Clarke way of producing Patent Leather is a summing up of many

methods that finally achieve a leather in which not a fault can be found.

The shining beauty of Clarke's Patent gives a shoe the APPEARANCE that

makes it a paragon for dressiness.

Makers of style shoes who show Clarke's Patent in their samples this Fail

will have no fault to find in the way their productions "take'' with the Trade.

A. 21 ©lark? & (Emttpantj, IGtmttpfr

Snnrnto

Ulranrlipa at IttDittrral anfc Qpurbpr

Largest Producers of Patent Leather in the British Empire



THE THIRTY-FOURTH YEAR. TORONTO, OCTOBER 1st, 1921

VOLUME

Whether a merchant or a manufactu-
rer, you can only maintain pre-em-

inence in your territory or in your
line by offering un-questioned qual-

ity and the utmost in value.

No competitive condition ever lowers

the established standard of Bennett
Counters.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.
Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers

in the British Empire
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Solid Satisfaction
comes to Shoe Manufacturers who use

Trent Valley or Royal
OAK

SOLE LEATHER
The Leather that invariably gives

Highest Quality

Greatest Value
Longest Wear

Two Twin Tannages of the Six

manufacturer by

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of tlie Standard of Canadian Sole J>eatlier

SALES OFFICES

Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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D. & P. Counters
For Use In All Kinds Of Shoes

A Standard Grade For Every Purpose

T HE Fibre Counter is still increasing in popularity.

Such opposition as there may be to the good Fibre

Counter is rapidly fading before the years of successful

use.

Certainly when we guarantee them without question,

there can remain no doubt of the superior quality of

D & P Counters.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory:

ST. HYACINTHE
Sales Office and Warehouse

:

224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL

REPRESENTATIVES

:

For Ontario:—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City:—Richard Frere, St. Talier Street, Quebec

Mentipn "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing oji advertiser
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CALF AND KIP SIDES

STORM CALF
ALL COLLORS

H. B. JOHNSTON & CO.
TORONTO, CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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This popular womans sport

model is carried in black and
colored calf. Its imitation

wing top is in line with the

newer ideas. Goodyear.

AH. M. Welts and McKays for Women while showing the latest

style tendencies are of the conservative nature that makes them
safe to buy now.

This number, you will admit, is modern in every way yet so standard that

it will sell throughout the early Spring and Summer.

AMES - HOLDEN - McCREADY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 467. A Grey Mouse and

Patent Combination on our

"Peerless" last carrying a full

Baby Louis Heel. Bound with

Black French Cord. To Retail

at $10.00.

No. 501. As above with Dark
Grey Suede Quarter. To Retail

at $12.00.

No. 470. A Black Suede Fancy
One - Strap Button Pump.
Patent Collar Strap. Showing
new self-covered Box Heel.
To Retail at $10.50.

THIS beautiful shoe with its Full Baby Louis Heel is typical of the kind

of fine shoe-making the trade has learned to expect from Bells.

The better trade will buy this shoe in the late Winter and Spring.

Bell Shoes for men and women are the kind with which you can build and

hold the custom of worth while folks.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Sample Room at 123 Bay Street, Room 206, Stair Building, Toronto.

C. E. FICE, Representative.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 517. Women's Welt with

full Baby Louis Heel on Last

No. 299. A patent-leather with
Grey Suede Insert. Showing
3 Straps buttoned with imita-

tion tip. To retail at $10.00.
Also in Colored and Black
Calf.

TE above shoe is wonderful value. The same last may be used in

ordering No. 521, which is a fine Oxford made in Kid or Calf and

carrying a Cuban heel.

Such shoes as these make "Dalaco" and "Patrician" styles and value more
than worth your while. If you have not yet seen the full line, a postal

will bring a representative.

DAOUST, LALONDE & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 04007. "Pillow Welt".
A Patent Leather with tan
Suede Top and Brown But-
tons.

BABY Walk and Pillow Welt Shoes are fast becoming the. leading line

of childrens shoes everywhere in Canada.

The wonderful finish and the attractive patterns make them exceedingly-

easy to sell.

A salesman will show you this line, if you will drop us a line.

GLOBE SHOE CO., LIMITED
TERREBONNE, QUE.

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 3060. Calf Womens Welt
with sport heel and wing tip.

A special value sold to the
jobber.

LA Duchess Welts and Turns for women are made to a definite standard

which is not altered by any price consideration.

They are properly designed and well made for the more substantial trade.

Your jobber can show them to you.

LA DUCHESSE SHOE GO., REG.
MONTREAL. QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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X

MEDIUM PRICED McKAYS CAN BE MADE
IN ALL THE FASHIONABLE PATTERNS
AND SHOW ALL THE NEW COMBINA-
TIONS.

WE HAVE PROVEN THIS IN OUR LARGE
SHOWING OF CANVAS LINES WHICH HAS
BEEN PRONOUNCED THE BEST IN CANADA
FOR VALUE.

FOR SALE BY THE LEADING JOBBERS
EVERYWHERE. IF YOU ASK FOR THEM,

YOU WILL SEE THE BEST PROFIT MAKERS
EN HIS LINE.

i

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
55 KENT STREET, MONTREAL.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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OU hear and read a great deal about style in shoes. You also read a

great deal about profit possibilities.

The average merchant surely realize that the vast majority of his sales

— 75% —are of style shoes to the men and women who keep the wheels

of commerce humming.

These folks want a modicum of style, to be sure. But, more than all else,

they must have shoes that will wear long—at a price.

In other words 75% of the trade of Canada is in shoes of the "Yamaska"

grade.

And in buying "Yamaska" shoes you buy direct from the factory, saving

the middle-man's profits.

Salesmen cover all of Canada. If you do not know the line, we will have

one call on you if you say so.

J. A. & M. COTE, LIMITED
ST-HYACINTHE QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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95 SOUTH ST. BOSTON, U.S.A.

AT THE FRONT
Famo Glared Kid

WHEREVER good shoes are

known and genuinely stylish

leathers appreciated, there you
find FAMO KID at the front.

FOREMOST in cutting economies,

in style effect, and in durability,

it stands pre-eminent as the all-

round practical leather to bring credit

to your product.

HENWOOD & NOWAK, INC.
Tannery at Wilmington, Del.

General Offices: 95 South St, Boston

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal"1 ichen writing an advertiser
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ROBERT H. FOERDERER
PHILADELPHIA ""W™ PENN., U.S.A.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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FIFTY YEARS PRODUCING HONEST LEATHERS

>ATENT
COLT
KJB .

IDE

iOTRTMNING GO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WAND SIT
BOAMBEBANB SMOOTH
HACKS AND COWKS

ELK SIDES-SPMTS

SHEEP SKINS CHROME SOLE COTTON FINDINGS

13 9 SOUTH STREET , BOSTON , MASS.]
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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UNIOr^gSTAMP

factory
> The Stamp of Influence

The stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers' Union is a

significant emblem to more than 4,000,000 Union

associates. It influence sthem in favor of the foot-

wear which bears it.

Your stock will move more quickly if you have the

reputation of selling shoes branded with the "O. K.",

the high sign to fellow Unionists that they are buy-

ing shoes which are quality-made by conscientious,

skilled workmen.

Perhaps this is a new idea to you. Act upon it for

your profits' sake.

Boot andShoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

COLLIS LOVELY CHAS. L. BAINE

Generail President Gen'l Sec'y-Treasurer

246 Summer Street

BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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KID
The Leather
fort

Evenly Colored From

•

Center to Skirts

The Result of an Improved Process

Pick up a skin of Vode Kid, in any of

the prevailing colors. Double the skirts

over to the middle of the skin—you will

be impressed with the remarkable Uni-

formity of Color. It is the result of an

- improved process in the coloring of Vode

Kid.

Good raw material, well-tanned and uni-

formly colored, is the basis upon which

Vode Kid has built its success.

THE STANDARD KID CO.
Boston, Mass.

BriaHches in N.ew York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,

Chicago, St. Louis and Montreal.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



THE BRUTE. A high grade,
ioft-toed, doubled-soled men's
welt. Made in all leathers.

THE character of this shoe stamps it as a fine shoe, the product of

good shoe makers. In pattern and in construction it is decidedly new.

Shoes of this nature will increase the merchant's turn-over of fine men's

lines as they can be bought from the jobbers to retail at particularly

moderate prices.

Be sure to ask to see the Tetrault lines shown by good jobbers everywhere.

TETRAULT SHOE MFG CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

THE LARGEST SHOE MANUFACTURERS IN CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing, an advertiser
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Nu-Black Has Captured The Trade

CHAS. TILLEY & SON
90 Richmond St, West - - TORONTO, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Although shown in Patent
Leather, this number is made
in Black and Colored Calf
and Kid. It is most acceptable.
Ask your jobber for it.

MAKING a standard value of shoes for men, women and children, in

Welts, McKays and Turns, our line offers exceptional inducements

to the Jobber and large buyer.

Such patterns as the one shown here, when made well to sell at moderate

prices make our showing one of out-standing merit.

i

DUFRESNE & LOCKE, LIMITED
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Evans Kid

For Winter And Spring

NO matter what changes come, kid is always to the front. At no

time more than the present was the kid market in a more

difficult position.

There has been, and is, a definite shortage of some grades caused by

fashions demands.

Increased production has placed us in a little better position to serve

you with Blacks and Browns. Certainly we will welcome and

promptly attend to any inquiry.

EVANS KID IS MADE IN CANADA

JNO. R. EVANS LEATHER CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ichon writing an advertiser
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Womans welt. A Three Strap
Buckle made in many beautiful
combinations.

THIS and many other exclusive novelties can be delivered on a few
weeks notice. It is a decidedly fine shoe for your better trade.

We have issued a folder showing many fine lines carried in stock for

immediate shipments. You can have one for the asking.

BY EVERY STANDARD OF COMPARISON STRIDER SHOES
ARE BETTER

EAGLE SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
587 BEAUDRY STREET MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553, St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Baal's

Shoepacks
for

Rough Work

The leather used is our own
tannage, carefully chosen and

fashioned into footwear in the

best manner that skill and

brain can conceive to get the

maximum of resistance to

wear and weather.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.

Lindsay, Ont.

Limited

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertise"
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Attractive Shoes to Retail at $6.00, $7.00 and $.800 Will Bring You Business.

But note the Price

These mock welts are known
for their style, their wear
and for the flexibility of the
soles.

It is an ideal line to meet the
present day conditions.

No. 566, as shown, for in-

stance can be sold at retail

for $7.00 at a good profit.

Samples and prices on re-

quest.

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

I

I

Stitchdowns

at the right

Price for

To-days Market

The sale of stitchdowns can be

and is being, increased by the un

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price.

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY
THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

1

^5

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Style Leader In Spats

Decided snappy is this four strap pattern—one of the newest models

in Minister Spats. In two, three, four and five strap effects, specially

cut and perfectly tailored these spats are the latest vogue and are

being enthusiastically received wherever shown. They will be a part

of the Fall and Winter costume of the dressy woman. Supplied in a

variety of fabrics in all the popular shades.

It will pay you to place these strong selling lines before your cus-

tomers NOW, in addition to our regular lines of spats for men and

women.

E. MINISTER
64 ADELAIDE ST., E. TORONTO

A. MINISTER, Manager

Mcntionn "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Trying to cutdown expenses

National Cash
Registers pay for

themselves out of

part of what they

save.

New business conditions have forced every merchant to face the

problems of reducing expenses.

Thousands of merchants have solved the problem by using new
model National Cash Registers.

These cash registers reduce costs of selling, delivery, and book-

keeping. They stop expensive leaks and losses. They also point

the way to other economies by giving merchants, every day,

necessary business facts

1 Sales made by each clerk.

2 How goods are moving in each department.

3 Amount of capital tied up in outstanding accounts.

4 Volume and profit on credit business compared with volume

and profit on cash business.

5 Total of money paid out.

These facts show how, when, where, and how much to reduce ex-

penses.

A National Cash Register is the only machine that issues a
receipt, indicates, adds, prints, classifies, and distributes records
at the time of the sale, all in one operation. No figure work.
No delays. No mistakes. Just read the totals

SH REGISTER COMPANY"
OF CANADA LIMITED — TORONTO ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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SPEED KING OUTING SHOES
Repeating A Splendid Record

The sales records that have so pleased Speed King Dealers in the past will

easily be repeated by our 1922 range.

The new features we have added will put our lines a step in advance in

outing footwear. Among them are some particularly interesting models

in strap specialties that are right in tune with this most popular of foot-

wear fashions.^

We have made special effort to further emphasize the good points of

Speed King outing shoemaking all along the line. In variety of selection

you will find it still leading. We are confident these shoes will give you

the results that will fully confirm your judgment in selecting them as

your, outing footwear offering for the coming season. See the samples in

the LINES of any of our wholesalers.

INDEPENDENT WHOLESALERS
Amherst Boot & Shoo Co., Limited Halifax..N.S. The London Shoe Co., Limited - London, Ont.
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S. T. Long & Brother, Limited - Collingwood, Ont.
Brown, Kochette, Limited - - Quebec, Que. The Independent Rubber Co. Limited Winnipeg, Man.
James Robinson Co., Limited - Montreal, Que. Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited - Regina, Sask.
J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto, Ont. Dowers Limited ... - Edmonton, Alt a.

White Shoe Co.. Limited - Toronto, Ont. The J. Leckie Co.. Limited - - Vancouver, B.C.
C. Weaver ..... Trenton, Ont.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited

Merritton :: :: Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 1

No. 3

RALSTON'S POLISHES
The Dressing That Keep Shoes Dressy

The appearance of the finest shoes is improved
and its quality preserved when it is treated with
a Ralston Dressing. They are the dressings that
build your polish trade firmly on customer satis-

faction.

Ralston Quality is the outcome of a combination
of processes and materials that represent the last

word in polish making.

It is your safest assurance of polish sales success.

SIT E n V Dressing
U uU Ei Powder

in all the popular

shades.

A DRESSING FOR EVERY SHOE—
A COMPLETE RANGE OF FINDINGS

The above line comes
in Black, Brown, Tan,
and Oxblood.

ROBERT RALSTON & CO., Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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FAMILY SIZE

For producing a «jet

• black on all'kinds of

colored leathers.

Will not rub off.

Manufactured by the

LION POLISH
CO., LIMITED
525 King St. West
Toronto Canada

Lion Brand Shoe Polish
Black, Brown, Ox Blood, Tan.

SAFEST FOR LEATHER

Lion Brand Leadership is firmly

established in the Canadian Shoe

Polish Field. They lead because of

their superior quality and better

value — because they give greater

satisfaction in a brighter and more
lasting shine.

The popularity of Suede shoes makes

OUR SUEDE DRESSING
in all shades a particularly strong

selling dressing.

Lion Brand Oil Dye

Jet Black and Rich Mahogany
Brown—a PERMANENT dye for all

leathers.

Carried by all Leading Jobbers

LIOX BKA>D BLACK OIL DYE
produces a permanent black on all

leathers. Positively will not rub
off. Also Lion Brand Brown Oil

Dye.

FAMILY SIZE

BROWN
OIL DYE

— —

For dyeing all

kinds of colored

leathers a rich

mahogany shade

Manufactured by the

LION POLISH
CO., LIMITED
525 King St. West
Toronto, Canada

The LION POLISH CO., Limited

1 25 King Street West, TORONTO, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ichcn writing an advertiser
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When You Sell

A Canvas Shoe

You want to feel that you have pleased a customer. You also want to feel

that the profit you made was earned by your service in providing him or

her with a Canvas Shoe which will give more than ordinary value and

service. You also want to know that the profit will be doubled, because

the customer will come back to you the next time he or she wants a Canvas

Shoe. These are reasons why it pays to handle

Canvas Shoes and Kubbers

Sizes to fit every Man, Woman and Child; Kinds to Suit Every Need and

Occasion.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

Maltese

Head Offices and Factory, Toronto

Branches in all Leading Cities of Canada.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-

tent of 35%.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-

perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer

this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York.

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3 V2 c.

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of

Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs.

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"And in Cleveland you can reach

me at the

Hotel Cleveland
"

Where courteous service to the
guests surpasses your every
expectation.

Where this supreme service is

rendered under singularly aus-
picious circumstances.
Where the atmosphere is home-
like.

Where quiet refinement surrounds
every move made by every
employee.

1000 Rooms
1000 Baths

Hotel Cleveland

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Hot stuff for the men's trade,

this one is ' to retail at the

proper moderate price for

good shoes. Black or Colored
Calf with Black, Brown,
Green or Red Silk Stiching.

IF
you are looking for the new ideas in Men's Welts you are automatically

interested in the finest shoe-making because now, more than ever
before, men are demanding better merchandise.

"Invictus"—the Best Good Shoe—fits to-day's market exactly.

And remember, too, that the Invictus showing of hand-made turns will

offer you wonderful possibilities in Women's shoes.

A salesman will call, if you say so.

GEO A. SLATER, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LET US DO OUR PART

¥ N bringing about more stable and therefore more prosperous conditions every one of us has a part

1 which he is in duty bound to undertake. Too many are idly waiting for things to "come round"

instead of helping to whittle-the-square pegs to fit the circular holes.

In the first place there is altogether too much talk about income and too little consideration of out-go.

There are people who are skimming on necessities while squandering their substance in riotous living.

The automobile and the playhouse are kept up and the weekly bill for apparel and' even groceries is cut

down.

Before we can have anything like business stability, there will have to be a cleaning out of habits of

extravagance and a getting down to genuine honest effort.

Everybody will have to produce more for the money he gets and save more of the profits or wages

he earns. This is the surest way to bring costs down and increase the purchasing power of the pub.ic

generally. The shortest cut to business prosperity is for each to be honest with himself and with every-

one else. Let manufacturers and wholesalers get down to bed rock in prices, let retailers move their

stocks at anything that will clear their shelves and give them a living margin and things will begin to

happen.

The chief cause of unemployment is lack of demand for goods occasioned by high prices and in

many cases the reason for high prices may be found in the unreasoning attitude of labor. Let labor

cooperate instead of foolishly trying to maintain war standards and houses will be built for those

who need them, goods will be provided to meet the demand that fuller employment will bring in its

turn and thus the circle of happy cooperation will be completed.

At present we are like a lot of sulking children standing in a ring glaring at each other. Let us

clasp hands, join in the game and sunshine will follow the clouds. It is the duty of each one of us to

do his part and each should realize that whether in production, selling or simply joining hands in coo-

peration with others, we are helping to get the wheels of business moving.

What are YOU doing?
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In The Market

Place
Business Conditions Noted in Man-

ufacturing, Wholesale and Retail

Fields.

General conditions continue to justify the tone of

optimism that has gradually been deepening and develop-

ing during the past few months. Unemployment persists

to various degrees in all centres, but everywhere business

raid governmental authorities are using the best brains

available to take care of distress and difficulty with a view

to improving over conditions as they were last winter.

President Harding of the United States called a National
( '(invention to deal with unemployment, and while its find-

ings and decisions may result in some measure in "plati-

tudinous common places", as one authority feared, some

benefits cannot help to be derived from the gathering, and

Rich measures as they may recommend, or such policies

as may be adopted in consequence of their deliberation*

will at any rate serve as a guide to other countries and lo-

calities. Meanwhile some of the leading merchandisers of

New York and other American centres are starting a coun-

try wide drive called a "Buyer's week", in the effort to

import a more definite stimulus to business. Crop con-

ditions in the West, both in Canada and the States, and

i: Southern States are very encouraging. A certain stiff-

ening is also noted right along the line in primary mar-

kets. Prices for steel and iron products show a firtness

as a result of greater demand. Building and construction

activities are of wider scope than for some tini" past. In

some regards labor appears disposed to help matters by

accepting reductions. Weather conditions have also tended

to stimulate retail business, ami this has a beneficial effect

reflecting back to manufacturer and distributors. Several

factors still serve to hold back" any marked improvement,

but as the air is gradually cleared of these, we will find

that we have travelled a surprisingly long distance from the

conditions that existed a year ago.

Leather Markets.

Retailers with few exceptions report that September
was better than either July or August, which months were

rather slow. In spite of lower price-, it is encouraging to

i ate the number of dealers who e volume to date i< ahead
of the first eight months of 1D?0. For various reason's, of

course, some retailers .find business slower than a year

ago. though it may be. generally stated that where prices

and gross profit have been cut volume has resulted. Stores

who cater to the so-called working classes and which are

located in industrial districts, are the ones which find the

stiffest going, while those who handle wholly, or in greater

•part, high cla°s goods -have kept above- last year's work.
The general feeling is that the worst of .this year is behind
u«, and that given any kind of seasonable weather the last

three months of this year should bring a satisfactory volume
of trade. Sab?.? helped carry business during the summer.
but in general the best results have been obtained by show-
ing the public good shoes at really low prices. Some com-
plaints are heard both from the public and from manu-
facturers, that all retailers are not playing fair, but are

idling or trying' to sell shoes at a mark up of fifty per
cent of selling; price, or one hundred per cent on cost.

These are undoubtedly exceptional cases and will correct

themselves, but meanwhile the whole trade suffers from
the foolish actions of a small number. The men who are

getting the business today are taking a fair mark up,

keeping their stocks clean and liquid, and demonstrating

r the public that are giving full value for the money they

receive. An encouraging factor is the improvement noted

in men's trade in various quarters. It is expected that

men's brogue oxfords and bals, and the straight last bal in

brown or black, with medium toe will be most pupular.

A falling off in women's strap welts is noted in favor of

Ehe oxford, while strap turns are in good demand, as might
nave been expected. Women's brogue oxfords and oxfords

with wing tip or imitation ball-strap are also finding a

ready sale. Proportion of high boots for women is es-

timated at from ten to fifty per cent of sales, depending
on the locality and class of trade handled. The call is for

lower heels, with, the result that Baby Louis, and cuban
and military heels are the most popular, though for strictly

dress wear, of course, the full Louis heel has not yet been

supplanted. A steadily increasing number of patent lea-

ther shoes for women is ,also being shown.

Manufacturing and Wholesale Markets.

Salesmen are showing late fall, winter .and spring

ample- of wide variety as to price and style. Already it

is reported that business is being booked farther ahead

i ban lias been the case for some months, and apparently

the trade believes prices will be stable for sometime, and.

buyers are willing to look ahead of immediate require-

ments. So far as strictly novelty goods are concerned, no

attempt is being made to sell for spring in large quantity,

but 1 the more staple lines of women's and men's shoes can

be bought now with assurance of delivery at the time when
ihe dealer want- them for hi- spring trade. The rangs

of samples was exemplified in the advertising pages of our

last issue ami by representative styles shown in the style

pages of this issue. The tendency in men's shoes is to-

wards the medium toe and straight last, with enough

styles embodying fancy stitching, perforations, piukings

and novelty ideas to suit any market. The women's shoes

include one. two. three and four straps pumps, oxfords of

the brogue or saddle strap varieties, high boots embodying
the best ideas of brogues and oxfords, while the novelty

oianufacturers are offering toddle, eandals, and moccasins

in wide variety of style ami finish. Colonials with inlays

are also shown by Eeveral makers. Patent leather in plain

or Scotch grain finish is widely shown, while calf and kid

:r.c well divided between black, and dark browns.

Manufacturers in the east are for the most part busy,

though men's business i- still not up to the mark. Ontario

manufacturers are with very few exceptions busy, though

hut few are booked more than six to eight weeks ahead.

Wholesalers are fairly well satisfied with orders received,

though the complaint is still made that goods are all re-

quired for quick shipment.

Retail Markets.

Conditions remain steady in the leather market. Sole

leather men report that demand is still restricted to cer-

tain weights and selections, but are looking for a broad-

ening demand for both domestic a id export markets.

Side leather conditions. are improving, and in the effort

to reduce prices of men's shoes high grade side stock is

being more widely employed. Glazed kid, in browns and
blacks of best grade*, remains scarce, with fair demand for

lower grades. Patent leather continues in good demand,
with every prospect of widening market as the patent lea-

ther vogue takes hold in Canada. Hides and skins re-

main firm, with prospects of higher prices before the end
o e the vear.
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The Leather

Situation In Canada
Outline of Present Conditions and

Factors Governing the Situation in

Upper and Sole Leather Markets

of Canada.

Believing that the one thing of prime importance ne-

cessary to bring back trade to a sound basis is confidence,

we sought the views of representative men in the leather

pade, for presentation to the readers of the Shoe and

Leather Journal.

Upper Leather Situation.

Hon. E. J. Davis, President of Davis Leather Co.,

Limited, covers the situation most comprehensively in the

following statement :

"The statement is made that misleading articles have

appeared occasionally in the United States and Canadian

Press owing to the fact that the writers have not had the

opportunity of understanding the full details of the leather

situation. I would have declined replying in this case, a^

I have done in other cases in the past, only that am told

it would be douing a public service to place the facts as

they are known by a practical man before the public. This

I will briefly attempt to do.

"Perhaps 'there are no classes of business that suffer-

ed more severe losses during the past year and a half,

through depreciation in inventory, than the tanners and

shoe manufacturers. As just one illustration ; the United

States Central Leather Company, prbbably the best man-

aged sole leather manufacturing Co., on the continent,

fcom statements made public have lost all their reserves,

amounting to somewhere in the neighborhood of $20,000,-

000 today, however, T think it would be safe to say that

both tanners and shoe manufacturers have cut down their

inventory to rock bottom replacement values, and on this

basis business has been carried on for the past few months.

It would appear that the prices of high grade upper lea-

ther and shoes of best quality are stabilized at today's

prices.

"Raw calfskins on this continent, of good quality,

are somewhat higher in price than they were immediately

preceding the war. Therefore those who have no practical

knowledge of the manufacturing of leather and shoes come

to the conclusion that shoes should sell only at the same

relative increase over raw calfskin costs as they would

before the war, and it is there that the great misunder-

standing of the situation lies.

'

"Take calfskin leather, if you like, as an illustration.

Everything that goes into the manufacture of the raw skin

until it comes out of the factory in high grade leather

ready for the shoe manufacture costs double wsat it did

before the war, and in many cases considerably more even

than that. Wages have been reduced very little from the

war rates. Coal, of which large quantities are used, while

much lower than it was two years ago and I am now
speaking of soft coal, still costs laid down at the plant a

little over double what it did before the war broke out.

Dyes, chemicals, etc., used in tanning processes are still,

taking them all on the average, more than twice as high
as they were before the war. Some are three or four times
higher, but the average stated would be about correct.

"Then freight dates which are a very important item
in a business handling such heavy raw materials as the

tanneries are fully double what they were before the war,

and this means an addition of thousands of dollars yearly

to the cost of the product.

"Many of these goods have to be bought in the United
States and there you have an exchange of ten to twelve

per cent or more added to the cost. When you send out

your men to buy raw material for your plant or to sell

the leather, the product thereof, you have passenger rates

double what they were, hotel expenses, livery, telegram,

telephone charges, everything increased enormously, but

that is not all. We have Government taxes in various

forms of which we knew nothing before the war. The
sales tax in the aggregate in a large manufacturing busi-

ness means a large addition to cost.

"We also have increased postage and stamp taxes on
drafts and notes which while they seem small, still when
you look at your account for that tax for six months or a

year you are simply amazed at the aggregate sum.

"Then- your plant must be maintained if you intend

to keep up to date. You require more or less new ma-
chines every year to replace those that are obsolete, and a

^reat number of these have to brought in from the United
States. That is, after you have bought everything that is

manufactured in Canada that you can get that you re-

quire. And there again the exchange or premium on
United States funds meets you.

"The ordinary repairs, which in a large plant are

going on continuously, cost two or three times as much
for labor or materials as they formerly did.

"Now these few details will give every thoughtful per-

ron something to think about, and I am sure if they are

fair and logical they will admit at once it is utterly im-
possible to produce and sell leather, even if raw material

of the quality above referred to was as low as before the

war, at the same price that it could be produced and sold

for then.

"Now the shoe manufacturer is in exactly the same
position in respect to these various things enumerated
before as the tanner. With this difference, that all the

commodities used in the manufacture of shoes that were
used in the manufacture of leather, the increased cost of

each one above prewar conditions has been added to the

cost of the manufacture of leather and now the shoe ma-
nufacturer has to add these additional costs to his shoes.

To make this clear, wages, freight rates, passenger rates,

telephone rates, plant maintenance, sales tax, stamp
taxes, etc., are cumulative as the cost is passed on from
one manufacturer to the next, and this cannot be avoided
until the taxes are removed.

"During the past twelve months business has been
very quiet indeed with both tanneries and shoe manufac-
turers, and in their anxiety to try and keep their staff to-

gether by doing what business they could even if there was
no profit, it would appear as though the prices at which
high classed leather and shoes are being manufactured
and sold was at as low a price as conditions above stated

Mould warrant. I have every confidence that for the next
few months present prices may be considered a safe basis

to operate on.

"I have only ' dealt with the situation so far as the
tanner and shoe manufacturer are concerned, and feel

satisfied that the shoes leave the shoe manufacturer on as

low a price bases as present conditions will permit."

Sole Leather Situation.

Mr. W. J. Heaven, of the Anglo-Canadian Leather
(
'o.. Limited, whose statements are always received with

••onfidence by the shoe and leather trade of Canada, deals

with present conditions as follows :
—

-

(Continued on page 42)
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Survey Canadian
Retail Shoe Figures

Cost of Operation and Profits for

1920 in Canadian Shoe Stores.

Some time ago the Shoe and Leather Journal asked

its Commercial Kesearch Department to make a survey of

the retail shoe trade of Canada for the year 1920. Similar

researches have been made in various parts of the United
States, notably by the Bureau of Business Research of Har-
vard University. But to date no compilation of distinctively

Canadian figures had been made. As the questionnaire

sent out by the Harvard Bureau was most comprehensive,

a similar form was sent out by our Research Department to

dealers in all parts of Canada. An effort was made to

cover all classes of establishments, from the small store in

a country town to the largest in the cities. And in compil-

ing the figures obtained a division was made into four

classes, viz :

—

Class 1. Stores with annual volume less than 25,-

000.00.

Class 2. Stores with annual volume between $25,000

and $50,000.

Class 3. Stores with annual volume between $50,000

and $100,000.

Class 4. Stores with annual volume over $100,000.

Quite a number of retailers, particularly in Class 1

were unable to furnish the information requested, as their

system of book-keeping was either non-existent or inad-

equate. The same was true, to a limited extent in classes

2 and 3. Other dealers did not feel free to furnish the

COMMERCIAL RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
No. SHOE 8t LEATHER JOURNAL

545-549 KING ST. WEST., TORONTO, CAN.

Statistics of Retail Shoe Business for 1920

OPERATING ACCOUNTS

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT, for year ending 19

Gross Sales _ _ — -

Returns and Allowances

Net Sales. ..... _
Net Inventory of Merchandise at Beginning of Year

Purchases of Merchandise at Billed Cost

Freight, Express, and Cartage on Purchases—
Total Merchandise Cost—
Inventory of Merchandise at End of Year ~-

Discount on Inventory of Regular Merchandise

Depreciation of Merchandise (re styles and shop wear) — -
Net Inventory of Merchandise at End of Year

Net Cost of Merchandise Sold -

Profit on Merchandise

Cash Discounts Taken on Purchases . ..

Gross Profit on Merchandise .. —

Wages of Salesforce '

Premium Merchandise (PM's)._. -

Advertising

Wrappings and Other Selling Expense .

Total Selling Expense

•Delivery Expense •—

Buying, Management, and OfBce Salaries

Office Supplies, Other Buying, and Management Exp.

Total Buying and Management Expense __ — —

Rent- - - -

Heat, Light, and Power ... . . —
Insurance (Except on buildings)

Taxes (Except on buildings, income, and profits) .
—

Repairs of Store Equipment - -

Depreciation of Store Equipment -

Interest on Capital—Borrowed . ..

Interest on Capital—Owned - —
Total Interest „

Total Fixed Charges and Upkeep Expense

Miscellaneous Expense _

Losses from Bad Debts

Total Expense—

Net Profit (or Loss) -

Repairing (Net Profit or Loss)

Miscellaneous Profit and Losses -

Total Operating Net Profit (or Loss)

Income and Excess Prof ts Taxes

Dividends, Shariogs, or Withdrawals — • —
Surplus (or Deficit) for the Year _ .

—

•

=^1-

. (over)
.

figures we asked for, although the forms were numbered
and' were to be returned with no other distinguishing
mark. Needless to say, the individual figures have been,
and will be kept absolutely in confidence. But we would
urge on all dealers, in view of the fact that we propose
collecting similar figures next year for 1921 ,the advantage
of cooperating in any effort made to obtain figures of
value to the whole trade. We woud also submit that every
value to the whole trade. Wo would also submit that every
the most important of the items in the list below, and that
if he cannot do so, he is not doing justice to himself, his
business, or the trade in general.

The Questionnaire.

The form sent out as reproduced herewith, covered a
wide range of information, and it was not expected that all

dealers would be able to fill it out entirely. But from what-
ever information the dealer could get from his books, it

should be possible to obtain at least his sales, inventories,

purchases, cost of doing business, gross profit and net pro-
fit or loss. Summarised, the figures finally gave the follow-
ing result :—

I II III IV High Low Average
Net Sales . . 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% ioo.oo70 100.00% 100.00%
Gross Profit 31.01 23.25 23.91 30.13 32.70 19.31 27.36
Wages Sales
Force . . . 2.78 7.51 8.73 10.75 14.32 5.72 9.56

Advertising .. 0.40 1 . 17 1.72 2.33 2.56 0.36 1.73
Total Sell.

Exp. . . . 3.60 9.00 12.56 12.83 17.81 7.58 12.04
Buy & Man.

Exp. . . . 5.91 6.32 2.60 9.02 1.83 4.15
Rent .... 2.51 1.44 3.10 3.79 5.10 0.81 3.25
Heat, L. & P 1.53 0.81 0.51 0.38
Insurance . . 0.44 0.45 0.65 0.40 0.46
Total fixed

Chges. . . . 13.27 4.91 5.10 7.35 6.92
Misc. Exp. . 4.37 0.63 2.33 - 1.09 0.62
Total Exp. . 21.22 20.43 26.31 23.87 30.14 18.17 23.73
Net Profit . 9.77 2.80 *2.40 6.26 11.11 *7.23 3.63
Turnover(Times) 1.4 1.6 1.65 1.4 2.8 0.9 1.5

* Loss.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Date

Assets Liabujties

Cash on hand and in bank „ Accounts Payable.- _

Accounts Receivable... Notes Payable

Notes Receivable Accrued Items

Net Inventory of Merchandise Real Estate Mortgage Notes.

Net Inventory of Equipment . Other Liabilities

Net Inventory of Supplies

Prepayments _

Securities. _

Real Estate.—..

Other Assets

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION

1 Did the number of pair; of shoes that you sold in 1920 increase over the number of pairs that you sold in 1919!

I

- ;
by what percentage? %; decrease in 1920 from 1919 ? ; by what per-

' centage?

2 What percentage of your advertising expenditure do you use for newspaper advertising? .%; trad-

ing stamps?.,. %; premiums? %; novelties' .%; circular letters? %;
street car cards' %; other? %. By whom is your advertising copy prepared?

.? What were your estimated sales in 1919 in each of the following lines—men's shoes? $ ; women's

shoes? $ _ ; children's shoes? % ; rubbers? $ ; findings? $ .

hosiery? $

4 What percentage of your purchases of men's shoes do you buy from manufacturers ? %. from whole-

salers? women's shoes, from manufacturers? . %, from wholesalers?. . /....„.%;

cluldren's shoes, from manufacturers? %, from wholesalers' %; rubbers, from manu-

facturers? %, from wholesalers? . %\ findings, from manufacturers' %, from

wholesalers? :....%; hosiery, from manufacturers? %, from wholesalers? ... % What
manufacturers' brands of shoes do you carry' ...

5 Number of active partners Docs the proprietor, or each active partner, charge the business with

a salary for himself?.. Amounts $ Proportion of time of proprietor or active

partners spent in selling ; in buying and managing

6 Do you rent your store? (Annual rent % ). If you own it. for what amount could it

be rented ? %

7 What is the local rate of interest on reasonably secure investments' .. . . %
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The column headed average, when analyzed, shows

that the average turnover for the year was one and one half

times, and that in general the retail shoe business showed

a gross profit of 27.36% on the net selling price, and

ranged from 19.31%- to 32.70%. The cost of doing busi-

ness averaged 23.73%, and ranged from 18.17% to

30.14%. The lowest turnover shown was 0.9 or, in other

words, the stock in that store was not turned once, while

the highest turnover reported was 2.8 or nearly three

times. It is interesting to note here that the store with

the turnover of 0.9 showed a net loss of 2.4% on sales,

while that with the turnover of 2.08 showed a net profit

of 11.1% on sales, both of these stores were ir Class IV.

It may be noted that the unusual profit was also due to

unusually low cost of doing business, the figure in this

case being 18 per cent or nearly 6 points below the aver-

age cost, while the store that showed the loss h id a cost of

28 per cent with a mark up of only 26 per cent.

Net Profits Small.

The averatge net profit for the whole group was

3.63% of sales, and ranged from a loss of 7.23% to a

profit of 11.11%. As noted above, however, the high

profit was made by a store with a fair mark-ui>—28% and

an unusually low cost of doing business.

A study of the figures for gross profit and total ex-

pense in the various groups tells an interesting story. Class

1 stores have a fair gross profit and low expense, possibly

due to being one man or family institutions. This shows

a high net profit, which may or may not be susceptible to

comparison with that of the other groups. Class IV shows

a gross profit of 30.16% and with average expenses, nets

a profit of 6.26%. ClassTT has an extremely low gross

profit, but low expenses and. high turnover result in a net

profit. ClassIII, however, has a low profit, but a high

expense account, and shows an average loss. In this class

the greatest loss shown was 7.23 % , while the largest profit

was slightly over one per cent. Inventories for the whole

group showed a decrease of 4 per cent at the end of the

year as against those at the beginning. In the face of

slack business, this would appear to indicate that members

of pairs had not decreased but that considerable writing-

off was done.

Wages payed to sales people averaged 9.56% of sales,

ranging from '5.72% to 14.32%. This was the largest

item of expense. Rents showed perhaps the widest varia-

tion of any item. They averaged 3.259'. ranging from

0.81% to 5.10% of sales. Two stores in Class III. selling

about the same volume of goods paid rentals equal to 1.2%

and 3.5% of sales. In Class IV, rentals varied from

1.5% to 5% of sales. "Advertising also showed varied

methods of handling, and averaged slightly under two per

cent of sales. The" bulk of this is spent in newspapers,

though some stores use circular letters, blotters, novelties,

special cards.

VANCOUVER NOTES
Residents and families have returned from their

summer vacation by the sea and the resumption of duties

and schools has caused the usual refitting of the children

with new boots and putting into proper repair of shoes

made business brisk for the first two weeks in September.

Since the rush, business has settled down again steadily.

Mr. H. Wilson, of Wilsons Trim Shoe Store. Hastings

St., has returned from visiting the principle trade centres

in the east and is of the opinion that business prospects in

Vancouver and coast towns are much brighter than those

cities he visited.

Grist from

The Mill

Notes and Comments from the

Canadian Shoe Trade.

There is nothing of more interest to the members of

the Shoe trade than to hear the ideas or comments of re-

tailers from various parte of the country. From time to

time, therefore, we intend to collect them in this column
for the benefit of our readers. They may be about every-

thing in general or nothing in particular, but we hope

will serve to reflect the thoughts or opinions of various

•cctions of the trade.

A .Northern Ontario dealer reports trade in that sec-

tion as having been very slow and unsatisfactory, but says

"I believe we are at the worst, and weather conditions are

bound to improve shoe trade."'

A Ottawa retailer finds business letter than last year,

as to pairage and money value. But gross profits are

small. Tie says "Price has a big part to play in the way
of sales."

From the Niagara peninsula we are told that business

has not been up to mark of last year, though seasonable

weather should improve it. General conditions do not

appear encouraging.

A Western Ontario dealer says "Style conditions are

getting fierce. Selling to the public is becoming harder

daily, and it takes more time for the salesman to make a

sale.

"There is a nigger in the fence somewhere. We find

the geate-t complaint from the farmers. They cannot un-

derstand why the price of shoes is so high, when they re-

ceive such a small amount for their skins, and we do not

blame them."

A Hamilton dealer says : — "It is not necessary to

have special sales; to-day one must look for turnover, less

profit and more popular prices. For the last six month-
we have been selling more shoes at less profit than form-

erly, but increasing our turnover.

"We expect good business in more especially moderate

priced lines. We have bought for this fall as heavily a*

any fall, and will be greatly disappointed if we don't ge';

rid of them.

"We believe general conditions are improving. The
barometer to our minds. j s the condition of men's business

and ours has shown a marked improvement in the last

three weeks in spite of the continued fine weather.

"Our business shows a general increase up to date but

less profit than a year ago. We are doing more business

on 15 per cent less stock and feel that we can reduce still

further.

"We are looking for good business this fall and winter

and will do it on "more moderate priced shoos, ticketed

plainly, being satisfied with less margin. By turning our

stock over more often, it will be cleaner and we will be in

a position to buy up any snap.

"We do not have sales, but use our windows, giving

good values, and making the popular priced lines very

plainly and prominently. This often brings in a curtomer

for that line who goes out with a higher priced shoe."

Mr. Carey and wife, who motored up from Califor-

nia in a beautiful six cylinder touring car, were spending

several weeks in Vancouver visiting old friends. Mr. Ca-

rey was some years in business on Pender St., and later on

Granville- St., previous to going south.
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Men's Shoe
Business

Address by Mr. C, K. Chisholm,

of Cleveland, Before Michigan Shoe

Dealers Convention.

Canadian dealers who were fortunate enough to hear

Mr. G. K. Chisolm speak in Toronto last July will be

interested in his views on how the problems of building

up business in men's shoes can be met., Mr. Ohisholm's

utterances are particularly interesting because ne is a Can-

adian who has made good in a large way in the United

States. He said :

—

"Men's business is certainly in the doldrums, and yet

what more can we expect. A great many men are out of

work, and those who are working are playing 'very close to

the cushion.' I feel very sure, the thing not to do is to get

'licked' over the situation.

"We must all get together, keep on our toes, greet our

few customers with the widest smile ever. Show them we
are optimists of the first water.

'I think right now is the time to get our sales people

together, talk to them, encourage them in every way possi-

ble to spread the gospel of smiles.

"A great many manufacturers of men's shoes have

apparently run to cover, and gone into the women's busi-

ness.

"I honestly think that this has helped to hurst the

men's business as much as any other one thing. The
women's business has been good and everybody is taking a

crack at it and treating the men's end of it as a side line.

In order for us to get extra men's trade, wo must have

the co-operation of the manufacturers.

More Snap and Style Needed.

"They must put more snap and style into men's shoes.

This will not be done so long as they put all thier effort

into the women's line.

"I think manufacturers who are not making women's
shoes together with men's shoes, should be encouraged in

every way if they are making every efford to show you
new things. Encourage them by buying some of their new
lines. I am sure if you buy them and show them to your

customers in the right way, it will help you a great deal.

"Many times you may see a pattern in a woman's shoe

that appeals to you whim could be made into a man's
shoe. Why not draw this pattern off, send it to your man-
ufacturer. It might give him an idea ; or you may have

something in your own mind which you think would be

good. Send your idea along, you can never tell what might
be developed.

"I am afraid that we have let ourselves be too content

with what we have to show in men's shoes. While so-

t idled staples shoes for men are necessary, what we must
have are more styles which will appeal to young men.
They are the extra customers we can get by showing them
something new. Not because of their need of a pair of

shoes, but because of the style appeal. Now just showing

these yong men a few different colors won't do it, we must
'nave new patterns and special features. And insist on

new lasts a few minutes ahead of the women's if possible.

"Just to show what can be done with men's style shoes,

T personally know a man who- increased his men's busi-

ness this past season almost 50 per cent because he went

after young men of his city and showed them something

different. He told me when he got through with his

season, 85 per cent of his total men's business was shoes

with special style features. For instance just now the new
wide square toe, French-English last is bound to be popu-
lar. We find by taking this last, featuring black and tan

grain leathers in fancy punches, wing tips, some imitation

ball straps, heavy soles, rolled edges double deckers, rail-

road stitches, we can have an unusual shoe produced
which appeals to the young man as something new.

* Be sure and do not overlook black so-called Scotch
grain leathers. There seems to be and is a distinct de-

mand for black leather shoes for men. There are very
few men who own a black shoe to-day. Why not go after

that new business. It seems to me you can increase your
pairs by showing a good assortment of this type shoe.

Black patent leather can be featured. You can pick up
many extra pairs by showing something a little bit un-
usual in patent leathers. We are showing some all patent

leather boots. It has surprised us how many we were
able to sell.

"One of the most important things you must watch
if you expect to get extra men's business is keeping your
lines priced exceedingly close. The average man to-day

has his fighting clothes on regarding prices on all kinds

of merchandise and resents with all his might what he
thinks is too much money for the articles he may want.

This man must be catered to and convinced he is buying
his shoes at most reasonable prices.

"Let me reiterate what I said previously—get up on
your toes, meet the situation with a smile— style and
price your merchandise right—go out for business like the

travelingssalesman who went in to a store and was greeted

by one of the clerks with, "How do you find business?"

He replied : "I find business by digging like Hell."

FIRE INSURANCE

In a short talk on "Insurance, at a Retail Merchants'

Banquet in Preston, Mr. H. C. Edgar said in part:

—

:

"Each merchant should lie as interested in insurance

as he is in the financial standing of his credit customers.

Insurance at the time of a fire—and there is no question

of the fires—stands between the merchant and insolvency

—pays his liabilities, and permits him to resume his

position in the business world.

"Insurance is a very old institution. The Supreme
Beirg offered insurance against flood to the ancients

—

using Noah as His agent. A premium was charged

—

certain word on the Ark and faith in His word—and we
all know what happened to those who failed to take ad-

vantage of the covering.

"In ancient times in London, England, fire insu-

rance companies were formed ; each company built what
is know as a fire station and installed therein fire fight-

ing apparatus. They insured, at a certain premium, the

buildings and goods surrounding their station, and when
an alarm was given they proceeded to the scene of the fire,

and if the building which was burning was insured with

this company, the men in (barge of the apparatus would

return to their station—no efford having been made to

reduce the flames. A rather selfish method of doing

business, and one which would not be tolerated in these

days.

"From that time on the business of fire insurance has

developed until, at this date, adequate insurance coverage

of all assets is the first requisite of the several business

necessities—being placed even before "credit", which will

not be extended to a borrower or purchaser of goods until

(Continued on page 42)
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New 1 922 Spring

Season Color Card
Shoes have become a detail of greatest importance in

the world of sartorical art. No longer is their mission to

merely supply covering for the feet. They must have an

artistic relation to the -suit or dress which they supplement.

Tn this relation it is not alone the individuality of style —
or the novelty of design that counts. Color and its har-

monious kinship to dress is a most salient factor today,

and has become a question that the shoe industry in Ame-
rica is giving most careful study to.

This is very graphically illustrated by the 19"2"? Spring

Season Color Card of America, just issued by The Textile

Color Card Association of the United States — arbiters

of America's fashionable hues. In this card which con-

tains a collection of 80 shades — there appears under'

separate grouping ten shoe, leather and hosiery colors
;

officially selecter by a joint committee representing The
Tanners' Council, National Boot & Shoe Manufacturers

Association and the National Shoe Retailers Association,

in co-operation with The Textile
%
Color Card Association.

Thus these colors may be regarded as highly authen-

tic, and show the intimate connection the shoe and leather

industry has with the efforts of The Textile Color Card

Association to standardise colors in every branch of in-

dustry.

Many shades of sand, putty and clay appear on the

card, both in the woolen group as well as the colors adapt-

able for silk and cotton dress goods, millinery, etc. The
importance of this color tendency is emphasized in the

shoe and leather collection. Here arc shown three soft

shades called lark, bobolink and inoadowlark, simulating

the light buff and beaver tones. These are especially

adaptabel to ooze, buck, side buck and kid leathers, and

should prove to be a leading feature for the coming Spring

season in women's shoes. The light gold brown note is

sounded by the introduction of a color called gold phea-

sant. This is lighter than the standard gold brown which

is again shown, having been recalled from the Fall 1 0? 1

card. Both of these shades will be- used for calf leather.

An excellent castor shade appears, which should lend

itself artistically to both ooze and kid. This is a smart

color and harmonizes extremely well with other shades

also combined with black.

For very dark browns chippendale has been recalled

and a new shade named Rembrandt. This is less red in

tone than chippendale and should ably supply the demand
for a smart dark brown for both men's and women's shoes

in calf skin as well as kid leather.

Two greys are shown, the standard silver and a very

good medium shade called pigeon. These are equally

suited to ooze, buck and kid for women's shoes.

Many of the colors, such as castor, bobolink, meadow-
lark, chippendale, gold pheasant, lark and both greys will*

be found very adaptable for shoe fabrics. .

There are some unusually evening shades and novelty

sport colors appearing on the card which will likewise be

cf interest to the shoe industry.

The "Violine" colorings, which portray brilliant fuch-

sias, rich violets, "and sumptuours purples- — are one of

the most distinctive feature*. These together with entic-

ing greens — orange, reds and blues offer all the wanted
color notes for evening slippers and incidently a fund of

inspiration for the designer.

{Continued from page 41)

a statement of sufficient insurance placed is submitted to

the financial backer or seller.

"There was a time some years ago when fire insu-

rance companies and their representatives were looked

upon with suspicion by the insuring public—this was the

result of the action of some disreputable companies refusing

to pay claims altogether, or attempting to settle losses in

a manner unfair to the assured. It has been proven by
experience that fair and liberal dealings must be the

foundation of all successful business, and to-day the fire

insurance companies, doing business in Canada, are looked

upon as havens of refuge in the time of fire—and so, when
your fire insurance is properly written,,—when the sche-

dule attached to your policies is correct—there is no ques-

tion of the payment of a loss by the Companies, and if

your are insured for $10,000, and a fire occurs, and your

records sohw that you had goods to the value of $10,000

destroyed in that fire, you get $10,000.

"An insurance company also expects you to carry a

fair amount of insurance up to $100%. It is not just to

the company to cover your plant or stock to the extent of

a possible loss of 50%, when your plant could suffer a

50% loss in one fire in a small corner of it. In that case

the companies carrying your insurance would be liable for

a loss squalling the amount of your policy—or a total loss

to them—and the plant or stock pay only premium suffi-

cient to warrant them in paying 50% of their policy

—

which 50% would be the actual percentage of loss over

your whole value."

THE LEATHER SITUATION
(Continued from page 38)

"We have found an improvement in trade during the

last few weeks. Wo have booked more orders of greater

volume than lias been our fortune for a good many months

past, showing that some at least of the manufacturer are

disposed to place orders for leather, indicating thereby
1

1 at they must feel that the bottom has been reached, and

that we are possibly due for an advance ; and they are

anxious to take advantage of the present prices and not

incur the risk of having to pay more money. We find

that a great many of the shoe factories are particularly

busy at the present time, some running overtime in order

to try and keep pace with their orders. But these orders

are practically all for prompt shipment. In some cases

these orders will keep the factories running full probably

for the next three months.

"We do not hear, however, of any manufacturers yet

securing any orders for spring delivery. So far as stocks

being made up that will be required by the retail trade

i ext spring and summer are concerned, the manufacturers'

travellers are hardly yet on the road with their sprint and

summer lines, so that it is impossible at the present time

to forecast what volume of orders will be booked for the

next runs. The stocks of shoes onh and generally speaking,

with both jobbers and retailers, are small, and a good

volume of business is, we believe, anticipated."

VANCOUVER SHOE REPAIR NOTES
Mr. D. Fisher, shoe repairer of Cedar Cottage, had a

near call from ptomain poisoning which he attributes to

the eating of Rabbit.

Mr. R. McEvan has sold his stand at Abbotsford and

contemplates opening up again in this City.
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N the following pages will be found examples of some of the newest features in the

approaching seasons footwear for men and women.

Canadian shoe styles will be found not a whit behind the most advanced Amer-

ican and English models although there is a natural tendency to go a little slow

on extreme styles.

The outstanding tendencies of new shoe ideals are blacks with a strong accent in patents

and darker shades of brown. Suedes and satins seem to be growing in favour. Scotch grains are

still popular in brogue effects, especially for fall wear.

Straps and oxfords predominate, with moccasin toes, toddles, sallies, and other novelties

pressing for attention. The twenty five cent toe seems to be the most popular and heels are flat

or military, although Louis heels still go strong, especially in the novelties. Vamps are three to

three and one eighth inches long and handsome buckles are found on many of the new samples.

Rolled edges and fancy stitching are seen in some of the lines. Square toes and square tips are

seen on some of the mens lines and a good deal of imitation stitching to represent brogue effects.

Heavier soles and thicker edges are found in most of the seasonal shoes.
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Perfection In Women's Footwear
Women have always admired the finer finish and better

leathers used in our own make of pumps and strap slippers.

The perfect shaping and the faultless piping and stitching

have pleased their sense of the really beautiful.

Owens-Elmes Slippers were an instant success when we
began making them two years ago and they are still strong
favorites with well-dressed women in Toronto and in all

parts of Canada. From humble home to vice-regal resid-

ence they have found a patronage. These shoes will give

your store a reputation for exclusive style and good quality.

OWENS-ELMES MANUFACTURING CO.

12-14 Shepparrl Street. Toronto. Ont.
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THIS Misses McKay
is offered for those

in line for big busi-

ness in extremely moder-

rately priced shoes.

Its value is only made
possible through concen-

tration on a few lines

—

McKays and McKay
Welts that exactly fit

the present market.

Samples and prices on

request.

ANT. BON1N
MONTREAL, QUE.

Manufacturing good shoes for

more than 25 years—
Mens, Boys, Youths and Kisses

McKay Welts.

0 s
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I'ierre Bloiiin, Limited.

Lucien Borne.

Ohildrens Shoe Mfg. Co., Limited,

Ludger Duchaine.

Duchaine & Perkins Limited.

Eastern Canada Shoe Co., Limited.

O. Goulet & Son, Limited.

Laehance & Tanguay.

Lagace & Lepiney, Limited.

A. E. Marois, Limited.

Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited.

John Ritchie Co., Limited.

Ohas. E. Hoy.

Luc. Koutier.

J. E. Samson Enr.

The J M Stoho Co., Limited.

Jos. Tanguay.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of
Canada, Limited.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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At the Service of the Industry

The completeness of our service

and its readiness, leaves no doubt

of our ability to be of vital

assistance to Canadian Shoe

Manufacturers in the production

of their lines economically and

at a high standard.

A chain of branch establishments

girdles the industry, so that no
call is too urgent or too exten-

sive for us to respond in a way
that means complete satisfaction.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited
Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch: 28DemersSl. Kitchener: 46 S. Foundry Street
Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.
Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Fleury.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Quebec, Glove M£g., Ltd., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres. 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.
Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Ma/rie de l'Incarnation.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, O, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'Incarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N, 515 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'Incarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr., 026 Fleury.
Fortier N., 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

"Centaur" as its trade name indicates, has a similar foundation to other (so-called)

surface Kid. But, there, all resemblance ceases.

"Centaur" is a leather like no other — except that it is an almost exact likeness of

Kid which it will long out-wear.

We will send samples to those interested.

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST. QUEBEC, P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A complete line of McKays

A leading line of Heavy Staples

Unequalled Hockey and Football Boots.

Better Shoes
at

Better Prices

That has been and is the whole

story of the Samson Line.

It is generally admitted that, to-

day, our lines contain unusual pos-

sibilities for profit.

JUST DROP A LINE — A REPRE-

SENTATIVE WILL CALL.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20 Arago St. QUEBEC

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

.

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE MT'G CO.
LOOTED

47 Colomb St,. Quebec.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when- writing an advertiser
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The British Slipper Mfg. Co. Limited are occupying

a new and up-to-date factory at 105 Berkely St., Toronto,

where they have larger manufacturing facilities. They
were formerly located on Bathurst St., Toronto.

J. A. Sullivan, of the Talbot Shoe Co. Ltd., St. Tho-
mas, Out., was calling on the trade in Toronto last week.

They are showing exceptionally fine lines of shoes for

spring both in men's and women's lines.

Mr. H. D. McKellar, salesman for Oscar Rumpel,
Slipper Manufacturer of Kitchener, was showing his sam-
ples to the Toronto trade last week. Mr. McKellar makes
the Queen's Hotel his headquarters while in Toronto.

Mr. Norman McFaflane of the McEarlane Shoe Co.,

Montreal was at the Queen's Toronto, showing their line

of children's shoes to the trade recently.

Mr. Bert Tilley, of Chas. Tilley &'Son, Toronto, with

a party of friends, spent a few days fishing at Poine-Au-
Baril, and from all reports have some wonderful stories to

tell regarding their fishing.

Mr. J. A. Hamilton, formerly the Toronto repre-

sentative for the Scholl Mfg. Co., Ltd., Chicago, has now
joined the forces of Canadian Arrowsmith Co. Ltd., 57

Queen St. E., Toronto, manufacturers of fool appliances

and specialties. He will represent them all over Canada.

A new shoe store has been opened at 2008 Queen St.

E., Toronto. Messrs. Stewart & Hopkins are the pro-

prietors.

Mr. Tom Henry, of Yorkton, Sask., has brought out-

right the United Shoes Stores Ltd., in that town. Mr.
Henry is an enthusiastic reader of the Slioe and Leather

Journal and in a recent letter states that the Journal is a

wonderful help to keep him abreast with the times and
shoe conditions.

Mr. V. E. Taplin, originator of the Natural Tread
Shoes of his name, was demonstrating his new broad, low-

heeled, broad toed footwear at the recent Peterborough

Exhibition. His shoes have met with ever-growing patron-

age and he is contemplating opening more stores and
agencies throughout Canada.

A new shoe store has been opened at 43 Main St.,

Gait, under the proprietorship of Mr. Mark Mundy. The
store front is very attractive, having lofty double plate

glass windows, the fittings being in mahogany finish and
the walls being decorated with birds and animals and
small chairs, also, being provided.

Fire of unknown cause broke out in the shoe store of

Mr. P. E. Brake, 562 Yonge St., Toronto, recently and
did damage to the extent of $000.00. The fire happened

on Wednesday afternoon when the store was closed.

The Myles Shoe Co., of Toronto, was visited recent-

ly by members of the Lightfingered Fraternity and twenty-

one pairs of shoes were stolen.

A new shoe store has recently been opened in Ha-

milton, Ont., under the proprietorship of Messrs. J. W.
Harvey & Sons.

A change is announced in connection with the Sehure

Shoe House, Hamilton, Out.

A change is announced in connection with the busi-

ness of Mr. John M. Gray, shoe retailer, Toronto.

R. E. Bennett & Co., Toronto, have started in busi-

ness as manufacturers agents, handling boots and shoes,

leathers and findings. Tehy have located at 70 Lombord
Street.

Mr. H. Saunders is about to open a shoe retail store

at 2912 Danforth Ave., Toronto.

The Canadian Shoe Trimming Mfg. Co., Montreal,

have retired from husiness.

The. Rena Footwear Co. Ltd., of Montreal, has re-

tired from business.

TORONTO ADDITION TO WHOLESALE RANKS
Mr. D. R. Feetham, who for a number of years has

had charge of the mail order shoe department of the T.

Eaton Co. Ltd., will shortly open a warehouse at 55 Bay
St., Toronto, handling representative lines of boots, shoes

and rubbers. Mr. Feetham has had a long experience

with the types of merchandise handled by the retailers of

Ontario, and is widely and favorably known among al
k
l

branches of the shoe trade of Canada. His knowledge of

the circumstances surrounding the shoe business, both in

large and small communities, and the fact that he has

personally handled the products of all reputable houses
of Canada, coupled with his merchandising experience ob-

tained from one of the leading merchandisers of America,

a broad grasp of general conditions, a pleasing personality

and sound business ability should assist materially in the

success of his new enterprise.

Mr. D. R. FEETHAM
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WE ARE SHOWING MANY
STRIKING DEPARTURES
FROM THE COMMON
PLACE IN DESIGN AS
WELL AS OUR WELL-

KNOWN LINE OR
STAPLES

Making Welts for Men, Boys,
Youths, Women and Misses; Mc-
kays for Men, Boys, Youths, Women
and Misses; Standard Screw for
Men and Boys.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier St., QUEBEC

McKAYS
for Men, Boys, Youths,

Women, Misses and
Children

of our quality at our price

sell regardless of conditions.

Also Making Standard Screw for Men,

Boys, Youths, Women, Misses and

Children; Welts for Men and Boys

and Mock Welts for Women.

Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

ONESIWE GOULET & SON Limited

575 St. Valier St. Quebec.

TANGUAY
McKAYS

Are sold freely in towns where
they appreciate rock bottom
prices for Staple Shoes.

WORK SHOES

Genuine Solid Standard Screw
Shoes that wear like a pig's

nose.

Hockey and Hunting Boots

With a Patent Leather Strap
Lacing, appreciated wherever
they are sold.

JOS. TANGUAY
QUEBEC

m

Those who have carried our lines in

the past take for granted that our

standard of production will not be

lowered.

This season our values are even

better.

McKAYS and S. SCREW
For MEN, BOYS and YOUTHS

LUC ROUTIER
56 Colomb, QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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La Parisienne Shoe Co. of Montreal have erected an
addition to their factory 45x45 feet and four stories

high. This enlargement was made necessary in order to

give more room for the cutters and lasters. The addition

will increase their capacity about 15 per cent.

Mr. Geo. H. Edwards, veteran shoemaker of Detroit,

Mich., when writing recently to subscribe for the Shoe
and Leather Journal, said there were fifteen hundred shoe

repair men in Detroit and thought the Journal "Might
wake them up a bit". He also sent his good luck.

Mr. S. F. Fox has commenced in the shoe retail busi-

nes in Hamilton, Out.

National Shoe Store, Ltd., is a recent registration in

Montreal.

Mr. Tebbutt of the Tebbutt Shoe & Leather Co., Ltd.,

Three Rivers, Que., was up in Toronto recently on busi-

ness.

Mr. Griffith of the B. B. Griffith Co., Hamilton, was
registered at the Queen's. Toronto, recently showing sam-
ples to the Toronto trade.

Mr. Harvey E. Graham of Win. A. March Co., Que-
bec, was a business visitor to Toronto recently.

The Toronto Branch of Ames Holden McCready,
Ltd., are about to move between Oct. 1st and 15th, from
their present location on Wellington St. W., to Front St.

opposite the former Union Station.

Mr. L. H. Choquette, shoe retailer of Marieville, Que.,

has retired frcin business.

Mr. W. H. Myers, of La Parisienne Shoe Co., Mont-
real, is showing samples of his lines at the Queen's Hotel,

Toronto. The company have been at great trouble and
expense in providing a complete new layout of lasts and
patterns. The range of both welts and turns is of a most
comprehensive character and exemplifies the hist word in

style and shoe making. The novelty lines comprise all types

of straps, pumps, sandals, with cut outs, inlays and fancy

stitching. A new line is a series of strap boots with suede

or fabric tops. Mr. Myers says he takes off his hat to no
one in this country or any other when it comes to snappy
foot wear.

Messrs. Arthur Bell and Harvey McKean of the

Blachford Shoe Mfg. Co., spent a few days in New York,

ostensibly to look over the styles. Unfortunately, however,

Arthur had to do must of the looking alone, as Harvey
went to bed as soon as they arrived and finally returned

to Toronto with a fine case of scarlet fever. His friends

are hoping that under the circumstances his sojourn at the

Isolation Hospital will be as pleasant as possible and not

too prolonged.

Mr. Howard Blachford of H. & C. Blachford, Toron-

to, recently made a flying trip to New York and other

centres. He says that long skirts may be the vogue but the

hosiery and footwear are still very much in evidence.

Messrs. John and James Clark, of St. Stephens, N.B.,

have been visiting the Ontario trade during the past couple

of weeks. They are gratified with the reception they have

received, and pleased with the amount of immediate busi-

ness they have booked. They find that Ontario retailers

have not got to the point where they will pass up an op-

portunity to buy high class McKays at prices that are

more than reasonable.

As we close our form we learn that Mrs Peter Doig

has become seriously ill. Blood transfusion was necessay,

and Mr. Doig would permit no one but himself to submit

to the operation. The entire trade will join us in our hope

that the wife of one of our best liked men will speedily

recover.

Messrs. Dave Marsh and Harvey Graham, of Wm.
Marsh Co., Quebec, have been spending some time visiting

rhe Ontario Trade.

Mr. D. J. DeVine, well known in the shoe trade of

Ontario, but who has been located for some years in Win-
nipeg, has just returned to the west after spending three

months with his people in Deloro, Ontario. M. DeVine
ays he has had a wonderful holiday and is returning to

the job full of enthusiasm and pep.

Mr. G. Smyth, of the Royal Shoe Store, Toronto, was
recently looking over them in the big city on the Hudson.

The trade will regrett to learn of the very serious

illness of Mr. John Abernethy, head Western salesman
for Perth Shoe Co. Ltd., Perth, Out. He was suddenly
taken ill while in Winnipeg about two weeks ago and im-
mediatly left for his home in Toronto. As far as we
know now, he will not be able to go on the road again
this season. Accordingly, Mr. Ansley has left for Win-
nipeg and is going right through to the coast calling on
the trade.

The above photos show the Exterior and Interior of

the Messrs. Cornett Bros. & Clark's store, in Hastings

St., Vancouver. This firm, which was incorporated about

1 8 months ago, took over the present permises at that time,

•which was originally the shoe department of William

Dicks, men's outfitter. Previous to that Cornett Bros,

were located a block west of present site for 614 years.

They do an exclusive business in men's and boy's footwear

and claim to be the largest exclusive store in the Domi-
nion of Canada, and sell only the most reliable makes of

footwear and conduct their business on sound principles

and without the aid of special sales. Mr. J. W. Cornett,

the President, came to Vancouver twelve years ago a
-

was with E. Stark, and later manager for J. Rea, the Sh<

Man. He also spent sometime on the road for Messrs.

Ames, Holden, McCready Ltd. Mr. C. Clrak, Vice-Pre-

sident, is a native of Spokane and was with the Johnstons

Big Boot Store until he opened and managed the shoe

department of W. Dick Ltd.
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TORONTO SHOE MEN CONSIDER RETAIL
CREDIT SITUATION

Shoe manufacturers and wholesalers in Ontario, at

a meeting in Toronto, Friday, Septembre 30, 1921, took

action to" protect their interests, and the interests of ho-

nest retail shoe merchants, against those retailers who

attempt to shirk their rightful obligations by unwarranted

assignments and easy settlements with creditors through

compromises. Those at the meeting, while recognizing

that there were exceptional circumstances when special

consideration was necessary, were agreed that advantage

was being taken of manufacturers and wholesalers, that

immoderate leniency on their part was being abused, and

that a dependable agency should be asked to make a re-

commendation to the creditors in all cases of assigments

or applications for compromise or extension, before any

settlement is made. It was judgment of the meeting also

that' thorough investigation would discourage fraudulent

bankruptcies.

Resolutions were passed similar to those passed by

Montreal manufacturers and wholesaler-, as reported on

page 42 of this issue.

The meeting appointed a committee to confer with the

Canadian Credit Men's Trust Association and to report

on the possibility of interesting other groups of manufac-

turers and wholesales in a policy of adequate investigation

of assignments, with a view to considerate treatment of

all honest retailers but the prevention of abuses and de-

tection of fraud by the comparatively small but harm I'ul

minority of merchants, and the safeguardi lg of legitimate

business interests.

JOB. THE HIDEMONGER
We are indebted to Mr. S. R. Wickett for the follow-

ing, whichis from the pen of Mr. P. A. Groves, Hide

Broker, of Chicago.

"And behold, there dwelt in the land of the U.S. a

certain Job, a hidenionger, and upright and righteous man
who took his medicine and lived up to his contract-'. And
Job prospered exceeding and his riches were exceeding

great, so that he had the hides of five thousand she cattle

and ten thousand he cattle and three thousand bullocks

and eight thousand sheep and the skins of nine thousand

calves." And the usurers looked upon Job with favor and

they offered to lend him of their store of gold and silver

and precious metals at the rate of six per cent.

"But Satan looked upon dob and decided that lie

ought to try him to see what he was made of and so, while

Job feasted with his wife and kids, a messenger came

running with great speed and related unto Job how that

the' leathermongers had descended upon his hide cellar

and his five thousand she cattle hides dropped from the

value of sixty sheckles of silver and that they were worth

GOODYEAR WELTS

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED
Makers of Shoes for

MEN
WOMEN

BOYS
MISSES

YOUTHS
CHILDREN

To Jobbers Only

Capacity 5000 pairs a day, enabling us to

make 10 Days Delivery on Rush Orders.

McKAYS Standard Screw

only seven. And while the messenger yet spake, another

messenger came running and related how that the enemy

had lit into his hide cellar and that his ten thousand hides

cf cattle had dropped from fifty four sheckles until they

were worth nine sheckles, only nobody would buy them

at that price. And while this messenger yet spake, ano-

ther came running to say that the order for the three

thousand bullock hides had been cancelled and so Job

bad to keep the hides of the bullocks for two years and

then give them away. And another messenger came and

told how the sheep pelts were all heated and even if they

were sound they would not be worth anything. And while

Job rent his hair and began to take off his coat and vest,

other messenge rs came and related how that his calfskins

were all salt stained and he might as well send them to

the Kodak works to be made into movie films.

"And while Job was having trouble to keep his shirt

on. the usurer sent over and demanded that his gold and

silver should be returned forthwith, together with all the

interest. But when Job told how that he could not pay,

the usurer was wont to renew the notes hut the interest

would be seven per cent.

"And there came friends of Job and comforted him
saying that it might lie worse. And they told him how
'hat the shoes were down a dollar a pair, so that he could

get a new pair of shoes for the price of twenty or thirty

hides. And still others told him how that the price of

meat had go nedown so that he could get four lamb chops

for the price of two sheep skins, and Job was greatly

comforted.

."Anyway, while Job had no boils, still he could not

find out what to do when he signed a collateral note and
found the collateral worth nothing. And so he girded up
his loins and went out to try to make up his losses and
hoped that sometime he might be worth twice as much as

he was before."

CHAS. E. ROY & CO.
(REG.)

DKALKliS IX

New and Second-Hand Machinery

Leather and Shoe Findings

Let us know your requirements

We may have what you want

31 Colomb St. QUEBEC CITY

High-Grade

WOOD HEELS
All Styles

Prompt Service

Standard Quality

Canadian Trade a Specialty

G. H. MOORE HEEL CO.
39 N. Water St. Rochester, N.Y.
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Timely
Advertising

An Example of Publicity Which
Educates the Public— Some Com:
ments.

In these days there is a lot to be said for the fellow

who can strike the note of originality, and couple with it

An appeal that appears sensible or attractive to the public.

Too much of our consumer advertising has dealt with cut

rate prices, special sales, and has had a general bargain-

counter tone to it. The result has been that all over the

country dealers say they have been able to maintain
volume at the expense of profits, that all their business

was forced business. Meanwhile, the newspapers in editor-

ial and news colums and in letters from "Pro Bono
Public", "Indignant Reader", "Nec Plus Ultra",

"Vomica", "Ad Infinitum", and all active and associate

members of the knockers club, have kept dinging away
at the fact or alleged fact — that hides and leathers were
worth less than nothing, consequently shoes should be

given away; that shoe manufacturers and retailers were
profiteers; that there was a nigger in the woodpile, and
they'd have his blood or bust. The poor shoe retailer

Note tHe chart ! It tells a wonderful story! It tells why
•hoe price* should be downt They are — at Sevlyn's.

WHATC WRONG WITH
THE SHOE BUSINESS?

Wh*t'» wrong with the shoe business? The Public won't buy! Stock* ere enormous! The so-called

"buyers' strike" is on! Trade is sluggish! Merchants say "prices are down." The Public says "prices

*re up." Some deny, others argue t Let's find out what's wrong!

To distinguish between eotlon and silk, between gold-plated

wire and solid gold, between pine arid mahogany, between
worthy shoes and unworthy shoes, between right pnees and
wrong price)—that is the basis of things today.

Simple ai this may seem, the Public has for years been

paying silk prices for cotton, bought second-class pine

when the same money would have bought first-class mahog-
any; paid high prices (or low quality shoes. But that day
is at an end. The yardstick and the weighing scale arc

valueless unless the nature of the article which is being

measured or weighed is understood. So let's have FACTS
— purf unadulterated facts.

It is an indisputable fact, that every article which goes into

the manufacture of a pair of shoes HAS DROPPED FROM
40* TO 150%. Leather, linings, thread, eyelets, laces, all

have taken the great desecnt. All but labor—yet when it is

taken into consideration that the labor cost of manufactur-

ing a pair o( highest grade shoes is but $IXH—it will be

readily seen that labor it no obstacle to the decline of retail

shoe prices.

Shoes cost less— they should sell for less Thjt is regie.

What. then, is wrong with. Ibe shoe business' NOTHING!
That is, nothing if you will but buy at the right place—at

the shop that is doing business in harmony with today's

,t $7 SO that cost

514 a Mm
rock—down where they should be, dnwn in proper relation

to their manufacturing eost. Here. NOTHING IS WRONG
WITH THE SHOE BUSINESS.

'

NO REASON exists wh/ evtry man. woman or child

should delay (heir shoe buying, no reason why they should

not have the highest quality shoes at pnees low enough to

.afford- That it why our shop is busy. That Is why our

business, is at its highest mark. That -S why SEV LYN

S

is so popular.

There is no reason for high priced shot). Take our solemn

word for that. Better yet—come and inveitigalel We a>e

not philanthropists! We do business at a profit, BUT we
profit best when our customers profit MOST Through
serving you—we serve ourselves. On that basis and with

that creed we invite your patronage. Can you afford to

buy your shoes elsewhere J

Our men's Shoes are priced $5 to $10.
Oar women's Shoes are priced $5 to $10.

Our children's Shoes are priced $2 to $4.75.

^bb\ —'LI MITED— ^S»
GOOD BDOTWEAJt FOR MEN.WOMEN

raised loud lamentations, and in isolated cases made replies

which remained unheard amidst the clamor.
It has remained for a Montreal retailer to fire the

first real gun in reply, by means of the advertisement
we reproduce on this page. While some of Sevlyn's
competitors might take issue with some of the statements
or inferences made, as appearing to reflect on them, or on
their prices, we presume the advertiser's justification

would be that he was paying for the advertisement and was
entitled to the major credit which might be accruing
from it.

On the other hand, there is no question but that the
general public would read this advertisement, and read
it from beginning to end. The details as to price reduction
in the individual parts of the shoe would check with
what they have been taught by the newspapers. This is

followed up by strong statements as to reduction in shoe
prices, which, even if they did not draw customers to

Selvyn's would help to dispel the idea that retail shoe
prices are out of reason. For the average reasoning per-

son knows that if one man on St. Catharine Street in

Montreal, Yonge St. in Toronto, or Main Street in Brown's
Corners is selling shoes of a certain quality at a certain

price, then his competitor on the same street or around
the corner, must sell the same shoe within striking dis-

tance of that price, or put up his shutters.

In general, therefore, we say that more of this type
of publicity is required. Give the people facts, and lots of

them. If you are afraid to do so, there must really be in

existence that "Ethiopian in the woodpile". If you are

in the clear as regards standards of quality and price,

look the people in the eye, tell them your story; if ne-

cessary give the newspapers the lie on some of their un-
considered and unfounded misstatements. And you will

not only be doing a service to the shoe trade as a whole,

but you will be bringing customers into your store, and
boosting your business. Sevlyn did

:

SHOE TERMS AND THEIR MEANING TO THE
AVERAGE MAN

Ankle : A protruding bone just above the foot, made to

hit chairs in the dark.

Arch Support : A ten-pound weight to be worn with sore

feet.

Bellows Tongue : A windy individual.

Bath Slipper : One who steps on a piece of soap in the

bath tub.

Blin Eyelets

shoes.

Button Hook
holes.

Corns : Weather predictions worn on the feet.

Oolf Shoe : Worn when playing "cow pasture pool".

Heel : The last part of a shoe and which wears out first.

Inner Sole : A scrap of paper.

Lining : Latest wrinkles in shoes.

Lace : Something to trip over.

Outer Sole : A thin piece of paper "between you and the

world".

Rubber : Part of body between head and shoulders.

Top : Piece of tin stuck on end of imitations of Beaded
Tip Laces and which pulls off the first time worn.

Vamp : Theda Bara. —"Shoe Topics".

Messrs. F. Hickey, of Jno. R. Evans & Co., of Boston,

Charlie McGaffev, Vice-President of Thomas G. Plant.

Shoe Co., Gus. Hennessy, of H-T Shoe Co., of Lynn,

spent a few days in Montre al early in October on a vaca-

tion.

Small openings hidden in the front of

An ingenious device for tearing button
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There is Work
To be Done

Are You Getting Your Share?

Are you Doing Your Part?

How are You Stirring Up Trade?

It can be taken for granted that the long spell of un-

usually clear weather cannot last indefinitely. In many
respects one likes to see a protracted period of so-called

"fine" weather. But to the shoe repair man dry, bright

weather can only be looked at as advantageous from a few
angles. First, if his business has been slack, the type of

weather permits him to go himself, or take his family on
little outings, second, it means that a lot of walking is

oeing done and much shoe leather worn out ; so he can
look forward to at least a mild rush of work when rougher
weather heaves in sight. All of which is very nice if said

repairer classes himself as an optimist ; but it does not
help to pay the rent or buy shoes for the baby.

But in this good old Canada of ours there are some-
things we can be sure of. And one of them is that sooner
or later Jack Frost wakes up from his nap and goes to it.

And his time is not so far distant.

The remark has often been made that the footwear
of the men of the country is in a sad state of disrepair.

And at the risk of tiresome repetition let us again say
that this is only too true. It is the exception to see a man
on any of our streets whose shoes compare in appearance
for a minute with those of the women on the same street.

And what is the answer ? Nothing but the fact that sooner
or later these men have got to be reshod. They have two
alternatives, to buy new shoes, or to have the old ones re-

paired. Whether they have the money to pay for it or not,
as our old friends Gilbert and Sullivan say, "has nothing
to do with the case". Depending on circumstances, there-
fore, a -great proportion of them are going to turn to the
repair man for relief, with the result that a period of

congestion will ensue. What is to prevent this work being
spread over a more reasonable length of time ? It is up to
the repair man to do Ids part, if that is to be effected.

It would seem that this is the psychological moment
for the shoe repair man to commence his attack on the
general public ; to enverlastingly drive the fact home to

Big Profits On

The "NATIONAL" -
A Superior Shoe Plate

!

Are you one of the very few finding
houses in the United States and Canada
not handling this NATIONAL shoe
plate ?

If so, we solicit the opportunity of send-
ing you samples showing you just how
convenient are the three sizes they
come in, why they are easy to drive on
and hard to wear off, give you an actual
look at the special cold rolled steel used.

And there is a most interesting profit

for YOU.

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells Street

Chicago, Illinois

Increased Profits and
constant Repeat Orders
from Satisfied Customers

the Result of Hand-JS

ling our 'SILVERITE" Lamb's Wool Soles.

'SHOE FINDINGS THAT SELL"

"SBUVEL" Cemented Heel Lining
Repairer These cuts illustrate only a few

of the Findings Specialties we
manufacture.

Write for Catalog and Price List

'WARMTREAD" Cushion Insoles made of
"Korxole" and Whites Cushion Felt.

THE SILVERITE CO.
Formerly L. G. & S. S. COMPANY

81 High Street Boston, Mass- U.S.A.

"SELWEL"' Stitched Heel Lining
Repairer Stitched with a smooth zig-

zag stitch.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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them that now is the time to put their footwear in shape

for the late fall and winter weather. The statement is

made that a man would rather buy new shoes than pay

present repair prices. Judging from present shoe prices

m Canada, we have not reached that stage yet. So the

sdioe repairer should be prepared to go ahead on the basis*

that there is business available if he gets after it.

Many repair men have not yet discovered that they

have windows, others have just made the discovery, while

fj few are working their windows to the best possible ad-

vantage. It is all right to dress your windows, and to"

change them once a week. But a well laid out and planned

window cannot only attract the eye of the passer by, but

can be used to educate the public, to draw them into your

store, and to persuade them of the immediate necessity

and economy of shoe repairs. As one repairman said, "I

don't worry about being dignified, I hit 'em in the eye.

It's a long time since I was too dignified to make my
windows carry their share of the load. And I must say

that though business has been slow at times, I have really

little complaint to make To my mind the fellow that says

it is beneath his dignity to do some advertising stunts is

really too lazy, that's all."

Other repair men have been digging around for ideas

and have decided to spend a little money in newspaper

advertising. Some have dug up their mailing lists, cor-

rected them and added to them, and are sending cicular

letters and direct-mail advertising matter. It is not a

case for novelties. It is a case for direct, personal solicit-

ation of shoe repair business^ which exists undoubtedly in

the form of an accumulation of pavement-worn shoes that

must be mended before the snow flies.

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwea r

" builds
prestige and an enviable reputa-
tion for better grade retailers.

They are carefully made of se-
lected materials by expert turn
workmen.'1'

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOB HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

Landis Outfits are Money Makers
Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the

prices are reasonable and the terms easy.

We have many models of Stitchers and Finishers. Write for

complete Catalogue with price and terms.

I J* H)I 1_* /^i No. 1515 25th St.

Landis Machine L,o. st. louis, u s a.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher

Sold Outright. No Royalty.
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NEW CASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors, White, Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf, Splits,
Indias, Heavy Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Cloths.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch—335 Craig St. W.. Montreal
Factory—Wilmington, Del.. U.S.A.

United States Hotel
Lincoln, Beach and Kingston Sts.

BOSTON, MASS.

Near South Terminal and easily reached from North
Station hy derated

European Plan $2.00 up

Jas. G. Hickey, Manager G. W. Hanlon, Asst. Mgr.

KANGAROO
We are headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds.

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco* Matt Kidd

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW-YORK, U.S.A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

J.HARDYSMITH & SONS H,D
^&\5S

HER

CODES: MAKCONI, BENTLET, L1EBER.
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTER. Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.

Good Welting Splices Increase Production
because your operators have fewer stops on account of poorly-formed and
breaking splices. The splices of our Goodyear and McKay Welting are

made with exceeding care and skill, and are tenaciously held together by
the most powerful adhesive obtainable. "Show you" samples sent by
return mail to anyone interested.

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
INCORPORATED

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

Department of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass.
SALES OFFICES:

BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA, Southwest Corner Fifth and Arch Streets- CINCINNATI 410
East Eighth Street; CHICAGO, 305 West Lake Street; ST. LOUIS, No. 1419 Olivs St.ROCHESTER, N.T., 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY. 33 Spruce Street.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND. Messrs, Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.
FRANCE: Louis Dubois, 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris.
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A QUESTION of "SERVICE"

[T'OR two seasons past, the merchants of
A Canada have been under-buying-even

for their restricted requirement

This condition has emphasized the ser-

vice it is possible to receive from the Whole-

sale Distributor of Shoes, who time after

time, again and again has come to the

rescoe of the Store Short of both sizes

and lines.

To-day, the Shoe Jobbers are better orga-

nized than ever. To the ordinary so-called

"Staples" they have added many of the

popular novelties of the day on some of

which they are prepared to give immediate

delivery and on others they can promise

early shipments.

Whether looking for Staples or Novelties,

your Jobber can serve you as never before.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser
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Newer Styles

For Spring

New Spring Samples are just coming in and our repre-

sentatives will shortly be able to show the best of them

to you.

Remember, first, that it is safe to order well in advance

particularly when you can place with a house such as

ours which carries a liberal stock from which you can

sort at will.

SantfH Hobtnsmi (Emttjranij

1B4 Mt(&\ll g>ttnt Mmttml
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Just Starting Out
away on their various roads, facing the new season strong and fresh with
new lines and new values, our men are headed for the Trade full of con-

fidence and optimism. So full of interest is the choice and varied range
they are showing that shoemen will welcome their visit and make it a
means of solving their Spring Placing Problems. It will afford them their

last opportunity of gauging style tendencies and of selecting the shoes
that will exactly meet their individual demands.

Straps, Ties, Ball Straps

Oxfords High Cuts and Brogues
for Women for Men
as well as a full range of the reliable staple footwear for which our House
has become justly famous.

Those merchants whose stocks are not at their best for Fall and Winter
selling should be sure to see our showing of

Hockey Boots, Oil Tans, Felts and Rubber Footwear

CI TODITDC ^ur ran£e °f English and Canadian made slippers

dLilllEiIViJ is the most complete and varied assortment show-
ing. It features the strongest selling models in

the most popular shades and fabrics.

We urge you to give our men the opportunity of showing you these lines.

j. a. McLaren cssh
30 Front St. W Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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R. B. GRIFFITH & CO.

"THE WHITE SHOE HOUSE"

Our representatives are now on the road with the largest

and most complete line of white samples ever shown on the

Canadian Market made in, Kid, Buck, Polar Kloth, Rein-

skin, Eve Cloth and Canvas.

Goodyear welt, Hand turn, and McKay.
Widths A to E.

It will pay you to carefully inspect our samples before

buying.

Our representatives are

Western Ontario -

Eastern Ontario - -

Toronto, Ont. - -

Hamilton, Ont. - -

Quebec - - - -

Maritime Provinces

Western Provinces -

R. B. GRIFFITH & CO.
HAMILTON, ONT.

J. V. MORIN
THOS. MORROW
R. C. FOY
A. J. ANGUS
W. E. W. LESSARD
ROMEO BROSSEAU
G. R. FERGUSON

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Lennox Staples

Are Leaders

Genuine worthiness in quality and a
full measure of value have earned
for our staple shoes a position of

leadership throughout the trade.

They are the kind of shoes that fill

a big demand for Fall and Winter
trade. Your customers will appre-
ciate their superior merits.

Felt Footwear

Of The First Class

Variety, quality and price classify

our complete range of Felt Footwear

as the finest being shown to the

Canadian trade. Make your Felt

Department play a big part in your

Fall and Winter trade by featuring a

selection of our reliable productions.

JOHN LENNOX & COMPANY
THE SLIPPER HOUSE OF CANADA

Hamilton, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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WH
SHOE COMPANX umited

TORONTO.
WHOLESALE SHOE DISTR

Starting Out Strong
It is an unusually fine range with which White Shoe

Company Travellers are. now starting out. It is of

unusual interest both from the standpoint of variety

and value — featuring the latest up-to-the-minute

styles in

Straps, Ties and Oxfords
For Women

Ball otraps an d Brogues
For Men

as well as a complete range of the trade's best produc-

tions in staple footwear.

Do not place your orders until our men show you these

lines. It is an opportunity to do some real profitable

buying in sure selling goods.

WHITE SHOE CO., LIMITED
9 Wellington St. West Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CLATWORTHY DISPLAY FIXTURES
Sell MORE Shoes

To make your store windows get the attention of a»ll passers-toy, display ypur shoes with the use of these

artistic fixtures. Their smart appearance lends character to your store. Supplied in all the period designs,

finished in Old Ivory or Roman Gold. Order a selection now and add to the attractiveness of your store for

the Fall and Winter Season. New illustrated catalogue sent on request.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES : CANADA

MONTREAL, E. O. Barette & Co., 301 St. James St, VANCOUVER, M. E. Hatt & Co., 318 Homer St.

QUEBEC, Nap. Debigare, 205 Des Fosses St. WINNIPEG, S. J. Barley, General Delivery,

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



It is but in keeping with our policy to always feature the very latest

novelties and at the same time keep the price within bounds.

The Hiawatha 3 strap centre buckle moccasin should surely bring an

added empetus to your Fall trade. Made in Patent, Chocolate Brown
Calf Filbert Brown Calf, and Gun Metal Calf with 9/8 heel, to retail at

from $7.85 to $8.25.

tjfio-it.'i, u^e&^d- c/e/cve'l

PERTH SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
Largest Manufacturers in Canada of Women's Fine Welts Exclusively.

PERTH ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing- an advertiser
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The Peterboro Shoe

The reason Ackerman Staple Shoes occupy
such a prominent place is because of their

REAL GOODNESS. Good materials, well

built — giving Comfort, Appearance and
Service in every shoe.

A dependable seller for Fall and Winter
trade.

Distributors for

Maple Leaf Brand Rubbers
Fleet Foot Outing: Shoes

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co., Limited
PETERBORO, ONT. Western Branch, REGINA, SASK.

MAKERS OF THE "PETERBORO" SHOE

CHROME PATENT SIDES
DULL CHROME SIDES
BRIGHT BOARDED

SIDES
RETAN STORM

LEATHER
CHROME TONGUE

SPLITS

TAN CHROME SIDES
MAHOGANY CHROME

SIDES
ROYAL PURPLE

CHROME SIDES
ELKS, various colors

WHITE BUCK

The High Standards Per-

sistently Adhered to In

The Production Of Robson

Leathers Make Them Out-

standing In Appearance

and Superior In Durability.

Robson Colored Sides Fea-

ture the Shades That Are

Fashion's Choice.

ROBSON LEATHER CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of

excess meat. Thoroughly cured and
out of our first salting.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable

tare, giving an excellent delivery.

Hide and Calfskin Cellar, MONTREAL
OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FOLLOWS:

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John, N.B.
Windsor, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.
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OTHER ADVERTISERS SAY "
\

we save them time and money j

make their sales appeal interesting. \

: Whether you are Advertising Manager or take =

: care of advertising in "odd hours" you ought to ;

: learn of our services in writing, illustrating, de- :

: signing or printing catalogs, booklets, folders and :

| letters. :

Write for full informatio n while the thought is £

before you. You'll be glad you did. Samples Will =

: be sent immediately. ;

1 Connell— Monroe I
Ibl Summer St.

\BOSTON - * ^ MASS.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St W„ Montreal

PERCY J. MULBURN, Agent

553 St Valier Street Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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CORRUGATED
AND

FIBRE

Shipping Containers
"A Case for Every Requirement

Corrugated Paper Box Company, Limited

TORONTO CANADA

MARK

Our NON-ROYALTY

Standard - Consolidated

Lasting Machine

The Best Lasting

Machine

on the Market

All Parts are Interchangeable.

For Prices and Particulars apply

The Machinery Company

Limited

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup. Near Manchester, England

No. Bit—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and No. B4—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,

Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which

is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
32 Front St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes

Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 St. Hubert St., Montreal, Canada

Calumet 1959

Introducing
to the Trade our new two. three, four and

five
"

STRAP SPATS
in Felts and Broadcloths in all the Fashion-

able Shades.

The usual first grade material and good work-
manship that characterize all our footwear

productions give outstanding' quality and

value to these popular spats.

Deliveries in two to three weeks.

Samples on request

Silver Footwear Co.
107 Front St. E. Toronto

Mention "Sftoe cmd Leather Journal" when ivriting an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE'
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE NEW YORK CHICAGO

'We deliver what you buy'
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITSARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



No. 805-205 Last, Black Kid,

B. to E.

BECAUSE of their style alone these new lasts and patterns from the
Clark Bros line would get enthusiastic reception from the Trade,
but they will be particularly welcomed by dealers because of the

popular prices at which they can be retailed.

Four to six weeks delivery,

in all leathers and all lasts.

No. 811-210 Last, Black or Brown, No. 833-210 Last, Grecian Sandal, all

Calf or Kid. B. to E. leathers, B. to E.

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N.B.
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[BORK'S FALLS^
CANADA

PENETANG
Hemlock Sole Leather

The staple season is here and with it

comes an unusually large demand for

heavy gauge stock in this popular
tannage.

We believe buyers of heavy leather are

well advised to anticipate their require-

ments...

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Kitchener

Penetang

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

SALES OFFICES
Montreal QuebecToronto Vancouver

TANNERIES AT
Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls

MMIllllJMllHlllllWIIIlMl llllkm ll^JllHllllHlliiiiiiiimiiimiiiwiiiiHjs^^/^
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D. P. Counters
A Standard Grade For Every Purpose

A Fiber Counter that will be easily handled in the

**• factory, that will hold the true shape of the shoe,

that will give easy-fitting in the store and that will out-

wear most of the shoe in which it is placed — such a

good counter bears the "D & P" name and carries the

"D & P" full guarantee.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

ST. HYACINTHE 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL

REPRESENTATIVES

:

For Ontario:—E. R Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto
For Quebec City:—Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention "S/toe and Leather Journal" when toriting an advertiser
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THE BRUTE. A high grade,

wft-toed, doubled-soled men's
welt. Made in all leathers.

THE demand of the day is for a fine Mens Welt, well

made on a medium round toe and to retail "at a price".

Because Tetrault Welts fill this demand, and all other needs

of the merchant for Mens Welts, the Tetrault plant is to-

day the largest shoe factory in Canada.

"Mens Fine Welts and the Right Price".

Sold By Good Jobbers Everywhere.

TETRAULT SHOE M'FG CO.,
Limited

MONTREAL, P. Q.

THE LARGEST SHOE MANUFACTURERS IN CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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r kid
The Leather
for Fine Shoes

A lively, brilliant

Havana Brown

Vode HAVANA BROWN is a

lWely brilliant color that puts

"kick" into shoes — that makes

them stand out by themselves in

the show window.

Another interesting point about

-Vode HAVANA BROWN is the

fine quality skins we are using —
bought to advantage some months
ago and recently landed.

It will always pay you to ask for

Vode Kid — the leather that plain-

ly shows its fineness in the shoe.

THE STANDARD KID CO.
Boston, Mass.

Branches in New York, Philadelphia, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago, St. Louis and Montreal.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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H9HH HHHHH
No. 495. Patent Three Straps
Instep Buckle Turn with Full
Louis Heel. Cut out vamp.
White Silk Bound and Filled.

On "Romance" last. To Retail
at $9.00:

No. 494. All No. 30 Nubuck.
Double Row of Black French
Cord. Black Stitched Tip. On
same last as above. To Retail
at $10.00.

THERE is an unusual character to this new Creation for Spring that

will be appreciated by critics of style and shoe-making. It is made
in several handsome combinations showing the new popular shortened

vamp.

This is but representative of the many fine numbers found in the Bell line

for spring—a line of shoes of the highest character made for your better

trade.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Sample Room at 123 Bay Street, Room 206, Stair Building, Toronto.

C. E. FICE, Representative.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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IN-STOCK

No. 944-1 : Patent Sally-Sandal same as illustration only carrying medium
cuban heel. Perforations backed in white. Goodyear welt. Price

$.25. Ready Oct. 27.

Packed ready to ship in 15's, combination 6B's, 9C's, and 15's and 30's,

C's and D's all regular assorted sizes.

PERTH SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
Largest Manufacturers in Canada of Women's Fine Welts Exclusively.

PERTH ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Womans welt. A Three Strap
Buckle made in many beautiful

combinations.

THERE is a clearly defined character to each "Frank W. Slater's

Srider" creation that stamps it as a shoe of unquestionable high

standard. They are designed and made for your better trade, and

salesmen who are now on the road are carrying many interesting numbers

that will stimulate this better trade of yours.

In addition, our customers have at their command an "In Stock Depart-

ment" which offers over three dozen lines ready for immediate shipment.

Use this service and save money.

By every standard of comparison Strider Shoes are better.

EAGLE SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
587 BEAUDRY STREET MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and, Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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BUT the shoeman cannot go after it if he is limited by the appeal of

his stock. It's like going after a gallon of water with a quart pail.

There is plenty of new business to be had, but the retailer must equip

himself with the lines that GET it—create the demand and satisfy it.

Talbot Shoes are liked best by the dealers who are going the strongest

after better business, and are getting it. Such styles and values as are

offered in Talbot have only to be shown to your customers to put them
in the buying mood.

TALBOT SHOE CO., LIMITED
ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Look Ahead !

MAKE SURE OF YOUR SPEED KINGS

FIRST thing to do in lining up your stock for next Spring and Summer
is to settle the Outing Shoe Question. The new line of Speed Kings

will do that for you and do it right. We have added new models that

reflect the latest footwear styles—snappy strap specialties for which

fashion has made a big popular demand—shoes for every sporting wear

that leave no demand unsupplied.

See these complete lines at any of our wholesalers NOW. You cannot go

wrong in making your selection early. Speed Kings offer gilt-edged

security as to steady profitable sales.

INDEPENDENT WHOLESALERS
Amherst Boot & Shoo Co., Limited Halifax, N.S.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S.

Brown, Rochette, Limited - - Quebec, Que.
James Robinson Co., Limited - Montreal, Que.
3. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto, Ont.

White Shoe Co.. Limited - Toronto, Ont.

C. Weaver ----- Trenton, Ont.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - London, Ont.
T. Long & Brother, Limited - Collingwood, Ont.
The Independent Rubber Co. Limited Winnipeg, Man.
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited
Dowers Limited
The J. Leckfe Co., Limited

Regina, Sask.
Edmonton, Alta.
Vancouver, B.C.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited

Merritton Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather JowrnaV when writing an advertiser
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Tried

And Found Better

WE welcome the tests that the most critical can apply to Eclipse

Shoes.

Because our own tests are as rigid as any that can be applied. Surviving

them, Eclipse Shoemaking is all that anyone can desire, offering more
than people demand in style and quality, thereby getting the trade that

can be held only by Better Value.

Dealers now ordering new lines are exceptionally well pleased with the

Eclipse Showing.

Investigate Eclipse Values before placing your order. Travellers are

now out.

GALT SHOE MFG, CO., LIMITED
GALT, ONTARIO

Mention "S/ioe and heather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Lawrence Leathers are

Reliable Leathers

BLACK DIAMOND
CHROME PATENT

Whenever a renewed call for patent leather is in evidence, there is an
immediate and marked demand for Black Diamond Chrome Patent.

This is only natural in view of the high average of satisfaction given by
this Lawrence specialty.

Few, if indeed any, shiny leathers will stand the

strain of shoe manufacture with so high a per-

centage of success as Black Diamond. It follows

that shoes made from this leather give the most
satisfactory service to the wearer.

Remember this when ordering or making patent leather shoes.

A. C. LAWRENCE LEATHER CO.
161 SOUTH STREET BOSTON

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS,

CINCINNATI, MILWAUKEE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE secret of G. L. & H. popularity lies in the fact that our entire

production is on a very few lines of a definite, standard grade, made
for and sold to the Jobber at such prices that when the merchant

offers them to his customers the price is lower than would be expected.

Your Jobber can show you these great values.

SEE THIS FULL LINE AND ITS WONDERFUL VALUES.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & He'bert

55 KENT STREET, MONTREAL.

& — —
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" uolien writing an advertiser
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No. 3060. Ca// Wom(?ns
ivifft spor< heel and wing tip.

A special value sold to the
jobber.

Many Jobbers Carry

The Latest Styles

To meet the demands of the
public, the shoe Jobber, gen-

erally speaking, has added
many novelty lines to the
staples for which he has be-

come known.

Orders for One-Straps, Two-
Straps, Brogues, Imitation
Brogues, Ball Straps, Saddle
Straps and other special num-
bers have kept us busy.

Merchants then, will find
jobbers in growing numbers
able to supply them with
fashionable shoes, well made,
at moderate prices.

La Duchesse" Shoe Co., Registered
MONTREAL, QUE.

Making Women's
Welts, McKays and

Turns of a Standard

quality for the whole-

sale trade.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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McKAY

The^Notches do the Trick!
They make our McKAY FLEXWELT lie flat where the turn comes.

This feature is simple and very effective in getting perfect results on

narrow-toed shoes. Made in all colors—guaranteed fast. Prices and free

samples galdly sent on request.

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
INCORPORATED

69 Crescent Street, Drockton, Mass.

Department of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass.
SALES OFFICES:

BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA. Southwest Corner Fifth and Arch Streets; CINCINNATI, 410
East Eighth Street; CHICAGO, 305 West Lake Street; ST. LOUIS, No. 1419 Olive St.,

ROCHESTER, N.Y., 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY, 33 Spruce Street.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND, Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St.. Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois. 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris.

Our NON-ROYALTY

Standard - Consolidated

Lasting Machine

The Best Lasting

Machine

on the Market

All Parts are Interchangeable.

For Prices and Particulars apply

The Machinery Company

Limited

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

Me. tion "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an adicrtiscr
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WORLD
WIDE

That's a broad expression, but not an inch too

broad for Collis Leather reputation. Wherever the

BEST COLORED CALF
is known in the shoe world, Collis Leather is known.

Their popular browns No. 1 7 and No. 2 make up
in the most stylish fashion, cut economically and

work easily and quickly.

If you specify COLLIS you'll specify the best.

COLLIS LEATHER COMPANY, Limited
Aurora, Ont., Canada

UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553 St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"And in Cleveland you can reach

me at the -

Hotel Cleveland"
Where courteous service to the
guests surpasses your every
expectation.

Where this supreme service is

rendered under singularly aus-
picious circumstances.
Where the atmosphere is home-
like.

Where quiet refinement surrounds
every move made by every
employee.

1000 Rooms
1000 Baths

Hotel Cleveland
CLEVELAND OHIO

HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

* Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and No. B4—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which

is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
32 Front St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for. the Dominion of Canada

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when toHHna an advertise-
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One of our customers wrote us "We might

feel tempted to say that we have proven that

Brooklyn Shoes can be made in Canada if

we did not feel that the services of your last

and pattern designers had helped us to create

shoes unequalled in any center and individual

with us".

The "Buy Made in Canada" move-
ment has been followed by its

logical successor.

These beautiful shoes are made
right here in Canada — we dont

have to import them.

And we are glad of the share we

have had in the creation and man-

ufacture of many of the best sell-

ing lines offered and sold against

all comers from coast to coast.

We have an individual Last and Pattern service which is at the command
of any interested manufacturer. If you have not yet experienced "United

Service", a letter will bring a representative.

THE LARGEST ORGANIZATION OF ITS KIND
IN CANADA.

UNITED LAST CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL CANADA

Mention "Shoe aind Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ROBERT H. FOERDERER
PHILADELPHIA INCORPORATED PENN., U.S.A.

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-

tent of 35%.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-

perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer

this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York.

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3/£c.

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of

Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs.

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A mans Goodyear Welt with

imitation Ball Strap and
made in black and colored

calf. A beautiful shoe to re-

tail around $9.00.

IT is just as easy, to day, to get "service" when you place your order for

shoes for we sell service, rather than restricting our activities to the

cold proposition of buying and selling.

Branches all over Canada are placed advantageously for you — you can

buy direct and receive all the benefits of doing business with the jobber.

AMES - HOLDEN - McCREADY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL

HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "<S/(oe and Leather Journal" ichen writing a>i adrertiser
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No. 517. Full Baby Louis Heel
'on Last No. 299. A patent-

leather with Grey Suede Insert.

Showing 3 Straps buttoned

with imitation tip. Also in

Colored and Black Calf.

DALACO" and "Patricia" styles, while being new, are of the staple

character that sell throughout the season. In offering the new
seasons samples for your approval, v/e have kept a nice balance be-

tween staple and novelty lines.'

All are leaders to sell at the popular prices of the day.

A salesman will call, if you say so.

DAOUST, LALONDE & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Moving out Rapidly

Our investigation into retail stocks of staple shoes

proved conclusively that not only were the merchants

short of sizes but they were actually much short of

their requirements in lines on hand.

We have kept ourselves ready for the day when the

demand should come and with the advent of cooler

weather the goods started to move rapidly.

We are prepared, probably better than anyone else to

give prompt shipment on all orders for shoes of a

staple character for Men, Boys, Youths, Women, Misses

and Children.

AT ASTONISHINGLY LOW PRICES.

3am?si InbittHnn (Entttpang

1B4 Mt(&\ll &trot

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when, writing an advertiser
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To Order Now
We have always tried to hold our statements to the

trade well within the facts. In this connection let us

remind you that last November we told definitely that

deliveries of both Staple and Novelty lines would be

late.

At the same time we guaranteed early delivery on all

orders received for spring before December.

Let us repeat our advice—prices will be little, if any,

lower and deliveries will be late.

It is perfectly safe to place now and your good judg-

ment should suggest immediate action on all shoes not

subject to style changes.

Mmm Uobinann (Company

104 *r<SM g>trM iBnnteal

M

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 8547. Womens Gun Metal
Calf Oxford with self saddle.

On Last 55. With slip sole,

carrying 11 /8 Sport Heel.

THE many special features of this wonderful line of McKays for

Women, Misses, Growing Girls and Misses appeal to all jobbers.

Many of the styles shown are exclusive with us, the shoe-making is of a

better order than usual and the whole line is good, honest and substantial.

When in Montreal, a Long Distance Call will insure that our salesmanager

will be on hand to show the whole line — a line of exceptional merit sold

to the Jobber.

THE EUREKA SHOE CO., LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, QUE.

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"Little Darling", a shoe for
the kiddies. Sold in all lea-

thers at exceptionally interest-

ing prices.

THIS is but one of the several specialties we offer to the retail trade at

close prices — the values will astound you.

Let us mention, too, a great display of white canvas for men, women and

children, a strong womens McKay line and a great showing of mens pop-

ularly priced welts.

A salesman will call if you write us.

C. E. McKEEN SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



Although shown in Patent

Leather, this number is made
in Black and Colored CalJ

and Kid. It is most acceptable.

Ask your jobber for it.

THIS shoe is the product of one of the largest shoe-making organiza-

tions in Canada, operating highly specialized departments given to

each line.

This development along specialized lines has kept our prices down while

enabling us to make shoes showing many refinements not usually seen in

these grades.

The values we offer are suggested by the fact that in this comparitively

quiet time we have been compelled to make a large addition to our plant.

DUFRESNE & LOCKE, LIMITED
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe wnd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Air-Peds will sell wherever
they are shown. This is their

season. Try and see for your-

self.

IF this illustration does not convince you that "Air-Peds" a.:e entirely

different from any other product, we will gladly send you a sample free

of all charge.

Air-Peds are so entirely different that they are beyond all competition

—

they actually are attractive in appearance, they are light in weight, they
are easy to sell and easy to apply.

We supply free, also, considerable advertising matter.

Write for samples and prices.

PIONEER PRODUCTS OF CANADA
LIMITED

1 1 ST. SULPICE ST. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Pointers on The Heel
anthers of Quality

Panther Sure Step Heels occupy an important and enviable position in

good shoemaking.

The experience of leading manufacturers has proven that they are
undoubtedly THE SUPERIOR HEEL.

In Service they unfailingly LIVE UP to their reputation and in Selling are
BACKED UP by our guarantee.

The Quality of the finest shoe is improved when it is equipped with a
Panther Heel. -They make walking MORE COMFORTABLE and REDUCE
SLIPPING TO A MINIMUM. They are long wearing-representing THE
GREATEST MEASURE OF VALUE.

When making up your lines for the coming Season it will pay you to

feature Panther Heels in preference to any other.

Repairmen, too, are reaping a bigger trade, and holding it, through supply-
ing their customers with Panther Heels.

ALL GOOD FINDING JOBBERS CARRY THEM.

Panther Rubber Co., Limited
OFFICES and FACTORY

Sherbrooke, Que.

Mention, "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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These

Staples Lead

All Over

Canada YOU hear and read a great deal about style in

shoes. You also read a great deal about profit

possibilities.

The average merchant surely realizes that the vast

majority of his sales — 75% — are of style shoes to

the men and women who keep the wheels of commerce
humming.

These folks want a modicum of style, to be sure. But,

more than all else, they must have shoes that will

wear long—at a price.

In other words 75% of the trade of Canada is in shoes

of the "Yamaska" grade.

And in buying "Yamaska" shoes you buy direct from
the factory, saving the middle-man's profit.

Salesmen cover all of Canada. If you do not know the

line, we will have one call oh you if you say so.

[lilted

alue

!

m mzzzzzzzzzzzzzza m £*

L^Comp&gnie JA&M Cote
ST. HYACINTHE , QUE.

liTrHlli III lull

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 04007. "Pillow Welt".
A Patent Leather with tan
Suede Top and Brown But-
tons.

Wherever Merchants who are looking for increased

family trade have seen "Baby Walk" or Globe "Pillow

Welt" samples, they have ordered liberally.

A salesman will call, if you write us.

GLOBE SHOE, LIMITED
TERREBONNE - - QUE.

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Price

Bennett Fibre Counters are of such
an unquestioned high standard that
they are used by good makers re-

gardless of their cost — yet their

use actually does not increase the
price of shoes in which they are used,

while actually adding to the life of

the shoe.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.
Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers

in the British Empire

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Shoe and Leather Journa
Published Twice <z Month,

Sl. SO a Year Single Copies Uc. Outside Canada, $2. CO

Office of Publication

545-549 KfNG STREET WEST, TORONTO

Acton Publishing Company, Limited
JAMES ACTON, President
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The paid circulation of theSHOE AND LEATHER
JOURNAL is more than double that of any other

shoe publication in Canada, and exceeds the com-
bined paid lists of all other Shoe Trade papers
circulating in this country.

RIDING AND FEEDING

IN
spite of all the chatter about slow business and unemployment, conditions are steadily, if slowly,

improving, and all dependable signs seem to indicate that not only is the worst of the storm over but

the period of quiet safe sailing is not so far ahead.

But it is no time to drop the oars or hoist the sails of foolish fatalism that hopes for a safe arrival

in port without honest effort. We have too many with us still who do little but rub their hands and lift

their eyes to the skies.

There is another class more blameworthy even than those who go into hysterics every time a

fresh squall strikes the ship or an unusually heavy sea shakes the trembling sides of the weather beaten

craft.

The other day an observant gentleman sitting on his veranda saw what was apparently a dead

grasshopper moving very slowly across the floor. Closer scrutiny revealed the fact that the dead insect

was being carried off by a busy colony of ants to form a portion of their winter larder. What struck

him as particularly amusing was the fact that while half a dozen of the tiny insects tugged and pushed

at the heavy object, twice as many others rode on the top, picking at the carcass.

There are plenty of these "riders and feeders" in business — those who do nothing but profit by

the hard work and sane thinking of their fellows.

They live on the efforts of those who dig up business by aggressive methods and stir up interest by active

publicity and never do a lick to improve the general situation.

The saviours of the business world, as with the physical, are those who are willing to go down

into the trenches twenty four hours a day to do something to make things "come round". Those who

win the war of business just now, will not be found on the bleachers but behind the bat.

Quit "RIDING and FEEDING".
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In The
Market Place

Business Conditions Noted in Re-

tail. — Wholesale and Manufac-
turings Fields.

While there are still many disturbing factors in

evidence, and conditions remain in many respects spotty,

there is ample justification for a continued feeling of

optimism on this continent. The gradual improvement

noted since the summ.er continues, and the arrival of fall

weather has resulted in a general stimulation of retail

business, which has reflected itself on manufacturing

conditions. As a result, many centres report an ameliora-

tion of the unemployment problem which may be tem-

porary or permanent. That in many cases the public, and

notably the farming element have commenced buying on

a larger scale is in itself an encouraging factor. Increased

demand is noted for clothing of the heavier and more

staple variety, which also applies to shoes. Apparently

the so-called' "buyer's strike", if not at an end, is on its

last legs. That does not mean, however, that people are

prepared to pay unreasonable prices for requirements.

Ample evidence shows that where merchandise is required,

and is offered at attractive prices, the public are willing

to buy, but dealers wifll make a serious error if they think-

that "normal"" means conditions such as were found in

1919 and early 1920. It has been shown that it is the

buying public and not manufacturers or dealers who realty

control prices and markets, and continuance of the pre-

sent swing towards prosperous conditions depends on

steady plugging on the p;irt of sellers, with a view to

impressing buyers with the soundness of present values

and then "delivering the goods".

Retail Markets.

Throughout the greater part of Canada retail shoe

dealers report a brightening of business, though real shoe

selling weather has not made its appearance yet. Dealers

who are featuring new styles and values are finding a

very satisfactory market, and are looking forward to an
excellent winter. Maritime retailers report business as

better since the beginning of September, but from only

on a basis of from 65 to 75 per cent of last year's busi-

ness. Ontario city dealers report business as- fair, and in

some localities better than a year ago. Rural communities
give evidence of better disposition to buy on the part of

farmers, with consequent improved demand for boots.

Industrial centres still feel the effect of unemployment,
and some dealers do not anticipate any improvement in

business till manufacturing conditions clear. Manitoba
dealers find business rather slow, though an improvement
is noted since August. Prospects do not look any too

bright, they say, so they anticipate a rather quiet winter.

In Saskatchewan general conditions are good, and pros-

pects bright. September shoe business has therefore been

found fairly satisfactory. Coast dealers report a better

volume of business, but are looking for some rainy weather

to give trade a real impetus. In women's shoes the call is

.still for strap oxfords, with relatively low heels. Blacks

and darker brown* are both in good demand. Patent

leather oxfords and combinations involving patent are in-

creasing in favor, and quite a number of colonials are

being sold. Sales of boots, largely black kid or calf are

growing, and will undoubtedly increase materially with

the arrival of cold weather, and rain or snow. Men's

business shows signs of improvement, with the demand
divided between brogue oxfords, brogue bals, and relatively

plain boots of black or brown calf with the wider semi-

re: ede toes. Dealers report that the public are still seeking

lower prices. As a result, in order to force business, some
retailers have cut profits to a material extent. Just how
much the remedy lies in dealers' hands in the form of

educational methods remains to be seen by those who
will attempt to work it out.

Manufacturing and Wholesale Markets.

Conditions have not altered

materially amongst the manu-
facturers. Business for spring

has been slow in coming, but for

the most part orders for quick

shipment serve to keep the wheels

turning. Tn the shoe business, as

in most o'her lines, the factories

that are busy are the ones who
1 ave after consideration of the

whole situation, gone out after

business on a basis of price, qual-

ity, service and salesmanship.

Expenses have been pared, over-

head cut down, short-cuts devised

here and there, and style innova-

tions made, which helped make
shoes and prices acceptable to the

trade. Manufacturers of women's
shoes have not had as serious a

problem to meet as have those

making men's lines and staple

shoes. Yet we find some factories

in the last two classes busy and
making arrangements to- increase

output. Prices, quality, and styles

are all attractive. So far as the

(Continued on page 42)
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ANGER IN BUSINESS
By Dr. Frank Crane

There is no use telling you, son, not to get angry ; no use telling any red-blooded
man that.

Indignation is a natural flame that spurts up in the mind, upon certain occa-

sions, as surely as gasolene explodes at a lighted match.

All I say is—Wait!

Don't do anything till your heat is gone. Don't say words, fire the man, quit the

job, nor pass judgments until your brain has cooled down.

For most anger is the irritation of offended vanity.

We think a lot of our opinion, and when one sneers at it it is as if he threw mud
on our white duck trousers.

We have a high notion of the respect due us, and when it is intimated that we
are nobody we want to smash something to show we are somebody.

We are never angry, save when our pride is hurt.

Anger is self-esteem on fire.

So, flare up, if you must, swear and break the furniture; it may do you good;
but go up to your room to indulge in this relief, look the door, and stay there until the
storm blows over.

Never write a letter while you are angry. Lay it aside. In a few days you can
come back at your offender much more effectually.

Don't transact business in heat. When you are "mad clean through" it is your
sore egotism that is operating, and acts prompted by egotism are usually ridiculous.

Many a man can charge the loss of thousands of dollars to a moment's outburst. Hang
up the matter for a few days and come to it again when your intelligence is not upset
by your feelings.

One of the best things to say is nothing. When you answer a man he gets your
measure; when you keep still you have him guessing.

The cool man, who has himself under control, always had the advantage over the
hot man.

Even if you have to lick a man you can do much bettes if your head is clear of
anger fumes.

Wrath may lend a little extra punch to your blows, but self-control will plant
them to better effect.

Anger dulls your efficiency. What you do goes wild. You have a lot of energy,
but no accuracy.

Anger dims your eye. You see vividly, but what you see is not so.

Anger makes chaos in your thought. You are a crazy man. What you think in

the egotism of anger you will pay for in the humiliation of saner moments.

Few good deeds have been done in anger, while all manner of crimes are due to
the intemperance of wrath, such as blows, murders, and war, "the sum of all villainies."

The first and greatest lesson for you to learn, son, is to control your temper, and,
if your nature is touchy, to resolve to take no action until the blood is cooled. This is

sound sense, sane ethics, good business.

Copyright, 1921, by Frank Crane
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How can

We help ?

Business Depression and Unem-
ployment Vital Questions — Some
Methods and Suggestions.

With unemployment and slack business conditions

prevalent in all quarters of the globe, they have naturally

become topics for general and thoughtful discussion. When
all is said, it simmers down to a question of collective

action by individuals. There is no panacea, no golden

rule, that will automatically and immediately remov-i

present conditions and difficulties and produce universal

prosperity. In all parts of this continent and Europe the

best brains are being utilized to solve the problem. And
as usual, there is the tendency to "pass the back". Farmer,

manufacturer, distributor, retailer, banker, government
officials, labor, — each one throws the blame on the other.

And the obvious conclusion would be that the remedy is

one of cooperation.

A Letter to Workers.

The problem is being attached from several angles.

Here is what Mr. Alexander Johnston, Managing Director

of North British Rubber Co. of Edinburgh says to his

men in "An Open Letter to the Workers'' :—

-

"Now that the Mills have been re-opened after a long

period of enforced idleness, I think it desirable the workers

should be fully informed of the changed conditions under
which industry has to be carried on. We can no longer

model our conduct upon pre-war, war-time, or even what
have been called post-war lines. We have to face a state

of affairs which has never been encountered in living

memory.
"To-day the competition, not only of rival firms in

our own land but of manufacturers in other countries, is

so keen that prices have to be cut to the lowest possible

limit if business is to be done at all, and how to reach

the limit while retaining the necessary margin to enable

expenses to be paid is the problem which employer and
empoyee alike must set themselves to solve if trade is to

be kept in the country, rnd—speaking from our own per-

sonal point of view—brought in sufficient quantity to

the Mills.

"There are two directions in which every worker can

help—by producing perfect work and by avoiding all

slackness. Tt is only the perfect product that will sell in

these times. During the war many flaws, many short-

comings were inevitably overlooked. The goods were
anxiously waited for and there was no time to complain
of slovenly work, the cost did not matter so much,, and,

in the famine that prevailed, late delivery was better than

none.

"Now, however; there is time to examine the goods,

and any scamping will be detected by the purchaser.

Goods must now be delivered to the moment, and they

must be good value in 3very respect or no further orders

need be looked for.

"Than as to slackness. Every factory now relies for'

its very existence on the diligent application of every

minute of the working day. We have reached a stage

v, !'c:i v, hat were previously thriving businesses may topple

to ruin simply through the minutes that are wasted.

"Wherever labour happens to be a large item in

manufacturing operations, as is the case in the production

of nearly all rubber goods, the loss of only a few minutes
per operative per day means the difference between a

profitable and an unprofitable transaction.

"It is well you should all know the struggle that is

going on to secure business, and how the extremely high
cost of labour in this country is still an important factor

in favour of the foreigner as long as the present depre-

ciated currency lasts. British Industry is on its trial, and
it is up to the worker to play his part in the greatest battle

for trade the world has ever witnessed.

"Nevertheless, if you make efficiency yoar constant

watchword not be beaten. But it must be efficiency in its

fullest sence. Remember the employment of each and all

depends upon this.

"Every factory in the country is setting its house in

order, knowing well that only those which are organ-
ised to the highest pitch will secure the work for which
so many eager tenderers are competing.

"Therefore let me urge you all to assist the Manage-
ment toward obtaining the orders that will 1 eep the Mills

running steadily. You can do it if you resolve to turn

out nothing but the very best work and to lose not one
precious minute of the day.

'*

Profiteering.

President Harding's Conference on Unemployment,
which was instructed to keep away from controversial sub-

jects such as wages, tariffs, etc., recommended the fol-

lowing :

. "(a) Part time work, through reduced time or rota-

tion of jobs.

"(b) As far as possible, manufacturing for stock.

"(c) Taking advantage of the present opportunity
to do as much plant construction, repairs and cleaning up
as is possible, with the consequent transfer of many em-
ployes to other then their regular work.

"(d) Reduction of the number of hours of labor per

day.

"(e) The reduction of the work week a lower
number of days during the present period of industrial

depression.

"(f) That employes and employers co-operate in put-
ting these recommendations into effect.

"During the period of drastic economic readjust-

ment through which wo now are passing, the continued
efforts of anyone to profit beyond the requirements of.

safe business practice jc economic consistency should be

condemned. One of the important obstacles to a resump-
tion of normal business activity will be removed as prices'

reach replacement values in terms of efficient producing
and distributing cost plus reasonable profits.

"We, therefore, strongly urge manufacturers and
wholesalers who may not have adopted as yet this policy

to do so, but it is essential to the success of these measures,
when put into effect, that retail prices promptly and fairly

shall reflect the price adjustment of the producer, manu-
facturer, and the wholesaler.

"When these principles have been recognized and the

recommendations complied with, we are confident that

the public will increase their purchases, thereby increasing

the operation of the mills, factories and transportation

companies, and, consequently reducing the number of un-
employed.''

Lowering Wages.

In any discussion that involves lowering of prices,

the question of costs inevitably comes up, and drags in

that of wages. Manufacturers quite properly claim that

(Continued on page 57)
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What Your
Figures Show

Some Information That Every

Dealer Should Have — Comments
on Survey of Costs and Profits.

A careful study of the figures brought out in our

last issue, as a result of a survey of Canadian retail shoe

ligures, should be of value to every man in the retail shoe

trade of Canada. It does not matter very much whether

his own figures are close to the average figures shown, or

to the highest or lowest. The figures obtained can serve

as a guide to general practice, and show dealers how ex-

penses and profits are running in various stores through-

out the country. But one of the most important features

to consider is that if a dealer has no records of a similar

nature, he not only cannot compare his conditions with

those of other dealers, but must necessarily have only the

vaguest idea as to where he is travelling.

Business conditions to-day are of such a nature that

it is becoming constantly more difficult for » man to

carry his whole business under his hat. Manufacturers,

from a credit standpoint, are demanding that retailers

have at least an elementary accounting and stock system.

And from the standpoint of good business it is essential

that dealers should have a clear idea of stocks, sales,

purchases and expenses of all kinds. These serve as guides

to proper pricing, reducing costs, and elimination or re-

duction of leaks and losses. They also point the way to

economies of many kinds. Dealers should also have an

idea as to the sales made by each clerk, how goods are

moving in each department, amount of capital tied up in

outs, anding accounts, etc.

. . It cannot be expected that every shoe store could

install and maintain an elaborate book-keeping or account-

ing system. As a matter of fact, tha: is not essential, and
many dealers are able to obtain all the necessary records

in a simple, inexpensive way that does not require any
more time than the average shoe dealer has to spare.

Gross Profit.

The three figures of most importance to the retailer

are gross profits, total expenses and net profits. The gross

profit represents his average mark up. It is interesting

to note that the average figure was 27.36%. There are

very few dealers whose original mark up is not greater

than that figure, and general practice advises an original

mark up of 33 per cent on the selling price, or 50 per cent

on cost. The difference is accounted for by marking
•goods down for special sales, writing goods down or wiping

them off entirely when taking inventory. A study of

gross profits therefore, involves consideration of policy a)

J

to mark up. Some stores that play almost entirely a

novelty game do no" attempt to conceal the fact that

their first mark up is fifty per cent. In a short time

however, these prices are cut as newer styles appear, and a

second or third cut may be necessary before the line is

cleaned. As a result the last shoes are sold at a loss,

and the gross profit on the whole line will not be found

abnormal. Moreover, expenses in such a store are usually

above the average, so that the practice of high initial mark-
up may be considered legitimate. For the average dealer,

however, a fifty per cent mark up is either profiteering or

suicidal. The retailer, therefore, in studying his mark up,

should relate it to his expenses and expected turnover,

with a view to obtaining a reasonable net profit.

Expenses.

The live question for consideration during 1921 and
following years is undoubtedly expenses. With public

demand for constantly lowering prices on all commodities,
the retail dealer is hard put it to satisfy his customers.
He has been carving his prices right and left, but with
lowered volume of sales, Iris expenses remain high as an
aggregate, and on a per centage basis are probably higher
than has ever beep, the case before. The largest single

item involved is payment to sales people. While salaries

to retail clerks have gone up with everything else, the
average dealer questions the justice of reducing them
now, feeling that as a class, sales people were under paid
rather than overpaid prior to the war. But as a matter of

self-preservation, expenses must be pared. Therefore, if

the selling staff cannot increase volume of sales to a
profit-producing basis, thai there only remains the altern-

ative of cutting salaries and maintaining the same staff,

or of reducing the staff and still doing the same volume
of business. There is.no other way out of the situation.

Advertising.

There may be quite naturally, a temptation to cut
down advertising in order to reduce expenses. This
would acheve the desired result, were the advertising of a
type thai was worth nothing, and could be regarded as a
useless expenditure. But it woulu be similar in nature
to the policy of pulling down the blinds day and night in
front of the store windows because it was expensive to put
in a display and cost money to light it at night. The most
progressive establishments, retail and wholesale, however,
are. utilizing the selling power of advertising more than
they have ever done. Look over the pages of the news-
papers and national magazines. It is doubtful whether
shoes have ever been advertised to the consumer in a more
intelligent and attractive manner. With conditions such
as they are, no shoe man should lose an opportunity of
hammering home quality, values, the fact that shoes have
come down in price, and that present prices are steady.
The average allowance for advertising is shown at 1.73%
of sales. This' checks fairly well with other investigations
that have been made, the general figure being about two
per cent. It is not necessary to be extravagant in one's
advertising, but it is sound policy to be fairly generous,
to do it well or not nt all.

Fixed Expense.

Items under the head of fixed charges are, as the
name implies, not subject to fluctuation or modification to
the same extent as other expenses. Their per centage
varies inversely with the net sales, and consequenly the
most promising angle from which to attack them is through
increased rules. On a descending market, however, this

"is some problem. As njted in our last issue, the survey
showed a wide variation in the percentage of rental costs

in Cariadian stores. In the retail shoe business, as in

! iany other dines, the question of present day rentals is of
pressing importance. Notwithstanding the general busi-
ness depression, there are few vacant stores available, and
there seems to be no indication of moderation in rentals

of those occupied. Moreover, a surprisingly large number
of new retail shoe stores, hate been launched during the
past year. In Ontario and the eastern provinces it is

considered that rentals are on too high a basis, but the
situation appears even more serious in Western towns and
cities.

{Continued on page 42)
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The Importance

Of Quick Turnover

Since it is obvious that to double the turnover is

equivalent to doubling the amount of stock without in-

creasing the investment, tbe importance of rapid turnover

cannot be overestimated.

It is interesting to note in this connection that

statistics of the retail shoe business in Canada for 1920.

as prepared by the Commercial Research Department of

The teniae and Leather Journal, proved the importance of

quick turnover in a striking manner. The store with the

smallest turnover, (0.9), suffered a net loss of 2.4%

during the year, while the store with the largest turnover,

(2.8), made a net profit of 11.1$ in the same period.

This is especially significant as both these stores were in

the same class, so to speak, each doing an annual amount

of business of over $100,000. Since the statistics prepared

show that the average rate of turnover in Canadian shoe

stores was only 1.5 times in the year, there is clearly much

room for improvement, in fact, Mr. C. K. Chisholm of

Cleveland, in his address to Canadian retailers in Toronto,

last July, stated that the rate of turnover should be at least

four times in the year. Furthermore, he remarked that

there were men in the shoe business, who turned their stock

ten times annually. Needless to say, the possibilities of

such a course of action are so great, that it will repay al!

merchants, to consider their turnover problem seriously.

An Example.

The importance of turnover is brought out most effect-

ively by the following example :

—

Let us suppose a man invests $50. in five sacks of

sugar and that he is able to make an average profit of 50c.

per cwt. or 5 per cent on bis investment. Now this of

course is pretty small', but about all he could expert from

an article like sugar. If, however, he turns his five sacks

of sugar1 twice a week, he would then make a gross profit

of $5. per week or $260. per'year. -Hence, on $50. invest-

ment his gross profit is 520 per cent. The reason is turn-

over.

Now we will suppose that he invests $50. in some

slow seller such as an off brand of coffee, baking powder,

or bluing, because of a supposed profit of from 60 to 75%.
After carrying this in stock for a year, he finally disposes

of it. We will assume that he was not compelled to cut the

price or dump the goods and was able to realize 75% on

his investment. Even so, it is obvious that sugar at 5%
turned a hundred times a year is a better investment than

a slow seller at 75% turned once.

Hence the problem of the enterprising merchant is

to turn the stock as often as possible. This may be done by

stocking well known and well advertised goods and by good

displays, good advertising, and good service to attract

customers. Not enough merchants consider turnover when

buying goods, but are mere apt to consider price or profit,

although the latter may be misleading as shown in the

example just given.

When goods' come into the store, they usually go

through several stages before being turned, namely ( 1

)

into the warehouse, (2) into the shelves, (3) into the

books, (4) into the bank. Since passing through so many

stages, halts the goods for a time, it is advisable to elimi-

nate one or two of these stages, if possible, or at any rate

to hasten the goods through as soon as one can.

Thus if the goods are placed directly on the shelves,

the warehouse stage is eliminated. If they were kept off

the books as well, two stages would be eliminated. Careful

buying will go far towards eliminating the warehouse
stage, while good displays and good advertising will hasten

the goods through the shelf stage. If one runs a cash

business the goods are kept off the books. In the case of a
credit business, by prompt collections, the goods can be

hastened through the book stage.

It is seldom wise to buy too far ahead. Even fairly

entreprising merchants, while conceding the importance of

the turnover, are sometimes persuaded to overbuy, if

offered a large cash discount or a substantial cut in price.

Tbus, a quantity of goods may be left in stock and it may
be found impossible to sell without recourse to drastic

prices lashing. While on the other hand, it is possible to

buy less than could be sold, yet this ordinarily would not

.prove serious unless supplies had to be secured from a great

distance, or the transportation service was poor.

Control of Stock.

The experts of the United States Chamber of Com-

merce, stress the importance of turnover and urge the

adoption of a system of control cards to enable the

merchant to secure the requisite amount of information as

to What is going on.

In their investigation it is stated that the elements

in which losses due to slow turnovers occur are (1) invest-

ment. (2) interest, (3) mark-down, (4) salaries and

wages (5) shelf or storage room, (6) reputation, and (7)

inefficiency.

( 1 ) Investment. In this connection it is clear that

half as many turnover result in doubling the amount of

money invested in tbe same quantity of goods.

{%) Interest. With regard to the interest on money

loaned to the mercahnt, it follows that if the turnover

period be shortened' that the interest will be decreased in

the same proportion.

(3) Mark downs, are necessary when goods have

proved unsaleable at the original selling price. If too

many goods have been bought, a change in style or season,

will leave many on hand with the result that they become

shop-worn.

(4) Salaries and Wages. Since unprofitable operations

represent a loss, salaries and wages expended in such

operations must be included.

(5) Shelf and Sloraqe Room which is used in storing

slow selling merchanndise is wasted..

(6) Rep liation. Goods out of style or shop-worn are

sure to lower the reputation of a store and cause financial

loss.

(7) Inefficiency always results in waste. A buyer

whose judgment is poor, generally makes mistakes from

not knowing at what rate the stock is moving.

There is only one way of cutting down waste to the

minimum and that is through keeping records of what is

bought and what is sold, which will enable one to obtain a

complete understanding of the situation at any moment.
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Stirring

Thing Up
How Some Firms are Trying to

Boost Business Out of the Rut.

"Don't you ever take a crack at the retailer?" asked

a manufacturer with the Shoe and Leather Journal.

"What do you mean, "take a crack" ?" we countered.

"I mean, do you always pat him on the back, tell

him what a good fellow he is, and keep him in good

humor? Or do you believe it's up to you once a while

to take the point of view of the public, or even of the

manufacturer ?"'

"If you knew the numbers of times we had been

accused of playing the game for the manufacturer against

the interest of the retailer you wouldn't ask that," we
rejoined. "As a matter of fact, our policy has got to

be to play the game square. We believe our function is

to give the shoe retailer, wholesaler and manufacturer as

much of the news of the trade, and of the things they are

interested in, as we can crowd into two issues a month.
But if anyone has a grievance, or something he wants to

get off his chest, we are glad to print it for what it is

worth, but won't be responsible for the consequences.

Just what is bothering you now TJ

"I'll tell you, he said. "Here I am sweating blood

to cut down the cost of mv shoes, and the selling prices.

These wise birds tell us that what is needed is lower

prices, lower prices. Well, I think I'm doing my share

to bring back good times, if that will do it. But when I

see the prices some retailers are getting for my shoes, it

makes me sick of the whole game. Some of them may be

playing square with the public, out there are a hell of a

lot (yes, that's what he said) that aren't."

"Just what do you mean, and how much to you think

a retailer is entitled to "iiake?"

"Ok, I suppose he's got to mark his goods up fifty per

cent on cost to get by, and I wouldn't worry if he over-

stepped that a little, though I think it's up to him to cut

it as fine as possible these days. But when it comes to

buying a shoe for six dollars and selling it for twelve, I

think that's a bit thick."

"Of course," we said, "there are exceptions to every

rule."

"It's just those exceptions" said our friend, "that

damn the whole trade. Fm not the only one that has

seen it. I can tell you of half a dozen manufacturers who
have noticed the same thing. Some of them get sore

every time the subject comes up, while others aren't

worrying about it, say it is nothing in their young lives

what the retailers get for their shoes. But I wish you'd

give the retailer an earful, with my compliments."

So that is the earful. If any gentleman in the au-
' dience has any questions to ask, or remarks to make, he

can have the floor at any time convenient to him.

Buyer's Week.

The above conversation brought to mind the fact that

all over the country men are trying to figure out methods

of stimulating trade, and in most of the cases price bears

an important part in the discussion. The general feeling

is that we are at the top of the'hill, and it is up to every-

one to get behind and push so that the business wagon

will gather more and more momentum as it gdes down

the grade to prosperity. Starting in New York, a move-
ment for a "Buyer's Week" is spreading all over the

United States. The idea is for wholesalers and manu-
facturers to set aside a week in which they would offer

special inducements for the retail trade to invest in cer-

tain lines of goods. This would be followed later by a

week set aside by retailers to offer these and other goods
at prices which would induce the public to buy more free-

ly. One of the basic ideas back of the plan is that much
of the present slackness of trade is due to the general

feeling of hesitation and fear. That there is really more
money available than it has been thought, and that this

money should be put into circulation with benefit to all

parts of the community. Just how far the line of reason-

ing is accurate, and how the idea can be carried out still

remains to be seen.

A No-Profit Sale.

Along somewhat the same lines a department store

in Brooklyn is starting off on its own. They staged a

"No-Profit Sale". For some time prior to the sale, they

went to wholesalers and manufacturers, and got special

prices on goods which they undertook to sell at the same
price to the public. In tue case "No- Profit" means "No
Gross Profit", so that the store was really out the cost of

handling the goods. They under took to buy $500,000
of merchandise and turn it over on this basis. They be-

lieved that unemployment, in a seflse, was up to them,

and that they were going to help break the jam which
was holding up prosperity. People would but at low
prices, but many manufacturers had idle factories because

they had manufactured for stock in an attempt to keep

their plants going, and this stock was lying on the shelves,

(laying no dividends to capital and no rewards to labor.

This it what they said in a full page newspaper advertise-

ment :— •

{Continued on page 42)

To Make Jobs for the Unemployed—
Approved by Public Opinion—

-

Supported by the Wholesale Trade—
NjIMPfS Sensational Series of

"No Profit" Sales
Will Start Next
Wednesday
October 5th

The Namm Store Is Ready to Buy

$500,000 of MERCHANDISER
—At Once—For Cash—

ArTd Put It on Sale at Exactly the

Wholesale Prices that We Pay for It

"NO PROFIT SALE S!

"PUT THE BOLURS MAKING JOBS!"

And End the Following

Wednesday, October 12th

Evening Journal Brooklyn Times
Standard Union Brooklyn Citizen

Brooklyn Daily Eagle

We Note With Pleasure and Pride That Other Merchants in Brooklyn
THROUGHOUT THF. COUNTRY h».r prompt!, foilo-rd our tud »nd .deprrd ih. NO PROFIT SALE PLAN crucmrd t-y rh. Nrmrr, s.orr.

r WOULD SOON

$500,000 of Merchandise Will Be Put On Sale

At Exactly the Wholesale Prices We Pay For It

No Operating Costs will be added to

I these wholesale prices. If the whole-

sale cost of an article is $1 to us—then
we will sell it for $1 to the public.

IN THE MEANTIME—
W. M. •r.nounclnf for MONDAY .nTfUBSDAY. » krri.l ofWJ Si

of Mrrrti.ndu* DIFFERF.NT from (hot *hlrh .ill b* on ..1. >n 'hi I

We pay the entire cost of operation.

That is our contribution to the cause-
in a supreme elffort to "PUT TH!
DOLLARS MAKING JOBS."

s MHmmsok
BroMi/n, N. Y.
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STIRRING THINGS UP

(Concluded from page 41)

"An Open Latter +o Manufacturers and Jobbers:

The need to stir business to create employment is

urgent. The time to do it is now. It can't wait

!

Let each of us do bis full share to boom business—to

turn the wheels that are motionless and speed the wheels

that have slowed down—to make jobs for those who are

willing but idle.

The Naram store is ready to buy $500,000. of mer-

chandise—at once—for cash—and put it on sale at exact-

ly the wholesale prices that we pay for it in n series of

"No Profit" sales, in a supreme effort to "put the dollars

making jobs!" We'll put our dollars to work—you put

your dollars to work—the buying public will put its dol-

lars to work. All these working dollars will put our

unemployed to work. We'll forget our profit, every cent

of it. You do your share. Let's quote price that the

public cannot resist. This demand for merchandise means

jobs for thousands

!

Let the only profit from the sale of this merchandise

go into the now empty pay envelopes

!

Every department is ready to buy—from our bargain

basement to the roof. Just as soon as enough merchandise

is received the great "No Profit '" sales will begin. In the

meantime, we will continue to advertise our merchandise

on hand at sensatiorTally low prices in order to reduce

stocks, leaving us open for still larger purchase."

"We do 'not believe," said one of the firm, "that any

manufacturer, wholesaler, jobber or retailer has the right

to pass on to the final consumer any mistakes which he

may make in management or in buying. And we believe

that as a general business "principle, outside of any stimu-

lus sales such as we are holding may give, small profit

and quick turnover saks, and sates at replacement costs

are sound business practice for anybody who expects to do

business in these times."

In the window-trims, in the instruction to em-

poyees, and in +he newspaper advertising, every attempt

will be made to educate employees and the public upon

the close connection between buying when they see good

value and general business prosperity. A series of ques-

tions and answers on the "No Profit" sale is handed to

each employee. This is a sample:
"Q. How is this sale going to help unemployment?

"A. By helping manufacturers to clear their shelves

of merchandise and giviing thorn more orders for new-

goods, thus making it possible to produce more goods

and so employ more people.

"In thus tying up immediately with the first tangi-

ble fundamental suggestion which has come out of the

National Unemployment Conference, in urging other re-

tailers throughout the country to follow its lead in the

"no profit" sale plan, this Brooklyn retail store js un-

doubtedly doing a very constructive thing."

While it is not a sound business principle to ask a

man in industry to operate without profit, the helpful

co-operation of this retailor in offering to serve as a

quick distributing outlet for a. certain amount of mer-

chandise a definite period for the manufacturers' and

wholesalers' benefit cannot help but start other men in

all lines of industry 'thinking along very necessary lines

at the present moment. And the line of thought which

started the sale is a practical statement of an economic

truth, often overlooked. We are making merchandise to

sell to the inhabitants of our own country—farmers,

factory workers and ordinary folks. Helping them get

started producing and earning again is- one -of the only

ways to bring the country back to that normalcy so much
desired.

WHAT YOUR FIGURES SHOW
[Concluded from jxige 39]

Rentals.

A representative of The Shoe and Leather Journal
has been investigating conditions and reports that high
rentals are prevailing all through Western cities. Shoe
stores are complaining in every part of the West that

something must be done in the way of bringing down
rent. In the larger cities, such as Winnipeg, Calgary and
Vancouver, rents are ranging anywhere from $300.00 to

$1,500.00 a month according to location and size. Shoe
retailers this year are hit hard in the way of rents, and
some say they cannot ciand it much longer. In the

smaller cities such as Bcgina, Moose Jaw, Saskatoon and
Victoria, rents are high also, although some shoe retailers

are fortunate to have a long term of lease, and are not

feeling the very high overhead other stores are putting

up with. Rents range up to $800.00 in these cities. One
can imagine the tremendous turnover a shoe store will

have to make when an overhead of $1,200.00 rent comes
due every month. Observations of the rent situation and
other overhead expense from Winnipeg to Vancouver
would indicate that the .shoe stores on the main streets

where the rent is very high are having a hard time this

year to break even. Some of the exclusive shoe stores are

holding their own and some report business as good as in

last year. However; nearlv every shoe retailer with whom
this lias been discussed, complains about his high rent,

and says it will be impossible to stand it much longer, if

something cannot be done in the way of bringing down
rents.

Even in the suburbs of these cities rents are very

high and the smaller retailer complains to some extent.

His turnover is iower, his prices must be lower, so his

renl lias got to be proportionately lower.

This is a time when -'very man in the retail shoe game
must take serious thought. We have seen some pretty

strenuous times during the past year, we believe the worst

is over, but there is still room in the scrap heap or lists of

assignments for the man who does not keep his wits about

him. who docs im' scrutinize most closely and constantly

his buying and selling policies, and watch every cent that

comes in and goes out.

IN THE MARKET PLACE

(Concluded from page 36)

first is concerned unusually reasonable figures are quoted

for high class product, while, with the exception of strict-

ly novelty lines, styles arc fairly well stabilized. The strap

shoe is expected to sell during the winter, and hold on

through next spring for street wear. For dress wear it will

undoubtedly be vogu" throughout the winter in satin,

suede, kid and patent, Dealers who have not covered

requirements for boors may be left waiting, as demand is

waking up for them and active selling should be in

progress very shortly.

Wholesale dealers have found September an active

month, and prospects for the next few months appear

bright. Orders are in many cases assuming more satisfact-

ory proportions but there is still a tendency for retailers

to depend too much on wholesalers for rush shipments.

Conditions in leather markets Temain stationary.

Hide prices show a firmer tone, and indications would

seem to be against any concessions. Sole leather tanners

have been booking some orders of better proportion, and

a certain amount of export business has opened up.
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Quality Footwear

CENTRE BUCKLE MOCCASIN

Made in Scotch Grain Patent, Brown Calf and Gun Metal Calf

A New Shoe for Fall Selling

Deliveries Four to Six Weeks

•on to.

Shoe and Leather Journal Piute
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Yes, generally speaking, all over Canada

spring placing is with us again.

Placing on strictly novelty lines is light, as is

to be expected; but there is no reason for

further delay in placing of staples, in placing

of mens Welts or in placing for Oxfords, one-

strap, two-straps or three-straps for women.

There is but one way to get shoes before

spring — place your order in time.

Pierre Blouin, Limited.

Lucisn Borne.

Childrens Shoe Mfg. Co., Limited.

Ludger Duchaine.

Duchaine & Perkins Limited.

Eastern Canada Shoe Co., Limited.

O. Goulet & Son, Limited.

Lachanee & Tanguay.

Lagace & Leiiiney, Limited.

A, E. Marois, Limited.

ffm. A. Marsh Co., Limited.

John Kitehie Co., Limited.

Chas. E. Roy.

Luc. Routier.

T. E. Samson Enr.

The 3 M Stoho Co., Limited.

Jos. Tanguay.

I'nited Shoe Machinery Co. of
Canada, Limited.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



THE SHOE AND LEATHER JOURNAL

At the Service of the Industry

The^completeness of our service,

and its readiness, leaves no doubt

of our ability to be of vitai

assistance to Canadian Shoe

Manufacturers in the production

of their lines economically and

at a high standard.

A chain of branch establishments

girdles the industry, so that no

call is too urgent or too exten-

sive for us to respond in a way
that means complete satisfaction.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited
Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch: 28 Demers St. Kitchener:

Toronto : 90 Adelaide St. West.

46 S. Foundry Street

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Patent Leather Specialty

that is winning its way with
the Woman whenever it is

shown.

"1\ /fARYON" shoes are McKays of the finer order made in many fine

1V1 combinations and sold to the Jobbers.

When looking for particularly good values ask your jobber to show
you "Maryon".

LACHANCE & TANGUAY
QUEBEC QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Tanguay Lumberman.
Made of Waterproofed Stock
and Exclusive Water proofed
vamp stitching. Full chrome
middle sole. A wonderful
specialty.

TANGUAYS Lumberman although solid and water-
proof is extremely light in weight making it most
easily sold for this purpose.

This is shown to indicate to you the many specialties

that we are producing. You ought to see the entire

line.

Tanguay Staples are leading in value.

JOS. TANGUAY
QUEBEC QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Men's Brown Calf Goodyear
Welt Solid Leather. Imitation

Saddle Strap. White Silk

Stitching.

THEY tell us that the men are buying "Doggy" Shoes. This Marois

Model, whether stitched in white or brown leaves nothing to be

desired.

If your jobber does not offer you the opportunity of buying Marois lines,

we will put you in touch with are who does.

Our line of women's Welts and McKays is built to meet to style and price

demand of the day.

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED, Quebec, P.Q.
Permanent Sample Rooms: Shaughnessy Bldg"., 137 McGill St., Montreal.

Room 29, Queen City Chambers, 32 Church Street, Toronto.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivlicn writing an advertiser
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EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

WE take particular pride in the personal attention given to the

smaller items incidental to the manufacture of our lines — those

things which add to the value but not to the cost of Goulet shoes.

Men's and Boy's Welts, Women's Mock Welts, McKays and Standard

Screw for Men, Women, Misses, Boys, Youths and Children.

A. solid line of Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

O. GOULET & SONS LIMITED
575 ST. VAL1ER ST. QUEBEC

Mention "Sltoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"Centaur" as its trade name indicates, has a similar foundation to other (so-called)

surface Kid. But, there, all resemblance ceases.

"Centaur" is a leather like no other — except that it is an almost exact likeness of

Kid which it will long out-wear.

We will send samples to those interested.

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST. QUEBEC, P.Q.

A complete line of McKays

A. leading line of Heavy Staples

Unequalled Hockey and Football Boots.

A GREAT LINE
OF

STAPLES

That has been and is the whole

story of the Samson Line.

It is generally admitted that, to-

day, cur lines contain unusual pos-

sibilities for profit.

JUST DROP A LINE — A REPRE-

SENTATIVE WILL CALL.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20 Arago St. QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Two
Factories

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.
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Those who have carried our lines in

the past take for granted that our

standard of production will not be

lowered.

This season our values are even

better.

McKAYS and S. SCREW
For MEN, BOYS and YOUTHS

LUC ROUTIER
56 Colomb, QUEBEC

81

WE ARE SHOWING MANY
STRIKING DEPARTURES
FROM THE COMMON
PLACE IN DESIGN AS
WELL AS OUR WELL-

KNOWN LINE OR
STAPLES

Making Welts for Men, Boys,
Youths, Women and Misses; Mc-
kays for Men, Boys, Youths, Women
and Misses; Standard Screw for
Men and Boys.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St Yalier St., QUEBEC

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LIMITED

47 Colomb St,. Quebec.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journ al" when writing an advertiser
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Retail

Advertising

A Series of Advertisements Used
by Ottawa Shoe Dealer. — Some
Criticism and Comments.

There are two characteristics essential to good ad-
vertising; it must attract attention, and it must sell goods.
Without the latter power, of course, the money spent for

advertising is wasted. The attention attracted, moreover,
must be of a favorable nature. Practically all the other

qualities of advertising -are included in the above two. It

is desiraible that the advert'sing be striking, as original as

possible, educational, easily read, and characteristic of the

firm it represents.

The series of advertisements reproduced, represent the

'Code G\rkner store, of Ottawa, and exemplify in many
ways the statements made above. In general, for the space

occupied, they would stand out and strike the eye of the

reader, more on account of the amount of white space need,

and the neat attractive lay out. For the same reason

thev give the impression that the shoes offered are of a

high clas~, as there is no attempt at blatant shouting. A
note of similarity run through the series, which in time

Would establish the aids as characteristic of the Code-

Oarkner establishment. It may he said' that any fault that

may he found with the advertisement does not lie with the

general lay out or with the matter used, so much as with

the man who set them up. Full advantage has not been
taken to utilize attractive type faces in some of the ad-
vertisements, to round out their general appearance and
drawing power. This is particularly noticeable in the ads.
headed "Spats", "Men", and "Take care of your Feet"

Another point that might be mentioned is that having
adopted an excellent slogan in "Shoes that Fit", we find
that where it is used in subsequent advertisements' it is

given a subordinate position, and loses its value ; whereas
constant emphasis and hammering on this slogan would
soon establish its connection with the other important
words "Oode-'Carkner". With such a connection established
and maintained, people would immediately reiate "Code-
GYirkner'' with "Shoes That Fit", to their consequent
mutual advantage.

The note of shot' fitting and service runs through the
whole series, and is bound to make an impression. The
educational ad. in the centre may well he used as an
example by other Canadian dealers under present cir-

cumstances. The series of ads, directed at men is in line

with efforts to put the men's business on a more sound
basis, and persuade them it is not a question of covering
their feet so much as of being properly dressed and fitted.

They strike at the man's instinct toward economy, and
quote lr'm prices that must appear reasonable. The ad.

headed "Spats" loses much of its effectiveness on account
of the weakness of the type-face used in the reading
matter, though the attractive and timely illustration used
should help draw attention. This last is true of the
"Rubber'' ad., which Ave would imagine to have shown the
greatest direct results of any of the ads. Incidentally, the

scheme employed is one that might be pressed into use by
other dealers as a trade booster right now.
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Pointers on

Commercial Law
Landlord and Tenant.—A lease is a contract between

a landlord and tenant for the occupancy of land or pre-

mises. The same law that applied to contracts holds with

leases. As to persons, the contracting parties must be

capable in the sense of being of statutory age and mentally

sound. Leases may be verbal, written or under seal. An
oral lease for a year or under is good in Ontario, and rent

may be collected whether the tenant enters or not. In

verbal or oral leases the period cannot cover more than

three years from the date it is made. A lease covering

more than three years and up to seven must be not only

in writing but under seal to be valid. Leases for over

seven years must be recorded in the registry office or the

tenant may at any time be ejected or leave op six months'

notice. The longest period for which a lease may be made
is for ninety-nine years. A lease may be made "For one

year and from year to year so long as both shall please,"

which is practically a one year lease, or if worded "one

year certain and so on from year to year"', it is practically

a two years' lease and cannot be terminated until the end

of two years. All the provisions of a lease should be

clearly stated in it, as oral agreements or understandings

are seldom recognized when there is a writen instrument.

Before signing a lease see that it covers everything. If a

lease is given prior to a mortgage, the mortgage takes over

the property subject to the lease, and likewise if the mort-

gage be given first the least shall be subject to the provi-

sions of the mortgage. The landlord covenants to give

the lessee peaceful and quiet enjoyment and damages may
be secured against him for any disturbance caused by

eviction or otherwise on the part of others with prior

claims on the premises.

Termination of Leases.—A lease terminates at the

time specified without notice from either party, and the

tenant may quit or the landlord lease to another party

when' he chooses. If the tenant continues x
o occupy the

premises after the expiration of his lease lie becomes a

tenant at will and must if required by the landlord gi\

.regular notice to quit—in the case of monthly tenancy a

full month's notice from the day of the month on which

the tenancy expires. Thus if a monthly tenant whose

tenancy expires on March 1st should remain till March
2nd it will not be sufficient for him to give a month's

notice to leave from March 2nd. He must give a full

month's notice from the first of the following month,

namely, April 1st. He is thus in for two month's rent if he

goes beyond twelve o'clock of the day upon which his tenancy

expires. In the case of quarterly, yearly or longer leases

the full notice is required, so that in the case of a yearly

lease when a tenant goes over the day or expiration he is

in for a full year, as he must give a full six months' notice

to the landlord. The same with leases of longer than a

single year, which become yearly leases- on expiry. TliB

best way with leases that are expiring is to have arrange-

ments made and thus save expense and worry. In case a

tenant remains against the wishes of a landlord, after the

expiration of the lease, the latter may enforce damages, if

he has re-leased- the premises, double the rent or secure

an order of eviction by the County Judge. A tenancy

"From year to year, so long as both shall please," may he

terminated at the end of the first year by either party

giving six months' ' notice. In the case, however, of a

tenancy which reads "one year certain, and so on from

year to year", the tenancy is practically for two years, as

it can only be terminated by six months' notice after the

expiration of the first year. The assignment of a lessee

terminates a lease.

Landlord's Rights.—Landlords have well-defined

rights that it is well for them as well as tenants to under-

stand clearly. The first of these is, the prompt paymenc
of rental. The landlord may distrain for rent the day
after is due whether it be payable in advance or at the

end of the month, quarter or year. He may thus levy

what is called distress any time within six months after

expiration of the lease, if he still holds the property. If

not, neither he nor the new owner can levy distress, but

must receive levy sent in the Ordinary wav. Not more
than six years' rent can be collected by distress when there

are other creditors. After this period he may collect by
suit at any time within a period of twenty years when the

lease is under seal. Suit cannot be entered nor distress

levied until the rent is actually due; thus a landlord has

no right to prevent a tenant moving out his effects before

any rent is due. If he believes the creditor is leaving the

country with intent to defraud, he may attach the goods.

A tenant's goods cannot be seized for rent when once they

have been removed from thv. premises, except the bailiff

saw them or unless it can be shown that they were removed
frequently, or for the purpose of avoiding seizure.. In

the latter case, a seizure may be made within thirty days.

Anyone may act as bailiff on a distress warrant, and enter

and take possession in the usual way. A bailiff must enter

between sunrise and sunset, but may not break open out-

side doors or open windows. He may unlock a door, if

the key be on the outside, but not if it be on the inside,

nor draw a bolt by inserting his hand through any
aperture. He may. however, raise a window that is al-

ready partly open in order to get his body through. When
once in the premises, he may break open any other door

necessary, excepting the doors of lodgers. The owner of

the effects may resist a bailiff's entrance and his seizure

of goods by any person with a landlord's warrant any
time before he makes a list of the goods, and may retake

them from him. After the bailiff makes a list of the

goods seized, and delivers them with the list of costs and
charges of distress, the goods are legally impounded and
resistance is illegal. A bailiff who is ejected after se-

curing legal possession or being afterwards, refused ad-

mission may return and break into the premises, if ne-

cessary. Goods on the premises held on lien are subject

to distress ; but the landlord, if he seizes, must satisfy the

liens or balance thereon. When a landlord once with-

draws or abandons a distress, he cannot levy again for the

same debt. A landlord cannot distrain for more than the

amount due, or he is liable to damages for illegal seizure.

He cannot seize on Sunday and cannot seize after sun-

down, although the tenant be removing the goods; he

must simply follow them, and distrain next day at where-

ver they are deposited, or he will be liable for the full

value of the goods seized. The landlord is not liable for

the illegal acts of the bailiff, unless they can. be shown to

have been done under his instructions. The bailiff is

liable for seizing goods at an illegal time by illegal means,

or goods not belonging to the debtor. If a tenant's goods

are seized for other debts, the landlord may hold them

until his claim is satisfied under distress. A landlord has

a privileged claim on an insolvent estate when an assign-

ment is made, if one full year's rent prior to the assign-

ment and three months subsequent thereto, and from

month to month as long as the assignee holds the pre-

mises.
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Show Cards

for November Selling

Prepare for Cold Weather by Of-

fering Heavy Goods and Rubbers.

Use Cards Liberally in Windows
and Store.

The time is fully here for selling the heavier lines

of footwear as , well as rubbers. When the calendar gets

around to November the weather is not to be depended on
for any length of time. Rain and snow may come at any
time and the selling of hoavier lines of footwear will be

quite in order. November, too, is the one best month of

all the year in which to boom the sale of rubbers. When
people purchase a pair of shoes it is a very easy matter to

suggest a pair of rubbers for them and the suggestion

will appeal, for every one knows that muddy weather and
snowy weather may come anytime. It is also easier to

sell a pair of rubbers to one who is purchasing a pair of

new shoes, for the customer does not like the idea of

having a new pair soiled. It is important that a big

hole be made in the stock of rubbers early in the season:

then, should a mild winter set in, one of the kind does

not create a big demand for rubbers, there will not be so

many to carry over or sell at reduced prices later in the

season. Make a window display of rubbers. Do not wait

till a rainy day comes either. Do it now, as the office

motto says. There are overshoes, high rubber boots, street

lines, and many other line's that will make a really in-

teresting and effective display.

An attractive card will complete the display and we
have designed one that can K e made easily, and can be

used in the store after the window display is taken out.

About a half sheet size wdl be best for a window of the

average size. The word "Rubbers" in large letters as

shown on the sample card will attract attention. The
other reading matter may be changed to suit your own
local conditions.

The word "Rubbers''' should be in a bright color.

such as red or yellow, and shaded and decorated to make
it attractive. The small letters may be in black, or in

red if the large letters are in red. The border and shading

may be black or gray.

Work shoes of the strong and heavy type for farm
and other out door work should find a ready sale at this

season. A display of these goods will result in sales. By
display we mean a window display. There is no reason

why an attractive window cannot be made with these

goods. This would make a change from the usual dis-

plays and will cause your other windows to stand out all

the more when yc'u put them in. The card we have
designed as a sample can be made without much diffi-

culty.

The words "WORK SHOES" stand out very promi-

nently. If these are made in a bright color, red or blue,

they will be very strong. The shading may be in gray or

light blue. Black can also be used on the letters to ad-

vantage as shown in the sample. The small letters in

black and the border in the same shade as the shading of

the letters.

The regular lines for fall selling must not be neglected-

The new models and the heavier lines for fall and winter

wearing should be prominently displayed. The "Season-

able Lines" card is for just such a showing. The large line

of lettering should be brought out prominently in some
bright color, decorated with black, and shaded with some
subdued color that will harmonize. The small letters may
be done in black or brown. The border and ornamenta-

tion should be in the same shade as the shading of the

letters.

The "New Models" card can be made a very at-

tractive card. The shield portion of it can be made in

some color or a bright piece of wall paper or some other

paper may be pasted, on after cutting to shape. Then the

edge may be done in a shade or color that will look well

with the paper used for the body of the shield. The
lettering may then be done on this paper. The color of

the letters will be determined by the color or shade of

paper. But a bright color that will contrast with the

paper will give the best Jesuits. The small letters on the'

other part of the card may be done in black. The ornam-
ental bits should be in a subdued shade of some kind.

Macte ho
Aland. Hard
Weai ~

. - is tke lime io buy
Rubbers -Tlxey protect your

j

Kealtk as well as your
Shoes - A complete rar>^'

for (all and
^ntcr
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Grist from

The Mill

Notes and Comments from the

Canadian Shoe Trade.

Messrs. Porter and Bobbins, of Yarmouth, X. S^

writing as they say, "from the tip-end of the Maritime,

where we don't get any great boosts or slumps", tell us

that September business has been held back a bit by dry.

open weather, but that decreased volume is largely ac-

counted for by lower prices, and while sales have not been

up to last year's mark they have done a "lot of house-

cleaning". They boost sales by an annual sale in March,

and by monthly "week-end" specials, and extra cash dis-

counts. Prospects for ill business are good, and general

conditions are improving. "But the rank and file of the

pnbnc refuse to pay the price we should get for'dependable

shoemiiking of the finer grades''.

"We favor the "four season" buying program which

you advocated in your Journal, and think it to be a way

out of many of the difficulties that the retail buyer is up

against to -day.

'

Mr. J. C. Morrow of the Vale Shoe Store, Edmonton,

Alta., reports better business this year than a year ago,

with prospects very bright. He says, "Business is im-

proving right along, and there is no reason to worry".

Mr. 0. F. Rannard, of Rannard Shoe, Ltd., Winni-

peg says

:

"Trade for the past month has been very slow, parti-

cularly the latter part of the month it seems to be tighter

than ever. People are either economizing in merchandise

expecting the prices to go lower, or general conditions, such

as wet weather which has been detremental to the harvest

crop has had a bad effect on the buying of the general

public.

summer footwear, whereas in September the schools are

"September trade in the shoe business showed a slight

increase over August. But September is always considered

a better month than August, as August is a hollidaj

month, many people are out of the city and they are

supplied with summer footwear, whereas in September

the schools are opened and people coming back to the city,

find it n-ecessary to purchase for the family.

"It is necessary to force business, by special sales. By
selling merchandise regardless of cost, and disregarding

the usual moderate mark up which is necessary to cover

general overhead expenses and a reasonable amount for

profit. By window displays of special values, making the

public special inducements to buy. By increasing the ad-

vertising appropriation in general, taking drastic mea-
sures in forcing sales. -Cannot see any better prospects

for next month. I think that Fall business will be lower

than normal, and in comparison with 1920, will have a

general lower tendency.

"Women's low shoes, in lace oxfords and two strap

oxfords with Welt soles, medium heels are continuing

strong for this Fall. Brown calf in brogue effects and
oxfords with perforation toe caps and perforation wing
tips with the same heel are much in demand. Black kid

oxfords in medium dark shades are always strong. Jn

women's boots, black kid, chocolate kid, brown calf and
black calf are being bought in the order as named. While
there has been considerable business in women's boots, it

is much lower than any Fall season for many years. I

would say that the women's lace orfords and two strap

oxfords would run 70%, women's boots 15%, and women's
party slippers, French heels and novelties, 15%, an re-

gards to men's there is a stroug demand for English bro-

gues and semi brogue with plenty of perforations and with

heavy soles. There is also a moderate demand for oxfords

this Fall.

"The merchant will find it most difficult navigating

through the present period, going through the adjust-

ments, cleaning up his stocks, etc., replacing merchandise

in his shelves at a lower cost, and at the same time trying

to make sufficient money to pay his overhead expenses.

This is one of the most difficult times that merchants now
in business have experienced, and without trying to get

ahead, acting wisely, having reserves to fall back on it

necessary, it will be most necessary for them to navigate

successfully through this trying period. Operating ex-

penses are the highest in the merchandising history, and

profits have been cut the lowest. Added to this, sales have

not been running as high and the new taxations that are

being imposed upon the merchant only add to and make
hi- problem more difficult."

In Victoria. B. ('.. trade is generally quiet, though

better than a year ago. A leading dealer tells us that

men's tan bals with semi recede toes, brogue oxfords and
black boots are selling in the order named. Women's low

heeled straps in patent, brown, and black calf, calf strap

brogues, buckskin straps in brown and gray are selling.

Oxfords with military heels are increasing in favor, with

a slight increase in sales of boots. The demand in welt

shoes is largely for military heels. One, two and three

strap slippers are moving in dress wear, and also a few

colonials. A slightly increased demand is noted for shorter

vamps.

Lockett's shoe store, of Kingston find business fairly

good, and ahead of last year in pairs sold. They say,

"We find that by pushing certain lines; from time to

time, the people buy much more readily, and we have in-

creased our business by putting on special small lots occa-

sionally. If we have the right kind of weather, we have

no doubt there will be a fair amount of business next

month."

An Eastern deakr says:

—

"Manufacturers are much to blame for long delayed

shipments of all goods, causing serious losses of sales in

the early part of the season when the demand is best."

Messrs. Waterbury & Kising, St. John, X. B., have

found wholesale business in their district good this fall,

and prospects are bright, while retail business is on about

75% of last year's basis. They says:

"We are not forcing business in the way of cutting

prices at the present time, but we are cutting prices on

lines in which we are heavily stocked and which we are

closing out. We have not had as many sales the last three

or four months as we have had previously, in fact this time

last year we were running sales continually all fail. We
are putting on special advertising features, but that is no

more than we hope to do from time to time.

"The prospects for next month seem fairly good and

we think general conditions are improving, but we do

look for a very quiet midwinter, opening up we hope in

the spring better than ever.

"There has not been any great run on men and

women's high cuts on account of the weather being so

exceptionally good, but next month if any stormy weather

comes along, we anticipate a big run on men and women's

boots. Low cuts have been selling pretty strong now since

early spring."
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Shoe selling at

American centres

Business Conditions Improving. —
Continued Demand for Novelty

Shoes. — Blacks Forging Ahead.

—Patent Leather Has The Call.—

Slowest Spring Buying on Record.

New York News.

The demand for novelty shoes is still the prominent

feature in women's, shoe trade. In low cuts, cut outs

are being eliminated verj largely and tongues are being

inserted beneath the strap possibly to meet the needs of

cold weather. Turns ire not selling as well as welts.

Opera pumps an 1 being sold with spats, all of which goes

to show that the low cut season is likely to be considerably

extended. Amongst the novelties noted in some of the

prominent stores, might be mentioned the following: A
pump with moderate sized tongue, Spanish heels and

square buckle. A smart pump in grey buck of two straps

with low placed hackles cut with solid quarter.. There

are no buttons or buckles, a small verticle strap joining

the cross straps. This shoe has a Spanish heel. Another

novelty noted is the multiple strap pump with gored sides,

making a neat close fitting shoe probably intended to be

worn with spats. Large centre buckles seem to be going

out on account of ibis general use of spats as it is im-

possible with them to secure a neat fit. The mocasin

pump and plain patent low heel oxford do not seem to be

going extra well. A popular line seems to be a plain

vamp patent oxford at seven or eight dollars. The run of

oxfords this fall seems tc promise greater popularity than

ever.

Boston Bits.

Business seems to be picking up in Boston in general

lines, and although there is still a good sale for novelty

shoes, the edge seems to be wearing off. Blacks and

browns are popular with blacks leading in dull, patent

and satin followed by browns in kid, suede and satin,

Straps are still in the front, being about as five to one

with regard to other lines in women's shoes. A small buckle

is most popular, although quite a number of the large

flat type are still to be noticed. Amongst the novelties is

a turn shoe with moulded counter and box toe. Generally,

the trend is towards round tones and shorter vamps. In

heels baby and junior Louis seem to be favored, although

there is a new heel which is growing in favour which is a

combination of Spanish Louis with Cuban and full Louis,

running- in height 16-8. The heel is straighter and has

fuller lines than the ordinary Louis.

Philadelphia Pointers.

Blacks seem to be doing fairlv well and growing in

favour especially in patent, colt, kid and ooze in the order

named. Patent, however, seems to have the larger call,

particularly in strap pumps and street slippers. In street

oxfords, black boarded calf is strong in demand, also tan

calf in the medium shades. Strap oxfords are also

developing popularity that promises to place them in the

front rank.

Chicago Comments.

Generally, business in the shoe trade has not been

extra good in this district during the past month. Dealers

have been somewhat disappointed by the easing off in the

demand for women's novelties and men's business has

only been fair. Notwithstanding this, the sale of oxfords

and slippers in women's lines is said to be fairly good.

There seems to be quite a demand for satin slippers in

both black and brown while straps and patent oxforls

seem to promise well for the coming month. The fine

weather is rather puzzling people who usually buy their

fall footwear at this time, and they are taking a gamble
on its continuance and are buying rather more fancy

lines than usual. Just the same, some dealers claim

that there is every evidence that there will be a good
demand for boots this fall, but nevertheless, few seem to

be willing to take long chances.

St. Louis Situation.

The call continues very strong for low cuts and strap

patterns. Most of the plants here are fairly active, finish-

ing up their fall business, and it is stated there is enough
still ahead to occupy them till the close of the year. It is

claimed here that the Spring season is the latest in the

history of the trade. Some of the factories have only

now sent out their travellers with Spring lines. They
still find amongst the retailers trench apathy and un-

certainty with regard to spring buying. It is claimed that

the children's business in this district was never larger

than it is this fall.

San Francisco Facts.

The fine weather that has been prevalent for the

past month has kept up the demand for certain lines that

are usually off season at this time. Business has not been

as good as has been expected, but is nevertheless,

satisfactory to most dealers. In women's shoes, patent

leather has been selling in about the proportion of two
to one in comparison with other lines. Satin comes next

and tans follow the latter very closely. Tan shoes in ladies'

footwear seem to be taking the place, very largely, of black

kid. Patent straps seem to lead, and these are followed

hard by patent oxfords. Two strap pumps with military

heels seem to be largely in demand. Beaded effects seem

to be growing in populard favor, although it is expected

that as the season progresses, there will be a falling off of

these lines. Satins in black and brown, and kid in dull as

well as bright finishes seem to be growing in favor. In

men's shoes, the demand is decidedly for oxfords, and
other lines seem to be largely neglected. The brogue

oxford seems to promise a continued reign of popularity.

Tans are so far, ahead of blacks, althongh there is a good

demand for Scotch grains in black as well as tan for

brogue.

HOW CAN BE HELP?
{Concluded from page 38)

if they are asked to reduce prices further, after already

having taken losses, that labor must reconcile itself to

lower wages, and a temporary loss which will be recouped

when values become aligned to lower wages and costs.

This, organized labor at least has steadely refused to con-

sider. It is of little value for two or three sections, such

as manufacturers, retailers and producers to submit to

or to assist in this movement, if the other big factor,

labor, does not do its sare. On the other hand, if labor

showed a disposition to cease restriction of output, and to

give a reasonable day's work, the question of wages and

costs would take care of itself. But at present organized

labor, while it shouts itself hoarse about its willingness

to cooperate, refuses to deliver the goods in fair measure,

and appears satisfied to receive a high wage for part-time

employment, rather than a reduced hourly wage but con-

tinuous employment.
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What In Stock

Department Can
Do For Retailer

It Means an Increased Turnover

of Capital and More Customers for

the Store Co-operation Between
Manufacturers and Dealers Ne-
cessary. — Sorting Facilities in

Canada. — What Some Factories

Have to Say.

"How large an order shall I give for this line so as

to have just enough and not too many ?"

This is a question which confronts every shoe dealer

when ordering stock and those who can answer it correctly

are as scarce as hen's teeth.

The summer months usually find the busy shoe store

short on selling sizes on the proper lines of the season.

Until comparatively recent years, all the retailers could

do was to substitute short or ill-fitting shoes, or give his

customer a line having some far-off resemblance to that

which he had in mind, and try to convince him that he

i? getting what was asked for. This method, however, caus-

ed the dealer to lose ultimately, as shoes were either re-

turned or the patron was lost.

Manufacturers Take a Hand.

There is where many' manufacturers have stepped

into the broach, and devised a plan beneficial to both

wholesaler and retailer creating at the same time a very

important branch of the si industry.

With the perfection of systems in shoe factories and

quick changes of styles came the desire on the manufactur-

er's part to be of added service to the dealer by helping

him serve his customer better. With this end in view, the

in-stock department was established. Where formerly ii

required from one to six months to iill an order, the deal-

er is now enabled to give an order for a pair of shoes in

mid-season and have them without any delay whatever.

In brief, the in-stock service means to the retailer

not only, increased service, but added profit by the aug-

mented number of sales made and customers saved, it

supplements the dealer's spring shipments, helps mid-
season turnovers, saves emergency sales, lessens an invest-

ment, increases profit on seling sizes, insures rapid delivery

from the factory, means that goods can be ordered by card

or wire, a new store can open in mid-season. In short, it

forms a valuable asset to the small capital store.

Canadian In-Stock Houses.

Although in the United States practically all the larg-

er factories have up-to-date in-stock departments, Canadian
manufacturers in general have not given this branch the

attention it might have. It is to be said, however, that

those who have in-stock departments certainly have gone
the right way about it to ensure success. It is easily seen

what added profits the manufacturer can secure by taking
advantage of this opening.

Ask any progressive dealer what his chief trouble is

these mid-season days, and he will tell you "keeping stock

up in popular sellers". Many lines are popular one month

and die out the next. This prevents the retailer, when giv-

ing his spring order, from getting too large an assortment

on any line, no matter how popular it may be ;
whereas,

when he can give an order on Monday and have goods

delivered on the morrow, or Wednesday, he is able to keep

in line with the everchanging, fickle public fancy.

Manufacturers have to judge for themselves just how
many lines and what quantity of these lines should be

stock. The "in-stock" styles are "tested styles", as ma-
nufacturers do not, as a rule, put anything in stock which

has not been tested as to fitting qualities and popularity

in the majority of parts of the country.

An expert says : "It is reasonably sale for any retailer

to order shoes from "in-stock" departments, and he can

be sure that the goods which he receives will fit well and
will take in his community. The manufacturer does not

want to stock a list of styles that are going to prove to be

-tickers for himself, so h e gets in as close touch with the

demands of the public as it is possible for him to do. By
his method the retailer will very seldom or never make a

Mistake in re-ordering shoes from stock."

Large Turnover Accomplished.

The practice or buying shoes from the manufacturer
ha< resulted in merchants making a much larger profit on
i heir mid-season investment. By taking advantage of these

shoes ready to be shipped, they may buy one or a dozen

pairs of any size and width, get them within a few days,

and have the whole lot completely sold out in a short time.

!t also permits retailers to do business on small stocks of

shoes that can be replenished frequently. Thus they are

aide to do business on a small capital, and such other capital

as they may have at their command they are able to use for

the improvment of their stores and in aids to shoe mer-

( handising.

The "in-stock" houses encourage dealers to turn their

stock into cash frequently, each time at a profit, and then

to re-invest their capital in a stock, fresh and new style

shoes. Tt greatly facilitates sorting and is especially valu-

able for filling in on the middle sizes which go first.

Total saving through patronage of these depar-

tnents, and the frequent turnover of stock accomplised

thereby, have in many cases been sufficient to turn losing

stores into profit paying ones. They also have enabled some
retailers to carry on a small store in a first-class location

a I the same expense as a larger store in a second rate

location.

Any manufacturer who runs his "in-stock" department

with the idea that all he must do is to put in the stock

and the people will clamor to buy it. has started the wrong
way.

In some of the large manufacturing business the only

men who an' what might be called merchandisers are the

salesmen and they have to be so in order to hold their jobs.

A manufacturer who does not consider it necessary to

hire salesmen in order to market his shoes is one who does

not expect to be in business any great lenght of time,

because he must realize that business is not done on faith

and that the retailers of this country must be shown the

goods you wish them to buy and the good points in con-

nection with these goods must be forcefully and continu-

ally placed before them, also care must he given to the

] (leasing of the customer by making his shipments as

prompt as possible and by looking after him with much care.

Because a manufacturer has sold goods to a man in

one year is no reason why he should not have his salesmen
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call the next year, .and no manufacturer for one minute

thinks of the proposition in that light for he' knows perfect-

ly well that if he does not have his salesmen call some
other man will, and it is the man on the job who gets the

business.

Must Be Enthusiastic.

But why it is that so many manufacturers run "in-

stock" department, not in the way they run salesmen and
general business, but merely with the idea of having shqeb

in stock for those who may ask for them? That is, having

more faith than it is possible to believe, and the men who
are running their stock departments in this way are the

ones who find it necessary to sell a great batch of left-

overs at a great sacrifice each year. If these men did not

hire salesmen to travel and sell their regular line of goods

practically their entire output would remain to be sold as

left-overs at the end of the year, and the existence of these

concerns would be short.

If these men believe, and prove that they believe by

putting out salesmen, that it is necessary to continually

keep their lines before the buyers and to push them at all

times, then why don't they realize it is just as necessary to

continually push in an up-to-date enthusiastic manner the

good's which they carry in their stock departments?

If your not enthusiastic about your own proposition

how c.an you expect to make another man enthusiastic about

it? If you don't show belief and enthusiasm in your "in-

stock" department how can you expect to make the retail

shoe dealer feel that yours is the stock department that

can give him whit he wants when he wants it ?

You must hire salesmen to sell your "m-stock" shoes

and you miust hire good' ones, and among these salesmen

are the trade papers and circulars.

If you show but few shoes and advertise them in a

half-hearted way you create the impression that you only

carry a few shoes in your "in-stock" department and you

destroy the confidence of the man who might have faith,

and to men who are running "in-stock" departments in

tli is way, the only fair thing to say is, "Yon1 had better

discontinue this .department for you will surely have a

great many left-overs at the end of the year."

There are many concerns doing tremendous business

in their "in-stock" 'departments who have a small quantity

of shoes left over each year, and who are getting higher

prices for these left-overs than the man who is running his

"in-stock" department on faith. It is simply those who
continually advertise by using large space systematically

showing a large variety of shoes and also following their

customers closely and often with good, snappy circulars

which tend to create enthusiasm and belief on the part of

the merchant.

Mr. 0. L. Owens of the Owens-Elmes Mfg. Oo. of

Toronto has left on an extended business trip to Winnipeg

and on through to the coast, returning through the large

"cities of the Western states including Chicago.

Work while you work and play while you play. That is

the way to malce both of them pay.

Keep your mind on your job and the bank balance

will take care of itself.

The kind of giving that counts is that which is

prompted from within, not from without.

Too many people spend a lifetime getting ready

io do things.

R. T. HOLMAN'S PICNIC

Representatives of wholesale houses who were pre-

sent, as well as the members of the store staff who enjoyed
the event, are unanimous in declaring that the picnic

staged this year by the Followship Club of R. T. Holman
Limited, Summerside, P. E. I., was one of the biggest

events of its kind attempted by any business house in
Eastern Canada. The big event which was under the

management of the entertainment committee, of the Hol-
an Followship Club was held at Stavert's beach, a point
about five miles outside Summerside at the mouth of the
famous Dunk river. Headed by a five ton truck bearing a

gasoline calliope and a clown band, some sixteen motor
vans, and touring cars paraded from the town to the
picnic ground creating considerable interest en route. At
the picnic ground there was everything that the most
critical pleasure-seeker could desire, a shaded grove to

A COUPLE OF MERRY-MAKERS.

rest, bathing houses that had been hastily constructed for

the event, row boats and motor boats for the use of the

picnickers, a beach where clams and quahaugs could be

had in abundance, an athletic field laid out for the 100-

yard dash, woman's race, fat man's race, sack race, wheel-

borrow race, running high jump, running broad jump,
tug-of-war and wrestling events were held for the more
strenuous. A baseball game was played among the men
and after they had unmercifully "swatted the pill" a

woman's game was played. Several games of quoits were
played, swings were extensively patronized and through

the whole day the music of the calliope and the
1

antics of

the clown furnished a connecting link which made no
break in a whole day of ^port. At the end of the day which

was declared a perfect one by all present, several old

fashioned dances, including a set of lancers, were danced
on the athletic field, more than 200 participating.
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A change is announced in connection with the shoe

retail business of Wilson Bros., Montreal.

The Canada Hide and Skin Co. have retired from bu-

siness, in Montreal.

A change is announced in connection with Moss &
Robitaille, shoe retailer, Toronto.

Mr. Harry Saunders lias opened a shoe store at 3912

Danforth Ave., Toronto.

The shoe retail business of Mr. Win. Radley, St. Lam-
I ert, Que., is undergoing sonic changes.

Mr. Morris Geller is commencing in the shoe retail

business in Hamilton, Out.

Mr. Frank Locke, manager of Shoe Department, of

T. Eaton Company's Winnipeg store, was in Toronto and

the Eastern towns on a buying trip recently.

Robert D. Ayling, Toronto, Canadian representative

of Church & Co., Northampton, England, spent several

days in Winnipeg recently and reports a good business.

Mr. Frank H. Blackwell recently purchased the shoe

business of Mt. (). II. Ronnie, Wetaskiwin, Alta. He was

formerly with the Nickle Boot Shop of Calgary.

The Light Fingered Fraternity seem to have taken a

liking to shoes and shoe factories. Ames Eolden McCready,
Toronto branch, was the most recent one to be visited,

twelve pairs of boots being taken.

The Nei'll Shoe Store of Brantford recently moved
into new premises one door west of their former location

on Colborne St. These new quarters will increase their

floor space about half as much again as in the former store.

New hardwood floors, a handsome window front and fur-

niture of the very latest type are some of the feature of

the new store which make for better display and service

for patrons.

An Asbestos Shoe has been invented for those who work
mi steel mills amid molten or red hot metals. The uppers
are made of the same material as the fire proof curtains

used in theatres and are soft and pliable. The lining is of

cotton or cotton flannel, both of which materials act as

non-conductors of heat while the soles and heels are of the,

same material as brake band lining on automobiles. The
shoe slips on like a slipper, having neither laces or clasps.

Mr. J. T. Campbell li as commenced in the shoe retail

business in Hamilton, Out.

Mr. V. E, Taplin, general manager of Natural Tread
Shoes, Limited, of Toronto and Belleville, has organized
a local company in Peterboro to be known as Taplin Shoes
of Peterboro, Limited. This company will conduct an ex-

clusively Natural Shoe Store at 376 George St. Natural
Tread Shoes Limited have a novel and very successful way
oL introducing their shoe ideas in respect to the shoe busi-
ness. The Grand Opera House of Peterboro is to be leased
for one evening, when a very instructive lecture on "Hy-
giene of the Feet" will be delivered. There will also be a
style show of professional mannequins parading with the
latest in dresses, suits, hats, etc., to display their shoes.

Mr. G. M. Jacobs, salesmanager for th e Robson Lea-
ther Co. Ltd., of Oshawa, has just returned from a ten day

fishing trip in the Laurention Mountains. He was with

the Lanthier Fishing Club.

A. H. Hymnien, wholesale shoes, has been registered

in Montreal.

Mr. Ralph Clarke has been engaged by the Perth
Shoe Co., of Perth, to cover the Western territory from
Port Arthur to the (Vast. He will take the place of Mr.
John Abernethy who is laid up with a serious illness. Mr.
Ansley, of Perth Shoe Co., will accompany Mr. Clarke over
the territory this season.

Mr. T. A. Blackstock. shoe dealer of Dun las. Out., in

renewing his subscription to the Shoe and Leather Jour-
nal says the Journal is "the thing" as he likens to get the
news and read what the other fellows are doing. Mr. Black -

stock has been in the shoe business since he was 11 years
oM — 42 years.

Mr. R. J. Henderson, who has for the last year been
-alesmanager for .1. K. Samson Enr., of Quebec, has se-

vered his connection with that firm and has opened an
office at 80-23 Wellington St. West. Toronto, where he i<

carrying a full line of samples for the Eureka Shoe Co.
Ltd., of Three Rivers, and Jos. Tanguav. of Quebec. The
above two firms have had wide distribution"of their goods
through the jobbing trade of Ontario, but feel that with a
permanent representative in the district, their connections
can be strengthened.

Mr. II. W. Rising and Mr. P. M. Rising have been
visiting" the Ontario trade and renewing acquaintances.
Among other things tlx v have been looking for ideas in
the retail shoe stores which will assist them in remodeling
'heir retail establishments which they intend to have se-

cond to none in the country as to appearance and utility.

A NEW ANIMAL DISCOVERED

Leather men will be interested in a new source of
leather just discovered by the Toronto Telegram. From
his wanderings in search of ammunition with which to
take a crack at the profiteering repair man, a reporter
emerges with the following gem:

—

"As a matter of fact." said one of the manager in a
tannery, "while the prices lor a certain grade of leather
have gone down from $1.10 per pound to 89 cents, or a
little more, the host sole leather, which comes from South
America, is going higher. The trade depends on the
trigorifica — a heavy South American steer — for the
best soles. And it is bard to get—here's a bunch of orders
now that we can't fill."'

"Why a Canadian cannot walk comfortably except
upon the hide of a trigorifica was not made plain. And
while this trigorofical famine stalks through the land
Canadian farmers are complaining that what thev get for
bides barely pays for postage stamps!"

We have looked up our dictionaries of Zoology and
Archaeology, but are unable to find a description of the
dread "trigorifica". We presume it is an ancient species
found in the pampas — whatever they are — of South
America, or a relative of the well known "gazink".
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No. 621—Pat. 3-straps Theo
on last No. 121. Bound with
Champagne French Cord,
showing Champagne Kid In-

lay, Pearl Grey Buttons,
White Kid Lining, Full Louis-

Cuban wood Heel with vanity

plate.

HIC turns bearing the name "La Parisienne" have a beauty and
character peculiar to them alone.

The large opportunity suggested by a sight of the samples will be apparent

at a glance to the merchant holding the exclusive clientele of his com-
munity.

Representatives are now on the road and will call if you are interested.

LA PARISIENNE SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing* an advertiser
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They Are Off

the Regina shoe travellers with the

largest, snappiest line of samples
this well known firm nas ever pro-

duced, which includes Turns, Welts
and McKays, both*men's and women's
in the newest novelties, and up-to-

date shoes, at prices in keeping with
the times. We are justly proud of

our efforts in producing these
samples for this season and bespeak
for our travellers a successful trip

and a kind welcome from the trade.

Our Mr. C. A. McKim of Toronto
will represent us in that city and
west, and will have connected with

him a man for the Northern ground.

He has established a permanent
sample room at 1075a College Street

where a complete line, not only of our

famous Regina and Diana samples
will be carried, but also a full line of

jobbing shoes as well as lines made
for stock.

THE REGINA SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Mention. "Shoe and Leather, Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Great

Business

Shoe Repairing Must Stand on Its

Own Feet.—A Momentous Period.

The present period of reconstruction is a trying one

for all 'business men. In every line some have gone under,

some are hanging on desperately, some see land ahead,

and others are through the worst of it. Investigation will

how that those who are in the best position have not

just sat tight and waited the storm out. They have been

digging in for dear life, working longer and harder than

ever before, checking their expenses, and 'driving hard to

hold old customers and get new business.

iShoe repair men have wakened to the fact that their

business is on a different basis than in the old days of the

cobbler, and that it requires something more than mere
mechanical ability. Formerly, any man who could put on

a half sole was eligible to go into the shoe repairing

business 1

. There are still a few such in the grime, but their

number is dwindling;, and they are bound to disappear.

The repairing, or rebuilding to be more exact, of shoes,

is a manufacturing business of a high order, and the pro-

blems of a modern shoe repair shop proprietor are quite

parallel to those of any business executive. Though on a

smaller scale, they are just as complex. New methods and
machinery must be constantly studied, and where pos-

sible and advisable adopted. This applies not only to the

actual work, but to the carrying on of the business. For
new methods of handling the executive end of the business

are just as productive and profitable as a short cut in the

mechanical end of it. The machinery of the repair business

i.- so complicated1 and 1 perfected that it needs constant at-

tention in order that the work may be turned out in the

quickest and best manner. Raw materials involve a stud}r

of purchasing and manufacturing methods that takes a

great dpal of time and study if a man is to get tbe best

and most economical results.

The repairman is also his own salesmanager and

salesman, lie must come face to face, with the public, make
a good impression, sell his goods, work and service and

get repeat orders. The keen competition of these days ke^p*

the wide awake repairman on his toes. For there is an-

other shop around the corner ready to take his business the

moment be falters. Therefore be must see that his trade

is satisfied' and has confidence in the quality of work be

turns out.

Price is of course a big consideration, but the man
who really "sells" his customers on the qiiality of his good's

need not have any great fear of the price-cutter. Moreover,

the man whose store and service are pleading to his cus-

tomers will get tbe benefit of the best kind of advertising

—

the fact that bis customers will advise their friends to

trade with him.

Is it any wonder that one of the requirements of a

successful shoe repair man is brains? And is it any wonder

that the men with brains who have entered the business
have made a success of it. There is sometimes heard the
complaint that many of the shoe repair men of to-day are
not shoemakers. There will always be a, place for the' man
who is an expert craftsman and it is to be hoped that
eventually the Shoe Repair Associations, the newly formed
federation will work out some method, either by apprentices
or iby means of a school, whereby the supply of expert
shoe makers can be constantly replenished. But many of

these expert craftsmen have no executive ability, and will

never be able to run establishments of their own success-
fully. Some of the leading repairmen on this continent
knew nothing about shoes when they went into the game.
And some of them are thankful they did not, but say "I
can always hire good shoe makers and bench hands, and
pay them better money than they could make for them-
selves. I tell them what to do, not how to do it," And with
a superficial knowledge of the mechanical details of the
business sufficient only to check up those whom they
employ, they devote their energies to the buying and sell-

ing end of the business 1

. Hence the chains of repair shops
that are appearing all over Canada and the United States.

That, of course, is a problem the inidividxial repair
man in the large cities has to meet. And as the retailer in

ether lines is meeting successfully the competition of the

There Is a Constantly

Increasing Demand for

"National" Shoe Plates

here's 4 "why's":

They are easy to drive on and it is

practically impossible to wear them off.

They are made in three convenient

sizes, from cold rolled steel.

Leading jobbers everywhere carry them
in stock ready for immediate delivery.

They make YOU an entirely satis-

factory profit.

Write us for samples to-day

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells Street

Chicago, Illinois
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This Heel
Is the One You
Should Sell

It is the heel the people want — they

ask for it. It is the heel that gives

satisfaction— in wear, resiliency and
comfort.

Keep a sign in your window
that you sell—

"Maltese Cross" Rubber Heels

GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER, LIMITED
Head Office and Factory, TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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chain and cut rate stores, so the repairman should not

fear that he will be wiped out. For the element of service

and personal contact is lost in the evolution of the chain

store, while the cost of doing business is not lowered suf-

ficiently to make any serious difference in prices.

We would venture a prophecy that the repair store and
repair service will see far greater changes in the next ten

years than in the last ten. We see evidence already which

shows that the modern repair shop will 1>e a place where

any man or woman will not hesitate to go in the expec-

tation of seeing a bright, clean, attractive shop, weld-

lighted, well-furnished, and with an appearance inside and

outside, and a willingness to serve to the limit that will

attract trade and favorable rather than unfavorable

criticism.

ST. CRISPIN'S DAY

On the 25th day of October comes the day of St. Cris-

pin, the patron of the shoemakers, and there are some

good and timely reasons why ehoe men, indeed, all people,

should make some observance of the day this year, for St.

< Irispin was a shoemaker of many benevolences, and these

days of much unemployment there is need of many such.

The story of St. Crispin is worth the retelling. He
was born in Borne in the year 250, or thereabouts. One
tradition has it that he was a nobleman who, being con-

verted to Christianity, learned the shoemaking craft as a

means of earning his living. The other tradition is that

he was a shoemaker who became converted to Christianity.

Be those matters as they may, Crispin and his brother

Crispianus set forth to preach the gospel, and eventually

established themselves in Soissons, in France, where they

made shoes by day and preached the gospel by night.

Then seeking converts to Christianity was dangerous,

for the rulers of the world were heathem. Crispin and
Crispianus were put to death Oct. 25, 287, by order of the

.Roman governor of Gaul.

Their good works lived after them. For many years

the shoemakers of Soissons followed in the footsteps of

Crispin and filled their lives with deeds of kindness. They
fed the poor and comforted the sick and suffering. In the

ancient churches of France the artist-; painted pictures of

Crispin with a sacred palm in one hand and a shoemaker's
awl in the other. Eventually, Crispin was made a saint.

For centuries the feast of St. Crispin was observed

as a holy day by shoemakers. Even as late as the lime of

Whitter, the shoemaker poet, shoemakers gave thought to

St. Crispin's day, and the poet wrote :

Then let the toast be freely quaffed, in water cool and
brimming,

All honor to the good old craft, its merry men and women ;

Call out again your long array, in the old time's pleasant

manner,
Once more, on St. Crispin's day, fling out his blazoned

banner.

To Whitter's thought may be added the record that
( Irispin the shoemaker was a man of many benevolences
and that' these days of unemployment, there is aped that

men should do as did Crispin, give unto others.

{Hide and Leather)

SHOE REPAIR NOTES

Mr. F. N. Carter, recently commenced in the shoe re-

pairing business at 2B Arundel Ave, Toronto.

Mr. T. Morris, brother of Mgr. G. Morris, has arriv-

ed in Vancouver from Sheffield, England, and will take

up duties with his brother of the Goodyear Shoe Repairing
on Pender St. Mr. T. Morris was for many years a Staff
IN. €. 0. in the Imperial Army and is an accomplished
musician.

VANCOUVER SHOE NOTES
Selling footwear in Vancouver and Suburbs has been

only of a normal nature during the last few weeks. Mild
dry bright weather has been the order of the day, giving
the public the opportunity to complete the wearing of their
summer shoes.

Mr. P. Paris, of the World Shoe Store, on Hastings
St. W., has been confined to his home with serious throat
trouble.

Smoke and water did considerable damage to the stock
o'.' the Acme Clothing Company's boot store, 9 Hastings
St. W. The alarm was turned in about 6 p.m., just as the
stores in the city were closing. Damage about $6,000 was
done to the shoe store.

Mr. S. A. Denby, of Vancouver, B.C., has formed a
partnership with his brother, W. A. Denby, and are now
known as Denby Bros. & Co., dealers in wholesale leather
and shoe findings. After November first they will be locat-
ed at 1 69 Pender St. W. At the present time Messrs. S. A.
r \\

.
A. Denby are East on a buying trip.

REPAIR PRICES

The question of prices is still agitating the public
and consequently the shoe repair trade. Associations in
all parts of this country, United States, and England are
discussing it seriously and regularly, with the unani-
mous conclusion that prices should stay where they are
for the present. Some establishments have broken away
and are cutting prices, to the confusion of every one. One
would be led to think, by the fact that everywhere repair-
men as bodies have the same opinion, that there must
be some truth in the statement that repair prices will not
hear a downward revision. The various associations are
holding their members pretty well in line, though outside
competition and cutting in forcing some repairmen to
lower their prices. A periodical revision of castings would
be of value right now, with published statements that as
costs declined from this point prices would be reduced in
proportion. If the trade can hold the relative advantage
it has gained as against the old conditions of "sweated"
labor, it can affort to make concessions as the cost of
living sinks from its present point, and as shoe, prices
come down further as they may do in the course, possibly,
of a year.

THE BUSINESS QUIZ
QUESTION No. 1.—What is the object of Inventory and

how often should it take place in a well ordered
business ?

QUESTION No. 2.—How should profits be figured. On
cost or selling price and why ?

QUESTION No. 3.—If an article cost $1. and you sell

for $1.50, what percentage of profit do you make
minus "overhead

1

' ?

QUESTION No. 4.—If overhead expense is 20%, what
will an article that cost $1. and you sell for $1.50,
figure as profit?

QUESTION No. 5.—If a bill is discounted "2% 10
days" what is the cash value of said discount per
annum ?

QUESTION No. 6.—If goods in transit are destroyed
by fire, who suffers the loss the shipper or the pur-
chaser ?

(Answers to these questions in next issue.)
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THE business of making medium priced McKays
is more highly specialized in our plant than in

any other we know of.

Over-head is at a minimum, material is bought in

large quantities at rock-bottom prices and pro-
duction is maintained close to capacity at all sea-

sons.

Then, concentration on a few lines has enabled us
to always place before the jobber values untouched
by competition.

For McKays and McKay Welts our line is unequalled.

SAMPLES SENT ON REQUEST.

Manufacturing good shoes for

more than 25 years—
Mens, Boys, Youths and Misses

McKay Welts.

ANT. B O N I N
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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I DON'T

My parents forbade me to smoke,

Nor listen to a naughty joke,

67

I don't.

I don't.

They made it clear I must not wink
At pretty girls, nor even think

About intoxicating drinks,

To dance or flirt is very wrong,

Wild youth chase women, wine and song,

I kiss no girls—not even one ;

I do not know how it is done,

You wouldn't think I have much fun.

I don't.

I don't.

I don't.

I don't.

AGENT WANTED!
In the various shoe centres of Canada to handle an

established, first quality line of specialties and cotton

goods for the shoe trade.

If you can produce a volume of business we will make

you a good proposition.

Address Box 989.

SHOE AND LEATHER JOURNAL,

545 King Street West, Toronto, Canada.

Mention; "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Time Will Tell
The Goodness Of Our New Line Of Women's Shoes

THE same test of time that has served to show the worthy merits of

Brandon-made Shoes for Men will supply satisfying proof of the

c:;cel"ence of our new shoes for Ladies. The same standards of shoe-

making- that has long built sound trade for the one is already winning

sales for the other. Together they present a complete line of shoss that

the majority of your men and women will buy through sheer preference.

Our travellers are now covering the trade. Wait until one reaches you,

because he has a showing of styles and values of more than ordinary

interest.

THE BRANDON SHOE CO.,

BRANTFORD,
LIMITED
ONTARIO
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CHANGING TIMES

As .an object lesson in the difference in retail trade

over the last fear or so, Mr. J. R. Sprogue, gives his

experience in his jewelry store in San Antonio. M. Sprogne

as he says, spends three honrs early every morning at

literature and the rest of the day running a jewelry store

where he employs half a dozen people. Somebody took

exception to an article in which Mr. Sprogue said :

"People are everywhere churning better, putting new
shingles on the barn, having their shoes resoled, cutting

a new window in the dining-room, fixing up the liver to

go on a fishing trip. All these things mean business for

someone. The men who are willing to work for it will

get it."

With regard to his own experience he says :

"Here is the lesson that the jewelry store provides :

A couple years ago, when everything was prosperous and

high priced, we stood behind the counters and thought in

terms of diamond rings and platinum lavaliers. The
customer who brought in a 98 cent alarm clock to be fixed

did not get much encouragement. We were willing to.

sell him a new one, all right, but we couldn't be bothered

by fixing the old one. A half-dollar repair job was not

desirable.

"But you ought to see us now. Our platinum and
diamond customers have disappeared for the time being.

The rent, the electric light bill and the city taxes go on
just the same as they did two years ago. The main change

is in the attitude of those of us who work in the store.

We have all left our positions behind the diamond counter

and gone over to the work benches at the side window.
We are keen after repair jobs on alarm clocks, railroad

men's watches, spectacles, or broken knives and forks.

Even the young lady book-keeper spends her spare time
tringing imitation pearl beads for people who do not

want to take the trouble to do it themselves. If the

young man who wrote your editorial should come into

the store with his wrist watch broken we will be glad to

fix it while he waite and grateful to get his dollar and a

quarter.

"The strange part of it is we are getting by. No
one has had to take a cut in salary. I do not own an
automobile, but three of the others do. We all feel fine

;

better, perhaps, than we did two years ago.

"A few mornings ago a man came to my house and
wanted to sharpen the kitchen knives. They were in bad
shape and a got the job. He told me that he was a jour-

neyman machinist out of work and had taken to knife
sharpening until the machinist business picked up. He
said he was doing pretty well ; that he was averaging
$5 or $6 a day and sort of liked the work for a change.
And my kitchen knives are in better shape than they have
been for years.

"Only yesterday a Mexican came along and talked

my wife into buying a load of wood, although it was a
Texas summer day, with the thermometer up around 101.

He said she would gave at least $1.50 by purchasing
before the fall rust starter. I came home while he was
unloading it and recognized his as a man who used to

work in a downtown garage. He told me that he had
been let out of that job, but in the wreck of his fortunes
lie had somehow managed to salvage an old Ford car.

He had higged up a wagon box' on the machine and' was
in business for himself, bringing in wood from the coun-

try, where he could bet it cheap. He also liked the new

work. In the old days he had been something of a swash-

buckler, as is the custom of many Mexicans. But since

becoming a wood merchant he has not been arrested a

single time.

"I still content that this is a rich country and that

.•il most anyone who wants work can get it. We can't all

go along in Fifth Avenue style, and we can't all make an

easy living by writting snappy editorials ; but if we try

hard enough we can get by."

DRESSING UP THE MEN

London has apparently take nthe lead in the dress up
campaign for men. A newspaper dispatch indicates

efforts — apparently successful to some extent — to

brighten up men's hosiery:—

Fashion's present tendency towards vivid colors is

being extended to men's socks.

Socks of lurid purple, rose-pink and lavender are

beginning to light up the London thoroughfares.

"One of the smartest socks for wear during the winter

months will be canary with a black clock at the side," says

a writer in Men's Wear. Black and yellow is a particularly

smart combination.

"Another shade is a beautifu tint of ceiise, also with

a black clock. Then there is a third shade — a fine tint of

bright blue, which again has a black clock at the side."

Popular Models
And Good Values In

SLIPPERS

BOUDOIR SLIPPERS
in Felt, Kid and Suedes. All colors —

Rubber or Spring Heel.

Dealers will find these attractive well made
productions are strong trade pullers.

Jobbing Trade A Specialty

Samples on Request.

B. & M. SHOE & SLIPPER CO., LIMITED
126-128 GARDEN AVE TORONTO
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Better Service

As the first step toward a nation wide

service, we are shortly going to open in

Toronto a Factory Branch Show room and

Service Station under the direction of a

well known shoe machinery expert with

twenty years experience.

We want to emphasize the fact that when
you buy Universal Machines — whether

for cash or on monthly payments — you

buy a genuine service as well.

NO RENT, NO ROYALTY, NO DUTY.
BEST IN THE LONG RUN.

Universal Shoe Machinery, Limited

124-128 Queen St. - MONTREAL

h. o. Mcdowell H. X. LINCOLN

International Supply Co.
The Largest Shoe Factory Supply House in Canada
IMPORTERS . - - - - JOBBERS

Shoe Machinery, Findings and Factory Supplies

We are Exclusive Canadian Agents for the following well-known houses:—

American Lacing Hook Co., Waltham, Mass.
lacing Hooks and Hook Setting Machines.

Armour Sand Paper Works, Chicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth for Buffing and Scouring.
Boston Leather Stain Co., Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc. Cyclone Bleach.
The Ceroixylon Co., Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect Liquid Wax.
The Louis G. Freeman Co., Cincinnati, O.

Shoe machinery.
E. L. Glennon Machine Co., Lynn, Mass.

Perforating Tubes.
Hazen. Brown Co., Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe Gum, Rubber Cement.
Mark'.iem Machine Co., Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing Machines, Compounds, Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co., Boston, Mass.
Binding, Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co, Boston. Mass.
Wax Thread Sewing Machines,
Poole Process for Goodyear Insoles.

Safety Utility Economy Co., Boston, Mass.
Electric Heating Equipment. «

The S. M. Supplies Co.
Factory Supplies. Needles, etc.

J. Spaulding & Sons Co , N. Rochester. N. H.

Guaranteed Fibre Counters. Fibre Innersoling.
The Textile Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.

Shoe Laces
United S'tay Co., Cambridge. Mass.

Leather and Imitation Leather Facing, Welt'.ng, etc.

We carry three large stocks in order that we may serve your promptly.

You will do well to avail yourself of these stocks.

Quality Goods Right Prices

Branches

:

Main Office—154 Notre Dame Street West, Montreal.

-37 Foundry Street S., KITCHENER - - - - 566 St Valier Street, QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The New Quebec City warehouse of the Breithaupt

Leather Go. and Lucien Borne.

The Breithaupt Leather Co., of Kitchener, have es-

tablished a new warehouse in Quebec City at the corner
of Colomb and Voltigeners Street. This greatly increases
this firm's facilities for supplying the Eastern trade with
their leather requirements.

Occupying this building in conjunction with the
Breithaupt Leather Co. is Lucien Borne, thus continuing
the long association these two firms have enjouyed, Mr.
Home being their Quebec representative.

This being the distributing house for the Breithaupt
Leather as well as the well known Borne Tannages, makes
it an important leather hearquarters for the trade.

SHOE AND LEATHER MARKETS ON A FIF
BASIS

Mr. F. S. Scott, M. P., president of Getty and Scott
Ltd., in commenting on present conditions says

:

"The market in the shoe and leather industry is now
re-established upon a firm basis. While off grades of
leather in the cheaper lines are, in some instances, being
offered at lower prices-, on the standard lines of materials,
we find a firm market and we would not be surprised to

see an increase during the next few months.
"The Tanning industries have taken such tremendous

losses that when the trade reviives, as it is now doing, they
will endeavour to recover some of these looses.

"In the lines in which we are particularly interested,

we find a. shortage of shoes. We hive had a very good run
for Fall and have been forced to refuse many orders for

immediate delivery, owing to our inability to get goods
out on time. Spring placmg business is also being received
and, although our travellers have only been on the road a

short time, the results are very encouraging. Altogether,
we find the ?hoe industry has reached a good sound basis
and retailers and wholesalers need not hesitate to place
orders for their requirements."

HITS AND MISSES

the whole wolrd seems wrong, when it is likely you

are only wrong yourself.

the man who does is. It is another way of saying you

are what you make yourself.

Looking for trouble is the easiest job in life.

Take the work cure if you are mentally or bodily

neurotic.

Smiling, like mercy, is twice blest. It blesseth him
that gives and him that takes.

Make it snappy but make it tell.

A bad liver is worse for business than rain on market

day.

TJic troubles you fear are worse than the troubles you
see. Don't try to go it blind.

Try doing first to the other fellow what you would like

ihm to do to yon, instead of dooing to him first what you
think he is going to do to you.

It is not the length of the day but what you put into

ill that tells.

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwea r

" builds
prestige and an enviable reputa-
tion for better grade retailers.
They are carefully made of se-
lected materials by expert turn
workmen."

HAZEN B. GOODRICH # CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS
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THE new "Canadian Footwear" line abounds in suggestions for the

man on the look-out for shoes that will "catch on" quickly — and
take a firm grip, as well.

This is a distinctly good line of womens shoes, carefully made by good

shoe-makers who offer you the newer ideas at prices a little under what
you would expect to pay for such a fine examples of the modern shoe.

CANADIAN FOOTWEAR, CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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This number is made of white
elk. Full double sole. Just as
easily repaired as a welt.

It is a "Multiwear" stitch-

down.

Sizes 4-7% . . ..... $2.20

Sizes 8-10% 2.50

Sizes 11-2 2.90

Guaranteed for 3 Months

WE positively guarantee that if your customers return "Multiwear"
to you in a worn out condition in less than three months, we will

supply a new pair without charge.

There are no strings on this guarantee. Do what hundreds of Merchants
are doing— order "Multiwear" and draw the family trade — feature them
in your windows.

Carried in stock in Black, Tan, Brown, Pearl and Smoke.

Samples on Application. Write now.

NATHAN CUMMINGS
1 53 PEEL ST. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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\S0hat the Jfand ofthe rrinter

jfolclsJur^ou

People who have never seen you or your goods are

made to see by your printing.

Your factory, of which you are so proud, your product,

which you have labored to perfect — these things are

your reason for living. But most of your customers

and prospects get their impression of you and your

work from printed pages.

When you invite people to send for your printing, you

really invite them to send for the photograph of your

life work. The hand of the printer moulds the public's

opinion of you and your product.

We would suggest that an Acton man demonstrate to

you how we can assist your efforts in making your

Catalogue or Booklet truly expressive of your business.

ACTON PUBLISHING COjCmkcS

LM.N„I.LM An L.; d J...Q.il.L.M

The Imprint that

Guarantees

Quality

This mark is our guar-

antee that your order

will be filled according

to specifications.

H is like the artisfs

name on a picture, the

author's name on a

book, the hall-mark on

a piece of silver. It

symbolizes the work
of a quality house—a

house that is proud
to "sign" its finished

product.

It means that you are

getting the best there

is in printing service

at a price that is iusi.

ified by the character

of the work; printing

that will represent

your house to Its sat-

isfaction and to its

credit and profit.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"The Finest

Hockey
EverMade

OUALITY ICE SKATES

Boston. Mass.

Boston, Mass.
Oct. 11-21.

CPS/l5/lO/2i

BOBY McLEAN, THE
SPEED CHAMPION
IS EXCEPTIONALLY
QUALIFIED TO
JUDGE

!

To be sure of Delivery

order at once

Geo A. SLATER, Limited

MONTREAL

George, A. , Slater Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

Gentlemen:

Kindly inform me at your very earliest

if your concern manufactures the I nv ictus

Hockey Skating Shoe.

The writer ha6 a pair purchased from

Abercombie and Fitch, New York City and

finds them the finest hockey ever made.

Kindly quote your very lowest price on

same, also on a racing boot for speed

skating if you manufacture such.

Very best wishes.

Sincerely.

Hockey Boot

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Incorrect shoes worn
in 'childhood cause
deformed toes like

these.

This is how nature
intended the foot to

grow—the Hurlbut
way.

Teaching

A Million

Mothers

HURLBUT advertisements are
teaching a million mothers the im-
portance of correct footwear for
children. They are stressing the
danger of ill-fitting un-natural shoes.

A million mothers are thus being
convinced' of the necessity of de-

manding HURLBUT CUSHION
SOLE SHOES.

Are you prepared to take your
share of this attractive business?

HURLBUT
CUSHION-SOLE

Shoes/- Children
ensure the trade of parents who buy
wisely — the class of business you
desire — and, who, when satisfied

will be constant and steady cus-
'tomers.

Salesmen or Samples on Request.

Philip Jacobi
5 East Wellington Street,

TORONTO

Exclusive Wholesale Distributor of

Hurlbut Shoes.

THERE IS NOTHING

MIRACULOUS IN THE

PRODUCTION OF

"ROYAL KID"-KNOWN

FOR ITS UNIFORM-

ITY. THIS REPUTA-

TION HAS BEEN
EARNED BY CLOSE

PERSONAL ATTEN-

TION GIVEN TO ALL

THE DETAILS—FROM

SKIN BUYING TO

FINAL GRADING.

BONNER
LEATHER CO.
MONTREAL

SALES AGENTS:

MONTREAL: .) . H . GOYER.227 LEMOiNE ST.

KITCHENER; F. F. OL'FFTON, 50 FOUNDRY ST.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Jyttrxal" u-hcm writing an advertiser
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Greater Production and Better Service

In Making and Supplying Sisman Shoes

To keep pace with the steadily

growing demand for Sisman Shoes

and to give Sisman Dealers the

faultless service which their valued

trade deserves, we have made addi-

tions to our plant and equipment

and changes in our organization.

We are

OPENING A TORONTO
OFFICE

in charge of Mr. J. S. Ashworth, at

17 Manchester Building, phone Main
4367, so that many of our customers

can with greater convenience and

every assistance examine and select

our lines.

A BRANCH PLANT AT
NEWMARKET

is also being operated which will

effect greater capacity in Sisman

Shoemaking.

The wholesale trade of the entire

Dominion will be covered by Mr.
Ashworth whose best efforts to
satisfactorily serve customers old

and new will be backed up by the
improved efficiency of the Sisman
headquarters. Our increased pro-
duction and changed organization
will enable us to meet the present
necessity of shoe dealers by enabling
them to order at shorter notice and
get their demands filled in reason-
able time. In addition it means the
greater value that comes from
quantity production.

It will pay you to take advantage of this Better

Service in Best Everyday and Aurora Shoes

The T. SISMAN SHOE CO., Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing) an advertiser
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YALE SHOES
High Grade'McKays
For M en ana dovs

Popular

Juvenile Lines

Boys in Brown or Black, medium or recede lasts, sizes 1-5V2> at $3.50

Black or Brown Storm Calf, unlined, sizes 1-5!/^, at 3.25

Mens in Brown or Black, medium or recede lasts, at 4.35

Lads, Gents, Youths, 5-7l/
2 , 8-IOV2, 11-2, at $2.15, $2.45, 2.85

Childs, Girls, Misses, in Brown or Black, 5-7y2 , 8-IOV2, 11-2, at

$2.15, $2.45, 2.85

ALL THE ABOVE LINES ARE IN STOCK.

The Yale Shoe Mfg, Co., Limited

Gait - Ontario

HYDRO CITYr SHOES

Give The Wear
And Get The Trade

The sturdy wear built into Hydro

City Shoes is the very thing by

which you can increase your sales

in Staple Footwear.

Solid leather all through—good shoemaking from start to finish and the

right amount of style, is the trade winning combination that makes the

Hydro City Line a steady day in and day out seller. They are one of your

best investments in stock for Fall and Winter Selling.

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers
K.

1 ^ . Limited
itchener, Untano

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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AACoTE &S9N,LlMITED

No 18—Men's Tan Oil Drain Whole
Quarter Blucher, Plain Soft Toe, Solid
Slip, Solid Sole, Leather Counter,
Good Heavy Penetang Out-sole,
Standard Screw Stitched aloft.

Price $4.80

THIS is probably, the best value offered to the
trade at this season — not the lowest in price, but
low in price for a solid shoe that will wear longer

than usually is expected.

Samples of this and other numbers sent on request.

A. A. COTE & SON, LIMITED
ST. HYACINTHE, QUE.

i

i

I
p.

La Gioconda
Hand-Made Italian Turns

THERE is a quality peculiar to Italian Hand Made
Turns that can not be approached by any other
product.

This fine workmanship finds full expression in the beau-
tifully fashionable shoes we are selling to the best trade
in Canada.

D. SEBASTIANI
960 St. Denis St. - - MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Attractive Shoes to Retail at $6.00, $7.00 and $.800 Will Bring You Business.

But note the Price

These mock welts are known
for their style, their wear
and for the flexibility of the
soles.

It is an ideal line to meet the
present day conditions.

No. 566, as shown, for in-

stance can be sold at retail

for $7.00 at a good profit.

Samples and prices on re-

quest.

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

I

5

I

The sale of stitchdowns can be

and is being, increased by the un-

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

Stitchdowns

at the right

Price for

To-days Market

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price.

THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

§

^1

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THOMPSON'S

KUSHION

SOLES

A wonderfully complete line of Womens
Comfort Shoes with our own patent cushion.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

HARRY THOMPSON SHOE CO.

PEEL & ST. CATHERINE STS

MONTREAL, P.Q.

45 STALEXANDER ST.^^M' MONTREAL^

"WILMAC LACES"
ARE ALL GOOD

This label is never put on faulty, weak or
poor laces and we guarantee the tags to be
solid.

Sold banded in pairs and packed in handsome
cabinets of 100 pairs or 50 pairs assorted
lengths. Also packed in plain boxes of 72
pairs. Through all wholesalers.

We are also sales agents for fine Leather Laces
made by H. B. McCarthy L'td, Port Hope, Ont.

OUR STYLE 645

BABIES'iJSOFT SOLE SHOES
We solicit inquiries from findings jobbers.

This is a new and fast growing business. Especially attractive
prices will be quoted to jobbers who communicate with us at
this time.

We are featuring Style 645 and 160 Soft Sole Baby Shoes.

All styles and colors. Prices low to build trade.

Boston Baby Shoe Mfg. Company-
Manufacturers of fine soft sole baby shoes and sandals.

3 Foster Street PEABODY, MASS.

r
\ -

OUR STYLE 160

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke umited

General Offices & >Vorks

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St. W„ Montreal

• PERCY J. MULBURN, Agent

553 St. Valicr Street, Quebec
RICHARD FKKRES, Agent

COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of

excess meat. Thoroughly cored and
out of our first salting.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable
tare, giving an excellent delivery.

Hide and Calfskin Cellar. MONTREAL

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FALLOWS:

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John. N.B.
Windsor, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
DAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

YFoodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Rep-esented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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NEWCASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White, Black,
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits.

Indias. Heavy Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Cloths.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch—335 Craig St. W.. Montreal

Factory—Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A.

Cotton Shoe

Linings

Ducks, Etc., Etc

Side Leathers

Splits

Tannery

1704 Iberville St

Montreal

FROM
Rubber Cement

Bottom Filler

Sheepskins

Rubber
Cement Factory

26 Gladstone Ave.

Montreal

Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes

Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 St. Hubert St., Montreal, Canada

Calumet 1959

StiOB M'F'G CoHPANiY=
LIMITED

Representing a sample taken from a strong line

of Misses Children's and Infants McKays.
Jobbers and other large buyers will be inter-

ested in our proposition. We will call if you

J.HARDYSMITH & SONS mD
Vacto£s

her

CODES: MARCONI, BENTLEY, L1EBER.
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTER. Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.

ESTABLISHED 18G3

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOB HOME AND EXPORT TBADE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALLjABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE'
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE NEW YORK CHICAGO

'We deliver what you buy"

PAGE
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITSARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe' and Leather Journal" when writing an daveriiser



For Better Fine Shoes
WE know

Patent Leather Making

YOU KNOW
The Art of Shoemaking

TOGETHER
We Secure Results

Clark's Patent Leather

A. Clark? $c Glnmpatuj, IGtmttrfi

®0rnntn
Iranrhra at iMnntrral *nb i^mbn

Largest Producers of Patent Leather in the British Empire



THE THIRTY-FOUR YEAR. 1t» TORONTO, NOVEMBER 1st, 1921.

IIIIIIHIIIIII""
I! Jl 1I

Style Leaders for the 1922 Season

R EGAL
Shoes Are Made
In Canada By

CORSON

MM

CORSON SHOE MANUFACTURING CO.
LIMITED

100 STIRLING RD. TORONTO

ACTON PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED
TORONTO MONTREAL
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Hemlock Sole Leather

The staple season is here and with it

comes an unusually large demand for

heavy gauge stock in this popular
tannage.

We believe buyers of heavy leather are

well advised to anticipate their require-

ments...

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

SALES OFFICES

Kitchener

Penetans

Toronto

Hastings

Vancouver

TANNERIES AT
Kitchener Woodstock

Montreal Quebec

Burk's Falls

WIIHIIIIHIIIII4IIIII4II1IHIIIIHIII1M

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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IN all discussions of quality in those things which go to the making of

better shoes, the excellence of D & P Counters is never questioned.

As well as offering a top grade product made of the finest fibre, we give

the manufacturers of medium grade and low-priced shoes the opportunity

to buy counters just as well made but using a lower-priced fibre.

D & P Counters, graded thus, afford all makers opening to use materials

suited to their shoes.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

ST. HYACINTHE 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL

REPRESENTATIVES

:

For Ontario:—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City :—Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing on advertiser
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The only secret in the growing success

of Classic Shoes is their own inimitable

way of PLEASING — in appearance

and in service.

Classic Shoes for Women are bought

and worn by the most particular with

an appreciation that only complete

satisfaction can give.

Classic Shoes for Children are doubly

desirable as profitable merchandise

from the standpoint of present sales

they win and future trade they hold.

See all the Classics before ordering

your new lines.

Getty & Scott
LIMITED

Gait, Ontario

MADE IN GALT EXPOSITION.

NOV. 12-14-15-16-17-18-19 1921

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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FACE THE FACTS

New business methods are required

to meet new business conditions

Old methods invite failure

This merchant is trying to meet present-day condi-

tions with an out-of-date store system.

(1) He can't get the records he needs.

(2) He guesses about the amount of outstanding

accounts.

(3) His customers get slow service.

(4) He gives no receipt to his customers.

(5) There is no incentive for his clerks to do better

work.

(6) He hasn't been able to reduce expenses.

He complains about conditions.

He is discouraged. He fears failure*

WE MAKE CASH REGISTERS FOR EVERY LINE OF BUSINESS. NOW PRICED AS LOW AS$WO «*£».

f^j H CO) &±TLa
jCASH REGISTER COMPANY- TORONTO ONt

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertise-
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FACE THE FACTS

New model National Cash Registers

help merchants meet new conditions

New methods insure success

This merchant has installed a new model National

Cash Register especially designed to help merchants
meet new conditions.

(1 ) It gives facts necessary for managing his business*

(2) It provides an easy way to keep tax records.

(3) It gives quick, accurate service to customers.

(4) It prints a receipt for each customer.

(5) It helps clerks sell more goods.

(6) It reduces overhead.

He has made conditions in his store right.

He is meeting present-day conditions successfully.

A National Cash Register is

the only machine that issues a
receipt, indicates, adds, prints,

classifies, and distributes rec-

ords at the time of the sale,

all in one operation. No figure

work. No delays. No mistakes.

Just read the totals.

WE MAKE CASH REGISTERS FOR EVERY LINE OF BUSINESS. NOW PRICED AS LOW AS $100^^!MATH® i^?r )U
CASH RE Gl STEM COMPANY- TORONTO ONt

Mention "Shoe <md Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CLATWORTHY DISPLAY FIXTURES
Sell MORE Shoes

To make your store windows get the attention of all passers-by, display your shoes with the use of these

artistic fixtures. Their smart appearance lends character to your store. Supplied in all the period designs,'

finished in Old Ivory or Roman Gold. Order a selection now and add to the attractiveness of your store for

the Fall and Winter Season. New illustrated catalogue sent on request.

A complete range of Plushers and materials for window draperies in a choice selection of shades.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES: CANADA

'MONTREAL, E. O. Barette & Co., 301 St. James St. VANCOUVER, M. E. Hatt & Co., 318 Homer St.

^UEBF ". Nap. Debigare, 205 Des Fosses St. WINNIPEG, S. J. Barley, General Delivery.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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In these offerings we do not even border on the extreme, but ratber place

before you examples of fine shoe-making whose fashions will appeal to

worth-while folks.

Such styles are safe to buy to-day for spring delivery

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Sample Room at 123 Bay Street, Room 206, Stair Building, Toronto.

C. E. FICE, Representative.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Attractive Shoes to Retail at $6.00, $7.00 and $.800 Will Bring Ton Business.

But note the Price

These mock welts are known
for their style, their wear
and for the flexibility of the
soles.

It is an ideal line to meet the
present day conditions.

No. 566, as shown, for in-

stance can be sold at retail

for $7.00 at a good profit.

Samples and prices on re-

quest.

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

1

i

1

%

I

Stitchdowns

at the right

Price for

To-days Market

The sale of stitchdowns can be

and is being, increased by the un

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price. i

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY
THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal"1 when writing an adverti$er
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30 LINES
Empress Shoes

In Stock, Ready For Shipment
See the 3 following pages

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

The WALKER, PARKER CO., Limited
TORONTO, - ONTARIO

Progressive High-Grade Shoemakers for Women

Mention "Shoe mul Leather Journal" tvhen writing an advertiser
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Sample No. ' Width

7625 Women's Brown Calf Lace

Oxford, (Scotch Brogue),

G. W. Wing Toe Cap - C

1549 Women's Fine Kid Lace

Oxford, Rubber Heel,

(Cushion Sole), "Hand
Turn Sole", Plain Toe - 1J

7690

Oxford, G. 1

C

1550 Women's

76

7722

30 STYLES IN STOCK
Write For Price List

THE WALKER, PARKER CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Saanple No. Widtli

V

801 Women's Kid Lace Oxford,

Slip Sole, (School Girl Shoe)

M. S. Kid Toe Cap - - D

805 Women's Kid Lace Oxford,

Sport Heel, Im. Turn Sole,

Plain Toe ----- U

800 Women's Kid Lace Oxford,

Slip Sole, Sport Heel, M. S.

Kid Toe Cap - - D

5632 Women's 2 Strap Butl

Shoe, Slip Sole, Sport 'Heel,

M. S. Im. Wing Toe Cap C

5628 Women's Kid Lace Oxford,
• Slip Sole, M. S. (Cpmbina-

itting Last), New
Toe, Kid Toe Cap €

id 2 Button

Im. Turn Sole,

5ft3J

POfl

Slip Sole, Sp( 1, M. S.

D

Women's- Kid 2 Eyelet

Southern Tie, Sport Heel,

Im. Turn Sole Plain Toe C
>C,lO

30 LINES IN STOCK

Write For Price List

THE WALKER, PARKER CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, ONTARIO

5593

Mention "Shot Journal" when writing an advertiset
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HUBBER HEEL'

Cushion Sole

"TREADEASY"

Rl I8BER
74*

Vivmple No. Wldtb

749 Women's Kid Polish, 7*/a

inch, Full Fitting, (Cushion

Sole), Rubber Heel, M. S.

Kid Toe Cap - - - - D

745 Women's Kid Polish, 7 in.,

Slip Sole, Sport Heel, M. S.

Kid Toe Cap - - - - D

709 Women's Kid Polish, 7 in.,

Slip Sole, M. S. Medium
Narrow Plain Toe - - D

739 Women's Kid Polish, 8 in.,

Slip Sole, M. S. Sport Heel.

Kid Toe Cap ----- li

732 Women's Kid Polish, 7 in..

Slip Sole, (School Girl Shoe)

M. S. Kid Toe Cap' - - U

701 Women's Kid Polish, (Old

Ladies Wide Full Fitting),

M. S. Kid Toe Cap - - F

30 Styles In Stock

Write For Price List

;32

OLD LADIES

Full Fitting

7M

The WALKER, PARKER CO., Limited
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Progressive High-Grade Shoemakers For Women
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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A mans Goodyear Welt with

imitation Ball Strap and
made in black and colored

calf. A beautiful shoe to re-

tail around $9.00.

IT is just as easy, to day, to get "service" when you place your order for

shoes for we sell service, rather than restricting our activities to the

cold proposition of buying and selling.

Branches all over Canada are placed advantageously for you — you can

buy direct and receive all the benefits of doing business with the jobber.

AMES - HOLDEN - McCREADY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL

HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 04007. "Pillow Welt".
A Patent Leather with tan
Suede Top and Brown But-
tons.

Wherever Merchants who are looking for increased

family trade have seen "Baby Walk" or Globe "Pillow

Welt" samples, they have ordered liberally.

A salesman will call, if you write us.

Mention "'Shoe and ^e-;.Wr uournwl" when writing an advertiser
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CALF AND KIP SIDES

STORM CALF
ALL COLORS

H. B. JOHNSTON & CO.
TORONTO, CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Jsa JDucAesse^
3S3

No. 3060. Calf Women's Welt
with sport heel and wing tip.

A special value sold to the
jobber.

:

Many Jobbers Carry

The Latest Styles

To meet the demands of the
public, the shoe Jobber, gen-

erally speaking, has added
many novelty lines to the
staples for which he has be-

come known.

Orders for One-Straps, Two-
Straps, Brogues, Imitation
Brogues, Ball Straps, Saddle
Straps and other special num-
bers have kept us busy.

Merchants then, will find
jobbers in growing numbers
able to supply them with
fashionable shoes, well made,
at moderate prices.

"La Duchesse" Shoe Co., Registered
MONTREAL, QUE.

Making Women's
Welts, McKays and

Turns of a Standard

quality for the whole-

sale trade.

1

izgaPE XBEZ
Uent/on "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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This number .is made in Pa-
tent Leather, Black and Co-
lored Calf and Kid. It is most
acceptable. Ask your jobber

for it.

IT is unusual to find a factory enlarging its capacity these days; but

increased business due to the new lines added and to the unusual values

offered, have made it necessary to make the additions just completed.

Whether Welt, McKay or Turns, it is well worth while to see our line.

DUFRESNE & LOCKE, LIMITED
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"The Monaco". A strictly Te-
trault production. A fine welt

with heavy harness stiching.

Made in alt leathers.

LONG before it was generally appreciated that the men of Canada
could be stirred to the buying point by the presentation of distinct-

ively new styles at attractive prices, we went to the trade with an

entirely re-built and re-priced line.

For Spring we again took the lead with the result that the most important

shoe jobbers are now able to offer their merchants new lasts, the newest

patterns, unexcelled shoe making — all at the price wanted to-day.

TETRAULT SHOE MFG CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

THE LARGEST SHOE MANUFACTURERS IN CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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I

N addition to a fine assortment of patterns in white canvas and canvas

combinations as shown here, the Jobber, through "G. L. & H." samples,

can offer you many very striking values in medium priced McKays.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
55 KENT STREET, MONTREAL.

i
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Kid is to the rront

For Spring

ANY manufacturer or merchant who has

looked over the samples representative of

each grade must be impressed with the

fact that the majority are showing a strong line

of Kid samples.

It is noticeable, too, that Black and Brown are

the colors most in demand.

The merchant who buys shoes made from Evan's

Kid may feel certain that he is getting shoes of

exceptional value—in either Black or Brown.

EVANS KID IS MADE IN CANADA

JNO. R. EVANS LEATHER CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "8hoe a/nd Leather Journal" when writing an adv&rtiser
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AT THE FRONT
Famd Glared Kid

WHEREVER good snoes are

known and genuinely stylish

leathers appreciated, there you

find FAMO KID at the front.

FOREMOST in cutting economies,

in style effect, and in durability,

it stands pre-eminent as the all-

round practical leather to bring credit

to your product.

HENWOOD & NOWAK, INC.
Tannery at Wilmington, Del.

General Offices: 95 South St., Boston

Canadian Representative

:

R. B. Bennet & Co., Room 32, 70 Lombard St., Toronto.

Phone Main 4016w

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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FIFTY YEARS PRODUCING HONEST LEATHERS

QSAereisonliijk

has bee

>ATENT
COLT
KID .

I

MERTMNINGS 00.
MANUFACTURERS OF

CMF^HPAND SIDES

E1M. SIDE8-SPM1S
BAGIMWIt

SHEEP SKINS CHROME SOLE COTTON FINDINGS

12 9 SOUTH STREET , BOSTON , MAS S.
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These

Staples Lead

All Over

Canada

Staples

alue
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YOU hear and read a great deal about style in

shoes. You also read a great deal about profit

possibilities.

The average merchant surely realizes that the vast

majority of his sales — 75% — are of style shoes to

the men and women who keep the wheels of commerce
humming.

These folks want a modicum of style, to be sure. But,

more than all else, they must have shoes that will

wear long—at a price.

In other words 75% of the trade of Canada is in shoes

of the "Yamaska" grade.

And in buying "Yamaska" shoes you buy direct from
the factory, saving the middle-man's profit.

Salesmen cover all of Canada. If you do not know the

line, we will have one call on you if you say so.

L^Compagnie JA&M Cote
ST.HYACINTHE, QUE.

miBNIJHIn

Mention "Bhoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Will You Get His Trade?

The Union worker is a loyal patron of Union-made

merchandise.

Union-labels carry weight with him, he knows what

they stand for and against.

On shoes, the stamp of the Boot and Shoe Workers'

Union influences him in favor of those shoes.

He represents an army of 4,000,000 prosperous buyers.

If you insist upon seeing this label inside the shoes

you sell, he will insist upon making your store the

shoe-market of his family.

Boot & Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor

246 SUMMER STREET - BOSTON, MASS
COLLIS LOVELY, Gen'l President CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen'l Sec'y-Treas.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Leather
for Fine Shoes

So uniformly colored that "matching"

problems are reduced to a minimum

Through an improvement in the

coloring process, VODE KID IS

setting new standards for uniform-

ity. Order any of the prevailing

colors—in VODE KID--and you
will find "color-matching" greatly

simplified in your cutting room.

Tell us the colors in which you
are interested; we'llsend samples

THE STANDARD KID CO.
Boston, Mass.

Branches in New York, Philadelphia, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago, St. Louis and Montreal.

Have you seen our new Brown Color u?

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Service

A well made shoe gives better service

to the one who wears it if it is so

built that it retains the original

beauty of the last as the weeks go
by.

Bennett Counters are made to serve
thus, and to give exceptional comfort
as well.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.
Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers

in the British Empire

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Tuhlisked Twice gl Month,

$1.SO a Year Single Copies Outside Canada. S J. CO

Office of Publication

545-549 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Acton Publishing Company, Limited
JAMES ACTON, President

Montreal Office: Boston Office:

510 Coristine Building 161 Summer Street

TO ADVERTISERS
The paiJ circulation of theSHOE AND LEATHER
JOURNAL is more than double that of any other

shoe publication in Canada, and exceeds the co"m-

bined p.iid lists of all other Shoe Trade papers
circulating in this country.

OVER THE TOP

THE next six or seven weeks will tell the tale as far as selling shoes is concerned. Between

now and Christmas the task of clearing th e shelves must be completed and the way for

1921 cleared.

The man who lets the weather, business conditions, or any other stock excuse interfere with

his determination to make the grade, will deserve to have his balance on the wrong side on the

first of January.

Chance plays a very small part in the game of business these days. The prize is for the man

with the clear eye, straight aim and determined swing. Hazards there are, but the appeal to the

man who enjoys doing things is by so much the greater.

There is too much "lying down on the job"—in the store and office as well as in the factory.

What is needed is more downrightness and especially more definite objective. Ninety out of

every hundred business men seem to plod aimlessly along over a devious road.

There will be plenty of dollars to gather between now and December 24th and the race is

decidedly to the swift and the battle to the strong in the sense of applied purpose and push.

Attempt big things. Aim at the impossible. If your drive does not get you to the green it

will bring you near enough to be well worth while.

The retailer who does no definite planning today is brother to the white livered shirker

who would rather whine than sweat. With brains and energy put into the next few weeks any

red blooded man can go over the top.

AIM STRAIGHT and FOLLOW THROUGH.

!!
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In the

Market Place
Business Conditions Noted in Re-

tail.—Wholesale and Manufactur-

ing Fields.

As fall weather sets iji retail business takes on a

brisker tone, and in general recent advances appear to be

well sustained. While the public are still cautious and

are buying only as they require, the volume of trade in

various lines continues to increase. Unemployment is

The averting of the railway strike in the United States
has had a healthy effect, and the forthcoming conference
on disarmameni is also bound to have a favorable in-

fluence.

Retail Trade.

Retailers report in general better business for October
than for September. Big city stores show considerable
variation in the condition of business. Leading dealers.in

high class shoe.- are finding some nice business, while
those located in manufacturing districts are finding it

very slow. On the other hand, some dealers located away
from the centre of the cities, who sell high class goods on
a modest margin, have no complaint to make at all.

Weather conditions in November will have a lot of bearing

slightly less serious than it has been, on account of

opening up of increased activity in building and manu-
facturing fielos. What will happen when winter sets in

is, of course, a matter for speculation, but there is a

growing feeling that the coming winter will not present

as difficult problems as did last winter. The world situa-

tion ii at least not any worse, and prospects for export

business are brighter than they have been for some time.

on the retail shoe business, and dealers are hoping for

some real November weather to put a snap into business.

Reports as to general conditions indicate that dealers see

no great change in their neighborhoods, though a few

localities report the unemployment situation as being very

serious. Consumers are still looking for lower prices, and

(Continued on page 38)
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Why Tariff

Protection is Needed
Statement Issued by Shoe Manu-
facturers' Association of Canada.

The following statement is issued as "Shoe Industry

Facts No. 3", by the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of

Canada in order to make clear to the public the tariff

position of the industry. .Publication and distribution

of the statement at this time ought not to be interpreted

as in any way a partisan act or as indicating a preference

for any political party. The Association believes that any
Canadian (Government will recognize the harm, injustice

and national injury that would result from reduction of

the tariff duties on boots and shoes, especially under

present conditions.

Many people do not understand why the shoe manufac-

turing industry in Canada requires the protection of tariff

duties ranging from 17j/2 to 30 per cent., when there is not

that difference between prices in 'Canada and those in

the United States for most lines of footwear.

In the first place, it should be stated—and the state-

ment is unqualifiedly true—that Canadian Manufacturers'

prices for boots and shoes are .determined by Canadian

costs of production, without any reference whatever to

the tariff. The absolutely unrestrained competition bel \

the (Canadian shoe factories—there are something like 170

of them distributed from Nova Scotia to British Columbia

—can be counted upon to keep prices within an exceedingly

narrow margin of actual production costs. There is a

complete absence of any agreement or understanding

amongst the manufacturers of leather footwear relative to

prices. In respect at least of standard lines of boots and
shoes which are produced in 'Canada in fairly large

quantities—excluding only certain novelties and special

style shoes •— manufacturers' prices are not higher m
Canada than in the United States, except perhaps to the

extent that may be raised by revenue duties which add to

the cost of imported factory equipment or raw or semi-

manufactured materials. For the tariff duties on boots

and shoes do not represent net protection, but are offset to

a very considerable extent by duties on imported supplies.

The shoe manufacturing industry in Canada requires

protection against competition from both the Cuited King-

dom and the United States, principally the latter. An in-

vestigating committee headed by Hon. Herbert Hoover,

reported recently that the shoe factories in the United

States,—there are some 1,500 of them—had a daily capa-

city of 1,750,000 pairs, but were producing only 077.000

pairs. These plants, when operating at capacity, can man-
ufacture the entire annual requirements of their own home
market in less than 9 months. They would seize eagerly

any opportunity to capture the Canadian trade, which

would be supplied for a year by the United Sfcite- factories

in a little more than two weeks' spare time. Moreover,

the United States plants can handle Canadian orders prac-

tically without any increase in their overhead expenses, and

there is abundant evidence of their willingness to sell for

export to Canada—to help to keep their plants operating

—

practically at manufacturing cost, without provision for

overhead expense, which is accounted aga'nst their domes-

tic trade. If the Canadian tariff were reduced, the shoe

manufacturing industry in this country would be subjected

to unfair competition from the surplus production of

United States factories, offered at specially low prices m
times of business depression. A recent investigation by the

Canadian Department of Customs proved the repeated

statements of the Canadian shoe manufacturers that foot-

wear is being exported to 'Canada at prices considerably

below the cost of production in the United States.

Footwear manufactured in the United States is similar

to that made in Canada, and floor stocks and surplus goods
of the United States factories alone would more than
provide for all the requirements of the Canadian trade.

But while a reduction of the tariff would result in the Ca-
nadian market being flooded with United States footwear,

whenever the factories of that country required an outlet

for their surplus production, the United States plants

would consider their home trade first whenever the demand
exceeded the supply. There is no reason to believe that

a lowering of the Canadian tariff would effect any per-

manent reduction in the prices -which Canadians pay for

boots and shoes. On the other hand, it would facilitate

"dumping" and at least spasmodic importations, resulting

in a diminution of the volume of business available for the

"Canadian factories, and a consequent increase in unit costs

of production in the Dominion. This increase either would
have to be passed on to the purchaser, or Canadian factories

would be forced to close. More than 25 shoe manufactur-

ing businesses in Canada have failed,, discontinued opera-

tions, or been forced into financial reorganization during

the last three years : and since 1885 there have been some-

thing like 1P0 such casualties in the industry. Tariff

i eduction would add greatly to this already heavy list.

Quantity output is needed to keep unit costs of produc-

tion and selling prices as low as possible. If conditions

were such that the Canadian shoe manufacturing industry

could develop trade abroad, to compensate for the loss of

any part of the Canadian market which might be captured

by the United States factories, tariff revision downwards
would not be so disastrous. But Canadian-made footwear

is practically excluded from tbe United States by the mass

production of the plants there, where the industry was

developed to its present position by high protective duties.

Exchange debars Canadian shoes from the United King-

dom, and exchange and protective duties have put a stop

to Canadian exports to France, Belgium and other con-

tinental countries. Australia has erected a tariff of 55

per cent, ad valorem against Canadian footwear, and South

Africa prohibits importation of boots and shoes, except

under licenses issuad only for those classes of footwear

which are not made in the Union. The South American

Republics and other countries have their own shoe man-
ufacturing industries, which they protect by customs

tariffs. If the home market demand for Ca"adian-made

shoes is to be impaired, as it would be by reduction of the

tariff, there is no other outlet for that quantity production

v. ithout which the present efficiency of the Canadian fac-

tories would not be maintained.

Again, the tariff is needed as protection to the Ca-

nadian industry against unreasoning prejudice in favor of

imported products. Fortunately that prejudice is bein?

overcome by the sheer merit of Canadian footwear, but it

still has to be. reckoned with as a trade factor. Cases can

be cited where ill-informed purchasers have paid much
more for imported shoes, when Canadian footwear, equal,

or even superior in every respect, was obtainable at sub-

stantially lower prices. If doubt on this point persists in

the minds of anv reader of this leaflet, the Shoe Manufac-

turers' Association of Canada would refer to the repre-

sentatives of the National Council of Women—one of whom

'(Coniinued on page 38)
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Shoe and Leather

Conditions
Situation Clearing — Prospectus
Bright for Spring — Retailers

Should Have Confidence.

Mr. Albert Tetrault, who is recognized as a leader

among the younger generation of Canadian shoe men, and

who, as general manager of the Tetreault Shoe Mfg. Co.

Ltd., gets as broad a view of the whole situation as it is

possible to obtain, has the following to say with regard to

present conditions and prospects :

"As the shoe and leather industries were the first to

be assailed by the weight of depression, they are naturally

the first to emerge from it. We are very pleased to note

that the situation is practically clarified, and feel that next

spring's business should be almost normal. We feel that the

period of depression has almost passed and that the tanning

industries as well as the boot and shoe industry, have been

fully liquidated.

"Jobbers' stocks are now at a normal point, with the

exception of a few jobbers who have a surplus of fall and
winter goods. These should be cleared out by the end. of

the winter. Retail stocks are also nearly normal, though
fOme of them are made of goods bought at higher prices,

and on which they have not reduced their selling prices to

a replacement basis.

"Retail business up to July 1st was rather brisk, but
since that time is slowed up. With the result that every-

one is convinced that it is necessary to sell at the lowest

possible prices consistent with good bmsiness. But although

to the manufacturer, jobber, and even the retailer, the

situation would seem to warrant the purchase of full spring

requirements, this policy has not been adopted. Buyers
«till have in their minds the thought that prices may not

have struck the real bottom yet.

"So far is this idea from the actual facts, that we
would not be surprised to see some leathers advance, par-

ticularly if the raw hide and skin markets should become
normal, or as they were in 1914, just prior to the . war?
This would of course result in a corresponding advance in

prices of some boots and shoes.

"There is also a widespread belief that a reduction in

labor costs would open the way for substantial reductions
in the prices of boots and shoes. The actual facts are that
any further reductions in labor co=ts. that js in the manu-
facturing of shoe=, at least within the next eight months,
could not make a difference of more than ten cents per
pair. This would be more than offset by advances in cotton
and possibly some other smaller items.

'It is not at all our idea to attempt to grighten people
with the possibility of higher prices. We do not believe
there is anything to be gained by that sort of thing. For
we believe the demand should come naturally ; that is to

sav, that the retailers' demand on the manufacturer should
follow the demand of th P public on' the retailer.

"The demand for ultra fancv styles in men's shoes is

rather subsiding. Tt may be noted, however, that what was
formerly considered fancy is now in manv instances con-
sidered normal. As examples the brogue effect, wing tips,

multiplicity of perforations on certain lasts are now con-
sidered standard of stanle shoes todav, and should remain
so for a few seasons. The old reliable lasts and leathers
are experiencing a renewed demand latelv, and as long as
the demand for $5.00 and $6.00 shoes can be met in this
manner, that popularity will continue.

"There was never a time when retailers were more
exacting in their demands on the manufacturer as to price,

quality, and workmanship. But they must learn that it is

necessary for the manufacturer to have sufficient time if

be is to make the shoes in just the way the dealer wants

them. There are some dealers who are delaying their buy-

ing to the last moment, and they are certainly due to be

disappointed.

We would advise retailers to buy immediately about

two thirds of their anticipated spring requirements. The
remaining third allows them plenty of latitude and can

be ordered when they see how business has been during the

winter months, and also when they have had the opportun-

ity of seeing the newer styles that may be offered between
now and the spring."

o

TETRAULT'S ANNIVERSARY.

On October 14th the Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co. Ltd., of

Montreal, celebrated their twenty-fifth anniversary. The
celebration took the form of a gathering of upwards of five

hundred employees and friends of the firm and of Mr.
Nap. Tetrault in the rooms of the Knights of Columbus,
in Sherbrooke St. East. Prominent members of the manu-
facturing, wholesale and retail branches of the trade were
present and all paid their respects to the head of the

concern.

NAPOLEON TETRAULT.

Mr. Peter Doig, sales manager of the company, on

behalf of the employees and friends, presented Mr. Te-

trault with a handsome cup to commemorate this date,

which marked the conclusion of a period of twenty-five

years of efforts, initiative, and success.

Mr. Louis Adelstein presented Mme. Nap. Tetrault,

with a magnificent bouquet of flowers.

In response to the presentation, Mr. Tetrault spoke

feelingly of the gathering, and paid tribute to the loyalty

of those without whose assistance the growth of the est-

ablishment would not have been possible.

The remainder of the evening was given up to dancing

and entertainment of various kinds.
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Grist From
The Mill

Notes and Comments from the

Canadian Shoe Trade.

Messes. Dillon & Moore, St. Catharines, think that it

would ibe of general advantage to the shoe trade to combat

public opinion, which is general, that shoes should he at

pre-war prices. They say that the press quotes hides as

being away down, while farmers and the working public

regard present prices of footwear as prohibitive. The public

keep quoting arguments as to unemployment and the ge-

neral trend towards lower prices. It is up to the shoe man

to combat this. They find lowest price shoes best sellers,

and report condition- in Niagara District as none too good.

A Welland dealer says: "It is more trouble to .sell-

shoes from $(5 to $9 now than at $12 a year or two ago.

People seem to he more exacting and clamoring f/»r low

priced goods. We put on a special sale of 150 pairs of men's

shoes which cost $10.~0 at $5.95 and had no great rush

even at that price."

A northern Ontario dealer says: "Conditions do not

seem to be improving. Must sell at close margins. The

weather is against business and the people are expecting a

hard winter." •

A St. Thomas merchant savs : "Manufacturers are

carrying too much variety, which necessity compells flic

merchant to handle in order to meet competition. This

means extra expense in patterns and lists.

"The business of to-day, could be done on 6(3% less

styles than are being- shown to-day. People are getting

more fickle, especially the women, as they see so many
new styles being shown. Our suggestion to the retailer

would be to place fall and spring business, judging from

past buying, and then put the lid on good and tight, and

when Mr. Manufacturer calls around1 showing something

new, in order to create business, flatly turn him down.

This would increase the profits of the retailer and also the

manufacturer. For example: Laist sprng the travellers were

showing us straps to sell to the consumer; to-day. thev

are showing the Sallv Sandal to wedge in between and

hustle up fall business. We do not mean that, they are doing

this to stop business, but. they are doing it to create new
business. We have studied the situation carefully, these

last few years, and we may say that we have been success-

ful, and yet we feel that if there had not been so many
styles, we would be money ahead, and selling would no!

cause so much worry to salesmen, the retailer and the

manufacturer."

The advice of a London dealer to the trade, as one

of the solutions of present difficulties is :— "Oct. down to

brass tack*'. Give the public what they want at weftent day

xolue, and 1 forget war-time profits, etc." Incidentally this

dealer reports excellent business this fall and gradual im-

provement.

A Saskatchewan retailer, who reports business as bet-

ter than a month ago, and much better than last fall savs:

"Lower price? will sell many more shoes." He further

savs : "We are selling all our high heel shoes, which cost

as' high' as $13.00 wholesale, for $1.95. High heels are

gone and we can only move them by offering them very

cheap."

Prices vs. Styles

Are People more Interested in

Prices than Fancy Styles?

The following editorial from Forbes magazine is of

interest to the Canadian shoe trade. In the endeavor to

stimulate trade, manufacturers have l>een producing new
styles very rapidly and considerable discussion has centred

round this question. There is always a tendency to go to

excess in any movement, but it would appear that the

editorial deals largely from the point of view of men's

goods ; for there are innumerable instances of women
preferring to pay a dollar or two extra for style, as against

a cheaper shoe which did not have the style, provided that

the prices of both shoes were in a region that might be

called reasonable. Forbes says :

—

"When people were throwing money around recklessly,

the latest and fanciest styles were all-important. To-dav
the vast majority of families are more interested in secur-

ing right prices than the very latest notion in styles. The
shoe people, for example, were recently exhorted to over-

gome the dulness in business by thinking up and pushing

novel styles. Talk with half a dozen retail merchants,

however, and you will discover that most customers to-day

regard price the first consideration. Unless the price Is

attractive, the style will not pull money out of their

pockets. All manufacturers and merchants who cater to

the millions instead of the millionaires, should open their

eves, if thev have not already done so. to the transforma-

tion which has overtaken the mental attitude of the public

in this respect.

"Unfortunately, the public had it dinned into their

ears when profiteering was rife that low-priced goods were

not worth buying, and that in order to get qual'tv and

style, high prices hnd to be paid. The effect was that th?

public became chary of buying low-nriced merchandise

dnce they were assured by the sellers that it was no good:

and then the day came when most people couldn't afford

to pay the extortionate prices a-ked for good of quality

and style. Therefore, when we are assured by adver-

tisements that we can obtain the right qual'tv and the

riffht stylo at lower prices, we have an uneasv feeling

that th"1 advertiser may not he thorough lv truthful. If we
felt certain that the goods were of the right mnteral and

possessed the right wearing qualities, we would bay more

readily. Sellers having widely promulgated d-'strust of low-

priced goods, they are now experiencing difficultv in con-

vincing us that an attractive price doesn't necessarily

mean rn unattractive article.

"If producers of the jroods used by the masses would

concentrate mainlv on substantial quality at attractive

prices, thev would do better than by spending a lot of

money and a lot of printers' ink in harping upon style.

When we were "flush" to the point of intoxication, we went

after style and didn't give a hang- about the price. Now
that we have sobered' up, we are less concerned about style

than we are about quality and price. Standardization, sti-

mulated by the necessities of war. should not be relegated

to the back-ground, sin'eo it means tremendous economy in

production. There is more money in making Fords than in

making Polls-Poyoes. Get pr'ces low encurgh and give us

decent quah'ty, and tho-e of rs who are ordinary consumer-

w ill step up ."ind buy. A Parisian label in a garment isn't

what most of us are looking for. We want something

that will stand wear."
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Leather Situation in

United States

Conditions Discussed by American

Tanners at Chicago Meeting.

The Annual meeting of the Tanners' Council of the

United States was held at the Hotel Drake, Chicago, on

Oct. 20th and 21st. One of the most important features

e»f the meeting was the outline of conditions in various

branches of the industry. In his presidential address, Mr.

H. T. Thayer said :

"Since last Spring in Atlantic City when T told you

that "I believe we can pee a clear streak breaking on the

horizon", that streak has been growing larger and brighter

month by month until today surplus stocks have been

well liquidated and business in general has continually

improved until our raw material market at least reflects

these conditions.

"The members of our industry have shown wonderful

courage, judgment and patience in handling the great

problems they have had to meet. Tt is in my opinion at

this time that we should all stand shoulder to shoulder,

co-operating as we have never done before, for it will be

by the closest co-operation through the Council and its

members that we shall keep our industry in the high

position it has been able to establish, and the full value

of our Council appreciated.

Commodity value" are improving ; there is evidence

o
? general improvement going on all over the world, in

foreign countries as we 1
! as in our own. Like an advancing

army we must keep in perfect organization, co-operating in

every way, to take advantage of these conditions as they

continue to improve.

"Labor must become liquidated : taxes and tariff

must be adjusted ;
freight rates must be lowered ; maxi-

mum efficiency in transportation and deliveries bv rai 1 -

roads must be obtained. Export bu=ine°s mu°t become

larger, but some great system of international financing

mtfst be arranged before we can ever expect the volume

that is really possible. All of these things are vital to in-

dustrial progress. Certainly until they are adjusted bu-

siness will not function normally.

"I am very glad to be able to tell you at this time that

T believe business for the remainder of 1921 will show a

continual improvement each month. There is already

evidence of more of a demand for the medium and lower

grades of shoes. This stimulates a great production and

one of a more stabilizing nature.

"General conditions will continue to improve through

1922 and in my opinion the tanning industry will be able

to do a profitable business. However, great care must be

v.-eA in every detail of production, speculation must not

be indulged in, and every effort must be made to stabilize.

"Prices of leather have been abnormally low and a

gradual increase mav be expected, which will be both

helpful and beneficial."

Sole Leather.

Dealing with the sole leather situation, Mr. J. J.

Desmond, of J. TV. & A. P. Howard & Co., said :
—

"Unfortunately for manufacturers of leather, their

principal raw material, hides, is , a by-product and the

supply continues regardless of the demand. As a conse-

quence, hides accumulated rapidly and the packers, who
are the large producers of hides, realizing that tanners,

unable to sell their leather and with their vats full, would

not buy hides, contracted for all the vat space available,

and had their hides converted into leather. As a result,

cultailment of production by the tanners was more than

offset by the large volume of leather which the packers has

tanned, and the stocks of sole leather instead of decreasing

have increased.

"The surplus of hides has thus been transferred into

leather, and sole leather today and for over a year has been

selling at less than replacement cost. This is a situation

which cannot continue, and seriously threathens a basic

industry and 1 appeal with all earnesness to those who
have had hides tanned on contract, that they sell their pro-

duct on at least a basis of replacement costs."

Stocks Below Normal.

After dealing with statistics in some detail, Mr. Do
mohd said :

—
"Notwithstanding the steady conversion of packers'

hides into leather, stocks of leather in tanners' hands avail-

able for domestic purposes, are below normal of pre-war

years. Another factor of first importance is the fact that

packer and frigorifico slaughter will be approximately

J .000,000 hides less-in 1921 than in 1920.

"With anything like a return to normalcy in the shoe

raid leather industry, sole and belting leather should swing

back to a profitable ba-us more quickly than we may even

dare hope.

The Tariff.

"Before concluding, I want to touch on the matter of

tariff, which is of commanding importance, as the question

is now before the Senate Finance Committee at Washing-
ton. Some weeks ago the tanners of heavy leather had a

meeting for the specific purpose of taking action on the

tariff F-ituation. After thorough discussion, it was unani-

mously agreed that while a moderate duty on leather was
desirable, we must have free hides at any cost, that, if

necessary, we would forego a duty on leather to get free

1 1 ides and free tanning materials. Canadian tanners have

free hides and free materials, with a very substantial duty

(in sole leather. Unless American tanners have free hide',

rhey cannot possibly compete with Canadian sole leather,

or in the markets of the world."

Upper Leather.

Mr. Fred C. Stre-au. of Chicago, covering the upp^r
leather situation, said :

—
"As far as upper leather conditions are concerned, I

believe 1 can state with certainty that a decided improve-

ment has set in. Hand-to-mouth buying, such as we have

gone through for the pa ct year, has apparently ceased to a

great exte it, and staple lines of good* are again moving in

large quantities Mo c t of our tanners in this part of the

country are operating on a much broader scale than for a

long time. As far a0 our local tanners are concerned. I be-

lieve I can °afely s'ate that they are up to practically 80
per cent normal production. Some of them, as a matter of

fact, are working up to their full capacity. The call at the

present time seems to he for staple lines of side leathers,

particularly tho'e leathers selling at a price. The $5 retail

shoe is the popular seller among the masses, and as long

as this shoe can be produced at this price, we should have
good business, for it certainly puts a thorn into the side

of the repair man. who has done his share towards cur-

taining our usual quota of shoes. The shoe factories

throughout the Middle West all report excellent business.
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WHY TARIFF PROTECTION IS NEEDED.

(Concluded from page 34)'

had not worn any but shoes of United States manufacture
since she was 13 years of age—who were convinced of the

merits of Canadian-made shoes as a result of an actiml

demonstration some months ago. Shoes of United States

and 'Canadian manufacture were taken from the shelves

of a retail store and when they had been matched as closely

as possible, the ladies were invited to compare them. In

every case they selected the Canadian product as preferable

in respect both of quality and appearance. They found

also, that retail prices of the Canadian footwear were
lower than those of the United States shoes by from $2
to $5 per pair; yet many people had been buying the im-

ported shoes solely from habit and lack of knowledge as

to the quality of Made-in-<Oanada footwear.

The Canadian shoe manufacturing companies are not

great monopolies. The largest shoe manufacturing organi-

zation in Canada has an output not more than one

twentieth as great as that of the biggest United Stated-

producer. Two great corporations in the United States

—

representing mergers of smaller companies—have each a

daily output of close to 120,000 pairs, and an annual pro-

duction valued at just about twice that of all the Canadian
shoe factories combined. It is against unfair and over-

whelming competition from these gigantic organizations

that continuance of adequate tariff protection is asked

for the Canadian shoe manufacturing companies, and the

70,000 persons who are directly dependent upon the indus-

try for their livelihood. That industry is entirely Cana-
dian, with not one company owned or controlled out-idc

the Dominion, and much of the raw materials which it

uses, is of Canadian production.

Canadian shoe manufacturers recognize and accept

the responsibility which tariff protection involves, that

they supply honest goods at reasonable prices. The tariff

has enabledthe Canadian industry to develop and improve
its products,so that at the present time it is supnlvimT

about 95 per cent, of the Canadian trade. Made-in-Oanada
footwear, grade for grade, is equal to the best produced

anywhere in the world, and there never has been a time

when the manufacturers' profits have been immoderate.
Domestic competition fully protects the public againsl

IN THE MARKET PLACE.

(Concluded from page 32)

in women's shoes the popular sellers seem to be between
seven and ten dollars with a tendency towards lower
range in men's shoes. Brown boots for men, with some
black, and some brogues are moving, while brown and
black low cuts divide their popularity in women's shoes.
The demand for black is steadily increasing. Oxfords
i -ntinue to hold the demand as against straps for street

wear, though for dre-s wear the strap in plain or fancy
design with Louis or half Louis heel is of course, vogue.
High boots for women are moving more freely particularly
in the smaller centres.

^

Manufacturing and Wholesale Trade.

A general slowing up is noted amongst the manu-
facturers, which is quite to be expected at this time, and
under present circumstances. Quite a number of shoes
have been sold for spring, but manufacturers will not begin
working on them to any extent for some time. As a result,

the tapering off on immediate orders might be expected to

last until the end of the year when inventory is taken, after

which real selling and manufacture for spring should pro-

ceed with a weing. Occasional new patterns are being
shown in women's lines, which are largely variations of old

patterns, embodying some new ideas as to leathers, combina-
tions, fabrics, inlays, cut-outs,, etc. The sandal is excected
to remain quiet during the cold weather, but quite a few
.maker- anticipate a good sale for it in the spring. None
of the manufacturers went into the moccasin game very
heavily, .vhich was fortunate as this style does not seem
to have taken hold very well except in certain quarters.

The strap shoe, allowing as it does of foot-comfort, and at

the same time a wide variation in style and design, is ex-

pected to hold its popularity at least through next spring.

Patent shoe> in considerable numbers are being made and
shown, and while their sale has not grown to full propor-

tions yet, the winter and spring should see a good move-
ment.

Wholesaler- are finding business fairly steady, though
orders are still on the small side and for quick delivery.

Those who are offering good shoes with a certain amount
of style at attractive prices are finding a ready market.

Staple goods continue to move more freely as rough
weather approaches.

SOME LATE PARISIAN IDEAS.
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With the Shoe
Manufacturers

The Bank of Montreal has supplied the Shoe Manu-
facturers Association of Canada with a list of merchant
shippers in London and Liverpool, who are thought likely

to be interested in the exportation of boots and shoes to

various countries. The Bank has on its fyles short bankers'

reports upon the names contained in the list, and is pre-

pared to quote them upon request. A copy of the list will

be sent by the Shoe Manufacturers'.

Shoe manufacturers and wholesalers of Montreal and
district, at a meeting held in Montreal on September 22,

1921, discussed the problem of so dealing with applications

for compromises and assignments as not only to protect

the legitimate interests of manufacturers and wholesalers,

but also to be fair with the great majority of retailers who
make no effort to shirk their legitimate obligations. The
concensus of opinion of those present at the conference was
that a policy of undue leniency on the part of manu-
facturers and wholesalers would result in serious abuses

and that the best interests of the retail trade would suffer.

The following resolutions were adopted unanimously

:

"1. THAT this meeting recommends to all shoe

manufacturers and wholesalers in the Montreal district

that, when any application be made to them for com-
promise or extension, the case be referred promptly to the

Canadian Credit Men's Association for investigation and
a recommendation, and that the persons present at this

meeting hereby pledge their respective companies to ob-

serve such policy.

2. THAT all cases of assignments be referred to the

Canadian Credit Men's Association for investigation and
a recommendation to the creditors.

3. THAT a copy of the resolutions passed at this

meeting be sent to every shoe manufacturer and every

shoe wholesaler in the district of Montreal ."

The Manager of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association

of Canada, who was appointed Secretary of the joint

meeting, said that there was no desire on the part of

manufacturers or wholesalers to deal harshly with honest

retailers. "The effect of the resolutions as adopted," he

said, "is only to ensure a proper investigation of all assign-

ments and applications for compromises. Manufacturers

and wholesalers feel that this is no more than fair to them-

selves, to the retail trade, and in the long run to the

general public."

The Manager of the Shoe Manufacturers' Association

of Canada has obtained the consent of the Dominion

Statistician to modify the form of the boot and shoe sup-

plement of the annual Census of Industry, so as to relieve

the manufacturers of a considerable part of the present

burdensome requirements. The Bureau of Statistics has

asked the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of Canada to

urge its members to fill in and return, without further

delay, their Census of Industry reports for 1920. The

return of such reports is required by law. but it is be-

lieved that the changes in the form for 1921 will be more

easily filled out by the manufacturers than is the case

with the form now in use.

CANADIAN SOLE LEATHER CONDITIONS.

At the recent meeting of American tanners, the fol-

lowing was quoted from Mr. C. 0. Shaw, of the Anglo-
Canadian Leather Co., covering Canadian sole leather con-

ditions :
-

—

"There has been some improvement in conditions in

our line during the past four months ; the volume of sales

had increased gradually. There has also been a little some-
thing doing in the way of export business to England, al-

though very small as yet. The selling prices of leather

have declined. Tanners have curtailed operations at their

tanneries, and I think I may safely state that the amount
of sole leather on hand and in process of tan has been
reduced considerably during the past six months. The
supply of heavy plump leather in all grades is low. The
surplus stocks of sole leather consist of medium weights,

one, two and three selections, which will no doubt we
worked off gradually, as very little of such is going into

tan today. On the whole, I think that the out look is brigh-

ter with us today, although there is no chance of operating
our tanneries at anything like capacity for some time to

come, which, of course, means excessive costs to produce.
All of our tanners seem to be meeting the situation in a

manner which will eventually place the business on a sound
basis as to supply and demand, there being no inclination

to increase the outnut beyond the present consumption or
demand for our leather. On the contrary, there is a decided
tendency to restrict operations to such an extent that the
surplus sole leather on hand will be gradually worked off

and within a reasonable period of time."

MADE IN GALT.

With sixty manufacturers having offered to make an
exhibit of their products the Made in Gait Exposition, to

be held in Gait. Ontario. November 12th to 19th, inclusive,

promises to be the most comprehensive industrial exhibition

ever held in this part of the province. In order to ac-

comodate the large number of exhibitors, it has been neces-

sia.rv to charter the skating rink and also the curling rink
adjoining. These two large buildings will be specially

lip'hted. heated and decorated for the event, and electric

power w'll be furnished' so that in a large number of booths

machinery will be in operation.

The varied character of the goods manufactured in

Oa.lt guarantees that the Exposition will be of a decidedly

interesting character. Besides being a centre of the shoe

industry. Gait is known as an imnortant centre for iron

and steel and textile industries.

All the loeol shoe and leather concerns including
Getty & Scott, Limited. 'Out Soles. Limited, Scroggins
Shoe Company, Gait Shoe Manufacturing Comnanv and the

Yale .Shoe Manufacturing Cbimipany will all have larcc

exhibits.

The chairman of the committee in charge of the ex-

position is Col. A. J. Oliver of the T?. McDougal Company
and the secretary is Beverly H. Heill of the Canada Ma-
chinery Corporation. An active member of the publicity

'•ommittee is Mr. W. G. Fallen, Sales Manager for Getty
& Scott, Limited and Cut Soles, Limited.

It is expected that visitors will be here from long
distances and preparation's are being made on a lar<rp

scale. There is no doubt that the Exposition will be well

worth a visit by anv Avho are interested in the industrial

development of Canada,
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Telling The Public
Why not be Frank with the People

— Tell Them what to Expect in

Shoe Costs.

A month ago we reproduced the educative advertise-

ment of a Montreal store, in which the public were given

a lot of useful information about shoes and prices. This

policy of telling the public the facts, and getting them

pronounce judgment for themselves is gradually gaining

ground, and could properly be more widely adopted to

advantage.

Many retailers have taken exception to the uniform

manner in which the daily and weekly press have shown a

disposition ta take a crack at the retail shoe man every

time it occurred to them to do so. But that this disposition

is not necessarily a permanent affliction is shown by

•the following advice given by the editor of a Wisconsin

paper :
—

"One of the easiest things in the world to do is to

criticise. It is the most popular form of amusement with

Home people, and \ve're forced to admit we're several in

LaFarge addicted to the habit. At present they're direct-

ing their criticism to the retail merchant.

"May be the merchant doesn't deserve all the mean
things said about him. Probably in his case, as in most all

other cases of violent criticism, a better understanding of

his position would soften the judgment of the one doing

the criticising. At any rate, the merchants we know per-

sonally are average good fellows, and they declare that

they arc the victims of circumstances, that they are being

made the particular goats of this readjustment period.

"But even at that we suggest that they be more frank

with the public. If their profits arc not too great, as they

say, they might try quoting a few more prices in their ad-

vertising that the public could see and compare them with

those quoted by merchants in other towns. Nothing could

silence the critic quickly than to read each week a list of

fair prices of commodities offered for sale by his home
merchant". He has a fair idea of what they cost, so he could

do his own figuring. He would then have no come-back. It

\\ould simply mean that the critic would have the ground
cut from beneath him, and he would have no foundation

left upon which to base an argument. Merchants in many
towns have - broken up criticism through newspaper adver-

tising, through quoting prices right out where everybody
could see them. We invito the home merchant t<> apply tin-

same remedy."'

Comparing Prices.

A good example of how comparative prices may bo

n?ed in advertising is given bv a recent advertising of the

C. A. Verner Co., of Pittsburgh. They say :
—

"Everv day somebody asks us 'Are Shoes Coming
Down ?' It is no uncommon thing for one salesman to

bear the same query as many as twenty times in a single

day.

"The very best answer we can offer is a comparison
o 1 the prices you paid us a year ago and the prices we are
ssking today.

"Here is a list of standard Verner shoes representative
of all lines. They are the kind of shoes we sell year in and
year out, not influenced by the vagaries of styles.

Women's Shoes.

Last Fall Now
Walking Oxfords in Black and Tan $i8.00 $14.00

15.00 11.00

12.00 9.00

10.00 7.50

ijast r an
•

-N ow
$18.00 $14.50

13.00 12.00

12.00 9.00

8.50 7.00

Last Fall Now
$11.80 $8.00

7.00 5.00

6.00 . 4.50

Walking Oxfords in Black and Tan
Walking Oxfords in Black and Tan
Walking Oxfords in Black and Tan

Men's Shoes.

Men's Tan and Black High Shoes

Men's Tan and Black High Shoes

Men's Tan and Black High Shoes

Men's Tan and Black High Shoes

Children's Shoes.

Growing Girls' Sizes 21/, to 6

Misses' Sizes 111/, to 2...

Child's Sizes 8% to 11

"Judge for vourself whether Verner shoes have come
down."

A Philadelphia Merchant.
A. H. Geuting, whose shoe stores are located in Phi-

ladelphia, and who as an executive of the N. S. R. A., is

among the most widely known shoe man in the United

States; used space four colums wide and fifteen inches

deep in thirty papers to tell his story, reproduced in the

accompanying cut So great was the impression made that

the Philadelphia Record commented editorially on it, say-

ing :

—

"A Philadelphia shoe merchant devoted considerable

advertising space in The Record the other day to a frank

(Continued on page 44)

Fall Shoe Prices

| O many of our customers nave been jnxiousty inquiring

about shoe prices for Fall, that I think it timely to briefly

present a few facts.

Raw hides in the hair are very cheap—.in fact, almost
a drug on the market. But the present cost to transform
such raw material into shoe leather it still twice pre-war

figures. So that *hile poor grades of leather are only 50 or 60" higher
than before the »ar, there is such a great demand for FINE leathers that
they are twice pre-war prices—indeed, some of the most desirable are
hard to get at any price.

Finished shoes ha%e dropped considerably from wartime prices:

hut they are so varied in grade (hat even an expert finds it difficult to

classify. Looking the entire market over however, I should sum up past
and present shoe prices as follows;

At the peak of war conditions and demands shoes advanced to

1 HKEE TIMES pre-* ar prices. Toda> staple shoes for men, women and
children can be bought at 60 . to 70'. more than pre-war prices. In

STYLE shoes for men and women, particularly the latter, the present
fashions demand a greater amount of labor and more highly skilled

labor than ever before. Such shoes will be found to be priced from 75 'A

to I00 r
; more than pre-war prices.

Many people, influenced by the very k>w price of hides in the hair,

expect pre-war prices on shoes this s *ason. And there are retailers who
are try ing to meet such demands. But the shoes they sell will be more or

less clever imitations of the real thing—trimmed and styled and polished
to look good—but which cannot stand the strain of service.

To tamper with shoes to meet an impossibly low price is to rob
them of either leather or labor goodness, or both—and this policy is al-

ways extravagant and disappointing to the user.

To buy your shoes this season from the dealer who is trying to

fool neither you nor himself is your greatest safeguard.

The Geuting Standard Prevails

Never have we shopped more scientifically, more skillfully, more
conscientiously to accomplish our purpose of meeting conditions most
economically for our customers than this season, We have searched out
every available market—and you will find here this season shoes not
only from the most famous makers in America, but England, Canada,
France and Switzerland as welL We consider it a genuine achievement
to be able to sell shoes of Geuting standard at our present prices

The war is over. We are again able to dictate quality We have
specified as an architect does. We demanded certain grades of uppers
soles, linings, trimmings and shoe-making, and we design our own lasts.

Therefore we can promise shoes that are 50 * better than we were able to

secure during the war, although even then Geuting shoes were never
built for looks alone.

These are p^in facts. You will be able to buy lower priced shoes
than we will sell this season—but, a* always, you'll find it more econom-
ical to stick to the Geuting standard.

Geuting stocks are most abundant. Geuting serv ice is tuned to a
high -C

Philadelphia, September Nth, 1921

1230 Market St.

1308 Chestnut Sl

19 South Itth Sl.
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An English Shoe Store

Last Word in Luxury not said on

This Continent — A Palatial Est-

ablishment.

The tendency in Canada and the United States, as is

natural with young countries, is towards a feeling that in

many ways -our methods and policies are in advance of

those in the old world. Recently in New York a very

luxurious shoe store was opened by Oaimmeyer's, which
was loudly ac claimed as the "last word" in shoe retailing

establishments. Perhaps it is. But in old London two
new stores were recently opened by Manfield and Sons,

Ltd., which are both on an extremely high plain as to

beauty, efficiency of lay out, and luxury in general. One
of them is located on Oxford Street, and the other on

Regent Street, and of the latter we reproduce a number of

views which appeared in The Footwear Organiser. This

too, has been described as "The most wonderful shoe shop

in the world". Probably it is more deserving of the title

than is Cammeyer's Fifth Avenue store, inasmuch as in

Manfield's the} handle a wide range of shoes, and are not

confined to customers who have no regard for price. A
feature of (he store is a bargain basement, called "Economy
Hall", which reminds one of the regular bargain basement
because it is so different.

The ground floor is entered through a large vestibule,

which also serves as a lounge room. The first department in^

side is for men's goods, and customers are urged to use this

department for information as to proper footwear for

various requirements and occasions, with no Obligation to

purchase. Similar service is extended to ladies in the

other departments. A department for ladies walking
shoes is also located on the ground floor, and a special

department for children. Furniture and fixtures on the

ground floor are in mahogany, while the floor is covered

with a rich blue carpet.

From the men's department runs a handsome stair-

way ta the promenade salon, on the first floor. The de-

partments here are divided only by curtained arches. The
furniture and decorations have been carried out in the

Louis Seize period, mahogany woodwork being just touched

here and there with gilt. The carpet is plain tertiary gold,

and the curtains dividing the sections are in brocade of

the same tone. Specially designed cartons, with a novel

and neat handle, are in soft blue colour, as is the uphol-

stery of the furniture. The latter, as also the cases and
permanent fitures, have all been specially designed. The
salon is lighted by means of large alabaster bowls and
three-light sconces on the walls designed in keeping with

the general schemes. Gold net curtainh are draped over

the large windows to soften the daylight, pnd a few choice

plants set at intervals add freshness and grace.

A hosiery and buckle department i« located at the

front of this promenade and also a department which can

be screened off for the examination of effects of shoes or

hose in artificial light. At the other end is a retiring

lounge, or rest-room. This i9 fitted with comfortable cou-

ches and writing desks. In every possible way the con-

venience and service of customers has been catered to
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American Shoe and
Leather Conditions

(Special Boston Correspondence)

The demand for lower shoe prices continues in the

United States, the call for a $5 shoe at retail being consis-

tent. The retail trade, meeting this complaint on the part

of their customers, have strongly impressed the fact upon

the manufacturers, many of whom are making every effort

to produce a grade of footweaT to meet the demand. Fac-

tories making shoes at lower prices are generally busy.

One of the largest in the United States is making more

than 80,000 pairs daily and has orders booked ahead for

several months. This firm w located in St. Louis.

The continuance of warm and unseasonable weather

has been a detriment for the retailer. There has been no

need of a strong and sturdy shoe. As a result, the move-

ment of Fall and Winter lines has been slow. The few

days of snappy weather have always brought an improve-

ment in trade which has dropped off with the return of

almost summer weather.

Retailers have not placed volume business for Spring.

In the women's trade the uncertainty as to styles has held

them up. The slowness of the men's trade has brought

about the same condition in the men's end of the business.

Salesmen from the factories have been successful in landing

some Spring business, mosflv on staples, but the general

ran of orders have been for limited lots for quick delivery,

to be sold during the Fall and Winter. Retail stocks arc

low. This is especially true in men's shoes. Prices are

more stable and manufacturers declare wide fluctuations

are at an end. The industry has liquidated from hides to

shoes and the trade is in a better position than at any

time since the after-war depression set in. Style tendencies

hold towards straps with some colonials. The demand

for black leathers continues, especially patent. Fewer and

less fancv patterns are being handW bv many manufac-

turers. There has been some demand for boots and with

the •coming of winter a considerable call for high shoes is

expecteud to develop. Boots have had little place in samples

and few .have been made up. Tt is conceded that any

development of a volume demand for boots would find a

shortage of this tvpe of footwear. The buying policy ot

the retailer has not changed.. He is fi'fniring dose to re-

quirements, pursuing a conservative policy and awaiting

developments.

The leather market shows little change, al thou eh the

market is firmeT with fewer bargains on the market. While

it is true that lower .grades of leather can be picked up at

bargain figures, the best tannages of the upper- grades are

hold firmly, and tanners are decidedly stronger in their

ideas.

Going back to the raw material market, hides aTe

active, stronger and advancing with packers showing little

inclination to create fictitious values.- The packer hide

market is well sold up and both the United States and

Europe are operating in the South American market. Ex-

port trade shows some improvement in both shoes and

leather, especially with Mexico. Many cheap shoes are

going to.Esthonia, probably finding their way to Russia.

HOW MANY CAN YOU ANSWER?

Here is a questionnaire sent out in circular form by

the Retail Shoemen's Institute of Boston. Sit down and

see how many of them you can answer off-hand, and see

how you stock up in your own business.

1. Explain the construction of the Welt shoe. What
are its advantages from the standpoint of style, confort,

wearing service? In what respect does the McKay differ

from the Welt shoe and how would you distinguish the

McKay by an examination of the finished shoe?

2. In judging standards of leather for different parts

of the shoe what are the various factors for consideration ?

3. Explain the difference in construction between the

stitchdown, pegged and turned shoe. For what purposes

would you recommend their use and when would you ad-

vise against them ?

4. What do you know about the new process of treat-

ing lasts with petrolatum ? What are the advantages of

this process as reflected in the finished shoe?

5. When is a foot correctly fitted — at heel, toe, ball,

arches, ankle, and as a whole?

6. What variation in inches is there in length between

a 6B and a 7^D last? What variation in the width of sole

and over the ball ?

7. What parts of the hides are used for making welt-

ing? What are the qualities essential to a serviceable welt?

8. Do you know what are the most serviceable types

of weaved construction for shoe linings? Why?
9. Mention briefly the various steps in the final ins-

pection of a finished shoe in the factory. To which of

these should the retail salesman give special attention

before presenting a shoe for the customer's inspection ?

10. What is flatfoot? How it is caused and what can

you suggest to improve such a condition of the foot?

11. What is chrome retanned leather? What are its

specific merits?

12. What is your understanding of the term "stock

turnover"? How does turnover affect profits and how does

an adequate system of stock control tend to make possible

a larger turnover ?

13. Explain the difference between oak. hemlock and

union tannages and the difference among the finished

products, wearing qualities, etc.

14. Under what conditions would vou favor records

of turnover according to value and occording to pairs?

1 5. "I have read a great many ads. concerning kid for

fine shoes," says the customer. ''What are the special

features in quality, appearance and wearing service of kid

leather as used in shoes?"

16. Po you have any scientific knowledge of the com-

parative advantages of flexible and stiff shank shoes?

17. What is meant by snuffed leather? What is the

process and why used?

18. What are these fibre soles that aTe advertised so

generally ? What are they made of and how do they com-

pare with leather soles?

19. "Can you give briefly any suggestions on how best

to take care of the patent leather shoes I have just bought,

so that I may get the best service out of them ?"

20. 'Concerning rubber footwear, what brief sugges-

tions would you offer the customer regarding its proper

care to insure best wearing service?

21. "What are the special advantages of calf leather

for shoe purposes?" another customer asks. "For what

character of wearing service would you Tecommend calf

leather? Why?"
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AN attractive and successful window.

The accompanying photograph shows a window dis-

play of ladies footwear in the departmental store of Ro-

binson MacBean Limited, Moose Jaw, Sask. The window
was put in by their window display man, Mr. W. C. Wil-

loughby, and besides attracting a great deal of favorable

attention, showed excellent drawing power and returns in

goods sold.

The goods featured in the window were from La Pa-

iisienne Shoe Co., of Montreal. The stands are old ivory

h the Adam design. The flooring is beaver board, painted

in squares of slate grey and pearl grey with a blue stenciled

design. The background is also made of Beaver board, in

pearl grey with hand painted scenes in the two larger

arches. The hangings are royal blue and beige silk plush.

The centre arch has a bouquet of hydrangeas ond on the

table in front of this is a large bouquet of American Beauty

roses. Turqoise blue silk has been draped on the pedes-

tals, with a bit of orchid colored tulle on the two stands

on the table. Cards and signs were used in the display

itself, but were removed before the photograph was taken

in order that the full effect of the display of goods might

be obtained.

The display is extremely attractive and tasteful, and
does credit to a very high standard in the art of display.

WESTERN SHOE CONDITIONS.

Conditions and prospects for the shoe business in

western Canada are outlined by Mr. Geo. Wheeler, general

manager of Kilgour Bimer Co. Ltd., Winnipeg, as follows

:

"There is every indication that fall business in rub-

bers, felts, etc., should be good. The country merchant re-

fused to place any advance business on felts, and sorting

in these lines should be very heavy.

"Spring goods are being bought very carefully, but we
are pleased to say that the merchant is buying. Whether
these orders will stick depends entirely upon conditions

this winter.

"The heavy rains which we have had have done very

material damage to the crop, and have thus reduced the

buying powers of the farmers.

"Personally, I think that business will be good only

at stated periods when the rush for seasonal goods is on,

after which it will die very rapidly. There is certainly no
indication of any steady business at present. Of course

any ideas which may be put forward now must necessarily

be subject to conditions which we cannot foresee."

BOOK REVIEWS.

Practical Leather Manufacture. Edited and arranged by
H. G. Crockett, London. The Leather Trades Publish-

ing Co. Ltd. $5.00.

This is a volume of 400 pages covering modern pro-

cesses of tanning, dressing, dyeing, staining, and finishing

of leather, compiled by the editor of the Leather World.

The various articles of which the book is made up are

from the pens of expeits in the various lines. The book
is divided into four sections, heavy leather, harness and
belting, upper leather, and light leathers. There is also

a section dealing with manufacture of extracts and chrome
liquors.

The work should find a place on the reference book-

shelves of tanners and students of the leather industry,

and forms a welcome addition to the none-too-large library

available on the subjects with which it deals. Modern
leather practice has new become so complex that it is

impossible for any one man to be thoroughly conversant

with all its phases, so it is only by means of a compilation

such as this that up-to-date information can be obtained.

Tanning Materials. By Arthur Harvey, London.
Crosley Lockwood & Son. 15/ — Net.

Information as to materials used for vegetable tanning

is widely disseminated through a number of publications,

many of which are difficult of access. This fact, together

with the lack of a book dealing with the composition of

the more important tanning materials prompted the pre-

sentation of this volume. The book forms a useful re-

ference, as it covers an introductory chapter dealing with

the chemistry of tannins, followed by an alphabetical

dictionary of tanning materials and their composition.

This again is followed by a description of methods of man-
ufacture of tanning extracts, while the fourth section con-

tains official methods of analysis.

A WINDOW BY ROBINSON McBEAN, LIMITED, MOOSE JAW.
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A Comparative

Monthly Statement
Results of Sales and Expenses.

How Big Eastern Firm Checks

Forty-three years in the shoe • business in Eastern

Canada has made the name Rising a household word in

Maritime and Canadian shoe circles. The development of

the establishment of Waterbury and Rising Limited, of St.

John, N. B. to the position they now occupy, with a whole-

sale establishment and three retail stores, makes any of

their systems worthy of examinat ;on by other retail shoe

men.
We feel fortunate in being able to reproduce a form

they ui e for the preparation of their comparative monthly

statement. A careful perusal of this sheet shows that when

filled out it will reveal a wealth of information. At a

glance the executives are able to size up and compare with

previous similar periods all figures that:are of vital impor-

tance to the business. The value of such a sheet 'lies not

so much in the figures obtained, as in the fact that it

provides a bird's eye view of the whole business, and gives

an opportunity to locate' at i glance the weak spots at any

particular time. As we have said many times before, even'

retail stofe does not need, and cannot support an elaborate

system of accounting. But it least the primary figures

should) bo obtained. When leading firms find it of ad-

vantage to go into details such a- are shown here, there

moist be a : 'Valid reason for it, and it must be worth while

for the smaller retailer to follow suit to the extent of his

ability.

WATERBURY &
COMPARATIVE MONTHLY STATEMENT

TELLING THE PUBLIC.

(Concluded from page 40)

discussion of shoe prices. -Raw hides are cheap. From this

consumers deduce that shoes ought to be cheap. The mer-

chant addressed himself to the task of demonstrating the

error in this reasoning and explaining the conditions

which, in his judgment, will keep staple shoes at a level

'>0 to 70 per cent above pre-war price- — a considerable

reduction from the 300 per cent advance they made under

the abnormal influence of wartime demand.

"We call this good advertising. In the first place, it

conveyed real information on a subject in which everybody

is interected. In the second place, it corrected widely pre-

valent false impressions injurious to the shoe trade. And
lastly, it gave the consumer an. idea of price trends in that

particular industry and of the economy facts behind them
— useful data to his guidance i-n planning future pur-

chases.

"Too many merchants and manufacturers overlook

the fact that prices, high or low, require explanation. The

c-onsumer is suspicious of cheapness unless it can be logic-

ally accounted for, fearing its attainment at the sacrifice

of quality. He is equally suspicious of prices which im-

perfect knowledge of production conditions leads him to

think are too high, fearing profiteering.

"It never does the honest merchant harm to take the

consumer into his confidence on these matters — the esta-

blishment of Confidence being the first step toward con-

verting the consumer into a customer."

RISING. Limited
Monti, end,. '9

Sales, Expenses, etc., in Various Departments
' F . M.*.«>, Up to iK., D*>* GENERAL. MATTERS 19 . 19

Wholesale Shipments Bai k 1 Ml

'

1

' Wholesale Cash Sales
' H '

.
V

King Street Cash Salts king Mr,-, i Ouisla - - i- V -j-.t

. Kins Street Credit Sales Bills Receivable

Union Streel Sales < ish on 1. ind ..-"1 in Bie.k

Main Street Sales V.ounts Pjval.le

Total Sales of Business Bills I'jvaul-

Goods fmm. Wholesale to Branches Scheduk Insurant

Total Turnover of Business Proper!] Insurance

EXPENSES faxes —Wtlei

Wholesale General (InclUilihe Travellers.)

King Slreel General

Union Streel General

Main Street General

Repairing Department General

General Overhead Expenses
Items Worthy (if Specijl Attention

Speeial Expense i Donations, ete 1

Advertising Increase
|

, jyj, , DaU
Decrease »

Postage

Delivery Increase 1. t- _ _ , .

Decrease)
1 " to D«*

General Travelling

Total Expense of Business (including Taxes)

Freight, Trucking, Evpressage, etc.

Mdse. Bought I Wholesale only)

Retail Collections

Repairing Work Done

To Debit Interest and Exchange

To Credit Cash Discount

Suspended Accounts

Hank Deposits

MomK
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CHAIN STORE ACCOUNTS.

We were recently asked for some information as to the

accounting methods used by groups or chains of stores.

These may be divided into two classes, those which have a

wholesale or distributing warehouse in connection with the

business, selling either to their own stores only, or to other

retailers as well ; and those which consist of retail stores

only.

An example of the first type is Waterbury and Rising

Limited of St. John, N B., and of the second Rannard

Shoe Ltd., of Winnipeg. Both these firms were good

enough to furnish us with an outline of their methods.

The business of Waterbury and Rising Ltd. consists

of a wholesale department and '.three retail stores. The

retail stores are looked upon the same as outside customers,

as far as the wholesale-house is- concerned. They are ac-

cordingly sold at regular prices, but are offered a discount

which it is considered they could procure from any whole-

sale house, by buying collectively for the three stores. In-

cidentally, of course, the expense to sell stores under one's

own control is less than the c ost of selling to outside stores,

.'O that for that reason alone, such stores are entitled to a

differential.

There are general expenses pertaining to the whole

business which are subdivided proportionately at the end

of the year. There are also other expenses which apply to

the three retail stores, and which are sub-divided between

the stores. A separate account is maintained for each store,

and each department, including the repair department is

balanced quite separately. So that each enterprise most

stand on its own feet.

The Rannand principle is similar in that each store

stands of itself, but is different to the extent that each

store is treated as a separate entity. Each store carries its

own stock ond does its own accounting. The receipts are

deposited to its own account, and drafts and cheques are

accepted and issued by that particular store.

Each store has a charge account against the other

stores. Thece goods are charged up at the retail cost, and

the accounts are settled at the end of the year by giving

them a marked down price, say 20 p.c. or 25 p.c. off the

retail price.

No warehouse is maintained, and as the three stores

are all in the same city, the above method is considered

the most economical and satisfactory.

Incidentally, the attitude of Rannand Shoe to the

trade is exemplified by the following quotation :

"We have no information as regards to records, ac-

counting and system that we would consider private and

prefer not to publish. — On the other hand, we are quite

willing to give any information that will be of assistance

to other merchants, because what is a batterment for the

trade in general is better for us, and we get valuable ideas

from other firms, mostly all of which are gleaned from

publications same as yours."

BOSTON KID HOUSE APPOINTS CANADIAN
AGENT.

Henwood and Nowak, Inc., 95 South street, Boston,

U.S.A., manufacturers of "Eamo" glazed kid, with factories

at Wilmington, Delaware and a large output of black and

colored' kid, have appointed R. E. Bennett & Co., Toronto,

Canada, their Canadian agents. Mr. Bennett is very well

known among the Canadian shoe manufacturers. For a

numbeir of years he has been connected with the firm of

Ed. R. Lewis. Mr. Bennett has opened offices at 70 Lom-

bard Street, Toronto, temporarily and has begun sampling

the Canadian shoe manufacturers with this line of kid.

One of the features of the Henwood and Nowak kid is that

it was awarded a special prize of merit at the last Indus-

trial Shoe Show held at Boston. Mr. Bennett is to be

congratulated in his new venture and with his wide ex-

perience in the trade should meet with much success.

E. L. RISING,

President.

H. W. RISING.
Gen. Manager.

P. M. RISING,

Director.
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SPEED KINGS OUTING SHOES
Scoring With Our 1922 Range

Leading shoemen who have seen our lines for the coming season have

pronounced them the finest range of outing shoes showing, judged from

every standpoint. They like the styles. New models have been added and

new ideas featured that make our range up to the minute in every respect.

They like the Quality. Speed King workmanship is plainly recognizable

throughout. They like the selection and the values. Both are unsurpassed.

Be sure to see this range as early as possible and practise wise mer-

chandising by placing your orders now, getting every assurance of full

selection, satisfactory deliveries of a sure selling line.

INDEPENDENT WHOLESA LEES
Amherst Boot & Shoo Co., Limited Halifax, N.S.
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S.
Brown, Rochette, Limited - - Qnebec, Que

;

James Robinson Co., Limited - Montreal, Que.
J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - • Toronto, Ont.
White Shoe Co.. Limited ... Toronto, Ont.
C. Weaver ----- Trenton, Ont.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - London, Ont.
T. Long & Brother, Limited Colllngwood, Ont.
The Independent Robber Co. Limited Winnipeg-, Man.
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited -

Dowers Limited
The J. Leckie Co.. Limited

Reglna, Sask.
Edmonton, Aita.
Vancouver, B.C.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited

Merritton Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing on advertiser
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Quality Footwear

ONE STRAP "PARIS"
recommended in

Patent, Black Suede, White Kid and Satin

Joron to.

\

Shoe and Leather Journal Page 47
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Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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At the Service or the Industry

The completeness of our service

and its readiness, leaves no doubt

of our ability to be of vital

assistance to Canadian Shoe

Manufacturers in the production

of their lines economically and

at a high standard.

A chain of branch establishments

girdles the industry, so that no

call is too urgent or too exten-

sive for us to respond in a way
that means complete satisfaction.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited
Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch : 28DemersSl. Kitchener: 46 S. Foundry Street

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.
Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Fleury.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Quebec, Glove Mfg., Ltd., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.
Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Kid

Kip

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien. 491 St. Valier.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Maiie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, C, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Quebe: Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N.. 515 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr.. 026 Fleury.
Fortier N., 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

Centaur
Wears
Longer
"Centaur" as its trade name indicates, has a similar foundation to other (so-called)

surface Kid. But, there, all resemblance ceases.

"Centaur" is a leather like no other — except that it is an almost exact likeness of

Kid which it will long out-wear.

We will send samples to those interested.

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST. QUEBEC, P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A complete line of McKays

A leading line of Heavy Staples

Unequalled Hockey and Football Boots.

A GREAT LIME
OF

STAPLES

That has been and is the whole

story of the Samson Line.

It is generally admitted that, to-

day, our lines contain unusual pos-

sibilities for profit.

JUST DROP A LINE — A REPRE

SENTATIVE WILL CALL.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20 Arago St. QUEBEC

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LIMITED

47 Colomb St,. Quebec.

TANGUAY
McKAYS

Are sold freely in towns where
they appreciate rock bottom
prices for Staple Shoes.

WORK SHOES

Genuine Solid Standard Screw
Shoes that wear like a pig's

nose.

Hockey and Hunting Boots

With a Patent Leather Strap
Lacing, appreciated wherever
they are sold.

JOS. TANGUAY
QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe u'nd Leather Journal" when writing an Advertiser
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He Said "Dont Kid Yourself"

Q And he added, too, "Your not kidding me a damn bit."

Q Who said it?

Q Who wants to know?

Q Where was it?

Q What difference to you ?

Q The main point of the discussion, the nub of the argu-

ment, the meat of the nut is that a shoe merchant was
talking. And he addressed a salesman surrounded by his

samples in a back room of a hotel in a well known Ontario
City.

Q The salesman was temperate in his habits, he didnt smoke,
drink liquor or chew hay. In fact he lacked both brains

and imagination enough to be either good or bad at anything.

And his clothes were nicely pressed. And he had pretty

pictures on the wall.

Q And he had decent samples, too, by the way. He had
One straps, two straps, three straps, saddle straps, ball straps

in fact every strap, but ''black straps." He had welts and
turns. He had everything in hisfavor—from his neck down.

Q What did I hear him say to the merchant?

Q Til tell you about it in November 1 5th issue. Tts not

long to wait.

OLD QUEBEC

Mention "Stioc and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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McKays
for Men, Boys, Youths,

Women, Misses and
Children

of our quality at our price

sell regardless of conditions.

Also Making Standard Screw for Men,

Boys, Youths, Women, Misses and

Children; Welts for Men and Boys

and Mock Welts for Women.

Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

0NESIV1E GOULET & SON Limited

575 St. Valier St. Quebec.

WE ARE SHOWING MANY
STRIKING DEPARTURES
FROM THE COMMON
PLACE IN DESIGN AS
WELL AS OUR WELL-

KNOWN LINE OR
STAPLES

Making: Welts for Men, Boys,
Youths, Women and Misses; Mc-
Kays for Men, Boys, Youths, Women
and Misses; Standard Screw for
Men and Boys.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
:m St. Valier St, QUEBEC

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
Tliis heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

• hi • - . • •
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"""TTERftfmm
Those who have carried our lines in

the past take for granted that our

standard of production will not be

lowered.

This season

better.

our values are even

McKAYS and S. SCREW
For MEN, BOYS and YOUTHS

LUC ROUT1ER
OO t OKI 111 1 1. t^LJil>JbC
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Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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\JDhat the Jfand ofthe T^rinter

jfoldsJor Ifou

People who have never seen you or your goods are

made to see by your printing.

Your factory, of which you are so proud, your product,

which you have labored to perfect — these things are

your reason for living. But most of your customers

and prospects get their impression of you and your

work from printed pages.

When you invite people to send for your printing, you

really invite them to send for the photograph of your

life work. The hand of the printer moulds the public's

opinion of you and your product.

We would suggest that an Acton man demonstrate to

you how we can assist your efforts in making your

Catalogue or Booklet truly expressive of your business.

ACTON PUBLISHING CQ^ecT
P- Py.l N T E US A N D D E S-'I C'N E KS

TORONTO -^MONTREAL

The Imprint thai

Guarantees

Quality

This mark is our guar-

antee thai your order

will be filled according

to specifications.

It is like the artist's

name on a picture, the

author's name on a

book, the hall-mark on

a piece of silver. II

svmbolircs the work
of a qwlilv house—a

house that is proud
to "sign" its finished

product.

It means that you are

getting the best there
is in printing service

at a price that is just.

Hied by the character

of the work; printing

that will represent
your house to its sat-

isfaction and to its

credit and profit.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 191. — Flexible McKay,
2 Straps Button with Imitation

Wing Tip. Velours with plain

quarter Slip Sole and Split

in-sole. 10-8 heel. Price 2.3.S.

No. 170. — Same as above

with imitation Saddle and Heel
Facing. Price same.

RELIABLE SHOE CO. LIMITED
808c PAPINEAL' AVENUE, MONTREAL.

just

Reliable

Jobbers know the kind

of shoes they get from
us. There is no doubt

about it. The line is

as thoroughly reliable

as the name. The
prices are right.

Thats All

IMPERIAL OVERGAITERS

RUSH ORDERS
FILLED PROMPTLY

Having increased our plant, we are now in a position to look after goods

wanted in a hurry. If you have put off ordering and now want your good*

quick, we can look after you.

When sorting up later on, if you find you are out of certain sizes, let us

get busy and help you out.

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL; P. Q.

Mention "Shoe wnd Leather Journal" irlicu writing an advertiser
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A leather of excellent quality suit-

able for highest grade shoes.

BLACK
BEAUTY

Chrome
Patent Sides

The result of many years experience

in making Patent Leather.

Z
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THE ROBSON LEATHER CO.
LIMITED

TANNERS and CURRIERS
OSHAWA CANADA
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The Big Felt Selling Season Is Starting.

K. B. Felts Should Be ToThe Front In Every

Dealer's Displays.

Each Fall and Winter season hundreds of Canadian
merchants profit by the extra effort we put forth
to supply them with felts without an equal in qual-

ity and value. This season's lines hold even

greater possibilities for K. B. Dealers.

If you have held over any part of your K. B. ordering get busy now.

You need a complete showing ----from the fancy Boudoir Kumfys to

the Heavy Felt Shoes—in order to make every sale possible. A. B.

Felts are one of your surest selling lines during the whole of the cold

weather season.
ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS SELL THEM
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A leather of excellent quality suit-

able for highest grade shoes.

BLACK
BEAUTY

Chrome
Patent Sides

The result of many years experience

in making Patent Leather.

THE ROBSON LEATHER CO.
LIMITED

TANNERS and CURRIERS
OSHAWA CANADA
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The Big Felt Selling Season Is Starting.

K. B. Felts Should Be ToThe Front In Every

Dealer's Displays.

Each Fall and Winter season hundreds of Canadian
merchants profit by the extra effort we put forth
to supply them with felts without an equal in qual-

ity and value. This season's lines hold even

greater possibilities for K. B. Dealers.

If you have held over any part of your K. B. ordering get busy now.

You need a complete showing ----from the fancy Boudoir Kumfys to

the Heavy Felt Shoes—in order to make every sale possible. A. B.

Felts are one of your surest selling lines during the whole of the cold

weather season.
ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS SELL THEM

COBOURQ PORT MOPE
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A QUESTION of "SERVICE"

T70R two seasons past, the merchants of

Canada have been under-buying-even

for their restricted requirement

This condition has emphasized the ser-

vice it is possible to receive from the Whole-
sale Distributor of Shoes, who time after

time, again and again has come to the

rescoe of the Store Short of both sizes

and lines.

To-day, the Shoe Jobbers are better orga-

nized than ever. To the ordinary so-called

"Staples*' they have added many of the

popular novelties of the day on some of

which they are prepared to givejimmediate

delivery and on others they can promise

early shipments.

Whether looking for Staples or Novelties,

your Jobber can serve you as never before.

Mention "Shoe find heather Journal" when, writing an advertiser
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9
HPHE Merchants^of Quebec, adja-
* cent Ontario and the Maritime

Provinces have long learned to

expect unusual values from La Maison
Girouard. Many all over Canada have
been sending to St-Hyacinthe for sam-
ples of both mens and womens Welts
and McKays to retail at less than $9.00
We have a particularly attractive range
of Womens Saddle Straps, Brogues
and wing tips in calf and kid at the
right price.

Samples and prices on request at once

La /Uison GirouarcUtee
Shipping p all points inCanada

from
ST.HYACINTHS,QUEBEC

Uvntiun "tiliue a/nil Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"DEPENDABILITY
A WATCHWORD throughout our organization that applies alike to the

quality of our materials and of our service.

SOLUBLE COTTON COTTON SOLUTIONS
PATENT LEATHER SOLUTIONS SOLVENT THINNERS
AMYL ACETATE ETHYL ACETATE

REFINED FUSEL OIL

Prompt Shipment from Chicago or Boston.

TM^f fn~
n "rr

rt"> t mil \y i |ym
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3358 AVONDALEjAVE - CHICAGO ~U«S-A

Do You Sell

The Peterboro Shoe ?

Can you take from your shelf an Ackerman
Staple Shoe to show your patrons? If you
can you will invariably make the sale. They
show an outward power of appeal in Ap-
pearance and Workmanship and carry a

RESERVE power of Comfort and Long
Wear —the RIGHT qualities for a staple

shoe.

Include the Ackerman Line when picking
SELLERS for Fall and Winter.

Distributors for

Maple Leaf Brand Rubbers

Fleet Foot Outing Shoes

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co., Limited
PETERBORO, ONT. Western Branch, REGINA, SASK.

MAKERS OF THE "PETERBORO" SHOE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'"' when writing an advertiser
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H^e Reduce
Your Costs

It costs you money—hard cash—to carry your stock.

Rent and insurance are items of no small importance

which are lower with the Merchant who uses the

services of a shoe Jobber — for we use our space for

the shoes and we take the risk on all shoes in stock.

Then, too, sizes are kept full and the number of abso-

letes kept low.

All of which lowers the cost of doing business to the

Merchant who uses the unique service of

1B4 Mtmi Btrwt iflnntrral

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Are Now Settled

No more do we talk of either lower or higher market

—

for values are now settled enough to be considered

staple.

Particularly is this true of our staples for Men, Women,

Boys, Youths and Misses and Growing Girls. And it is

most gratifying to see that all over Canada the trade

is buying these staple lines most freely.

104 Mcmi 8>trM

IGtmtteii

Unntrral

Mention "Shoe aind Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Shoes For To-day and Tomorrow
With one eye on immediate selling and the other on future trade the care-

ful dealer can, with the aid of McLaren Service, have on his shelves the
wanted lines for this season and will have on a McLaren order the lines he
knows he will need next Spring and Summer.

If you are facing the coming cold

weather season with a stock that

is limited either in volume or se-

lection, get in touch with us.

Mocassins. Hockey Boots,

Feks and Rubbers

are lines that will come to the

front for present selling and they
are lines in which we are well pre-

pared to take care of all our
customers.

We have again won great praise

for our selection of

SLIPPERS
Everything for men and women in

leather and fabric lines in all pop-
ular models and shades.

Wherever our salesmen have ap-
peared with our next season's sam-
ples they have received a welcome
that tells us how nicely we havr-

hit the mark in choosing our lines.

Style Shoes For VIen

and Women
that lay claim to popularity both
because of their beautiful lasts

and. patterns and good values are
featured in a most complete selec-

tion. Together with these are
shown

STAPLES SHOES
with all the sterling quality that
have for years made our lines un-
questioned leaders and brought
many a merchant steady profit-

able trade.

Our service helps you SELL to-day and helps you PLAN for to-morrow.

j. a. McLaren co., limited
30 FRONT ST. W. TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Mr. E. Tancrfede July, shoe dealer has been registered

in Montreal.

Mr. W. A. Hamilton of the W. B. Hamilton Shoe Co.

Ltd., Toronto, made a business trip to Montreal and Que-
bec City recently.

Mr. Hugh White of the White Shoe Co. Ltd., Toronto,

and Mr. J. A. McLaren of J. A. McLaren Co. Ltd., To-
ronto, were visitors to Montreal and Quebec City on a

business trip recently.

Mr. Joseph Jordon, 868 Bathurst St., Toronto, died

recently af ter a brief illness. The late Mr. Jordon ap-

prenticed himself to the shoe making business as a young
boy and has been nearly -40 years in the trade. He was
born in England 52 years ago and is survived by his wife

and three boys.

Mr. J. S. Ashworth, Canadian representative for Sir

II. W. Trickett, Limited, slipper manufacturers of Water-
loo!. England is now in office number 17, Manchester
Bldg., Toronto, having recently moved from Room 16. Mr.
Ashworth was recently appointed representative for the T.

Sisman Shoe Co. of Aurora, throughout the Dominion and
will display, in his permanent sample room in the Man-
chester Bldg., samples of the Sisman line as well as

Trickett's slippers.

A change is announced in connection with the shoe

business of Wm. Dangerfield, Regd., Montreal.

A change is taking place in connection with the busi-

ness of Walter's Boot Shop, Regd., Montreal.

Lachance Bros., shoe manufacturers of Montreal, re-

cently sustained a fire loss.

A new shoe retail business is being opened at 665

Queen St. E., Toronto by Mr. Jos. Bernstein.

Mr. John Mclntyre, shoe retailer of 280 Danforth
Ave., Toronto, is removing to 507 Danforth Ave.

Mackay-Harding Shoes, Limited is the name of a

new shoe store to be opened in Regina, Sask., about Nov.

loth.

Mr J. E. Amyot has opened a permanent sample

room in Quebec City and will represent the Blachford

Shoe Manufacturing Co. of Toronto in Quebec.

Mr. Geo. A. Blachford returned recently from a busi-

ness trip to Boston and other leather centres.

The trade will regrett to learn of the death of the

father of Mr. L. F. Jackson; who represents Blachford

Shoe Manufacturing Co. Ltd. in the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. W. G. Parsons of C. Parsons & Sons, Ltd., of

Toronto, spent a few days recently on a shooting trip at

"Rice Lake.

Mr. Shaw at the Ross & Shaw Manufacturing Co.,

Toronto, spent a few days in Montreal, recently, on busi-

ness.

Mr. G. P. Howe is now a member of the Ross &
Shaw Manufacturing Co. of Toronto.

Mr. W. E. Young, who for the past four years has

covered Western Ontario for Getty & Scott, Ltd. of Gait,

has severed his connection with that firm and starts

November 1st carrying the samples of the Williams Shoe.

Limited, Brampton, covering Hamilton and Western Ci-

tario.

The business of Mr. I). R. Scott, shoe retailer of Sea-

forth, Ont., in undergoing some change, so it is an-

nounced.

Mr. Geo. E. Fortin, Montreal, representative for Geo.
E. Boulter, of Toronto, was showing samples at the Wind-
sor Hoel. Montreal, during the week of October 24th.

The following are. recent purchasers of display fix-

tures from Clatwortliy & Son. Toronto. These fixtures

have added greatly to the attractiveness of their store

windows: Mark Mundy, Gait; Dillon & Moore, St. Catha-
rines; J. W. Leslie, Hamilton, Royal Shoe Store, Toronto.
Clatwortliy & Son are showing a new line of English Im-
ported Plushes and materials for window draping in many
attractive shades. *

Geo. E. Boulter, Toronto, has made arrangements to

show the latest lasts and patterns of the John McPherson
Co. Ltd., of Hamilton, at the King Edward Hotel, Toron-
to during the week of November 7th.

Mr. E. McTear, representative for P. Jacobi of To-
ronto was calling on the trade in Kitchener. Brantford
and Hamilton last week.

Mr. N. B. Detweiier, of the Hydro City Shoe Manu-
facturers Ltd., Kitchener, has returned to business after
an illness of five months.

The Canadian Shoe Co. Ltd., was recently incorpor-
ated in the province of Manitoba for $25,000.

Fire which broke out in the second floor, above the
Eaton Bootery, 183 Sparks St., Ottawa, recently, did con-
siderable damage to their stock of shoes by water. The
loss is partly covered by insurance.

Mr. W. J. Deacon, successor to Rood & Deacon, Co-
balt, Ont., has moved to larger and better premises in that
town, which are more centrally located.

Mr. Frank Delafield, manager of the Yale Shoe Co.
Ltd., Gait, has been calling on the shoe trade in Toronto,
Hamilton and Brantford. Mr. Delafield reports some
nice business.

Earl L. Stewart, representing Robh. Ralston & Co.,

in the Maritimes, and Province of Quebec, has again left

for his territory. Mr. Stewart has been having a ho]iday
following a strenuous trio of several month's duration.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co. Ltd., of Lindsay, Out.,

manufacturers of heavy leather and well known for their

line of shoe packs, have added the manufacture of harness
to their activities.

TAKES UNTO HIMSELF A WIFE
Mr. Jas. O. Stevenson, sales-manager for Robt. Rals-

ton & Co., HamiPon, was married to MPs Irene Richards
of Toronto, in Bhwr St. Presbyterian Church, Toronto,
Bey. Mr. Pigeon officiating.

Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson have taken an apartment at

the St. Eloi. Hamilton.

FISHING SECTION NOTE.

Owner.—"Here, what are you doing? Don't you know
yuo're not allowed to take fish out of this stream?"

Angler, (three ho^rs wothout a catchL—"I'm not

taking them out, I'm feeding them."

—

New Em.
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SHOE COMPANXLimited

WH O L ESALE
TORONTO.

SHOE S T R I B U

Well Received

—

The verdict of experienced dealers is being warm-
ly expressed in favor of our range of footwear

for the coming season wherever it has been

shown. It has just what the trade has been look-

ing for in the way of BETTER VALUES and it

is right up with the leaders in its presentation of

LATEST STYLE FEATURES.

Both in popular style shoes and steady selling

staples our lines are deserving of your thorough

inspection.

Send in vour orders for

RUBBERS, FELTS AND OVERGAITERS

Our stock is complete with newest lines.

Orders filled same day as received.

WHITE SHOE CO., LIMITED
9 Wellington St. West -:- Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser
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WHY PICK ON YOUR SHOE DEALER?

The F. Mayer Shoe Co. of Milwaukee hit the nail on

the head in a circular they are sending out to the trade.

With a few amendments it could be applied by members of

the Canadian trade with good effect. They say :
—

"It is a well known fact that tanners and most shoe

manufacturers have taken enormous losses. One tanner

alone lost $6,000,000.00 last year. Shoe retailers all over

the country are marking their shoes down to replacement

costs. Nevertheless, the woods are full of amateur econ-

omists WHO CLAIM THAT PRICES OF SHOES
WILL SHORTLY RETURN TO PRE-WAR LEVELS,
BUT WILL THEY ? YES, THEY SURE WILL.

When hard coal is back at 9 per ton;

When railroad fares are back at 2e per mile

;

When house rent is back at $15 per month ;

When gasoline is back at 10c per gallon

;

When telephones are back at $1 per month;
AVhen a square meal is back at a quarter;

When farm labor is back at $25 per month;
When gas is back at 90c;

When shaves are back at 10c;

When the freight from N. Y., now $1.84, is back
at 97c;

When street car fares are back at a nickel

;

When money is back at 5 per cent

;

When cooks are back at $5 per week

;

When hair cuts are back at a quarter;

When movies are back at a nickel;

When a car-wash is back at a dollar;

When ice cream is back at a dime

;

When a doctor's call is back at two bucks

;

When a news paper is back at a penny.
For the love of mike, why expect the manufacturer,

wholesaler and retailer of shoes to go the route alone ?

Aren't we Americans all in on this proposition together ?

Haven't we got to work it out together ? Well, then,

haven't the manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers of

shoes gone much faster and much farther than the average
in reducing prices and making readjustments ? WE'LL
SAY THEY HAVE. We're ahead

;
'way ahead of the pro-

cession. Now let the barber and the movie houses, and all,

and the soft drink parlors, and the landlords, and the
hotels and restaurants, and the draymen, and the bankers
cut THEIR prices and catch up with the shoe men."

SELLING THE SCHOOL TEACHERS.

School teachers are strong on conventions, so every
fall they shut up the country schools for a week and gather
m somme central town to exchange ideas, receive inform-
ation, and in general get lined up for the winter program.
This is one of the many gatherings that shoemen can
capitalize to their advantage. On October 13th, the teachers

of Durham county, Inspectorate No. 1, met in Bowmaii-
ville. And just prior to that each one received the follow-

ing letter from Mr. Fred R. Foley, the enterprising shoe

retailer of that town :
—

"Durham Teachers,

Inspectorate No. 1.

Greetings :

"We are pleased to learn that your Institute will be
held in Bowmanville, October 13th and 14th, and we
extend a most cordial welcome. We are deeply interested

in Educational work and appreciate the splendid service

you render.

"In^courtesy to the teachers attending, we take great

pleasure in offering a special discount of ten per cent (10

67

percent), on all goods purchased by them at our store

during the convention. Our stock includes Shoes, Rubbers,

Boudoir and Evening Slippers, colored Gaiters, Trunks,

Bags, Suit Cases, etc.

"We would call special attention to our Foot Comfort
Department which is constantly growing in favor. Our as-

sistant, Mr. W. Claude Ives, has taken a complete course

and holds a Post Graduate Diploma in Practipedics. Mr.
Ives is having splendid results in correcting foot troubles

and properly fitting the feet.

"We sincerely trust the Institute will prove a very

profitable one, that your stay in Bowmanville will be most
pleasant, and that you will carry away happy memories of

the nineteen-twenty-one convention.

Very truly yours,

FRED R. FOLEY."
Mr. Foley says :

—
"We prepared and mailed this letter to every teacher

in the inspector-ate, a week before the convention. We used

a three cent stamp so it came as a personal letter, and not
c.r an advertisement. You will have some idea as to how
effective it was when I tell you we sold goods to twenty-
four teachers out of the 96 in the inspectorate, and had
several others for polishes, laces, etc.

"I tried this same stunt two years ago, but this year
the results were even better than at that time."

SWAN SHOES — AN ENGLISH NOVELTY.
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THE WHITE SHOE HOUSE"

Our Spring placing for 1922 on white shoes has been much
the largest on our records which proves that our line is

unexcelled.

If you have not yet seen our samples write or wire us and

we will have our representative call.

Made of Kiu, Polar Kloth, Reinskin, Eve cloth and Canvas,

Goodyear Welt, Hand turn, and McKay.
Widths A to E.

\

Our representatives are

Western Ontario

Eastern Ontario - -

Toronto, Ont. - -

Hamilton, Ont. - -

Quebec - - - -

Maritime Provinces

Western Provinces -

J. V. MORIN
THOS. MORROW
R. C. FOY
A. J. ANGUS
W. E. W. LESSARD
ROMEO BROSSEAU
G. R. FERGUSON

R. B. GRIFFITH & CO.
HAMILTON, ONT.
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A Reputation

For Value

has been earned and is constantly

maintained by the Lennox Lines of

staple footwear. They are the lead-

ing lines of hundreds of experienced

dealers. Your Fall and Winter Trade

will thrive on their sound values.

We Are

Strong On Felts

The line of footwear to which we
pay special attention — offering the

most complete selection shown in

Canada and each line a first rater

for sales. Be sure you are well pre-

pared for the big felt selling season

just starting.

JOHN LENNOX & COMPANY
The Slipper House of Canada

Hamilton, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE BEST CURE
for

SLIPPERY SIDEWALKS

The slippery days of snow and ice will

create a big demand for Maltese Cross

Scoop Rubber Heels. Have plenty in

stock. They are the best cure for falls

and accidents on slippery sidewalks.

MALTESE CROSS

SCOOP
HEELS

Made exclusively by

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

Head Offices and Factory, Toronto.

Branches in Leading Cities of Canada.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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One Of Our New Designs

In Lovely Evening Slippers

Dealers who stock these fairy slippers will certainly experience
an active demand for them. They exactly meet the modern
demand for a slipper possessing conservative grace and charm
with comfort and distinct newness of style. Materials and work-
manship defy criticism. There are no finer shoes made. They
will make lasting friends for your store.

Made in patent, satin, black calf, tan calf, brown calf, black Suede, brown
Suede. French heels, hig-h Cuban heels, round toes, three straps.

OWENS-ELMES MANUFACTURING CO.

12-14 Sheppard Street, Toronto, Ont.

Operating the first and only factory in Canada

making strictly Hand Made Turns.

9L..

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertize-
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BROWN

Castor,
Buckskin Etc

tf «f«u»-ACTu»tD By

Robt Ralston&q.
I

Hamu

No. 1

No. 3

FReSHENS AND RENEWS SUEOE
SHOES TO ORIGINAL COLOR

PUT.UP BY
«OBT RALSTON & CO.

HAMILTON ONT.

RALSTON'S POLISHES
The Dressing That Keep Shoes Dressy

The appearance of the finest shoes is improved
and its quality preserved when it is treated with
a Ralston Dressing. They are the dressings that
build your polish trade firmly on customer satis-

faction.

Ralston Quality is the outcome of a combination
of processes and materials that represent the last

word in polish making.

It is your safest assurance of polish sales success.

SUEDE Dressing

Powder
in all the popular

shades.

A DRESSING FOR EVERY SHOE—
A COMPLETE RANGE OF FINDINGS

The above line comes
in Black, Brown, Tan,
iiml Oxblood.

PwarrF
BEAUTY

«0Q

ROBERT RALSTON & CO., Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe tpftd Leather Journal" tehen writing an advertiser
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High Shoes

In Stock

5019. Women's wide ankle Black Vict

Kid Bel. Welt. Last 92. E wide. Si-

zes 2y2 -7.

Price $f».15

By every standard of comparaison
Strider Shoes are better.

The Demand for High Shoes is Here

From all over Canada we are receiving urgent

calls for high shoes, which we can satisfy be-

cause we anticipated and met the condition by
keeping the "In Stock Department" up to the

minute. These shoes are carefully made in the

regular way — a fine product for your better

trade.

We Now Have a Dozen Lines of High Shoes for Immediate Shipment.

You can benefit by this service if you will use it.

You get immediate shipment, your orders are

light, you keep your sizes full — and we take the

risk. Whether or not you have ever used this

department, which we opened two years ago,

write us now.

Write for colored folder and price lists showing all these lines.

It will pay you.

EAGLE SHOE CO., LIMITED
587 BEAUDRY ST.. MONTREAL

6003. Men's Welt. Black Vici Kid Bal.

Solid leather. Single sole. 60 Last.

C wide, 5-10. D wide, 6-11. .

Trice . . . . $6.75

Mention "Shoe and Leather JournaV when writing an advertiser



No. 517. Full Baby Louis Heel
on Last No. 299. A patent-

leather with Grey Suede Insert.

Showing 3 Straps buttoned
with imitation tip. Also In

Colored and Black Calf.

THEY can all talk of style; but, to-day, they must talk of price as well.

This is a market made for the manufacturer with courage enough
and organization keen enough to build and offer the new styles and

the real price wanted to-day.

"Dalaco" and "Patricia" for men and women have the style and the price.

A Salesman will call if you say so.

DAOUST, LALONDE & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The 3hoe Repair Man
The Repairman's

Problem
The Same Old Story — Price or

Service — How Shall it Be Met?

The other day as a group were sitting around chatting,

nhe conversation languished till, a propos of nothing, one
man put up his foot and said, "Had my shoes half-soled

to-day, and paid $1.75 For the job. What do you think
of that? These repair stores certainly have a nerve!"
Another spoke up, "Well, \ had whole soles and rubber
heels put on last week, and paid $3.25. But I must say

the shoes looked like new whe nl got them back.'' As none
of the men kne/w very much about the repairing business,

the conversation can probably he regarded as typical of

many that have taken place in recent days.

It is a time when everyone is scrutinizing the cost of

everything he buys. And off hand, the" first remark is

likely to he thai the price should lie lower. The shoe
men and shoe repairers are prone to feel that the attack
is directed solely at them, whereas in every industry, and
every line of business,. the same process is going on. We
exclaim at the prices of weals in restaurants, of clothing,

of foods, and of smokes. It is doubtful whether any line

could be selected that is free from criticism.

The shoe repairman of necessity, however, sees ins

own problem as first and biggest, and while he may feel

that he \s treating the public fairly, be realizes that he
must take some action if he is to hold the trade and good
will of Ins customers. With shoe prices reduced at least

30 per cent, the differential between a pair of new shoes
and a repair job has been greatly decreased. But to say
that even at present prices people would rather pay foi

new slioes than to have their old ones repaired is wide
from the mark. Of course there are shoes selling to-da\

at low figures, particularly women's shoes, which would

not warrant very much repair expenditure. But as a

matter of fact, that class of shoe it has never economical
to repair, from the point of view of the owner or repair

man. That problem has always been with us. On the
other hand, a heavy boot, sold to-day at a very reasonable

A "National" Shoe Plate

is Little in Size But Big in

Quality and Profit for You!

3 sizes, made from special cold

rolled steel; carried m btock by
finders everywhere; quick sellers

at a splendid profit.

Write us for samples to-day

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells Street

Chicago, Illinois

Increased Profits and
constant Repeat Orders
from Satisfied Customers
is the Result of Hand-
ling our "SILVER1TE" Lamb's Wool Soles.

"SHOE FINDINGS THAT SELL'

'SELWEL" Cemented Heel Lining
Repairer

These cuts illustrate only a few
of the Findings Specialties we
manufacture.

Write for Catalog and Price List

THE SILVERITE CO.
... , R . r,r _ .. , ,

.
'

Formerly L. G. & S. S. COMPANYWABJ1TREAD" Cushion Insoles made of Q< ... . _ "

"Korxole" and White Cushion Felt. **1 High Street Boston. Mass., U.S.A.

"SELWEL"' Stitched
Repairer Stitched with

zag stitch.

Heel Lining
a smooth zig-

Mcntion "s/mp and Leather Journal" w7ie/n writimo 'in advert**
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figure, is well worth while repairing, as the upper will

outwear several pairs of soles. But this shoe is, as a rule

repaired with nailed half sole, and the heel probably

straightened up, at a moderate price. The big range of

shoes being sold to-day is between $6.50 and $10.00 and
to say that it is not worth while to spend from $1.50 to

$3.50 on these shoes to put them in better shape than
ever, is nothing short, of foolish.

On the other hand, a reduction in price of ten per

cent would have only a slight sentimental effect on busi-

ness, if any at all; while a reduction of twenty-five to

fifty per cent, which is what the public probably look for,

wauld only serve to put high class repairers out of business,

set the repair trade back ten years or more, and not in-

crease the volume of business to a very material extend.

The man who paid $1.75 for his half soling job. when
asked he thought would be a fair price, said "Well, I

think $1.50 would have been plenty." To which ihe

answer is that had the price been $1.50 he would still have

called the repairman a "profiteer". So what are we going

to do about it? Whene we compare other prices for ser-

vice with shoe repair prices, we find that a man will pay a

dollar to have a suit pressed, the same to have a hat

blocked, fifty cents for a hair-cut, ten cents to have his

shoes shined, and probably tip the boot black a nickel for

good luck. After all, then, it would seem the shoe re-

pairers are not such a lot of gunmen as might be cainied.

The remedies suggested and tried are various. Here
and there we 'find a tendency to shade price downwards.
That is quite proper, and should take place as costs de

crease. Ot'ier methods are advertising and service. It is

up to the repairers as associations and individuals to drive

home to the public that all the shoe repairer wants U
adequate return for good service

,

"As On A Carpet"

Specialties

That Increase Your Profits

Because they do not sell practical hygienic In-
soles and Heels, Booties, Chaussinetts (the pro-
tector of women's elegant silk stockings) many
dealers deprive themselves of easy profits.

Others, because they sell inferior goods in these
lines dissatisfy their customers.

You who want to realize extra profits, keep
your customers and increase their number be
sure to sell the Allibert Specialities.

Joseph Ellibert
Honestler de Clermont, ISERE, France.

For information, Agencies and samples, write

R. M. E. PRUD'HOMME
P. O. Delivery, Edmonton. Alberta.

NEW COLORS
FOR SPRING 1922

ROVER RED, Smooth Bright Finish No. 42

ECHRO BROWN, Smooth Bright Finish No. 43

also

EYBUCK GRAIN calf in black and colors

and

New Finish Smooth Black Calf

Samples Gladly Submitted

COLLIS LEATHER CO., Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe wnd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553 St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Landis Outfits are Money Makers
Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the

prices are reasonable and the terms easy.

We have many models of Stitchers and Finishers. Write for

complete Catalogue with price and terms.

I J* HVI 1_* No. 1515 25th St,

Landis Machine K^o. st. louis, u.s.a.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher

Sold Outright. No Royalty.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Beal's

for

Rough Work

The leather used is our own

tannage, carefully chosen and

fashioned into footwear in the

best manner that skill and

brain can conceive to get the

maximum of resistance to

(wear and weather.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.

Lindsay, Ont.

Limited

Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes

Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 St. Hubert St., Montreal, Canada

Calumet 1959

WHERE THE WEAR COMES
in a shoe ought to be the part to which most special care is given when
making it.

HILLIARD & MERRILL CUT SOLES
offer you the quality, durability, and service that mean prestige for your
line.

If you wish to be convinced, let us show you by prices, samples, and a trial

order. Write us today.

SOLE LEATHER
We also furnish Backs, Bends and Shoulders

ILLIARD & MERRILL
INCORPORATED

Main Office: 130 Eastern Avenue, LYNN, Mass.

BROCKTON WELTING COMPANY Inc. Dept. of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc.

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

SALES OFFICES: BOSTON, 1S5 Essex St.; PHILADELPHIA, S. W. Cor. 5th and Arch Sts.; CINCINNATI. S10 Sycamore St.

Chicago, 305 W Lake St., ROCHESTER. N.T., 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY, 33 Spruce St.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND. Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois; 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries, Paris.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CORRUGATED
AND

FIBRE

Shipping Containers
"A Case for Every Requirement"

Corrugated Paper Box Company, Limited

TORONTO CANADA

HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and No. B4—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which
is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
121 Wellington St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St W„ Montreal

PERCY J. MULBURN, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent
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OTHER ADVERTISERS SAY
we save them time and money :

make their sales appeal interesting.
\

: Whether you are Advertising Manager or take ;

: care of advertising in "odd hours" you ought to •

: learn of our services in writing, illustrating, de- :

; signing or printing catalogs, booklets, folders and :

: letters. ;

: Write for full information while the thought is f

: before you. You'll be glad you did. Samples will I

: be sent immediately. :

I Connell~ Monroe I
: Ibl Summer St. =

BOSTON * - MASS.

i

COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of
excess meat. Thoroughly cured and
out of our first salting'.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable
tare, giving an excellent delivery.

Hide and Calfskin Cellar, MONTREAL,

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FALLOWS;

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John, N.B.
Windsor, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwear
" builds
prestige and an enviable reputa-
tion for better grade retailers.
They are carefully made of se-
lected materials by expert turn
workmen."

HAZEN B. GOODRICH 8s CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

High-Grade

WOOD H
All Styles

Prompt Service

Standard Quality

Canadian Trade a Specialty

G. H. MOORE HEEL CO.
39 N. Water St. Rochester, N.Y.

NEW CASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White. Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits.
Indies. Heavy Leathers, Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Cloths.

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch—335 Craig St. W.. Montreal
Factory—Wilmington. Del., U.S.A.

United States Hotel
Lincoln, Beach and Kingston Sts.

BOSTON, MASS.

Near South Terminal and easily reached from North
Station by elevated

European Plan $2.00 up

Jas. G. Hickey, Manager G. "W. Hanlon, Asst. Mgr.

J.HARDYSMITH & SONS H'^L
0
E
£S
THER

CODES: MARCONI, BENTLET, LIEBER. w\ i f\ . f • j\
cables: hides Leicester, Belgrave bate, Leicester, fcng.

KANGAROO
We are headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds.

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kidd

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW-YORK, U.S.A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOR HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

S'ARIS HAVANA BASLE

feed

'We deliver what you buy"

NEW YORK CHICAGO

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITS ARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stQck of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an uditrriiscr



They Certainly Sell

!

No. 811-210 Last, Black or Brown, No. 838-210 Last, Grecian Sanda', all

Calf or Kid, B. to E. leathers, B. to E.

Th ey are welcome
Because they fill to-

day's demand

They are on attractive lasts, tneir

patterns are new and they are ex-

ceptionally well made — to sell at an

exceedingly popular price.

We can give delivery in from four

to six weeks in all leathers and or.

any last.

No. 805-205 Last, Black Kid,

B. to E.

CLARK BROS, Limited

ST. STEPHEN N.B.



THE THIRTY-FOUR YEAR. TORONTO, NOVEMBER 15th, 1921.

ACTON PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED
MONTREALTORONTO
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PENETANG
Hemlock Sole Leather

The staple season is here and with it

comes an unusually large demand for

heavy gauge stock in this popular
tannage.

We believe buyers of heavy leather are

well advised to anticipate their require-

ments...

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

Kitchener

Penetang

SALES OFFICES
Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls
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Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'1
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D. & P. Counters
A Standard Grade For Every Purpose

DEYOND all manner of doubt, there is a Fibre

Counter made which is most suitable for your

shoe — no matter how good it may be.

"D & P" Counters are graded in three general classifica-

tions and the best grade is found in many of Canadas

finest shoes. There is nothing better.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory:

ST. HYACINTHE
Sales Office and Warehouse:

224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL

REPRESENTATIVES:

For Ontario:—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City:—Richard Frere. St. Valier Street. Quebec

Mention "Shoe amd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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IN STOCK

9189—Kid Lace, % fox, 8'/2 inch, tip, Last 32, Cuban Heel $7.50

8199—Seal Brown Calf Lace, % fox, 8 1/' inch, tip, Last 32, Cuban
Heel $6.75

9199—Kid Lace, % fox, 8i/
2 inch, tip, Last 45, Leather Half Louis

Heel $7.55

7072—Velour Lace, % fox, 8V2 inch, tip, Last 44, Cuban Heel $6.40

'onto.

Makers of "Onyx" and "Georgina" Footwear for Women

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Black Shoe's Innings
During the coming season the Black Shoe is going to enjoy the greatest

popularity. When Fashion says to the people "Black Shoes" experience

says to the shoe manufacturer

Davis Black Calf Leathers
For the superiority of our Blacks is a most important factor in the esteem

in which Davis Leathers are held by the trade.

NIGRO
"D

DIAMOND
ommion Calf" "Dominion Calf"

The standard for the Amer-
ican Contient for all weights

and classes of high grade

shoes.

Popular priced black calf

leather in all substances

—

the leather that makes quick

selling shoes.

With the largest proportion of your orders calling for Black Shoes, we can

solve your biggest production problem by supplying you with the leather

that will turn out the most popular and reliable Black Shoe.

Samples Promptly Furnished.

DAVIS LEATHER COMPANY
LIMITED

NEWMARKET, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe aind Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"Maltese Cross"

Dealers should always keep them in stock for their best
customers. They have style and smart appearance, of
course, but more than that, they have the wearing quality
which pleases the customer and reflects favorably upon the
merchant.

"Outing' Brand

CANVAS SHOES
Popular — have been for many years — and are destined
to be more popular than ever in the future.

LET THE "OUTING" BRAND BE YOUR LEADER.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited

Head Offices and Factory, TORONTO.

Branches in all Leading1 Canadian Cities.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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HIS smart Mannish Oxford is in keeping with both the dictates of

fashion and of good shoe-making.

Made for morning wear, street wear or for strenuous wear out-doors, it

rounds out a line of Welts and Turns made for the gratification of the well

dressed woman.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Sample Room at 123 Bay Street, Room 206, Stair Building, Toronto.

C. E. FICE, Representative.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The National

Advertising
Starts In January

OUR plans are all made. Our advertisements are in the

course of preparation. The National Campaign for

The "Hewetson Shoe"

for Children
will be started with the New Year.

The advertisements will be bright, lively, sales-producing. They will tell

mothers and fathers the many good points of the "Hewetson" Welt Shoe
and The "Hewetson" Pla Shu. They will bring business to dealers who
handle our line.

This Is Very Important

The advertisements will tell the consumer to look for the "Hewetson" name
stamped on the sole.

You do not pay any more for our shoes with the name stamped on than
without.

Therefore, do not merely ask your jobber for our shoes, but make it plain
that you want "Hewetson" Shoes with the "Hewetson" name stamped on
the sole.

That is the only way to make sure of cashing in on the
demand our consumer advertising will create.

The "Hewetson" Welt (Made at Bramp-
ton). Baby Welts with velvet soles in

sizes 1 to 5. Children's Welts with oak
bend soles in sizes 4 to 11 in all leathers.

The "Hewetson" Pla Shu (Made at

Acton). A full range from Infants to

Misses, including Barefoots, Sport Ox-

fords, Slippers and Jockey Boots.

Order through jobbers only

J. W. Hewetson Co., Limited
"Shoemakers to Children"

Brampton, Ont., and Acton, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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High Shoes

In Stock

5019. Women's wide ankle Black Vict

Kid Bal. Welt. Last 92. E wide. Si-

zes 2*/2 -7.

Price

By every standard of comparaison
Strider Shoes are better.

The Demand for High Shoes is Here

From all over Canada we are receiving urgent

calls for high shoes, which we can satisfy be-

cause we anticipated and met the condition by
keeping the "In Stock Department" up to the

minute. These shoes are carefully made in the

regular way — a fine product for your better

trade.

We Now Have a Dozen Lines of High Shoes for Immediate Shipment.

You can benefit by this service if you will use it.

You get immediate shipment, your orders are

light, you keep your sizes full — and we take the

risk. Whether or not you have ever used this

department, which we opened two years ago,

write us now.

Write for colored folder and price lists showing all these lines.

It will pay you.

EAGLE SHOE CO., LIMITED
587 BEAUDRY ST., MONTREAL

6003. Men's Welt. Black Vici Kid Bal.

Solid leather. Single sole. 60 Last.

C wide, 5-10. D wide, 6-11.

Trice $6.75

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Dufresne arid Locke selling
shoes to jobbers all over
Canada offer exceedingly In-

teresting values to the trade.

STYLE is the key note of men's business for Spring and in the above

sample we 'show Style plus shoe making of a very good order at more
than fair prices.

Before closing your men's lines for Spring it would well repay you to see

the number of specialties we have to offer.

DUFRESNE & LOCKE, LIMITED
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Taking the Risk Out

of Retailing

R EAL service from either the manufacturer or jobber

with whom the merchant places his business can

eliminate practically all risk of doing business.

That service will be based on submitting the right samples

—right in style, the best in material, and at such prices

that they can be retailed at a good profit at the proper

figure.
j >4Jfc

It will be followed by careful suggestion as to the quantity

of each line to order—taking into consideration the fact

that no merchant should place business covering his total

anticipated requirements, but should leave a lee-way that

can be taken up by sorting if necessary.

The service should be rounded out by ability to ship when
scheduled and by a well-kept stock from which the merchant
can sort at will.

Nowhere will you find this service but with a large jobber.

And you will find it developed to perfection here.

184 Urdtll iftmtlrral
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Many Merchants

Have Finished Placing

That's a fact

!

Many of our customers of long standing

have placed as much with us as we expected they

would.
[ |f

Those whose stocks were low have been in

a position to take advantage of the many
"Specials" we are showing.

If you are interested in learning of the best

shoe service we can devise for your protection

and your profit, and would like to examine a few
of our Spring placing specials, drop us a card

before it is too late.

Mmm Kiibftuuitt (Satttpanij
Htmttri

1B4 fBr<gtll £t.
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The Spirit of Optimism

fills those who realize that depression has but enabled the

leather industry to set its house in order; to reduce exces-

sive inventories; to review the past so as to profit by its

mistakes; and to be in sound shape for the sure, long

period of prosperity now approaching. We are among

the optimistic. Are you? We are ready to serve you.

May we?

Sole Leather and Goodyear and McKay Welting

We also furnish Sides, Backs, Bends, Shoulders, Heads and Bellies

BROCKTON WELTING CO., Inc.
69 Crescent Street - Brockton, Mass., U. S. A.

DEPARTMENT OF

HILLIARD & MERRILL
INCORPORATED

Main Office: 130 Eastern Ave. Lynn, Mass., U.S.A.

SALES OFFICES

PHILADELPHIA: S. W. Cor. 5th and Arch Sts. ROCHESTER, N. Y. : 22 Andrews St.

BOSTON: 1S5 Essex St. MILWAUKEE: 25S-260 Fourth St.

CINCINNATI: 810 Sycamore St. NEW YORK CITY: 33 Spruce St.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES

ENGLAND: Messrs. Pearson, Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois, 47 Rue des Petites Ecuriea, Paris.
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Incorrect shoes worn This is how nature
in childhood cause intended the foot to

deformed toes like grow—the Hurlbut
these. way.

Backed by Demand

Supported by Reason

The demand for correct, rational

footwear for Children is increasing.

Thoughtful parents are no longer

content with inferior shoes the ef-

fects of which may be harmful, but
insist upon good shoes which permit
correct development of the feet.

Retailers of HURLBUT welts

throughout the Dominion are feeling

the effects of this change in in-

creased numbers of customers and
greater average daily turnover.

HURLBUTS are trade

builders that assure per-

manent customers.

HURLBUT
CUSHION-SOLE

Shoes ^Children

Philip Jacobi
5 East Wellington Street,

TORONTO

Exclusive Wholesale Distributor of

Hurlbut Shoes.

(r

THERE IS NOTHING

MIRACULOUS IN THE

PRODUCTION OF

"ROYAL KID"-KNOWN #
FOR ITS UNIFORM-

ITY. THIS REPUTA-

TION HAS BEEN
EARNED BY CLOSE

PERSONAL ATTEN-

TION GIVEN TO ALL

THE DETAILS—FROM
SKIN BUYING TO

FINAL GRADING.

BONNER
LEATHER CO.
MONTREAL

SAUiS AGENTS;

MONTREAL: J. H, GOYER.227 LEMOiNE ST.

KITCHENER; F. F. DUFFTON, 50 FOUNDRY ST.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Air-Peds will sell wherever
they are shown. This is their

season. Try and see for your-

self.

IF this illustration does not convince you that "Air-Peds" are entirely

different from any other product, we will gladly send you a sample free

of all charge.

Air-Peds are so entirely different that they are beyond all competition

—

they actually are attractive in appearance, they are light in weight, they
are easy to sell and easy to apply.

We supply free, also, considerable advertising matter.

PIONEER PRODUCTS OF CANADA
LIMITED

1 1 ST. SULPICE ST. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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h. o. Mcdowell H. Jf. LINCOLN

International Supply Co.
The Largest Shoe Factory Supply House in Canada
IMPORTERS .... JOBBERS

Shoe Machinery, Findings and Factory Supplies

We are Exclusive Canadian Agents for the following well-known houses:

—

American Lacing Hook Co., Waltham, Mass.
Lacing Hooks and Hook Setting Machines.

Armour S'and Paper Works, Chicago, 111.

Crystolon Paper and Cloth for Buffing and Scouring.
Boston Leather Stain Co., Boston, Mass.

Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc. Cyclone Bleach.
The Ceroixylon Co., Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect Liquid Wax.
The Louis G. Freeman Co., Cincinnati, O.

Shoe machinery.
E. L. Glennon Machine Co., Lynn, Mass.

Perforating Tubes.
Hazen, Brown Co., Brockton, Mass.

Waterproof Box Toe Gum, Rubber Cement.
Markhem Machine Co.. Bosto,n, Mass.

Marking and Embossing Machines. Compounds, Inks, etc.

M. H. Merriam & Co., Boston, Mass.
Binding. Staying, etc.

Puritan Mfg. Co, Boston. Mass.
Wax Thread Sewing Machines,
Poole Process for Goodyear Insoles.

Safety Utility Economy Co.. Boston, Mass.
Electric Heating Equipment.

The S. M. Supplies Co.
Factory Suipplies. Needles, etc.

J. Spanlding & Sons Co. N. Rochester. N. H.
Guaranteed Fibre Counters. Fibre Innersoling.

The Textile Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces

United Stay Co., Cambridge. Mass.
Leather and Imitation Leather Facing. Welting.

We carry three large stocks in order that we may serve your promptly.

You will do well to avail yourself of these stocks.

Quality Goods Right Prices
Main Office—154 Notre Dame Street West, Montreal.

Branches:—37 Foundry Street S., KITCHENER .... .Vifi St. Valier Street, QUEBEC

HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B:>—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129—Misses', Children's and Xo. BJ—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, Silk Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which
is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.

Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
121 Wellington St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A mans Goodyear Welt with

imitation Ball Strap and
made in black and colored

calf. A beautiful shoe to re-

tail around $9.00.

IT is just as easy, to day, to get "service" when you place your order for

shoes for we sell service, rather than restricting our activities to the

cold proposition of buying and selling.

Branches all over Canada are placed advantageously for you — you can

buy direct and receive all the benefits of doing business with the jobber.

AMES - HOLDEN - McCREADY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL

HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when witing an advertiser
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These

Staples Lead

All Over

Canada

ot&ples

Wue

!
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YOU hear and read a great deal about style in

shoes. You also read a great deal about profit

possibilities.

The average merchant surely realizes that the vast

majority of his sales — 75% — are of style shoes to

the men and women who keep the wheels of commerce
humming.

These folks want a modicum of style, to be sure. But,

more than all else, they must have shoes that will

wear long—at a price.

In other words 75% of the trade of Canada is in shoes

of the "Yamaska" grade.

And in buying "Yamaska" shoes you buy direct from
the factory, saving the middle-man's profit.

Salesmen cover all of Canada. If you do not know the

line, we will have one call on you if you say so.

IHMJHWWmWlllS 5

LACompagnie JA&M Cote
ST.HYACINTHE, QUE.
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Offering an unequalled

Last and Pattern Style

Service.

In the course of seasons many,

so-called, novelties have become

the "Staple Novelties" of. to-day.

Thus we find the one-strap, two-

straps and three-straps shown in

all medium and fine women's lines.

It takes however, just the touch of

the artist to make some of the pat-

terns in these styles stand out be-

yond their fellows. It may require

a slightly different last. In either

event, we and our staff are at

your service.

We have an individual Last and Pattern service which is at the command
of any interested manufacturer. If you have not yet experienced "United

Service", a letter will briny a representative.

THE LARGEST ORGANIZATION OF ITS KIND
IN CANADA.

UNITED LAST CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL CANADA

Mention "Shoe wnd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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N addition to a fine assortment of patterns in white canvas and canvas

combinations as shown here, the Jobber, through "G. L. & H." samples,

can offer you many very striking values in medium priced McKays.

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
55 KENT STREET, MONTREAL.
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The Producer of

Beautiful Effects

KJD
The Leather
for Fine Shoes

in all the

prevailing

colors

HAVANA BROWN
GEAY
WHITE
GOLDEN BROWN
CAMEL
CHAMPAGNE

Manufacturers of quality foot-

wear find that VODE KID is

first aid to them in producing

those dainty, beautiful effects

that are prime requisites for the

fashionable trade. You can

depend upon VODE KID ror

it is conscientiously and thor-

oughly made from good raw
material.

THE STANDARD KID CO.
Boston, Mass.

Brandies in New York, Philadelphia, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago, St. Louis and Montreal.

Mention "Shoe amd Leather Journal" when writing an advertise)
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These are the days
of "Show Me" Buying

The people who DO buy — and there is a surprising number of them —
are insisting upon values as never before.

is introduced to the trade

with its pedigree stamped

on each sole.

Indelibly embedded in the

leather is the firm's guar-

antee to the wearer that

the shoe he buys is all

leather.

The addition of this sign of integrity to the undeniable style of the

Astoria All-Leather will make this a big seller from every viewpoint.

SCOTT- CHAMBERLAIN, LIMITED
LONDON, CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" irhcn writing an advertiser
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LUMBER KING
No Better Oil Tans Can Be Made

We are so careful in the selection of our hides, so expert in

the tanning of our leathers and the making of our shoes,

that it is impossible to find a higher standard in Oil Tan
Footwear than Lumber King Quality.

Wearers appreciate the extra comfort and longer wear they
get from Lumber Kings. You will appreciate the extra
trade they will bring you if you feature them strongly this

Fall and Winter. The range is most complete in

Shoepacks, Larrigans and Farm Shoes.

MacKENZIE, CROWE & CO.
Limited

BRIDGETOWN, N.S.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Lawrence Leathers are

Reliable Leathers

BLACK DIAMOND
CHROME PATENT

Whenever a renewed call for patent leather is in evidence, there is an
immediate and marked demand for Black Diamond Chrome Patent.

This is only natural in view of the high average of satisfaction given by
this Lawrence specialty.

Few, if indeed any, shiny leathers will stand the

strain of shoe manufacture with so high a per-

centage of success as Black Diamond. It follows

that shoes made from this leather give the most
satisfactory service to the wearer.

Kemember this when ordering or making patent leather shoes.

A. C. LAWRENCE LEATHER CO.
161 SOUTH STREET BOSTON

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS,

CINCINNATI. MILWAUKEE.

Mention "Shoe wnd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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AttractiTe Shoes to Retail at $6.00, $7.00 and $.800 Will Bring Ton Business.

But note the Price

These mock welts are known
for their style, their wear
and for the flexibility of the
soles.

It is an ideal line to meet the
present day conditions.

No. 566, as shown, for in-

stance can be sold at retail

for $7.00 at a good profit.

Samples and prices on re-

quest.

CHARBONNEAU & DEGUISE
636 Craig St. East Montreal, Que.

i

The sale of stitchdowns can beStitchdowns

at the right

Price for

To-days Market

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY

and is being, increased by the un-

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price.

THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

1

Mention "Shoe aind Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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NEW COLORS
FOR SPRING 1922

ROVER RED, Smooth Bright Finish No. 42

ECHRO BROWN, Smooth Bright Finish No. 43

also

EYBUCK GRAIN calf in black and colors

and

New Finish Smooth Black Calf

Samples Gladly Submitted

COLLIS LEATHER CO., Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO

UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553 St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made " direct from the wood ")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped to suffi-

cient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached in digesters and
the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until it approximates a tanning con-

tent of 35%.

The well-known S.M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract are manufact-
ured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and contain valuable tanning pro-

perties not obtainable by dissolving and chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho
Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this manner
prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a position to offer

this product at prices that compare favorably with even the low price at which Solid

Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,

ex dock New York,

PRICE

Tank cars 3 c. per lb.

Barrels in carloads 3
1

/2 c. " "

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N. Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of

Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs.

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
1005 Royal Bank Building, Yonge and King Streets

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Pointers on The Heel
anther s of Quality

Panther Sure Step Heels occupy an important and enviable position in

good shoemaking.

The experience of leading manufacturers has proven that they are

undoubtedly THE SUPERIOR HEEL.

In Service they unfailingly LIVE UP to their reputation and in Selling are

BACKED UP by our guarantee.

The Quality of the finest shoe is improved when it is equipped with a

Panther Heel. Thev make walking MORE COMFORTABLE and REDUCE
SLIPPING TO A MINIMUM. Thev are long wearing-representing THE
GREATEST MEASURE OF VALUE.

When making up your lines for the coming Season it will pay you to

feature Panther Heels in preference to any other.

Repairmen, too, are reaping a bigger trade, and holding it, through supply-
ing their customers with Panther Heels.

ALL GOOD FINDING JOBBERS CARRY THEM.

Panther Rubber Co., Limited
OFFICES and FACTORY

Sherbrooke, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing} an advertiser
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"Little Darling", a shoe for

the kiddies. Sold in all lea-

thers at exceptionally interest-
ing prices.

'HIS is but one of the several specialties we offer to the retail trade at

close prices — the values will astound you.

Let us mention, too, a great display of white canvas for men, women and

children, a strong womens McKay line and a great showing of mens pop-

ularly priced welts.

A salesman will call if you write us.

C. E. McKEEN SHOE CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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THE BRUTE. A high grade,

;oft-toed, doubled-soled men's
welt. Made in all leathers.

-The public are buying shoes, to-day.

-Their first demand is for "something new".

-But that "something new" must be well made

-And at a price which they feel is reasonable.

-This applies particularly to men
-And Tetrault's Welts for well dressed men fill the

demand.

Sold By Good Jobbers Everywhere.

TETRAULT SHOE M'F'G CO.,
Limited

MONTREAL, P. Q.

THE LARGEST SHOE MANUFACTURERS IN CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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PUTTING THE OIL IN TOIL

IN
spite of all that is said about the blessings of independence and ease, the normal man is

at his best when fully occupied at some congeniel task. We may be born to trouble as the

sparks fly upward but a kind Providence has provided in honest toil an antidote for most

of the ills to which the race is heir.

If it were not for the restless pride or jaundiced envy which take our minds off the job,

or for the will-o'-wisp of pleasure that lures us from the solid ground of true happiness, most

of us would have brighter faces and doubtless longer bank balances.

The world is suffering to-day from a plague of indolence and selfishness for which the

only cure is honest earnest toil. Merchants have been spoiled by easy profits, mechanics have

been ruined by war wages, until neither the one nor the other knows the gladness of an ambition

achieved or a task well done.

There are men reading these presents who will, if honest, admit that the zeal they once

felt in their business has been staled bv the circumstances and conditions of the past four or five

years They have lost the genius for direct sustained effort, and this fact is telling upon their

true success.

It is a fact commonly admitted that in spite of the high wages of to-day, workmen no

longer take the interest they once did in the work of their hands. This dearth of pride in work-

menship is one of the most serious conditions that have to be faced just now in the industrial

world. The consequent decrease in production is not the least baneful of the effects of this lack

of honest pride in workmanship. The effect upon workmen themselves is more far reaching

than can be accurately measured.

The cry of this old world to-day is for a return to the exaltation of effort above emolu-

ment, the job above the wage.
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In the

Market Place
Business Conditions Noted in Re-

tail. Wholesale and Manufacturing

Fields-

That buying power still exists among the general

public, and that there is still a deliberate holding back from
purchases is shown by the fact that as soon as some wet

and cold weather came, and with it some snow, retail trade

felt its effect. The people know that winter is close on

them, that seasonable requirements must be bought, such

as coal, heating apparatus, heavy clothing, shoes, rubbers,

etc. But they are not going to spend their money till they

are forced to it. Consequently there was a decided lull in

retail activities1 of all kinds pending the arrival of rough

weather.

Reports indicate that general business conditions con-

tinue to improve gradually, if slowly. But the best author-

ities feel that a too rapid improvement, with possible ten-

dencies towards increased prices, is not to be desired ; that

a gradual improvement will make for ultimately sounder

conditions 1

, and more permanent stability. Consequently

business leaders are looking for a gradual improvement
every month. Conditions still remain spotty, as some sec-

tions of the country are going ahead faster than others. In

general, business men are acquiring confidence, but at

the same time exercising caution, which is as it should be.

The feeling in most lines now is that prices are fairly well

established, and that marked fluctuations in either direc-

tion may not be expected. Unemployment is not any more
serious than it has been, and in some localities and indus-

tries marked improvement is noted. Quarterly reports

from some of the largest manufacturers!, who were heavy
losers during the process of deflation, show that losses are

being reduced, and in some case turned into profits. De-

mand for manufactured! products in several Lines shows
continued increase, particularly in those industries catering

direct to home consumption.

Retail Trade.

Cold weather, rain, and snow have had the expected

effect on retail shoe trade. High boots arc making their

appearance in growing numbers. But the greatest demand
for a few days at least, was for the hurried equipment of

the public with rubbers, gaiters, and other types of foot-

wear for rough weather. The woman with the silk

stockings and light slippers may look classy when, she also

carries a fur coat, but even the fair sex are forced to con-

sider confort at times, and some retailers have been hard
put to it to supply the demand for rubbers and spats.

Reports from various sections of the countrv, nearly all

indicate an improvement over the previous month, and as

against the same period a year ago. And many dealers

report an increase in money turn-over, which means a

decided improvement in pairs sold. Pacific coast dealers

report bu'smess as fair, with slight improvement noted, but
do not think prospects too bright for the immediate future.

A better demand is noted for heavier shoes, and for lower
priced shoes for both men and women. Trade in Edmon-
ton district has been fair, but hardly up to last year's

mark. Women's fancy shoes and straps are selling well.

Wirm'peg dealers find trade slower than a vear ago, though,
improvement is noted since September. Prospects are un-

certain, depending on weather and other factors. General
conditions show slight signs of improvement. Western
Ontario dealers find a steady improvement in trade, based
on moderately priced shoes. General conditions show little

or no improvement, and business is obtained by hard work
and constant study. Men's brown shoes are selling more
freely than blacks, in medium English styles. Eastern On-
tario dealers have found business good, and improvement
is noted both over this September and over the same period

a year ago. Prospects, they believe, are fair, but depend on
weather. If the winter weather continues to any extent,

the shoe business should benefit accordingly. Apparently
the easter part of Ontario is as favorably situated as any
part of the country, as it has felt the effects of business

depression to a lesser extent. Large city dealers present

a varied picture. Those located on the main thorough-

fares have been enjoying a fairly satisfactory trade in

high class shoes. Those in the outlying districts, or indus-

trial districts are still finding it very slow. A uniform
benefit has been received from the touch of winter we have

had, and one would expect that the shoe repair man would
receive business also. Trade in Maritime Provinces has

been better than any four weeks of the past year, and con-

siderably in excess of the same period a year ago, and good
business is looked for during the balance of the year.

Dealers are expecting a run of men's and women's boots,

which is already indicated by the fact that sales of boots

have been exceeding those of low cuts.

Manufacturing and Wholesale Trade.

Manufacturers of women's shoes are operating on a

slightly slower basis, though a good volume of shoes is going

through. Spring orders have been placed to some extent,

and this appears to vary with the manufacturer. Maker*
of turn shoes, and in general of shoes for evening or dres*

wear, are busy filling immediate orders. Men's shoes

remain rather quiet, with two or three factories reported

as busy and sold some time ahead. Staple manufacturers

are busier, and business in th'S line shows a steady im-

provement. Ontario factories are possibly better situated

at the moment than either Quebec or Montreal factories.

Sales and shipments to western Canada are reported to

be productive of a fair volume in heavy shoes. Efforts of

manufacturers to offer a good-looking shoe, with plenty

of wear, at a moderate price are already bearing fruit, and

firms who have deliberately gone out after a volume of

business on this basis arc vetting good result-. Wholesale

trade remains unchanged, with a fair volume of small

orders.

Leather Markets.

Leather markets are steady with a firm tendency.

Tanners of sole leather have hen working at as low an

output as possible, and their ideas of price would certainly

not be made weaker by indications in the hide market,

where steadily rising prices prevail. Nothing has arisen

to contradict statements made for some time that bottom

has been reached in leather values, as any economies in

manufacturing costs are likely to lie more than offset by

advanced costs of raw materials. Calfskin tanners are

still busy, with a growing demand for blacks as against

browns. The same situation holds with regard to glazed

kid. Demand for side leather continues good on account

of steady improvement in trade for heavy shoes and the

demand for a lower priced welt shoe for men. Patent

leather makers are working to capacity as export business

is good and domestic demand increasing.
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Shoe Pack
Season

A Canadian Product for Canadian

Industries and Sports.

Manufacturers both of men's and women's shoes, in

the search for ideas with which to give trade the add-

itionnal fillip, have been casting their eyes towards the

moccasin. With the result that moccasins de luxe, in patent

and other finishes, are offered for street or other wear.

Whether the vogue will amount to anything or not, re-

mains to be seen, although indications havenot been en-

couraging.

We in Canada like to regard the moccasin as a product

essentially Canadian in design and utility. Possibly that

Full Bellows Tongue Larrigan,

COPELAND SHOEPACK CO., Midland, Ont.

is one reason it does not receive favor as an article for

wear with an up-to-date, fashionable costume.

But one of the evolutions of the moccasin which has

h relatively wide sale, and is of great practical value is the

family of shoes typified by the shoe pack and larrigan. And
today we are right on the- threshold of shoepack or lar-

rian season. Let's think and talk about them for a few

moments.
In the larger cities the word shoe-pack immediately

brings up the thought of hunting, and we visualize :i

window display of sporting and hunting goods. It is quite

irue that there is a ready sale in the fall for these goods,

when those who are able to drop their business for a week

or so turn their foot-step to the north country, and promise

ah their friend^ a lunch of venicon, or a bear steak, or a

chunk of moose-meat. It is a safe bet that the man who
has gone to the woods equipped with a pair of shoe packs

or larrigan as they are turned out today, has seldom, if

ever, been more comfortably and satisfactorily shod. And it

Typical Shoepack,

By R. M. BEAL LEATHER CO.. Lindsay, Ont.

matters little to him whether it rains, or snows, or whether
the mercury drops as low as it likes. He has the laugh on
his comrade who is attempting to be comfortable in rough
going in his city foot-gear.

Time was. we presume, when the real woodsman was
the only one who thought it necessary to wear tin's type of

footwear in the rough country. But seeing how much
better prepared the woodsman was. as he had to be, it did

not take long for the amateur hunter to imitate him, to

the exetent of the cap, mackinaw outfit and shoepacks.

Evolution of Shoepack.

The original Indian moccasin, made of soft leather,

was satisfactory in dry, snowy weather, and praticularly

where snow shoes might also lie required. But it was not

adapted to wet going. Hence the evolution of the modern
footwear made of oil tanned leather. The shoe had also to

be made imprevious to water, and then a shoe with a sol 1

and heel was added to the line to make it easier going over
rough uneven ground. Shoepacks moreover, are made of

an unusually heavy tough grade of leather, which tends to

make them snag-proof and rock-proof.

Shoepack,

By PALMER McLELLAN SHOEPACK CO., Fredericton, N.B.
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Welted Pack,

By JOHN PALMER CO., LTD, Predericton, N.B.

But if the manufacturers of shoepacks and larrigans

had to depend on the annual exodus of hunters for the

disposal of their output, theirs would be a sad lot. That
field may be considered as incidental, albeit the most

interesting^ perhaps, to those of us who, while gifted with

more or less vivid imaginations, have to take out our hunt-

ing in that form. Larrigans, for a considerable part of the

year, form the steady and indispensable footwear of a

large number of men in such industries as lumbering,

trapping, surveying, and, to some extent, mining and
fishing. Naturally, then, the big markets are in Northern

Ontario, Quebec, Maritime Provinces, and British Co-

lumbia.

While it is quite true that some of these industries

have been hard hit, and are operating on a reduced scale,

at the same time the aggregate of possible users of lar-

rigans is very substantial. As one manufacturer told us,

"The shoe pack trade looks very good indeed, and we are

looking ahead to an excellent season."

Prices are Lower.

As to price-, this is one line in which the cost of

leather has an important bearing ; with the result that

Waterproof Drawstring,

By JOHN PALMER CO., LTD, Fredericton, N.B.

prices this year are ranging from forty to fifty per cent

less than last year, and are on a basis of about twenty per

cent higher than 1914 levels. That means that there is a

strong inducement to offer prospective purchasers.

Another manufacturer says, "Business fell off sharply

daring the fall of 1920, and continued very quiet during

the spring and summer of 1921. But business is commenc-
ing again, and if a large number of men go into the wood?
next summer and fall as we believe they will, oil tan foot-

wear should come back to its former volume."

The prospects are all for a rough winter, so that the

proportion of this class of footwear necessary should be

greater than usual. Morever, in this field, the styles do

not change overnight, and as prices are stable for some
tune, stock not sold will carry over to a ready sale in ano-

ther season without sacrifice.

Prom the standpoint of the retailer, larrigans offer

a minimum of difficulty as a merchandising problem.

Having sized up his field as closely as possible, the matter

of buying restricts itself to a few lines, and a few sizes.

He has no problem to solve covering a large range of styles,

sizes, and widths, and, as stated above, if he does not sell

rhem one season, he can move them the next, at a cost

only of carrying charges. As a selling proposition, they

offer little difficulty, the only problem being to get the

customer into your store.

Welted Pack,

By PALMER McLELLAN SHOEPACK CO., Fredericton, N.B.

The wise dealer, of course, having stocked a con-

servative number of shoepacks will do his best to interest

his public. The fall and approaching winter lend them-
selves to seasonable and attractive advertising, while a

well-planned window ahmg lines of sport, or lumbering,

vvood ;
, or mining scenes will draw attention whether

passers-by are prospective customers or not. It is a we" :

known fact that the function of a window is to create 'the

buying de-ire. This may not result in an immediate pur-

chase, but just plant the seed. In any event, the only way
the public can find out that a dealer handles these goods

is from the dealer ; so it is up to him to tell them.

While on this subject, one of the prime evolutions of

the larrigan must not be overlooked ; that is, the adapt-

ation of this style of footwear to farm use. It is comfort-

able, durable, waterproof, economical and what e 1 "^ c?v

a farmer desire ? Designed as it is for walking in all kinds

of weather on rough grounds, equipped, with sole and heeh

and often made with a welt sole, the farm or summer pack
has come to stay, and should form the basis for an all year

trade, which would reach its height at the fall, or shoe-

pack season.
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American Styles

for Spring
National Association.

Report of Style Committee of

The styles committee of the National Shoe Retailers'

Association of the United States met in New York and

in making its report outlined some ideas for the guidance

of dealers for spring trade.

The committee believes that straps will continue to

hold their popularity through next spring. In spite of the

fact that the strap has been vogue for some time, the feel-

ing is that considerations of utility and beauty will cause

the women to demand them. It is also felt that the de-

velopment and improvement of the strap idea has by no

means reached its limit yet.

Arrangements were made in conference with repre-

sentatives of the hosiery trade to cooperate more closely

with them. It is considered essential that there be close

connection between the two trades, particularly with regard

to colors, and arrangements are being made so that it will

be less difficult for customers to match colors of ho

and shoes.

With regard to women's shoes the committee believe

there should be little change in lasts that are now selling.

The recommendation is made that vamps should not be

longer than 3 5/8 inches.

Tt is expected that Louis and Spanish heels will con-

tinue popular, with a tendency towards lower heels. For
the Louis heel 2 1/8 is considered high enough ; for the

Spanish heel, two inches ; while the leather Cuban heel

will range from one inch to two and one half inches.

Colors recommended are black, gray, and browns of

varying shades. Patent leather is expected to be a strong

seller in the spring.

Plainer effects in oxfords will be good, with a fair

demand for brogues.

Men's Shoes.

The committee divided the sale of men's shoes into

two periods : from January 1st to May 1st, and from May
1st. to August 1st.

For the first period the committee believed the de-

mand would he for 75 per cent high shoes and 25 per cent
low, though in some of the cities the proportion might
be changed and almost reversed. This is due to a demand
in the cities for low shoes to be worn with wool hose.

During the first period the leathers sold will be black
and tan calf, grain, and kid, with the tans going some-
what lighter in shade. Calf shoes should sell about 65 per
cent in tan and 35 per cent black.

Lasts will be somewhat broader, more in custom ef-

fects. Browns will continue a strong feature, while heavy
soles, wide extension, flanged heels, wing tips, perforations
will be in demand.

After May 1st a change will be noted in favor of
lighter shoes and sport styles. The business should con-
sist almost entirely of oxfords in calf, kid. white buck and
canvas with rather plain effects. Sport designs in smart
patterns and combinations will also be good.

Children's shoes, the committee believe, should be
built around the broad toe orthopedic lasts, with styles fol-

lowing the general trend as outlined in men's and wo-
men's shoes.

THE BUSINESS QUIZ.

o

Answers to Business Quiz No. 1.

Answer No. 1.—The true object of inventory is to balance

the books and clear the business deck for

action at the end of fiscal year. January

Answer No. 2.—Always figure profit on selling price, for

and July is considered the best time of

the year to inventory,

from thc selling price of your goods you
pay bills and conduct business. Over 90%
of failures are caused by figuring profits

on a cost basis.

Answer No. 3.—On goods costing $1. and selling for $1.50

you make exactly 33 1/3 p.c. and not

50 p.c as some merchants suppose because

50 cents, your gross profit is one third of

the selling price.

Answer No. 4.—As illustrated above 20 p.c. the cost of

doing business should he computed on
$1.50 making the article cost $1.30 not

$1.20 a* the case when figured on the

basic cost.

Answer No. 5.— It has been figured the cash value of dis-

counting a bill "2% 10 days" is at the

rate of 72 p.c. per annum.

Answer No. 6.— If goods in transit arP destroyed by fire,

the seller must fight the claims with In-

surance Company or Railroad for so soon

as good< are delivered to the carrier, title

passes from the seller to the buyer.

THE BUSINESS QUIZ (No. 2)

Question No. 1.—What do the commercial agencies at-

tribute over 90 p.c. of business failures

to ?

Question No. 2.—What causes beyond control of the mer-
chant is responsible for business failure ?

Question No. 3.— if a bill is discounted "2% 10 days"
what is the cash value of said discount

per annum ?

Question No. 4.—If goods in transit are destroyed by fire,

who suffers the loss, the shipper or the

purchaser ?

Question No. 5.—What is the status of a check which a
bank has refused to honor ?

Question No. .—What is the meaning of the following

shipping tem< : P. O. B. — F. A. S. —
C. I. F. — L. C. L. ?

(Answer to above in next issue)

o

"INVICTUS" IN WOODSTOCK.

M. H. SMbley of Woodstock. Ontario, is opening a

new store with a full line of "Invictusi Shoe"—both men's
Welts and' the new hand-made turns.

Mr. Shibley is an alderman of the town and as he
is particularly well known, there is no doubt that "Tnvic-

tns'' will enjoy a good sale among the well dressed people

of that prosperous city.
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To the Retail

Shoe Dealers of

Canada

E. A. STEPHENS,

President N. S. It. A.

With the year 1921 drawing to a close and bet-
ter shoe selling weather in sight, a review of the
past year and a glance ahead may not be out of
place. We have come through a period which it is

hoped, it will never be our fortune to see again.
The wonder is not that the shoe trade of Canada
has met disappointments, and taken losses that in

many cases have swept away surplus funds gathered
during the years of prosperity ; the wonderful fea-
ture is that the trade as a body has weathered the
storm. True, some have gone under, and it is to be
expected that before the reconstruction period is

passed a. few more weak spots will have developed.
But the future looks bright, prospects for winter
and spring business are encouraging ; prices appear
to be stabilized to an extent that warrants courage
in operating ; and we have all learned a lot of les-

sons that surely must be worth the price we have
paid for them.

One feature that stands out among the expe-
riences of the past few years is the value of organiz-
ation and of concerted action. The problems of the
shoe trade are not all behind us. We retailers have
many important and pressing difficulties to over-

come, and situations to meet, which will become relatively simple if we handle them as a unit. The
various local organizations have useful functions to perform, and it is the purpose of the National Shoe
Retailers' Association of Canada to cooperate with them for mutual assistance to the limit of our abil5-

ities. But there are other problems which belong properly to a national body, and it is to their solution
that the efforts of the N. S. R. A. will be directed. These problems are of a varied nature, dealing with
questions of styles, merchandising methods, advertising, education of the public, legislation concerning
('rising ,)f other matters. Our relations with the Shoe Manufacturers' Association and such wholesale
organizations as may exist now or later must be maintained on a proper basis. In short, a multiplicity

of problems fall to the lot of an association such as ours, and naturally the bulk of the work falls on
those whom you have elected as officers and executive councellors.

The work cannot be planned or handled by a few men, no matter how willing they may be to do
it. The best brains of the whole trade can be profitably directed to the laying out of programs and
jdans, and without the wholehearted and widespread support of the shoe trade of the country, our
Association loses much of its value and influence. There is no permanent place in the economic scheme
of 'business for an organization that holds one meeting a year, and between times sits back inactive.

The purpose of the National Shoe Retailers' Association of Canada is to represent the entire Canadian
retail shoe trade, not once a year, but all the time.

To do this it must have support and cooperation, — aud membership. Those who have been inden-
tjfied with the association any length of time believe in it, and believe they can receive direct and
tangible benefits from it. The Association is working for every retail shoe dealer, regardless of

whether he is a member or mot. The least it can expect in return is cooperation and, if possible, active

membership from those for whom it is functioning.
My original purpose in this message was not an appeal for membership so much as for assistance

and suggestions. But in any event, I desire to take this opportunity of drawing the attention of those

retailers who are not mennbers to the advantages of a strong national body, and to ask for the support

of all Canadian retailers in the office with which I have been honored.
If you are a member, we would like to get from you your ideas, plans, suggestions, problems; if

you are not a member we should like to have you come into the association, or in any event to get your
assistance and suggestions.

The executive, who meet from time to time, are laying out an ambitious program, and we propose

to keep the trade posted as fully as possible as to our movements. On their behalf, let me say that we
realize the responsibilities laid on us, and will endeavor to acquit ourselves to the honor and credit

of the Association and the retail shoe dealers of Canada whom we represent.

President \. S. K. A.

Mention "Shot «md Leather Journal" when wrMing an advertiser
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men and women from ten or more leading manufacturers

are carried, in addition to a full line of foot-comfort sup-

plies. Seating capacity is provided for fifty cusomers.

The principle of service is closely linked up with the

policy of the house. The selling force are alert, energetic,

courteous and obliging. They know their stock and how
tc fit it, and combine conscientious ability with prompt-

ness. The policy of the store has invariably been that of

satisfaction, first and foremost, or purchase money re-

funded. For over forty -one years the firm of Di'Vi &
Moore have been known throughout Canada and the S a e

as a leading shoe store in the Niagara District, their stove

being most advantageously situated in the centre of the

husie t block on St. Paul St., St. Catharine-' main tho-

roughfare. Numbered among its patrons are many who
Mate that three generations have purchased shoe- from
this store exclusively, a record of which the firm are jus-

tifiably proud. Catering to all clasrei of trade, the firm

have established a clientele that ranks well with that of

any -tore in the Dominion.

Rea'izing that to be successful, one must adver i e.

they arc extremely liberal users of "Printers Ink'' and are

one of the olde t advertisers of their leadings city paper.

Bright, snappy advertising, featuring their wide range,

change of copy daily, coupled with spacious window dis-

|
lay. unite to make business steadily on the increase. Re-

gular sales are held twice yearly. August and February,

with special sales deemed necessary on slow-moving lines.

The "P.M." system is u-ed, but not abused. Practically a

cash business is transacted, with the exception of oh!

family accounts. The majority of the college trade of the

c ity comes naturally to the store, as well, which spreads

their name broad-cast, from coast to coast.

Regarding the personnel of the store, there is scarcely

a shoeman in Canada who does not know James Dillon, the

senior partner and managing director of the company.
Rmbarking in the shoe business, first in Kingston, with

his uncle. Joseph Dillon, he later removed to Hamilton,
with Varley & Olive-, the manager of which store was J.

i>. Climie of Hamilton. After a year or more there, he was

STORE FRONT, DILLON AND MOORE, ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Success in

a Small City
An Up-to-Date Store in St. Catha-
rines. — Some History and Pol-

icies.

Recently a man who had looked over the field very

thoroughly in search of ideas for an up-to-date store said

that one of the finest store fronts in Eastern Canada was

to be found in Dillon and Moore's store in St. Catharines,

Ontario. Canadian dealers will all be interested in seeing

this modern layout which we are very glad to be able to

reproduce.

The store front, covering the entire thirty foot front-

age has been arranged to give an attractive foyer of sixteen

feet frontage, with an entrance depth of ten feet from the

pavement. It is designed with the reducing ellipse pattern,

with do:ne ceiling. The street front, proper, is copper

throughout, the vestibule entrance being of hexagonal

white tile, with the firm name "picked in" in green to

match the border, patterned after a British cro-s in dark

green and white, while the bases of the display windows are

f
i'ade green Vermont marble. The material in the dome •-

selected fir, while the complete background is Australian

gumwood. Art leaded glass is used throughtout. with the

exception of the bevelled plates.

Special attention has been paid to the lighting arran

gernent?, which consist of fixe "N-Rav" reflectors in each

window, with 150 watt nitrogen lamps, while the large

dome in the outer centre carries a 500 watt lamp, which

gives a remarkable display of lighting when turned on at

dusk. The interior lighting 'consists of twelve frosted domes
of 300 watts each.

The store leigth is one hundred and ten feet, with

a width of thirty feet. Uniform cartons are used through-

out, while handsome bevelled display cases are an add-

itional attraction. The better grades of Canadian shoes for
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best of his ability. Held in high esteem in his own city,

hp has refused numerous offers for municipal offices, de-

voting his entire time to business. Motoring and fishing

are his twin hobbies.

( llayton E. Browne, the veteran of the staff in point

of service, has been with the firm for twenty-two years,

starting in a c errand boy and rising up to the position ox

store manager. He is in charge of the Foot Comfort de-

partment, tennis and rubbers as well as conducting the

advertising and correspondance.

Herbert A. Collins has been with the firm for seven

years, having eighteen years experience in the business,

prior to that time being travelling representative for th'a

Aylmer Shoe Co. and after that with the "Royal" shoe
store, Toronto. Mr. Collins has charge of the ladies shoes

and the window trimming.

Garnet J. Dillon, son of the propreitor, has been with
fhe store since he left school, starting in at the bottom of

ihe ladder eight years ago. He is in charge of the men's
department.

James Macfarlane, who looks after the Boys, Youths
and Gents Department, is one of a family of shoe men,
being a brother of A. S. and F. A. Macfarlane of "Just
Wright" fame. Having a wide experience in both retail

and wholesale life, he has been identified with L. M. Hi-
rach, of New York City, Emersons, Hanans, Alexanders,
in turn, in the metropolis, later being identified with E.
T. Wright & Co., as Canadian representative, afterward as

Macfarlane Bro*. & Lindsley, (retail in St. Catharines)
and assisting F. A. Macfarlane as western man for

E. T. Wright & Co., until the latter's demise.

W. J. Pyatt, the latest addition to the staff, has been
in the shoe game for over eight years, first with A. E.
Grant of Woodstock, the "Royal" of Toronto and when
not overseas doing his bit, was manager of John McCul-
lough's, 866 College, Toronto. He maintains the Misses,
girls, childs and infants department.

A goodly staff of extras for Saturdays, combine to

provide a staff that compares favorably with any of the
1 ig city store". .

Mr. JAMES DILLON.

transferred to the London, Out. branch of that firm, leav-

ing there shortly after to remove with the family to St.

Catharines, where the first partnership was entered into

under the name of Dillon & Dewsbury. The latter withdrew
from the firm about twenty-seven years ago, when the

name of Charles K. Moore was added, as the present firm,
the latter named partner being deceased fifteen y
hence. In this way, one might say that the genial proprietor
has literally grown up in shoes. Travelling representatives
of the factories of both countries will unite to a man in

stating that they have never had occasion to remind Mr.
Dillon of his appointment in the sample room and not
one has ever been disappointed by his failure to keep his

.engagements. Known as one of the shrewdest and most
canape buyer-, be buys as he sells, conscientiously, to the

INTERIOR OF DILLON AND MOORE STORE.
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Salesman and
Salesmanship

Principles and Methods of Selling

and Handling Customers Outlined

to British Shoemen.

The activities of Association work in England include

an ambitious educational program, which included several

lectures by various authorities. This season's programme
was inaugurated before the British Association of Shoe

Men by a lecture on "Salesmanship", by Mr. Frank Chil-

ham of Harrods. For dip benefit of Canadian dealers

who may be interested, we reproduce this lecture m part

as fellows :

"I do not intend to talk about the technique of shoe

selling, for 1 have never sold a pair of shoes. There are.

however, certain principles of selling which are common
to all kinds of merchandise, and I propose to say a few-

words about tbe calling of the salesman. During the last

few years the need for skilled salesmen—and when I speak

of "salesmen" I include ladies—has never been so great

as it is to-day. Conditions of life are becoming more diffi-

cult, and salesmanship therefore is developing more and

more into specialisation. In no industry has the element

of specialisation been so highly developed as in the shoe

trade. Consequently the salesman is a very different

person from what he was when I was in that position. Then
it was merely an exchange of merchandise for money,

and less skill and less effort on the part of the salesman

was necessary. The field for service was more limited.

There was not the opportunity for service that there is to-

day, and hence they were able to take a wider view of

their calling. In its truest expression of service the whole

relation of 1 \\<
r salesman to customers lias altered .

Apply the Golden Rule.

"Some of the principles associated with successful

salesmanship, are courtesy, fair dealing, looking after the
customer's interests, and affording the customer complete
satisfaction; or, in other words, applying the Golden
Rule in all transactions. These principles apply to all

merchandise; they vary only in their application. To
apply then successfully salesmen should have certain quali-
fications for it depends upon the qualifications of the
salesman as to how they are applied. The first qualifica-
tion of the succesful salesmen is personality. In contact
with customers it is desirable to create the right im-
pression. Consciously or unconsciously, he always pro-
duces some kind of impression—favourable or unfavor-
able—upon those with whom he comes into contact. It
may be a neutral impression, which is the worst kind he
can produce. He should make every effort to see that the
impression is a pleasant one. Then, too, lie ought to pos-
sess a knowledge of the merchandise he is selling. In the
boot-department he should learn to differentiate between
various kinds of leather and between a machine-sewn and
a welted boot, He should also acquire a knowledge of the
wonderful machinery used in the making of shoes.

Good Health and Knowledge.

"Next, amongst 'the qualifications of the salesman
I am not sure it ought not to be the first—is good health.
Salesmanship is sometimes very exacting, and one can not
perform it properly unless he is fit and well. He should
try to k-;>ep fit by studying simple hygienic laws," by

taking a reasonable amount of exercise, fresh air, and
plenty of cold water inside and out. He should not in-

dulge in too many cigarettes. Then he needs mental
alertness, which can only come from good health. The
mind should be developed by exercise, and by reading and
studying he should endeavour to qualify for better posi-

tions. Some knowledge can only be gained by experience

and time, but other knowledge—such as the knowledge
of the merchandise he handles—can be obtained by reading,

visiting factories, handling raw material, and attending

lectures. He also requires a knowledge of human nature

in its commortPense application to business. This would
instinctively lead him to weigh up the possibilities of each

customer.

Fine Window Displays.

"Among other things, care should be taken in th<-

selection of the items to be advertised. The aim of ad-

vertising should be to win confidence as well as to sell

goods. Another aid is window dressing. Some of the

window di -plays cf London multiple firms are the finest

of the kind in the world, and much superior to those of

departemental stores. The assistant should know exactly

what is on to show in the window. The purpose of win-

dow display is twofold—to advertise the shop and to seU

good;. He should handle carefully all inquiries as to

goods shown in windows, for on this depends the making
of friends or losing potential customers. Then, too, tV*

departmental display should back up the window display,

and should be interesting, accessible, clean and fresh.

A >si slants should know exactly of what the stock consists,

otherwise the customer loses confidence. If possible they

should always show what is asked for. and make that their

starting point. They should not talk prices at the begin-

ning of a transaction. They should make sure to sell the

right size. The difficulty now is not in providing tha

right size, but in selecting the most suitable size for the

customer, and in that respect no department, dealing with

ready-made articled is so well provided for as the boot

trade. New lines should not be introduced until the fir-t

transaction is completed or the customer may become

confused.

Foot Troubles and Poor Salesmanship.

There are different types of salesman, the aggressive,,

the timid, the voluble, the "commission snatcher", and

the salesman who think only of selling something. There

are also many different tvpes of customers. The great

hulk, howexer, are just ordinary people who are responsive

to good service and good value. Good service means selling

good fitting shoes; most foot troubles are the result of

poor salesmanship. Here again the shoe trade offers

wider opportunities for ability and service than almost

any other. Satisfying customers are the leading principle

of successful -ellinsr. No business exists on a single trans-

action, which in itself is unimportant unless it creates

confidence and makes friends for the house. It is more

important to sell goodwill than to sell merchandise: this

is as much to the salesman's advantage as to his firm's,

for customers will wait for and follow a salesman in whom
they have confidence. He should diregard the social posi-

tion of customers and treat all with uniform courtesy; he

must rememheT that if he has no customers he would have

no trade. He does not confer a favour upon customers

by serving them and he should always remember that the

customer is a free agent. The customer's opinion of

service and value is the only one that counts.

(Continued on page 45) _^
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Hamilton

Retailers Meet
Mr. C. E. Hurlbut Adresses Shoe

Men of Hamilton.

The newly reorganized Hamilton Shoe Retailers As-

sociation got off to a good start when a representative

gathering listened to Mr. Clayton E. Hurlbut, of Preston,

who addressed their October meeting.

Mr. Hurlbut said :
—

"My object in accepting your kind invitation was to

get to know you better, and if possible to help you know us

the shoe manufacturers of Canada, better.

"To be of some service in establishing better relations

between the two great branches of the shoe industry— the

makers and retailers of shoes.

"To accomplish this we must put ourselves in the

other fellow's place — must get the view point of each.
_

"Many retailers have expressed to me their dissatis-

faction with the prices makers are charging for shoes,

that at times they are not up to quality specified, and that

deliveries have been very slow.

"Manufacturers on the other hand have expressed

dissatifaction with the lack of human understanding and

co-operation of the retailer — that the dealer lias not taken

his losses, is demanding too large profits, thereby regard-

ing the return of prosperity to the trade at largo.

"Those are some of the misunderstanding between us

whose interests are indentieal, that should be cleared away.

"On my part I am going to try and place the manu-

facturers side of it before yon, some of our difficulties both

physical and physiological.

"It sounds strange to some of us to connect physiology

with the shoe industry : but I submit that physiology is

more intimately connected with the shoe industry today

than perhaps any other great industry on earth. Truly we

have. our physical difficulties — machinery and materials

' which are continually giving trouble ; but our greatest

difficulties are physiological.

"The chief complaint 1 have against the dealer is

that he ignores this fact For after all the human element

is the greatest factor entering into the making of shoes,

but the dealer rarely thinks of the human element when he

is purchasing shoes. He thinks he is just buying shoes,

whereas he is buying an important service performed by

human beings — men and women.

"To my mind it is mod important for the dealer to

know the physiological conditions existing in the factory

from which he wishes to buy. If those conditions are no;

good — how can the dealer expect good shoes to be pro-

duced in it.

I do not mean altogether good buildings, lighting,

etc. ; but unless the Management has a high sense of

honor, and a keen desire to make good shoes, how can you

expect good shoes to be produced under bad conditions.

You cannot make fine purses of sows' ears. Neither can

vou make good shoes with bad human material. As T men-
tioned before the human is the most important factor we

have to consider in making good shoes.

"In the building up of the human element you re-

tailers hold a strong position. By demanding quality and

values your influences will be constructive, on the other

hand if you demand service on a price base only youi

influence on the shoe worker will be decidedlv destructive

"The women shoe worker is the keystone which holds

the shoe industry together. They have never been paid as

well as the women of the clothing and whitewear trades,

who also reach maximum earning capacity much sooner

than the shoe worker. For the good of the industry, it be-

hooves us then to be fair and generous to the producer^,

by demanding good service for good wages.

"As to the lack of co-operation and misunderstanding

between makers and dealers of shoes in reference to price:-,

quality, deliveries and terms, which I would like to exa-

mine with you in detail if time permitted.

"Owing to my lack of knowledge of other factory

conditions, you will forgige me I know if I talk shop from
i Hurlbut point of view, in my endeavor to show you our
difficulties in the matter of price, quality, deliveries, etc.

"The Hurlbut organization is one of the most effi-

cient in Canada. Our capital turnover in 1920 was just

five and a half times. So if I can justify our position on
these matters, I believe vou will be convinced of the fair-

ness of Canadian manufacturers in general.

"It may be safely said that the shoe manufacturers
are not making normal profits at present prices. There
aie many causes for this condition. The chief cause of

course is that outputs are below normal, although the dif-

ficulty of getting good materials is a substantial factor

which is having a very serious effect in both quality, and'

deliveries. Fully .50% of leather we receive is being re-

turned because of quality, and at times this has badly
crippled our output.

"On the matter of credits. I should not speak: as our
product is sold on a net cash basis to our distributors. T
lave always felt that the manufacturer has enough to do
to finance his own business and should not be expected to

run a bank as well.

"As to the view that dealers have not taken their

lo-ses on a replacement basis, and that their profits are

too large, I have little to say. excepting that on Hurlbut
Yv'elts dealers everywhere did take their loss, and are gett-

ing but fair profit — mostly 40% on cost, depending on
their large annual turn-over to give them their Net profit

at the end of the year. For after all it is not the profit on
tl^e individual sale that counts. — It is on the turnover
where the money is made.

"Of course we realize that 40% profit would not be
enough on lines that are not staple, or so well advertised

as our own.

"In closing I would say to you retail shoe merchant^
of Hamilton, your best interests are bound up closely with
ours. Anything that harms you harms us, and anything
(even the tariff) that interferes with our prosperity will

interfere with yours."

SALESMEN AND SALESMANSHIP
( Continued from page 44)

Many references have been made in the Press to

profiteering, and to unfair retailers. The question is

often asked: "What i-^ the good of the retailer? The
retailer is merely a parasite who produces nothing. All

he does is to buy something at twenty shillings and sell

it at thirty shillings." It is a fallacy to suppose that the

difference between the actual cost of an article and the

price at which it is sold i< profit. The value of mer-
chandise consists largely in it being where it is wanted.
If a retailer gets 5 per cent, net out of his

. transactions

he is well satisfied. He is associated with a great dis-

tributing house, and if they can make 5 per cent, on all

their turnover they will be satisfied. You hear talk
,
of

mass production and cheapening the cost of shoes. But
someone Ha..« tr> distribute the phoes
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Sources of

Goatskins
Raw Material for Kid Leather

Comes From Various Parts of the

World.

Recent controversies on the comparative value of

shoes and hides have opened up a number of rather start-

ling facts as to the knowledge or lack of knowledge on the

port of the public with regard to the raw materials enter-

ing into shoes. And, strange as it may seem, there were

shoe retailers in Canada who did not know that glazed kid,

which is used in so many of the lighter shoes of today

was producer from goatskins, which were imported

from widely separated parts of the world.

The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of

the United States has issued a bulletin which covers the

sources of goatskins imported into the United States, and

which may be of interest and value to Canadian dealers,

is as much as the information supplied is equally applic-

able to the Canadian Market.

The United States draws its supply of raw goatskins

(dry and green-pickled ) from approximately 70 countries

of the world, the principal sources being India, China,

Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Venezuela, Dutch East India,

and British Africa. The total quantity imported into the

United States in the year 1920 was 80,204,637 pounds, at

a value of $88,692,534, thus showing the importance of

the trade in this commodity.

India is the largest goatskin-producing country in

the world. In the 1 ndian "trade in hides and skins, goat-

skins rank second in importance. In normal times the ex-

ports of raw goatskins amount to over 500,000 hundred-

weight annually, with an export value of over $14,550,000.

The great bulk of these exports consists, however, of raw

skins. One of the first results of the war was to reduce the

exports of goatskins for a period, but in 1916-17 the ex-

ports were again normal, but the average price, which up

to this time had shown little variation from a pre-war

quotation, increased nearly 80 per.cent.

Before the war the United States imported lull v 75

per cent, of India' shipments of raw goatskins and i.,

' 1916-17, 87 per cent.

India's customers in goatskins, following the United

States, are the United Kingdom, France, Netherlands

•md, before the war, Germany. Some years before the

war, the'e four countries, together with the United States,

took over 97 per cent, of the total goatskins exports from

India. Next to the United States the United Kingdom i-

tlie largest importer of raw goatskins, the hulk of these

importations, however, 'being for re-export. An analysis of

the United Kingdom's statistics shows that these- re-

exports of India's goatskins are destined chiefly for th?

United States. Before the war Germany was the second

largest importer of raw India goatskins from the United

Kingdom, which trade increased from 598,245 skins in

1911 to 1,121,994 skins in 1913. The war diverted this

trade to France, which country imported in 1916, from

the United Kingdom, 847,230 India goatskins. Both
Germany and France are constantly increasing their out-

put of glazed goatskins and are becoming strong compe-

titors with American tanners in this class of leather in the

market of the world, including the United States.

Next in importation to India in the goatskins trade

with the United States is China. Like India, China pro-

duces many varieties of goatskins. The skins from the

south of China are considered the best in quality, although

smaller than those from the northern sections of the coun-

try. The principal varieties, in order of desirability and
>alue, are known to the trade as Szechuens, Wanskins, and
Hankows. These skins are from southern China, wdiile

from north China come the Chowchins, Shuntfus, Paotint-

lus, and Tientsins.

An important group of countries contributing to the

goatskin import trade of the United States is British

East, South, and West Africa : the skins from East Africa

(formerly German East Africa) are flint-dried, and have
characteristics of the Abyssinians. though of better qual-

ity. Zanzibar and Madagascar also export goatskins to the

United States. In this trade the most important section

of Africa is the Union of South Africa. From this section

large quantities of goatskins are imported. They are known
to the trade as Cape Towns, Algoa-Bays, and Cape Skins.
Tn classifying they are assorted according to weight, as

follows : Extra light, lights, mediums, heavies, and extra

heavies, and command different prices, according to the

quality and weight. In the Nigerian country the so-called

Xigeria goatskins are produced. These skins are of ex-

ceptionally fine grain, but as a rule are badly cut in the

vake-off.

Other countries producing and exporting goatskins to

rhe United States are Morocco. Algeria. Tunis. Egypt, the

Balkan States. (Jreeee. and Spain. The Spanish goatskins

are of a very line quality, especially those produced in the

Provinces of Valencia and Barcelona, which make the high,

grades of colored shoe leather. The United States also buys
goatskins from Porto Rico and the West Ladies, all of

which are known by individual trade names and command
different prices on the market.

GUARANTEED BOOTS.

The shoe manufacturers of England have had a com-
mittee working on specifications for a guaranteed boot, to

which shall be attached a label bearing the words,
"Guaranteed to specification of the British Boot Asso-
ciation''. As stated by several authorities, this scheme
applies only to lower priced goods, many of which have
been thrown on the market of a quality which is a detri-

ment to the whole shoe trade. Obviously, it is unne-
cessary in the case of high class, well-known, branded
boots. But it serves as a protection to those whose purses

are not suited to a high-priced shoe. The specification-,

therefore, will be of undoubted interest to the Canadian
trade :

"Women's.
Uppers.—All kinds of full chromed leathers (other

than sheep slins) and waxed kip and vegetable tanned

calf leathers.

Outsoles.— English or American bends. Shoe not

les? than 7 iron. Boots not less than 8 iron.

Insoles.—Single substance grain.

Middle Soles or through middles.—Single substauce

grain. .

Stiffeners.—All leather, not more than two sub-

stances, one to be grained.

Puffs.—Hard puff toes from leather, celluloid or

similar material.

Heels.-—All leather, three sectional lifts, or for light

sreods. wood heels with one leather lift and top-piece, or

in high heels, wood pulp with two leather lifts and top-

piece.

Men's.

Uppers.—Full-chromed or vegetable tanned greasy

leathers.
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Outsoles.—English or W/S bends, hemlock or oak,

not less than 9 iron.

Insoles.—Solid grain innersole or "Gem" for welted

work.

Middle Sole or through Middles.—Solid grain, one

or more as required by substance of bottom.

Stiffiners.—Solid grain leather.

Puffs.—Hard puff toes from leather, celluloid or

similar material.

Heels.—Wole lifts.

Top-pieces.—Bend not less than 9 iron.

Workers' Heavy Grade (Men's and Youths')

Uppers.—Wax split or wax kip, not less than 1% mm.
Outsoles.—English or foreign bend, 9 iron min. sub-

stance, nailed, bradded, slugged, etc. Youths'—8 iron.

Insoles.—Solid grain belly or Singapores. Men's-6

iron. Youths'-5 iron.

Middle Soles or Through Middles.—Men's solid grain

through not less than 6 iron through and half-middle to-

gether not less than 13 iron. Youths' solid grain through

not less than 4 iron, through and half middle together not

less than 13 iron.

Stiffeners.—Solid grain leather.

Heels.—Whole lifts.

Top-pieces.—Bend not less than 9 iron.

Girls'.

Uppers.—All kinds of full chromed leathers (other

than sheep skins) and waxed kip and vegetable tanned

calf leathers.

Outsoles.—English or American bends. Shoes not

less than 7 iron. Boots not less than 8 iron.

Insoles.—Single substance grain.

Middle Soles or Through Middles.—Single substance

grain.

Stiffeners.—All leather, not more than two sub-

stances, one to be grained.

Puffs.—Hard puff toes from leather, celluloid or

similar material.

Heels.-—Two section lifts only.

Top-pieces.—Bend not less than 8 iron.

Children's and Girls' L. T. Grade.

(Up to size one only.)

Uppers.—Pull-chromed leathers and waxed kip and

vegetables tan tied, calf leathers.

Outsoles.—English and American bends. Shoes-7

iron. Boots-8 iron.

Insoles.—Solid split or grain, backed with split-

Middle JSoles or Through Middles.—Solid split or

grain, backed with split.

Puffs.—Hard puff toes from leather, celluloid or

similar material.

Heels.—Two sectional lifts only.

Top-pieces.—Bend not less than 8 iron.

Boys'.

Uppers.—All kinds of full chromed leathers (other

than sheep skins) and waxed kip and vegetaWe tanned

calf leathers.

Outsoles—English or American bends, 9 iron; when

slugged or billed, etc. 8 iron.

Insoles.—Solid grain belly. 6 or 7 iron.

Middle Soles or Through Middles.—Solid grain belly,

6 or 7 iron.

Stiffencr>.—All leathers, not more than two sub-

stances, one io be grained.

Puffs.—Hard puff toes from leather, celluloid or

similar material.

Heels.- -Whole lifts.

Top-pieces.—Bend not less than 8 iron.

Turnshoes.

Uppers.—Fully-chromed leathers.

Otutsoles.— English tanned butts and bends, N. Z.

and Australian (Melbourne) bends. American oak bends
not less than 8 iron.

Insoles.—If used to be of leather.

Stiffeners.—Grain leather, one substance only.

Puffs.—Hard puff toes from leather, celluloid or

similar material.

Heels.—All leather, three sectional lifts, or wood
pulp two leather lifts and top-piece, or wood heels leather

top-piece. Top-piece of bend leather not less than 8 iron."

PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE.

Closely linked with the question of fire insurance is

the investigation or appraisal which follows a fire, in the

endeavor to establish an equitable basis of adjustment. A
merchant whose records aire 'destroyed by fire is in an ex-

tremely embarrassing position. Following the many- articles

which have, appeared from time to time as to the necessity

of adequate and reliable records, comes the necessity of

the proper preservation of records. This was brought home
last July in a disastrous] fire which visited Guelph. One
of the stores destroyed was that of W. 0. Goetz, a boot and

shoe merchant. A letter from Mr. Goetz to J. & J. TayloT,

Ltd., of Toronto, together with the accompanying photo-

graph are interesting and valuable to every retail merchant
in the country. Mr. Goetz says:

"Dear Sirs :— The fire that broke out in Guelph about

4 a.m. last Wednesday was. quite a shock to all of vs. The
flames spread so rapidly that some who lived in the district

were unable to save their clothing. I was unable to reach

my store, the heat was. so intense, and' my entire stock and

everything I had on the premises was destroyed.

"The store 1 I occupied was built of brick, three stories

high. When the floors gave way, my safe fell in the debris,

and on Wednesday afternoon the walls fell, completely

covering the safe. The impact was terrific
;
many said no

safe could stand such a strain. About noon Friday, we
dug it out; the bricks around it were still hot, and on

opening the safe I found' the contents in good condition.

"I trust the photo<rraphs will prove ireful in wnrcrng

merchants to. protect their books and papers."
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Show Cards

for Christmas Selling

Make Use of Show Cards to Boost

Sales During the Holiday Season.

At last the retailers' harvest time has rolled around

and the Christmas shoppers will soon be seeking values for

their money in gifts that will be practical and useful ;

for every season sees a growing tendency to purchase gifts

that will be useful, and at the same time attractive.

Twenty-five years ago the shoe retailer had not the at-

tractive variety to offer his customers he lias to-day. Then,

only regular lines of footwear were obtainable. To-day

there are novelty lines, fancy trimmings, hosiery, etc., that

offer an endless variety from which to select. But possibly

the growing tendency to purchase useful gifts has had

more to do with the shoe retailers' increasing Christmas

business than the introduction and sale of novelty lines.

The use of show bards will greatly increase sales as

well as add an attractiveness to a display whether in the

store or in the window. And speaking of windows, Christ-

mas offers the greatest opportunity of any season of the

year, to trim attractive displays. The many attractive

emblems th,at are easily obtainable and usable should be

taken advantage of. Holly and flowers, evergreens, dia-

mond dust, soap ship's, ha, ting, asbestos, and lastly Santa

Claus either in picture or statue, are among the many
things that will lend a very attractive appearance to a

window trim or inside decoration.

But no matter how attractively a window may be

trimmed, if it does not have show cards il is not finished.

We have designed four easily mad./ samples to assil those

who may want to make their own cards lor the Christmas

selling season. Of course cards should he used with the

ever popular gree ing, ''Merry Christmas". These can be

made very attractive with bright color- and -hading, and

Several can be used about the store a id windows.

The card with the term "Something for every Mem-
ber of the Family", is one to be used in the window with

a mixed display of footwear. Or it can be used in a general

wav in the store as a suggestion to prospective buyers that

vour stock carries something for the entire family, from

baby to grandpa. This can be made very effective. A blue

or green ribbon can be used behind the panel and the

flowers can be red with green leave-. The panel can be

edged with black and the letters in blue, red or black. This

card is very easily made and will look well.

The upright card with the pane! effect i< largely of

the same design as the one last described but is panei.

-haped instead of horizontal. The flowers should be in

bright red and the leaves in green. The lettering may be

rod, blue or black. The pane! should be outlined in black.

Note the heavy side and bottom of the
]
are! which giws

ii the appearance of thickness. This effect i< obtained by

the heavier lines of the side 'ami bottom, the only care

being necessary in getting clean cut angles at the top

right corner and the bottom left corner.

The panel with the Santa Clans head may be made
very easily. It should not he difficult obtain a picture

of a head which may be cut out and pasted on to the card ;

or even if it lias to be d me by hand, it should not be diffi-

cult to draw a 1 iad like the pample. The coat and top of

the cap should be red. and if it \
a desired to paint the face,

it should be done by mixing a I" rh trri with white, a little

led, and a little v- ow. Of a T-e there are other color*

that could be added but for cud work it is not necessary.

The nose and cheeks can be . i ited red. The wording is 9

iittle different from the usua a d is a little hint to come
in and purchase presen s fn i i yo r store. Thi* lettering

will look well in either red or black.

The '"Tract al Gifts'' car l is one to be used in a

window of mixed good- It i made horizontally and the

large letters are in red. touched with black". The shading

is in a light gray tint, 'i he small letters may be either

red or black. These cards are all about half sheet size and

price tickets should be used with them when used in win-

dov; di n'a v or o ; di olays in the store.

ATTRACTIVE CARDS FOR THE HOLIDARS.
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Grist from

The Mill

Notes and Comments from the

Canadian Trade.

A Western Ontario dealer says : "We are getting

by putting on Friday and Saturday specials — goods at

a price."

A Winnipeg dealer says : — "We think this is a real

grievance — we have not yet received shipments of shoes

placed in the spring for fall delivery, the factory being too

I isy inal ii g up rush orders for llio^e who refused to place

ahead. Sho-rt tune orders will be our policy for the future."

An Edmonton retailer says : "It is hard to make
much headway while prices keep up as they are. The public

is looking and is going to look for bigger reductions."

From Eastern Ontario : "If business keeps up as it

has since the first of the year we will have no reason to

complain. I think east of Toronto is perhaps not feeling

the trying conditions as much as west of that city."

From British Columbia : — "General apprehension

exists as to how results of New Provincial Personal Pro-

perty tax will affect the retail merchants. It is proposed to

tax all stocks and fixtures one per cent — a heavy tax

where merchants are so far from the markets that large

stocks must be carried at all times."

A Kingston retailer writes us : — "There is no
change here in the conditions or the unemployment situ-

ation. We are not too badly off, as there are several large

buildings going up at present, and the city have kept a lot

of men employed building roads, etc. We have been push-

ing business during the fall to a considerable extent, putt-

ing on small sales and advertising special lines at reduced

prices every week, trying to keep the people interested. Wo
find that by this means, we pick up a little more business."

From St. John, N. B. : "General conditions are tem-
porarily good, but the unemployment situation during the

coming winter looks far from what it should be, so we
anticipate a very quiet mid-winter."

"One suggestion we would make as to improving the

shoe business in general would be to try and educate the

dealers to helip 1 the trade get back to normal conditions by
anticipating at least a fair proportion of their future re-

quirements ahead, and placing as soon as possible a con-

servative estimate of their spring requirements."

IS DISTRIBUTION WASTEFUL?
An American visitor in London wrote to "The Times"

discussing the above question as follows:

—

"It is not easy for the housewife, through vigilance

in buying only from the dealer whom she considers fairest,

to reduce her expenditures to any noticeable extent. More-
over, it is apparent that the consummer suffers far more
from the results of an inherent wastefulness in the system

of distribution than from intentional profiteering on the

part of the dealer.

"Perhaps, never has more attention been called to

the excessive spread between what the consumer pays and
what the producer gets for products than during and since

the war. And yet in my country, America, it is pointed

out that this spread has materially increased in the past

twenty-five yearn The use of improved' machinery and
methods had, up to some ten years ago, steadily reduced

the cost of physical production. But this reduction had

even before the war been largely offset by the increasing

cost of distributing the product to the consumer.

"The intricate functions of distribution are hard to

grasp, but facts are outstanding;

—

(1) There is more or less charging of excessive gross

profits on the (part of retailers

;

(2) There is much larger burden imposed upon the

consumer through chaotic and wasteful methods of dis-

tribution; and

'(3) Competition as we now know it, protects the

consumer only in a crude and very inadequate fashion.

"Probably the greatest single cause of wasteful ex-

pense in disaibuiion is ihat unrestricted competition which

leads to the multiplication of shops to a number far in

excess of those needed to perform the distributive semce.
With ten shops in a district where tuo or three would be

enough, the sales of each shop' are so small that the

dealers percentage of expense is perhaps double what
it should be, and he is forced to charge high prices ac-

cordingly. This necessarily raises the scale of prices

throughout the district.

"Is not the first problem, then, to find a way to reduce

the number of distributive agencies to the point where

service can be performed to the best advantage ? And the

second, to bring to bear the regulative influence of real

competition ?

"In buying food products alone a thousand articles,

grades brands; and sizes of package must be dealt with. Is

it not these in any comprehensive way ? And in the matter

of profits, even if the consumer knew the wholesale cost,

could she possibly say what would constitute a fair profit,

when profits legitimately vary from, say 5 per cent or

nothing on sugar, to 40 per cent or more on teas and spices ?

To reveal gross profits would, therefore, only add to the

consumer's present confusion.

"If it is time to look in a new direction for a solution,

perhaps the following suggestions 1 may be of interest.

First, let theTe be required of every dealer frequent and
properly verified reports of the average gross profit above

first cost in primary markets at which he has sold to

consumers during the period covered by each report. These

reports should be made public. Secondly, let a way be

found to reduce the number of shops in a district to the

point of needs for actual service, so that each shop shall

have a turnover sufficient to make possible a minimu ex-

pense on sales. While knowing the gross profits on single

articles would mean nothing to consumers, to know the

average gross profit on the whole budget would prove very

instructive and profitable. There are consumers in London
at this time who pay only about 12 l

/2 per cent for both

wholesaling and retailing of their food supplies. Most
of the others pay from half as much again to double that

percentage.

"In America we have several instances, though crude

and partial ones, of the limitation of distributive agencies

on the basis of lowest average gross profit. A few
mining towns , in the Far West are supplied by dealers

who are given the exclusive privilege on condition that

their prices are right."

Pe our report of the Vancouver Exhibition, we find

the Boot and Shoe trade was represented by Messrs. Lec-

kie & Co., with a fine display of Solid Leather Footwear as

manufactured by this local firm, also an exhibit of their

own curried and dressed upper leathers as manufactured

at their tannery in New Westminster.
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Modern
Retailing

Some Present Day Problems. —
Methods and Conditions as Out-

lined Before St. Louis Shoe Re-

tailers.

At a recent meeting of the St. Louis Shoe Retailers'

Association, the leading addresses were given by Mr. Ja-

mes P. Orr, president of the American National Shoe Re-

tailers' Association, and Mr. Frank Rand, president of

the International Shoe (
'o.

Mr. Orr dealt with the problems before the retailer

today in part as follows :

"I feel that the experiences we have gone through

have taught us much and the lessons learned during the

war have made us better merchants. Let's hope that we
never again go back to the old days when 50 per cent of

us were insolvent. We have learned that to operate a shoe

store as it should be run — to give service that an exacting

public requires, we must take a just and generous profit :

not to practice extortion. That would not only bring down
the wrath of the community oil our heads, but by inverse

ratio bring us back to the same financial status as would

selling our goods too close.

"The shoe' business is changing rapidly. The old days

of buying a season's supply are over. Styles come and go

and we must he more constantly in the market. With the

rapidly changing, style- comes the necessity of moving
goods quickly to make place' for the new ones. This system

entails more losses and should be compensated by greater

profits. Every man owes it to himself to amass a com-
petence as a result of his labors. He not only becomes a

better citizen, but a batter merchant. If we are not i<:

position to take advantage of the rapid change in styles

and market conditions that permit savings in purchase-,

our stores will soon begin to go backward, with the residt

that they are no longer attractive to a capricious public

and our days usefulness in the community are numbered.
So don't be afraid to put a fair once on your merchandise;
don't be afraid to reduce it. if it isn't moving. The net

results' of the vear's operation will be cleaner stock and a

better net profit.

"Another thing which we bught to do is to organize
our own community. Get on good terms with your com-
petitors. You'll be surprised what good fellows they are.

Get to be friends.

"If someone has cut the price of an article you are
both selling, don't retaliate by cutting it still lower. That
will only bring a reprisal from him. See him. talk it over :

the chances are that you can get him to restore the price.

He wants to prosper the same as yon do. After a few
instances of this kind it won't be long until he sees his

mistake and vou'll soon be getting the best of co-operation
"While our relations with the manufacturer are.

amicable and friendlv, we are trying to have him realize

that retailing is a science of its own and that his intere rs

are not best served by entering the retail field.

"On the other hand, it is for us to keep the standard

-

of retailing high .— let there be nothing unethical or un-
fair in our dealings with manufacturers ; let's make all

proper allowance for goods received, when we feel that hs
is doing the best be can : don't let's quibble too much with
minor, technical defects, remembering that manufacturing-
isn't one bed of ro es ; let's don't hold a stop-watch oil

shipments ; let's never cancel goods except when absol-

utely justified by late deliveries or definitive warranted
conditions. What more natural than the fact that when
selling to retailers becomes unprofitable, the manufacturer
will become his own distributor ? So meeting him on tht^

broadest and fairest grounds, we are serving, not only his

interests but ours as well, and on no other basis can busi-

ness be permanently satisfactory.''

Mr. Rand, dealing with prices and prospects, said :
—

"The wide diversion of prices between the price of

raw hides and the finished shoes is not easy to explain.

The biggest percentage of co-t going into shoes'is labor.

The cost of tanning i< higher, freight rates are higher and
rhe overhead has gone up. All this has to lie added to the
cost of shoes. Hides have advanced 100 per cent since last

March. No one can explain that difference in price except
on the above principles.

"Buyers of shoes, that is. the ultimate consumer, is

becoming intolerant. You receive kicks constantly. We,
too, receive our share of complaints. Xo industry has ever
been put up as a mark to shoot at as the shoe industry has
in the last three or four years.

"I believe tlie retailer can buy to-day with assurance
and confidence.

"Shoes to-day are no more in excess of the prewar
price than the value of the dollar of to-day and the value
• if the pre-war dollar. For example, a $1.49 to-day will

only purchase what a dollar would by in pre-war times.

Shoe prices are not above that advance to-day. Prices to-

day are not only 48 or 4!» per cent above the 1914 and
1.913 price.

"I believe a round merchandising policy is to buy
things you need when you need them. Xo one has a right
to speculate and make a profit. Profit based on a service

from dav to day is what everyone i- justly entitled to.

When you speculate you are steering the ship on the rocks.

"There exists to-day a finer relation between buyer
and seller.

"1 don't believe in retail stores owned by manufactu-
rers. We never had a dollar's worth of interest in a retail

tore and we never will [ f I were a retailer I would not
buy shoes from a manufacturer who would put them in a
-tore across the street. We are Btaying out of the retail

business because we don't know anything about it. Retail-
ing is a science Separate and distinct from manufactur-
ing.

"Price- based on a 'air profit must be established. I
can't see any wide fluctuation of price. I believe we have
turned the corner : that the worst has been passed through.
1 have a Eeeling id' the Euture as one of an optimist. The
way looks clearer. The bumps seem to be smoother*

DO IT NOW.

You have been waiting for the right opportunity to
launch that more aggressive plan for developing your bu-
•ness . do it now. You have neglected To lay in your Win-
ter's supply of coal . do it now. Von have let your ward-
xobe run down because you refused to he robbed and you
have not yet made the purchases you planned : do it now.
There is that labor-saving deviee you have had in mind
for your business or your home : buv it now. You have
been afraid to resume advertising with the vigor you exer-
csed when you didn't need orders half so badly : do it

now. You laid off quite a part of your selling iforce and
haven't had courage to put on full steam ahead : do it

now. You have bee feeling pe --imi-tic for many months
'out find yourself half-inclined to adopt a more cheerful
and courageous attitude : do it now. (Forbes Magazine.)
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DONT KID YOURSELF
(Continuedfrom Nov. 1st issue)

You remember that two weeks ago we left a so-called

salesman and a merchant in the sample room of a dry

town in the dry province of Ontario.

Even the merchant was dry — but when he spoke to

that embassador from a quite worthy shoe manufacturer

he sure said a mouthful:

For he said "Dont Kid Yourself"-—adding, the whole,

"you're not kidding me a bit".

The salesman had been making that combination of

vowels and consonants that sometimes passes for speech

—even if it has not a thought for its main-spring.

The merchant, by the way had but recently returned

from Quebec City, where he saw them making McKays,

Welts and Turns — to say nothing of Staples — all of

them made to a very high standard. He saw in process,

over 20% of Canadas shoes.

The salesman had' the bad taste and the poor judg-

ment to make a statement about Quebec city values. The

merchant happened to know, and all keen buyers to-day

know that Quebec-made shoes are there when it comes to

value.

OLD QUEBEC.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing <an advertiser
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At the Service of the Industry

The completeness of our service

and its readiness, leaves no doubt

of our ability to be of vital

assistance to Canadian Shoe

Manufacturers in the production

of their lines economically and

at a high standard.

A chain of branch establishments

girdles the industry, so that no

call is too urgent or too exten-

sive for us to respond in a way
that means complete satisfaction.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited

Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch: 28DemersSt. Kitchener: 46 S. Foundry Street

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.
Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Pleury.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Quebec, Glove Mfg., Ltd., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.
Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A, 631 St. Valier.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Maine de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, C, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.
Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.
Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr., 026 Fleu'ry.

Fortier N, 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

"Centaur" as its trade name indicates, has a similar foundation to other (so-called)

surface Kid. But, there, all resemblance ceases.

"Centaur" is a leather like no other — except that it is an almost exact likeness of

Kid which it will long out-wear.

We will send samples to those interested.

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST. QUEBEC, P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Men's Brown Calf Goodyear
Welt Solid Leather. Imitation

Saddle Strap. White Silk

Stitching.

THEY tell us that the men are buying "Doggy" Shoes. This Marois

Model, whether stitched in white or brown leaves nothing to be

desired.

If your jobber does not offer you the opportunity of buying Marois lines,

we will put you in touch with are who does.

Our line of women's Welts and McKays is built to meet to style and price

demand of the day.

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED, Quebec, P.Q.
Permanent Sample Rooms: Shanghnessy Bldg-., 137 McGill SU Montreal.

Room 29, Queen City Chambers, 32 Church Street, Toronto.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Patent heather Specialty

that is winning its way with

the Woman whenever it is

shown.

ARYON" shoes are McKays of the finer order made in many fine

combinations and sold to the Jobbers.

When looking for particularly good values ask your jobber to show
you "Maryon".

LACHANCE & TANGUAY
QUEBEC QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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17-T.

—

Tanguay Lumberman.
Made of 'Waterproofed Stock
and Exclusive Water proofed
vamp stitching. Full chrome
middle sole. A wonderful
specialty.

TANGUAYS Lumberman although solid and water-
proof is extremely light in weight making it most
easily sold for this purpose.

This is shown to indicate to you the many specialties

that we are producing. You ought to see the entire

line.

Tanguay Staples are leading in value.

JOS. TANGUAY
QUEBEC QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

WE take particular pride in the personal attention given to the

smaller items incidental to the manufacture of our lines — those

things which add to the value but not to the cost of Goulet shoes.

Men's and Boy's Welts, Women's Mock Welts, McKays and Standard

Screw for Men, Women, Misses, Boys, Youths and Children.

A solid line of Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

O. GOULET & SONS LIMITED
575 ST VALIER ST. QUEBEC

A GREAT LINE
OF

STAPLES

That has been and is the whole

story of the Samson Line.

It is generally admitted that, to-

day, our lines contain unusual pos-

sibilities for profit.

A complete line of McKays

A leading line of Heavy Staples JUST DROP A LINE — A REPRE-

Unequalled Hockey and Football Boots. SENTATIVE WILL CALL.

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20 Arago St. QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Two
Factories

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making' capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

'

Tl ERP1

mm

Those who have carried our lines in

the past take for granted that our

standard of production will not be

lowered.

This season our values are even

better.

McKAYS and S. SCREW
For MEN, BOYS and YOUTHS

LUC ROUTIER
56 Colomb, QUEBEC

..I.UMi.

*.••••»*

HI
81

WE ARE SHOWING MANY
STRIKING DEPARTURES
FROM THE COMMON
PLACE IN DESIGN AS
WELL AS OUR WELL-

KNOWN LINE OR
STAPLES

Making Welts for Men, Boys,
Youths, Women and Misses; Mc-
kays for Men, Hoys, Youths. Women
and Misses; Standard Screw for.
Men and Boys.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 SI. Yalier St„ QUEBEC

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a

lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you. .

-

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LIMITED

47 Colomb St,. Quebec.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journair when writing an advertiser
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{JDhai the Jfand ofthe ^Printer

jfotdsJor Kou

People who have never seen you or your goods are

made to see by your printing.

Your factory, of which you are so proud, your product,

which you have labored to perfect — these things are

your reason for living. But most of your customers

and prospects get their impression of you and your

work from printed pages.

When you invite people to send for your printing, you

really invite them to send for the photograph of your

life work. The hand of the printer moulds the public's

opinion of you and your product.

We would suggest that an Acton man demonstrate to

you how we can assist your efforts in making your

Catalogue or Booklet truly expressive of your business.

ACTON PUBLISHING CO.j0mkcS
P FU. N TEJLS AND D E S JJ^NEIjy

Toronto -Montreal

The Imprint that

Guarantees

Quality

This mark is our guar-

antee that your order

will be filled according

to specifications.

It is like the artist's

name on a picture, the

author's name on a
book, the hall-mark on
a piece of silver. It

symbolizes the work
of a quality house—a

house that is proud
to "sign" its finished

product.

It means that you are

getting the best there

is in printing service

at a price that is iustm
ified by the character

of the work; printing

that will represent
your house to its sat-

isfaction and to its

credit and profit.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE

<§A\ARSH
S H O^E

Four Good Staple

Up-To-Date

MEN'S LINES

Black and Tan Calf, on
Two Different Lasts

2428 — Tan Cordo Willow,

Blucher, Slip Sole.

2526 — Gun Metal Calf, Blu-

cher Slip Sole.

234514 Royal Purple Calf,

Bal, Recede Toe, Sin-

gle Sole.

2532i/
2 Gun Metal Calf, Bal,

Recede Toe, Single

Sole.

REFER TO CATALOGUE
SEPT. 1st., FOR SIZE,

RUNS, ETC.

The Wm. A. Marsh Co.,
L imited

QUEBEC

Makers of MEN'S WELTS, WOMENS WELTS and WOMEN'S FLEXIBLE McKAYS

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE

eMARSH
S H oVe

Carried In Stock

For At Once Shipment

FIVE UP-TO-DATE SHOES
In Demand For Fall Wear

4102— Women's Black Kid Bal, 8" Top McKay Slip Sole,

the ''Lou" last.

6127 — Women's Black Kiel Bal., 8" Top Welt, the "Lou"
last.

6062— Women's Welt, Oxford, Black Kid, "Vimy" last.

6235— Women's Welt Oxford, Havana Kid, "Vimy" last.

63731/2 Women's Welt Oxford, Duchess Calf, "Vimy" last.

Refer to Catalogue and Price List of Sept. 1st.

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC

Makers of MElYS WELTS, 11 OMENS WELTS
and WOMEN'S FLEXIBLE McKAYS

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



Toronto's NewWholesale Shoe House
is now ready to serve you with the market's latest in Fine Turns, Welts

and McKay Footwear.

Also the good old staple lines for work and every day wear.

Of unusual interest to the shoe trade is the establishing of our wholesale

shoe service in Toronto. We offer you in advance the newest ideas in

up-to-the-minute footwear.

1922 Spring Styles

Our In Stock Department A Special Feature

We suggest your seeing our High Grade Novelties for immediate delivery

in Suede, Satins, Dongola Kid and Patent Leather. The new two, three

and four strap styles.

If you are unable to visit our sample room, telephone or drop us a card.

Let us be of service to you. This department will be under the personal

direction of men experienced in every thing pertaining to footwear of

every kind.

Our representative will call on you in the near future. We will appreciate

any sorting or placing business you may entrust us with.

D. R. Feetham
WHOLESALE BOOTS, SHOES AND RUBBERS

55 Bay Street, .... TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Maisomieuve Shoe Store is a recent registration in

Montreal.

Canadian Footwear Shop is a recent registration in

Toronto.

Trudeau & Co. manufacturers of shoe supplies, Mont-

real have retired from business.

A change is announced in connection with the shoo

business of Mr. John Melrose, Toronto.

Berkrnan's Sample Shoe Co. of Toronto in under-

going some business changes it is announced.

Mr. Harvey E. Graham was showing the lines of the

Wm. A. Marsh Co., Quebec, at the Queen's Toronto, re-

cently.

The firm of Robitaille's have taken over the shoe busi-

ness of the Fit Rite Shoe Store at 2998 Dundas St. W.,

Toronto. j

Dominion Shoe Store is a recent registration in To-

ronto.

Mr. Payan of Duclos & Payan, St. Hyacinthe, Que.,

was in Toronto recently seeing Ed. R. Lewis, their Onta-

rio representative.

Mr. Norman MacFarlane of the MacFarlane Shoo

Co., Montreal, was at the Queen's, Toronto, recently

displaying samples of the MacFarlane lines.

Mr. J. G. Settle, who represents the Murray Siioe

Co. of London was showing his full line of samples at

the Queen's, Toronto, recently.

Damage which has been estimated at $5,000 was

caused by a fire in the building formerly occupied by the

Griffin Shoe Co., Ingersoll, Out.

Rinn Bros, have just opened a new store in Timmons,

Ont. They recently severed their connection with the

Hillinger Stores Ltd. of Timmons.

Mr. B. F. Ackerman, Sr., of Lhe B. F. Ackerman,

Son & Co. Limited, Peterboro, Ont., was a visitor to To-

ronto recently.

The Rannard Shoe Store, James and Main Streets,

.Winnipeg, Man., was recently damaged by water from a

fire in a mission room above the store. The damage to the

shoe store is estimated to be between $5,000 and $8,000.

Messrs. Butler & Walden, of Summerland, B. C,

have taken in to partnership with them the latter's brot- .

her Mr. R. G. Walden. They have leased a new store and

intend to open a boot and shoe department'.

Mr. F. Pedlar has taken over the ?hoe business of

the Fit-U Shoe Co. at 392 Ron'cesvalles Ave. Toronto. He

has made some alterations in connection with the interior

and it presents a very attractive appearance. Mr. Pedlar

was manager of the Fit-U Shoe Company's St. Clair Ave.

Store previously.

The Eastern Canada Shoe Co. report prospects as

bright. They have recently put in a wood heel machine'.

The jobbers appear to take to their shoes particularly in

white, black and brown satin wood heel and also silver

sad gold fabric shoes. These are moving well for holiday

trade. They report running at capacity and are intending

to increase their output.

The representatives of D. R. Feetham, Toronto's new
shoe distributing house, are now on their respective terri-

tories :— Mr. Palmer Blackhursa, Western Ontario, a

shoeman for the past sixteen years ; Mr. R. A; Adams,
Northern Ontario, formerly covered this ground for the

Dominion Rubber Company, and Dan H. Presho, a sales-

man of years of experience in the shoe game, covering the

City of Toronto.

Condensed Ads

SALESMAN of high quality with nine years ex-

perience and good connection with the shoe trade in the

Maritime Provinces is open for a reliable line. Would
consider other territory. Please write Box 990 Shoe ' &
Leather Journal, 545 King St. W. Toronto.

WANTED eolorer anid finisher, one who is competent
in both aniline and pigment finishes., bag and stap lines

and splits. Apply, stating age and experience, to Box 991

Shoe & Leather Journal, 545 King St. W. Toronto.

FOR SALE one McKay stitcher as good as new, com-

plete with counter shaft, $275.00 F.O.B. Calgary,. Apply

Calgary Shoe Hospital, 233a 8th Avenue West, 'Calgary,

Alta.

Salesman with thoroi\gh' knoweldge of high class re-

tail Boot & Shoe trade is open for a position, 15 years

experience, will except aa position as travelling represen-

tative.

COMMISSION BRANCH MANAGER wanted for

Manitoba to lake charge of Winnipeg Warehouse, be-

ginning March 1. 1922 Previous Rubber Footwear con-

nection in Manitoba preferable. Furnish references in

regard to experience and financial responsibility,

THE KAUFMAN RUBBER CO., Limited, Kitche-

ner, Ontario.

Shoeman with long experience in retailing in own

store and others open for immediate engagement with city

letailer or preferably wholesale shoe house. Box 993, Shoe

& Leather.
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VANCOUVER SHOE NOTES.

British. Columbia's natural elements appear to have set

in for their usual reign, and with the advent of the wet

season, there is a better tone ail through the trade. Price

cutting continues, with the consequence that many lines

are being sold at a fraction of cost.

Mr. Eccelstora, for many years manager for the Mc-

Robbie Shoe Store op Granville St., has opened a shoe

department in connection with an upstairs gents tailoring.

At the present, the stock consists of high elass English

made gents footwear, being a very distinctive line of goods

for this citv. Mr. Eceelston hopes in the near future to

secure a. new location for the exclusive sale of footwear

01 Br ti.-h manufacture.

The McRobbie Shoe Store on Granville St., announce

a closing out sale of all the Walk-Over footwear for which

they have been agents for many years.

Mr. G. Labium has opened his new store on Commer-

cial Drive and] has installed a full equipment of up-to-date

machinery. It by far the smartest and most modern

shoe repair store in the suburbs of Vancouver. George is

a great believer in cleanliness which addls much to the

g&neral appearance.

The Shoe Repa ; r Association of Xew Westminster

held a. general meeting to discuss the price list of repairing

and with very few alterations upon the old prices, a new

list has been published and every member has agreed to

adopt the same complete.

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY, VICTORIA.

The display below was recently made by the Eudson's

Bay Company, in their Victoria store, of which a view i-

also shown. The store consists of about fifty departments,

manned by a staff, of nearly four hundred. It is undo
the management cl! Mr. G. A. H. Porte, who was pre-

viously assistant manager in their Vancouver store. They

carry an extensive stock of the highest class of merchant

(iise, but also cater to a popular trade, which policy they

find very successful. The shoe department is under the

management of Mr. Mac Stewart, who also came from

dieir Vancouver store.

THE MOCCASIN VOGUE

Apparently the ladies are going to alternate between

sandals and moccasins during the coming season. And
seeing these styles have apparently taken hold with the

fair sex. what is there to prevent manufacturers of men's

shoes working along similar lines ? The ideas for a "Dress-

up" campaign for men are based on the assuption that what

is sauce for the goose — no offence meant — is sauce for

the gander. But back of all ideas to create new desires in

the minds of "the sterner sex", as we have laughingly nick-

named them (with apologies to R. W. L.). should be the

realization of the fact that what the average man demands
is not something which every body will turn to stare at, but

footwear at a reasonable cost, which will give him good

Mear, look well, and feel comfortable.

Any man who has ever attempted to rough it in the

woods, and has had the fortune to be possessed of a pair

of shoe packs, has been astonished at the comfort they of-

ford, as against those worn on city pavements. Here would

seem to be an opportunity for the larrigan man to throw off

some of the lethargy which lias characterised that business

ont account of depression in lumbering and allied indus-

tries, by turning their attention to the possibilities of that

stvle of footwear in other ami broader fields.

St

Inn ill 11111! ill ill ill ill in

FOOTWEAR DISPLAY BY HUDSON'S BAY CO., VICTORIA.
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AMERICAN SHOE AND LEATHER CONDITIONS

(Special Boston Correspondence)

The recent and intense propaganda for lower shoe

prices has already had its effect on the retail mind in the

United States. This is noted more forcibly in the men's

trade. Dealer's stocks of men's shoes are unusually low and

retailers are buying men's shoes in fairly sizable orders,,

but at a price. The high class trade continues to meet

prices for that grade of shoe, but the large bulk of the

male population is insisting upon a cheaper shoe, one

retailing around or under the five dollar mark.

Manufacturers in the lower labor cost districts are

meeting the demand with a sturdy and well made welt shoe

to meet the call, but this shoe lacks some style features

and the best of inside materials. These factories making-

staples are very busy, St. Louis, the middle west and

upper New England shops booking large orders and operat-

ing at capacity. Some of the high-class factories in the

Brockton and South Shore district are also taking up the

manufacture of a line of men's shoes to retail at $5.

The women's trade with the retailer is only fair. The
uncertain style situation continues and factories producing

novelties for the women's trade are in many cases flat. The
retailer plainly doesn't know what to order. Something

new in straps, colonials and other novelties appear daily

and the dealer is afraid to enter the market for anything

beyond his immediate requirements. As a result, the large

women's shoe centers are dull.

The labor situation at Lynn and Haverhill is reach-

ing a serious stage. Labor costs of the war period continua.

Tnions refuse to take reductions and manufacturers are

unable to meet competition of lower priced districts with

the result that the factories in these cities are operating

hardly at one-third normal. A ten per cent reduction has

been accepted by shoe workers at Rochester, N. Y., and

wage parleys are al?o in progress at Brooklyn.

Many retailers 'frankly announce they will not place

\olume business on women's shoes for spring selling until

the retailers convention at Chicago in January. Traveling-

salesmen from these factories say scores of their customers

have told them to "See us at Chicago". Everything indic-

ates a large volume of buying at Chicago which was also

the cac e at the convention at Milwaukee.

The coming of cold weather in many sections of the

country during the last two weeks has resulted in a slight

spurt in the demand for bouts with a low heel. Very few-

high heel boots have apneared. The call for boots is not-

brisk as yet. but the feeling prevails that a severe winter

will up'et the low shot 1 idea and bring about an unexpected

demand for high shoes.

Dealers in considering the price situation also point

I," the fact that high waged labor in some of the New En-

gland cities has yet been liquidated, an action which they

expect soon. They declare that what reductions have been

made were the result of the decline in leather and other

materials.

The leather market remains unchanged, although

tanners are firmer in their asking prices. Calf leather has

been slow, while patent leather has been on the gain. Kit?

has also been moving steadily. The hide market is in a

firm position with large transactions made at slowly rising

pi ices in all descriptions.

CHANGING STYLES

The process of evolution is going on in the shoe trade

continually. Attention is often called to the fact that shoe

styles run in fairly regular cycles. As a matter of fact,

there arc certain well defined limits which hold designs

in check. That is probably fortunate for all concerned;

lor it seems to the casual onlooker that the multiplicity of

styles and designs to-day allows such wide latitude that

the poor manufacturer and retailer must be at his wits end

to know what to buy and what to sell. Fortunately the

human foot, the covering of which is the primary pin-pose

of shoes, is of a fairly well defined shape and size; and
considerations of utility and taste must also be observed.

The remark is often heard in connection with the shoe

business, that there' is nothing new under the sun. And
old-timers are continually repeating it when some so-called

new style or design is offered. We swing from narrow toes

to wide toes; from long vamps to short vamps; from high

heels to low heels; from leather to leather, and to fabric.

Anything goes, so long as it doesn't go too long; for

variety is the spice of life — is life, in the shoe trade.

To stimulate trade last spring, perforations, pinkings,

fancy stitchings, inlays, cut-outs, straps of all kinds, were

offered. The whole gamut was run, and incidentally

some fearful atrocities were perpetrated in the name of

"styleful shoemaking," which met the fate they deserved.

Now it is noted that Parisian styles are striking a

pronounced note of simplicity. With or without the Pa-
risian influence, this result can be expected on this side of

the Atlantic. 'Costs of producing and also the pendulum
of style will bring simpler styles after the riot of the past

year. But the transition may be expected to take place

gradually. The interests of the trade are so closely inter-

dependent that any style changes for the next few years

will of necessity be slow enough to permit the absorption

—

within reasonable bounds — of the goods on dealers shelves.

Apparently the women are leaning towards lower heels

-for dress wear as well as street wear. While many
people can still he seen wearing satin shoes with Louis

heels on city pavements, it is remarkahle that the great

majority of women are seen wearing sensible, though
stylish oxfords for walking purposes. And as prices make
it possible for them to own several pairs for different pur-

poses, more of this will he noted.

Along with the lower heel comes the wider; more com-
portable lasts. Women have realized that ''mannish" shoes

do not have to look clumsy. With the proper design they

can give the wearer the appearance of comfort, freedom
and yet maintain sufficient dVntiners for the most critic il.

The wider toe, it is also claimed, works* out to the ad-

vantage of the manufacturer, as it is easier for him to turn

out a high-class article on tine wider toed last than on tho

narrow toe. In the long ruil however, the designer, last-

manufacturer, shoe-manufacturer, ami retailer may all

have their idea*: but what sells is whit the woman wa^t,

MRS. PETER DOIG IMPROVING.

Mrs. Peter l)oi<j\ wife of the well known sales-manauv :•

of Tetrault Sh,03 Manufacturing Company, who has been
in the Royal Victoria hospital for several weeks, is now
on the high rovl to recovery. After a siege of about six'

weeks, ahe is expecting to be able to return home the latter

part of November. During her illness it was .neeei-sarv to

resort to blood-transfusion and from that time a slow but

none the less sure improvement set" in.
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A VERSATILE VANCOUVER SHOE MAKER.

Mr. J. J. Haskett, of 1076% Cardero St., Vancouver

is by way of being all things to all men. For in addition

to being a high class shoemaker, he also qualifies as a

singer, poet, evangelist, etc. Born and raised in the fish-

ing village of Allonby, near the beautiful lake of Cum-
berland, England, he came to Vancouver in the year 1921

and after two years employment with a local firm he com-

menced business for himself at his present stand.

His store is a marvel of compactness and no doubt

is the smallest shoe repairing store in the Dominion. It

measures roughly seven feet six inches high, by seven feet

wide by six feet dee]). It is fitted with a modern electric

driven finisher, patching machine, jack, etc., and every

available inch of space is utilized to hold the stock of

leather, heels, etc. necessary for this trade. This, with a

small counter, leaves just enough standing room for one

patron.

Joe is no mean crafsman, having inherited the fine

art from his father who, by the way, was working at the

trade in the native village at the age of 73 years.

Possessing a fine bass voice, he has many calls upon

his service to help at concerts and amongst the various

missions in the city and district. He has assisted in over

sixty choirs. He is the holder of a gold championship

medal for his singing in England.

As a Bible student he takes great interest in all

evangelistic work here and often addresses two and three

meetings each Sunday, his work not being confined to

any one denomination. He has preached in twenty dif-

ferent churches and missions in Vancouver.

As a poet he has composed verses upon many sub-

subjects and at Xmas 1910 he composed sixty-six verses of

poetry connecting and mentioning every family who lived

in the village of his birth and later lias paid tribute in

verse to noted evangelists who have visited this city.

The accompanying photo is a copy of his work.

Being desirous of a rest he composed these few lines and
illustrated them with a few photos, making a novel and
original method of informing his patrons of the fact he
was awav on a vacation.

Previous to coming to Canada, he was in business in

Workington, Cumberland, England, where he followed

shoe making and practiced several of the arts he learned

in his younger days. Bookeepiug was one of his hobbies.

He also reported the village happenings to the nearest

town newspaper.

wright and coach builder was
own governess poney ear which

His skill as a whei

shown when he made hit

he and his family used.

Often out of the kindness of his heart he was pre-

vailed upon by his friends to exercise the knowledge he

had to extrac t their aching teeth, as the distance was too

far to a practicing dentist.

But he really prides himself more ;m his shoemaking

ability than any other qualities he may have.

Heskett has gone to the mountains^ jg& streams,

AW from his tools his leather.
To rest for « week.and hear the wild screams^

Of the gulls, mjgy as they circle together.

An octave „ of years right here he hasPStoiledAnd now needs his annual tonic.
In Qods open air, with nature-
He gets it mid scenesJjjP%a ii

Hurrah for a daj^^flr friends on the farm,
With the chickens

*jf
'the bee

And then to return"*
1

with interestL^warm
To renew the business battle.

unspoiled

,

Store opens Aug 29.
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A POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE REPAIR
BUSINESS.

The following is a prediction ventured by a writer in

the Weekly Bulletin, of Boston.

Tt seems to the writer that the development in the

shoe manufacturing business from 1895 to the present

time has been much less conspicuous than has been the

case in shoe repairing. The old crude repair outfit has

been replaced by motor -driven machinery and the number
of up-to-date establishments bad increased beyond all ex-

pectation.

"Prices for repairing advanced radically and have

recently been declining. Some are still clinging to $3.50

for a first-class job of full soling and heeling; others bave

dropped to $2.50 and still others below.

"With good, serviceable street shoes selling at $4 to

$6: with scout shoes and farm shoes retailing from $2 to

%4z, a high repairing cost is likely to increase the number
of pairs of new shoe marketed.

"It is hard to find the logic for $3.50 repairing and
honest $5.00 welt shoes in the same block, in the same
city, except that some people like the contort of old shoes

repaired and prefer them to breaking in new ones.

"Suppose the price of new shoes decreases the volume
of repairing. We are not sure that this will be the case,

as repairing prices wdl doubtless, still further decline,

but we are certain that the purchasing power of the public

is curtailed and that the number of power repair establish-

ment in increa.-ing, due to men being out of work and
competing machine companies willing to sell on easy

terms. What may be the result of tbese power repair

plants on the small unit manufacture of shoes. We have

successful illustrations of the repair man developing into

a small manufacturer and selling his product on the spot

to wearer-, eliminating many expenses. This form of doing

a shoe business is likely to increase and may be the next

big evolution.

"There is probably no more economical concern than

the combination of a shoe repairer, shoemaker and shoe

retailer. He may be always busy, can get along with a more
moderate rental than a stylish shoe store, and has three

departments to support the expenses of rent, light and
heat. The small independent business employing three

repair men, enough shoe operators to produce 25 to 50

pairs a day, combined with a retail store, appeals to the

man of moderate capital, who likes to make honest goods
and build a firm foundation by dealing directly with the

wearer.

"With supply houses furnishing fitted vamps a "last

exchange" that will supply a large number of units with
a small burden of expense on each and the present ad-

vantages of the cut sole and other bottom stock business,

with a surplus of intelligent workmen who have saved
some money from high wages, there never seemed a time
more favorable for tbe springing up of numerous small
establishments to supply customers in the immediate
vicinity.

HAMILTON REPAIR ASSOCIATION HOLD
EUCHRE.

On Tuesday, October 25th, the Hamilton Shoemakers''

and Repairers' Association were at home to their friends,

whom they entertained at a euchre drive. A goodly crowd

were present, including visitors from Krantfond and "Paris.

5 ram 8.30 to 9.30 p.m. those who wished played euchre,

and when the smoke cleared away. Mir. Henderson of

Hamilton was found in possession of a box of cigars, which

Mas first prize, while Mr. Riggs of Hamilton claimed a

toy bah}' bottle as booby prize. No objections be in a
- offered,

the prizes were so awarded. A descent was then made on

a generous lay out of sandwiches, cake and coffee, after

which a programme of songs, speeches and music was en-

joyed. Messrs. Petti t and Johson, of Brant ford, Mr. Getty

of Paris, and Messrs. Grayson and Revel.! of Hamilton

wore among the speakers. A discussion on prices resulted

in the conclusion that for the present, they should be

left in status quo.

There Is a Constantly

Increasing Demand for

"National" Shoe Plates

here's 5 "why's":

They are easy to drive on and it is

practically impossible to wear them off.

They are made in three convenient

sizes, from cold rolled steel.

Leading jobbers everywhere carry them
in stock ready for immediate delivery.

They make YOU an entirely satis-

factory profit.

Write us for samples to-day

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells Street

Chicago, Illinois
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MAKING SHOEPACKS FOR SEVENTY YEARS

Nearly seventy years ago, in 3 853, Mitchell Gendron

established a tannery on the main street of Penetan-

guishene, Ontario. From that starting point a business has

been developed that has distributed "Penetang" oil tanned

footwear from coast to coast. These shoeipacks, known

as "Penetangs" have achieved an enviable reputation for

unvarying quality in leather ami workmanship.

C. G. Gendron, eldest son of Mitchell Gendron, who

is now in his 70th year, the President ami sole owner of

the business, has been largely responsible for tin- develop-

ment of the business. Associated with him were his

brother, Edmund Gendron. who was manager until his

death in 1919, and his son, Mr. Arthur S. Gendron, who

retired last February to go into the retail business in

Windsor.

Since that time the business lias been reorganized ami

is. actively managed by Messrs. Wilfrid L. and Walter C.

Gendron," both sons of C. G. Gendron. Mr. Alcide Robi-

taille is also actively interested.

The prospects ahead of the concern look very bright,

and the combined experience of the veteran, Mr. 0. G.

Gendron, with the energy of the younger generation in

active charge, should cany the business to steady develop-

ment and progress.

TORONTO SHOE REPAIRMEN'S MEETING.

The regular meeting of tin Toronto Shoe Repairers'

Association was held on the evening of October 14th and

a good turnout was on hand, there being from 30 to 40

present when the meeting' wais called to order by the

President, Mr. Burnett. The meeting took more the form

of a social evening than one of business. In the short

session given over the business, the nomination for the

various offices in the coining election were handed in to

the Secretary by the Nominating Committee. An enjoyable

musical programme was then furnished by Messrs. Small-

wood and son.

SHOE REPAIR NOTES.

The shoe repair store of Mr. W. N. Woodford, Mimico.

Ont, was entered recently by thieves and $100 worth of

shoes taken. Entrance was gained by forcing a side

window.
A new shoe repair shop has been opened in Caledonia,

Ont., under the proprietorship of Mr. Frank J. Robinson.

The shoe repair business of Mr. F. X. Bourgeois,

Hultl, Que., is undergoing some business changes.

Mr. Harry Millar has recentlv taken over the shoe

repair buisc'ness of Mr. M. Flowers, Oakville, Ont.

Mr. J. Savanski recently opened a new shoe repair

shop in the Frith Bldg., Alexandria, Ont,

Home'-; Repair Shop recently moved to better ami

larger premises in \Wtville. X. S.

Mr. C. E. Hurlbut whose portrait is

shown above, has many activities

in addition to the manufacture of

his well known Infants and Child -

rens Shoes. Just recently he gavo

a forceful address to a gathering of

Hamilton Retail Merchants which
is reported fully on another page

of this issue.

A Float used in a holiday procession in Bridgetown to

show Waterproof Footwear made by McKenzie,
Crowe & Co., Limited.

OTJR 8TYL.E 645

BABIES' SOFT SOLE SHOES
We solicit inquiries from findings jobbers.

This is a new and fast growing business. Especially attractive

prices will be quoted to jobbers who communicate with us at

this time.

We are featuring Style 645 and 160 Soft Sole Baby Shoes.

All styles and coins'. Prices low to build trade.

Boston Baby Shoe Mfg. Company
Manufacturers of fine soft sole baby shoes and sandals.

3 Foster Street PEABODY, MASS.

OUR ST\XE 1G0

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when' voritmg an advertiser
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IMPERIAL OVERGAITERS

RUSH ORDERS
FILLED PROMPTLY

Having increased our plant, we are now in a position to look after goods

wanted in a hurry. If you have put off ordering and now want your goods

quick, we can look after you.

When sorting up later on, if you find you are out of certain sizes, let us

get busy and help you out.

L. H. PACKARD & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL; P. Q.

Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes

Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 St. Hubert St., Montreal, Canada

Calumet 1959

Show Them

JOHN BULL

Shoepacks

For your customers who are looking

for EXTRA VALUE in shoepacks let

tliem examine a pair of Beat's. They

will note the good leather used— our

own tannage—the high class work-

manship and the real GOODNESS .

-

contained in every pair. These qual-

ities can only give one result—long

service, comfort and resistance to

weather.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.

Lindsay, Ont.

Limited

Mention "Shoe <md Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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IN-STOCK

No. 944-1—Patent Sally Sandal, medium toe last, same as illustration only

carrying medium Cuban heel. Perforations backed in white,

Goodyear Well. Price $5.25 net 30 days April 1st, 1922.

Packed ready to. ship in 15's, combinations containing 6B and

9C, and straight 15's and 30's, C and D, all regular assorted

sizes.

\ 1

m

PERTH SHOE COMPANY, LIMITED
Largest Manufacturers in Canada of Women's Fine Welts Exclusively.

PERTH ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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SPEED KING PLACING

IS IN FULL SWING

and the interest that has been aroused

wherever our lines have been shown speaks

for the way in which we have maintained

Speed King Quality and Value and advanced

Speed King Styles and ideas. We are con-

fident that we have a line which through

actual superiority is deserving of your pre-

ference '— a line completely covering every

outing shoe demand and meeting every

taste.

Your readiness to answer the call for Speed

Kings will in a large measure govern the

success of your next Season's Spring and

Summer Sales. Order your lines now. They
are business assurance.

Our Wholesalers are showing the entire

range.

INDEPENDENT WHOLESALERS
Amherst Boot & Shoo Co., Limited Halifax, N.S.
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S.
Brown, Kochette, Limited - - Quebec, Que.
James Robinson Co., Limited - Montreal, Que.
J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto, Ont.
White Shoe Co., Limited ... Toronto, Ont.
C. Weaver ..... Trenton, Ont.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - London, Ont.
T. Lone & Brother, Limited - < oil inirwood, Ont.
The Independent Rubber Co. Limited Winnipeg, Man.
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited
Dowers Limited
The J. Leckie Co., Limited

Regina, Sask.
Edmonton, Alfa.

Vancouver, B.C.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited

Merritton Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Just What You Would Expect

To the many merchants who know the high standards of Brandon shoe-

making the excellence of our new line of Shoes for ladies is not any very

great surprise. The styles, of course, are a revelation and the values too,

but the quality and character that is Brandon is what the trade looks for-

ward to, finds and appreciates in the new line.

If one of our travellers has not yet called on you he will very shortly,

showing both our men's and women's shoes. We are confident you will

find it to your advantage to follow our suggestion to wait and see these

samples before placing for the coming season.

THE BRANDON SHOE CO., LIMITED
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A"Slightly Fuller Toe
117 OMENS shoes generally speaking will continue to show
™ * the shortened' vamp with a moderately rounded toe.

Many of the attractive new lasts are the product of our factory,

and if you still need service on something- decidedly new, we will

be' glad to show you a couple of ideas we have ready.
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Since 1853—
"GENDRON PENETANGS" have gradually

gained first place in the estimation of out-

doors men, until today the name stands for

unsurpassed quality.

Write for Catalogue.

GENDRON PENETANG mfg'
pa
co
k

Penetang, Ontario

Buying From
The Sisman Line
The plan that is getting increased business

for more shoe dealers is their steady practise

of selecting their leading staple lines from
the Sisman Range. They are well repaid

for showing this preference because of the

extensive and exacting demands that are so

nicely covered by

"Best Everyday" and
"Aurora" Shoes

The T. Sisman Shoe Co., Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO

TORONTO OFFICE: 17 Manchester Bldg. J. S. Ashworth, representative

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when icriting an advertiser
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NEW CASTLE KID
Koied for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and uondc/ful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White. Black.
Glazed or Mat

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits.

Indies. Heavy I-eat hers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Cloths

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

( anadian Branch—335 Craifi St W.. Montreal

Factory—Wilmington. Del., U.S.A.

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwear
" builds
prestige and an enviable reputa-
tion for better grade retailers.
They are carefully made of se-
lected materials by expert turn
workmen/*

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

J.HARDYSMITH & SONS H,D
Vac™

e
£s
ther

CODES: MARCONI, BENTLEY, L1EBER.
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTEK. Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.

ESTABLISHED 18C:<

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, KIJ5XIBLE AND WAX SI'IJTS lOI! HOME AM) EXPORT TKADE

1922 Samples

" PERFECT FIT
"

Spats and Overgaiters
MADE BY

The Silver Footwear Company
Our 1922 samples of this well known make are now being shown, in Felt
and Broadcloth.

See also our line of women's and men's Boudoir Slippers, in various models,
in Kid, Patent Leather and Suede. We recommend our Patent Heel for
lightness and durability.

Western Representative—O'BRI EN, ALLAN & CO.,
128 Phoenix Bldg-., Winnipeg1

, Man.
Toronto and Ontario—B. F. MORLEY & SON,

Yongr St. Arcade, Toronto, Ont.

Montreal, Quebec and East—HARRY E. THOMPSON,
Room 101, 163 Peel St., Montreal, Qne.

THE SILVER FOOTWEAR CO.
105-107 FRONT ST., E. TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been
the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Li rnited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St. W„ Montreal

PERCY J. MULBURN, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
HICIIARD FRERES, Agent

COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of

excess meat. Thoroughly cured and
ont of our first salting'.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable

tare, giving an excellent delivery.

Hide and Calfskin Cellar, MONTREAL

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FOLLOWS:

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John. N.B.
Windsor, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leath er Journal" ivhen writinr/ an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE NE1V YORK CHICAGO

'We deliver what you buy'

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITSARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



A Reputation

—

Clarkes have a reputation of 68 years in producing GOOD
Patent Leather. This reputation has been achieved on
merit alone, and today Clarke's Patent Leather is the best
known -and most widely used patent in the British Empire.

Protect yourself and your customers by specifying Clarke's

Patent Leather in your next order. You will then receive

patent leather paramount for Appearance, Service and
Value.

Snrnntn
Iranrhra at fHotttrral atib Qpurbrr

LargestjfProducers of Patent Leather in the British Empire



THE THIRTY-FOURTH YEAR. TORONTO, DECEMBER 1st, 192!

PRESTIGE

Manufacturers who have made en-

viable reputations for their products

work to standards set only by them-
selves.

Because we follow this inflexible

rule, Bennett Fibre Counters are the

standard wherever good shoes are

made.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.
Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers

in the British Empire
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The Wear Is There

A Timely

Reminder
The winter season swells the demand .for staple shoes. Ideally adapted to

footwear of this kind is

PENETANG
Hemlock Sole Leather

Delayed placing will undoubtedly bring hurry-up orders to staple shoe

manufacturers, and users of Hemlock leathers should see that their needs

are fully covered with ample stocks of the good old reliable Penetang
Tannage.

Heavy weights are particularly in short supply in all tannages.

The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

I'rodneers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

SALES OFFICES

Kitchener

Penetang

Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls

mi n i ' —nr
{HlliHllllHllllHllimilllHIlllHllllHj
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D & P Counters
The clean, skived edge of the "D & P"
Counter gives all the softness possible

to desire. They do not cut the lining,

they are a pleasure to fit in the store.

The manufacturers are interested, too,

as are the merchants in the fact they are

positively guaranteed.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

ST. HYACINTHE 224 Lemoine Street

MONTREAL

REPKESOTATIVES

:

Tor Ontario:—E. 11. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City:—Richard Frere. St. Valier Street, Quebec

Mention "Shoe wnd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Kid Lace 8/4"

• Imitation Tip, Combination Last 33 $7.50

A width 4 to 7%
B " 3y2 to 7y2
C " 3 to 7y2
D '' 2y2 to 7y2

•onto.

Makers of "Onyx" and "Georgina" Footwear for Women

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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You Are Facing

A Big Call For Black Shoes
Meeting the demand for Black Shoes will be the most important item in

shoemaking for the coming season. Fashion is partial to Blacks — a
condition that will be reflected in every dealer's demands. The shoes that

will be the most outstanding in appearance and that will excel in quality

and value will be those made with Davis Black Calf Leathers.

NIGRO-"Dominion Calf"
The standard for the American contiennt for all weights and classes of

high grade shoes.

DIAMOND—''Dominion Calf"
Popular priced black calf leather in all substances — the leather that makes
quick selling shoes.

You are playing safe in preparing for an extensive demand in Black Shoes
and you take no chances in covering your needs with Davis Leathers.

Samples gladly submitted.

DAVIS LEATHER COMPANY
LIMITED

NEWMARKET, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Women's One Strap Turn,

made in Patent, Suede and
Kid.

Here is a osasonable offering

from the Classic Line for which
merchants are experiencing a
big demand. The last and pattern

combines smart style with
splendid fitting features while

Classic Shoemaking assures

good wear with good value.

Youth's Bal McKay, made in

Vclour or Tan Call. In stock.

A sales creator in any children's

department is this new model. It

meets the most exacting demand
for a correct fitting stylish shoe
for growing feet and at the
same time fulfills your best re-

commendation as to satisfying
wear.

Experienced shoemen are able to find nothing in any of the footwear

productions for the coming season that quite equals the Classic showing.

GETTY
GALT,

& SCOTT, LIMITED
ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ichon writing an advertiser
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No. 467. A Grey Mouse and
Patent Combination on our
"Peerless" last carrying a full

Baby Louis Heel. Bound with

Black French Cord.

No. 501. As above with Dark
Grey Suede Quarter.

No. 470.-4 Black Suede Fancy
One-Strap Button Pump.
Patent Collar Strap. Showing-
new self-covered Box Heel.

B
ELL'S shoes are a fine expression of the selling styles of the days
while it is quite easily noticed that all of the extreme features of
fashion are nicely repressed.

The really worth while part of your trade appeared to and held by the
nice combination of fine shoemaking with these better modern styles.

J. & T. BELL, LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

Sample Room at 123 Bay Street, Room 206, Stair Building, Toronto.

C. E. FICE, Representative.

Mention "Shoe amd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
4
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The
SPEED KING LINE
Will Do It—

will bring you a realization of a big selling

esason in Outing footwear for 1922.

The line offers the latest in sty'es, many
new models having been added and has a

^tanrard for quality and value from coast to

coast. The Speed King line will take care of

every need demanded by pour patrons and

you can count upon every sale to be a prestige

producer for your store.

II fou have delayed placing for Speed Kings

de so NOW. Immediate ordering is your as-

surance of having a sufficient stock of the

right lines when the call comes. They are

cne line you can safely invest in knowing
:.. t .heir sa'c is SURE.

INDEPENDENT WHOLESA LEES
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Halifax, N.S.
Amherst Boot & Shoe Co., Limited Amherst, N.S.
Brown, Bochette, Limited - - Quebec, Que.
James Robinson Co., Limited - Montreal, Que.
J. A. McLaren Co., Limited - - Toronto, Ont.
White Shoe Co.. Limited - - - Toronto, Ont.
C. Weaver - -

.
- - - Trenton, Ont.

The London Shoe Co., Limited - London. Ont.
T. Long & Brother, Limited C oil ingwood, Ont.
The Independent Rubber Co. Limited Winnipeg, Man.
Amherst Central Shoe Co. Limited
Dowers Limited
The J. Leekie Co., Limited

Reglna, Sask.
Edmonton, Alta.
Vancouver, B.C.

The Independent Rubber Co., Limited

Merritton Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Havana Brown
In Evans Fine Kid

N response to the call of the trade for an

Havana Brown of the quality of EVAN'S

Black Kids we have placed ourselves in

a position to supply this leather.

Havana Brown Shoes are as constantly

in demand as are blacks. The coming season there will

be a continued heavy call for them.

Made in EVANS' HAVANA BROWN, the shoe will give

everything the customer asks for — Style, Finish, Color

and Wear

SAMPLE GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST

John R. Evans Leather Co., Limited
214 LEMOINE STREET MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an* advertiser
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These

Staples Lead

All Over

Canada

fflllliilMtllWlll^^^JIII

(

No. 313—-4 Women's Gun Metal Calf
Oxford. Single sole McKay. Whole
quarter. Perforated tip. A popu-
lar shoe also in style with its

medium fine toe.

This Oxford will retail at $6.00 and show a

good margin of profit.

It is an "every-day seller" that is represent-

ative of a line of standard Staple Shoes that

should be on the shelves of every store.

Delivery of this and other summer lines in d

fe wweeks' notice.

As they are sold principally to the retail

merchant, our salesmen cover all of Canada. If

you are open for a better line of staples drop a

line to-day.

ot&oles
ifo

L^Comp&gnie JA&M Cote
ST.HYACINTHE, QUE.

gninjHwitj^ iiummwauiniHiBnnir,

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A mans Goodyear Welt with

imitation Ball Strap and
made in black and colored

calf. A beautiful shoe to re-

tail around $9.00.

¥ T is just as easy, to day, to get "service" when you place your order for

J, shoes for we sell service, rather than restricting our activities to the

cold proposition of buying and selling.

Branches all over Canada are placed advantageously for you — you can

buy direct and receive all the benefits of doing business with the jobber.

AMES - HOLDEN - McCREADY, LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE MONTREAL

HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 04007. "Pillow Welt".
A Patent Leather with tan
Suede Top and Brown But-
tons.

Wherever Merchants who are looking for increased

family trade have seen "Baby Walk" or Globe "Pillow

Welt" samples, they have ordered liberally.

A salesman will call, if you write us.

GLOBE SHOE, LIMITED
TERREBONNE - - QUE.

Montreal Office—11 St. James St. Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU
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"Hewetson"
Advertising
Will Help Wide Awake
Dealers in 1 922
The " HEWETSON " Advertising Campaign to the consumer,

will make known the good points of

The " Hewetson " Shoe
FOR CHILDREN

Canadian mothers and fathers will learn
about the True-to-Nature Last, the Solid
Leather Quality, the comfortable and dur-
able Oak Bend Soles, the Cushion Insole
of Felt and other features that make the
"Hewetson" the ideal shoe, for children.

To tie your store up to our national
advertising — to share in the prestige and
goodwill it will create — to cash in on
the demand it will produce — it will be
necessary for you to stock our shoes with
the "Hewetson" name stamped on the sole.

Our advertising will tell the consumer
to look on the sole for the "Hewetson"
name.

You should experience no difficulty in

buying our shoes bearing the "Hewetson"
name.

SOLD BY JOBBERS ONLY.

The sale of the "Hewetson" Shoe is not
confined to one jobber. Jobbers all over
Canada handle our line. They realize the

advantage of handling a nationally ad-
vertised product, and have promised co-

operation. J _,j£j

By ordering from the jobber serving

your territory, you are assured reasonably
rapid deliveries of the "Hewetson" Shoe.

You can quickly replenish your stocks of

sizes and styles that are running low.

SMALLER STOCKS, QUICKER
TURN-OVERS.

You will not have to carry as heavy
stocks or tie up as much capital as you
would if you had to order the "Hewetson"
Shoe from some distant point. You will

not have to miss sales through being out

of sizes, due to delays from long-distance

shipping. You will be able to make fre-

quent turn-overs and quick profits on the

"Hewetson" line.

Place your order now for the "Hewet-
son" Shoe with the name "Hewetson''

stamped on the sole. Remember: Our ad-

vertising to the consumer starts with 1922.

The "Hewetson" Welt (Made at Brampton). Baby Welts with
Velvet Soles in sizes 2 to 5. Children's Welts with Oak Bend Soles
in sizes 4 to 11, in all leathers.

The "Hewetson'' Pla Shu (Made at Acton). A full range from
Infants' to Misses", including Barefoots, Sport Oxfords, Slippers and
Jockey Boots.

J. W. Hewetson Co., Limited
"Shoemakers to Children"

Brampton, Ont, and Acton, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when, writing an advertise^-
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To
The
Trade

Now is the time for every

merchant to go strong after

the extra trade to be had

during the cold weather

season from featuring

GREAT WEST
COLDPROOF" FELTS

Felt footwear production reaches no higher standard anywhere than in the

making of "Coldproof" Felts. Our expert methods, from the making of

the felt to the finishing of the shoe, allow only the best of material and

workmanship to go into our products. With merchants from Coast to

Coast they have a long standing reputation as

with a stock of this strong selling line sufficient to meet the season's big

demand ? If not, get in touch with your Jobber at once and specify "Cold-

proof". We manufacture a full range for Men, Women and Children, for

indoor and outdoor wear.

If your Jobber cannot supply you write us and we will tell you who can.

THE GREAT WEST FELT CO., LIMITED
ELMIRA, - ONTARIO

excelling in Style, Fit and Wearing quality.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CLATWORTHY DISPLAY FIXTURES
Sell MORE Shoes

To make your store windows get the attention of all passers-by, display your shoes with the use of these

artistic fixtures. Their smart appearance lends character to your store. Supplied m all the period designs,

finished in Old Ivory or Roman Gold. Order a selection now and add to the attractiveness of your store for

the Fall and Winter Season. New illustrated catalogue sent on request.

A complete range of Plushers and materials for window draperies in a choice selection of shades.

CLATWORTHY & SON, LIMITED
TORONTO REPRESENTATIVES: CANADA

MONTREAL, E. O. Barette & Co., 301 St. James St. VANCOUVER, M. E. Hatt & Co., 318 Homer St.

QUEBF^. Nap. Debigare, 205 Des Fosses St. WINNIPEG, S. J. Barley, General Delivery.

Mention "Shoe wnd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A leather of excellent quality suit-

able for highest grade shoes.

BLACK
BEAUTY

Chrome
Patent Sides

The result of many years experience

in making Patent Leather. n
THE ROBSON LEATHER CO.

LIMITED

TANNERS and CURRIERS
OSHAWA CANADA

'^0°0°0°0°0»0°0»0°OoQ°0 oQ<»C>°^oO<»<>°<>°0<'0°<>oO°<>o<><'0°0°0°<^qOo"^r
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CALF AND KIP SIDES

STORM CALF
ALL COLORS

H. B. JOHNSTON & CO.
TORONTO, CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ASH PRIZE CONTEST
For The Shoe Retailer or Shoe Retail Employee

First Prize . . $15.00 Judged By The Editor

Second "
. . 10.00 of

If /
'

• i

Third & Fourth . 5.00 Shoe & Leather Journal

For The Best Answers To These Questions

WHY SHOULD THE SHOE RETAILERS THROUGHOUT CANADA
PREFER BUYING SHOES — FINDINGS — SLIPPERS — OVER-
GAITERS FROM US IN PREFERENCE TO OTHER WHOLESALERS ?

WITH ALL OUR ADVERTISING DO YOU BELIEVE OUR POLICY IS
THE BEST ? DO YOU KNOW OUR POLICY ?

DO YOU KNOW ANYTHING WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED FOR THE
BENEFIT OF CANADIAN SHOE RETAILERS ?

CONTEST

THE FOUR BEST ANSWERS WIN
Answers must be mailed not later than December 26th, 1921, to Contest
Department, Canadian-Shoes-Findings-Noveltv Co., 2 Trinitv Sq., Toronto,
Ont.

The four best answers will be published in the SHOE & LEATHER JOUR-
NAL in January issue.

Try and mane answers as concise as possible and write clearly.

CANADIAN - SHOES - FINDINGS - NOVELTY CO

All Correspondence

TORONTO to MONTREAL,
Toronto

2 Trinity Sq. "Head Office" 153 Peel St.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertise
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OUJtJN STOCK SERVICE DEPT.

I

Toronto, Ont., and Montreal, Que.

C.S.F. Regd.

Men's, Women's, Children's SLIPPERS
All Colors, Prices Best, Quality Guaranteed. Write for Samples

|
FEATURING

GRIFFIN POLISHES OF QUALITY — ALSO IN STOCK NUGGET — LION BRAND — WHITTE-
MORE BROS. — KELLY'S — (FAMOUS SILVER AND GOLD CLEANERS.)

i

:

1
1 Extra Profit Makers and Service

"TINTINE DYE" — 98 COLORS — DYES SATINS and SILKS, SLIPPERS and HOSE TO MATCH
EVENING GOWNS IN 10 MINUTES, PERMANENT — 500% PROFIT.

YOUR WELFARE DEPT.
SHOE LACES — INSOLES — FOOT APPLIANCES — MACHINES — BRUSHES VISCOL OIL — UP-
TO-DATE MERCHANDISE IN FINDINGS.

I || IN STOCK SPECIALS
OVERGAITERS CLEARING WHOLESALE 1921 COST.

(Now making to order only)

Many Shoe Merchants « Shoe Department Heads — are still in the SAME OLD GROOVE "trying to get"
SERVICE out of an old ancient wholesale house established in the year Columbus sailed to America —
NOW WE HAVE AN ORGANIZATION — Low Overhead — PEP — and are students of the shoe trade's
requirements 365 days per year. SERVICE, REASO NABLE PRICES. UP TO THE MINUTE MER-
CHANDISE WILL BRING YOU RESULTS — Ope 1 your account to-day with our house.

WISHES FOR 1922
OUR MONTREAL Que., BRANCH WISHES YOU A HAPPY SUCCESSFUL NEW YEARS. WE IN
TORONTO SAY THE SAME — MAY YOU PROSPER.

NO MATTER WHAT IT IS — we generally can supply it if connected with the shoe retail business. (Try
us and findent.) ^

CAN^f SHOES - FINDINGS - NOVELTY CO.
TORONTO MONTREAL,
2 Trinity, Sq. 153 Peel, St.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Real Sales Factor Which

Costs You Nothing

The Union Label on any merchandise is given preference

over the non-labelled article by more than 4,000,000

people.

Union made shoes- -stencilled with the stamp of the Boot

and Shoe Workers' Union—is a sales-factor which bears

great weight with this army of buyers and costs the retailer

nothing.

This label on the shoes you sell automatically expands

your market. Look for it, insist upon having it, show it to

your customers. They will understand its meaning.

Boot & Shoe Workers' Union
Affiliaed with the American Federation of Labor

246 SUMMER STREET - BOSTON, MASS
COLLIS LOVELY, Gen'l Pres't CHAS. L. BAINE, Gen'l Secy-Treas.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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KID
The Leather
for Fine Shoes

In all the prevailing colors

HAVANA BROWN
GRAY
WHITE
GOLDEN BROWN
CAMEL

At your service in

the prevailing

colo rs

It is part of our service-policy to en-

deavor to have on hand at all times

this poular Glazed Kid in the colors

that the shoe manufacturer needs to

follow Fashion's dictates.

Whether in White, Gray, Havana

Brown, Golden Brown, Camel, Cham-

pagne or any other color, VODE KID

is the same thoroughly-colored Glazed

Kid, made from good raw material

with painstaking care and conscien-

tious methods.

It's Standardized

THE STANDARD KID CO.
Boston, Mass.

r :» c' f»s iii New York, Philadelphia, Cin-

v'nn»H, V\th'iigi)< St. Louis and Montreal.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writinp am advertiser
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ROBERT H. FOERDERER
PHILADELPHIA incorporated PENN., U.S.A.

Mention "Shoe cmd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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AT THE FRONT
Famo Glared Kid

WHEREVER good shoes are

known and genuinely stylish

leathers appreciated, there you

find FAMO KID at the front.

FOREMOST in cutting economies,

in style effect, and in durability,

it stands pre-eminent as the all-

round practical leather to bring credit

to your product.

HENWOOD & NOWAK, INC.
Tannery at Wilmington, Del.

General Offices: 95 South St., Boston

.

'

, Canadian Representative:

R: Br Bennet & Co., Room 32, 70 Lombard St., Toronto.

Phone Main 4016w

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" vohm writing an advertiier
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FIFTY YEARS PROdIcING HONEST LEATHERS

ereis onig^

PATEN
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REGISTERED T^<J

TRADE MARK

c
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MADE BY

i^/D MFG. CO

MERTONING CQ<

OfflFWAND SIDES

SHEEP SKINS CHROME SOLE COTTON FINDINGS

12 9' SOUTH STREET , BOSTON . MASS.
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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High Shoes

In Stock

5019. Woman's wide ankle Black Vici

Kid Bal. Welt. Last 92 E. wide. Si-

tes 2% -7.

Price $6.15

By every standard of comparaison
Strider Shoes are better.

The Demand for High Shoes is Here

From all over Canada we are receiving urgent

calls for high shoes, which we can satisfy because

we anticipated and met the condition by keeping

the "In Stock Department" up to the minute.

These shoes are carefully made in the regular way
— a fine product for your better trade.

We Now Have a Dozen Lines of High Shoes for Immediate Shipment.

You can benefit by this service if you will use it.

You get immediate shipment, your orders are

light, you keep your sizes full — and we take the

risk. Whether or not you have ever used this

department, which we opened two years ago, write

us now.

Writo for colored folder and price lists showing all these lines.

It will pay you.

EAGLE SHOE CO., LIMITED
587 BEAUDRY ST., MONTREAL

.6003. Men's Welt. Black, Vici Kid Bal
Solid leather. Single sole. 60 Last.
C wide, 5-10. D wide, 6-11.

Price $6.75

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an a&vvrtiner
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UPPER LEATHER
BARK, CHROME, RETANNED

SPLITS
WAX, FLEXIBLE, OOZE

We Solicit Your Enquiries for Leather that has Stood the Test of Time

OUR AGENCIES
PERCY J. MILBURN, 252 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal, P.Q.

RICHARD FRERES, 553 St. Valier St., Quebec, P.Q.

A. DAVIS & SON, LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

CORRUGATED
AND

FIBRE

Shipping Containers
"A Case for Every Requirement"

Corrugated Paper Box Company, Limited

TORONTO CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when toriting an advertiser
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THE STANDARD, IN DOOR and OUTDOOR WARM
FOOTWEAR FOR THE WHOLE CANADIAN FAMILY,
MADE IN RICH DARK COLORS OF RED, BROWN,
GREEN, NAVY, WINE, GREY and BLACK, and in

; DELICATE SHADES of PALE BLUE, OLD ROSE,———FAWN and PEARL.—
MADE BY THE COBURG FELT CO.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING CANADIAN SHOE JOBBERS

ROVER RED
Leading Shade

for

Spring 1 922
for

Men's and Women's Shoes

COLLIS LEATHER CO., Limited
AURORA, ONTARIO CANADA

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A SELLING
Staple Shoe
—has workmanship which can be relied

upon.

—has materials that assure satisfactory
service.

—hr.s just enough style.

—has moderate price.

That's

The Peterboro Shoe

Distributors for

Maple Leaf Brand Rubbers

Fleet Foot Outing Shoes

B. F. Ackerman, Son & Co., Limited
PETERBORO, ONT. Western Branch, REGINA, SASK.

MAKERS OF THE "PETERBORO" SHOE

HYDRO CITY SHOES
With the good workmanship, dependable

materials and dollar for dollar value as em-

bodied in Hydro City Shoes it is easy to

understand why they are the SELLING line

in staple footwear these days.

Hydro City Shoes added to your lines now
will produce good business during the com-

ing winter months.

Hydro City Shoe Manufacturers
Solid All Leather Shoes

Kitchener, Ontario

Limited

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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" DEPENDABILITY "

A WATCHWORD throughout our organization that applies alike to the
** quality of our materials and of our service.

SOLUBLE COTTON COTTON SOLUTIONS
PATENT LEATHER SOLUTIONS SOLVENT THINNERS
AMTL ACETATE ETHYL ACETATE

REFINED FUSEL OIL

Prompt Shipment from Chicago or Boston.

AN SOHAACK
CHE;^,ICifkiL W
3358 ^^^^'PKle.Mve C HI CAG O ~ U • S«A

Landis Outfits are Money Makers
Landis Stitchers and Finishers are unequalled in quality, the

prices are reasonable and the terms easy.

We have many models of Stitchers and Finishers. Write for

complete Catalogue with price and terms. .

i J* n/i i_* N°- 1515 25th st -

JLandis Machine Uo. st. louis, u s a.

Landis No. 12 Shoe Stitcher

Sold Outright. No Royalty.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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iMMM BjajBjamja

McKAY
efi>OCHTON. MA^

Making Good Welting Over 25 Years
That's one reason why shoe manufacturers like our Goodyear and McKay
Welting. It is always good and therefore always dependable. We never
let down our high standards of quality, workmanship, and service. Get
some samples of our welting from us and see whether it meets your
standards. We are confident it will.

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
INCORPORATED

69 Crescent Street, Brockton, Mass.

Department of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Massr SALES OFFICES:
BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA, Southwest Corner Fifth and Arch Streets; CINCINNATI. 410

East Eighth Street; CHICAGO. 305 West Lake Street; ST. LOUIS, No. 1419 Ollv* St.,
ROCHESTER, N.Y.. 22 Andrews St.; NEW YORK CITY. 33 Spruce Street.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND, Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton, 4 Albion St., Leicester.

FRANCE: Louis Dubois, 47 Rue des Petltes Ecurles, Paris.

X
1

1

YALE SHOES
High Grade McKays for Men

and Boys and Popular
Juvenile Lines

Yale shoes are every day gaining a wider reputation as trade winners.

Values that the people are demanding to-day — Styles that the most exact-

ing approve of — good sterling quality that comes from high standards of

shoemaking— are Yale features that give Yale dealers a distinct advantage
in making sales and building trade.'

If unaquainted with the merits of Yales shoes try them out now in your
present Season's selling.

The Yale Shoe Mfg. Co., Limited
Gait - - - Ontario

Mention "Slide (vml Leutlur Journal" when writing an~adFertiser
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ust like handing you
so many' customer;

tkat kas
livened t£e
Step oft&e
entire
Dominion

If your customers "slip in" to your store, don't

let them "slip out" without a pair of

Maltese Cross
SCOOP
HEELS

to prevent them from "slipping down" on the wet or

icy walks. When the weather is fine is the time to put the

heels on— "Prevention is—", you know the rest.

Gutta Percha & Rubber, Limited
Head Offices and Factory, TORONTO.

Branches in all Leading: Canadian Cities.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Highest Grade Mens Turn Slippers Made in Canada

RmA mi<? from E01151—Blk. Morocco Opera Slipper. . . .$4.00

E02/151—Green Morocco Opera Slipper. . . 4.25

;,T|_[C TWO MAPS E03/151—Red Morocco Opera Slipper . . . . 4.25g^inc i ww ivi^av.^
E04 151—Bro. Kid Opera Slipper 3.90

Ottawa E05/151—Bro. Kid Everett Slipper. . . . . 2.50

^06/151—Bo. Kid Romeo Slipper 4.75
"Dear Sirs :

Enclosed please find order for one ca.s< Subject to 5% Discount
Men's Kid Slippers same as shipment just

jn j0^g Qf 24 prs> Made
received, which are quite satisfactory. Plea- • . . c:~oC nno
se give us shipmen t as soon as possiUc and J u

Sizes, one

oblige." width.

Geo. A. SLATER, Limited

MONTREAL
Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Office of Publication

545-549 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Acton Publishing Company, Limited
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TO ADVERTISERS
The paiV circulation of theSHOE AND LEATHER
JOURN/iL is more than doable that oi any other
shoe publication in Canada, and exceeds the com-
bined p;iid lists of all other Shoe Trade papers
circulating in this country.

SAWING WOOD

THESE are days when the arm-chair business expert wags his head and works his jaw over-

time. Reams of editorial advice are being handed out to those in the front of the com-

mercial fight by men who have never made a pair oi shoes or fitted them on the feet of

a recalcitrant customer.

In the meantime, as in all great crises, whether in business or other spheres, there are

men meeting the situation successfully, who a re making iittle noise outside the steady swish

of the bucksaw to which their hands and eyes are persistently glued. The question "How to

get business?" is receiving a practical answer by those who go after it with all the brains and

brawn that can be put into the job.

There is no doubt that business today demands much more intelligent and determined

effort than it did when buyers were more plentiful, and less exacting, and those who are afraid

of hard work or stint the midnight oil, may be quite sure that they will find themselves

amongst the "also rans".

"Mind your own business" is a good motto for the business man just now, whether he

be wholesaler or retailer. The use of the knife on extravagance, putting the curb on speculative

buying and a relentless driving of sales, will still work wonders in any business.

The Duke of Wellington was once asked if he thought British soldiers were bravet

than others and replied, "No; but they are brave five mmutes longer". It is the man who

stays with the game just a little longer than his competitor who wins.

Stay with it, Brother!
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In the

Market Place
Business Conditions Noted in Re-

tail, Wholesale and Manufacturing

Fields.

The progress of general is conditions towards

what might be called normal; remains slow. But evidence

of jjrogress continues to accumulate. The arrival of the

winter buying season finds the people opening their purses

to a greater extent, following the stimulus of lower prices

on nearly all lines. Apparently there is not going to be any
material change in values for some time, and all indica-

tions point to a possible slight increase in prices of many
lines, rather than a decrease. Continued pressure on the

part of the public >vill on doubt have the effect of reducing

values slowly, and this process is likely to extend over a

period sufficiently long to obviate any dangerous crisis, or

any such marked depression as that through which we have

been passing. The turn of the year, when inventories are

taken, is usually marked by a slackening of el' fort, followed

by clean up sales, and a revival of business activity. There
is no apparent reason why this should not occur this season.

The confidence of the public in prices is returning, the

Christmas season stirs up the buying impulse, and season-

able goods, at reasonable prices should move continually in

a freer manner. The conference at Washington is tending

to revive the faith between the various nations, and while

limitation of armaments affects certain business, which
have looked to naval programmes, for a livelihood, the

general effect is to stabilize all lines of industry and put

them on a basis of confidence. All nations of the world

are finding trouble in meeting present conditions, and the

thoughts expressed in the press of every country follow

along strikingly similar lines. The same improvement in

business is noted, and the same impatience. The problem
of revival of business is therefore being attacked from so

many different angles that results are bound to ensue.

..Retail Trade.

Retail shoe t~ade has its ups and downs these days

depending on the weather. But with winter weather in

sight, and sufficient rain and snow, in general, the activity

of the trade is in marked contrast with that of the early

fall. Rubbers, spats, and heavy goods in general hold the

centre of the stage. And with the spat season, the demand
for oxfords has increased to a great extent. Last spring

some dealers said the spat craze was gone, and that they

would not buy for this year. It is only to be hoped that

they changed their minds, as otherwise they will have lost

some nice business. As was also predicted, the women
prefer the fit of oxfords under spats, to that of "the strap

shoe. Oxfords also go better with the heather stockings,

though quite a number of strap shoes are seen with the

latter. As a consequence, retailer- report quite a run on

oxfords in brown and black calf and kid. the preference

being for the simple types. High boots are also receiving

their share of interest in black and brown kid. with sonic

calf boots also mo 1 nig. Rubbers have been in good demand.

(concluded on page 49)

Steady

Plugging

Makes

the

Pile

Grow

STEADY WORK MAKES THE TILE GEOW.
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THE FUN OF BUSINESS

By Dr. Frank Crane

The happiest man in the world is the one who is doing what he's always

wanted to do and making it pay.

There are all sorts of reasons for carrying on a business, but the best rea-

son is, because you like it.

Fun is a good deal a matter of habit, and of point of view.

And if you get into the way of finding your joy in life in the game of busi-

ness you will discover as much joy there as you would if you gave yourself up

entirely to golf

It is as interesting to make tack hammers and sell overalls as it is to play

pinochle or polo, if you look at it that way.

The fact is, Business is Self Expression.

And that is all any kind of fun is, from leap frog to base ball.

A child is happy when he stretches his legs, expands his lungs and sharpens

his wits playing hide and seek. And a merchant is happy when he plays the great

game of buying and seeling, because it interests him, while hide and seek does not.

For in all business is a dash of adventure. We have to take chances. There

are no sure things, outside of the pages of stock-jobbing literature and Monte Carlo.

Every deal is an adventure. Business men are always standing in the doubt

ful ridges of the battle.

Which makes it as interesting as poker.

And, take it by and large, it's a fair game, and, played honestly, both sides

stand to win.

Business is the most wholesome occupation in which a healthy man can en-

gage, and has in it more resources of enjoyment.

Because the business man is the Servant of the people.

He is not merely feathering his own nest, he is not grafting, but he is do-

ing something for the people they want done.

And the man who best Serves is the man who has the best exuse for living.

As a rule, business men are the soundest minded, least egotistic, least given

to bunk and humbug, and altogether the most wholesome and cheerful kind of folks

I have ever met, and I have mixed around some with kings, nobles, artists, poets and

priests

If there is going to be any jury on the Day of Judgment, I hope it will be

made up of men who worked hard all their lives. Such a jury would come nearer

handing ©ut even justiee than any other sort of jury.
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CHRISTMAS ADVERTISING
Helpful Pointers on Holiday Publicity. The Time of the Year for

Definite Purposeful Advertising. Hints on Effective Display

It is not absolutely necessary to go to any great expense in connection with Christmas an-

nouncements although ads, as well as the display windows should take on to a considerable

extent, the character of the Festive eason and breathe its spirit. A sprig or two of holly, a corj

ner piece of Christmas bells or a bust of Santa Clans will usually fulfill the purjxxse of enlivening

the text satisfactorily.

The main purpose of a Christmas announcement should be to bring to the attention of readers

to goods suitable for holiday gifts. As with all advertising, the main object should be to sell

goods. It is all very well to extend to your customers seasonable compliments and it is only

right that your advertising should manifest throughout the Christmas spirit, but after all you
spend your money on newspapers to bring trade and unless the advertisement serves this pur-

pose it represents time money and effort largely thrown away. People at this time of the year
are grateful for suggestions as to gifts, and if you can help them out in any way, they will ap-

preciate it and your store will reap the benefit.

On account o fthe fact that people are looking for help-

ful pointers in the distribution of their gifts, advertising

should be even more definite during the holiday season than

at any other time. It is therefore not much use dilating upon

the- results of staple footwear or spinning out arguments on

the attractiveness of bargains to be found in your store,

although the same .advertisement may sometimes be used t'>

indicate Christmas specialties and everyday needs.

XMAS SUGGESTIONS
CAN'T WE HELP YOU WITH YOUR XMAS

SHOPPING?

Here are just a few ideas

:

Spats
Rubbers
Moccasins
Evening Slippers

Natty Street Shoes
Sturdy School Boots
Cosy Bedroom Slippers

Comfortable House Shoes

Come in any time and look around and make
this store your resting place when up town.

Watch Window for Christmas Suggestions

The

Copeland Shoe Store

We give herewith a small double colum advertisement of

a Fredericton shoe dealer who has listed for readers, a num-
ber) of lines that may suit their requirements for holiday
gifts. It covers the ground very fully and very simply, and
will no doubt prove effective. It might been unproved, how-
ever, by the addition, of a sprig of holly or a medallion of

Old Santa Clans at the top. It is wonderful how a little thing
like this will eateh the eye and drive home the idea. The
advertisement on accou.n1 of its size, hardly admits of cuts,

but undoubtedly the illustration of a slipper or hockey
boot in the centre of the announcement or on the left side,

with the names of lines along the right side of the ad.
might perhaps have doubled its pulling power.

I These Christmas ads should be first of all attractive, am?
to this end, a little more space may be required than for an
ordinary straight announcement. Cuts are always effective

and as definiteness. is particularly essential in picking oiy
'ines for Christmas gifts, it would seem that there is even
greater necessity for their use, although with limited space
at his disposal, a dealer may draw customers to his store by
merely mentioning the various specialties. Price is also a

considerable factor when people are figuring up just what
money they have to spend on their holiday giving and what
they feel like devoting to each individual on their list. Put-

yourself in the position of the prospective purchaser or

figure it from your own standpoint, and you will %ee the de-

sirability of making the announcement as full as possible,

not only with regard to the goods, but price.

\\'e reproduce one <| ii irter the original size, herewith a

.'our column advertisement, nine inches deep, used in the
Toronto papers by the Simpson Co. the Inst week of November.
It will be seen that it fills the bill in almost every respect,

along the lines suggested. It covers a very full range of

Christmas specialties, fully illustrated and described with
liriees' attached. No one can escape its forceful suggestive*
"ess. and although it may be somewhat crowded, it should
peach the mark. It could have been Improved by a corner
piece with the smiling features of Old Santa, although the
holly border gives it the touch of a regular Christmas an-
nouncement.

We should s iy for the average town dealer that a three
column advertisement, four or five inches deep, ought to be
quite sufficient for an effective Christmas announcement

Simpson's for Slippers
|

- X
I

X

X

I

x

I

with cuts. A double column of this depth might even do.

which might be extended to six inches. The Shoe and Leather

Journal will be glad to place at the disposal of its subscri-

bers, its service department both with regard to lay-out and
cuts, and supply electros for decorative purposes at the elec-

tiotypers cost for same.
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A Unified

Shoe Industry
A Possible Development of the

Association Work in Canada.

Perhaps the chief problem that has to be met by any

trade organization is that of sustained effort on the part

cf tho-e entrust in I with the executive office-;. It has been

the 111 story of association work in ami out of the shoe in-

dustry of Canada and other countries that success has de-

pended on a small group of faithful workers, who have

carried the burden of the whole trade. This has been true

of the ational Shoe Retailers' Association of Canaa since

its inception.

In the first place, let it he acknowledged that there js

a function, and p.n extremely important one, for Na-

tional body of retail shoe dealers to perform. It has

justified its existence time and again during the past few

years, -when history has been made in a rapid and startling

fashion. The membership of five hundred is representative

of the leaders in the field in Canada, and while in some

ways that number may appear small, when the age of the

organization is considered, and a'lso the vast extent of

country to lie covered, the achievement is highly creditahle.

Comparison of proportionate membership with similar or-

ganizations in other countries, notably the United State.-,

shows the Canadian organization in a very favorable light.

As we have frequently stated, local organizations fill

an important place in their respective communities'; but

they are only feasible in the larger centres. And when
concerted action is required, they, as well as the dealer who
is comparatively isolated1

, must have a central and National

body to which thev can look for adequate representation.

Had the National Association not been in existence during

the last few years, the shoe dealers id' Canada would have

been without any body of men who could speak for the trade

as a AVhole. And had it been necessary to wait for a Na-
tional organization to he involved over a period of years

from local associations, the process would have been slow

at be«t. and very doubtful of ultimate consummation-

Meanwhile, many valuable opportunities would have been

lost throngh lack of an organization competent to handle

the problems as they arose,

Tt is Highly desirable that any organization, if it is to

expand' and to fulfil its mission, should have to some ex-

tent, a permanent staff; That necessitates a paid staff, and
consequently a reasonable large financial income with

which to meet current expenses. Accordingly at that point,

manv association- encounter a problem they cannot solve.

At the convention of the N.S.R.A. last July, the

question was discussed, but the expenditures involved aip<

peared bevond the nurse of the association, while if was
not denmerT advisable to raise the fees at present. So the

"wifh'nxr horses*" — with all due deference to the hard

working loyal grouip of men so designated — took hold

a°'ain "Rut nrobl^nns of membership, development of acti-

vities already under way, and the consideration of new
fifbl«. en 1

! for time and energy from men who already have

tbei^ bands ill with the demands of their own business, rrt

a period when unremitting attention is necessary

.

Manv .people have the idea that an association runs

it,«elf. ' And some have believed that an association was for

the .si'noaV pu^po^e of an annual iamborec. "Rut bitter ex-

perienicn haK shown that the mortality is high in organiza-

tions that are left to drift along, or who exist for one an-

nual gathering only. The successful trade organization.-:

in all 'countries are those that have justified their existence:
that have carried on through the entire year, and held an
annual gathering of a strictly business nature- Further,
such organizations have had a permanent headquarters
staff, and it has been their history that their members ba\e
been educated to pay what might be considered high mem-
bership fees, but which the members' actually feel are a
sound investment for which they receive more than
adequate return.

These organizations among other features deal witb
legislative matters, educational methods, exchange of infor-
mation of a character not strictly confidential, and in short
render a constant and valuable service to their members.
And that is the goal of the National Shoe Retailers'' As-
sociation of Canada. The obstacles between the present
position of the Association and that end, are by no means
insurmountable

; all that they entail is hard, concentrated
•efforts on the part of the officers, and loyal support of

the trade throughout the country.

There is an organization in, Canada, called the Retail
Merchants Association, which, in its own field has bee;
and is doing valuable work. Rut it is not necessarily for

shoe retailers. And the shoe retailer must primarily hav.-*

regard for his own trade. That association looks, quite
naturally at the large body of retail shoe dealers 'in Canada,
with covetous eyes. Tf they as a body could be swung into
membership in the Retail Merchants Association.' their
members would certainly add weight and prestige. So the
suggestion is made that this union be accomplished.

Leaders of thought in the ishoe trade do not look with
favor on the idea. "What will shoe merchants, as such,
gain from that association?"' they ask. The answer is ob-
v'ouslv, "Very little, indeed." -Then why should the Na-
tional Shoe Retailers' Association, by merger with a hetero-
geneous body, lose its identity, and lose the results of the
work done since its organization ? The most difficult phase
has been passed, that of organization and primary develop-'
ment, All that is needed to carry the Association to an a»
suired and permanent success is a final strong push to carry
it over the hill- By all means local and national organiza-
tions should cooperate with bodies such as the Retail Mer-
chants Association but for them to merge with it. and lose

their identity and the advantages that go with it would, at
this stage, be nothing short of folly.

Another way opens no that should be full of promise.
The success of the Shoe Manufacturers Association of Ca-
nada is based on its permanent organisation. And there is

no gain-saving the fact that more tangible results have
been obtained since a permanent office staff, secretary, and
manager were appointed than could have been achieved bv
an organization composed entirely of volunteers. The
Wholesale Shoe Trade of Canada have recognized that fact,

and their plans point ahunr similar lines. With the result

that it has been suggested that the- wholesale organization
utilize the same office staff as the manufacturers, so that
this expense would be less to both organizations than with
separate staffs.

If equitable arrangements could be made, and all par-
ties were agreeable, the interests of the retail trade and of
the National Shoo Retailers' Association would undoubted..
ly be furthered bv the same staff undertaking their detail

work in addition i,, thai of the wholesale and manufactur-
ing branches. The housing of the office-: of the three bran-
ches of the trade under one roof presents a picture, the
advantages of which outweigh by far any disadvantages
that might be urged.

(concluded on page 50
s

/
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Smuggling

and Dumping
Some Aspects of Subjets Close to

Many Canadian Retailers and Man-

ufacturers.

Wherever two or 'three shoe retailers are gathered to-

gether, and particularly when one of them is from a town

situated close to the border line between Canada and our

neighbor to the south, the question of smuggling of shoes

is likely to come up. The average man or woman, who may

be a regular attendant at church, and follow the straight

and narrow path of rectitude in his intercourse with his

fellow men, looks on the government as fair game. An 1

customs duties, so far as individuals are concerned, are

more observed in their evasion, than otherwise, when it,

comes to personal wearing apparel. There appears to be a

peculiar fascination in buying something in another coun-

try, and a particular aversion to paving any tribute to a

government on those purchase.

One interesting feature of the whole business i< that

rhe goods smuggled may not have any particular advantage

in price or quality over similar goods obtainable at home.

It is a fact that American women like to shop in Canadian

cities, and vice versa. Possibly it is the novelty combined

with the excitement that causes a lot of this trade.

Be that as it may. the practice, as applied to shoe:-,

hits retailers in border cities fairly ban!, and they are

continually on the look out for somes means of suppressing

such traffic. At the present time, when retailers, whole-

salers and manufacturers in both countries are utilizing

every possible means of promoting and maintaining busi-

ness, prices are being cut in all quarters. Consequently,

some entincing bargains are offered and as prices in Amer-

ican funds have been ruling generally lower than in Can-

ada, a considerable number of shoes are finding their way

into Canada, bought in American cities and worn into this

country. The National Shoe Retailers Association has

taken the matter up with the government, hut aside from

more strict supervision at the border., nothing can he done.

Curiously enough, the greatest complaint is with re-

gard to men's shoes. In certain classes of shoes, mass pro-

duction, and lower raw materials make it difficult for

Canadian producers to meet American prices. But in the

finer types of shoe, Canadian prices are well in line with

American prices. So that much of the remedy lies in the

retailer educating his public as to the quality of Canadian
shoes, and making Irs prices compare favorably with retail

prices in cities across the line.

The Manufacturer's Problem.

The manufacturer is also keeping his weather eye open
against unfair competition on imported goods. At present

a tariff protection exists in the form of a duty of thirty

per cent from the United States, or twenty per cent from
Great Britain on nearly all shoes, though there is a lower

rate of twenty per cent or sevention and one half per cent

on nailed or unsewn shoes. Tim, together with a premium
of nearly ten per cent on United States funds would appear
to make it difficult or impossible for foreign shoes to enter

Canada in competition with Canadian goods of a similar

character. That it does so is shown by the claim that 95
per cent of the shoes sold in Canada are of Canadian
manufacture.

Dumping.

But the man on the street asks "What is there t©

prevent a foreign manufacturer from selling Canadian
importers at a figure low enough to offset duty and ex-

change ?" And that is where the "dumping clause" comes
in. A recent occasion caused the Shoe and Leather Journal

to seek information on some points, and it seemed to ug'

that the average retailer or manufacturer might be in-

terested how it works out. At a time when we hear ex-

tremely low prices quoted, and the $5.00 shoe spoken of

as a familiar friend, though he has not been here in re-

putable company, Canadian shoemen are likely to conjure

up visions of a flooded market and ultimate win.

The customs department demands on all goods im-

ported an invoice which carries two columns, one headed

"Fair market value as sold for home consumption at time

shipped", and the other, "Selling price to purchaser in

Canada". Normally these two prices would be the same.

Any difference up to five per cent is disregarded. But any
difference above that is regarded as "dumping" and a

special duty, amounting to the total difference up to fif-

teen per cent is charged. Above that point no special duty

i charged, probably because it would be unnecessary.

Let us see how it works out in an hypothetical case.

Suppose a man import- shoes valued for home consump-
tion at six dollars per pair, but which he has bought at

five dollars per pair; The difference is one dollar, or

16 2/3 % of six dollars. He pays his duty of $1.80, and
fifteen per cent special duty, which is 90c, or a total duty

of $2.70 plus ten per cent exchange on five dollars, making
o total premium of $3.20 per pair on the shoes he has im-

ported. Provision is made that the exporter certifies that

the above figures are correct, and falsification of invoices

is a serious offence. So that he is obliged to declare that

'he goods are "dumped". As a furtheur precaution in

times when goods are liable to be slaughtered, and the

price "for home consumption" to be lower than cost, a

'•ecent ruling of the government provides that exporter-

hall certify that the "fair market value is not less th. 1.:'

the actual cost of production of similar goods at said time

and place, plus a reasonable profit thereon". So that the

road to importation of dioe< i< made thorny for the im-

porter and amply protective to the manufacture in Can-
ada, provided his prices do not get altogether out of line

ivith those of other countries.

An Individual Problem.

The question of buying and using Canadian shoes is

one for decision by each individual. Provided that fair

prices are charged by manufacturer or retailer, it goes

without saying- that every citizen should patronize the in-

dustries of his own country, whether that countrv be

Canada or any other. But where goods are not produced

economically or sold on a fair ha^is, then the importati^
o,' similar goods is amply justified. The Backbone of ths

'Atade-'u-Canada" movcm nt is the fact that employment
to Canadian workmen and distributors makes for the

greater pro c peritv of the country. But when patriotism

hits a man's pocket, a struggle is bound to follow, and in

these days many feel that the end justifies the mean-,

when it is a ca ce of keeping one's head above water.

On the other hand, the small dealer i« supported by

Canadian manufacturers and wholesalers. He cannot im-

port good« in large quantities, and cannot obtain foreign

credits : so he is under a handicap as against his larger

and wealthier competitors. So that it is up to him to back

up Canadian producers, and te Canadian praduesrs •

protect him.
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The Relation of Goods
to Advertising

Why Some Advertisers Are More
Successful than Others — Know-
ledge of Goods Essential.

Mr. Herbert N. Casson, one of Great Britain's leading

advertising and merchandising experts, has been writing

a series of articles on advertising for "Forbes Magazine".
Jn the following he has something to say that can be

directly applied by the Canadian shoe trade :

—

"This tip is another way of saying
—"Know your

goods." It also points out the best way of securing this

knowledge.

The common fault of much advertising, and sales-

manship, too, is sheer IGNORANCE. The advertising-

writers and sales persons simply don't know what they are

talking about.

They have little or no knowledge of the goods they are

trying to sell. They are only babling "nice"; "best";

"cheap"; "pretty"; "bargain"; "latest"; and many other

such words that have lost their force long ago.

The bast bulk of sales people are, as everybody

knows, untrained amateurs, who are quite unfit to stand

behind a counter and give an intelligent service to the

public. The flood of girls into our shops are seldom ambi
tious, and still more seldom loyal. They regard a job as a

temporary hardship; and consequently they are careless

and indifferent. They toss goods upon the counter as

1 bough they were selling dead cats. Their attitude toward

their own goods is one of dislike tempered with patience.

The only thing they know clearly is the price; and if a

customer does not buy quickly, and hand over his money
be is a bore and a nuisance.

That is the usual thing, which, like most usual things,

is not good enough.

Now, one of the objects of advertising is the educa-

tion of the public and the sales people, both as to what

QUALITY means.

Advertising, when properly done, is STAFF TRAIN-
ING—how few advertisers think of that!

Advertising not only brings the public to your shop.

It does more. It teaches your shop assistants what to say.

It prepares them to deal with the public-

In fact, if a merchant wants to put his whole busi-

ness on right lines he must link together the buying, the

advertising and the selling of his goods.

The right process is as follows

:

(1) The buyer writes down a detailed description

of the goods that he buys. He asks the manufacturer for

the points of quality. He writes these in an "advertising

data book".

(>) This data book goes to the advertising writer,

who takes the facts and works them up into professional

advertisements.

( 3 ) The advertisements go to the shop assistants at

9.15 every morning. They are studied by the shop assis-

tants; memorized as far as possible.

Such is a proper INTERLOCKING of buying, ad-

vertising and selling. It is the technique of good sales-

manship and shows how indispensable it is to have a

skilled advertising service.

The trouble in almost every shop is that THE SALES
PEOPLE STOP LEARNING.

They do not keep pace with the goods. They do not
learn the NEW points of quality. They are not in touch

with their own merchandise, and they cannot describe it

properly to customers.

Some shop assistants depend on manner or magnetism
or personality. Some depend on mere briskness. Others
—those over 50—depend on dignity.

But nothing can take the place of a KNOWLEDGE
OF THE GOODS.

If you don't know what you're selling, you are sure to

miss sales. And your knowledge must be up-to-date.

It is amazing how little the average merchant or shop
assistant knows about his own goods. How many people,

selling woolen goods, can tell you the difference between
a woolen and a cotton fibre? How many people, selling

collars, can tell you how a collar is made? How many
people,, selling razors, can tell you how the blades 'are

tempered ?

Is it not true that most goods are sold stupidly and
advertised stupidly, by people who don't know practical

way to change this absurd situation is to describe the goods

correctly in the advertisement, and to use the advertise-

ments to instruct the sales people.

The POINTS OF QUALITY ! What are they? How
can they best he displayed? How can the goods be proved

to be worth a - little more than theprice? These are the

vital questions of saSTelsmanteh^ip, and nk> fluency—no
glibness—no briskness, will make up for the neglect of

them. To show exactly what 1 mean, here are a few ex-

tracts from professional advertisements, which give the

quality points of the goods.

Vapor Oil Stoves.

A 3!/2 lb. chicken will roast tender as butter in 70

minutes by actual test. Biscuits require 12 minutes. Toast

require 8 minutes. This stove burns like a gas range. It

gives two rings of intense flame instead of one. It saves

25 per cent of fuel and gives 19 hours' heat from one

gallon of oil.

Gillette- Eazor.

The new improved Gillette' lias a Fulcrum Shoulder,

Overhanging Cap. Channeled Guard, Automatic Adjust-

ment and Diamond Knurled Handle. These improvements

means a finer shave, longer service and more shaves from

your blades.

Glaxo.

During the month of September, in Rotherham, 240

babies under one year were fed on Glaxo, and only 1 died.

Glaxo is not a secret mixture of starch, flour, or malt, but

fresh milk, with cream and milk-sugar added. The water,

which is the germ-carrier, is driven off by the Glaxo Pro-

cess, so that the dried milk is bacterially pure.

Palmolive Shaving Cream.

Multiplies itself in lather 250 times and la>ts for 10

minutes. Softens the beard in one minute. Contains a

blend of palm and olive oils,, that soothes the skin. We
tested 130 formulas before we perfected this Cream.

In the above advertisements the copy consists of

FACTS, not TALK. These advertisements could not have

been written by a man who had never seen the goods.

Such advertising convinces those who read it. Tt i>ives

the news of the goods.

This type of advertising is as rare, almost, as four-

leafed shanisocks. Often you may look over 50 advertise-

ments, and not see one that really DESCRIBES the

goods.

Most advertisements are not really descriptive, as they

aught to be. They are enthusiastic, flattering, and hc<oo

ching; but they arc certainly not descriptive.
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Made in Gait

Exposition
It will not be the fault of the manufacturers of 'Gait,

Ontario, if prosperity remain- lurking around the corner.

With energy characteristic of that enterprising city, a

Made-in-Gait Exposition was staged during the week of

november 1 2th to 19th 'that was a success from every angle.

The -manufacturing activities of Gait comprise a. wide and
varied list of products, not the least important of which is

shoes, so that over seventy concerns had exhibits, among
w.lr'ch were the four shoe manufrehiring establishment* of

the citv. It was found necessary to use the skating rink in

Prominent in the exposition activities, particularly ae

chairman of the publicity committee, was Mr. W. G. Falb-n.

the popular -ale, manager of Getty and Scott, Ltd.

i bis firm had a very attractive exhibit, the background
of which was white lattice-work. Handsome floor lamps,
and wickers chairs helped to set off the show cases and
d -play table-, while colored skins were used as drapes. A
unique feature was a young lady dressed in a green and
white kid suit, with green stokings and white kid "Classic*

: Evening slippers in one and two strap effects, with
beaded prnaanenits and buckles were shown in brown ami
Mack 'satin. Patents. ki.K and suedes were also shown. A
no'Veity so n was a one -trap shoe of Persian baby lamb
baity lamb in black, brown and grey with -mede trimmirsr-.

Tin v a'-M showed a range of their "Foot Trainer" in imita-

Exhibit of

Getty & Scott

Limited

addition to -the curling rink. The buildings were beauti-

fully decorated with flag- and bunting in patriotic colors,

bleat was circulated in both buildings which made them
comfortable. In the purling rink a band dispensed mu-n
every evening, while inuisic was provided for dancing in the

skating rink. Tn point of attendance the exposition we -

quite successful, as the average daily attendance was w< II

o~\ or the three thousand mark.

tioa brogue effect, as well as their "Tru-trod" footwear in

full range.

(fait Shoe Company's exhibit comprised about one
hundred.and twenty samples of the "Eclipse" shoe. The
background of the booth was quite effective, represent i n <r

a- it did a sky with an illuminated quarter moon. Hand ome
floor lamps, -how rases and furniture, with draped skins

set off tin' display of footwear.

Exhibit of

Gait Shoe Co.,

Limited
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VIEW OF MANUFACTURING SECTION OF GALT.

Youths' shoes in 'brogue style oif fine black and brown
kips, and youths' bals and bluchers in brown and black

were shown. A varied h'ne for growing girls included high-

cuts and oxfords in black and brown calf. Sport oxfords

showed various combinations such as white and black kid

and buck, unci brown and white. One and two strap low

shoes for growing girls, as well as black and brown oxfords

with ball strap or imitation baflfl strap were also shown.

Their children's lines included patent ties and Mary
Janes, patent shoes with suede tops, patent with red kid

buttoned tops. Some very attractive children's bare-foot

sandals in patent were also exhibited.

Scroggins Shoe Co. Ltd.; who pride themselves on the

fact that their line gives maximum wear together with

stylish appearance, had an attractive exhibit in which skins

were used as drapes, and palms and ferns set off the dis-

play- They showed a nice range of "Renown" shoes for

misses, growing girls, youths and boys. Some of the

features were misses' one-strap shoes in patent and gun

metal: srrownsr srirls shoes in bals and bluchers of black

and brown call'. They also showed sturdy school shoes for

boySj both bals arid bluchers, of gun metal and also black

and brown calf.

Yale Shoe Co. Ltd., had decorated their exhibit with

"Yale" colors, blue and white. A large gold arrn chair

Occupied the centre of the booth. Calf skins were' 'Used as

drapes and rugs. The display was 1 arranged in an attrac-

tive manner on racks and electric lights arranged to show

up the exhibit to the best advantage.

• Their samples included a wide range of McKay sewn

footwear fur men, women, youths, growing girls and little

genets. Mens shoes on attractive lasts included oxfords and

high cut- in black and brown, balls and bluchers both' being

shown. In women's shoes they showed both high cuts and

also low shoes and puma/pe, largely in brown and black. The

Misses -hoc-; eotnprised a variety of styles in patent, kid

and calf, covering both boots and low shoes. The lines for

hoys and little gents, inc'huddng high outs and oxfords were

in calf and patent.

MAIN STREET OF GALT. ONTARIO.
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Grist from

The Mill

Notes and Comments from the

Canadian Shoe Trade.

An Edmonton retailer says, "We are looking for good

business this winter. Our stock is complete, and with good

.ulvertising, we see no reason to worry."

Another retailer has a complaint on deliveries. He

says : "When shoe manufacturers generally begin to live

up to their agreement as to date of delivery of their lines,

the retail trade in general will be greatly benefited and

will be saved many severe losses which are at the present

rime attributable to the uncertainty, and in most cases

long delayed shipments, of new seasons goods."

An Eastern dealer says: "The public still claim they

are being "held up" on shoe prices and it is hard to move

goods at a profit. AVe have lots of enquiries as to prices,

i'tc"

ollowing the same line, an Ontario dealer says : "If

prices could be reduced about fifteen to twenty per cent

on high grade goods, we believe the consumer would be

satisfied. Staples are not being complained about. One

trouble is that there arc too many styles and patterns in

'ugh grade goods."

An Eastern Ontario retailer says : "Too many style-

are being shown. Shoe stocks are going to he in bad shape

if the buyers do not watch carefully, on account of mul-

tiplicity of styles."

A Hamilton dealer tells us : "Trade during the past

four weeks lias been spasmodic ; in the other words, we

have had days that have been exceptionally good and

olhers that have been decidedly poor, hut taking it through

the entire month we have found same comparatively fair,

a decided improvement over the month previous which

was very dull.

"The style of women's shoes that are moving best are

naturally straps, hut there appears to lie quite a decided

tendency toward plain brown oxfords. The demand with

us for patent leather has been very light, satin having the

foremost call, although a-; Par as colors, black perdominatas

eniiiely jor evening <hoes.

"As for men's lines we find that there is a most deeid

ed tendency toward black and especially in kid leathers.

The styles seem to be going toward the fuller toe*
;
straight

^sts appearing to be one of our biggest sellers.

"We have not been. adopting any special means, aside

from the fact of working some of our lines on a closer

margin of profit and emphasizing the $9.00 and $ 1 0 00

p-ices by cards in our windows."

One dealer in Hamilton put on a unique publicity

stunt. When the football season opened he filled the win-

dow with photos of the Tiger football plays from 1872 up
to the present date. This created quite a lively intere.-l and

followed up with a considerable increase in the men's
lepartment.

TWO-PAIR ECONOMY
"Two pairs of shoes wear longer than one," says a

sign diplayed in windows of a certain chain of stores. The
argument is an old one, dating back to the last century,

but it is as true today as ever, and especially so in the

winter. Many people get their shoes wet on a stormy day.

If they could put on another pair and let the wet shoes

dry slowly it would be much better for the wet shoes and
they would wear longer.

Hide <$• Leather.

A Christmas

Suggestion

THE Christmas season is upon us. Un-
doubtedly you have in mind a kind re-

membrance that you woud like to give
to your staff for the faithful service they
have given you throughout the year. This
is a problem that causes you to scratch your
head and wonder what would be the most
suitable form for your gift to take.

During the next year your clerks should
more than ever keep in close touch with Can-
adian conditions. They themselves will be
looking for practical ideas on salesmanship,
window dressing, and retail methods in gen-
eral. And the more they know the more they
are worth to you, and the greater interest

they will take in their work and in the busi-

ness itself.

Let us make a suggestion, then, that noth-
ing would be more appreciated than a sub-
scription to the Shoe and Leather Journal,
sent to the home address of each of your
clerks. Twice a month through the year,
your gift will come to them, bringing each
time many ideas that are worth while.

It is quite true that in most stores the
proprietor is glad to let his staff read the
Journal that comes to the store. But such
a reading is hurried; if the clerk takes the
paper home, he feels bound to return it, and
he is unable to clip out ideas for his scrap-

book, or to file the Journals. This he can do.

if he feels that the paper is his own personal
property.

We have in mind several cases where the

proprietor of the store has advised all his

clerks to subscribe for the Shoe and Leather
Journal, called them together and allowed
our representative to talk to them. These
men felt that their business received direct

benefits from the extra knowledge and ideas

their employees obtained from a regular and
close perusal of such a journal.

The progressive dealer has thrown on his

staff certain departmental duties and re-

sponsibilities. These involve buying, hand-
ling of stocks, window display, advertising,

as well as selling. And the progressive sales-

man wants to be as fully informed as he
possibly can. If this involves doing a bit of

reading at home he will do it. And if he
likes his job, and likes the shoe business, he
is going to be more interested in reading
about that than anything else. So why not

give him a chance?

We suggest that your Christmas gift to

your assistants could not take a better form
than this, and will be glad to write each
clerk personally that you have entered his

name as a subscriber to the Shoe and Leather
Journal for 1922.
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A UNIQUE USE FOR OLD SHOE CATALOGS
Our attention has been directed to a unique, yet

meritorious, use for old shoe and rubber catalogs, shoe

trade periodicals like this, etc. It seems that C. W. Coll-

man of Stoughton, Wisconsin, formerly in the retail shoe
business but now retired, became interested years ago in

the subject of what becomes of all the old shoe catalogs,

shoe trade periodicals, etc. Upon making a careful investi-

gation he found to his surprise that practically all of the
retailers threw them away within a few months; and that

even many of the manufacturers and wholesalers saw no
value in preserving them. So Mr. Collman has committed
himself at a considerable expense of time, effort and money
+o the project of developing as complete a collection or

library as possible of shoe trade litterature and advertising

matter of all kinds, believing that as the years roll by the
pictures of old style shoes will become increasingly interest-

ing, if not valuable, and that the shoe trade periodicals,

preserved in orderly files, will prove to be a veritable store

house of new ideaus and inspirations.

Up to the present time several hundreds of the coun-
try's leading retailers, wholesalers and manufacturers have
examined the project and given it their unqualified en-

dorsement, with the result that the permanent library of

shoe trade literature and periodicals contains more than
2.500 different numbers. But naturally a great many are

still missing, especially during the year 1890 to 1896; 1900
to 190? and from 1910 to 1914. The greatest deficiency is

around 1900 and 1912.

We are glaci to endorse this happy idea of thus con-

centrating all the various varieties of advertising material

in a safe place for future use and therefore urge our readers

to search carefully through their catalog and periodical

chelves, as well as in out of-the-way places and see if ihey

cannot unearth many new examples of ancient advertising

matter covering any or all of the years mentioned above, up
to and including 1918, but especially around 1900 and 1911

to 1913; and send the results of your search or any
material you can spare from your files, to Mr. C. W. Coll-

man, Stoughton, Wisconsin by express collect, if you wish.

The material wanted is any kind of printed matter des-

criptive of the shoe and rubber industry from 1880 to

1918, catalogs, style booklets, advertising circulars, news-

paper cuts, findings and fixture catalogs (if illustrated),

special sales bulletins, house papers like Plant's "Between
Us", Dovenmuehle's "Wireless", shoe trade periodicals like

this and many others (the older the better) and in general

any kind of pictures of old-style shoes, especially around
1900 and 1912-1913, as well as for other years. Even single

catalogs, etc., will be welcome, as well as whole of part

files; and all contributions may be loaned or given ac-

cording to any special conditions the donor wishes to

make.

SERVICE

The following letter appeared in a Toronto paper,

and we have not yet figured out whether it is a compli-

ment to the repair service of this city or a back handed
slap at the railway service.

Sir, — A young man from Glasgow, newly arrived

here, landed at the Danforth car terminus in time to see

a car go, so he psked a passerby how long it would bo

before the next car, and was told about twenty minutes.

Seeing a shoe repair man right there he went and
asked how long he would have to wait for his heels to be

repaired and was told it would be done while he waits.

So he got his boots done in time to see the car come on.

Boarding the same he said to the passengers : "You can-

not get your boots repaired in Glasgow while you wait for

a car."

Pi\ I--

A PLEASING DISPLAY IN ST. JOHN STORE.
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OIL IN LEATHER

A writer in American Shoemaking who has bean

looking over Canadian shoe factories was impressed fayoir-

a • ly in at least one respect, according to the following :
—

"Those wiio travel much through Canada and who

visit the shoe factories of that country will soon come to

realize that the manufacturers of the Dominion have

ther different notions of the industry than those which

evail in the United States.

"The Canadian factories have the old-time idea of

netting a lot of oil in their leather. When the tanner

makes leather in that country he is sure to work more oil

into it than would be thought desirable in this country.

At least, this was true of the leather of Canada some few

Years ago when the writer happened to call at many

factories of that country. And it was true of other years

when the writer visited most of the plants of Montreal

and Quebec.

"The Canadian people have the same old-time ideas

as their fathers had before them concerning oil in leather.

Not only did the former generations of Canada believe h
greasy leather, but that same idea was held by the past

generations of America. And the old-timers had the right

idea at that. They knew from experience that oil and

grease of the right kind was a preservative of upper leather*

a".d that some kinds of oil was a good thing for the bottom

of a shoe.

"Then the oil leaves the upper of any shoe the upper

begins to decay. The life has left the leather when there

is no more oily feeling to it. An upper soon begins to dry

out and crack when its goodness has left it and this is the

cvmmon experience of people everywhere.

"Fiftv and a hundred years ago there was a custom

among all classes of the population, the rich as well as

the poor to grease the uppers of both boots and shoes

Many people used neatsfoot oil for the purpose, while

others took common tallow and heated if to a degree where

it would run. The hot tallow was rubbed well into the lea-

ther at night and in the morning the upper was all ready

iO' wear and would shed water as fast as the wafer came

i, contact with it. Water never get into an upper that was

well filled with tallow, and this was well-known tg all

elements of the population.

"But for the past century there has been a getting

awav from this old-time feature of preserving and making

a shoe waterproof bv moans of tallow and oil. Today there

pre very few tanners who seem to put much oil into their

lea+her. But there are some leading makers of good calf

and side leather who follow the old-time custom, and it is

noticed that the=e have their side or other leather viseolix-

ed. Rome of them send their stock to the viscol plant to

have it treated, while others do thai work themselves in

their tanneries. These are the concerns that are making
The best leather of their kinds and they appear to fake

nains to have the best they can make.

"The preneral lack of oil in much of our leather today

has caused tnanv changes, even in the shoe factories them-

cplves. A half centm-v ago whoever opened the door of a

snoe factorv knew at once that shoes were made inside.

Thorp wn= a Pennine leather smell in everv factory and
fVn"c pnnlrl hp dis+inpmished esneciallv on a cold morning.
T'v.p ompH of leather was there because of the oil in the

n-rmpr Vntner being cut.

"Th prp are verv few factories today wherein we find
ii-.of nlrJ.+imp odor of crppninp oily leather. There are a few.
u .-^oTTp-r fhp rnnnfrv. while there are many in Canada
These are the factories that still believe in the old and

tried way of doing things, and these are the factories, too,

where they do all they can lor the consumer and try to

keep their product of Mich cpuality that they will have a

growing busines> every season and every year.

"Another change thai we notice now and which change

comes from the lack of oil in leather is that in relation to

heels. There are no upper leather heels today the same as

"here used to he when there was so much kip and split cut

in the men's shop-. Everything in the line of remnants

was taken by the degreasing company, which extracted tlv

oil from the leather or from the small remnants that were

left after the scrap had been cut into heel lifting. The
heel lifting went into upper leather heels, while the oil was
sold to concerns outside the leather and shoe trade, and
which concerns had some use for it."

, o ;

DEATH OF Mr. HERBERT O. DORAN

The shoe trade will regret to learn of the passing of

one of its most premising young members, Mr. Herbert 0.

Doran. For the past twenty-one years Mr. Doran was

associated with hit brother-in-law, .Mr. Warren Fegan, uf

"The Big 88" Shoe Store. Toronto, coming to him at the

age of sixteen. In I'.'li. along with two other department

heads, he was given a share of the profits of the business,

a tribute to his long and successful management of the

men's department.

For -nine line' he had heen in pooj health, and a

nervous irouhle finally resulted in his death early in

Xoveinlier. Mr. Derail was a general favorite among his

friends and particularly in the dioe trade, where he was

very highly regarded. Those who had business dealings

with him are united in their opinions as to his bright

disposition as well as his business ability. He leaves a

windowed mother and sister and his passing when he was

just reaching his prime leaves a gap at home and in the

Fegan oiganisation that cannot be filled.
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Convention Of Shoe
Manufacturers and
Wholesalers

At a meeting of the executive of the Shoe Manufac-

turers' Association of Canada, it was decided to hold the

annual convention in Montreal, on January 24th, 25th,

and 2 6 th. It is also likely that the wholesale trade will

meet in Montreal on January 23rd and 24th, and if that

is the case, it is possible that the manufacturers may con-

fine their meetings to the 25th and 26th. This will make
four big days for the Canadian shoe trade.

. The Shoe Manufacturers' Association is offering a

prize of $100.00 for an emblem, suitable for their use,

representing all branches of the shoe trade. Any person

is open to submit as many designs as he likes, and it is

understood that the prize will be awarded for the idea

presented rather than for the fine drawing. The designs

will be displayed and judged at the time of the convention

in January.

o

BOOK REVIEWS

Animal Proteins. By H. C Bennett, M. S. C. Lon-
don. Balliere, Tindall & Cox. Canadian Agents, Westman
Press Ltd., Toronto.

This is one of a series of books on Industrial che-

mistry, edited by Mr. S. Rideal. It represents a practical

exposition from original and collated matter, of methods
of handling and manufacturing leather of various kinds.

The treatment of the subject makes it intelligible to the

layman, while at the • same time sufficient stress is iayed

on the chemical and physical problems to be met in the

very complicate and little-understood processes involved.

The book, which covers 287 pages of clearly printed

matter, is divided into six sections, dealing respectively

with hides for heavy leathers, skins for light leathers,

chrome leathers, miscellaneous tannages, gelatine and
glue, miscellaneous proteins and by-products.

The volume forms a welcome addition to the leather

literature, and should b« toxoid in the library of all who
arc interested in the development of the tanning industry.

Hoi) to Run a. Store. By Harold Whitehead. New
York. Thos. Y. Cromwell Co. $2.50 Nett.

In tins volume of 296 pages, Mr. Whitehead, who is

head of the Department of Sales Relations at the College

of Business Administration of Boston University, deals

directly with the principles and policies as applied to

the management of a small retail store. Too many works
on this subject deal with the subject in a very broad
way, or take as illustrations, the methods of large de-

partmental establishments. The style is simple, breezy

and almost conversational. Dry statistics and the nar-

row-minded pedantry is left out, and the book is there-

fore and readable and understandable. Mr. Whitehead
writes from a fund of information gathered by personal

experience as well as study. We would advise every large

or small retailer to get a copy of this book.

. o

IN THE MARKET PLACE

(Concluded 'from page 38)

and retailers and jobbers have been hard pressed at times
to supply them.

Retailers report having ordered a fair proportion of

spring requirements, the,proportion running from forty to

sixty per cent, with an odd one reporting fall buying. It

would seem, therefore, that, the policy generally followed

has been the wise one, of covering for basic requirements,

but leaving room to take advantage of new styles or special

offerings.

The manufaqturing situation is in status quo. Prior to

the first of the year a lull can generally be expected. In
additioh, the sale of light fancy shoes except for dress wear,

might be expected to languish during the first rough
weather. This has been the case, so that most manufacturers
of women's shoes are slacker than for some time, but are

getting ready for a rush after the first of the year. Manu-
facturers of staples are1 still' busy, and hope to continue so

far some time. Distribution of felt goods has affected that

market, and the factories which have been extremely

quiet since last winter are getting some nice business.

Wholesalers have been busy with staple lines and rubber

goods and have little or no complaint to mae.

Leather conditions remain quiet. The demand for

high class calf and kid has naturally felt the effect of the

easing off in women's shoes, but is likely to came back

stronger than ever in a month or so. Side leather is

moving well. Tanners have been buying hides fairly free-

ly, in orih'r to take advantage of the high quality, though

prices paid mean that sole leather cannot be expected to

drop in price except through an evening up in the de-

mand for various grades.

TWO SIMPLE XMAS WINDOW BAGKGEOUNDS
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Eleventh Convention

American Retailers

Big Show to be Held in Chicago,

January 9th to 12th.

General chairman John O'Connor, has the following

to say about the eleventh annual convention and exposition

which is being staged in Chicago, January 9th to 12th :

This is to be the largest exposition ever held by any

trade or craft. The floor space the exposition will occupy

covers a ground area much larger than is possible to ob-

tain in any exposition building in any other city, all the

exhibition being located on the ground floor. No place in

the United States are there facilities for housing the ex-

position as in the Coliseum and the adjoining buildings.

The Coliseum has been made famous the world over by the

national republican conventions.

No' other expo-ition has ever gone to the expense of

bringing such a large staff of experts from the Harvard
Bureau of Business Research to advise without charge with

the individual shoe retailer who has administrative prob-

lems to solve. These experts will give the retailer every

assistance, analyzing his business statement, advice that

may be considered authorative and the best to be obtained

anywhere, for the Harvard Bureau has for the past 10

years made a specialty of administrative methods as ap-

plicable to the retail shoe business.

The Correct Costume Revue will be more than a style

show, for it is the plan of the Committee to show not only

the forecast of styles in wearing apparel and foot gear

but because they have succeeded in solving some of the

he several occasions throughout the day and evening. The
iioardwalk or promenade on which this correct Costume
Revue will be stages is over 700 feet in length and sur-

rounded by six rows of seats. Each row of seats being
on a different level thus affording an unobstruced view
of the models for 4,000 spectators at one time. Consider-
ing the fact that arrangements are being made for the ap-
pearance of "200 models twice daily for four days makes
this style show unquestionably the largest affair of its kind
ever attempted by any craft or association of wearing
apparel.

There are 100 show windows each seven feet by three
feet available for use for the window trimming contest
committee with 100 display windows each trimmed by an
expert it is quite apparent that the retailers who visit the
exposition would have the opportunity of collecting a

v/orld of new ideas to be used in their window displays.
Added thereto would be the opportunity which the famous
lx)op District of Chicago affords for a study of ideas for
window trimming. There is no shopping center in the
world as congested as the loop district of Chicago, and this
means that there are more shoes retailed in the loop dis-
trict of Chicago than any other like area in the world.
With these facts, the retailer may readily appreciate what
! wealth of ideas in merchandising methods and window
trimming can be picked up in the loop district.

The business sessions of the Convention are being
planned as a school of Business building. The big out-
standing problems which the merchant is facing will be
analyzed and disected. The best thought of the countrv
railed into help find the solution. The top liners on the
program have not been selected because of their verbosity
nor because they have succeeded in solving some of the
problems with which the merchant is face to face and hav*

a gift of expressing themselves in language that is fam-
iliar.

Business conduct is in a transitory stage rapidly

passing from guessing into the realm of knowing. The
merchant who knows will win and succeed. He who guesses

will in all probability fail.

o

A UNIFIED SHOE INDUSTRY
(Concluded from page 41)

The staff is already in existence; the expense could

be readily estimated in advance. The detail work could be

handled certainly to great advantage : while the policies and
general direction of the affairs of the association would
still be in the hands of the executive of the N.S.R.A.

In Mr. S. Roy Weaver, the active executive of the

Shoe Manufacturers Association of Canada, the shoe in-

dustry has a man who is capable of taking charge of the

field work and general activities of the three associations:

</f dealing with them all impartially : and of coordinating

the three where neee-^ary- During the brief time Mr.

Weaver has been connected with the shoe industry, he has

shown ability to grasp the possibilities of the field, and

JeA'elop plans along lines of a distinctly progressive and

advantageous nature. So that if his entire time were de-

voted to the interests of the three branches of the indus-

try, he would be a distinct asset to them ; and other cir-

cumstances being favorable, should be a big factor in their

development.

Given a strong aggressive and willing executive, such

as they now have, and a central office and executive of-

fices with whom they could collaborate, and who woald

develop their plans, the future progress of the National

Shoe Retailers Association of Canada would be assured, as

would also their relationship with the manufacturing and

wholesale branches of the trade.

It may be stated that the manufacturing, wholesale

and retail jewellers of Canada have an organization some-

what similar to that outlined above, and which works out

to the satisfaction of all branches of the trade, while allow-

ing each its complete individuality.

o

PROGRESSIVE WINGHAM SHOE MERCHANT
INSTALLS NEW WINDOWS

W- H. Willis, one the Western Ontario's most progres-

sive shoemen, has added a new window design to his store.

Mr. Willis in the past season has gathered many ideas from

leading shoe stores throughout the Province, and from

these ideas has made one for himself that certainly stand-

up with any of the city stores.

The make-up of the window is very attractive. The
back ground is made up of a very dark cherry- color. The
side view is a panel effect with dwark cherry panels stretch-

ing to the border. The border effect is in grey with a few

designs of birds and flowers to make it effective, • The

window dressing is? very good, and is done by Mr. Willis

himself. He thinks that window advertising is the biggest

medium for small town advertising.

o 1—

—

C. S. F. CO. APPOINTED AGENTS
Canadian Shoes Findings-Novelty Co., Toronto have

been appointed selling agents in Ontario and the west for

the Matte Electric Arch, and Electric Insoles, also for foot

remedies called "Fairy remedies"- The arches and inwks

are guaranteed to satisfa**iMa.
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MEETING OF EXECUTIVE OF N. S. R. A.

A meeting of the executive of the National Shoe

Itetailers* Association was held at the Board of Trade,

Toronto, on November 9th. President Ed. Stephens ol Ot-

tawa, and Mr. Ered Eoley of Bowinanville were the only

out of tow n members present.

A 'discussion of general conditions took place, and a

statement was issued to the press particularly with regard

to retail prices This resulted in some publicity of a very

valuable nature, whereby the public were shown that on

account of many factors, shoe prices, which had been

reduced from twenty-five to thirty-five per cent, could not

be lowered further at present, but should be regarded as

stable.

The various resolutions referred to the executive by the

convention last July were considered. With regard to the

question of some merchants who run their business without

their name appearing on the stores, or advertising matter,

it was felt that at present the interests of the Association

would best be served by backing up the efforts of the Cana-

dian Retail Merchants' Association, which is now working

on this problem. Action along those lines was therefore

taken.

Representations have already been made to the Cus-

toms Department with regard to the smuggling of shoes

across the border, a question which is of vital interest to

merchants located close to the frontier.

The question of membership was discussed, and it was

decided to take aggressive action in this direction. The
Association has already grown till its membership is nearly

five hundred, but it is felt that this number should be

greatly increased, as with greater membership the organi-

sation can carry more weight, be more representative, and

do more valuable work for the Canadian shoe trade-

There Is a distinct and wide field for such a national

organization. Local organizations are essential and useful

in local affairs, but the great body of Canadian shoe deal-

ers must be represented by a national organization which

can cooperate with other national bodies, in its own trade

and other trades, without submerging its own identity.

Local org:anizations then have some means of cooperating

with each other through a central organization. Moreover,

the rank and file of the shoe dealers of Canada, who re-

present the backbone of the industry are located in smaller

communities, where a local organization is out of question

;

to these men a National body only can be called re-

presentative.

ADDS A CANADIAN LINE

Mr. J. Stewart Ashworth, who has for ten or twelve

years represented Sir H. W. Trickett. Limited, in Canada,
as announced last month in the Shoe and Leather Journal,

has taken on the well known Sisman lines of staples

shoes and will call upon the jobbing trade of Canada from
coast to coast in the interests of the T. Sisman Shoe Co.,

of Aurora, as well as the old firm with which he has o rac-

1 ieally grown up.

As Mr. Ashworth practically calls upon the same con-

cerns from time to time and the two lines do not conflict

in any way, he will be able to render effective service to

each of the firms he represents. The departure on the part

of Sismans of having a personal representative on the road

and a sample office in the Mancehster Building, Toronto,

is expected to bring this well .known establishment into

• •loser contact with its customers, and increase its service

efficiency.

Mr. Ashworth has during the period of his connection

with the shoe trade of Canada, made many friends who all

appreciate his sterling qualities as a man and his perfect

understanding of the requirements of the field in his par-

ticular lines. His personality has done much to maintain
the popularity of Trickett's and will be an undoubted as-

eet to Sismans. There is no better liked man calling upon
the Canada shoe trade and the Sisman Shoe Co. is to be
congratulated upon securing his services.

REVISED SHOE CARTON SIZES

The following is a revised list of standard shoe carton
sizes, as issued by the Shoe Manufacturers' Association of

Canada. There have been worked by representatives of the

box makers and Mr. Louis Daoust.

Standard Sizes of Shie Cartons.

To contain

10 Men's fine shoes

11 Mens slippers

12 Men's 6" staples

13 Men's 14" boots

Lengh Width Depth
12 7/8" 6 1/4" 4 1/4"

12 3/8" 5 1/4" 4 1/8"
13 3/8" 7 3/4" 4 5/8"
13 3/8" 10 3/8" 5"

14 Men's high-cut staples (8
to 12" prospectors', etc.) 13 3/8" 9 1/4" 5"

15 Men's high top boots (14"

to 16") 17 3/8" 5 3/4" 3 5/8"
18 Women's high-cut shoes 113/8" 8 1/4" 3 5/8"

20 Misses' fine shoes 9 7/8" 5 1/4" 3 3/8"

22 Misses' staples and youth's

fine shoes 9 7/8" 5 3/4" 3 5/8"

24 Boy's regular and Misses'

heavy shoes 11 3/8" 6 1/4" 3 7/8"

20 Boy's heavy and Women's
heavy shoes 11 7/8" 7" 41/8"

28 Little Maid's and Little

Men's, sizes 8 to 10 8 5/16" 5 3/16" 3 1/8"

30 Infants' regular and stitch-

down, sizes 3 to 7 1/2 7" 4 5/16" 2 5/8"

31 Infant's high-cut shoes 7" 6 11/16" 2 5/8"
32 Softs, regular sizes 1 to 4 6 1/2" 3 15/16" 2 3/8"

33 Stitchdowns sizes 8 to 10 7 1/2" 4 5/8" 3 1/8"
The above are OUTSIDE measurements (with the

cover on the box) in inches.

Under an arrangement with the Canadian Paper Box
Manufacturers' Association, shoe manufacturers can ob-
tain a trade discount of five (5) per cent, on all pur-
chases of cartons in the above sizes.
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CONGRATULATIONS

To Hon. E. J. Davis, who celebrates, December 2nd,

1921, the seventieth anniversary of his birth, belongs the

distinction of not only having lived the full period of

man's alotted span in the locality in which he was born,

but of being the exception to the rule that a man is not

without honor save in his own country and amongst his

own friends.

Of U. E. Loyalist antecedents, he was born in the

municipality of King York County on December 2nd,

1851, the son of Andrew Davis, tanner, and the third in

succession in this time honored calling, which he entered

at the age of seventeen. Mr. Davis still loves to recaP Ik

days when he broke tan bark with a hammer and marketed

the product of the "Lowell Tannery" in a wagon at Tor-

ronto, bringing back the usual supply of raw hides and
tanning materials.

While business has ever been Mr. Davis' first enthu-

siasm, early in life he realized the futility of single track

existence, and gave play to talents that have made him su

premely useful to the community in which he lived as

well as the country, at large. In social and church life he

soon became an active force, with the result that his de-

velopment as a speaker and organizer, not only won for

him ah honored place in the church with which he bcean

early indentified, but in the Annual and General Confer-

ences of the Methodist denomination of which he has been

an honored member for over half a century.

At the age of twenty-six he was elected township
counsillor for King; from which position he steadily ros.?

in succession to the offices of deputy-reeve, reeve and fin-

ally Warden of the County of York, being the youngest

over elected to that office. In 1888 he was returned as

member of the' Ontario Legislature and later became Prov-
incial Secretary and Minister of Crown Lands in the Ross
administration. In all these offices the cpialitles that have
marked his successful Imsiness career '— honor, moderation,
common sense and clearness of vision, helped to make . m
a power' to be reckoned with.

It is a far cry from the little tannery at King City,
where Hon. E. J. Davis served his apprenticeship uuder
his father, the bite Andrew Davis. Those were days when
almost every hamlet had its tannery and the. product was
turned over to commission houses at Toronto or Montreal

.''or distribution, which settled the prices the tanner got for

bis product. At that time the "Lowell Tannery" turned
out a limited quantity of side leather of all descriptions

and a still more limited quota of calf.

With the energy of youth, the junior partner of the

concern set about, not only improving and enlarging the

capacity of the tanner}', but improving its product and
market. He made the then unheard of departure of going
direct to the manufacturers of Toronto, Montreal ami
Quebep, with the result that the first real impetus was
given tf> a gradually growing industry.

The result of this policy and the unremitting energy

and enterprise put into the production of high grade uppev
leathers by Hon. E. ..I Davis and his. live sons, who have
•nice joined him in building up the Davis business, will be

found in the two great establishments to be found at New-
market and Kingston — the finest of their class in the

British Empire.

It has not been the work of a 'day or a year but the

achievement of a purpose definitely and persistentlv fol-

lowed and not only to the Davi< family individually is due
the credit of the success attained, but to policy and me-
'hods which have enlisted the hearty cooperation of a
staff and anployees towards a consumption that has meant
prosperity to the community as well as to the enterprises

tbemselves.

The Shoe and Leather Journal joins the many friends

Eon. I-]. .1. Davis in tin- leather and shoe trades of Can-
nada. in wishing him many happy returns of his seventeith

anniversary, which was celebrated, we understand, at New-
market, by the employees of tl stablishment in an entcr-

fcainmenl held in the Town Hall, a half holiday being
gt anted for the occasion.

o

A SUCCESSFUL HUNT

The rarseshoe Hunt C'lub had its usual successful

outing last month in ETaliburton District and returned
with it- full quota of deer, as evidence by the fine "string"'

shown in the accompanying illustration. Hon. E. J. Dans
on the eve of his seventieth birthday gave ample evidence
in limb and eye of unabated strength and vision, and did

his share fully in promoting the success of the part phy-
sically ami with Irs trusty "Savage". While the weather
was somewhat wintry this year, there was not a single

thing to mar the enjoyment of the whole expedition, which
was" managed with the usual Davis penchant for efficiency.

Amongst those present were: Hon. E. J. Davis. Dr. Scott,

S. R- Broughtin and E. J. Davis Jr. of Newmarket, J. L.
Johnston of Ottawa. Heber Little. Guelph, Rev. Dr. Harper,
Aurora, Elmer Davis. Kingston and Messrs. R. Carter. S.

Weaver and Jas. Acton of Toronto.
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At the Service of the Industry

It is the aim of this organization to supply the

needs of the industry with precision and

dispatch.

There are many thing needed, often in a hurry,

Our service is rather well-known on the

following:

ADHESIVES
BOARDS & BLOCKS
BRUSHES
CUTTING DIES

SANDPAPER
SHANKS
WAX
ETC.

When in need of supplies of any kind, U.S.M.G

organization is at your command.

United Shoe Machinery Co. of Canada, Limited
Head Office: MONTREAL

Quebec Branch : 28 Demers St

Toronto: 90 Adelaide St. West.

Kitchener: *6 S. Foundry Street

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SHOE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.

Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Fleury.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPEL LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Quebec, Glove Mfg., Ltd., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Horse

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.
Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.
Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent

Borne, Lucien. 491 St. Valier.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Malrie de 1'Incarnation.

Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.
Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.
Falardeau, C, 9 Caron.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Quebe3 Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.
Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.
Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de 1'Incarnation.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de 1'Incarnation.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.

Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr., 026 Fleury.

Fortier N., 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

"CENTAUR"
A FINE SURFACE KID

-Will not Scuff.

-Holds Its Color.

-Takes a Beautiful Finish.

-Shows an Extremely Fine Grain.

-In Appearance is Much Like Good Kid, Which It Will

Outwear

Lucien Borne
35 COLOMB ST. QUEBEC, P.Q.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiter
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At Once Delivery

Cushion Soles

No. 2234 Men's Blk. Kid Who. Qrr. B!u. Single
Cushion Sole. English. Packed as below.

6'A 7 7% 8 81/. 9 9»/> 10 \0'A H
E 13454*43 32 1

E 23 5 5 5 432 1

on

If you use this "In Stock" service of
ours, you can capture more of the pre-

sent demand for shoes with cushion
insoles.

Both of these lines are carefully made
of selected kid. You will notice that
while the lasts are full fitting- they are
trim to the eye.

This is a cold weather specialty. Get in

on it now. They are packed in "30's"
ready to ship.

A September 1st catalogue show these
and 20 other lines all packed ready for
shipment. Write for it.

No. 6038 Blk. Kid Bal. % Fox 7" Top Cushion
Sole U Rubber Heel "EE113." Pack-
ed as below.

The

Wm. A. March Co. , Limited

QUEBEC

EE
EE
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Makers of MEWS WELTS, II OMESS WELTS
and WOMEN'S FLEXIBLE MrKAYS

©AA
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Mr. Hills has opened a shoe store in Bowden, Out.

A change is announced in connection with the shoe

retail business of ('has. Weiner, Toronto.

The shoe business of Mendelsohn's Ltd., Montreal is

undergoing some business changes.

Trudeau & Co., manufacturers of shoe supplies, has
been registered in Montreal.

0. G. Wildoick,, shoe dealer of Rogersville, Ont., has
sold out.

Ed. R. Lewis, leather wholesaler of Toronto, spent
last week visiting the trade in Western Ontario.

Mr. Louis Breithaupt, sales manager of the Breit-

haupt Leather Co. Ltd., Kitchener, was in Toronto calling

on the trade last week.

Mr. H. B. MeGee is showing Perth Shoe Company's
line in a permanent sample room at Room 706, King Ed-
ward Hotel. Toronto.

J. W. Patterson, Mens Wear and Boots & Shoes of

Petrolia, Out., is closing up his store in that town. Mr.
Patterson is moving to Brantford, Ont., where lie will open
up on 158 Colborne St.

Owens-Elmes, Ltd., Shoe retailers, 83 Yonge St., To-
ronto, have installed three very attractive show cases in
their shoe store. They were supplied by Kent-McClain
Ltd.. Toronto.

T. J. Taylor & Son, of Sarnia Ontario, report busi-

ness this coming Spring.

E.Rigby's shoe store, Long Branch, Ont., was entered
recently by thieves and two rolls of leather, $60. worth of

shoes and some miscellaneous stock stolen. The front door
was forced open. The thieves made their escape in a motor.

Jas. Ross of John McPherson Co. Ltd., Hamilton,
Out., has been very ill but has somewhat improved and is

looking forward to soon seeing many of his old friends on
Ids Western territory.

Howard Duffield, salesmanager, and Mr. Harrington,
superintendent, of John McPherson Co. Ltd., Hamilton,
Ont., speid several days in Boston and other American
cities recently.

Mr. Fryer, salesmanager for Scott Chamberlain, Lim-
ited, London, Ont. spent last week at the King Edward,
Toronto, showing their full range of samples including
their well known bench-made Astoria Shoes. Mr. Fryer
reports some nice business.

•0- A. Danes, President and General Manager of the
Davies Footwear Co. Ltd. Toronto, is on a business trip to

the coast, covering all the principal cities of Canada. Mr.
Davies will he absent for several more weeks, expecting to

return in the latter part of December.
C. L. Owens of Owens-Elmes Mfg. Co. Ltd., Toronto,

has returned from a business trip covering all the principal

cities from Winnipeg to Victoria, and into the states of

Washington and California. Mr. Owens reports a good
business, not only in Canada, but in some of the principal
cities in Washington and California.

The familiar slogan of "walk upstairs and save

money" has assumed a new importance, on the recent open-

ing of the Upstairs Shoe Store at 193 King St. E. Hamil-
ton. This is the first shoe store of its kind in Canada. It

is claimed that by cutting down the great item of rent and
overhead expense, a saving of from $1. to $3. is accomplish-

ed on every pair of shoes sold.

The T. J. Taylor & Son Shoe Store of Sarnia, Ont.,

are very progressive shoe people and in the spring of the

coming year they have big alterations to go under way.
They are adding a basement department, which will run
the whole length of the store. Their idea is to carry me-
dium lines in this section. At the present time they use

their basement for stock purposes. To do away with this

they have rented the rooms over head, which they will use

to carry a large portion of their stock. They are also

making plans for a very attractive office at the back of

their store.

The shoe store of W. H. Bartlett & Son, Brampton,
Ont. was recently damaged by fire. Spontaneous combus-
tion is said to be the cause. The Christmas stock just

received, was completely destroyed and the stock on the

shelves was badly damaged by smoke and water. Damage,
estimated at $8,000, was partly covered by insurance.

About 35 years ago, almost on the same spot, Mr. Bart-

lett 's business was destroyed by fire, along with six other

stores.

The firm of Johnston & Murray, retail shoe mer-
chants of St. Thomas, Ont. scored a big success recently

in gaining business and publicity for their popular "Child

reus' Shoe Store" when they staged a big free show in a

local theatre solely for their little customers. The photo-

play, "The Kid", starring Charlie Chaplin and Jackie

Coogan, was shown and the theatre having a seating and
standing accommodation for about 1,000, was crowded to

capacity. Each kiddie represented a sale, for tickets to the

big show were only available with purchase made during

the three weeks of feature advertising prior to the event.

This is the fourth year this progressive firm has given a

free show, and it was by far the biggest and best of all.

The members of the firm report that the show each year

firings them many new customers and enlivens their child-

ren's trade for weeks after the event.

When fishing season is over the "Fishing Section"

rather languishes, so the members of the shoe and leather

trades get out their shoe packs, oil up their rifles, and hie

them away to the woods to chase the elusive deer and the

"Put and Take", which is a new arrival in hunting circles.

Among other parties this year was one which included

W. H. Edwards, "Bill" Edwards, C. E. Hurlbut, and Emil

Jacobi. So that all branches of the trade were represented

except the retailer, as a couple of consumers were taken

along for good measure.

Alt reports indicate that "good time was had by all",

except the deer and the partridge, the ranks of the latter

being fearfully decimated in the proceedings. We under-

stand that in addition to the good time, each man brought

home a deer.
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A complete line of McKays

A leading line of Heavy Staples

Unequalled Hockey and Football Boots.

Samson
Sporting Boots
Embrace the most complete line of

Hockeys shown to the trade.

The Football Boots are made over a

wonderful last. The pattern is correct.

The cleats are solid sole leather.

The Samson Ski Boot is made to fit

the harness of the Ski exactly.

Samson
Heavy Staples
Are as highly specialized as Samson's
Sporting Boots.

Each line is made to a definite standard

J. E. Samson, Enr.
20 Arago St. QUEBEC

40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS
OF ANY SHAPE AND IN ANY HEIGHT

Quebec Heel Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

Medium McKays
For Women, Misses and Children

To-day, with its demands for a
lower priced shoe, you will see many
items in our samples which will

interest you.

We believe we are safe in saying
that we have a line which you can
use as a leader in this class of shoe.

CHILDREN'S SHOE M'FG CO.
LOOTED

47 Colomb St,. Quebec.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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WE ARE SHOWING MANY
STRIKING DEPARTURES
FROM THE COMMON
PLACE IN DESIGN AS
WELL AS OUR WELL-

KNOWN LINE OR
STAPLES

Making Welts for Men, Boys,
Youths, Women and Misses; Mc-
kays for Men, Boys, Youths, Women
and Misses; Standard Screw for
Men and Boys.

LUDGER DUCHAINE
593 St. Valier St., QUEBEC

McKays
for Men, Boys, Youths,

Women, Misses and
Children

of our quality at our price

sell regardless of conditions.

Also Making Standard Screw for Men,

Boys, Youths, Women, Misses and

Children; Welts for Men and Boys

and Mock Welts for Women.

Pegged Shoes for Men and Women.

ONESIME GOULET & SON Limited

575 St. Valier St. Quebec.

GOODYEAR WELTS

A. E. MAROIS, LIMITED
Makers of Shoes for

MEN
WOMEN

BOYS
MISSES

YOUTHS
CHILDREN

To Jobbers Only

Capacity 5000 pairs a day, enabling us to

make 10 Days Delivery on Rush Orders.

McKAYS Standard Screw

High-Grade

WOOD H
All Styles

Prompt Service

Standard Quality

Canadian Trade a Specialty

G. H. MOORE HEEL CO.
39 N. Water St. Rochester, N.Y.

1 1 /* Ofii it i rp^her
Those who have carried our lines in

the past take for granted that our

standard of production will not be

lowered.

This season our values are even

better.

McKAYS and S. SCREW
For MEN, BOYS and YOUTHS

LUC ROUTIER
56 Colomb, QUEBEC

m

.Ul.'- ! t..
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^XdJhat the jHand ofthe rrinter

JiotdsJorlfou

People who have never seen you or your goods are

made to see by your printing.

Your factory, of which you are so proud, your product,

which you have labored to perfect — these things are

your reason for living. But most of your customers

and prospects get their impression of you and your

work from printed pages.

When you invite people to send for your printing, you

really invite them to send for the photograph of your

life work. The hand of the printer moulds the public's

opinion of you ami your product.

We would suggest that an Acton man demonstrate to

you how we can assist your efforts in making your

Catalogue or Booklet truly expressive of your business.

ACTON PUBLISHING CO.CmkcS
p.a..l.n.ii.m and d ls i q n e r-s

Toronto -Montreal

The Imprint that

Guarantees

Quality

This mark is our guar-

antee that your order

hi'// be filled according

to specifications.

It is like the artist's

name on a picture, the

author's name on a

book, the hall-mark on

a piece of silver. It

symbolizes the work

of a quality house—a

house that is proud
to "sign" its finished

product.

It means that you are

getting the best there

is in printing service

at a price that is' just,

ified by the character

of the work; printing

that will represent

your house to its sat-

isfaction and to its

credit and profit.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Making Good
Under Difficulties

How one Repair Man Fought his

Battles and Built a Business.

We were particularly interested in the following letter

which goes to show what can be clone under adverse cir-

cumstances by a man who has courage, perseverance, and

a determination to heat the game. Possibly there are other

instances of a parallel nature in this country. But at any
event, when we see what one man does, and has done, it has

a tendency to inspire us all Here is the letter.

Dear Sir,

As a subscriber to your valuable journal I should like

to state my experiences in the shoe repair trade ; not as an

advertisement for myself, but to give some word of en-

couragement to many of the returned soldiers who may
have been or are 1 placed in circumstances similar to those

through which I have passed.

In 1916 I left the army, broken down in health, and
with neurasthenia caused by the loss of my wife, and a

little girl, as well as other troubles. In England, as a lad,

I had served some time with a Northampton man who
made and repaired shoes. But neither in England nor in

Canada, to which I came in 1907, had I followed up thai

trade. But when my health broke down, I cast about me
for something to do, as my condition would not allow
outside employment. I finally decided to go at my old

game.

I must say 1 had had very little experience, but cir-

cumstances sometimes make one do things that he would
otherwise not dream of. 1 painted a sign and placed it

over my front porch and worked in the kitchen, mothering
a family of eight children alone, doing the family wash-
ing and the jobs around the house. So you see I was quit-1

busy.

Things went very slow for a year until the people

began to take notice of m.y work. I will say that right from
the start I made it a point to put the "best I knew into
every job. I had no tools to speak of, and my working cap-
ital was about four dollars. After the first year I moved
back into the old neighborhood to which I had first come

A "National" Shoe Plate

is little in Size But Big in

Quality and Profit for You !

3 sizes, made from special cold
rolled steel ; carried in stock by-

finders everywhere
; quick sel-

ler at a splendid profit.

Write us for samples to-day

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.
160 No. Wells Street

Chicago, Illinois

•selivei; Cemented Heel Lining
Repairer

Increased Profits and
constant Repeat Orders
from Satisfied Customers
is the Result of Hand-
ling our "SILVERITE" Lamb's Wool Soles

"SHOE FINDINGS THAT SELL"

These cuts illustrate only a few
of the Findings Specialties we
manufacture.

Write for Catalog and Price List

WARMTREAD" Cnsliion Insoles .made of
"Korxole" and Wliito Cushion Felt.

THE SILVERITE CO.
Formerly L. G. & S. S. COMPANY

81 High Street Uoston, Mass., U.S.A.

"SELWEL"' Stitched Heel Lining
Repairer Stitched with a smooth zig-

zag stitch.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal' 1 when tvriting an advertiser
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horn EAgland. And 1 thought I had done a very foolish

tiling; for that winter I nearly starved. Many a time J.

prayed that someone would bring in a small job to enable

us to buy bread. But I did not give up, as I had complete

confidence that my ability would be recognized some time.

In the spring I rigged up a shop in a house attached

to the house, and business began to come. I have been

progressing steadily, until today I have the most up-to-

date equipment shop in the district which I speak of.

My success I attribute more to pluck than to luck, in

giving satisfaction on all jobs, being fair in prices and

value. I have had great dividends from advertising in the

local paper ; also by handbills. Every job I get I put my
whole heart and soul in doing a good, job, artistically and

with service.

Many repair men make a mistake by slighting very

old shoes. I do the same work on an old pair as on one

nearly new, as I say that it is an advertisement ; for the

people say "If he can do as good a job on an old pair,

what must he is able to do with a new pair ?" I do any

job, no matter how bad, as long as it is satisfactory to

both parties, I do some other jobs at times, too, such

as harness, auto-tops, trusses, and one old lady even came

to me with a pair of eye glasses, which I mended with wax.

Many children used to bring me broken toys, until I got

so busy with other work.

By the way, children are big advertisers. I gave away
thousands of blotters for school books. A child never for-

gets a kindness done, but will always resent harsh word-.

8c I treat the children just as I would their parents, and

nearly half my work is brought to me by children, which

signifies a lot. It means that the parents have confidence

in me, and believe I know what should be done, and will

not do more than is necessary. Very often a shoe is sen1

that really wants soleing, or heels, but the party says only

to stitch it. I do what the customer desires, only, as very

often they have not the money to get the other work done
at the time. I also make it a practice to keep my shop neat

and clean, and decorated with attractive advertisements,

and I find this helps business.

In conclusion, I have built my business by my own
efforts, and I feel proud of my achievement. What I have
done, any one else can do, if he sticks, watches his trade

journals, studies new methods. Give service abundantly at

all times even if it hurts or spoils* your other engage-
ments.

— . o —
TORONTO SHOE REPAIRERS MEET

The regular meeting of the Toronto Shoe Repairers'
Association was held in Foresters Hall, on the evening of

November 24th, with President S. Burnett in the chair.

As is almost usual with their meetings, the night was a

hard one, with rain and ieiy sidewalks counting against

the attendance. At the previous meeting nomination had
been made for the offices of President and Vice-President,

The ballots were counted at this meeting and Mr. A.
Butterworth, and' Mr. J. H. Weir were declared elected

President and Vice-President respectively. At the next

meeting the remaining officers will be elected and instal-

led.

The work of the association was reviewed by scvenv

speakers, together with the advantages that work has con-

ferred on all Toronto repair men, whether members or not.

The discussion fell along the lines of prices, and the

opinion seemed to be that high rates of rent, power, and

other overhead charges, more than offset reduction in cost

of materials. Moreover the wages and earnings in the

trade would not admit of a substantial re I net ion ;f the

trade was to be kept on its present plane.

Representatives of one of the rubber companies laid

a proposition hefore the Association whereby a greatly

reduced price would be made on fibre soles, provided t'.c

repairmen would undertake to iioost them and put them

on for a price considerably lower than that which p:\i-vaiis

now- The question is to be discussed at the next meeting,

though the rock on which the proposition appeared to split

was the fact that the Association numbers in turn wished

the company to guarantee that if a low price were fixed

they would not sell at the same juice to repairmen in

Toronto who might cut below the price fixed for fibre

sole and rubber heel under this arrangement. .This the

rubber company did not seem prepared to do.

: o

SHOE REPAIR NOTES

The Empire Leather & Shoe Findings Co. of Mont-

real have retired from business.

Chas. J. Lee has celebrated the first anniversary of

the opening of the Empire Shoe Repairing Factory. 71

lladley St., Cote St. Paul. Montreal. Mr- Lee reports that

a good connection has been raised with the local folk. Thi-

shop is equipped with a U.S.M-C. 18ft. Finisher and Good-

year Stitcher, which enables him to give a quick output

and entire satisfaction.

Out of the kindness of his heart and desire to help

the poor of his city. Mr. F. Mango, shoe repairer of Nia-

gara Falls, Out. was victimised by a couple of confidence

men who. it is reported, left him poorer to the tune of about

-f.°)000.00.

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwear

« builds

prestige and an enviable reputa-

tion for better g-rade retailers.

They are carefully made of se-

lected materials by expert turn
workmen.''

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - - MASSACHUSETTS

KANGAROO
We are headquarters for all Finishes,

Grades and Kinds.

Sheepskins Skivers "Ryco" Matt Kidd

RICHARD YOUNG CO.
36 and 38 Spruce Street - NEW-YORK, U.S.A.

Branch: 54 South Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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A QUESTION of "SERVICE"

two seasons past, the merchants of

Canada have been under-buying-even

for their restricted requirement

This condition has emphasized the ser-

vice it is possible to receive from the Whole-
sale Distributor of Shoes, who time after

time, again and again has come to the

rescue of the store short of both sizes

and lines.

To-day, the Shoe Jobbers are better orga-

nized than ever. To the ordinary so-called

"Staples" they have added many of the

popular novelties of the day on some of

which they are prepared to give immediate

delivery and on others they can promise

early shipments.

Whether looking for Staples or Novelties,

your Jobber can serve you as never before.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Wording Now
For You To-Morrow

That is the constant task of the shoe wholesaler.

It is part of our service to sense the market, and buy

shoes accordingly so that a constant flow of fresh

merchandise will keep our warehouse supplied with

the character and quality of shoes the merchant sells

most readily.

Remember, in this connection, that shoes are not

made in a day. It is good business to buy now for

Spring.

3am?a Snlmtmut (Emnjiamj
iGimttrb

184 Mill g>t. ilmilrral
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Use December

To Clean Up Stock

This month ic and ever was one of rather free

spending.

This year more than ever, gifts will have a tendency

toward the useful, rather than ornamental.

Our suggestion to the merchant is that he use a good

part of the month to advertise a sale that will reduce

his stock of old lines to a minimum.

Clean house before old 1 92 1 says goodbye forever.

Then start anew by sorting and placing from a house

that is in a position to give you real service.

Remember, We Carry the Stock

184 JHrfttll m. Montreal

Ml

S3
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If you have not yet seen our samples wire us, and we will

have our representative call.

Do not delay ordering as there is every prospect of a short

age in white shoes when the season is with us.

R. B. GRIFFITH & CO.
HAMILTON, ONT.
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Our Supply Service

Is Your Partner
It is your partner because its success depends upon your success. When
your business is good we know that we can expect larger orders. Therefore
we must sell you what we know will give the best results. We cannot hold

your business otherwise.

W> are ready to do the duties of partner in your business for the present
period and the coming season.

Seasonable Cold Weather Lines
MOCCASINS, HOCKEY BOOTS, FELTS and RUBBERS

are all
:mes in which we have long held the confidence of hundreds of dealers

as offering goods that create sales through better values and hold trade
through superior quality.

Our showing of Fine Slippers features all the popular models and shades
in leather and fabric lines for men and women. They are great trade cat-

chers for Christmas Trade.

Your Coming Season's Needs
as dictated by Fashion and Value demands are fully covered by the samples
we are showing for Spring Placing.

Style Shoes, Staple Shoes, Outing Shoes
and all spring and summer lines are offered in a selection bubbling over
with trade winning possibilities.

Make a partner of McLaren Service and you have a strong ally for Better
Business.

j. a. McLaren co., limited
30 FRONT ST. W. TORONTO

Mention, "Shoe tend Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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SEASONABLE LINES IN STOCK
FOR AT ONCE SHIPMENT

Number Price
700 $4.50 Men's Chrome Mule Professional Hockey. Pearl Trimmed.
701 4.50 Men's Chrome Mule Professional Hockey, Tan Trimmed.
702 4.10 Men's Chrome Mule Professional Hockey, Spring Heel.

703 4.10 Men's Chrome Mule Spring Heel Hockey, Inside Ankle Support.

710 2.85 Men's Split Heel Hockey.
715 3.35 Boys' Chrome Mule Spring Heel Hockey, Inside Ankle Support.

716 3.35 Boys' Box Kip Spring Heel Hockey. Inside Ankle Support.

722 2.25 Youths' Split Spring Heel Hockey, Tan Trimmed.
725 3.95 Women's Box Kip Spring Heel Hockey, Inside Ankle Support.

726 3.50 Women's Box Kip Heel Hockey, Fleece Lined.

728 3.25 Women's Box Kip Spring Heel Hockey, Inside Ankle Support.
731 3.00 Women's Chrome Grain Spring Heel Hockey. Fleece Lined.

748 3.45 Men's Felt Bals, Dongola Vamp, Leather Sole.

749 2.95 Men's Felt Bals, Plain, Leather Sole.

750 2.65 Men's Felt Bals, Plain, Leather Sole.

751 2.25 Men's Felt Bals, Plain, Leather Sole.

756 2.35 Women's Felt Bals. Plain, Leather Sole.

757 1.75 Women's Felt Bals. Plain, Leather Sole.

759 2.25 Women's Felt Bals, Plain, Leather Sole.

765 2.85 Women's Felt Bals, Dongola Vamp. Leather Sole.

771 2.95 Men's Chocolate Dongola Romeo Turn.
772 2.50 Men's Chocolate Dongola Romeo M. S.

778 3.00 Men's Chocolate Dongola Opera Turn.
779 3.00 Men's Black Dongola Opera Turn.
780 1.95 Men's Black Dongola Everett M. S.

781 2.00 Men's Chocolate Dongola Everett M. S.

840 4.00 Men's All Felt Blucher. High Cut, Strap and Buckle, Felt Sole.

844 4.00 Men's all Felt Bal Elk outer Sole, Rubber Heel.
845 3.95 Men's all Felt Bal, Wing Toe Cap, Felt Sole
846 2.50 Men's all Felt Bal. Seamless.
847 3.00 Men's all Felt Bal, Rubber Heel.
850 1.45 Men's all Felt Slioner, Heel.
852 1.20 Men's Grey Felt Slipper, Kozy Sole.

. 853 1.50 Man's Black Felt Slipper, Leaher Sole.

857 ' 1.30 Men's Plaid Felt Slipper, Felt and Fibre Sole.

865 1.65 Men's Chocolate Kid Slipper, Kozy Sole.

866 1.65 Men's Black Kid Slipper, Kozy Sole.
869 1.50 Boys' Chocolate Kid Slipper, Kozy Sole.
872 1.45 Boys' Black Felt SlipDer. Leather Sole.

877 2.50 Women's all Felt Bal. Felt Sole.
879 1.85 Women's Black Felt House Boat. Fur Trimmed.
887 1.85 Women's Grey Felt Buckle Slipper. Leather Sole, also in Black.
889 1.30 Women's Black Felt Slipper, Leather Sole.
892 1.35 Women's Black Felt SliDper. Felt Sole. Heel.
900 1.35 Women's Light Blue Kid Boudoir Slipper, also in Pink.
902 1.15 Women's Red Kid Boudoir Slipper, also in Black.
906 1.35 Ord Rose Suede Baudot Slipper, also in Purple. Grey and Brown.
910 1.85 Women's Pink Felt Kosy Highcut, also in Light Blue.
912 1.85 Women's Ligh Blue Felt Kozy. Cross Strap.
920 1.55 Lavendar Felt Kofcy, Ribbon Trimmed.
925 1.15 Women's Grey Felt Kozy, Ribbon Trimmed, also in Red and Brown.
936 1.10 Women's Brown Felt Kozv. Collar.
952 2.15 Misses' All Felt Bal. Toe Cap, Felt Sole.
954 1.25 Misses' Brown Kid Mary Jane Kozy Sole.
957

. 1.25 Misses' Grey Suede Mary Jane Kozv Sole.
958 .90 Misses' Red Felt Mary Jane Kozy Sole.
961 1.00 Misses' Plaid Felt Mary Jane Felt and Fibre Sole. Heel.
962 1.00 Misses' Piaid Felt Mary Jane Felt and Leather Sole.
963 .70 Misses' Printed Felt Mary Jane Felt Sole.
976 1.00 Girls* Black Kid Mary Jane Kozv Sole, also Chocolate Kid.
987 .75 Girls' Red Felt Marv Jane Kozv Sole.

1004 .70 Childs' Plaid Felt Marv Jane Felt and Leather Sole.
Women's Overgaiters. Taupe, Fawn and Black.
Men's Lumberman's Knitted Stockings, at $7.50. $8.00 and $9.00 per dozen.
Boys' Lumberman's Knitted Stockinsrs. at 6.75. $7.50 Der dozen.
Youths' Lumberman's Knitted Stockings, at $6.50. $7.00 per dozen.
Little Gents Lumberman's Knitted Stockings, at $6.50 per dozen.
Men's Felt Insoles, at $1.35 per dozen.

W Mail Order Shipped Same Day As Received

WHITE SHOE CO., Limited
9 Wellington, St., W. TORONTO

Mention ''Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Lennox Staples
Winter is staple selling season and

the dealer who is able to show

shoes selected from our lines will

stir up extra selling through offer-

ing good substantial shoes at pri-

ces that answer to-day's call for

better values.

They are the shoes you can count

on for rapid turnover.

Felt Selling
is the order of the day in every

footwear. Felts are great holiday

trade boosters. Our Felt Lines excel

from every standpoint — variety,

attractiveness, quality, value. Im-

mediate ordering will get you the

lines you need in time of the sea-

son's rush.

JOHN LENNOX & COMPANY
The Slipper House of Canada

Hamilton, Ont.

Mention "Shoe amd Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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No. 520'/». — Growing girls'

Patent Leather Buttoned Mc-
Kay. Imitation Tip. 9/8 Heel.

Last 397. Made in all leather.

A New Number
For Growing Girls

This new number is offered in res-

ponse to a very definite demand.

There has been a real need for a
good McKay shoe combining- the

style demanded by the young Miss
of to-day with the Hygenic prop-

erties that should be found in a

shoe designed for her use.

The style and the fitting qualities

of this shoe will win friends for

the merchant who sells it.

Further particulars on request.

Dalaco and Patricia Welts McKays
and Turns are made in the better

way for your regular trade.

DAOUST, LALONDE & CO., LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Will You Have
A Good Ghristmas

Window?

Christmas is a season when every dealer

tries to brighten up his store and excel

himself and his neighbors in window
display. We want to see and show the

trade some of the best windows in Can-

ada.

Send Us A Photograph

of your window display and

Win One Of These Prizes

which we are offering below. All that is

necessary is to send with the photo-

graph a brief description of the window
and comments on the results it brought.

The prizes will be

First Prize $15.00

Second " $10.00

Third " 5.00

Send the photo and description to

Christmas Window Competition

SHOE & LEATHER JOURNAL
545 King St. West

TORONTO

Help Pay For

Your Christmas

Advertising

You probably have figured on doing

some pretty snappy Christmas advertis-

ing. The news papers for a few weeks

will be filled with ads with a distinct

Chritmas flavor. We'd like to se some
of the best of them and so would the

rest of the trade.

Consequently, we are offering the prizes

below for the three best all round

Chritmas ads that are submitted to us.

So

Send Us Your Best

One

toether with brief comments on how
you worked it out and what results it

appeared to bring.

First Prize $15.00

Second " 10.00

Third " 5.00

Address

Advertising Competition

SHOE & LEATHER JOURNAL

545 King St. West

TORONTO

Mention "Shoe ami Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Look at

this

This patent leather

number is positively a

le<*dei

.

Get samples and ask

for the price and you
will know why in spite

oi a quiet market we
have over doubled our
out put.

Making McKays for Boys,
Youths, Little Gents, Misses,

Children and Infants.

DOMINION SHOE CO., LIMITED
2298-2302 Chabot St. MONTREAL

HARTLEY & CO., (Waterfoot) LIMITED
SHOE AND SLIPPER MANUFACTURERS

Bacup, Near Manchester, England

No. B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper, No B129^Misses', Children's and No. B4—Men's Camel Hair Slipper,
Rolled Top Silk Bonnd, Felt Infants' Camel Hair Slippers, SiBi Bound, Felt and Leather
and Leather Sole. made with Ankle Strap, Felt Sole.

and Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which
is being handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.
Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

ROSS & SHAW
121 Wellington St. West Toronto, Ont.

Selling Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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%
!

Stitchdowns

at the right

Price for

To-days Market

The sale of stitchdowns can be

and is being, increased by the un-

usual values we are showing the

Jobbers.

The patterns and the workman-

ship are just as interesting as the

price. 1

CANADIAN STITCHDOWN COMPANY
THIRD AVENUE AND ERNEST AVENUE

MONTREAL

No. 191. — Flexible McKay,

2 Straps Button with Imitation

Wing Tip. Velours with plain

quarter Slip Sole and Split

in-sole. 10-8 heel. Price 2.35.

No 170. — Same as above

with imitation Saddle and Heel

Facing. Price same.

Reliable

Values
Of course our prices

on this shoe are
"right".

Our price brings them
into the proper price

class for re-sale to the

merchant..

Ask un.

That's All

RELIABLE SHOE CO. LIMITED
808c PAPINEAL AVENUE, MONTREAL.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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^ftK RESTS'-

NEW CASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White. Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits.

Indias. Heavy Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Cloths

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

< anadian Branch—335 Craig St. W
Factory-

Montreal

Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A.

United States Hotel
Lincoln, Beach and Kingston Sts.

BOSTON, MASS.

Near South Terminal and easily reached from North
Station hy derated

European Plan $2.00 up

Jas. G. Hickey, Manager G. W. Hanlon, Asst. Mgr.

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.

Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS
OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOR HOME AND EXTORT TRADE

J.HARDY SMITH & SONS h,d
Vactor

a
s
ther

CODES: MARCO' I, BENTLEY, L1EBER.
CABLES: HIDES LEICESTER. Belgrave Gate, Leicester, En g

Show Them

JOHN BULL

Shoepacks

For your customers who are looking

for EXTRA VALUE in shoepacks let

them examine a pair of Real's. They
will note the good leather used—our

own tannage—the high class work-

manship and the real GOODNESS
contained in every parr. These qual-

ities can only give one result—long

service, comfort and resistance to

weather.

The R. M. Beal Leather Co.

Lindsay, Ont.

Limited

" As On A Carpet

"

Specialties

That Increase Your Profits

Because they do not sell practical hygienic In-
doles and Heels. Booties, Chaussinetts (the pro-
tector of women's elegant silk stockings) many-
dealers deprive themselves of easy profits.

Others, because they sell inferior goods in these
lines dissatisfy their customers.

You who want to realize extra profits, keep
your customers and increase their number te
sure to sell the Allibert Specialities.

Joseph Ellibert
Monestier de Clermont, ISERE, France,

For information. Agencies and samples, write

R. M. E. PRUD'HOMME
P. O. Delivery, Edmonton, Alberta.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CLARKE & CLARKE Limited

Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been

the standard for quality

and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St. W., Montreal

PERCY J. MULBURN, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

Edwards & Edwards Limited

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

Men's, Boys'

and Youths'

CANVAS
BALS

Made of Good
Quality Camas.

Sheepskin or

Dono-ola Foxin»\

A good serviceable shoe.

Our Leader for Twelve Years.

Mary Janes

Good quality patent for

Infants, Children and
M isses.

Good trimmings and

good wearing soles.

SAMPLES ON REQUEST.

B. & M. SHOE & SLIPPER CO., LIMITED
126-128 GARDEN AVE TORONTO

COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
PACKER and COUNTRY HIDES

Switches and dewclaws off, fleshed of
excess meat. Thoroughly cured and
out of our first salting.

Well banked, shaken of salt, suitable
tare, giving an excellent delivery.

Hide and Calfskin Cellar, MONTREAL

OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FOLLOWS:

274 Wellington Street, Montreal, P.Q.

Quebec, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont.

St. John, N.B.
Windsor, N.S.

Turee Rivers, P.Q.
Peterboro, Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve tniality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS & CO.
International Hide Merchants

S'ARIS HAVANA BASLE NEW YOKK CHICAGO

'We deliver what vou buy'
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GOODYEAR
SERVICE
BEGINS

WHERE OTHERS

LEAVE OFF
When a machine is sold outright, all interest taken

by the concern in most cases suddenly ceases.

WHEN GOODYEAR MACHINERY OR
SHOE REPAIR OUTFITS ARE INSTALLED
OUR INTEREST AND SERVICE BEGINS

We maintain a large number of experts to install and

keep in operation all Goodyear machinery, and a

stock of parts, so as there will be no delay in the

case of a breakdown. This is

REAL SERVICE

United Shoe Machinery Company of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL
TORONTO KITCHENER QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



No. 805-205 Last, Black Kid,

B. to E.

BECAUSE of their style alon? these new lasts and patterns from the
Clark Bros, line would get enthusiastic reception from the Trade,
but they will be particularly welcomed by dealers because of -he

popular prices at which they can be retailed.

Four to six weeks delivery,

in all leathers and all lasts.

No. 811-210 Last, Black or Brown, No. 838-210 Last, Grecian Sandal, all

Calf or Kid, B. to E. leathers, B. to E.

CLARK BROS., LIMITED
ST. STEPHEN, N.B.
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The Breithaupt Leather Co. Limited

Producers of the Standard of Canadian Sole Leather

SALES OFFICES

Kitchener Toronto Vancouver Montreal Quebec

TANNERIES AT
Penetang Hastings Kitchener Woodstock Burk's Falls
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Crulp 1 fflmv Cfjnstmas;

A truly Merry Christmas for all branches of the Trade, is

our sincere wish.

So many of the industry are our friends that it would be

strange did our hearts not grow warm to you all at this

Season of the year.

Looking forward, with you all, to the better times 1922

will hold in store, we couple with our Christmas Wishes,

Greetings for a Happy New Year.

DUCLOS & PAYAN
Tanneries and Factory: Sales Office and Warehouse:

St. Hyacinthe 224 Lemoine Street

Montreal

REPRESENTATIVES
For Ontario:—E. R. Lewis, 45 Front St. East, Toronto

For Quebec City —Richard Frere, St. Valier Street, Quebec

•

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" zvhen writing an advertiser
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Makers of "Moose Head" Brand

Send Greetings To The Trade

No exchange of season's compliments within the Shoe Trade
of Canada would be complete without the greetings of our old

established firm. In the past critical period of the Trade, the

support accorded us and our products has been most gratify-

ing, and we thank all our friends for their favors.

In extending best wishes to all for a prosperous 1922, we
speak the determination of everyone in our organization to

merit your continued confidence in Moose Head Brand Oil

Tans.

JOHN PALMER CO., Limited
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Each year the Bright Rays of Goodwill shining through-

out the previous twelve months have the focusing point

on the Merry Season of Christmas. We hope that for

all our friends in the Shoe and Leather Trades these

Goodwill Beams have grown in brightness and strength

during the past year, as they have for us. May they fill

your Yuletide with light and give you splendid hopes for

the New Year.

Davis Leather Company
Limited

Newmarket, Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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We would like, this Christmas time, to be able to

walk, into the shops of all our friends from coast to

coast and wish them more than just a Merry Christ-

mas.

The tide of business is now on the flow. The thought

of the good days to come should make this season a

truly merry one and by our own efforts we can make

all of 1922 "Happy Days."

J. A. & M. COTE, LIMITED

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Start the New Year Right!

Make Things Hum !

Try This.

Oxfords are selling fast. Worn under spats or the popular

long Gaiters all this Winter, and are going strong for Spring.

No. 313-A Leader

Medium toe. Medium heel. Five eyelet.

Whole Quarter. Gun metal. Just what
they are asking for, and we can give

early delivery at the right price.

Retails from $5.00 to $6.00

If you want further particulars, we will send them promptly.

Act now and have thenTin stock for early February selling-.

La Compagnie J. A. & M. Cote
St. Hyacinthe, Que.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" zvhen writing an advertiser

No s'i—A woman's\Gun Melal Calf
Oxford, Single sole McKay. Whole
quarter. Perforated tip. A popu-
lar shoe. In style with its medium
fine toe.



MAY WE TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SEASON

IN A SINCERE SPIRIT OF FELLOWSHIP, GOOD-

WILL AND OPTIMISM, TO EXTEND TO OUR
GOOD FRIENDS HEARTY WISHES FOR A MERRY
CHRISTMAS.

AND MAY THE NEW YEAR USHER IX A SEASON

OF PROSPERITY FOR YOU ALL.

T. H. Rkrder,

President.

AMES HOLDEN McCREADY, LIMITED

HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA,
TORONTO, LONDON, WINNIPEG, REGINA, SASKATOON,

EDMONTON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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J. 6b T. Bell, Limited
MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" zvhcn -writing an advertiser
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Christmas Greetings

To The Many Dealers In

Great West Felts

May this season be filled with Christmas Joys for you, and
may the New Year open up new fields of prosperity in which
you shall find unbounded Happiness.

The business ties that have for so long linked Great West
felts with the Canadian Shoe Trade, we shall do all in our
power to strengthen and extend throughout the coming year
by maintaining the high standard of our products.

The Great West Felt Co.
Limited

Elmira Ontario
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(greeting

0m Jfrtenbsi 3n Z$t tKrabe

is one of the great pleasures which the Christmas Season

brings us, and which is made all the greater when we realize,

as we fully do, the favors that have come our way from all

parts of the Trade during the past year.

£ (Greater Nineteen ®toentp=ttoo

is our earnest hope for the Canadian Shoe Trade, with Happi-

ness and Good Fortune for every member of it.

Those who continue during the New Year to place their con-

fidence in The Williams Shoe as Canada's Standard Staple

Shoe, will find us sparing no effort to make our lines and our

service more reliable than ever.

Williams Shoe Limited
Brampton, Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Greetings

To Canada's oemen

Through you we have been able to build up one of the biggest,

oldest and most widely known shoemaking industries in Can-

ada, therefore, to you, at this season of greetings and grati-

tude, we extend our best wishes and our deep appreciation.

In joining with you in hoping and working for increased pros-

perity for 1922, we will jealously guard those standards of

shoemaking that have their outcome in the sterling quality of

AMHERST
SOLID SHOES

These shoes, time honored for reliability and value, are out to

make another record during the coming year. Watch them.

Share in their success.

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co.
Limited

Amherst Halifax Regina

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" zvhen writing an advertise
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Is our message to the Trade at this Christmas Season.

We thankfully acknowledge the support accorded us by

our friends during- the past year. All Shoemen have our

Best Wishes that the New Year will lead them along'

the High Road of Prosperity and Happiness.

JOHN LENNOX & COMPANY
The Slipper House of Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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But

Only a few

Whom, we can see

PERSONALLY
To those OTHERS
We reach out our hand

In happy

GREETINGS
For a

ilerrg Christmas

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser



To our Good Friends who look back on the

struggle well fought and who look ahead with a

firm determination to serve as never before in

the year we are about to enter -- In short to all

the good fellows in this trade of ours we extend

our warm Christmas Greetings.

CLARK BROS., LIMITED

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal''' when writing an advertiser
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(greeting*

To you, the Clerk whose pleasure it is to spend the hours in contact

with your patrons.

To you, the Merchant whose fore-sight 'and merchandising- know-

ledge provides the array of fashions latest from w hich to choose.

To you, the Travelling Salesman, the Ambassador of Trade.

To you, the Shoe Manufacturer.

To all our Friends.

SS jfWerrp Cfjrtetmas

JNO. R. EVANS LEATHER CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL, QUE.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST KID

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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From The Kingston Tannery

(greeting*

The hearty greetings that come and go at Christmas

time show how much more there is to business friend-

ships than the mere associations of trade.

In our greetings to all who are connected with the

Shoe & Leather Trades are expressed gratitude for

your favors, best wishes for your Christmas Happi-

ness, and sincere hopes for your well being during the

coming year.

A. DAVIS& SON,LIMITED
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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A Message From

The Mantimes

In the hearty exchange of season's greetings among
the shoemen of Canada we would ask all members of

the Trade accept the very sincere wishes that go out

from Waterbury and Rising, Limited.

Many there are, particularly in the Maritime Terri-

tory, who have materially assisted in making 1921 a

gratifying year for us, and to all who favor us with any

share of their patronage during 1922, we give assur-

ance of our constant effort to look after their interests

to their entire satisfaction. Our Better Values, Ketter

Selection and Prompt Shipments mean trade possi-

bilities multiplied for merchants who make our House
their supply headquarters.

Let us all go forward into the New Year determined

through co-operation to make it a banner year for the

Canadian Shoe Trade.

Waterbury & Rising
Limited

St. John, N. B.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser
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Greeting* Jfrom $ertf)

Generous consideration toward us on the part of Can-

adian Shoemen has meant the continuance of Perth

Progress during- another critical year in the Trade.

We are most grateful to our friends for their loyalty,

and we are most sincere in expressing our wish that

the g"ood cheer of Christmas may bring to all a glad

holiday season, and that the happiness that results

from well-being and g-ood fortune may be yours during

the New Year.

X X X X

Mention "Shoe and Leathci Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Greeting* anb Pest OTtsfjes

1922

With another year of growing friendships with Canadian

'

Shoemen to look back upon, we, at this Christmas Season,

send out a message of sincere thanks, and no good wish is

lacking that bespeaks for you genuine Happiness at Yuletide,

and splendid Prosperity during the New Year.

When you put Independent Products on your selling pro-

gramme in Rubbers and Outing Footwear for 1922, you are

strengthening your plans for a New Year of profitable mer-

chandising.

The

Independent Rubber Co.
Limited

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Paul Galibert
MONTREAL P. Q-
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Jfor a Prigfjt anb J^appp Cfjristmas are ex=

tenbeb to our many frtenbs tfjrougfjout Canaba

from Coast to Coast anb map tfje coming

JSeto gear be Prtgfjt tottf) $eace anb $ros=

peritp tfjat is latb upon tfje sure founbation of

tf)e <§olben &ule.

SIR H. W. TRICKETT
Limited

Waterfoot, Eng.
J. H. ASHWORTH
Canadian Representative

16 Manchester Building, TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" zvhen writing an advertiser

0. EATOUGH
Managing Director



Let us enter the New Year with Hope,

founded on Faith.

Let us take off a trial balance of our-

selves as well as our business. Let us

take stock of our personal worth as

well as our shelves.

Let us turn to the new sheet of 1922

and make it a

DUFRESNE & LOCKE, LIMITED
MONTREAL QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Dropping the mantle of business, let us take advantage of

this happy season to extend the glad hand of fellowship to

our friends from Coast to Coast.

Thanking you for the generous share of your patronage

extended to us, we desire to wish you all

8 Jfflett!> Christmas;

The Miner Rubber Company
LIMITED

SYDNEY CHARLOTTETOWN ST. JOHN

QUEBEC MONTREAL

OTTAWA TORONTO HAMILTON LONDON
WINNIPEG REGINA EDMONTON VANCOUVER

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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fflmy Christmas

Trying experiences enough have been shared by al!

members of the Trade throughout the past year.

Brightening business skies are bringing joy to the

hearts of all those whose splendid co-operation has

helped us all through the period of stress.

We add our message of Good Cheer to the Hearty

Season's Greeting- clue to all at this time.

r

Scheuer Normandin & Co.

1 8 St. Helen Street - Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Our Sincere Good Wishes and Hearty Greet -

tings are extended to our friends -- the

entire Industry.

And may you find much pleasure and profit

awaiting your efforts in 1922.

ANT. BONIN
MONTREAL, QUE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when, writing an advertiser
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Patent Dancing Tie
Victory Last

nappp===£kasonat)le
Winter, the season of social functions, will bring- many extra sales

to the merchant who shows this fashionable model from the

Talbot Line. It has all the sought for distinctiveness and snappi-

ness that catches the fancy of the most particular.

Reason's!

(greetings

May Good Cheer and Contentment

mark the close of a year of strenuous

business endeavor. May the New Year

bring to you the utmost of your hopes in

personal Happiness and Business At-
tainment.

Talbot Shoe Co., Limited
St. Thomas Ont.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal"-when writing an advertiser
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An Old Fashioned

Jllerrp Cfjrisstmasi

Fashions in shoes, Governments, hats

and hair-cuts may change ; for pro-

gress breeds change in such.

But, we hope we never live to see the

day when, at this season of the year,

our hearts will not go out to our

homes and friends wherever they may
be, sending out across land and sea to

each and all of them—as we send now
to you—a hearty, old-fashioned Christ-

mas Greeting.

Kingsbury Footwear Co.
Limited

Montreal P. Q.
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We desire to extend to our many friends in the trade

hearty Christmas Greetings, and the sincere wish that the

New Year will hold for them and theirs health, happiness and

prosperity.

We also wish to take this opportunity of thanking them

for their kind co-operation and patronage extended us in the

past, and we look forward with pleasure to enjoying their

continued confidence and again serving them during 1922.

Ctjristmag 1021

The

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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We are indeed indebted to the generous Goodwill of all

branches of the industry during- the past year.

Those from whom we have bought and those to whom
we have sold, alike have given us more than a goodly

share of co-operation.

It is with heartfelt pleasure that we take advantage of

this season to offer our best wishes for a Merry Christ-

mas and a Prosperous New Year.

!

.1;-

Dupont & Frere
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Air-Peds will sell wherever
they are shown. This is their

season. Try and see /or your-
self.

We want particularly to draw your attention to the LIGHT
WEIGHT AIR-PEDS SOLE. This is made of black

rubber. It is so designed and so light in weight that its

application is scarcely known except to the wearer. Yet

it is so tough as to long out wear ordinary applied Rubber

Sole.

Sincerest Wishes to our many friends for a Merry Christ-

mas-.

PIONEER PRODUCTS OFCANADA
LIMITED

11 ST. SULPICE STREET MONTREAL

w
'MM

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertise)
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Let The Bells Ring Out

!

And their ringing chimes will carry
Cheery Christmas Greetings to vou
from us together with kind
thoughts and good wishes for the
future.

Let us, too, at this time, acknow-
ledge our appreciation of the good-
will and co-operation of our friends

during the past year, as we take an
ohligation to serve you well in the

New Year.

Tetrault Shoe M'fg. Co., Limited

Montreal P. Q.
Largest Makers of Boots and Shoes in Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Now Ready With

Mitchell and Peirson

Black and Colored Kid

We are more than gratified to announce that we have

secured the agency for this well-known and popular Kid.

The entire American trade speaks most highly of this line

and everyone in Canada who has either cut the leather

or has seen samples is more than pleased.

The price is right, too, of course.

Samples g'ladly sent on request.

We extend" our hearty and sincere Christmas Greetings

to the entire Trade, and may you all experience great

Happiness and Prosperity during 1922, and the years to

come.

J. EINSTEIN, Limited
152 Notre Dame St. MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser
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OSHAWA

A leather of excellent quality suit-

able for highest grade shoes.

BLACK
BEAUTY

Chrome
Patent Sides

The result of many years experience

in making Patent Leather.

V

THE ROBSON LEATHER CO.
LIMITED

TANNERS and CURRIERS
OSHAWA CANADA

7

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Lawrence Leathers are

Reliable Leathers

BLACK DIAMOND
CHROME PATENT

Whenever a renewed call for patent leather is in evidence, there is an

immediate and marked demand for Black Diamond Chrome Patent.

This is only natural in view of the high average of satisfaction given

by this Lawrence specialty.

Few, if indeed any, shiny leathers will stand

the strain of shoe manufacture with so high

a percentage of success as Black Diamond. It

follows that shoes made from this leather

give the most satisfactory service to the

wearer.

Remember this when ordering or making patent leather shoes.

A. C. LAWRENCE LEATHER CO
161 South Street Boston

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO, ST LOUIS,

CINCINNATI, MILWAUKEE.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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May the Christmas Season bring to you and those you
love in the fullest possible sense Joy and Goodwill.

May the New Year bring to you three hundred and
sixty-five days of Happiness and Prosperity, and may
Every Day be bright with better things to be.

The T. Sisman Shoe Company
LIMITED

THE "BEST EVERYDAY" SHOEMAKERS
Aurora, Ont., and Newmarket

Salesrooms,

Manchester Bldg. Toronto

J. S. ASHWORTH, Representative

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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At this season of the year with goodwill abiding

everywhere, and the thoughts of good cheer so

prevalent in our minds, we wish to extend our

best wishes to every member of the Shoe, Leather

and Allied trades.

It is our most sincere hope that this Christmas

season may bring you increased happiness and

better times than ever before.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Limited
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Growing Girls

Special $3.90
No. 520y2 .

Patent Leather, Grow-

ing Girls Three Button

Strap McKay 8/8 Heel

Last 297.

Made also in all

Leathers.

Price $3.90

There is a great demand waiting for the merchant who will place this shoe

jn his window.

Tt is well made and well finished.

The last is a heautiful fitter.

Delivery in six weeks. Get some of these for February—the early trade is

worth while.

Further particulars on request.

Daoust, Lalonde & Co., Limited
MONTREAL, QUE.

ention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when zvriting an advertiser
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0i Cfjristma*

The smile that's worth while

Is the JOY that we see

In the Face of ANOTHER
When we've DONE Just a Little

To make CHRISTMAS mean Something

To him.

And REMEMBER, too,

The harder we WORK
To make THINGS come righl

For the OTHER FELLOW
As well as

For ourselves

The HAPPIER we'll all be

On CHRISTMAS.

There's the smile of the lip, and the sparkle of eye,

That comes when we earnestly try;

And the joy of the heart is as warm as the sun,

When we look on the task well done.

EAGLE SHOE CO., LIMITED
597 Beaudry St. Montreal

By every standard of comparison
Strider Shoe are better.
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DON'T wait until your salesmen reach your customers. Go after them NOW and

keep after them. Sending a series of real live folders or broadsides is the best

possible thing you can do right now to hasten the return of active buying. They
are of extraordinary value in driving home your message, as well as puting the reader in

a receptive state of mind agreeably anticipating your salesman's visit.

We know we can stimulate the sales of any worthy article. Our staff is of such a nature

that we can create and produce sales promoting literature which appeals to the most pro-

gressive men in the trade, because we give them what they want and need—dependable

and authoritative "dull times" ammunition—with a real punch in it which compels your

customers to read it.

We welcome the privilege to design and print your mailing folders or broadsides, or plan

with you their construction.

Right now grasp the opportunity. Write, telephone or write at our expense, and allow us

the privilege of demonstrating to you how we can do some real constructive work in help-

ing you to bring conditions back quickly to a Business-as-Usual basis.

The Acton way turns your printing expense account into a 100 per cent, asset.

ACTON PUBLISHING CO., LIMITED
PRINTERS AND DESIGNERS

TORONTO-MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The memory of warm
friendships formed in

years of service in the

trade, is ever green.

Through lean seasons

and in days of prosper-

ity, we find the men
who make up this Shoe

& Leather Industry,

the same good sort---

friends worth while.

To all of you we extend our greetings. May you con-

tinue to prosper and may this be

& jfflerrp Cfjristmasi

*>4

fames Eotrinson Co.
Himittb

184 Jfflc<gUl g>t. jHontreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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While some of us may
be tempted to gauge

the merry Christmas

by our relative pros-

perity, let us remember

the wealth of friendship

showered on us—and

our duty to so serve

that we shall increase

the good repute we all

like to enjoy.

The man of courage, the man of faith and of energy

—and he who has a sincere desire to serve will find

1922 a truly

iprogperoug J£eto Pear

Jarncg &otrinsion Co.
limtteb

184 jWctetli &t. ^Montreal

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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NOTHING can dim the brightness of

those words. The passing Years can

only make them burn all the more brilliantly

as time adds to our store of friendships and

strengthens the bond of goodwill between us

all.

With grateful appreciation of all the favors

received by us from you. and for that priceless

though intangible asset, your goodwill, which
we prize beyond measure, we seek to merit

your continued confidence and aim to serve

you faithfully in the future-

We sincerely hope that this Christmas Season

will glow with the bright light of Cheerfulness

for all, and that Happiness and Prosperity

will illumine vour New-Year-to-come.

j. a. McLaren co., limited
30 FRONT ST. W. TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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"Lest We Forget"

IN THE RUSH OF BUSINESS WE ARE APT TO

OVERLOOK HOW MUCH THERE IS IN

FRIENDLY ASSOCIATIONS. IT TAKES THE
SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS TO IMPRESS THEIR

VALUE UPON US.

WE WOULD LIKE ALL SHOEMEN TO KNOW,
BY OUR HEARTY SEASON'S GREETING, THAT
THEIR FAVORS ARE FULLY REMEMBERED,
AND BY OUR BEST NEW YEAR WISHES, THAT
THEIR INTERESTS AND HOPES ARE MOST
SINCERELY CONSIDERED.
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o our friends, our sources of sup-

ply; to our friends, the Shoe Man-
ufacturers; to our friends the Merchants
and their Staffs; to our friends the con-

sumer, we extend our best wishes for

a Merry Christmas.

—Not forgetting that in a little

red cottage over a hill, half buried in

snow somewhere may be folks who will

find Christmas made merry for them
by their friends.

GLOBE SHOE, LIMITED
TERREBONNE - - QUE.

Montreal Office— 11 St. James St.

Representative—J. A. BLUTEAU

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser
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THE

SHOE

It's a real Shoe

made of the best leather

our money or anyone

else's can buy, and with

a quality of workmanship

that is unexcellable.

The Firm
Ready at all times to back

up its guarantees, anxious to

please the trade, and honestly

endeavouring to place on the

market the most perfect shoes

possible.

Scott-Chamberlain Co., Limited.
London - Canada

Makers of ASTORIA SHOES

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Barrie Tanning Ca
LIMITED

BARRIE, ONT.

MAHUFACTURCWS OT

SIDE LEATHERS FOR ALL PURPOSES

& J9ulettbe Greeting

From The Home Of The
Famous Barrie Tannages

Canadian Shoemen have expressed through their continued

patronage, their confidence in our leathers.

We, at this season, -would express our appreciation for this high

esteem and our earnest desire to continue to merit it.

The year has not been without its trying problems for all in the

industry, and, in extending a cheery season's greeting, we join

in wishing for everyone increasing prosperity during the New
Year.

The Barrie Tanning Co.
LIMITED

Barrie, Ontario.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when zvriting an advertiser
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Co

H. W. PEARSON, President. FRED R FOLEY, Sec -Treas.

N making our bow to the Canadian Shoe Trade we desire first of all

to extend our most cordial wishes for a Happy Christmas and a
Prosperous New Year.

While the firm's name may be new to the Shoe Trade of Canada, its

members are well known personally to the Retail Trade of this Province.
All are intimately familiar with the needs of the Retail Shoe Trade and
know the value of shoes from the seller's standpoint most thoroughly.
We are carrying a select but complete stock of Everyday Sellers repres-
ented by the brands, "Pearson" " Sunnyside" and "Granite," made
specially for our trade, concerning the merits of which we will be able
to give the trade better details later.

In the meantime keep the NAME and the BRANDS in mind. Our aim
will be to come to the trade with "shoes and smiles."

R. H. PARTRIDGE, Director W J DRYSDALE, Vice.-Pres

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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(greetings:

Jn our more than twenty-five years spent in the In-

dustry, we have formed many close ties.

As we look across C anada from Coast to Coast, we see

a wonderful country populated by those we like to

call our friends.

To you all we extend our Warm Greetings and Rest

Wishes for a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.

The Columbus Rubber Com
pany of Montreal, Limited

Montreal

BRANCHES
Winnipeg - Calgary Ottawa

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



Greetings From The

Of Tred Rite Shoes

Makers

The heartiest greeting it is possible to express goes out from us to the

Canadian Shoe Trade at this Christmas Season.

With it is conveyed our sincere gratitude for the manner in which you
have helped in making this a banner year for Tred Rite Shoes.

For 1922 we earnestly look forward to continuance of your favors by
doing everything possible to make our shoes and our service deserving
of your confidence.

THE TRED-RITE SHOE CO., Limited
OTTERVILLE ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertise*
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(greetings

In thanking our friends the shoe

merchants and manufacturers for a

generous share of the year's busin-

riess, let us extend the heartiest

wishes for a merry, merry Christ-

mas.

BENNETT LIMITED
Makers of Shoe Supplies

CHAMBLY CANTON, QUE.
Made in Canada by the Largest Shoe Fibre Makers

in the British Empire

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Shoe and Leather Journai

Published Twice cl Month,

$1.50 a Year Single Copies 15c. Outside Canada. $2.00

Office of Publication

545-549 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Acton Publishing Company, Limited
JAMES ACTON, President

Montreal Office: Boston Office:

510 Coristine Building 161 Summer Street

TO ADVERTISERS
The paid circulation of theSHOE AND LEATHER
JOURNAL is more than double that of any other
shoe publication in Canada, and exceeds the com-
bined paid lists of all other Shoe Trade papers
circulating in this country.

Pay The Price

YOU can get anything you want by paying the price. Opportunities are as big and

numerous as ever but the easy money of the past few years has made the pick and

shovel unpopular implements. Waiting for things to turn up is as common a disease

with the business man as with the laborer.

It is just as possible today for a blacksmith to become a linguist and statesman as in the

days of Elihu Barrett. It is just as easy for a cobbler to become a merchant prince as it was

a century or so ago for John Pounds. But it isn't possible with the six-hour day.

The question of success is as much one of cutting out as putting in. "This one thing I

do, forgetting those things which are behind and reaching forth unto those things which are

before, I press toward the mark." There are a lot of things to be "forgotten" if we are to

reach the goal. There is a lot of "buffeting" of both body and mind ahead if we are to dodge

the scrap pile.

"Seest thou a man diligent in his business? He shall stand before kings; he shall not stand

before mean men." You will get what you pay for and the price for quality is not affected by

the exchange rate. The reason so many fail in business or are found amongst the "has-

beens," is that they are not willing to pay the price.

Service and work are the two things this old world needs most to put it on its feet and

start it on the way to the Millennium. Capital has been so keen on profits and labor so intent

upon shorter hours and more pay that the goal has been lost in the fog of self-seeking. Let

each pay the price in quality of service and real effort and the slack will soon be taken up.

Extravagance and waste will have to go, and every ounce of steam turned to account if

the best is to be made of the year ahead of us. Cut out the frills and get down to brass tacks.
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In the

Market Place
Business Conditions Noted in Retail,

"'Wholesale and Manufacturing Fields.

T HIS is the season when it is customary to re-

view the conditions of the year that is drawing

to a close, to look forward to, and make plans

for the. year that lies ahead. It is the time for the

orator to let loose with the time worn "standing on

the threshold" speech, which always gets a hand.

The past year has been a difficult period for any-

one engaged in any kind of business. With the whole

world in the throes of reconstruction and rehabilita-

tion, events have moved so rapidly, and conditions

changed so quickly, that it was necessary to keep

one's head, to play safe, in order to avoid disaster.

World conditions on the surface do not appear to have

changed materially. But the undertone has become

more and more predominant along lines of progress

and optimism. The close of the year is marked by

that epoch-making conference at Washington, which

is serving to imbue all nations with a spirit of confi-

dence and trust in one another. The Irish situation

has apparently been clarified, and the question of

reparations is in a fair way towards discussion and
settlement.

In Canada we benefit directly and indirectly by
the factors mentioned above. For ourselves, the

country is settled for a period of time under a new
government with a clear majority of the people be-
hind it ; and while it is a government about the policy
of which many manufacturers felt very dubious, the
responsibilities resting upon it will undoubtedly lead
it along paths of fairness to all classes. For after all,

there is no government composed of Canadians that
wll not look first to the advantage of Canada, rather
than to selfish or destructive measures. The feeling
that follows an election makes for stability, and there
is a general looking forward to a development of
trade with the turn of this year.

The retail shoe trade has had its ups and downs.
Last winter many dealers concluded that people had
ceased to wear shoes. At least they were not buying
any. With the spring came the development of the
novelty shoe business, with the strap-shoe as its basis.
This carried trade in the finer classes of shoes well
on into the summer, when the ship was again be-
calmed, and blue ruin was again a subject "for con-
versation. In the fall another flurry occurred, which
moved more shoes for a few weeks, after which we

saw another showing up prior
to the Christmas trade. Mean-
while, cheaper shoes and hea-
vier shoes, after being ne-
glected for eight months of
the year, came nto their town,
and displaced the fancv stuff
from the lead. \\"ha't is to
come next year, is still on the
knees of the gods.

The situation with shoe
manufacturers and whole-
salers was necessarily a close
parallel to that in the retail
trade. Leather manufacturers
and dealers, however, have
been fairly well satisfied with
the turn taken by events.
There is no stability to a
market where nothing' but top
grades can be moved, and ac-
cumulations of lower selec-
tions of all types of leather
had the effect, not only of en-
dangering the safety 'of pro-
ducers, but holding up prices
of higher grades. The recent
movement of medium and
lower grades of sole leather,
calf. kid. and the increased de-
mand for side leather has re-
sulted in the cleaning . up of
accumulated stocks of almost
unsaleable material. This not
only releases money tied up,
but also tends to "bring the
prices of various grades into
their proper relationship.

There is no question
but that conditions to-day
are vastly better than those
which existed a year ago.
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Gtye <§o£prt 0i Cfjrtetmas:

W&t neeb tfje Gospel of Cbristmas to sabe us! from tfjc

bamnation of Self. Cbebemon of meanness "goetb not fortt)

but by tbc strong banb of companion anb liberality

Hou may not babe a sou to gibe nor a Soul to gibe it to,

but bo not let tbat cbeat you of tbe opportunity of Itbtng at

Cbristmas in a "bouse Smept anb garnisbeb" of tbe foulness

of selfisbness anb tbe bitterness of cynicism.

3 ktnbly morb from you to someone may be like tbe Angels'

ikong to tbe i£>bepberbs at Petblebem. "&s colb mater to a

tbirSty Soul, So is goob netos from a far couutry." Carry
tbe cup of colb mater to tbose to mbom tbe morb of sympatby
may be more tban tbe gift of your banb.

#ibing boes not make Cbristmas any more tban clotbes

make a man or bricks a borne. OTitbout tbe Spirit of Cbrist=

mas tbe "golb anb frankincense anb myrrb" become tbe empty
trappings of bollom pretence.

$ut into Cbristmas tbis year for your ohm Sake as toell

as otbers, tbat tobtcb totll make its cbimes more tban "sounb=

tng brass anb tinkling cymbals." Hearn tbe luxury of boing

goob. & smile, a cbeery morb or marm banbsbake may bo

more goob tban a costly gift, it often costs more. Hike

Jlercy.

"3t is tmice bless'b

3Jt blessetb bim tbat gibes anb bim tbat takes;

"(EiS migbttest in tbe migbttest; it becomes
^be tbroneb monarcb better tban bi3 cromn,

3t is entbroneb in tbe beart of kings,

3t is an attribute to <§ob bimSelf"

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Stray Shots
From Solomon

If your heart is in the right place your

mouth will also be. A m'outh turned down at

the corners or a lower jaw like a

SAY hangman's drop always indicates

IT. trouble in the cardiac region beyond
the help of the ordinary practitioner.

Quit talking of your mistakes being mistakes

of the head and not of the heart. "As a man
thinketh in his heart so is he." There are

some people to whom Christmas is as hateful

as holy water to the Devil. They never did

a decent thing in their dark, miserable lives,

and they scowl when they see others shed the

mantle of selfishness to make others happy.
"Humbug" said old Scrooge, who saw noth-

ing but folly in people like Bob Cratchett

spending their hard earned shillings on Christ-

mas cheer. Humbugged indeed, are the nar-

row mosquito-souled grouches whose tongues
have forgotten how to form the words ''Merry
Christmas." "A merry heart maketh a cheer-
ful countenance." Get your heart full of

good will and your face will bring sunshine
wherever it goes.

"A word spoken in season how good it is."

You will have plenty of opportunity in the
next two weeks to try out this

IN bit of wisdom. Let your words
SEASON, be in season. Keep your grows-

ings until you can find a good ex-
cuse in a torpid liver. Take a little of the
"oil of gladness" wherever you go and see
how it limbers everybody up. You won't
know yourself by the end of the month. There
are a few people left still who think the Al-
mighty is pleased with them when they wan-
der about with a solemn face and pack a wet
blanket. You will catch more flies with
molasses than vinegar any time, but if you
want to know how much the world appreci-
ates the boost as against the knock, make
your experiment in the Christmas season. A
word in season costs little, and may produce
a wonderful harvest. Don't be afraid of put-
ting a little sweetness into your speech and
a little warmth into your grip. The world
will take more stock in your strength of
character and your pretensions to Christianity
if they see a little more of it sticking out
through your hide.

The expression "moved with compassion"
is used again and again with regard to the

feelings of Christ towards the

BEING crowds that followed him. "Bow-
MOVED. els of mercies" is an expression

similarly used by the Apostle with
regard to that which should characterize the
deep sympathy a man should experience to-

wards his unfortunate fellows. We have lost

much by the substitution of modern words
such as "sympathy" for those old English
phrases that denoted the inward working of

human emotion. The trouble with this age
is that, like its method of expression, it has
become shallow. What the world needs today
is a manifestation of that deep compassion
that leads to self sacrifice. "He that hath pity

upon the poor lendeth to the Lord." There
are lots of folks who imagine from their

Christmas givings they have opened accounts
with the Almighty, but who will never find
their names in His books. You will often
hear this passage misquoted which no doubt
accounts for the fact that the transaction
does not reach the Recording Angel. "Hath
pity" is a different proposition from "giveth
to." There is a lot of giving that has not the
saving quality of compassion to make it en-
during. What the poor and those better off

in this world need more than money or goods
is the quality of mercy that "is not strained
and droppeth as the gentle dew from heaven
upon the place beneath."

* * * *

"Cast thy bread upon the waters, for thou
shalt find it after many days. Give a portion

to seven and also to eight, for
AND THEN thou knowest not what evil

SOME. shall be upon the earth." Give
till it hurts and then some. Xo

man knows what it is to give until he feels it.

The giving that makes us feel the pinch our-
selves as well as the load our brother bears is

the only kind that gets us in touch with the
needs of our fellows. To toss a bill on a col-
lection plate or make out a cheque for a de-
serving charity is better than passing by on
the other side. But the real lover of his kind
is the man who halts his journey, stops his
business, pours in the oil and wine, lifts the
fallen, neglects his engagements to go back-
to the inn and puts his hand in his pocket
to pay the shot. He goes even farther and
provides ahead for the unfortunate man's
keep or funeral. One of the most interest-
ing problems to be solved on the day of judg-
ment will be what that poor half dead Jew
cost the Samaritan. From our knowledge of
the latter the Recording Angel will be the
only one in a position to tell.
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Another year has gone.

We can look back on 1921 as a year long to be remembered
in the history of our country and of our business. In many
ways it has been a year of inestimable value to us in the
experience we have gained from it. But to many a feeling
of relief comes that it is past.

Let us look forward to 1922 with resolution and optimism.
Let us put behind us all thought ofpessimism and depression.
We are on the eve of an era of prosperity. Prices in our field

have stabilized and it behooves us all to take courage, to

proceed to our business with a feeling that we will meet with
success in the measure that our efforts merit it.

I wish to take this opportunity of extending to all mem-
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gtoctatton of Canaba.

It is a great pleasure* for me to note that

general conditions in the shoe trade are

improving, and I should say that we have

now turned the corner.

Confidence was what was needed, and as

the hides and skins are going up in price,

there is no douht in my mind that the

merchants and the jobbers will book their

spring orders without any more hesita-

tion.

Wishing a Merry Christmas and a Hap-
py New Year to all my friends in the shoe
and leather trade, I remain,

C'est avec beaucoup de plaisir que je con-
state une grande amelioration dans l'indus-

trie de la chaussure et je suis convaincu
que la crise est maintenant finie.

La confiance scmble etre revenue et

commc le prix des peaux augmente, ce qui

est un bon signe pour les affaires, je n'ai

aucun doute que les detaillants et les gros-
sistes verront a placer leurs ordres du
printemps sans plus d'hesitation, car je

n'entrevois pas d'autre reduction ; mais au
contraire je ne serais pas surpris qu'il y
aurait une hausse de prix prochaine, cau-
see par l'augmentation des peaux, du cuir

et des cotons.

Je vous prie de convier a vos lecteurs
une bonne et heureuse annee.

President Shoe Manufacturer's Association of Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The Season of Joy and Gladness is once
more upon us, when the care and vicissi

tudes of business give place to the warmer
feelings of personal friendship and good-
will that are called forth by associations

that make of all mankind one flesh.

The Shoe and Leather Trades, in com-
mon with others, have been passing
through most extraordinary times when
the pressure of conditions has made busi-

ness building more than usually onerous.
Happily the clouds are lifting and the

horizon brightening with the result that

Christmas this year ought to be fraught
with more than usual peace and blessing.

May the Season of Good Will bring to

you and all within your family and busi-

ness circle, the full Brightness and Joy
that a year of unusual anxiety and effort

rightly deserve, and may the coming New
Year be filled to the brim with Happiness
and Prosperity that should come with the
promise of better things already indicated

by the steadying of the business outlook.

On behalf of the Wholesale Shoe Trade
of the Province of Quebec.

Voici le retour de la joyeuse epoque ou
les soins et les ennuis des affaires cedent
la place aux sentiments d'amitie et de
bonne volonte qu'evoque l'avenement de la
fraternite humaine.

Les industries du cuir et de la chaussure
ont eu comme d'autres branches, a faire
face a des conditions extremement diffi-
ciles. Les nuages se dissipent, heureuse-
ment, et 1'horison s'eclaircit ; de sorte que
la nouvelle annee devrait etre pour cha-
cun, une source plus abondante de paix et
de bienfaits.

Puisse la NOEL, jour de joie et d'es-
perance, vous procurer ainsi qu'a tous
ceux qui vivent dans le cercle de votre
famille et de vos affaires, l'assurance de
temps meilleurs. Puisse l'annee nouvelle
vous apporter tout le bonheur et toute la

prosperite que promettent les perspectives
plus brillantes qu'offre maintenant le

of the Province of Quebec.

President Montreal Section Wholesale Shoe Association

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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The period through which the shoe trade has just passed has, on
the whole, been one of the most trying in its history. It has been well

nigh impossible to see more than a step ahead, and it has often taken
considerable courage to make even that limited advance.

As the year Mas drawn to a close, however, the ground seems to

have become firmer and the outlook clearer and it is to be hoped that the
results of the year's effort may not prove as disappointing as appearances
seemed to promise earlier in the season.

On behalf of the Wholesale Shoe Trade of the Maritime Provinces,
I desire to extend my heartiest felicitations to the Canadian Trade upon
the improved conditions and prospects, with the hope that the Holiday
Season may more than atone for any delinquency of the past two or three
months.

May Christmas bring to you and yours the well earned repose and
gladness that should follow the strenuous efforts of the past few weeks,
and may joy and prosperity be yours not only in Canada with the coming
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Never have wishes for happiness been
more timely than they are at this season.

The shoe trade in common with all other
industries, has passed through a period
that has tried the metal of us all. We are

thankful that the most serious phases of

reconstruction are behind us. We are

looking forward to brighter times during
the coming year. And we have no doubt
that by hard, well directed work, these
brighter times will arrive.

The era of cautious operations is not
over, but we can all feel that firm ground
is beneath our feet, and all that is neces-
sary is to go ahead with courage and use
our best judgment.

My best wish to the Canadian shoe and
leather trade is that happiness shall be
yours at this Christmas season, and that
the greatest possible measure of prosperity
shall be granted to you individually and
collectively during the year that lies be-
fore us.

II ne fut jamais de temps oil des sou-
haits de bonheur fussent apprecies avec aut-
ant de satisfaction et d'esperance de re-
alisation.

Le Commerce de Chaussures comme
tous les ciutres, a traverse un periode qui
nous a ebranle fortement.

II nous fait plaisir de reconnaitre que
les plus menacantes de la tempete soient
chose du passe. Nous regardons l'avenir
d'un oeil plus serein, et nous croyons qu'-
avec un travail ardu et bien dirige les jours
de prosperite reviendront bientot. Nean-
moins l'ere des operations difficile s n'est

pas encore finie, mais nous sentons que
le terrain est plus solide et tout ce qu'il

faut est d'aller de l'avant avec courage et

une grande energie. M-es meilleurs sou-
haits au commerce de cuir et chaussures
sont que le bonheur les accompagne en ce

temps de Noel et que la plus grande mesure
possible de prosperite echoit a chacun dur-

ant l'annee qui bientot va poindre a l'hor-

izon du Temps.

President Quebec Section Wholesale Shoe Association

WD
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A New Year always gives us an opportunity to look ourselves over
and make resolutions which we may or may not live up to. But at
least we always try. We can see plenty of things in 1921 we have left

undone which we ought to have done, and things that we have done
which we ought n'ot to have done. But let us be thankful for the New
Year with its chance to start over.

The salesmen of the Canadian shoe trade have had a rough row
to hoe in 1921, and we can look forward to plenty of hard work during
1922. Let us individually and as an association strive to make our-
selves felt as the important factor in the trade which we are.

To the Canadian shoe and leather trade in all its branches, I

extend the old wish for a Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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As representative of the Canadian
travellers in the Province of Quebec, my
message to the shoe and leather circles of
Canada carries the very best of good
wishes. We travellers sometimes feel that
our lot is a hard one, and our place diffi-

cult to fill. We have in times past en-
deavored to supply a strong link in the
chain of distribution from producer to

consumer, and if we continue to do so, we
are bound to perform our function. As
such a link, however, we act as a buffer
oftentimes between manufacturer and re-

tailer as well as serving to hold them to-
gether in pleasant relationship.

Never have the requisites of successful
salesmanship been more necessary than
during the past year. And in 1922 we will

be found on the job, helping the retailer

to buy wisely and to the full of his proper
requirements and helping manufacturer
and wholesaler to success in the distribu-
tion of his goods.

I take the liberty of adding to my own
the wishes of the travellers of Eastern
Canada that this Christmas may bring
happiness to Canadian shoe men and the
coming year an ample share of prosperity.

Comme representant des Voyageurs
Canadiens de la Province de Quebec, mon
message, a ceux interesses dans le com-
merce de cuir et chaussures au Canada, en
est un de bon souhaits pour l'annee 1922.

Nous voyageurs, trouvons souvent notre
tache ardue et notre position difficile a
remplir.

Nous avons essaye par le passe de for-
mer un lien, des plus forts, entre le pro-
ducteur et le consommateur, et, si nous
continuons de la faire, nous sommes cer-

tains de remplir notre devoir avec succes.
Les qualites essentielles du bon voya-

geur n'ont jamais ete plus necessaires que
durant l'annee qui vient de finir. Nous
serons encore a l'oeuvre en 1922, aidant le

detaillant a acheter sagement suivant ses

besoins, et aidant aussi le manufacturier
et le grossiste a faire un succes dans la

distribution de leurs marchandises.

Je me permets d'ajouter aux miens, les

souhaits des Voyageurs de l'Est du Can-
ada.

Que Noel soit remplit de bonheur pour
les negociants de chaussures Canadiens, et,

que l'annee qui va bientot commencer, en
soit une des plus prosperes.

President Quebec Branch, N. S. and L. T. A.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Modern
Shoe Selling

A Woman's View of Foot-Fitting vs.

Shoe Selling.

IT is a far cry to the days when all shoes were

bought by number", and the onus of satisfactory

fit was thrown entirely on the innocent pur-

chaser. On all sides we see offers of "corrective"

footwear, and a sincere endeavor on the part of the

shoe dealers to serve the public by providing them
with the shoes they should have rather than the ones

which they think they like but which would tend to

deform the feet and eventually provoke dissatisfac-

tion. Like every other forward movement, however,

it is received by the buying public with mixed feel-

ings. Hence the following facetious article, purport-

ing to be the experiences of a woman shopper, which
recently appeared in the Toronto Star.

She comments on the fact that the "shoe store"

has developed into a "Bootereye," and that new dis-

coveries have been made of such things as "metatarsal
bones." Continuing, she says : "It used to be the

simplest thing in the world ; you went to the shoe
store, asked the clerk for a pair of four and a half's

disguised under the harmless symbol 427035X, and
that was all there was to it. You wore the shoes
continuously for some weeks on those occasions when
your feet would exercise no function but that of orna-
ment, never when you expected to stand or walk.
This was the period known as "breaking them in."

You took it as a matter of course.

"But they have changed all that. I remember
very well my first visit to one of the early exponents
of the newer art of shoe selling. The shop window,
instead of bearing some simple legend like "J. Jones,
Boots and Shoes," was labelled "The Kickrite Boot-
ereye." There were two or three chaste examples of#
the shoemakers' art in the window, but these merely
served as a background for a large plaster of Paris
skeleton of the human foot. Fascinating it was, that
skeleton, with far more bones than'there seemed any
real need of, reminding one of the too-exuberant con-
tents of a dismembered clock. I went in, and asked
in my quaint, old-fashioned way for a pair of four
and a half's.

"The attendant—he was a tall, saturnine, profes-
sional sort of person—smiled faintly and asked me to
be seated. He drew off my shoes, disclosing the in-
evitable hole in my stocking, which he magnanimous-
ly overlooked. Next he produced a paper, apparently
a map of Africa with Mandates and Spheres of Influ-
ence indicated on it. On this he placed my foot. The
thing was growing interesting. He drew the outline
of my foot, and then looked darkly at his handiwork.
It seemed to give him grave concern. He took it to
another professor, and they studied it together. They
scarcely spoke. I was growing anxious now. I won-
dered whether they would advise amputation, or
would they be satisfied with the removal of a toe or
two.

"Suddenly they seemed to arrive at some decision.My professor ran, mounted a little ladder, and pushed
himself cheerily a few yards along the shelves like a
sailor casting off from shore. In my relief, it was all
I could do to keep from breaking into a bright cry of

encouragement, like 'Yo, ho, Heave ho,' or whatever
the proper nautical remark is. He reached down a

box from the shelves, and bounded happily back to

me, with the expression of one who bears good tid-

ings. He took a pair of shoes out of the box. They
were oddly shaped, they were heavy, they were flat,

they were nothing that I wanted, but I was hypno-
tized by this time. He put them on. They hurt, and
I managed to suggest something of this to the man.
My feeble protest seemed to release some spring in

his mechanism. He took the shoe off, seized my foot

with his left hand, and tapped it at sensitive and tick-

lish spots with a pencil held in his right hand, to em-
phasize the salient points in his remarks.

"You don't understand," he said in deep, stirring

tones. Now this here"—he struck me smartly with
his pencil

—
"is the metatarsus." Metatarsus—metat-

arsus? At a rough guess. I should have said that it

was the name of some character in the Old Testament,
but evidently it was a disease of the foot.

"These here metatarsal bones," he went on, "are
joined here to the phalanges, and here to the cunei-
form tarsals ! Now, when you step—try it now

—

step."

I stepped. Cautiously I sank my weight upon my
newly acquired metatarsals, phalanges and cuneiform
tarsals.

"See now."— I have sat down again—"when you
put your weight on your foot. Maddum. these here
bones are like this."

He thrust a honey, clenched fist in my face. It
did not bear the slightest resemblance to the human
foot.

"What you want is for to take the weight off of
those toes, and put it here—and these here shoes will
do it for you."

He smiled triumphantly, drew off a little way.
and surveyed my foot paternally, benevolently. What
could I do, a weak, defenseless woman? i" bought
those shoes; I paid twenty dollars for them. They
projected so far in front of me that I fell over
them, coming out of the shop, as if they had been
somebody else's feet. Their proportions led my fam-
ily to call them 'The Twin Beds.' and the last 'time I
wore them, a friend remarked commiseratinglv, "well,
you certainly put your pride in vour pocket when you
put those on."

I here was another time. I was visiting in a city
where a shoe specialist of world-wide reputation has
his shop. I had reached that state—and age—when I

had begun to suspect that the furrowed brow that I

had fondly attributed to the intellectual character of
my work, was really due to. well, frankly, corns.
People had told me how men had been brought to
this specialist's door as invalids, wheeled in chairs, and
had been able to trip lightly away in their new Wota-
site shoes; how women had travelled the road back
to youth again, wearing the Wotasite shoe for womenWhy shouldn't I, too, walk "Fleet as the light, and
tireless as the wind."

Beside me sat another customer, a fair youn°-
thing whom it turned out my clerk knew. '

Thev
chatted of the "swell time" they had had the evenin'o-
before, and while they chatted, he wrenched my foot
into and out of various Wotasite shoes. At last he
found one that suited him. Now I was versed in the
advertising literature of that shop, and so I knew
that all their salesmen were experts in the Science of

{Continued on pagej>4)
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Operating Expenses
In 1920

Report of Harvard Bureau of Business
Research Issued—A Valuable Research.

FOR the last few years the Bureau of Business

Research of Harvard University has examined
the records of sales and expenses of retail

shoe stores in the United States, together with a few
in Canada. This year, with the co-operation of the

National Shoe Retailers' Association and the Na-
tional Association of Shoe Manufacturers, they have
compiled and analyzed similar figures for the year
1920.

The research is extremely interesting and valu-

able, and the Bureau has been good enough to per-

mit us to publish some of the findings for the benefit

of the Canadian trade.

Last year the Shoe and Leather Journal, being
desirous of compiling a similar set of figures for

distinctively Canadian retail shoe stores, sent out
questionnaires based on the form used by the Harvard
Bureau. It will be remembered that those Canadian
figures were published in our issue of October 1st.

Naturally, as the business in the two countries is

operated on parallel lines, one would expect that if

the figures represented an accurate picture of condi-
tions, the results would be somewhat similar. Never-
theless, a comparison of the two sets of figures shows
an even closer analogy than might be expected from
data gathered from two such independent sources.

Summary of Results.
To the following table, which is that issued by

the Harvard Bureau, we have appended a column
giving the corresponding figures obtained in our in-

vestigation of Canadian conditions. Inasmuch as many
of the records of Canadian dealers did not cover all the
items individually

, it was impossible to average them
all, but the totals and sub totals, together with some
individual items were covered.

OPERATING EXPENSES IN RETAIL SHOE
STORES IN 1920—397 STORES.

Net Sales—100 P.C.

Low. High. Common Canadian
Wages of Salesforce 4.3 p. c. 17.7 p. c. 9.7 p. c 9,56 p,c,

P. M.'s — 4.2 0.5

Advertising 6.5 1.9 1.73

Wrappings & other selling 0.05 2.1 0.2

Total selling 5.0 21.8 12.3 12.04

Delivery 3.4 0.3

Buying, Management, and
Office Salaries 0.4 12.8 3.9

Office Supplies, Postage,

and other management.. 0.3 3.1 0.3

Total Buying & management 0.9 13.1 4.2 4.15

Rent 0.4 15.9 2.6 3.25

Heat, Light and Power 0.08 2.8 0.5 0.38

Taxes (except on buildings,

income, & profits) 0.01 3.4 0.5

Insurance (ex't on buildings) 0.07 1.5 0.5 0-.46

Repairs of store equip't 0.01 2.2 0.2

Depreciation of store equip-

ment 0.03 2.2 0.3

Total Interest 0.5 7.4 3.0

Total fixed charges and '

upkeep 2.8 18.1 7.6 6.92

Miscellaneous 0.01 8.0 1.4 0.62

Losses from bad debts 3.8 0.2

Total Expense 12.5 48.9 26.0 23.73

Gross Profit 8.6 51.1 27.2 27.36

Net Profit (Loss) 21.3 20.4 1.2 3.63

Turnover (Times) 0.72 7.6 2.0 1.5

The Harvard figures show, therefore, that the

average gross profit made was 27.2 per cent, on sales,

that the average cost of doing business was 26.0 per

cent., and therefore the average net profit was 1.2 per

cent, on sales. Of all the expense, three qparters
consisted of wages, salaries for buying office and
management interest, rent and advertising.

Among other features noted was the fact that

sales for 1920, in dollars and cents, were higher by
about one per cent, than for 1919, while pairage de-
creased 1.5 per cent. Wages of sales force were 1.3

per cent higher than for the previous year, while
advertising and rent also increased, while total ex-
pense showed an increase from 24.2 per cent, to 26.3

per cent in certain stores from which comparative
figures were obtainable.

The figures showed that stores doing a business
of between $50,000 and $90,000 had the lowest cost of
doing business, which was 23.5 per cent as against a
cost- of 29.6 per cent, for stores doing over $250,000.
Some interesting facts may be deduced from a study
of the following table in which the stores were classi-

fied as to size :

—

EXPENSES ACCORDING TO SALES.
Net Sales less $30,000 $50,000 $100,000 $250,000

than $30 000 $49,000 $99,000 $249,000 and over
Number of stores 47 85 99 102 64

Advertising 1.6 1.2 1.6 2.1 3.4

Buying, management and
Office salaries 3.6 3.3 2.9 3.8 4.6

Rent 2.7 2.3 2.2, 2.9 2.9

Total Interest 3.9 3.5 3.2 2.5 2.4

Losses from bad debts .. 0.3 0.2 . 0.2 0.1 0.1

Total expense 25.0 24.3 23.5 26.6 29.6

Another interesting fact brought out was that
irrespective of the locality or size of the town, the ex-
penses appeared to be very close among stores doing
the same volume of business.

As noted in the report on the Canadian figures,
the Harvard Bureau finds that rate of turnover has
a decided bearing on the expense, and consequently on
the net profit. About two thirds of the stores inves-
tigated reported a net profit, and had an average
turnover of 2.1 times. The remaining third, reporting
a net loss, showed an average turnover of 1.8 times.
The effect of turnover on total interest is shown by
the fact that stores with a turnover of less than 1.5
times, showed a total interest charge of 4.4 per cent
and total expenses of 28.8 per cent. On the other
hand, stores with a turnover of 2.5 times, showed an
interest charge of 2.1 per cent on sales and total ex-
penses of 24.3 per cent. The figures further showed
that the larger the volume, the faster was the rate
of turnover of goods.

Inventories showed an average reduction durino-
the year 1920 of 9.3 per cent. This drop, it is assumed,
was primarily due to the decline in prices, although
it may also be accounted for in part by a more cau-
tious buying policy. Purchases made by one hundred
and twenty-seven stores were lower by 2.5 per cent
than for 1919, and the question is raised as to where,

{Continued on page 76)
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Percy'sJTriumph
THE ROMANCE OF A CHRISTMAS WINDOW.

By S. Davidson.

WHAT'S the matter with the governor this

morning, Harry? Hasn't he got over the

election or is last Sunday's sermon interfering

with his digestive apparatus?"

"Search me, George. He's just given me the

gaff about the show windows. Claims they are a joke,

although I have had half a dozen people say they

are the finest trims in town. If you ask me I think

it is the rotten state of business and the fact that we
will have to carry over some of those lines he bought

last September till the robins chirp again."

"Why it is only a week or so since I heard him

tell Thompson up the street that we were having

as good window work as any of the high class estab-

lishments in the big cities. How does he get that

way?"
"Well, this constant grousing is getting my

goat, George, and I have an idea that one of these

days I will slip my cable and light out for the tall

timbers, where I can get a little more appreciation

and a little more pay. You and "Speed' here will get

a chance to juggle with the problem of getting up
four windows a week to please the boss and inci-

dentally draw trade."

"No chance," old chap. Me for the sales palaver
and getting rid of the goods, but as for fixing up
backgrounds and dolling up goods in a window, noth-
ing doing. 'Speech' here though, is jake-a-loo with
the pencil, and ought to be' as apt with a jig saw
and tacks, or I miss my guess. What do you say,

Speed ?"

"Speed," the shop name for Mr. Percival V. Reid,-
a young man of twenty-two, who had been some
three months in the retail establishment of Pearson &
Co., was a tribute to his somewhat slow and deliberate
movements, although more due, perhaps, to his exact-
ness of speech, which was, putting it mildly, a con-
trast to the slangy style of the other thre'e clerks.
Even Miss Peterson, the efficient cashier, would oc-
casionally use the sobriquet in addressing Percival,
when she did not playfully refer to him as "Poicy,"
which was always sufficient to send the hot blood
rushing to the very roots of his blonde hair, and cause
him to beat an indignant retreat to some distant part
of the store.

Percy had had dreams of a career in art which
were shattered by the death of his father six months
previously, when he found it necessary to take a posi-

tion as clerk to help out the family finances. The
work in the store had been the veriest drudgery from
the beginning, but his gentlemanly ways, helped by a

rather wide circle of friends, had brought business
to the store, and, while he still clung to some extent,

to his early ambition and kept up his art studies, he
gave such attention to his store duties that he had
twice received a "raise" during the comparatively
short period he had been in the establishment. He
had hoped at first that in Miss Peterson he might find

some relief from the constant chaffing of his fellow

clerks, for he was unusually sensitive and susceptible

to ridicule. But the young lady seemed to enjoy

rather than otherwise, his touchiness, and took spe-

cial delight in dragging into the limelight his peculiar

antipathy to slang and nicknames.
Miss Peterson, herself, was rather well connect-

ed in town, being the second eldest of a family of

three girls and a boy, who had been left in rather

straightened circumstances by the decease of their

father, a local banker. The youngest member of the

family, her brother, a lad of seventeen years, was
junior clerk in the store, and a source of anxiety to

his family, as well as to the head of the concern, who
tolerated him only because of his sister and the fact

that his father had been an old schoolmate.
As the discussion with regard to the show win-

dows reached its climax. Miss Peterson happened
along, and added fuel to the flames by asking "Why
not?" She intimated that "Poicy" might be an at-

traction himself, while trimming the window, that
would be certain to bring customers. She suggested
that Harry's efforts had too much of the slap-dash
rule of thumb about them, and that a little real art

put into the job of window decoration might have a
surprising educational effect upon those who thought
that a little bric-a-brac, a few curtains and a jardin-
iere or two made a proper setting for goods.

Percy could not make up his mind whether his

tormentor was joshing or not, and having already
made one or two hot retorts about those who called
themselves window decorators being color blind and
cross-eyed, was about to turn his back upon the bunch
and seek the quiet of the other end of the store,
when Miss Peterson said : "You are not a 'quitter' are
you Poicy? Why not call Harry's bluff and challenge
him to a trial of skill? It would be a great ad. for
the store to have the windows dressed by different
salesmen and announce a popular vote on their merits.

This brought Percy back, who replied in his
quiet, sober way : "I will take on the proposition, but
not with the popular vote as a means of deciding the
merits of the windows. Let it be by a committee of
three—a merchant, a newspaper man and a third
chosen by those two." The consent of Mr. Pearson,
the proprietor of the store being presently secured,
the latter said to Percy. "Young man. you are up
against some job. Go to it. but don't make the store
the laughing stock of the town. I won't stand it."

The windows were to be made ready for Christ-
mas week, and the contestants were to prepare all
their paraphernalia secretly. Harry making no bones
of the fact that he considered his part a cinch. Once
in a while, Miss Peterson managed to ask Percy, in
a jocular way, if his architect's plans and specifica-
tions were under way. which he always seemed to
resent. He fancied he saw in the whole scheme, an
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effort to show him at a disadvantage before his more

experienced rival, and, in the end make him the butt

of the town as well as of the store.

In spite of this assumed antagonism, however,

Miss Peterson managed to make a few kindly sug-

gestions which, after the first flash of resentment,

Percy thought worthy of consideration. After two

or three evenings' thought and planning, he had

almost reached the decision to throw up the whole

proposition, his position included, but in passing him

in the store, Miss Peterson made the remark : "Going

to put it over, Poky?" and gave him that funny look

out of the corner of her eye that made him boil. By
George!" he said, setting his teeth, "I will show her

and the whole outfit that I will be no target for their

crack-brained humor. I will beat that four-flusher,

Harry, at his own game, if I never live to do another

thing, and I will show Miss Saucebox that she will

have to find someone else to sharpen her wits and

tongue on."

Just then "Miss Saucebox's" hopeful young bro-

ther drifted alongside and made approaches for a tem-

porary loan, and was turned down flat, mention being

made of an existing debt, that had not been liquidated.

The youth responded with a slighting reference to

Percy as "mother's boy" and "sister's pet," having

doubtless noticed what had escaped Percy himself,

that Miss Peterson had been giving "Poicy" a little

more attention than seemed warranted by her ready

jokes at his expense.
In his present frame of mind, the cheek of the

young ne'er-do-well, was just one too much for him,

and Percy let out with a right hander that knocked
the young sprig over a packing case. He was care-

fully picking himself up and knocking the dust off his

trousers, as the proprietor, entered. Surmising what
had happened, as young Peterson made a hasty move
towards the front of the store, he remarked to Percy,

"Getting ready for the big show, I suppose ? Well
see that you put it over good and proper. There are

people around this establishment who need taking
down," and he went off rubbing his hands and chuck-
ling to himself. Percy, realizing that he was going
to have no walkover in the window competition, threw
himself heart and soul into the effort to evolve some-
thing that would not only surprise the people in the
store, but the town as well, and demonstrate that

there was art as well as salesmanship in the designing
of show windows.

He obtained permission from the proprietor to

use the rear part of the basement as a workshop, and
came back several nights in order to prepare the
ground work for the display, having previously drawn
up at home, the "plans and specifications," jokingly
referred to by Miss Peterson, who had seen him busy
from time to time with his pencil.

A night or two before the dressing of the win-
dows, he was busy at his task below stairs, when he
heard a noise above him that suggested the forcible

opening of a window, and then a stealthy footfall

crossing to the office, which was immediately over
his head. He knew that no one but himself was sup-
posed to be on the premises, and, had either Mr.
Pearson or Miss Peterson returned, they would have
entered the store from the front. Picking up a ham-
mer, as the only available weapon, he crept quietly

up the stairs, and managed to reach the rear of the

store without making the slightest sound. Tip-toeing

to the office a sight met his eyes that paralyzed him

for a moment. On his knees, with the safe door open

and the cash box in his hands, was Jack Peterson, a

revolver lying on the floor within easy reach. Had

it not been for the gun, Percy might have hesitated,

but taking a step forward, he kicked it into the corner,

and then stood facing the young burglar as he jumped

to his feet with a cry, the cash-box falling to the

floor.

"What does this mean, Jack?" asked Percy, in a

level voice, pointing to the cash-box and the open safe.

"None of your d— - business!" was the reply of

the young scoundrel, who, by this time, had found

both his voice and his nerve. "My sister gave me her

keys and asked me to come down and bring home

some papers out of the safe."

"You're quite sure, are you, that .it was not the

cash box or that wad of bills you have just put in your

hip pocket, that she asked you to take home.''" replied

his interrogator sarcastically.

"Go to the devil and find out !" was the tart re-

joinder. "I might ask what you are doing yourself

down here alone? Sis will be glad to hear that you

are taking up office work as well as window dressing

in your business course."

"Just to settle the matter about the papers and

the safe," said Percy, picking up the loaded gun and

motioning the lad to a chair. "We will call up Miss

Peterson and ask her what papers she needed so

badly that she let you wander down here with a flash-

light and a revolver and, in the meantime, you might

throw that wad you put into your jeans, on the desk

here."

As Percy reached for the desk telephone. Jack

{Continued on page 92)
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Comebacks
With Customers

Promising Too Much — Overstating

Quality—Exactness in Handling Cus-

tomers—Avoid Guarantees.

DO you see that old chap bowing the customer

out of the door?" said a retailer to a SHOE
AND LEATHER JOURNAL representative

the other day. "We have more trouble with his sales

in the way of comebacks than with anyone else's in

the store. He can't seem to make a sale without

working in some bull or fake about the shoes. Now,
he had that sale made and the money in the cash

drawer and he is not satisfied, but must spill some
guff to the old farmer as he lets him out. Can you
beat it?"

"Speaking of salesmen and statements made
about shoes to customers," continued the retailer re-

ferred to, "we are constantly warning our staff against

making wild statements about the goods they are

selling. We never guarantee footwear and we regu-

larly check up our salesmen in the way they handle

customers in this respect.

"We had a customer come in a short time ago,

who wore a pair of shoes six months and claimed they
had been guaranteed for a year. When I told him we
never guaranteed_ shoes on any account, he went up
in the air and said one of our young men had defin-

itely said they would give him a year's wear. When
the salesman was brought face to face with the cus-
tomer, he said the latter had asked him how long the
shoes should wear and he had replied that it all de-
pended upon their use. He stated that with ordinary
usage such as going to and from business, they might
last a year. We had quite a bit of trouble with the
old fellow, but ended by making him a small allow-
ance on a pair of new shoes.

"Every shoe dealer will understand the claims
that are trumped up on behalf of shoes that have not
given satisfaction, and some fairly honest people will

make themselves believe that they. have been told

things in buying shoes that no sane salesman would
venture. It is absolutely senseless to invite trouble
by discussing how long a pair of shoes ought to wear,
for the simple reason that you never can tell how
they may be used by the wearer. We have all had
claims made on us for shoes that after being wet, have
been placed too close to the fire, also for shoes meant
to be worn down town that have been worn while
spading the garden, and so forth. People who are
straight in most other lines, will often do some queer
twisting when it comes to a pair of shoes that have
not lasted as long as they might with ordinary care.

"Leather varies, as we all know, and one pair of
shoes made out of the same grade or quality of stock,
may not last as long as another, and there may be
no apparent reason for the difference. But most of
the dissatisfaction with shoes arises from two causes,
bad fitting and the using of them for purposes for
which they were never intended. On this account
the salesman should insist upon a proper comfortable
fit that will not mean an unnecessary strain on the
uppers. He should also be careful to ask the customer
when purchasing, for what use the shoes are intend-
ed and explain that the material and construction are

adapted to certain uses.

"There is no need or sense in guaranteeing foot-

wear and the word should be eliminated from the

shoe salesman's vocabulary. If a customer wants
assurance as to the wear of the shoe, it can be point-

ed out that the leather and make are dependable and

that it ought to give good wear. Few salesmen seem
to realize that a sale is really a contract and what
they state when they are making it is really part of

it. If a customer is told definitely that a shoe will

wear six or three months, and they give out before

the specified time without unreasonable use, the buy-

er can demand damages. To be on the safe side, the

salesman should avoid definite pronouncements as

to the goods and merely give his opinion as such.

"The customer is really responsible for visible

defects in a shoe whch it is supposed that he should
have seen at the time of the sale, but if he be sold a

McKay shoe as a welt or a heel partly made of com-
position or paper, and the latter was not explained to

him, he can demand another pair of shoes or his

money back.

"As a rule customers are reasonable and mean
to be honest, but there are some who are ready to
take advantage of the eagerness of the salesman to

make a sale by overstating the character of the goods.
Caution as well as perfect honesty is the best policy
and salesmen should be warned to be careful of their

statements in regard to goods, more particularly of
the class that has been in such demand for the past
couple of seasons with women."

Returning to the subject of the elderly salesman
who had followed the customer to the door, the re-

tailer concluded. "That old fellow is a relic of the past,
when it was believed the words 'the
prophets prophesy falsely and the people
love to have it so.' He thinks like the late
P. T. Barnum that the people want to be humbugged.
It is not so today in business as many discover to
their cost. The people want the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth about the goods
they buy. A large departmental store proprietor said
to me some time ago, that he knew there were people
who preyed upon his concern through its policy of
satisfying the customer. He was sure they lost large
sums of money annually by people making false
claims, but nevertheless the policy paid.

"The majority of people appreciate frankness,
and for the few who take advantage of a merchant's
willingness to give everybody a square deal, it is never
worth while to depart from this policy. In the shoe
trade we find it absolutely pays to be frank and open
with our customers."

AN EXPLANATION AND APOLOGY

In our September 15th issue an'error was made
by our copy department in the advertisment of the
Tebbut Shoe and Leather Co. Ltd., in that one of
the shoes illustrated was described as the "Doctor's
Special"

. This name is used exclusively by J. T.
Bell Ltd., whereas the shoe made by the Tebbut
company is known as "The Doctor" or "Doctors'
Antiseptic" . We take this opportunity of making
explanation, and of offering our apologies to the
above companies ,both of whom have undoubtedly
been inconvenienced by our mistake.
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Christmas And
Its Customs
WHILE Christmas is the first and foremost of

Christian festivals, there is much about its

origin and methods of observance that may be

traced back to heathen sources. Many of our Eng-

lish customs date back to the times of our idolatrous

ancestors, both civilized and uncivilized, and it is

very interesting to follow the influence that Chris-

tianity has had in tneir development from those an-

cient times.

The period of the winter solstice has always been

regarded with a considerable amount of veneration

and superstition. Even before the establishment of

the present calendar, Greeks, Romans and barbarians

were accustomed to attach to the shortening days of

winter, an importance that was represented by ob-

servances both quaint and significant. When the

sun was worshipped as the chief source of light and
therefore of life, it was thought wise to invoke and
invite his friendly offices to make the coming seed

time and harvest propitious.

Our Saxon forefathers and their contemporaries
in Northern Europe, worshipped Freyr, the "God of

Golden Sunshine," from which, no doubt, grew many
of the Yuletide customs, especially that of the "Yule
Log," the bringing in of which has persisted until

the present day in many parts of England, where on
Christmas Eve, the merry makers go into the wood,
cut down a tree and haul it in with singing and merri-
ment. The word "yule" comes from the old English
yollen, to sing, and this accounts for the fact that

the singing of ballads and carols is associated so

largely with Christmas observance. The ash which
was regarded as sacred was formerly the tree select-

ed, although the oak is now used as often, if not of-

tener. The new yule log was supposed to be kindled
from a bit sawed from the previous year's celebration,

for luck, and the fire was kept going for twelve days
during which time the serf or yeoman had a right to
the hospitality of his lord and master. Candles were
added gradually to the celebration and these also were
made to last for the twelve days, being also lit from
remnants of last year's celebration. The candles, while
associated with the idea of lengthening out the sun's
light, were no doubt the result of christianizing in-

fluences of later days.
Another old custom was the bringing in of the

mistletoe, which was the sacred emblem of the
Druids. White bulls were chosen for the sacrifice and
led forth decorated with the mistletoe and slain by
the priests with great ceremony. It was the custom
for the priest and people to fare forth to the woods
and with much pomp and sundry superstitious rites,

to cut this parasite from the oak tree, upon which it

grew, in order to decorate their shrines as well as
the beasts for sacrifice. It was perpetuated long
after its heathenish use ceased and while the mistle-
toe has largely disappeared in church decoration, it

was once used to ornament Christian as well as hea-
then altars, as witness the old lines :

"On Christmas Eve the bells were rung,
On Christmas Eve the Mass was sung.
Forth to the wood did merry men go
To gather in the mistletoe."

Holly was originally sacred to Saturn, the god of

the closing year, and seems to have been an importa-

tion from the east, where it was doubtless used by

christianized heathens, who still cling to some of the

superstitions in which they were brought up. It was
supposed to ward off evil for the coming year. There

was and may be still, a curious belief that it was un-

lucky not to have both prickly and smooth holly

equally represented in the decorations at Christmas.

It was thought that if the prickly sort predominated,

the husband would have his way during the following

year, while if the smooth variety were in the majority,

the wife would lord it over her husband. Possibly the

neglect of proper care in this respect is responsible

for the dominating position women have attained in

recent years. There may be an idea in the right use

of holly for hen-pecked husbands.
The Christmas Tree, which is a legacy properly

from Northern Europe, may have originated in the

tree worship that entered so largely into the supersti-

tions of our forefathers. It had probably its basis in

the sacred fir of Odin, one of the old Saxon gods,

although trees have been always1, associated with the

worship of both heathen and Christians. We have
already referred to the sacred ash, a species of which
was supposed to grow at the roots of the world. The
Scandinavians had also their "Tree of Life," which
was honored amongst them, as were the fir and palm
in other lands. The tree seems to be inseparable from
religion, for the Bible begins and ends with the Tree
of Life.

Many of the amusing and joyous rites connected
with Christmas are purely pagan in their origin and
hark back to the Roman celebration of the Saturnalia
held from December 17th to December 24th, in honor
of the god Saturn. In all times there has been that
hope of better things to come and a curious looking
forward to what was often called the Golden Age,
corresponding to the Millennium of Christians. Thus
in the Saturnalia, the predominating feature was the
temporary equality of man. Slaves and freemen
dressed themselves up in masks and strange costumes
and for the time being social distinctions were for-
gotten. Jack Avas as good as his master and we may
be sure that he took every advantage of the occasion.
This spirit of freedom was manifested in the old Eng-
lish customs of the Yule Log and in the fact that
often during the Christmas festivities the relations
of man and master were reversed so that the servants
sat above and the master and his family "below the
salt" in the common dining hall.

Mumming, which has almost passed out of exist-

ence was a development of the Saturnalia idea. It

was once as common as carol singing has since be-
come. Young men and maidens dressed themselves
in white robes with splashes of color, masks and tall,

cone-shaped hats and went about executing droll per-
formances. These gradually gave place to "mimes"
or dumb shows at the theatres during the Christmas
period.

Ballad singing has still its hold in many parts of
the old land, although not so generally in use on this
side of the water, where often the nights are too cold
to stand on street corners and sing. The "Waits" or
Christmas singers, have long been an institution in
Britain and some quaint songs have come down
through the years, some of the oldest of them being
still sung, such as :

{Continued on page 94)
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A West
Toronto Store

An Example of Up-to-Date Layouts and

Methods.

T HE world admires a progressive, real live man

no matter what line his business may be, and

along this line our attention has been drawn to

a man in our city of Toronto who measures well up

to the mark. We refer to Mr. Harry Deitel, proprie-

tor of the "Consumers Boot Shops. Mr. Deitel,

although one of the youngest men in the shoe game,

is old in experience in that he has been brought up

in the shoe business with his father, who was m the

wholesale and retail business and schooled him in

many of the intricate phases of the business. 1 he

shoe business seems to hold a certain charm for the

Deitel family, as two other brothers are m the same

line in Toronto. Their stores, or rather their chain

of stores, taking them collectively, are situated on

the principal streets of the city. Harry had charge

of one of these at the early age of sixteen and opened

business for himself at seventeen.

We will deal chiefly with the new store which

Mr. Deitel opened in June of this year on Dund'as St.,

in West Toronto. First and foremost, Mr. Deitel is a

firm believer in .uncmalified value and satisfaction to

every customer. This principle is instilled into every

employee by snappy bulletins posted in on a board for

this purpose, and also by example. The turn over

system has some drawbacks if not used with an ounce

of common sense. We all know that it is very easy

to antagonize a customer by the improper use of this

system, but when properly applied and handled, it is

a source of revenue and many sales, otherwise, lost,

have been turned into profit and an otherwise disap-

pointed customer gained. The hosiery department in

this store is something which should be specially

mentioned. Mr. Deitel claims that hosiery in a really

high class store catering to the public, who care, is

almost a necessity, as many sales, can be made by

showing an exact match in hose, which otherwise

would be, to say the least, doubtful. Mr. Deitel has

installed a special hosiery case specially constructed

of very neat and useful design, with twelve drawers

to hold forty eight dozen pairs. This case not only

holds hosiery, but on top are two show cases with

glass sliding' doors for displaying hosiery or shoes if

desired. Directly below the hosiery drawers are four
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Reception R

larger drawers for findings and at the bottom quite

a space is allowed to be used as an ordinary fixture.

This case is all in silver grey oak.

Another novel, yet useful feature of this store, is

the reception room. Directly a customer enters the
door the eye meets this pleasing, restful little space.

The furniture consists of two large comfortable
wicker chairs, grey of course, a delightful little tele-

phone table with chair to match. To complete the
setting a beautiful lamp stands, to give an added touch
of refinement, the shade oriental in design is the work
of art and matches nicely the square of blue carpet,

on the floor. Business is not lost sight of by any
means in this space. A large show case neatly trim-
med and used entirely for evening shoes faces the
customers as they are seated.

A word or two about the rest of the store fittings.

The window is entirely in grey oak with polished oak
floor. The window backs are sliding doors which
make it very convenient in trimming or in reaching
shoes when necessary. The fixtures are eight-foot,

with a small glazed globe on top of each upright

division. This gives a very pleasing effect and at the

same time supplies light for the dark days. The seats

are of course grey, upholstered in dark red to match
the stock boxes. The fitting stools match the chairs.

The sales staff are live up to the minute men with

long experience. They are just as optimistic and en-

thusiastic regarding the welfare of the firm as their

employer. The manager, J. P. Trimbee, in the Dun-
das Street store, personally looks after the windows,

show cases and also the stock keeping system. He
has been connected with the shoe business for a num-
ber of years and belongs to the old school, who have
seen many changes in the game, yet keep up to the

minute in later developments and improvements. Mr.
Kates, formerly employed with the Dominion Ex-
press in Montreal, looks after the book-keeping,

banking, etc.

When customers are made in these stores they
are not forgotten and nothing is left to chance. The
addresses are made note of and strong sales letters

are sent at different times, informing them of some
{Continued on page 75)
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Christmas Cfjeer

"What's Christmas Cheer, Dad?" "Two

per cent, I think," said Dad, turning over his

paper somewhat impatiently.

* * *

The minister preached from the text "And

Enoch was not, for God took him." Little

Mary on being asked the subject of the^ ser-

mon on her return from church, said, "Arid

Enoch was not the man God took him for."

* * *

Two Scotchmen were out fishing and gave

considerably more attention to the contents

of a block bottle than to their lines. The oars

dropped overboard and they drifted out a

considerable distance before they discovered

the fact. After frantic efforts to attract at-

tention, Sandy began to pray: "Guid Lord, if

ye'll only save us we'll no tak' anither

"Haud on, Sandy," said Jock. "Dinna com-

promise yersel'. Lan's in sight."

* * *

A colored preacher was so fond of the

hymn "What a Friend We Have in Jesus"

that he was continually giving it out. Some
of the boys' tore the leaf out and pasted in a

sheet from a jazz song book. A few Sundays

later, the preacher announced the hymn and

turning over started to "line it." "You bet

on the bay horse, and Ell take the black." He
got the first four or five words out and then

shutting the book with disgust said, "Brether-

ing, let's sing the familiar gospel hymn, "Safe

in the Arms of Jesus." Someone's done stole

our good old Methodist hymn book and left

an Episcalopian."

The Priest had preached a rather search-

ing sermon on the judgment day. Pat, one of

his parishioners, meeting him through the

week, referred to it and showed clearly the

vivid impression it had made. "Will the Ang-
licans., Methodists and Presbyterians be there,

you riverince, as well as the Catholics?" he
asked. "Yes, Pat, they'll all be there," was
the reply. "Will the Baptists and the Chris-

tian Scientists and haythen be all there, too?"
"Yes," said his reverence, "we'll all be there,

Pat." "And the Sein Feiners and the Orange-
men?" queried Patrick. "Sure! they'll all be
there." "Bedad," says Pat, "if the Sein Fein-
ers and the Orangemen are there, there'll be
dashed little judgin' the first day."

* * #

A well-meaning middle aged spinster was
endeavoring to make it pleasant for the in-

mates of one of the soldier hospitals in the
city recently, and in the course of her efforts

proposed the following conundrum. "What
is it that creeps under the table, has four legs,

two eyes, soft fur, two wings and purrs?"
One of the lads said, "If it. were not for the

wings I would say it was a cat." "Very clever"

said the lady, clapping her hands. "You are

quite right. I only added the wings to make
it harder to guess." The soldier then propos-

ed one to her. "What is it that goes under

the bed, is very convenient, and has a handle?"

Wnereupon the spinster gathered up her

skirts and began to beat an indignant retreat.

"Hold on, madam," said the soldier. "The
answer is a pair of slippers. I only added the

bandle to make it harder to guess."

* * *

It is always easy to settle a quarrel, if one
of the parties is willing. A runt of an Irish-

man who was the village tailor, was busy with

a sheet of paper and a stub pencil one day,

when the wife of his neighbor, the barber,

came in. "Phwat's that yez are doin' Pat?'
Are yez makin' yer will?" "Will, be jiggered!

O'm makin' a lisht of the min I kin lick in the

village," says Pat. "Yez are, are yez?" says

the visitor and looking over his shoulder, she

asked. "Have yez Mike's name on yer lisht?"

Mike was her husband. "Sure Oi have!" says

Pat. "Thin Oi'll see what Mike hez to say

to that," says the barber's wife as she started

for the door.

In a few minutes Mike came hopping in

bareheaded and his sleeves rolled up for ac-

tion. "Oi hear ye've a lisht of the min yez
can lick in the village. Pat, and yez hev my
name ontil it?" he bawled as he approached
his neighbor in the attitude of a pugilist just

coming out of his corner. "Oi hev!" says Pat
quietly. "Yez hev, hev yez?" says Mike,
prancing about on his toes and making passes
at the little tailor. "Sure Oi cud lick yez wid
one hand tied behind me back !" continued the

irate barber. "Ye little whelp av a baboon

!

Come on! Stand up till me!"
"Yez can, can yez?" said Pat. "Are yez

sure?" "Sure, is it?" says Mike, "I can knock
the tripe out of yez in one round, ye wee
needle threadin' omadhaun!" "Well," says
Pat, "if ye're sure. Oi'll take yer name off the

lisht," and he ran his little pencil through the

barber's name.

A half tipsy artisan got into a King Street

car and sat down beside a west end clergyman,
who is known for his immaculateness in

dress. As the car lurched along, it would
throw the inebriate against the minister from
time to time to the latter's disgust. At last,

he arose, preferring a strap to the annoyance
caused by his neighbor. As the conductor
passed through the car. he asked rather tart-

ly, "Do you allow drunken men in the car?"
"Sure, sit down, sorr," said the man with the

fare box. who was an Irishman, in a stage

whisper, "An' nobody'll be any the wiser."
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Showcards For
January Selling

HERE we are, away to a good start. Big pros-

pects for big business during the coming year.

The Government question is settled for an-

other four years. No elections to worry one during

the year, so the next big proposition is to SELL
SHOES, and SELL SHOES should be a good slogan

for every shoe retailer for 1922.

First, it will be a good policy to start with a

good clean stock, with nothing on hand in the way of

slow sellers, which are so aggravating to the retailer.

To get this stuff cleared away it may be well to run

some kind of a clearing sale event in which you re-

duce the prices sufficiently to make buying attractive.

The Christmas business will be past and there is

usually a number of broken lines, odds and ends that

can be placed on the reduced-price table and run off

quickly. On some of these you may lose money, but

they will serve admirably to attract trade and losing

money on some lines sometimes is good business.

When a woman shows her friend some real good
value, she obtained at your store and remarks to the

friend: "Just look what a snap I got in these shoes

for so much," and her friend asks : "Where did you
get them?" and the answer comes back that they
were obtained at your store, that's good advertising

for your store. Don't fret about the loss of profits

;

rejoice at the publicity, and always remember that

publicity costs money in. one way or another.

The card samples shown with this article are

varied in treatment. There is a gradual running from
light to heavy effects. The "The Strikingly Popular
Shoe" card is light in design, the "Men's Comfort"
card a little heavier and the other two much heavier.

The first one mentioned is a delicate design that

should be used with fine shoes, either men's or wo-
men's. This card should give one an idea or sugges-
tion for making delicate cards that should be used
for displays of fine goods. That is, cards with heavy

designs and flashy colors should not be used with

delicate lines such as slippers or very fine goods for

women. This card may even be made smaller than

the sample shown, for it is on about half sheet size,

14 x 22. The lettering may be in black and the bor-

der in some pale color. This style of card also looks

well on colored stock of some kind with the lettering

done in white or some delicate shade. Cards of this

kind should not be large in size.

The "Men's Comfort" card explains itself. It is

for a comfortable shoe of some kind. And this does
not mean that the display must be of shoes of the

big heavy style, for all comfortable shoes are not
necessarily of this type. The diagonal bands should

be in a bright color, red or blue or yellow. This card
will look well done on a gray or brown stock that

will harmonize with yellow, with the bands done in

yellow and the lettering in white and outlines in pale

yellow.

The "Odds and Ends" card will answer for a

display in connection with your sale. The small let-

ters of this card will look well in color, while the band
may be in black or red and the lettering in white on
top of it. This lettering may also be done by painting
around the letters, using the process known as "cut-
ting in." The color may be either red or black or
brown. If a gray card is used with the band in red
or black and the letters in white, it will be very
effective. The border should be in some tint such as
gray or green. It should be noticed that price tickets
will be necessary with this card, and in fact with all

the cards shown. A price ticket on each pair of
shoes displayed should be used in order to give the
customers an opportunity of judging the values.

The "January Selling" card is a little change from
the usual January Sale idea. A clearing can be made
by calling it a "selling" as well as a "Sale." The
prices will largely determine the success of the sale.

Some really bright color will be necessary for the
large lettering while the small letters may be in the
same color or a darker shade. These card samples
are all about half sheet size, but may be larger if in

a very large window and smaller if in small windows.

Ir\ which marvy lines
are greatly reduced
irv price, is rvow onv.
Take, advanta^t.

alues irv Our

ODDS^ENDS
CLEAR I rN©~

Note tke Priees

ASfcrili^ly
Rjpolar

I At a decidedly
S Popular
I
Prices
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A New Store

In Windsor
Brown Bros. Open Modern Retail Shoe

Store in Border City.

BELIEVING in the principle that if everyone

would go ahead with their business projects

there would be less unemployment and better

business for all, Brown Brothers, Windsor, have gone

to considerable expense in remodelling the store at

130 Ouellette Avenue into one of the most modern in

that city. This store was purchased by Brown Bros,

two years ago, but owing to a lease have not been

able to secure possession until the present.

The front is of the vestibule style with a rounded

dome ceiling spanning the space between the two
windows which extend well into the building and af-

ford ample display space. The windows are shallow,

which makes it possible to arrange displays that arc-

pleasing and in which every shoe is seen at close

quarters. The permanent background is of oak fin-

ished in French grey. The fixtures are finished in

ivory and gold and make a pleasing contrast with the
background. These fixtures are the new type, pla-

teaux, stands and dividers. Plushes and artificial

flowers add color to the displays.

The walls of the interior are finished in cream,
while the oak woodwork and fixtures in natural light

oak, make the salesroom light and airy. The shelv-
ing is of the one-carton width all within reach of the
clerks from the floor. About- half way down each
side, two closets are built in the shelving, to take

Mr. J. H. Broun

care of the polishes and findings. In the doors of

each are set full length mirrors making- it convenient
for customers to see the full length figure and note
the effect of the footwear with the rest of the cos-

tume.

Comfortable office chairs finished in golden oak
are used for seating the customers, while settees of
ivory wicker, upholstered with tapestry, afford a
comfortable lounging place for those waiting to be
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served. The polished oak floors are partly covered

with beautiful rugs in old blue and terra-cotta shades.

Just inside the door stands a handsome show
case of the all glass variety, the base of which is of

marble to match the base of the windows and front.

At the opening this case was decorated with floral

tributes and the displays were units composed of

single pairs of typical lines.

Some of the other notable features and conven-

iences include the operation of all window lights by
a clock ; a dumb waiter for bringing stock from the

basement ; and a chute for waste to a paper bale in

the basement. The reserve stock is also carried in

the basement.
Brown Brothers is composed of two partners, J.

H. Brown, the manager of the Windsor store, and A.
L. Brown, Unionville, who has the active management
of a general store at that town, which was opened
over 40 years ago by the partners' father.

J. H. Brown opened the shoe store two doors
south of their new store in April, 1918, coming from
Alberta, where he had been engaged in business for

eight years. Under his management the business has
grown rapidly, the firm having secured the confidence
of the people by their progressive and up-to-date
methods.

"We do a cash business," said Mr. Brown to the
Shoe and Leather Journal, "and believe in meeting a
customer more than half way when he has any com-
plaints. In fact, we are prepared to be imposed upon
to a certain extent. We also firmly believe in ex-
changing goods cheerfully, and in refunding the
money where this is desired."

A West Toronto Store.

{Continued from page 71)

special line just arrived which may interest them.
These letters are not of the hard dry nature, but
carry more of the personal message which has proven
most satisfactory.

At time of writing, Mr. Deitel is branching
strongly into the mail order business. He differs in

many respects along this line, as he insists on adver-
tising the higher grade footwear for out-of-town
customers. This, he thinks, will make a much firmer

basis on which to build a lasting and satisfactory mail

order department. He has printed a fine catalogue
with illustrations which is sent to the most outlying
points of the province. This department is under the

able management of Mr. Kates, who is widely ex-

perienced along this line. To date one assistant and
two stenographers handle the work, but an enlarge-
ment is anticipated in the near future to cope with
the increased Christmas trade.

The advertising generally is of such a nature as

to keep the name and merchandise always before the
public. For instance, when the new motor bus line

opened in West Toronto, a contract was immediately
secured to place a card of different design in each bus.

These cards were not of the ordinary type but cleverly

designed and hand painted. The local papers are used
for week-end specials or any lines which may be
featured.

The stock carried is mostly of the higher grade.

Hartt's, Invictus, etc., with of course a few of the

medium priced lines. Work boots, heavy gum rub-
bers, etc., are not carried extensively in the Dundas
store and surplus is kept in the other branch and can
be gotten in quick time should a customer require
something in this line. A graduate practipedist is

employed in each store and should any customer re-

quire service or advice along this line, she is immed-
iately referred to the person in question. Many
friends are made in this way and it most assuredly
adds dignity to any shoe store to have capable men
who can intelligently advise customers regarding
their foot troubles. On the other hand, it is very close

to a crime to pretend to give advice or suggest cor-
rective appliances without a knowledge of the effects

they may produce.

The photos will give some idea as to the general

appearance of this up-to-date store. You will not be

able to appreciate the color scheme, but the general

appointment can be readily grasped. We leave it en-

tirely to you if this is not surely one of the neatest

stores seen in many years in any city. We certainly

wish Mr. Deitel every success and if pluck and pro-

gressive policy will help, we most assuredly will get

our wish.
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Keeping Windows
Free From Frost

Some Methods of Preserving Clearness

in Windows of Shoe Stores.

DURING the cold months with which this coun-

try of ours is blessed, one of the difficulties

with which a retailer has to contend is in the

matter of keeping his windows clear from frost. Re-

tail store managers are gradually being educated to

the fact that the show window is an integral part of

the advertising, and development of the business, and

that it must be kept busy day and night in order to

pay for the valuable space it occupies. But to do this,

it is necessary that the goods displayed must always

be visible to those whom it is hoped will be likely to

look at them.
Fortunately for us all, the Almighty in His wis-

dom, has ordained that the air shall contain a certain

amount of humidity, or moisture. On the other hand,

this moisture, which is in the form of transparent,

invisible vapor, has a point at which it condenses to

a liquid, and at lower temperatures still, this liquid

freezes. This simple phenomenon is the cause of the

"sweating" and final accumulation of solid frost on

cold objects such as glass windows in the winter..

The effect is mos.t pronounced when marked differ-

ences of temperature are noted. The man who wears
glasses experiences this to his disgust nearly every

time he steps from the cold outside air into the warm
atmosphere of an office or store.

Several methods are offered to the dealer who
wishes to avoid frost on his windows, the majority

of which are based on an effort to minimize the differ-

ence in temperature between the air inside and outside

the plate of glass. Modern window design takes this

into account, and provides for ventilation which gives

the desired result. To do this, of course, the window
space must be enclosed, and practically air tight.

Ventilation Must Be Good.

For proper ventilation of the windows, to elimin-

ate frosting, a current of air must pass on the inside

from the bottom of the window to the top. A simple

method is to. have a row of holes bored along the frame
at the bottom, and also at the top. Cold air enters

the bottom row, and warm air passes out the top, so

that the temperature on the inner surface is practi-

cally the same as on the outer. Screens ma} - be used
to cover the holes to exclude dust, and during the hot
months the holes can be covered with strips of wood.

In cases where the windows are not modern
ones, or if the floor is even with the lower part of the'

glass, another plan may be used. This consists of

boring a hole in the wall under the glass and placing
in it a tin tube, or piece of elbow stovepipe, covering
the outside with fine screen to keep out the dust.

This should open up through the floor. Then bore
holes at the top so as to get plenty of circulation of
outside air.

One store has used the following idea. Small
openings were provided above the plate glass in the
sides of the windows. The openings were about six
-by sixteen inches, and were hinged at the top. They
swung inward, and were operated from the interior of
the windows. They could be kept open sufficiently

long to maintain the temperature inside on a par

with that outside. At the same time, being on the

sides, they were not exposed to the dust of the street.

Neither did they detract from the appearance of the

store front.

The Gas Pipe is Expensive.

Meat shops frequently use a gas flame. The gas

pipe extends across the bottom and front of the win-

dow on the inside. This contains several small holes

short distances apart, and the gas is kept burning all

day. This keeps the plate glass so warm that the

moisture of the air does not freeze on it. This method,
however, is rather expensive. Another plan is to use

an electric fan. This keeps the air circulating through-

out the window and comparatively dry. There is

considerable expense attached to this, as electricity

is being consumed all the time the fan is in motion.
The plan, however, is fairly effective.

Other plans consisting of rubbing the glass with
glycerine have been tried, but this method usually

leaves the glass smeared. A solution of alcohol or

methylated spirits is sometimes used. A good method
is to clean the glass thoroughly, and then rub it with
a chamois skin or soft cloth dipped in a solution of

one ounce of glycerine to a pint of denatured alcohol.

This method is inexpensive, not at all difficult, and
gives fairly satisfactory results.

Double Windows.

Acting on the theory that dead air is a poor con-
ductor of heat, in some places double windows have
been used, the second plate of glass outside the orig-
inal window forming with it an air-tight compart-
ment. This keeps the air in this compartment at a
temperature between that inside and outside the win-
dow. Against this plan, however, is the fact that the
view of the goods is somewhat obscured, and the
value of the display decreased.

Airtight Windows Best.
The problem is very difficult to solve where the

window is not entirely separated from the store itself.

That is probably the reason for the butcher's gas
pipe. The main points to be observed in avoiding the
trouble of frosted windows are :

—

1. The window should be separated from the
store and practically air-tight.

2. Air should enter the window space from the
outside near the bottom edge of the glass, so as to
make a circulation in an upward direction close to the
inner surface of the glass.

3. Sufficient dry air should enter the window
space to take care of any moisture present.

OPERATING EXPENSES IN 1920.

(Continuedfrom page 65)

granted that these figures are representative, the re-
tailers got the goods, when so many factories were
operating very slowly for a considerable part of the
year. Stocks in factories and wholesale houses would
of course account for part, but not all of it.

We would advise any Canadian retailer who is

anxious to make a closer study of the figures, and
the methods of obtaining and classifying them, to
write to the Harvard Bureau of Business Research,
from whom the bulletin can be obtained for one dol-
lar, or to write to us and we shall be glad to procure

a copy for him.
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You Can Point with Pride
to the Job thats well done.

Tell Your Customers to keep their Feet Dry this Winter by Wearing-

Tenax Soles
They have flexibility with endurance and are waterproof.
For complete winter sole outfit, you can also recommend the famous

MALTESE CROSS "SCOOP" RUBBER HEELS.
With Tenax Soles and "Scoop" Rubber Heels, your customers will be
equipped for all sorts of weather.

Qutta Percha & Rubber, Limited
Head Offices and Factory TOROMTO
Branches in Leading Canadian Cities

50

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when ivriting an advertiser
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Happiness

anb ^Prosperity

May we take advantage of the happy Holiday

Season, and particularly of the approach of

Christmas, to extend to our friends our best wishes.

We hope that the Christmas season will

indeed be a Merry one and that the New

Year will bring you renewed prosperity.

Makers of Medium McKays,

Leather and Canvas Specialties

* V V V

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert
55 KENT STREET, MONTREAL

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" zvhen writing an advertiser
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Vode Colors

Glazed Kid in varied colors

—

White, Gray, Havana Brown,

Golden Brown, Camel, Cham-

pagne, etc., made from good

raw material with painstaking

care and selling at reasonable

prices—this is what VODE
KID means to the shoe man-

ufacturer, the shoe jobber and

retail shoe merchant.

THE STANDARD KID CO.
Boston, Mass.

Branches in New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,

Chicago, St. Louis and Montreal

KID
The Leather
for Fine Shoes

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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LIQUID QUEBRACHO EXTRACT
(Made "direct from the wood")

This Extract is manufactured from Quebracho logs which are chipped

to sufficient fineness by specially made machinery, the chips then leached

in digesters and the resultant liquor concentrated in vacuum pans until

it approximates a tanning content of 35%.

The well-known S. M. and S.M.S. Brands of Liquid Quebracho Extract

are manufactured in this manner direct from the Quebracho logs and
contain valuable tanning properties not obtainable by dissolving and
chemically treating Ordinary Solid Quebracho Extract.

Tanners familiar with Liquid Quebracho Extract manufactured in this

manner prefer it to the Liquid obtained by dissolving the Ordinary Solid.

We are pleased to be able to inform the trade that we are now in a
position to offer this product at prices that compare favorably with even
the low price at which Solid Quebracho Extract is being offered.

S. M. and S. M. S. Brands Liquid Quebracho Extract

made "direct from the wood," basis 35% tanning,
ex dock New York.

PRICE
Tank cars 3^c. per lb.

+Barrels in carloads 3 uc.

New York Quebracho Extract Company
(INCORPORATED)

80 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK, N.Y.

Sole manufacturers and distributors on the continent of North America of
Liquid Quebracho Extract made direct from the imported Quebracho logs.

Represented in Canada by

C. E. RUSHWORTH
13-15 Wellington St. East.

Toronto, Canada

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Pointers on The Heel
anthers of Quality

Panther Sure Step Heels occupy an important and enviable position

in good shoemaking-.

The experience of leading manufacturers has proven that thev are

undoubtedly THE SUPERIOR HEEL.

In Service they unfailingly LIVE UP to their reputation and in

Selling are BACKED UP by our guarantee.

....The Quality of the finest shoe is improved when it is equipped
with a Panther Heel. They make walking MORE COMFORTABLE
and REDUCE SLIPPING TO A MINIMUM. They are long

wearing-representing THE GREATEST MEASURE OF VALUE.

When making up your lines for the coming Season it will pay you
to feature Panther Heels in preference to any other.

Repairmen, too, are reaping a bigger trade, and holding it, through
supplying their customers with Panther Heels.

ALL GOOD FINDING JOBBERS CARRYJTHEM

Panther Rubber Co., Limited
OFFICES and FACTORY

Sherbrooke - Quebec

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser



Robert Ralston & Co., Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Jsa JDucAesse^

If results were all that count in this world,

were we all judged soley by our works the

Christmas season would be a sorry travesty

At this season, above all others, we

like to look further than the surface of

things, to look at the human side and dee per.

And as we think of the fellows who

go to make up this trade of ours, we're

glad we belong to it, and thus have this

opportunity to wish you all heartily and

sincerely

1 Jfflerrp Cfjrtsitmas

LaDuchesse" Shoe Co., Registered
MONTREAL, QUE.

Making Women's

Welts, McKays and

Turns of a standard

quality for the whole-

sale trade.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ROBERT H. FOERDERER
PHILADELPHIA incorporated PENR, U.S.A.

Mention "Slwc and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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GTfje Jflanagement anb £>taff

of tfte

Umteb §$>tyo? Matfyntvy Company

of Canaba Htmtteb

join in extenbtng to pou

Heart? Cfjrisitmasi Greetings!

tottf) tfje total) tfjat tfje

i^efco I?ear

map bring pou $eace anb $lentp

Cijnsftmagtibe Nineteen ^toentp ^nr

Xh nliou "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Let us say more than merely

Merry Christmas
We mean more than that. For it is our wish that the

arrival of Christmas will not only see you made glad by

your friends; but the happier for having- brought comfort

and happiness to another.

And may New Year find you with true singleness of pur-

pose—playing the game hard and on the level when it

will truly be a happy New Year.

J. E. SAMSON Enr.
Quebec P.O.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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&o all goob fellotosi

®ut frtcnbss in etoerp brancf) of

ttyt trabe—toe offer JBesst W\Z\)tz

for a

Jllerrp CfjrtStmas!

LucienBorne
Colomb and Voltigeurs Sts.

QUEBEC CITY P. Q.

TANNERS AND REPRESENTATIVES

Specializing on Kid "Centaur Kid
and Sole Leather.

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" ivhen writing an advertiser
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TANNERS OF QUEBEC CITY

SOLE LEATHER
Anglo-Canadian Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Beardmore & Co., 553 St. Valier.

Blouin, Pierre Reg., Colomb and Nelson.

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Breithaupt Leather Co., 491 St. Valier.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Dugal, P. and Matte, Enr., 206 Fleury.

Richard Freres^ 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Calf UPPER LEATHER
Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.

Quebec, Glove Mfg., Ltd., 3rd St. Limoilou.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A.
s
566 St. Valier.

Horse
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Clement, Oscar, 234 St. Helene.

Racine, A., 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Kid

Kip

Blouin, Pierre, Reg., Colomb and Nelson.

Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Citadel Leather Co., 566 St. Valier.

Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Scott, J. A., 566 St. Valier.

Blais, W., 307 St. Helene.

Clement, Edear, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Racine, A,, 631 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos., 160, 3rd St. Limoilou.

Patent
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Cantin, Wilfrid, 45 Marie de l'lncarnation.

Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene,

Dugal & Matte, 206 Fleury.

Falardeau, C, 9 Caron.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Sheep
Borne, Lucien, 491 St. Valier.

Quebec Glove Leather Mfg., 3rd St. Limoilou.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Turgeon, Elie, 423 St. Valier.

Side

Blouin, Pierre, Colomb and Nelson.

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Shee, E. A., 15 Belleau.

Splits

Cantin, Wilfrid, 51 Marie de l'lncarnation.

Clement, Edgar, Ltd., 179 Arago.

Clement, Oscar, 224 St. Helene.

Dugal, P. & Matte, Enr., 206 Fleury.

Fortier, N., 515 St. Valier.

Laliberte, J., 501 St. Valier.

Richard Freres, 553 St. Valier.

Thavierge, Jos.. 160-3rd St. Limoilou.

Greetings:

{Co all of our frtenbsi tn tfje trabe

to tfjosie toe l^noto, because tfjep

are our fcienbtf; anb to tfjosie tofjo

tooulb be our frtenbsi bib toe&noto

tbem-

—

& jftterrp CfjrtStmaS

#oulet Sc &cm Jjb.

575 g>t. Walter &t. Quebec
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Yuletide Greetings

The past year has recorded continuous favors and grow-

ing friendships for us throughout the Trade, and to one

and all we extend wannest (Greetings of Goodwill and

Good Cheer, with Best Wishes for your Happiness and

Prosperity.
"

A better record than ever for The Marsh Shoe is our

aim for Nineteen Twenty-two.

The Wm. A. Marsh Co., Limited
QUEBEC

Makers of MEN'S WELTS, WOMEN'S WELTS
and WOMEN'S FLEXIBLE McKAYS

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser
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f Heme Cfirisitmass

THE season brings back many pleasant and happv

memories—memories of friendships formed

with others in this good old trade of ours.

To our friends, the Merchant and the Jobber.

To our allies, the salesmen, whether selling to us, for

us, or for another.

To our brother Shoe Manufacturers.

To all of you do we say the same : A Merry

Christmas and a Happy New Year.

A. E. MAROIS, Limited
QUEBEC QUE.

MONTREAL SALES ROOM
TORONTO SALES ROOM

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal'' when writing an advertiser
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PERCY'S TRIUMPH.

{Continued ficm pige 67)

jumped for it, but he was not quick enough, and with

the business end of the revolver looking him in the

face, he collapsed into the chair and covered his face

with his hands.

"For God's sake, Percy, don't. There's the money

intact. It would kill mother and break Sis' heart if

they knew. I've lied to you. Sis doesn't know any-

thing about this business. I cribbed the combination

and stole her keys to get enough money to square ac-

counts with Finklestein, who has been threatening me
with proceedings on a note I gave him six months

ago. Don't give me away, Percy, and you will never

regret it. I will leave town and start fresh where I

will have a chance to get away from the rotten bunch

I have been running with."

"That's the way with cads like you, young fel-

low," replied Percy in a cold, quiet tone. "You get

into a mess and drag other people into it, and think

of nothing but getting away when the music has to

be faced. Have you given a thought to what this

safe breaking would have meant to your sister, if you

had been able to put it across? She is the only one

outside of the boss, who has the safe combination,

and she would have been up against the stiff proposi-

tion of proving that she had not taken the money or

aided the crook who stole it. You have already shown
that you would have rung me in on the deal if neces-

sary, but that is neither here nor there. What about
Mr. Pearson, who has tried to do the decent thing by
you and your family? It seems to me that you have
a term in jail coming to you and that nothing short

of this will help you to realize your duty to society

as well as your family. If you were not as soft as

putty and a licking would do you little good, I would
take you down stairs and give you a thrashing you
would remember till the end of your life. "Send me
to the pen if you like, Percy. I deserve all that's com-
ing to me. I don't seem to be of much use to any
body, and if I had that gun for a couple of minutes.
I would end the whole business."

"I don't believe you would," said Percy, dryly,
"You haven't sand enough, but there is no use pro-
longing the agony. Put on your things and go home.
I will have a talk with you in the morning. Be down
half an hour early and T may be able to make some
suggestions as to how to clean things up. In the
meantime, we will say nothing about what has hap-
pened to-night. I must go on with my job down-
stairs. As a souvenir of -the occasion, I will keep
this toy for a day or two at least," slipping the revol-
ver into his pocket, "and you can give me those keys
when you have replaced the cash box and locked the
safe."

The next morning, Jack was on hand at the ap-
pointed time, and no words were wasted by Percy
upon the previous

.
night's scene. He learned that

beyond the note in question the lad's obligations were
not pressing, but in order to get him to cut the gang,
he advanced him sufficient money to meet what he
owed them. He agreed to call on Finklestein, per-
sonally, and later convinced the wily Hebrew that as
jack was a minor, and the monev was a gambling
debt, it would be wise for him to wait until the obliga*
tion could be discharged in easy instalments.

But realizing that something
. more than relief

from pressing debts and evil companions was neces-

sary, he carried the Samaritan act still further and
invited the lad to his own home, and showed his con-

fidence in him by allowing him to go back with him
at nights to the store to complete his window scheme.

"For the first time in his young life, business

challenged Jack's interest, and his enthusiasm infect-

ed in turn his more diffident and phlegmatic compan-
ion. The friendship, which developed could not es-

cape the notice of others in the store, and not the
least surprised and mystified amongst them was Miss
Peterson, who observed with pleasure and satisfac-

tion, the marked change in her whilom, troublesome
brother.

"The windows, when completed, were a great
success, and the results were quite beyond the antici-

pations of those who had watched the contest from
its inception. Harry really excelled himself and his

technical skill was evidenced by a clever arrangement
of the goods that made their message to the public
very effective. Percy brought to bear upon his effort

that artistic instinct which can only be regarded as a
gift, and succeeded so well in combining selling effect
with gracefulness and novelty of conception, that the
numbers who stood and admired, proved that i-t had
hit the mark. The committee in explaining its diffi-

culty in reaching a decision, said that the highest
number of points had been won by Percy, and he was
awarded the palm—even Harry admitting that the
decision was just.

The morning that the award was announced in

the local paper. "Speed" received congratulation from
the whole staff from the principal down. As Miss
Peterson came up with outstretched hand and her
eyes beaming with honest pleasure. Percy half ex-
pected some witticism that would mar the triumph
he felt at having demonstrated to her and the others
that he had been equal to the test. "You done noble!"
she said, in a tone that the whole store could hear, but
as she turned to go back to the office, she blushed
rather becomingly and added in a low tone. "I knew
you could do it. Percy."

"What was there in the tone of her voice or the

look in her eye that caused Percy to start, and kept

the words like silvery chimes ringing in his heart, the

whole of that day. "I knew you could do it. Percy !"

Besides, she had called him Percy and not "Poicy" for

the first time in his experience. He began to realize

in a vague way that all along he had thought and
worked more for her approval than that of all the

others put together. He had scarcely

thought of the prize itself. But what was
the matter with him anyway? Why should he be
interested in the opinion of one who had always made
a joke of his name, and poked fun at his personal ap-

pearance and habits?

Christmas week had put all thoughts of the win-
dow competition and similar things out of sight and
everybody was on his toes, endeavoring to meet the
demands of last hour customers. Even the head had
to take a hand in the sales department on the busy
afternoons.

Clean "done" when he got home on Thursdav
evening Percy found on his dresser a neatly written
and kindly worded invitation from Mrs. Peterson to
join the family in a little celebration they were having
on Christmas night. The start the note gave him
revealed to him how much it meant to him to be any-
where near where Eleanor Peterson might be. He
sat down on the chair for a moment or two, lost in
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thought. Should he decline the invitation? Why
should he sit like a bump on a log, tongue-tied as he

usually was at these affairs and see Eleanor sur-

rounded by a host of admirers, who were better off

and better qualified to interest her than he ever would

be. He could not dance nor play cards, and had no

fancy for being a wallflower. He would decline the

honor with thanks and yet—oh, well, he would leave

answering it till morning.
He had not done so, when he reached the store,

and was still hesitating when Miss Peterson, pausing

a moment or two on her way to her desk, said : "You
will be with us on Monday night, won't you, Mr. -

Reid, it is just a family gathering. Mother wants you
so much," she added quietly, but with a blush and a

dimple that set his heart beating. That was a new
one—Mister Reid—she had never mistered him before,

but she had only said "mother" wanted him. Possib-

ly it was on account of Jack's friendship he had been
invited after all.

"I think I ought to stay home with the girls and
mother," he started to say, when he saw a look of

disappointment on her face, and quickly added : "I

would be delighted to go, but I will have to find out

what mother's plans are for Monday night. We are

having our Christmas dinner at noon, so that I may
possibly be able to get away."

He had no valid excuse, and Jack Peterson was
insistent enough to make up for any seeming delin-

quency on the part of his sister. He could not under-
stand the "family party" idea, for surely there would
be other outsiders beside himself—no doubt among
them the young curate who sometimes called to see
Miss Peterson at the store.

He was partially correct. The young clergyman
was one of the guests, as was also another young man,
who, it could be easily seen, was unconscious of any
other presence than that of Jack's youngest sister.

The clergyman also showed his partiality in various
unmistakeable ways for the eldest daughter, and as

it fell out, the company broke naturally into two pairs

and a foursome. After a little music, to please the
old lady, the four joined in a rubber of whist with
Jack and his mother as partners in the one hand and
Eleanor and Percy on the other. The latter was. as

he had warned them, a poor hand at the game, which
naturally, did not last a great while.

"I believe you sing, Mr. Reid," said Eleanor, as
she arose and went to the piano, followed by Percy,
who, when they were out of hearing said rather
crossly, "I believe I would rather hear you call me
'Speed' or 'Poicy' than put that handle to my name.
It makes me wish I had not tried that window con-
test. "You made fun of me before, and now you
'mister' me."

Eleanor blushed and stammered in a way quite

unusual with her, but finally took refuge in the re-

mark that she had dropped nicknames. If he pre-
ferred, she would call him Percy after this, but only
when they were alone.

She took from the song folio a copy of "I hear
You Calling Me," and asked him if he knew it.

"It is a long time since I tried it, but I will do"

my best." As she struck the first chords of the old

ballad, he was surprised not only by her perfect

technique, but the sympathy in her interpretation.

To her the richness and sweetness of his fresh tenor
voice was as much a revelation as her mastery of the
instrument was to him. Whether it was the inspira-

tion of her playing or that the melody afforded an

outlet for all the pent up feelings of his heart, he

sang as a lark which mingled in its song, the sweet

harmony of running brooks, verdure clad meadows,

and the clear atmosphere of the morning sky. The
words :

"I hear you calling me,
And, oh, the ringing gladness of your voice,

The words that made my longing heart rejoice,

You spoke—do you remember? and my heart

Still hears the music of your voice."

so thrilled the pianist, whose fingers light as thistle-

down, flew over the obligato of the accompaniment,
that she could scarce see the music. The chatter of

the company gave way to a silence that hung upon
every note of the singer, and the concluding "I hear

you calling me" seemed to melt away into a thousand
shadowy echoes. There was a silence of a moment
or two before the applause broke forth. As it ceased,

Percy, regardless of the others, turned to Eleanor,

and taking her hand in his whispered rather than

spoke the words, "thank you," with an emotion that

would not permit him to say more.
While looking over some photographs in Elean-

or's den, later, he noticed in the collection a snap of

the prize show window prepared for the store, taken
by Eleanor herself. "What an idea," said he, "to have
that prosy old thing amongst your pictures. Turning
it over he found inscribed on the back, the words,
"Percy's Triumph." Looking up, he found her blush-

ing furiously and snatching the picture hastily from
his hand, she threw it in the drawer of the desk.

"Do you know Miss Peterson," said he quietly,

"I do not think I have ever thanked you for suggest-
ing or rather driving me to enter that window com-
petition." He saw that she looked a little dismayed,
and seemed anxious to change the subject, but he
went on, "I do not think I realized until tonight how
much it has meant to me. What a sensitive fool I

was. That window job has meant a good deal to me
in discipline, as well as in many other ways. To-night
as I sang that song, I realized as I have in a strange
odd way before, while drudging away with those fix-

tures in the store basement that something was call-

ing me out of my old narrow life into bigger, broader
things. The first real light I had was when you said
the other day that you 'knew I could do it.' I used
to think you despised me and called me 'Poicy' be-

cause you thought I hadn't enough brains to make
a real man, but

—

"

"Don't say that, Percy, please !" I knew you had
it in you from the beginning, and I wanted you so

much to be bigger and better than anybody else that

sometimes I felt I would do anything to stir you to

realize your true self. I never meant to be mean or

cruel, but it made me so angry to see and hear others

putting it over you who I knew couldn't—oh I mustn't
talk like this,"

Percy, in his astonishment, had taken hold of

her hand, and as tear stole quietly down her cheek
and fell upon his own, it dawned upon him for the

first time that the voice that had been calling him
was the voice of love.

"Eleanor !" he said, as his arm stole quietly about
her waist, and her head nestled upon his shoulder

—

"What a consummate ass I have been ! And to think
I thought you were just baiting me! My triumph is

greater than I deserve and certainly much greater
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than I could ever have dreamed \"

In the distance Jack was drumming out the re-

frain :

"I hear you calling me,

You called me when the moon had veiled her light

Before I went from you into the night,

I came—don't you remember?—back to you
For one last kiss beneath the kind stars' light."

And under the mistletoe they sealed their happi-

ness in the old fashioned way of lovers since the

world began.

MODERN SHOE SELLING.
{Continued from page 64)

Shoe Fitting. Therefore those shoes must fit. So
flawless was my trust that I wore those shoes out

of the shop.

A faint suspicion that something was wrong
deepened into agonizing certainty. Every step was
torture. The pity of it ! To have started out so full

of hope and cheer, and then to return in one brief

hour a halting, broken-spirited cripple ! But even
yet, with that advertising literature fresh in my mind,
I felt that the fault must be in myself, not in those
shoes.

I met a friend. "What's the matter? You look-

pale—you haven't been in an accident?" said she
anxiously.

Pride sealed my tongue. "Let's have a cup of
tea," I said.

As we sat, I realized how much there was in the
epicurean doctrine that happiness consists in freedom
from pain. I rested my blistered feet on the rungs of
my chair, and prayed that this might last forever. It

didn't. We went on to the theatre. It was Chu Chin
Chow, and even yet, when I hear that music, it hurts
my feet. Midway through the play I leaned over and
furtively unlaced those shoes and kicked them off.

My faith was shattered. Now I find a gentle,
elderly clerk, one who dates back to the old era be-
fore we wore metatarsal bones, and, fixing him with
what is meant to be a piercing eye, I say something
hke this: ."I want a pair of shoes. I do not want a
pair of rough-hewn monstrosities which are guaran-
teed to resole my insufficiently supported astragalus
and lame me for life. I do not want a pair of minia-
ture' Toronto Island Ferry boats, the same shape be-
hind as before. I want a pair of shoes, the kind you
used to call' four and a half's."

Sometimes I get them.

CHRISTMAS AND ITS CUSTOMS.
(Continuedfrom page 69)

"God rest you merry gentlemen,
Let nothing you affright.
For Christ the Lord, at Bethlehem
Was born this holy night "
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treme of hcense has often inspired the wish that the

ideals of the church had not been allowed to entirely

lapse.

The idea of thanksgiving has somehow always
been associated with feasting and as Christmas par-

took more and more of the nature of a joyous cele-

bration, this element of feasting developed. We find

the idea suggested by the old couplet,

Christmas comes but once a year

And when it comes it brings good cheer.

The boar's head and peacock pie were once the

"pieces de resistance" of the Christmas feast. The
history of the boar's head goes back through the cen-

turies to the sacred boar "Gullinbursti." with his gold-

en bristles, symbolical of the sun's rays or the fur-

rows of golden grain ploughed by his tusks. Mounted
on "Gullinbursti." fabled as swifter than a horse, the

sun-god made his daily course east and west. At the

winter solstice, it was the custom to serve up a holy

supper to the God Freyr and Freya his consort.

The peacock has from earliest times been the
emblem of immortality. In the days when knighthood
was in flower, it was the custom to serve the peacock
in the full glory of his feathers with his beak duly
gilded. The lady chosen to bring in the wonderful
"peacock pie" was chosen for her rank or beauty and
the knights present swore their willingness to defend
women against all injustice and evil. A tournament
held next day afforded them an opportunity to show
their prowess.

Plum pudding and mince pie are said to owe
their origin and manifold ingredients to the story of
the Wise Men and their gifts. Nevertheless pudding
and cakes have been ever associated with Christmas
cheer. In earliest times the eating of pudding at
Christmas was supposed to bring good luck, but one
was supposed to partake of at least twelve helpings
during the twelve days of the period, or one for each
month, so as to make the coming year uniformly pro-
pitious. It was. and is in some places today, regarded
as unlucky to partake of a Christmas pudding before
the day itself. Cakes have been offered to deities
from the time that Cain brought his offering of fruits
of the ground. The Hebrews had a provision for
this in their "meat offering." which consisted of cakes
made from fine flour, oil and frankincense, offered to
the Lord. In some Christian countries today cakes
are made to imitate the Christ child, the animals and
even the shepherds that visited the inn at Bethlehem.

Ill all the strange blending of heathen and Chris-
tian customs, we see the human mind in its endeavor
to reach out after God "if haply they might find Him,"
and an instinctive looking forward to the time fore-
told by prophet and poet, when men shall dwell to-
gether in peace and unity and when there shall be that
"peace on earth and good will toward man." that shall
realize the fondest dreams of humanity of the "Golden
Age" to be.

HAS VERY ATTRACTIVE WINDOWS.
.
A feature which is noticed in the shoe store of

Stewart & Hopkins. 2008 Queen Street East, Toronto,
Ont„ is the very attractive windows which they dis-
play. The firm Stewart & Hopkins, opened at the
above address in the middle of last summer. Both
members of the concern are wide awake shoemen.
and report they have done exceedinglv well Mr
Stewart and Mr- Hopkins both say that good window
dressing is their best medium for advertising and
they sure know how to dress windows.
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We extend to our good

friends in the trade our

best wishes for a very

Merry Christmas and a

Happy and Prosperous

New Year

Lachance &Tanguay
70 BIGAOUETTE AVE.

QUEBEC P. Q.

THE "MARYON" SHOE
A Women's McKay of

The Better Grade

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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40,000 PAIRS DAILY
This heel-making capacity means prompt,
efficient service to the manufacturer PLUS
delivery of heels of an exceptionally high
order

MILITARY HEELS, BLOCK
HEELS or LOUIS HEELS

of any shape and in any height

QUEBEC HEEL Co., Limited
QUEBEC QUE.
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593 St. Valier St., QUEBEC 1l

Making Welts for Men, Boys, Youths
Women and Misses; McKays for Men, I
Boys, Youths, Women and Misses;

|
Standard Screw for Men and Boys.
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A. Samuel is commencing in the shoe business in

Mount Forest, Ont.
The Young Shoe Company, of Montreal, are re-

tiring from business.

Ralph Carter, shoe retailer, of Montreal, recent-
ly suffered a loss by fire.

A change is announced in connection wth the
shoe business of A. Lamy, Montreal.

Kenny Bros., shoe retailers, of Acton, Ont., re-

cently moved into their new store on Mill Street.
Mr. Chas. A. Blachford, of the Blachford Shoe

Mfg. Co., Toronto, spent a few days in Montreal
recently.

Mr. L. F. Jackson, who represents the Blachford
Shoe Mfg. Co., Ltd., in the Maritime Provinces, re-
cently returned from his territory.

T. J. Taylor & Son, of Sarnia, Ont., report busi-
ness very good. They are also looking forward to
big business this coming spring.

The firm of Lucien Borne is being reorganized
and after January 1922 will continue business under
the firm name of Lucien Borne, Limited.

Mr. S. Arthur Bell, who sells "Onyx" and "Geor-
gina" Shoes in the West, has just returned after hav-
ing a very successful trip in this territory.

T. E. Gibbons, Acton, Ont., is now in his new
store which he built during the summer. He will
carry a small stock of shoes in connection with re-
pairing.

Brown Bros., shoe merchants, of Windsor, Ont.,
have nistalled a very attractive store front, the work
being done by the Taylor-Brasco Co. Ltd., Hamilton
Ontario.

Jhe Colonial Hide Co. are installing a wool pull-
ery in connection with their general business of deal-
ers in hides, calfskins, sheep pelts, wool fur, etc at
their Windsor, N.S- branch.
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Aylin£> Canadian representative for

Church & Co., Northampton, Eng., made a trip re-
cently to New York City, Buffalo and other American
cities He reports a splendid business.

J. R. Scott, who for the past 23 years, has con-
ducted a successful boot and shoe, harness and lea-
ther goods business in Treherne, Man., has sold his
business. The purchaser has not been announced.

MaW ,

B
J
achford

<
of ^e Blachford Shoe

Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Toronto, has been in NewYork, looking over the style situation and states thevhave nothin
shoes.
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s Shoe Store, 207

about $14X300 recently. The loss is covered by in-
surance. The fire spread rapidly to adjoining stores
causing a total damage estimated at $41,500.

A. E. Copeland, of the Copeland Shoepack Co
Midland, Ont., President of the Ontario Hockey As-
sociation, for 1920-21 has been re-elected bv acclam-
ation for 1921-22. This speaks highly of 'the good
work of Mr. Copeland as chief executive of the

O. H. A.
Fire, believed to have been caused from over-

heated stovepipes, recently gutted the shoe establish-

ment of B. Blerkom & Sons, Yorkton, Sask., destroy-
ing the fifteen thousand dollar stock and causing
practically total loss of the frame building, valued at

four thousand dollars. The loss was partially covered
by insurance.

Mr. Jos. Daoust proposed at the last meeting of

the Montreal Chamber of Commerce to establish, in

the Montreal Technical School, a course in boot-
making. Mr. Ludger Gravel, representative of the
Chamber of Commerce on the board of directors of
the Montreal Technical School, said he would recom-
mend it at the next meeting.

The St. Lauveur Church, Quebec City, was the
scene of a very pretty wedding, when Miss L. Fealar-
deau, daughter of F. X. Fealardeau, veteran foreman
of the sole leather department of O. Goulet & Son, was
married to Mr. Arthur Langevin. The bride, among
other presents, received a beautiful sterling silver tea
set from Mr. and Mrs- J. B. Goulet.

The factory of the Hectoe Shoe Company, Mont-
real, was gutted by fire on December 8th, and damage
done to the extent of $75,000.00. The fire was caus-
ed by a red hot furnace pipe. Although the engineer
first attempted to put the fire out himself and then
called the fire department without delay, it was
found impossible to save the building.

Fire damaged the offices and sample rooms of
Geo. A. Slater, Ltd., Montreal, on December 3rd. The
fire did not reach the manufacturing department,
however, so it will not interfere materially with ship-
ments of goods. Temporary offices have been opened
in the factory while repairs are being made. Mr.
Chas. Slater was rather badly burned about the face
and was confined to his home for some time as a
result. ' *

One of the most recent changes in the leather
held is with regard to the Citadel Leather Co. of
Quebec and Montreal. This company, which was
operated by Messrs. J. A. Scott and W. Lane, two of
the best known and most popular of the leather menm Canada, is now defunct, the business having been
taken over by Mr. J. A. Scott. Announcement of the
completed arrangements of both Mr. Lane and Mr
Scott will be made very shortly.

Mr. H. E. Moles, of J. & f. Bell Co. Ltd., Mont-
real, has been confned to his home for a few days as
the result of a strain. The trade will be glad to
learn that he has been able to return to the office
although he has not vet completely recovered

The Hurlbut Shoe Co., shoe retailers, of' Barrie
are to move to new store premises, having purchasedproperty on the opposite side of Dunlop Street, wherehey will have increased floor space to take care of
their rapidly growing* business. It will be some
months before this move is made as extensive altera-
tions will be done, both on the interior and exterior
of their new property.
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British

Industries

Fair
The eighth annual British In-

dustries Fair which embraces a

large number of the most impor-

tant lines of British trade, will be

held in London and Birmingham
from 27th of February to 10th of

March. This is purely a trade

fair where buyer and seller meet, not an exhibition.

This Fair, whether regarded from the point of view of

size, diversity of products shown or resultant busi-

ness, now surpasses in importance and value to the

world's markets any other trade fair or similar pur-

pose. A visit to the Fair will convince overseas

buyers that enormous strides have been made in

Britain's post war production. A considerable number
of Canadian buyers are making arrangements to at-

tend. Admittance is restricted to trade buyers on

invitation of the British Government and business is

not impeded by crowds of sightseers-

In organizing the Fair, the British Government
Department of Overseas Trade pays particular at-

tention to the comfort and convenience of buyers
from the various Dominions and other parts of the

world. Special reading and writing rooms are avail-

able where buyers may consult qualified .officers of

the Department who will be able to indicate sources
of supply of any goods required and to give informa-
tion regarding tariffs, shipping and transport, trade
conditions, etc., throughout the world. The cata-
logue of the Fair is a mine of information for it is

not merely a list of exhibitors but a book of trade
reference of great value.

The British Industries Fair covers the following

industries at London :

—

Cutlery; silver and electro-plate
; jewellery,

watches and clocks ; hard haberdashery

;

glassware of all descriptions, china, earthen-
ware and stoneware

;
paper

; stationery and
stationers' sundries 'and office appliances

;

printing, books
;
fancy goods, including tra-

velling requisites and tobacconists' sundries
;

boots and shoes and shoe mercery ; leather
for the boot and shoe, fancy goods, book-
binding and upholstery trades ; brushes and
brooms; toys and games; sports goods (in-

cluding sports clothing)
; scientific and optic-

al instruments
; medical and surgical instru-

ments and appliances
; spectacle ware and op-

ticians' supplies
; photographic and cinemato-

graphic apparatus and requisites ; musical in-
struments

; furniture of wood, cane, wicker

;

bedsteads and bedding; carpets, linoleum,
etc.

; basketware, chemicals, light and
heavy

; domestic chemical products
;

drugs
and druggists's sundries

; perfumery

;

dyes
; foodstuffs (prepared and pre-

served) and beverages; confectionery

;

An aerial view of The White City. London. Eng . where the British Industries Fair will be held

THE H. W. PEARSON SHOE CO. LTD.

Another sail has appeared on the horizon of the

sea of shoedom. in the form of a new wholesale house

the H. W. Pearson Shoe Co. Ltd.. which will be lo-

cated at 20 Wellington St. West, Toronto. The per-

sonnel of the new outfit consists of Messrs. "H. W.
Pearson, R. Partridge, W. Drysdale and Fred Foley.

Mr. Pearson is well-known to the trade from long

connections with it. latterly as manager of the Tor-

onto branch of Ames Holden McCready Ltd. Mr.

Partridge and Mr. Drysdale are also well-known to

the Ontario trade, the former having handled Ames
Holden McCready's in the city of Toronto, and the

latter in Eastern Ontario. Mr. Fred Foley has long

been engaged in the retail trade in Bowmanville. has

a thorough knowledge of shoes, of the requirements
of the Ontario trade, and a wide acquaintance among
Ontario dealers. We understand that having been
on the one side of the shoe deals for so long,

he has an idea that he can show how selling to the

retail trade should reallv be done.

The firm has made some valuable connections,

and have already established some of their lines. Their
staple shoes will be sold under the brand name of

"Granite," McKays under the name of "Sunnyside"
and welts with the brand "Pearson." It is their in-

tention to handle a full range of men's, women's,
misses', youth's and children's shoes in leather, felt,

and rubbers.

Mr. Foley has bid his trade good-bye in charac-
teristic fashion as shown in the advertisement here
reproduced.

The store in Bowmanville has been taken over
by Mr. Claude Ives, who has been assistant to Mr.
Foley for some vears.
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mm HARD sole 4%

FeltS
jjf SOFT SOLE O
KumfyS

K. B. FELTS COVER THE WARM FOOTWEAR NEEDS
OF THE WHOLE FAMILY FROM THE INFANT TO
THE MAN, FOR THE COLDEST OUTDOOR WINTER
PROTECTION TO THE DAINTIEST WARM INDOOR

KIM FY.

MADE BY THE COBURG FELT CO.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING CANADIAN SHOE JOBBERS

ALL SOLID LEATHEf

Reason's: Greetings!
Jfrom Itye ffiou&t of Hamilton

The largest combined Shoe Manufacturers

and Jobbers in Ontario.

Established}! 846 TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Greetings

All the Heartiness and Cheer that eharacterise the spirit

of Christmas are emphasized to their fullest in the greet-

ing- that we send out to the Trade.

All the good will and good fortune identified with New
Year wishes are the substance of our earnesl hopes for

you for Nineteen Twenty-two.

And with it all is expressed our sincere appreciation oi

the way in which the Trade has rew arded us for the serv-

ice we have tried to give.

ITniversal Choe Machinery
nequalled ^-^ervice '•'"Maintained

Limited
128 Queen Street :: MONTREAL
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The Shoe Repair Man
Looking Forward

MAKING PLANS FOR 1922.

REVIEWING THE PAST YEAR.

THE end of a very strenuous and eventful year

is upon us, and many of the shoe repairing fra-

ternity do not call it a Merry Christmas from

a business standpoint. But those who are in the

game to stay—and they constitute all leaders in

the industry—are not sitting idle, and "watching the

snails whiz by-" They already have their eyes on

1922, and are laying plans to put the business back

where it belongs.

Looking back over the past year, we see a picture

of lights and shadows. For a few months everything

looked rosy. Those were the days when
people would not buy new' shoes, scorn-

ing the retailer as a profiteer, and prided

themselves on patronizing the repair man
to make their old shoes last out to the limit. But
even that phase passed, and there was a time when the .

people were neither buying new shoes nor having old

ones repaired. With the advent of cold weather, to-

gether with some snow and rain, worn and ripped

shoes were too strenuous in their demand for atten-

tion to be denied. Consequently business, which was
almost dead, has revived to some extent at least.

Meanwhile, the repairman has been at his wits'

end to find reasons and remedies for the situation.

"To cut, or not to cut, that is the question," as old

Bill Shakespeare put it, has been the refrain running
through every day. The question admits of discus-

sion pro and con without end, and finally resolves
itself into a problem for each individual to solve

according to his own situation and circumstances.
The man who can cut prices, increasing his volume, is

justified in doing so. The man who cannot do so and
live, is therefore put straight up against it. But he
has several ways out, as the public have been educated
to pay for service.

The thorough repair man is utilizing much of his

time these days in looking in two directions—ahead
and back. The latter, however, is for the purpose of
recasting his situation, profiting by his experiences
of the past. The most important of the two is the*
look forward. What of 1922?

Economists and wiseacres of all kinds have been
making accuracies, of more or less doubtful value, for
many years, and will probably continue to do so as
long as anyone will listen to them. But the real wise
man is not worrying about what someone says will

happen next April. His motto is "Work out your own
salvation." He may be praying, but he is making
darn sure his "powder is dry." Someone said "1921
will reward fighters." True enough! so will 1922;
we can add to that "1922 will reward thinkers and
workers." And surely it is fair enough to put shoe
repairmen in this class.

One of the essential ' requirements in closing a
business year is an inventory, which comprises a
personal stock-taking, as well as a physical inventory

of goods on hand. This is a good time to make up
one's mind to keep a more detailed or adequate ac-

counting system by getting off to a start on January
2nd. What shape is your equipment in? What kind
of help do you employ ? Is there any deadwood in the

organization? For while 1922 will reward workers,
the man who drags a dead load instead of a real

helper, is under a serious handicap.
A survey of business getting plans is timely.

This involves a close study of the neighborhood, pre-

sent customers, possible new customers, new methods
of drawing trade and giving service- Is the store

neat, clean, and attractive? Would a touch of light

paint brighten it up, and make it more pleasing, par-
ticularly to lady customers ? Are your windows work-
ing to draw trade in shoe repairs, findings, etc.? Are
prices satisfactorily to you and also to your cus-
tomers ? How do they check up with the actual cost
of your work ? Are you turning out work that will

build permanent trade ? Do you work with or against
your neighboring competitor?

The above is not an examination for repairers
that we are setting, but it is the sort of test to which
a successful repairman must submit himself from time
to time. He is the sole examiner and judge, and just
how good he is will be shown over a period of time
by £he bank account.

The question of location has an important bearing
not only on a business, but on its method of develop-
ment. If a shop is located in the centre of the busi-
ness district, the problem is to get volume to cover
relatively high overhead charges. Such a shop must
establish a reputation for a wide variety of work,
done quickly and at relatively low prices. The trade
is largely transient, or of people whose businesses are
located near the shop. The man who is in or near a
residential district, however, must educate his public
to come to him. He probably will be obliged to call

for and deliver a certain amount of work. The quality
of the work offered him is also likely to be higher.
So that it is necessary for him to get a good figure
for his work and service.

Advertising is a complex and much-discussed
question. Many firms advertise in flush times, and
pull in their horns when business is quiet and money
hard to get. Others only go after business by adver-
tising when times are dull- But the real advertiser,
and the man who gets results from advertising, is

the consistent advertiser. A glance ov%r the national
advertisers tells that story, and that is as true of
shoe repairing as of any other line of business. The
answer to the question "When is it best to advertise?"
is "Now !" One of the troubles with a great many
who start advertising is that they expect immediate
miraculous results. It can't be done ! Perhaps you will
never see any real direct results. But steady, well-
directed publicity will have an effect well worth the
money invested in it- Ask any individual why he or
she patronizes a certain repair man. And almost in-
variably you can trace it back to some form of adver-
tising—an attractive window, store, or sign; an ad-
vertisement in a local paper, a hand bill, folder, or
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circular letter. Stunt advertising also has its place, prices

But what must be remembered is that all the time,

effort, and money spent on advertising to get a cus-

tomer in your store is nullified if the service rendered

is not satisfactory to your customer. On the other

hand, a satisfied customer represents a continual and

increasing return on the original investment that

secured him.

The following is the revised list of prices :-

TORONTO SHOE REPAIRMEN'S MEETING.

The regular meeting of the Toronto Shoe Re-
pairers' Association was held on the evening of De-
cember 8th. An unusually large turnout was on hand
when the meeting was called to order by the Presi-

dent, Mr. S. Burnett. The subject of holding a euchre
and dance was proposed and the motion carried. This
will be held about the middle of January.

Nominations were made for the Executive and
the following members elected : Messrs. Robertson,
Burvill, Dollery, Pretty, Hendry. The office of Sec-
retary is still open.

The 1921 president gave over the chair to Mr-
A. Butterworth, the president-elect, who in a very
nice way told of his appreciation for the honor con-
ferred on him and said he would do his best to make
1922 a banner year for the association. Mr. S. Bur-
nett, the retiring president, then thanked the mem-
bers for the support accorded him during his term of
office. Refreshments were served to finish off the
night.

The Association are off to a good start for the
New Year and steady progress should be obtained as
every member is "on his toes" to make a bigger, bet-
ter and more helpful Association.

WE BEG YOUR PARDON.

u
In November 15th issue we announced thatHarry Millar had taken over the repair business ofM H. Flowers m Oakville, Ont. This is an error

Harrv M
e

„
regret

- 7
hG faCt of the matter " thatHarry Millar recently opened a new shoe repairing

business m that town, in the store lately occupied byM, H. Flowers. Mr. Flowers is still very much inyt

ePa 'r business, although at a new stand Hereports trade to be good.

MOOSE JAW REPAIR PRICES.
In Moose Jaw the Shoe Repairers' Association
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rePair trade realized that this isthe most critical time in the history of the busine s
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Let us give good value and keep our prices on afair basis so that we may all live instead of getting
by with a bare existence as in pre-war days.

Let us forget pre-war prices, and charge fair

MEN'S WOMEN'S
Leather Heels 52.50 Half Solo and Rubber or Leather H««U 52.00

Half Sole, only 1 60

Heels, Rubber or Leather SO

Half Sole, and Rubber

Half Soles only 2.00

Heels, Rubber or Leather 60

New Leather Heels US

Whole Rubber Heels 75

Toe Pieces .50 up

Toe Caps

Long Soles and Heels

Set Buttons pot on . .25

New Heels, Cuban

New Heels, French

I 5(1 Set Buttons put on Oxfords

325 Set Buttons put on High Shoes

Toe Pieces

1 30

2.00

25

JS

BOYS and GIRLS
Half Soles and Heels 3 to 5

Half Soles only

HeeU

Half Soles and Heels, 11 to 2

Half Soles only

HeeU

Half Soles and Heels, 6 to 10

Half Soles only

HeeU

Toe Caps 3 to 5

Toe Caps under 3

Turned Shoes, Soled and Heeled

Patches

Heel Linings, pair

Counters, pair ,

2.00

1.60

SO

1.60

I JO

.40

1.4*

1 00

JS

1.00~

7S

EXTRAS
13 SO Set Hooks

25 up Set Eyelets

100 Dye Oxfords

2.00 Dye High Shoes

J SO

SO

so

.7S

James A. Darou, who has conducted a shoe re
pairing business in Lanark. Ont., for many years, ha
sold out to Joseph Walker, a returned soldier.

A "National" Shoe Plate

is little in Size But Big in

Quality and Profit for You!

3 sizes, made from special cold

rolled steel; carried in stock by
finders everywhere; quick sel-

ler at a splendid profit.

Write us for samples today

National Shoe Plate Mfg. Co.

160 No. Wells Street
Chicago, Illinois
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DEATH OF MR. PERCY M- RISING.

Members of the shoe trade throughout Canada

were greatly shocked to learn of the death of Mr. P.

M Rising, one of the most prominent members of

the younger generation in that field. Mr. Rising con-

tracted a cold which developed into double pneumonia,

and in spite of all that medical skill could do, he pass-

ed away in the course of a few days. The late Mr.

Rising was the second son of Mr. E. L. Rising, pre-

sident of Waterbury & Rising Ltd., St. John, N-B.

His wife was Miss Bessie Humphrey, daughter of W.
F. Humphrey, of Moncton, N*.B. He leaves also one

son and one daughter.

Only a few weeks ago, in company with his bro-

ther, he visited the trade in Ontario, and renewed

old acquaintances. He was widely known in the

retail, wholesale and manufacturing trade. As a di-

rector of Waterbury & Rising, Ltd., he was manager

of the retail end of that business. He was also a

member of the executive of the National Shoe Re-

tailers' Association, of Canada.
During the war he joined the 104th Battalion,

with which he went overseas. He was afterwards

transferred to the 13th Reserve, and later to the 26th

Battalion, with which he served in France till the

armistice was signed- He afterwards returned home,
and resumed his business activities. Among business

associates and personal acquaintances, he was de-

servedly very popular, and his loss will be felt in many
circles.

The funeral procession, which followed the re-

mains to Fernhill Cemetery, where interment was
made, was one of the largest ever held in St. John,
and bore striking evidence of the esteem in which the
deceased was held and the profound feeling of sorrow
which his death has cast over the business portion
of the city.

The casket was banked in flowers in silent token
of the esteem and respect in which the late Percy M.
Rising was held by the contributors. Floral offerings

were received from the Rotary Club, Officers and
Men of the 26th Battalion, Waterbury and Rising's
Retail Store staff, Waterbury and Rising's wholesale
staff, Travellers of the firm of Waterbury and Rising,
Officers and men of the New Brunswick Dragoons,
Senator George W. Fowler, Ames, Holden McCready,
Led-, Garrison's Sergeants Mess, and Gutta Percha
Company, in addition to many others.

KITCHENER DEVELOPMENTS.
The City of Kitchener has its eye on the title of

the shoe manufacturing centre of the Dominion. Lat-
est reported developments include the manufacture
of leather shoes by Ames, Holden, McCready, Ltd.,

in their Kitchener felt plant. Their plans call for im-
mediate installation of the new machinery and pro-
duction on a basis up to one thousand pairs per day.
As their felt factory on West King Street has not
been operating heavily, this new departure will take
care of partially idle equipment and buildings. Child-
ren's and infants' lines will first be produced, after
which other lines of McKays and stitchdowns will
be added.

It is also reported that a Kitchener citizen now
interested in the felt manufacturing business, pro-

poses to open a shoe factory in the building on South

Water Street owned by the P. Gies foundry. It is

expected that if the plans materialize, work will be

started very shortly.

WANTED—Shoe Salesman or Commission Agent,

covering Ontario, Quebec & Maritime Provinces, to

sell Foot X-Rlay Machines as side line; samples un-

necessary; 'High-Grade Equipment for progressive

merchandisers. Apply Empire Agencies Ltd., 543

Granville St.., Vancouver, B.C., giving references and

territory covered.

WANTED—Position as Travelling Salesman, thirty-

five year old shoeman, with fifteen years' experience.

Complete line for part or all of Western Provinces.

Apply Box 996 SHOE AND LEATHER JOURNAL.

WANTED—English type open end press, single blow,

State make, condition and price. Box 997 SHOE
AND LEATHER JOURNAL.

WANTED—A Keats & Bexon Rapid Stitcher, abso-

lutely any condition. Apply Box 998 SHOE AND
LEATHER JOURNAL-

WANTED—Salesman, with thorough knowledge of

Boot and Shoe Trade, to represent a factory, making
a good grade of Women's shoes in Welts, McKays
and Turns. Must have good connections and best of

references. Territory, City of Montreal, and centres

of Province of Quebec. Conditions, Commission Basis.

Please write Box F.C. 10 SHOE AND LEATHER
JOURNAL, 326 Coristine Building, Montreal.

THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT.
(Department of Overseas Trade)
announces that the eighth annual

BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR
will be held at

LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM
from

27th February to 10th March, 1922.
All Canadian buyers are cordially invited to

attend.

A particularly fine and comprehensive range
of

Leather for all Trades, Boots, Shoes and
Findings, Saddlery and Harness

will be shown in addition to many other lines

of manufactured goods.

Goods can be examined, values compared
and contracts concluded at the Fair, with the

minimum of trouble and the greatest saving

of time.

Full information and complimentary ad-

mission cards are obtainable from :

—

H.M. SENIOR TRADE COMMISSIONER.
248 St. James Street, Montreal.

H.M. TRADE COMMISSIONER.
260 Confederation Life Building, Toronto!

H.M. TRADE COMMISSIONER.
610 Electric Railway Chambers, Winnipeg.
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Greeting* &vto <§aob Wi#ty&

We extend greetings to our friends in the trade.

May this Christmas be a Merry one. May the

New Year usher in an era of renewed prosperity

for all of you.

ANNOUNCING

The Manufacture of

a Superior Line of

LEATHER BOX TOES
LEATHER COUNTERS

Perfection Counter Co., Limited

Parker, Irwin, Limited

Letourneux Ave. Montreal

No. 1800

i" Kid, 3/4 Fox, Bal.

Countess Last

Greetings attb

pest Saiislic

5

To those who have helped to make Lady
Belle Ideals a factor in placing Lady Belle

Shoes in the front rank of footwear for

women, we extend our sincerest acknow-
ledgements.

May Christmas Happiness and New Year
Prosperity be shared bountifully by all

members of the shoe trade.

No. 7436
Kid Oxford, Bal
Countess Last

These two popular models are exceptionally strong, seasonable sellers from the Lady Belle Line. In

stock.

Our "Aunt Polly" over size models meet a big demand.

IN STOCK CATALOGUE MAILED ON REQUEST.

LADY BELLE SHOE CO., Limited

Kitchener, Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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SAMSON-ANGUS LIMITED.

In the formation of a whole-

sale shoe house under this

name is involved a man who
has become known as one of

the most capable, thorough,

and straightforward shoe ma-

nufacturers of Canada, and

one who has been accepted as

a merchandiser and salesman

of a very high order.

Samson-Angus Limited are

occupying quarters at the

corner of Jurois and Hermine
Streets, Montreal, just a block

east from Victoria Square, and

favorably situated in the

wholesale district of Montreal.

They will occupy the entire

ground floor of a modern
warehouse building.

Mr. Alex. R. Angus, who is

vice president and managing
director of the new company,
started with the Ames Holden
MacCready Company, about

twenty-five years ago, and
grew up with that company
till he finally became sales
manager. He left that posi-
tion to become sales manager
of the M,iner Shoe Co., with
whom he was connected till

last November.
Their representatives al-

ready appointed are, for:
Maritime Provinces, E. Bou-
tel; Eastern Ontario, J. C.
Casselman; Quebec, O. A. La-
chapelle and J. A. Fortin

;

Western Canada, G. A. Arm-
strong.

BUSINESS RECOVERY.
Here are some steps considered necessary by the

Journal of Commerce for permanent recovery of

business.

1. Insist upon early reduction of armaments.
2. Oppose irritating influences in foreign rela-

tions and promote international good will.

3. Bring German reparations within range of

practicability by willingness to consider such modifi-
cations as may prove to be necessary.

4. Hasten the stabilization of exchange in order
to break the disastrous deadlock in foreign trade.

5. Lighten the burdens upon business by vigor-

ously urging lower taxes.

6. Encourage sound enterprises with liberal cre-

dits and endeavour to check all extravagant expendi-
tures, both public and private.

7. Increase your product and decrease your
costs at every reasonable opportunity. Low product
and high wages enormously raise the cost of living,

especially to labor. True prosperity lies in the abun-
dence—not scarcity—of things necessary to life and
eniovment,,

MR. A. R. ANGUS

8. Work harder, save more and spend less. This

applies to employers and employees alike. Shirkers

and loafers are too numerous.
9. Foster industrial peace by resorting to tem-

perate discussion
;
giving, and asking the square deal

and overcoming radicalism through education, reason

and justice.

NATIONAL SHOE RETAILERS' CONVENTION,
CHICAGO, JANUARY 9th to 12th, 1922.

Many Canadian shoe men, in both retail and
manufacturing fields, are planning to visit Chicago,

in January, when the National Convention and Ex-
position will be held. The event holds great interest

to all those interested in the shoe industry in America.
Leading speakers of the country will deal with styles,

merchandising, advertising, and the problems con-

fronting the trade, while the exhibit of shoes and the

Costume Review, wherein shoes will be exhibited on
living models, are of themselves worthy of a special

trip. Already men from Vancouver to Quebec have
made reservations, and it looks as if the Canadian
contingent will be a large and representative body.
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Show Them

JOHN BULL

Shoepacks

For your customers who are looking for EXTRA
VALUE in shoepacks let them examine a pair of

Beal's. They will note the good leather used

—

our own tannage—the high class workmanship

and the real GOODNESS contained in every

pair. These qualities can only give one result

—long service, comfort and resistance to

weather.

TheR.M.Beal LeatherCo.
¥ . . ~ Limited
Lindsay, Ont.

"GOODRICH"
Hand Turned Footwear
44

builds
prestige and an enviable reputa-
tion for better -grade retailers.
They are carefully made of se-
lected materials by expert turn
workmen."

HAZEN B. GOODRICH & CO.
• Manufacturers

Men's and Women's Slippers, Oxfords, Pumps
HAVERHILL - . MASSACHUSETTS

NEW ONTARIO MANAGER FOR AMES, HOLDEN,
MacCREADY.

H. G. McCullum, who was recently appointed
Manager of the Ontario Division of Ames, Holden,
MacCready Limited, joined this firm in 1912, at which
time he was located in the City of Winnipeg. Mr.
McCullum is an Ontario boy, having been born at

Paisley. He started in business in 1901, in the gen-
eral store of W. H. McFarlane, where he packed lots

of butter and eggs and sold everything from a pound
of tea to a silk dress. In 1905 he went to Winnipeg
and worked with the Eaton Company and other
stores for the next five years-

Mr. McCullum has covered Northern Ontario for
Ames, Holden, MacCready for some time past and
has greatly strengthened the position of the Com-
pany in this territorv.

OUR STYLE 645

BABIES' SOFT SOLE SHOES
We solicit inquiries from findings jobbers.

ZZJH1^?* growinB business. Especially attractive prices will bequoted to jobbers who communicate with us at this time

We are featuring Style 645 and 160 Soft Sole Baby Shoes
All styles and colors. Prices low to build trade.

Boston Baby Shoe Mfg. Company
Manufacturers of fine soft sole baby shoes and sandals

3 Foster Street PEABODY, MASS.

OUR STYLE 160

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Give a receipt
and get all your money

The right way to handle a sale

1. Collect the goods at the

wrapping counter beside

the register.

2. Tell the customer the price

and get the money.

3. Register the sale.

4. Wrap the receipt in the

parcel.

5. Give parcel and change to

the customer.

The customer gets quiet service.

The clerk gets credit for making the

sale.

The merchant gets all of his profits.

*A"1.50 "0126 JUN 18-21

TJT Amount Due

THIS IS A RECEIPT FOR YOUR
PURCHASE

THE RAND-JOHNSON CO.

NEW YORK

Wrap this receipt in the parcel

BE tiDS El
I CASH i

I DOLLARS I CTS 1

Get this receipt inside the register

Mtfwnal
And get all your money

We make cash re^istefrs for every line of business

S H REGISTER COMPANY"
OP CANADA. LIMITED — TORONTO ONTARIO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing tn advertiser
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Wickett and Craig Limited

Makers of

Fine Side Leathers and Goodyear Side Welting

We take this opportunity to thank our Customers for

the business they have given us during the past year.

We believe the worst of the Depression is over and
look for better things in 1922.

Accept our Sincere Good Wishes for

The Holiday Season and the Coming Year

Toronto Canada

THE

"PERFECT
FIT"

SPATS AND OVERGAITERS

The attention of all Jobbers is

called to our New Style No. 500,
with either one, two or three straps,
and silver plated buckles. An ex-
ceptionally high grade spat.

Samples of our other lines of Spats
and slippers on request.

The Silver Footwear Co.,

105-107 Front St. East, Toronto

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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THE JOY OF CHRISTMAS
May it be yours to enjoy in the fullest measure possible the well earned

respite from the cares and anxieties of business • . . . .

The Hope of the New Year
May there be nothing lacking in the fulfilment of your hopes nor in the

power of your arm to achieve the Happiness and Prosperity that Nine-

teen Twenty-two should bring

CHAS. TILLEY & SON
90 Richmono St. West Toronto, Ont.

h. o. Mcdowell H. N. LINCOLN

International Supply Co.
The Largest Shoe Factory Supply House in Canada
IMPORTERS JOBBERS
Shoe Machinery, Findings and Factory Supplies
We are Exclusive Canadian Agents for the following well-known houses:

American Lacing Hook Co., Waltham, Mass M. H. Merriam & Co., Boston, Mass.
Lacing Hooks and Hook Setting Machines. Binding, Staying, etc.

Armour Sand Paper Works, Chicago, 111. Puritan Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
Crystolon Paper and Cloth for Buffing and Scouring. Wax Thread Sewing Machines,

Boston Leather Stain Co., Boston, Mass
Inks, Stains, Waxes, etc., Cyclone Bleach.
The Ceroxylon Co., Boston, Mass.

Ceroxylon, the Perfect Liquid Wax.
The Louis G. Freeman Co., Cincinnati, O.

Shoe machinery.
E. L. Glennon Machine Co., Lynn, Mass.

Perforating Tubes.
Hazen, Brown Co., Brockton, Mass

Waterproof Box Toe Gum, Rubber Cement.
Markhem Machine Co., Boston, Mass.

Marking and Embossing- Machines, Compounds, Inks,

Poole Process for Goodyear Insoles.
Safety Utility Economy Co., Boston, Mass.

ulectric Heating Equipment.
The S. M. Supplies Co.

Factory Supplies. Needles, etc.

J. Spaulding & Sons Co., N. Rochester, N.H.
Guaranteed Fibre Counters, Fibre Innersoling.

The Textile Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont.
Shoe Laces.

United Stay Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Leather and Imitation Leather Facing, Welting,

etc.

etc.

We carry three large stocks in order that we may serve you promptly.

You will do well to avail yourself'of these stocks.

Quality Goods Right Prices

Branches:—37 Foundry Street S., KITCHENER
Main Office—154 Notre Dame Street West, Montreal.

566 St. Valier Street, QUEBEC

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Cfjrisitmag (greetings;

to tfje goob people in tf)is trabe tofjose co=opera=

tion bas mabe us feel grateful for tfje generous
Sfjare of business tofjicf) it IjaS been our goob
fortune to enjop.

Jfflap tt)e J2eto §ear bring pou all increasing

prosperity

"WILMAC LACES"
ARE ALL GOOD •

This label is never put on faulty, weak
or poor laces and we guarantee the tags

to be solid.

Sold banded in pairs and packed in

handsome cabinets of 100 pairs or 50

pairs assorted lengths. Also packed in

plain boxes of 72 pairs. Through all

wholesalers.
We are also sales agents for fine Leather Laces
made by H B McCarthy L td. Port Hope, Ont

JJIJIII
45 STALEXANDER ST.
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Hartley & Co., (Waterfoot) Limited

Shoe and Slipper Manufacturers

BAGUP, Near Manchester, ENGLAND

No...B3—Women's Camel Hair Slipper,

Rolled Top Silk Bound, Felt

and Leather Sole.

No..B129—Misses', Children's and In-

fants' Camel Hair Slippers, No. B4.—Men's Camel Hair Slip-

made with Ankle Strap, Felt per, Silk Bound, Felt and
and Leather Sole. Leather Sole.

We manufacture one of the most popular lines of Camel Hair and Felt Slippers which is being

handled by the Principal Jobbing Houses throughout Canada.
Be sure to see the complete range and note the strong selling features and exceptional values.

Selling Agents for the

Dominion of Canada ROSS & SHAW
121 Wellington St. West Toronto, Ont.

Leading Shade
for

Spring 1922

for

Men's and Women's Shoes

Blach smooth calf and eyebuck grain

The Collis Leather Co. Ltd.,
Aurora Ontario

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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Build up 1922 Profits

with

Hurlbut Shoes

Mothers of Canada are demanding cor-

rect children's footwear—the increased

sales of Hurlbut Cushion Sole Shoes re-

ported on every hand proves it—and
dealers who look to greater turnover and
more certain profits during 1922 are al-

ready preparing to feature Hurlbut's

stronger then ever.

rHURLBUT
CUSHION-SOLE

LShoes/> Children-1

backed by a national advertising cam-
paign and a complete dealer co-operation
service, can help you build up your New
Year profits.

Feature HURLBUT'S in your windows

and in your local advertising and reap

the benefit of this wave of preference.

PHILIP JACOBI
5 East Wellington Street,

Toronto
Exclusive Wholesale Distributor of

Hurlbut Shoes

Will You Have a Good

Christmas Window?
Christmas is a season when every dealer
tries to brighten up his store and excel
himself and his neighbors in window display.
We want to see and show the trade some of
the best windows in Canada.

Win One of These Prizes
which we are offering below. All that is

necessary is to send with the- photograph a

brief description of the window and com-
ments on the results it brought.

The prizes will be

First Prize $15.00
Second " 10.00

Third 14
5.00

Chrstmas Window Competition

Shoe & Leather Journal

545 King St. W., TORONTO

Help Pay For Your

Christmas Advertising

You probably have been doing some pretty
snappy Christmas advertising.

We are offering the prizes below for the three
best all round Christmas ads that are sub-
mitted to us.

So

Send Us Your Best One

together with brief comments on how you
worked it out and what results it appeared
to bring.

First Prize $15.00

Second
14

10.00

Third " 5.00

Advertising Competition

Shoe & Leather Journal

545 King St. W., TORONTO

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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VANCOUVER NOTES.

We are sorry to report the death of Mr. G. Allen,

of South Vancouver, a shoe maker for some years in

this district. Death occurred suddenly. The funeral
was arranged by the Sons of England.

An addition to the family of Mr- M. R. Thomas,
Kinsway, was made by the arrvial of a fine bouncing
13th boy.

Mr. R. C Cranford has taken over the business

of Mr. R. McEwan, Jr., (Western Shoe Repairing),

Granville Street.

Mr. R. McDonald, from Anon, has taken over
the stand of Mr. W. Quirk, Pender St. W., who anti-

cipates moving to California.

We are pleased to see Mr. N. Proposki, Jr., con-
valescent and again in harness after his operation
for a serious attack of appendicitis.

The store of Mr. W. J. Fox, Broadway E., was
burglarized recently between Saturday night and
Monday morning, and about $100.00 worth of new
boots were removed. Entrance was made by remov-
ing the glass in the back door.

Several changes are rumoured amongst boot
dealers. Mr. J. Mone has opened his smart new store
half a block west of his old stand. The new stand
will be kept exclusively for the sales of footwear,
while the old store will be retained for repairing.

Fortune to the amount of $500.00 smiled upon Mr.
H. C. Spaulding, of Fraser Ave., in the local football
guessing competition, who, with three others, shared
the first prize of $200.00 between them. The winning
score was 11 correct answers out of 12, and was com-
piled by Mrs. Spaulding.

Mepes, Denby Bros. & Co. have opened a whole
sale leather and findings store on Cinder St. W. Mr.
S. Denby, the senior member, was for several years
with Mepes, Storey and Campbell, of this city, and
lately with The Great West Saddlery Co., Winnipeg
and Calgary.

Mr. A. V. Dumbavand has opened a new store on
Smyth St., two doors off Granville St., and Mr. C. E.
Brown has taken over the store lately occupied by
Mr. A. V. Dumbavand, of Main St.

Mr. J. L. Morgan, who sold out his stand on
Broadway over a year ago, has opened a new store
further west on Broadway.

In the vicinity of Mount Pleasant, Vancouver,
several members of the trade have started a cut-rate
war, against each other. The price of men's soles and
heels have been reduced to $1.75, Ladies, $1.00. It is

hoped this will not continue long as it will not only
prove disastrous to those participating, but it is likely
to spread and cause hardship with the whole trade.

Another system of price cutting is in operation
with the Government Training School, with the
Civil-Re-establishment Students on Pender St. About
twenty students are passing through the school and
tor the want of a better system are allowed to can-
vas the public for work, which, when finished, a small
charge only is made for the cost of material, which
makes the price of work much below the general
price charged in the city. Those shoe makers in the
near vicinity are the greatest sufferers. It would be
well for the Government to replace the present sys-
tem now there are so few students, and place them
amongst the various shoe repairers in the city, where
they could get better personal attention, and insight
into a greater variety of work, and an opportunity to
get into closer touch with the public.

THERE IS NOTHING

MIRACULOUS IN THE
PRODUCTION OF
"ROYAL KID" KNOWN
FOR ITS UNIFORM-

ITY. THIS REPUTA-

TION HAS BEEN

EARNED BY CLOSE

PERSONAL ATTEN-

TION GIVEN TO ALL

THE DETAILS—FROM
SKIN BUYING TO

FINAL GRADING

BONNER
LEATHER CO
MONTREAL

SALES AGENTS)

MONTREAL: J. H. GOYER.227 LEMOINE ST,

KITCHENER; P- P. DUPPTON, 50 FOUNDRY ST.
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McKAY

All Colors Guaranteed Fast
The colors of our Goodyear and McKay Welting match in their quality the other
features of our product. Any color may be had, particularly chocolate and mahogany,
in which we specialize. Write for samples to day.

BROCKTON WELTING CO.
—INCORPORATED—

69 Crescent St., Brockton, Mass.

Department of HILLIARD & MERRILL, Inc., 130 Eastern Ave., Lynn, Mass.

SALES OFFICES: BOSTON, 185 Essex Street; PHILADELPHIA, Southwest Corner
Fifth and Arch Streets; CINCINNATI, 410 East Eighth Street; CHICAGO, 305 West
Lake St.; ST. LOUIS, MO., 1419 Olive St.; ROCHESTER, N.Y, 22 Andrews St.; NEW
YORK CITY, 33 Spruce Street.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES: ENGLAND, Messrs. Pearson Robinson & Arterton,
4 Albion St., Leicester; FRANCE, Louis Dubois, 47 Rue des Petites Ecuries Paris.

NEWCASTLE KID
Noted for its excellent Finish, fine Tex-
ture and wonderful Wearing Quality.

The Leather for Greater Value

Fancy Colors. White. Black.
Glazed or Mat.

CANADIAN AGENTS
for American Tanners of Calf. Splits.

Indias. Heavy* Leathers. Skivers. Cab-
rettas. as well as for Cotton and Cloths

Write or Wire for Samples

NEW CASTLE LEATHER CO.
NEW YORK

Canadian Branch—335 Craig St. W.. Montreal

Factory—Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A.

COLONIAL HIDE COMPANY
HIDES, CALFSKINS
AND HORSE HIDES

Most country hides carry 2 or 3 lbs. of excess meat;
some much more. Our hides well fleshed. This
difference of 5% to 7% means fully 1c. per lb., which
the tanner saves when buying

"COLONIAL TRIM AND DELIVERY"
OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AS FOLLOWS:

274 Wellington St., Montreal, P. Q.
Quebec, P. Q. St. John, N. B. Three Rivers, P.Q.
Ottawa, Ont. Peterboro, Ont. Windsor, N. S.

HIDE and LEATHER
FACTORSJ.HARDY SMITH®SONS

Belgrave Gate, Leicester, Eng.
CODES: MARCONI, BENTLEY. LIEBER

CABLES: HIDES,LEICESTER.

ESTABLISHED 1863

THE KING BROTHERS COMPANY, LIMITED, WHITBY, ONT.
Manufacturers of CHROME, COMBINATION AND BARK TANNED SIDE UPPER LEATHERS

OOZE, FLEXIBLE AND WAX SPLITS FOR HOME AND EXPORT TRADE

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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CLARKE & CLARKE Limited
Established 1852

Tanners of

SHEEPSKINS
Of all kinds

Our sheepskins have been
the standard for quality
and colors in Canada for

over thirty years.

Clarke & Clarke Limited

General Offices & Works

Christie Street, Toronto

BRANCH WAREROOMS

252 Notre Dame St. W., Montreal

PERCY J. MULBURN, Agent

553 St. Valier Street, Quebec
RICHARD FRERES, Agent

Edwards & Edwards umiten

TANNERS OF

SHEEPSKINS
FOR

SHOES GLOVES
SADDLERY

UPHOLSTERING
BAGS AND SUIT CASES

BOOKBINDING
FANCY AND

NOVELTY GOODS
SKIVERS

EMBOSSED LEATHERS
ETC., ETC.

Edwards & Edwards Limited

Head Office

27 Front Street East

Toronto

Tanneries

Woodbridge, Ont.

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Represented by

John McEntyre, Limited - Montreal, Que.

Cabinette

Wooden Heels
for

Ladies' Shoes
+ +

+

Manufactured by

CANADA CABINETTE HEELS
Limited

2732-2736 St. Hubert St., Montreal. Canada
Calumet 1959

Mention "Shoe and Leather Journal" when writing an advertiser
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ALL ABOARD Direct through Connections from "HOOF TO BEAMHOUSE"
Only stops to improve quality and selection. Depots at all principal Hide centres including

CHINA, INDIA, JAVA, BRAZIL, CUBA, COLOMBIA, COSTA RICA

SCHMOLL FILS # CO.
International Hide Merchants

PARIS HAVANA BASLE NEW YORK CHICAGO

'We deliver what you buy"

Aird & Son 20

Ames Holden McCready Ltd 8

Amherst Boot & Shoe Co 12

British Industries Fair 103

Barrie Tanning Co 48

Boston Baby Shoe Co 106

Bell, J. & T. Ltd 9

Bennett Ltd 52

Borne, Lucien 88

Bonin, Ant 27

Bonner Leather Co. Ltd 113

Breithaunt Leather Co I.B.C.

Beal, R. M. Co 106

' Canadian Cabinette Heels 115

Children's Shoe Mfg. Co. Ltd. . . 96

Clarke & Clarke 115

Clarke, A. R. Co. Ltd O.B.C.
Clark Bros. Ltd 15

Collis Leather Co Ill

Colonial Hide Co 114

Columbus Rubber Co. Ltd 50

Cote, J. A. & M 6-7

Cobourg Felt Co 99

Damon, F. W 115

Daoust, Lalonde & Co 38-29

Davis, A. & Son 17

Davis Leather Co. Ltd 5
Duchaine, Ludger 96
Dufresne & Locke 24
Duclos & Payan 3
Dominion Rubber Systems .... 19-22
Dupont & Frere 31
Davies Footwear Co 30

Eagle Shoe Co. Ltd 40-41

Index
Edwards & Edwards 115
Evans, Jno. R., Leather Co. Ltd.. . 16
Einstein, J. Co 34

Foerderer, Robt. H. Inc 4

Gagnon, Lachapelle & Hebert... 78
Galibert, Paul 22
Gait Shoe Co. Ltd 81
Globe Shoe Co. Ltd 46
Goodrich, H. B. & Co 106
Getty & Scott Ltd 45
Goulet, O. & Son. Ltd 89
Gutta Percha & Rubber Ltd 77
Great West Felt Co 10

Hamilton, W. B. Shoe Co. Ltd... 99
Hardy, Smith & Sons 114
Hartley & Co HI
Hilliard & Merrill Inc 114
Hurlbut Shoe Co. Ltd 112

Independent Rubber Co 21
International Supply Co 109

Jacobi, P 112

King Bros 114

Kingsbury Footwear Co. Ltd. . . 29
Lachance & Tanguay 95
La Duchesse Shoe Co 83
Lady Belle Shoe Co. Ltd 104
Lawrence, A. C. Leather Co 36
Lennox, J. Co 13

Marois, A. E. Ltd 91
McLaren, J. A. Co. Ltd 44
McMartin, E. W. . HO
Miner Rubber Co. Ltd. 25
Marsh, W. A., Co., Ltd 90

National Cash Register Co 107
National Shoe Plate Co 102
New Castle Leather Co. Inc 114
New York Quebracho Co 80

Palmer. John & Co. Ltd 4
Panther Rubber Co 81
Pearson Shoe Co 49
Perfection Counter Co. Ltd 104
Perth Shoe Co. Ltd 19

Pioneer Products Ltd 32
Parker Irwin Co 104

Quebec Heel Co. Ltd 96

Ralston. Robt. Co. Ltd 79
Robin Bros 110
Robinson, Jas. Co. Ltd 42-43
Robson Leather Co. Ltd 35
Routier, Luc 96

Standard Kid Mfg. Co 82
Samson, J. E. Enr 87
Schmoll Fils 116

Scott-Chamberlain, Ltd 47
Silver Footwear Co 108

Sisman, T. Shoe Co 37

Schever, Normandin Co 26

Talbot Shoe Co. Ltd 2S
Tetrault Shoe Mfg. Co 33

Trickett, Sir H. W., Ltd 23
Tred Rite Shoe Co 51

Tilley, Chas. & Son 109

Universal Shoe Machinery Co 100

United Shoe Machinery Co. I.B.C..86

United Last Co. Ltd 14

Wickett & Craig 108

Williams Shoe Co 11

Waterbury & Rising Co. Ltd 18
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A (greeting At guletttie

Our Greeting to the Shoe and Leather Trades is given in

the spirit of Good Cheer for this Merry Season.

It is given in the spirit of Thankfulness for the favors we
have enjoyed.

It is given in the spirit of Co-operation for the strength-

ening of the bond of Goodwill between the thousands

who go to make up our combined industries.

It is given in the spirit of Hope and Optimism for steadily

improving conditions and growing prosperity.

& (Mark? & (Ho., ICimttrt
Otorcmtn














